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Appendix VU
Release of Radioactivity in Reactor Accidents
Introduction

This report describes
results of the
Fission Product
Source Term Task which
has
been
conducted
by
Battelle's
Columbus
Laboratories
as part of the
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission's Reactor
Safety Study.
The objective
of the
Reactor Safety Study is
the evaluation
of postulated accidents in large watercooled power reactors
with respect to
the probability
of occurrence and the
magnitude
of resulting
consequences.
The
primary purpose of the Fission
Product Source Term Task has been to
specify the size of.the fission product
source which would escape the containment boundary as a function of time for
various accident conditions
defined by
the Reactor Safety
Study.
In
doing
this, specialists in the areas
of fission product release,
transport,
and
deposition met periodically with the Reactor Safety Study to guide the development of realistic
source term estimates.
In addition, key analyses on one or more
portions of the total problem were
performed at the different
laboratories
represented by each of the specialists.
The group was composed of D. L. Morrison
and R.
L.
Ritzman
from
BattelleColumbus,
W. A.
Yuill
from Aerojet
Nuclear Company, A. K. Postma and P.
C.

Owzarski from Battelle-Northwest, and G.
W. Parker and M. H.
Fontana
from Oak
Ridge National Laboratory.
A dominant portion of the effort on the
task
concerned fission product behavior
under reactor core meltdown
conditions.
Accordingly,
considerable
interaction
occurred between this task and the Reactor Core Meltdown Task, which was also
conducted at the Battelle-Columbus
Laboratories.
The Reactor Core Meltdown
Task (Ref. 1) provided data on physical
events
and
conditions
that
were
essential in developing the definitions
and procedures
used to specify fission
product movement within
and loss from
the containment boundary.
This report specifically
presents
the
methodology
that was evolved to enable
the performance of calculations of fission product escape
to the atmosphere
for various
accident
sequences
in
a
large PWR or BWR.
The essentials of the
methodology are described
in
the sections which follow.
Supporting documentation or more detailed treatment of
certain
components can be found in the
collection of papers that are appended
at the rear of the report.
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Section 1
Fission Product Release From
Reactor Core Material

*

fore, PWR and BWR analyses both can
utilize the same set of release components but the particular number of
components and the timing of the releases will depend on the reactor type
and the particular accident sequence
being examined. The subsections which
follow describe each component in more
detail and present the release values
that were arrived at on the basis of the
current interpretations of fission product
behavior that are contained in
The relevant
appendices to this report.
appendices are cited within the text.

Fission product release from core material during accidents involving meltdown
would probably occur more or less confinally
the
system
until
tinuously
release
During this period,
cools.
limits
over wide
rates
should vary
depending on fission product properties,
to
system temperatures, and the surface
ratio of the molten material.
volume
However, it is possible to identify four
or times at which major
conditions
These
driving forces for release exist.
periods of high rates should account for
four
The
total release.
most of the
major release components are:

1.1 GAP RELEASE COMPONENT
a.

b.

- fission product
Meltdown release
release which occurs from the fuel
while it first heats to melting and
in
flows
High gas
becomes molten.
this period sweep
the
core during
the activity out of the core region.

c.

fission
release
Vaporization
after
product release which occurs
amounts of molten core matelarge
rial fall into the reactor cavity
from the pressure vessel. Turbuconvection
lence caused by internal
and melt sparging by gaseous decomposition products of concrete produce the driving forces for escape.

*

d.
-

fission product
release
Gap
release which occurs when the claddings experience initial rupture.
It consists mostly of activity that
within
was released to void spaces
fuel rods during normal reactor
the
operation and rapid depressurization
of
contained gases provides the
driving force for escape.

gap
For the purposes of this work,
release is defined as the fission product inventory that is free to escape in
gaseous or vapor form from core fuel
rods if the cladding ruptures.
The
number of core fuel rod claddings that
will rupture depends on the effectivecooling
of the emergency core
ness
systems.
For highly effective emergency
cooling no claddings may rupture, while
for degraded cooling conditions, leading
to fuel
rod melting, essentially all
claddings
will
rupture
during the
Between
temperature rise to melting.
these two extremes there exist a large
series of core cooling temperature conditions which can lead to various percentages of cladding ruptures.
Cladding
rupture. temperatures depend
upon several factors; rate of temperature rise, internal gas pressure, and
cladding physical and mechanical properHowever, rupture temperatures are
ties.
likely to range from about 1400 to
2000 F.
Fission products which have
fuel
migrated to the surface of the
or to the interior surface of
pellets
normal
reactor
the cladding during
operation can potentially be released.
from
The driving force for escape comes
the rapid release of inert gases (helium
and fission gas) stored in the plenum
and gas gap
spaces
of the fuel rods.
ranging
from a
Internal gas pressures
few hundred psia to 2000 psia can exist.

oxidation release - fission product
and
release which occurs just after
is a result of a steam explosion
Finely divided fuel material
event.
is scattered into an oxygen atmosphere and undergoes extensive oxidafistion which liberates specific
sion products.

By concentrating on the processes and
control these four
factors which will
components, it was decided that release
for representative accident seterms
Each one
quences could be developed.
identifiable
pertains to a specific,
time period in the core meltdown scenarThereio of either water reactor type.

which
only fission product material
in vapor form should escape durexists
ing the
rod depressurization.
Therefrom condensed
fore, if vaporization
phases or reaction layers within
the
fuel rod is incomplete when depressuri-
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applicable chemical elements.
The average values in each case are the simple
arithmetic means of the three calculated
releases
for the particular
isotope.
This
isotope was selected on the basis
the radiologically
that it represents
important one for the element. Note
that no direct calculations of tellurium
Results of out-ofreleases were made.
pile experiments (Ref. 2) indicate that
its
release should be similar to iodine
and cesium, and on this basis the value
for the principal isotope, Teof 0.10
Since the
isotopes
132, was selected.
that were selected to represent each
chemical group have relatively long half
lives,
the uncertainties in the average
release fractions should be nearer the
the uncertainty range as
lower
end of
This was the basis for the
noted above.
that are specified
uncertainty
factors
in Table VII 1-1.

zation takes place, the potential release would not be realized. After the
depressurization, very little driving
to carry fission product
force exists
vapors along the narrow annulus to the
the cladding.
in
location
rupture
gap
in this work the
Consequently,
release component will be confined to an
at
estimate of the release that occurs
For
the time of cladding rupture only.
seaccident conditions which are less
vere than core meltdown, the gap release
component values developed here may be
to the percentage of
reduced according
the fuel rod claddings that are expected
to experience rupture.
Two fractions make up the gap release
(1) the release fraction,
component:
The
fraction.
(2) the escape
and
release fraction defines the potential
is the
fuel and
for release from U02
result obtained from most fission product release models. The escape fraction
represents an estimate of the degree of
fission product at
the
volatility of
fuel rod cladding, rupture. The processes and reactions that need to be considered in estimating the escape fraction
include physical condensation and reaccladding,
with fuel material,
tions
other fission products and gaseous impurities in the rods.
1.1.1

The data in Table VII 1-1 represent the
can be made
with
best effort that
current mathematical models in calculatduring
ing
fission product releases
Due to lack of basic
reactor operation.
information for some species or parameters,
simplifying assumptions are often
made which tend to overestimate rather
than underestimate releases. Therefore,
the results should be interpreted as
current
state-of-the-art and not as
Future experimental
absolute values.
and theoretical study may indicate lower
the
releases,
and when this occurs
and results used here can be
models
modified.

THE RELEASE FRACTION

The three sets of gap release calculations which are reported in Appendices
A, B, and C produced the release fraction estimates shown in Table VII 1-1.
These results are based on PWR core
but results for a BWR are so
properties
similar that Table VII 1-1 values will
The
used for both reactor types.
be
values in Table VII 1-1 also represent
best
estimate releases for the several
different
species and these contain
uncertainties depending upon the release
models used, variations in basic parameor differences in methods to comters,
pute temperature profiles in operating
Inspection of results given in
fuel.
uncerAppendices A, B, and C show that
from factors of +2 for
range
tainties
for
some species to factors +10 or mor-e
As a rule, the magnitude of the
others.
as the
to decrease
uncertainty tends
decay half-life increases.

1.1.2

THE ESCAPE FRACTION

select escape
The rationale used to
fraction
values will be discussed on an
element by element basis.
1.1.2.1

Noble Gases.

at room
are gaseous
The noble gases
temperature
and are known
to be very
unreactive
chemically.
At
cladding
rupture
the only mechanism which could
retard their escape would
be
flow
along the gas gap to the
restrictions
in
the cladding.
Since
hole or split
only a delay process,
this
constitutes
details
which depends on very specific
of
fuel
rod structure, no retention of
released noble gases in the fuel rod gas
space can be claimed.

fracThe ultimate use of these release
tions in total accident release calculavalue be
tions demands that a single
for each chemical group; that
assigned
is,
isotopic dependent release behavior
Consequently, in the
must be ignored.
1-1,
average
last column of Table VII
release values are listed which will be
used for all isotopes of each of the

1.1.2.2

Halogens.

Elemental
iodine
would be
entirely
gaseous
at normal reactor
fuel
rod
operating temperatures and particularily
at the cladding
rupture
temperatures.
However,
iodine readily reacts with
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cal form is not sufficiently established
to justify consideration in this work.
However, additional experimental work in
this area would be useful.

have
which
form iodides
metals to
Possibilities
different volatilities.
include zirconium iodides (reaction with
cesium iodine (reaction with
cladding),
cesium) , and hydrogen
fission-product
iodide
(reaction with trace hydrogen or
water vapor).

The formation of hydrogen iodide, which
might be significant at high temperatures, also has not been verified by
experimental work on irradiated fuel
rods.
The existence of HI as a major
species would not alter iodine volatility at cladding rupture
temperatures
appreciably.
Therefore HI will not be
considered an important iodine form in
this analysis.

Experimental work by Feuerstein (Ref. 3)
series of zirconium
has shown that a
iodides can form when iodine in Zircaloy
capsules is heated, and several minutes
volatilize appreciable
is required to
fractions of the reaction product at a
Indirect
temperature of 800 C (1472 F) .
with
evidence
of
iodine
reaction
Zircaloy in operating fuel rods has been
(Ref.
4).
by
Weidenbaum
obtained
et al (Ref. 5) performed puncCollins,
Zircaloy-2
ture tests with irradiated
about 1000 C
clad U62 in steam at
(1832 F) from which it was concluded
that only 10 percent of the iodine that
was expected to be free within the cans
escaped
through
the puncture hole.
(Ref.
6)
have
and
Parker
Lorenz
conducted a pair of in-reactor fuel rod
failure transient tests with pressurized
The fission
Zircaloy-2 clad fuel rods.
product release data for the two experiindicated 25 percent and 100
ments
percent escape of the free iodine relaThese limited
tive to free noble gases.
studies suggest that iodine retention by
Zircaloy cladding could limit the escape
of iodine from the gas spaces of fuel
rods during rupture. The escape fraction value cannot be specified very
accurately but would be expected to fall
within the range 0.1 to 1.

In summary the
escape fraction
for
iodine gap release should be based on
available experimental evidence
that
indicates at least partial retention by
Zircaloy cladding. On the basis of the
range indicated a best estimate value of
1/3 with an uncertainty
factor +3 is
appropriate.
1.1.2.3

Alkali Metals.

The normal boiling point of cesium metal
is about 960 K
(1270 F) and if the
fission product exists in this elemental
form, the gap release fraction could be
completely vaporized at cladding rupture
temperatures. On the other hand the
thermal transient may be too rapid and
incomplete
vaporization
would
have
occurred at this point. Also, compound
formation with the fuel (noted above) or
with the cladding (possibly with corrosion products) could result in
significantly reduced volatility.
There is
almost no experimental data related to
escape of fission product cesium under
these conditions.
The in-pile transient
tests of Lorenz and Parker
(Ref. 6)
provide
the only known
experimental
estimate.
The results of two tests
indicate an escape
fraction value of
about 2/3.
Because of the approximate
nature of these measurements,
it was
decided
to use the same escape fraction
for cesium that is
used for iodine;
i.e.,
1/3 with an uncertainty factor of
+3.

Contrary to the cladding reaction mechathe
nism,
thermodynamic analyses of
fission product system
fuel-cladding
would be
consistently predict that CsI
the most stable chemical form for iodine
(see Appendix
at elevated temperatures
Since the fission yield for cesium
E).
isotopes is more than ten times that for
sufficient
there is
iodine
isotopes,
the
of
cesium for complete conversion
iodine.
If CsI is the dominant iodine
species in fuel rods then iodine would
exhibit a significantly lower volatility
a
at cladding rupture temperature i.e.,
vapor fraction in the range of 0.01 to
0.1 would be expected. As shown above,
experimental escape data do not coincide
In addition
with these low values.
there
is limited evidence that cesium
may undergo compound formation with U02
and thus prevent formation of CsI (Refs.
7,8).
Thermodynamic analyses have not
this
reaction.
Finally,
considered
there appears to be no experimental confirmation of the presence of CsI in
Therefore, the
irradiated fuel rods.
possibility of CsI being a major chemi-

1.1.2.4

Alkaline Earths.

Depending upon the oxygen
activity in
the system,
fission product strontium
would predominately exist as either
the
metal or the monoxide. However, neither
condensed phase has appreciable volatility at clad rupture temperatures.
The
metal which exhibits the higher vapor
pressure should limit vapor fractions to
less than l0-4 of the total
strontium.
The ANC
fission product release model
calculation for strontium, which considers
thermodynamic equilibrium in the
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fuel body, obtained a maximum release
fraction of 4 x 10-6 (Appendix B) . The
in-pile transient test data of Lorenz
and Parker
(Ref. 6), while quite crude
for strontium, indicat~ escape6 fractions
ranging from about 10to 10-6. On the
basis of this evidence, it appears that
in conjunction with a release fraction
of 0.01, a best estimate value for the
escape
fraction would be 10-4 with an
uncertainty factor of +100.
1.1.2.5

melt within one minute and in a few more
minutes
fuel-melting temperatures
are
approached in the hotter regions.
The
process
spreads throughout the core and
within 30 minutes to 2 hours
(Ref. 1)
nearly the whole core is molten at
temperatures ranging from roughly 2000
to 3000 C. During the later stages of
this process molten core material can
run through or melt through the grid
plate and fall into the bottom of the
pressure vessel.
If a steam~ explosion
does not occur when residual water is
contacted in the lower portion of the
pressure vessel, partial quenching and
temporary solidification of portions of
the molten mass can take place.
However,
the
internal heat generation
causes
remelting and the
inevitable
downward migration continues until the
pressure vessel fails,
probably
by
meltthrough.
Pressure vessel failure is
expected to require about 1 hour after
most of the
core has melted (Ref. 1).
Prior to this the high internal temperatures have caused melting of some of the
pressure vessel steel
and
interior
structural components.
The molten iron
is not miscible with the core material
(oxide phase) although partial conversion to iron oxides could produce some
dissolution in and dilution of the core
material.
Nevertheless some
fission
products
(i.e., the noble metals) would
tend to distribute to the metallic iron
phase.

Tellurium.

Thermodynamic calculations indicate that
the
tellurium
can
exist as either
The
element or an oxide in the fuel.
stable vapor form at cladding rupture
TeZ,
but
is
probably
temperatures
indicate
several experimental studies
that tellurium will react with Zircaloy.
et al. (Ref.
9) demonstrated
Genco,
extensive reaction of tellurium vapor
with zirconium at temperatures above 400
C (752 F).
The in-pile transient tests
of Lorenz and Parker (Ref. 6) while very
limited indicate an escape fraction for
tellurium of between 10-1 and 10-5. A
complex kinetic
situation
involving
competition among vaporization, reaction
with cladding, and escape in the gaseous
the escape
puff
probably determines
fraction.
Therefore, the value was set
at 10-3 with an uncertainty factor of
+100.
1.1.2.6

Other Species.

Initial fuel melting
is
expected to
occur in only the center regions of
the rods on almost a pellet by pellet
scale.
Thus the melting fuel will offer
a relatively high surface area
for
release of fission products.
As the
melting front moves outward, the melting
of the individual pellets may continue,
but it is also conceivable that larger
sections of fuel may collapse. into the
molten mass.
If this fuel melts within
the mass rather than at the edge, then
fission
product
release
could
be
inhibited
by
the time required for
transport to a free surface.
On the
other
hand, gaseous
fission products,
present as bubbles in the U02 could rise
quickly to the surface of the molten
mass and escape. It appears
that most
of the fission product release that does
occur will take place early in the
melting period at each core location.
Then as the melted fuel mixes with the
rest of the molten mass and the mass
increases
in. size,
fission
product
release
rates will 'become much slower.
The melting of structural steel in the
pressure vessel during this later period
is expected to produce a layer of molten
iron above the molten core material
which would offer a further barrier to

of
other
fission
The volatilities
product species, besides those which are
diselements
chemical analogs of the
cussed above, are expected to be so low
at cladding rupture
that their escape
Therecan be considered negligible.
fore, the results of all the gap release
component analysis can now be summarsuch a
ized. Table VII 1-2 presents
summary showing the gap release fracthe
fractions, and
tions, the escape
product of these two - the gap release
component.
The
release
and
escape
fractions listed here may be somewhat
different from values obtained or recommended by the individual laboratories
that contributed to the analyses.
This
is
because current knowledge does not
clearly show one analytical approach is
superior to the others.

1.2 MELTDOWN RELEASE COMPONENT
The conditions pertaining to this release period begin with rapid boiloff of
the water coolant which
uncovers the
reactor core.
Steam, flowing up through
the heating core, initiates Zr-H 2 0 reaction and this accelerates
the rate of
temperature rise. The cladding begins to
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a

.4

expected during the early period.
Thus
this should be the period
of maximum
driving force for fission product escape
from the core
region.
The
release
fractions
(RFx) for the various fission
products were estimated by considering:

Other factors
fission product release.
which can inhibit
release
during meltdown in the pressure vessel include the
possibility of crust
formation
at the
melt
surface and partial
quenching when
melt runs or falls
into water that may
be left
in the bottom of the vessel.
The atmosphere in the core region and
during meltdown is
vessel
pressure
mixture
expected to be a steam-hydrogen
with small
concentrations
of fission
product and core
material
vapors and
aerosols.
This
may be classified a
nonoxidizing atmosphere for most fission
products,
and it,
of course, results
from partial
consumption of steam by
metal-water reaction, yielding H2 in the
core region.
Although the metal-water
reaction that does occur is steam supply
limited, some steam flow passes
through
cooler
portions
of the core region
without complete reaction.
It is
estimated that during the meltdown phase
only about half the Zircaloy is
reacted
and other metal-water reaction produces
only about 50 percent more H 2 .
Thus
total metal-water
reaction is only the
equivalent of 75 percent
Zr-H 2 0 reaction.

a.

The limited data that are available
from small-scale
experiments
with
U0 2 (Appendix D), and

b.

The predictions of limited thermodynamic
analyses of fuel-claddingfission product system at high temperature (Appendix E)

The results are summarized in Table VII
1-3 and a short description
of the
rationale connected with each value
is
given in the following paragraphs.

of core meltdown proThermal analyses
vide only generalized data on core temperature profiles, geometry changes, and
comThis,
melt behavior versus time.
bined with the uncertainties which exist
properties
at very
in fission product
argue against conhigh temperatures,
struction of a highly mechanistic model
fission product release
to calculate
Therefore,
during the meltdown phase.
in this work, fission product release is
treated as being simply proportional
to
the fraction of core melted.

a.

Noble Cases (Xe, Kr) - Experimental
work shows that nearly total release
of
these
essentially chemically
inert gases would be expected during
the meltdown period if the surfaceto-volume ratio of melting material
remains
high.
Although this seems
likely and
considerable
release
should occur even before the fuel
melts,
some gases
could
become
trapped as the molten mass enlarges
during the later
stages of meltdown.
Accordingly,
a range of 50 to 100
percent
release
is
considered
reasonable but 90 percent should be
assumed probable.

b.

Halogens (I, Br) - Again
nearly
total
release is expected due to the
high volatility,
but
the rate of
release
could
be
limited
by
transport in the melt to an external
surface.
Therefore, the same
range
(50-100
percent
release)
should
apply and 90 percent
is
considered
the probable value.

c.

Alkali Metals (Cs, Rb) - Nearly total
release would be expected but
experimental data on cesium release
from molten U0 2 and thermodynamic
studies show that the alkali metals
are not so highly volatile as the
noble gases or halogens.
Therefore,
the release rate could be somewhat
affected by
internal
transport
in
the melt or by the possible tendency
toward compound formation.
Experimental evidence indicates a range of
40 to 90 percent with a probable
value of 80 percent.

d.

Tellurium - Simple
thermodynamics
indicate
that Te should volatilize
almost completely from melting core
material
in
the elemental
form.
However, experimental data indicate

Mathematically,
RCFx(t) =

[RFx]

- [FCM(t)]

fraction
where RCFx(t) = Core release
for fission product x as a function of
time (t):
RFx

FCM (t)

=

Release
fraction of fission
product x from melted fuel

=

Fraction of core melted as a
function of time (t)

It
is
important to note that this apis
which
all
release,
proach assigns
to occur during the time core
expected
material remains in the pressure vessel,
melting.
early period of first
to the
This is consistent with two key observathe highest steam flows and
tions;
(1)
(2) the highest fuel surface
areas
are
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extensive reaction with unoxidized
Zircaloy cladding would tend to hold
tellurium
in the melt, even though
much of the cladding may oxidize
during the meltdown period.
The
tellurium apparently migrates
farther into the cladding to react with
remaining
free metal rather than
,diffuse out through the oxide layer.
Release of the
tellurium from a
particular core region will occur
when nearly all or all of the cladding has been oxidized.
Since an
average of 50 percent of the core
cladding is expected to become oxidized during meltdown,
this represents
an upper limit for release.
oxidation is spread
However, the
unevenly over the core and a smaller
amount of cladding undergoes
complete reaction. On this basis tellurium release is estimated to range
from 5 to 25 percent.
e.

f.

latter two are probably in the form
of lower oxides.
The metallic species
could partially distribute to
the molten iron phase and be retained. Experimental data on ruthein an
nium release from molten U02
oxygen-deficient atmosphere indicate
low release. Releases in the range
of 1 to 10 percent are considered
possible, and 3 percent (the approximate geometric mean) is used as the
probable value.

Alkaline Earths (Sr, Ba) - The chemical form and the volatility of
these two fission products are very
to the oxygen partial
sensitive
Strontium
pressure in the system.
metal is more volatile than barium
metal but barium oxide is
more
oxide.
than
strontium
volatile
Thermodynamic analyses produce conflicting estimates of volatility and
in
chemical form due to variations
Experimental
oxygen
activities.
data on release from molten fuel
material indicate that the two elements would experience about the
Data obtained with
same release.
zirconium clad U02 showed up to 20
percent release of
strontium and
in a
barium over several minutes
neutral atmosphere, while only a few
percent loss was found for bare or
stainless steel clad U02 . The lower
volatility of these elements and the
probable
existence of unoxidized
cladding suggest that
releases in
the
range of 2 to 20 percent would
occur.
Since incomplete cladding
oxidation is expected, the probable
the
release value should lie above
range.
mean
for this
geometric
the
used as
Hence, 10 percent is
probable value.

g.

Rare Earths
(including Y and Np,
Pu) - The rare earth elements will
generally exist in the fuel as the
sesquioxides (M2 03 ) while the actinides,
neptunium
and
plutonium,
should form the dioxides (MO2 ). The
oxides
characteristically exhibit
low volatility but an estimate of
the release fraction is difficult to
make. Experimental data for cerium
release
from small
specimens of
molten UO 2
indicate
losses
of
several tenths
of a percent over a
few minutes, or about the same as
the
U02
vaporization loss.
In
Appendix H,
estimates
of
fuel
vaporization rates
indicate losses
in the range of 0.01 to 1 percent.
This range can also be used for the
rare earth species but the probable
value, 0.3 percent, reflects caution
in selecting a characteristic release
when
the estimate is
so
approximate.

h.

Refractory
Oxides
(Zr,
Nb) - The
oxides of these elements are so
stable and of such low volatility
that they probably would experience
less
release than the rare earths.
However, for simplicity
the
same
release definitions are used here as
for the rare earths.

1.3 VAPORIZATION RELEASE COMPONENT
When the molten core and iron penetrate
the pressure vessel and fall (or run)
into the reactor cavity,
the material
will be exposed to oxygen from the containment atmosphere, steam from contact
with water or vaporized from concrete,
and carbon dioxide from thermal decomposition of the limestone aggregate in the
concrete.
Passage of steam and carbon
dioxide through the molten mass will
produce a gas sparging effect.
In addition
these gases or their dissociation
products will create highly oxidizing
conditions.
One can speculate that the
iron phase would be (at least partially)
converted to oxide which could then
dissolve in the core melt.
The melt
should also contain products
of the
concrete decomposition; silica, calcium

Noble Metals (Ru, Rh, Pd, Mo, Tc)
these elements probably
Although
thermodyvolatilize as the oxides,
namic calculations suggest that the
volatile oxide forms are not very
stable at the high temperatures and
pressure
the lower oxygen partial
that are expected to be associated
with the core meltdown.
The first
three elements probably exist in the
metallic form in the fuel, while the
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or calcium oxide. The prosilicates,
ducts would eventually reduce the density of the oxide phase and the then
heavier iron phase might sink to the
bottom of the mass (Ref. 10) . Conversely, incomplete dissolution could leave a
pure
U02
phase which would
relatively
(Ref.
continue penetrating downwards
11).
Lower melting mixed oxide phases
forming ahead of the U02 would tend to
rise and cover the U02. Thus, development of several immiscible or partially
Intermiscible phases is conceivable.
mixing
nal convection would promote
and exchange between phases.
within
Depending upon their solute properties,
fission product oxides could distribute
thereby altering the
phases
to these
heat source distribution and the temper(Ref.
ature profile in the melt system
Vaporization of fuel and structur10).
al materials from the upper surface of
should produce dense
the molten mass
the melt
aerosol clouds (smokes) above
and buildup of condensation products on
and
Agglomeration
nearby surfaces. '
growth of smoke particles is expected to
cause some vaporized material to settle
Thus much of the vaporized mateback.
rial should be retained in the reactor
Vaporized fission provessel cavity.
ducts, mixed with the much larger quantities of structural material vapors and
smoke, should generally follow the disExceptribution of the bulk material.
high
be
the
to this would
tions
species which could escape
volatility
into the upper part of the containment.
simplified analyses of the
only highly
physical situation just outlined have
There
been performed (Refs. 10,11,12).
are many unknown details concerning most
of the chemical, physical, thermal, mechanical, and metallurgical properties
of the complex system. Analytical results are dependent on hasic assumptions
which differ among models. No largescale experimental work on the relevant
has been performed to guide
system
Concrete penetration rates
modeling.
cannot be estimated accurately because
of uncertainties in heat transfer mechanism, melt interaction effects, and/or
Release
boundary limit definitions.
calculations can and have been performed, but the assumptions and data extrapolations needed, lead to estimates that
are usually upper limit values (Ref. 11)
The release
(See Appendices E and G).
models are useful in identifying key
release processes and species that have
a high potential for release by one or
more of these processes.
To a first approximation, the extent of
release will depend upon species volatility and the rate of transport in the

molten mass to an external surface. For
the large molten masses that result from
core meltdown, the latter process should
control release for all except the very
For example,
species.
low volatility
estimates have shown that pure diffusion
transport would require several hundred
hours
to achieve significant release
regardless
of volatility
fractions,
(Ref. 13).
However, additional estimaindicated that thermally induced
tes
internal convection currents might increase mass transfer rates such that
corresponding
releases
would
occur
Very
(Ref. 13).
within several hours
on
gas
recent approximations based
sparging assumptions
suggest total release for volatile species in fractions
The release
(Appendix G).
of an hour
rates that would actually occur would
probably be some mixture between the
Also, gross valatter two processes.
porization of the melt could assist the
release by creating a receding surface.
The uncertainties of the problem require
that a simple approach be used
to
for
specify fission product releases
this portion of the accident.
1.3.1

VOLATILE FISSION PRODUCTS

The very volatile fission products will
escape the melt if they can reach an
The gas
sparging
external surface.
process offers a mechanism for inducing
mixing and creating a large effective
external surface area. The convective
mass transfer process offers an alterrate for
and usually slower
native
transport to surfaces where vaporization
Both processes would result
can occur.
in an exponential decrease in the volafission product inventory with
tile
for
time.
In each case the half-time
release might range from less than one
hour to many hours, depending on the gas
flow or mass transfer conditions.
Other work on the Reactor Safety Study
resulted in an estimated time for
has
core penetration of the concrete base of
about 18 hours (Ref. 1) . The analyses
also indicate that considerable spalling
and decomposition of the concrete would
first half-hour of
occur within the
would be a period of
contact.
This
(steam and carbon dioxide)
rapid gas
the sparging
generation during which
process could be a dominant driving
force for escape of volatile fission
of
products.
Subsequently, lower rates
release would be expected as gas flows
still
sparging
could
decrease but
efficiently deplete the melt of volatile
Thermally
(See Appendix G).
species
induced internal convection and also
surface evaporation might assist in the
release.
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The potential importance of gas sparging
of volatiles from the
to
the release
massive melt dictated that treatment of
component
release
vaporization
the
process.
this
on
based
should be
a pseudo-exponential rate
Accordingly,
expression was designed which required
the
input parameter,
a single
only
half-time.
release
characteristic
Mathematically,
VLF(t)

= 1 -

exp

[-0.693t/T]

where
VLF(t)
T

=

loss
The vaporization
time (t)
tion after

=

The characteristic
half-time

fracrelease

In order to avoid excessive calculations
accident sequence analyduring actual
ses, a cut-off time for the expression,
equivalent to four half-time intervals,
practice the rate
In
was
selected.
expression was used exactly as written
internthree half-time
for the first
but then complete escape of the
vals,
compressed into
remaining activity was
Since this last
interval.
the fourth
step involves only 12.5% of the total
release, the approximation
vaporization
should produce only slight perturbations
in results.

The fission products that are suffitotal
to experience
ciently volatile
are
loss during this vaporization phase
Kr,
I, Br, Cs, Rb, Te, Se, and Sb.
Xe,
six of
The meltdown release of the first
to be quite large,
expected
is
these
and
because of their high volatilities,
to contribute to
will be left
so little
component.
release
the vaporization
This is not true for the tellurium group
is
release
whose meltdown
elements,
inhibited by compound formaconsidered
However,
cladding.
tion with Zircaloy
by the time the vaporization release
begins most of the free zirconium, which
exists during core meltdown, should be
from reaction with
oxidized (probably
If not, then the oxidizing sparge
U0 2 ).
should quickly
gases (steam and C0 2 )
eliminate free zirconium so that telluanalogues,
chemical
its
rium
and
selenium and antimony, will become very
total
experience
volatile and also
release.
1.3.2

LOW VOLATILITY FISSION PRODUCTS

the remaining important
Essentially all
fission product species must be considThus
components.
low volatility
ered
should
total release of these species
With one exception this
not occur.
group of elements should be present as
The noble
the oxide phase.
in
oxides
and to a lesser
Pd)
metals (Ru, Rh,
extent Mo and Tc probably exist as the
to
expected
be
and
would
metals
into the metallic iron phase
partition
Low
(Ref.
14).
of the molten system
(less than 1 percent) of these
release
complete
unless
is
expected
species
iron should occur
of the
oxidation
is
not
Although this
(Appendix G).
localized oxidation
likely,
considered
could lead to some release and a value
considered to be a
of 5 percent is
probably
This is
estimate.
realistic
The other
uncertain by a factor of + 5.
oxides
fission products (alkaline earth
oxides) should be disand rare earth
solved in the oxide phase of the melt
14).
Under the generally oxidiz(Ref.
ing conditions which persist over this
species are less volatile
these
period
The vaporization
than U02 (Appendix E).
of U0 2 and of other oxide materials in
to estimate
the melt is very difficult
in composition
owing to uncertainties
vaporization
High
and temperature.
and oxygen
rates
(high temperatures
aerosol
pressures) should produce dense
the melt which would tend
clouds above
condensable
out,
carrying
settle
to
Low vaporifission products back down.
would
zation rates (lower temperatures)
also indicate low losses for these fisConsidering these limitsion products.
it is doubtful that more
ing processes

release
The value of the characteristic
half-time would be a function of the
the
gas
fission product volatility,
and other kinetic facsparging rate,
In a rigorous sense, there would
tors.
value for each fission
be a unique
product species which would vary con-'
tinuously with the sparging conditions.
here
not warranted
This complexity is
and so the half-time value was assigned
only to roughly match the period of high
This period, as noted
gas flow.
sparge
last
on
earlier, has been estimated to
Thus the
the order of one-half hour.
best estimate half-time value is considUse of this
30 minutes.
ered to be
products
fission
uniform value for all
probably produces underestimates of the
rate of release for the most volatile
species and overestimates of the rate of
lesser volatilrelease for species of
Also, the sparging process may not
ity.
volatile
be fully effective in sweeping
from the melt either
fission products
because some sections of the melt are
not exposed to sparge gas or because
mass transfer limitations inhibit vapor
Due
sparge gas bubbles.
saturation of
the 30
these
to uncertainties such as
minute half-time value which is used in
calculations should be considered uncertain by at least an order of magnitude.
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ap

expected to be dispersed
into an air
(oxygen)-containing atmosphere.

than 1 percent of these fission product
could be distributed to the
species
atmosphere in the containment over the
of
the reactor melt-through
course
This estimate is also probably
period.
uncertain by a factor of +5.

1.5 USE OF RELEASE COMPONENT VALUES
The four release components described
sequenabove would occur more or less
during a reactor meltdown accitially
cases, the gap component
dent.
In all
followed by the
occur
first,
would
and then by the
meltdown component,
However, steam
vaporization component.
explosions could potentially occur any
appreciable amounts of the
time after
the oxidation
Thus,
core have melted.
time
is
somewhat randomly
component
oriented.

The rate of release of the low volatility fission products, for lack of better
definition, is assumed here to follow
function that is
the same exponential
used to describe the release rate of the
On this basis the
volatile species.
percentage release values given in Table
1-4 indicate the amount of each
VII
the core
fission product, remaining in
material after gap release and melt-down
release have occurred, that will escape
to the containment atmosphere during the
vaporization period.

release component values
In
using the
1-5 to
from Tables VII 1-2 through VII
release source terms for a parspecify
ticular accident sequence, it should be
that proper inventory balances
obvious
for each fission product must be mainthe fraction of
For example,
tained.
the total inventory that experiences gap
is
then not available for
release
three
release by any of the other
care must be
Consequently,
processes.
sou=,e
exercised in setting up release
a
this point,
To illustrate
terms.
basic release source summary is provided
Here individual core
Table VII 1-6.
in
are given for each
release fractions
component and fission product assuming
that, except for the steam explosion
core is involved in
the total
fraction,
all
That is,
processes.
the release
fuel rod claddings rupture to give the
gap release fraction, total core melting
of the core melt
and
all
occurs,
release
contributes to the vaporization
by a steam
(unless preceded
fraction
implicitly
is
also
It
explosion).
assumed that a steam explosion will not
meltdown release.
precede total

1.4 OXIDATION RELEASE COMPONENT

a

A steam explosion event will result in
the scattering of finely divided U0 2
(containing fission products) into the
atmosphere outside the containment or
inside
into the air-steam atmosphere
the U0 2
In either case,
containment.
particles will cool and undergo reaction
with oxygen to form U 3 0 8 at temperatures
15).
The
C
(Ref.
below
about 1500
is
accomand
exothermic
reaction is
panied by release of fission products
that are volatile under these condiOak Ridge work on measurement of
tions.
fuel
release
during
fission product
at elevated temperaoxidation by air
16).
tures is directly applicable (Ref.
These data summarized and discussed in
Appendix F show large releases of rare
iodine, tellurium, and ruthenium
gases,
during 10 to 15 minute exposures to air
and 1200 C.
of 1100
at temperatures
Since the data indicate positive temperfor each species,
ature
coefficients
comparable releases should occur in much
at higher temperatures.
shorter times
On this basis the release percentage
given in Table VII 1-5 may be treated as
Note,
essentially instantaneous values.
however, that the releases apply only to
that is
the fraction of the U0 2 fuel

It
is emphasized that the single values
listed in Table VII 1-6 are based on the
best estimate values taken from Tables
Each of the values
VII 1-2 through 1-5.
contains uncertainties as noted in those
not be
therefore,
Tables and should,
considered absolute release fractions.
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TABLE
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VII

FRACTIONS RELEASED TO GAP

(TOTAL CORE)

Calculated Fractions
Fission Product
(decay half-life)

ANC

BCL(b)

ORNL

Average
Release
Fraction

Chemical
Groups

Xe, Kr (long lived)
Xe-133 (5.27 day)
Xe-135 (9.2 hour)

0.06
0.04
0.0002

0.10
0.02
0.004

0.08
0.02
0.004

Noble Gases

0

I, Br
1-131
1-132
1-133

0.06
0.06
0.0007
0.007

0.10
0.03
0.005
0.01

0.14
0.05
0.006
0.02

Halogens

0.05

0.20
0.00001

0.05
0.0005

0.21
0.005

0.000004(f)

0.02

0.02

(long lived)
(8.06 day)
(2.3 hour)
(20.8 hour)

Cs, Rb (long lived)
Cs-138 (32 minutes)
Sr,

Ba (long lived)

Sr-89

(51 day)

-

0.01

0.015

Sr-91

(9.7 hour)

-

0.002

0.01

0.15(e)
Alkali Metals
0.01(d)
Alkaline Earths
0.10(d)

Tellurium

(estimated value)

Te-132 (78 hour)

. 0 3 (d)

(a)

See Appendix B

(b)

See Appendix A

(c)

See Appendix C

(d)

Values can be higher or lower by a factor of 4

(e)

Value can be higher by a factor of. 2 or lower by a factor of 4

(f)

This value results from thermodynamic restrictions not considered in the other tw
models.
See discussion of the escape fraction for this species.

TABLE

VII

1-2

GAP RELEASE COMPONENT VALUES

Fission

Gap

Product

Release

Escape

Release

Species

Fraction

Fraction

Value

Xe,

Kr

Gap

0

.

0

. 0 5 (a)

1/ 3

Rb

0

.

15

(b)

1 /3(c)

0.05

Sr, Ba

0

.

01

(a)

1 0 -4(d)

0.000001

0 .1 0

(a)

1 0 -3(d)

0.0001

I-Br
Cs,

Te,

Se,

Others

Sb

03

(a)

Total Gap

1

0.03

(c)

0.017

-

Negligible(e)

(a)

Values can be higher or lower by a factor of 4

(b)

Value can be higher by a factor of 2 or lower by a factor of 4

(c)

Values can be higher or lower by a factor of 3

(d)

Values can be higher or lower by a factor of 100

(e)

While no numerical value was developed for these various species,
should not exceed that used for strontium-barium.

the number

TABLE

VII

1-3

MELTDOWN RELEASE COMPONENT VALUES
Release
Elements

Xe,

(percent)

Kr

50-100

90

40-90

80

Te(a)

5-25

15

Ba,

2-20

10

1-10

3

Br
Rb

Sr

Noble

Metals (b)

Rare Earths(c)
Zr,

Includes
Includes
Includes

VII

(percent)
90

Cs,

TABLE

Best Estimate

50-100

I,

(a)
(b)
(c)

Range

.01-1

Nb

Fission
Xe,

Pm,

Sm,

Eu,

0.3

Np,

Pu

RELEASE COMPONENT VALUES (a)

VAPORIZATION

1-4

0.3

.01-1

Se, Sb
Ru, Rh, Pd, Mo, Tc
Y, La, Ce, Pr, Nd,

40

Product

Release,

Kr

Percent

100

a
I,

Br

100

Cs,

Rb

Te,

Se,

Sb

Ru,

Rh,

Pd,

100

Refractory

100
Mo,

Tc

5

Oxides(b)

1

(c)
(c)

(a)

Releases for
the
amount that
remains after
the
gap and meltdown releases
have occurred.
The rate
is
approximated by an exponential
function
with
a
considered
uncertain
by an order
of 30 min although this
value is
half-time
of magnitude.

(b)

Includes

(c)

Values

Sr,
can

Ba,

Y,

be higher

La,
or

Ce,

Nd,

lower by

Pr,
a

Eu,
factor

Pm,
of

Sm,
5.

Np,

Pu..

TABLE

VII

1-5

FISSION PRODUCT RELEASES DURING STEAM EXPLOSIONS
Release From Oxidation,
Fission Product
Xe,
I,

TABLE

VII

Kr
Br

Te,

Se

(Sb)

Ru

(Mo,

Tc,

1-6

Pd,

Rh)

FISSION PRODUCT RELEASE
RELEASE FRACTIONS

Percent

Range

Best Value

80-100

90

0-100

90

40-80

60

80-100

90

SOURCE SUMMARY-BEST

ESTIMATE TOTAL CORE

Meltdown Release
Fraction

Vaporization Release
Fraction(d)

0.030

0.870

0.100

(X) (Y)

0.90

0.017

0.883

0.100

(X) (Y)

0.90

0.050

0.760

0.190

Te(a)

0.0001

0.150

0.850

Sr,

0.000001

0.100

0.010

Fission
Product
Xe,
I,
Cs,

Kr
Br
Rb

Ba

Gap Release
Fraction

Ru(b)

--

0.030

0.050

La(c)

--

0.003

0.010

Steam Explosion
Fraction(e)

--

(X) (Y)

(0.60)

--

(X) (Y)

(0.90)

--

(a)

Includes Se,

Sb

(b)

Includes Mo,

Pd,

Rh,

(c)

Includes Nd,

Eu,

Y,

(d)

If a steam
Exponential loss over 2 hours with halftime of 30 minutes.
only the core fraction not involved in the
explosion occurs prior to this,
steam explosion can experience vaporization.

(e)

X = Fraction of-co e involved in the steam explosion.
tory remaining for release by oxidation.

Tc
Ce,

Pr,

Pm,

Sm,

Np,

Pu,

Zr,

Nb

Y = Fraction of inven-

Table VII 1-1 -

Table VII 1-6
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Section 2
Fission Product Release From
The Primary Coolant System
escape the core
once fission products
region, transport through portions of
the primary coolant system is required
to reach the containment atmosphere.
surPlateout or deposition on internal
system could
in
the primary
faces
potentially limit the amount of activity
that leaves the system. The retention
would depend upon
of fission products
(mass transfer
flow rates
bulk
gas
rates), temperatures, materials proper(fission products and structural
ties
materials), and geometry, all of which
in the
vary with time and position
system. Comprehensive analysis of this
if all the needed data were
problem,
a
complex
require
available, would
mathematical model and would generate
involved sets of fission product primary
rates as a function of
system release
time.
It was determined that such an
was not feasible for this
approach
study. Instead, it was decided to use
calculations of
bounding
generalized
develop
fission product behavior to
simple retention factors for the primary
These factors
step.
system transport
to the gap escape fracare analogous
be
described earlier and can
tions
termed primary system escape fractions.

an escape fraction of
used.
2.1.2

should

be

IODINE

The analysis
presented
in
Appendix I
deposition data.
experimental
utilizes
It indicates that very limited
deposition (at most a few percent) would occur
in the upper region of either a PWR or a
BWR pressure vessel, whether the iodine
is assumed to be elemental or HI.
This
amount of retention is
insignificant
compared to that which would be carried
out by the bulk gas flow so an escape
fraction of unity should be used.
2.1.3

SOLID FISSION PRODUCTS

The bounding calculations described in
Appendix H indicate that fission products,
having normal boiling
points
below
roughly 1500 F, should experience
only temporary retention on internal
pressure vessel surfaces during a reactor core meltdown.
The slight time
delay in transport out of the vessel is
expected to have no appreciable effect
on the subsequent fate of these species
in the containment volume. The
fission
products that would generally exhibit
this behavior include the alkali metals
(cesium
and rubidium)
the tellurium
group (tellurium, selenium, and probably
antimony),
and
the alkaline earths
(strontium and barium).
Therefore, an
escape
fraction of
one should be used
for these species.

General calculations relating to fission
product retention in the primary system
are described in Appendix I for iodine
and in Appendix H for the solid fission
These analyses concentrate on
products.
the upper region of the pressure vessel
and on bulk steam flow conditions which
would be characteristic of water boiloff
the
Therefore,
during core meltdown.
results are applicable to all PWR and
Conclusome BWR accident sequences.
sions reached from the analyses regarding primary system escape fractions are
the next
summarized and discussed in
subsection. This is then followed by an
of several special cases
assessment
acciwhich can be encountered in some
the analyses in
dent sequences where
Appendices H and I are not applicable.

Conclusions
formulated in Appendix H
also indicate that an escape fraction of
one
should be used for the noble metals
group
rare
earth
(ruthenium)
and
(yttrium)
because of the potential for
particle formation.
If
ruthenium released
from the core
region should
convert to the volatile oxide during
transport in
the pressure vessel, then
an escape fraction of unity is even more
certain.
It is important to note that the core
meltdown release values given in Table
VII 1-3 being used for the solid fission
products
are based to a large extent on
experimental
melting
studies.
The
experimental data are usually indicative
of release
from a high
temperature
region of the apparatus rather than from
the peak (melting) temperature location.
Since the pressure vessel should reach
comparable temperatures during and
fol-

2.1 GENERAL PRIMARY SYSTEM ESCAPE
FRACTIONS
2.1.1

unity

NOBLE GASES

are gases at room
Xenon and krypton
temperature and essentially inert chemically.
These fission products would be
the primary
carried directly out of
system by the bulk gas flow. Therefore,
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by
one would,
lowing core meltdown,
of the
analogy, expect complete escape
The calcumeltdown release fractions.
in
to
plateout
pertaining
lations
Appendix H tend to support this conclusion and offer some insight concerning
the reasons and processes that could be
involved.

was decided to treat both types of pipe
respect
to
with
breaks
identically
primary system solid fission product
fractions
unit escape
retention; i.e.,
were used regardless of break location.
for
represents worst conditions
This
of radioactvity to the containrelease
ment space, an assumption which appears
for hot leg breaks but possibly
valid
overpessimistic for cold leg breaks.

2.2 SPECIAL CASES OF PRIMARY SYSTEM
RETENTION OF FISSION PRODUCTS

2.2.2

Three special situations were identified
fracin which the use of unit escape
for released fission products in
tions
the primary coolant system should perModifications were
modified.
haps be
in
but not
made in two of these cases
the third.
2.2.1

For a BWR loss of coolant accident
line
resulting from a recirculation
is conceivable that a situabreak,
it
abnormal
which
in
develops
tion
in
the reactor core prevent
conditions
effective cooling even though normally
adequate emergency coolant pump flow is
Thus, core melting and metalachieved.
but either the
occurs,
water reaction
surrounded by ECC
affected region is
and low
to core spray
(due
water
pressure injection flow) or the opening
submerged
the pressure vessel is
in
(due to
under several feet of water
pumps).
the top of the jet
flooding to
for
This presents a unique environment
the
fission products that are liberated
during fuel melting.

PWR COLD LEG PIPE BREAK

For a cold leg break in a PWR, steam or
steam-hydrogen flow from the core region
through the upper plenum of
will pass
the pressure vessel just as for a hot
However, instead of exiting
leg break.
the
directly to the containment vessel,
gas and fission product vapors must then
travel through the steam generator section in order to reach the containment.
surface area of the steam
The large
tubes and the relatively low
generator
about
500
F)
(initially
temperatures
favorable conditions for
would present
No
species.
of condensable
plateout
retention of the noble gases would occur
and the analysis in Appendix I indicates
that very limited deposition of fission
would
be
expected.
product
iodine
Therefore,
an escape fraction of unity
valid.
for these two species is still
The solid fission products should experthe early
ience high retention during
Exceptions
phases
of core meltdown.
could result from penetration of particfission
ulates containing low volatility
products.
Otherwise, plateout would be
expected to occur at the head end of the
The plateout
steam generator tubes.
area would heat-up due to heat transfer
from the incoming bulk gas and absorption of decay energy from the condensed
vaFission prodtct
fission products.
followed by re-condensation
porization
farther along the tubes could occur
repetitively and smear the activity out.
The eventual loss of bulk gas flow might
material
leave
this
fission product
On
deposited in the steam generator.
steam generator tube
the other hand,
to
temperatures may rise sufficiently
cause significant fission product escape
before loss of bulk gas flow.
complex heat and
This
problem was not analyzed.

mass
transfer
Instead,
it

BWR CORE MELTDOWN WITH ECC
INJECTION

In either condition the released fission
the bulk steamproducts, carried by
through
must pass
mixture,
hydrogen
several feet of water in order to escape
The steam
from the pressure vessel.
but the remaining
should be condensed
hydrogen will provide the driving force
for carrying fission product activity
The
out to the primary containment.
amount of fission product activity which
escape will depend on the trapping
does
capability of the water and the degree
of deposition on upper vessel strucDeposition may only delay the
tures.
as vessel temperaescape of activity
fission
and
rise,
eventually
tures
trapped in the ECC water could
products
vessel,
circulate within the pressure
the melting core
encounter
sometimes
again.
region, and undergo vaporization
of a
the determination
Consequently,
is
not
primary system retention factor
as
it would first
as straight-forward
appear.
that the core meltdown fisRecognizing
defined
fractions
sion product release
sysearlier contain an implied primary
tem plateout factor, the escape fraction
situation
for this flooded meltdown
should consider only the retention efLimited work on
fect of the ECC water.
in steam supfission product cleanup
(Ref. 1) offers some
pression systems
The
basis for estimating this effect.
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4

factors
data indicate decontamination
fraction)
escape
of
(the reciprocal
ranging from about 101 to 103 for iodine
steam-air
from
and particle removal
passed through a water lute.
mixtures
temperature
and
While the geometry
are different than indicated
conditions
for the present ptoblem, the fundamental
in both cases is the removal of
process
condensablea
from
trace species
during
gas
mixture
noncondensable
Because
passage through a water column.
of the more severe conditions, the posof ineffective removal must be
sibility
considered.
extending
fractions
escape
Therefore,
(no retention) down to 0.001
from one
A
feasible.
appear
(high retention)
used for
should be
of
0.1
value
accident calculations. 1
realistic
2.2.3

BWR DRY VESSEL MELTDOWN

A second BWR accident situation that
leads to unique conditions for escape of
released fission products from the presheatup
core
a dry
sure vessel is
starting with the end-of-blowdown condino
is
there
In this accident
tions.
the pressure vessel (no ECC
water in
delivery) and consequently no boiloff
flow occurs to carry fission
steam
Therefore,
products out of the vessel.
fission
flow driving
gas
only
the
due
to
products out of the vessel is
simple gas expansion as internal temperheating.
increase from decay
atures
fission product noble gas invento(The
not
would
about 4.5 lb-moles,
ry,
contribute significantly, to the total
gas content of the vessel.)

heat lost from the core due to fission
product release is absorbed in the mateThe weight of the
above the core.
rial
lb.
The results
was 229,000
material
the
indicate that the decay heat of
released fission product is insufficient
structhe steel
to completely melt all
ture above the core at an accident time
However, since core meltof one hour.
down has been estimated to require about
that pressure
it
appears
two hours,
of about 2800 F
vessel temperatures
reached sometime during the
would be
half of the meltdown period.
latter
Therefore, from the beginning to the end
temperaof core melting, the absolute
ture inside the pressure vessel should
producing a correapproximately triple,
expansion of the contained
sponding
the meltdown
Accordingly, when
gases.
period is completed about two-thirds of
the original gas will have expanded out
Ignoring retention on
of the vessel.
of the high
internal surfaces because
this fraction can be used
temperatures,
the escape of fission
to approximate
from the core during
released
products
Thus,
at the end of core
meltdown.
accident sequences of this
meltdown in
type, 2/3 of the fission product release
assumed to have escaped the
term is
is
pressure vessel, and the other 1/3
assumed to remain as vapors inside the
vessel.
2.3 SUMMARY OF PRIMARY SYSTEM
ESCAPE FRACTIONS
2.3.1

PWR SYSTEMS

of
all
An escape fraction
one for
fission products is used in all
calculaof
tions of PWR accidents
regardless
pipe break location.

Thermal analyses (Ref. 2), for dry heatup in a typical BWR indicate steam flow
the steam separators of
velocities in
Thus,
foot per minute.
less than a
fission products escaping from the core
should spend at least on the order of
half an hour in the steam separator and
As
dryer region of the pressure vessel.
the fission products plate out and decay, much of the fission product decay
heat would be absorbed in the structural
time
material above the core during this
average
lists
VII 2-1
Table
period.
temperatures of the structural material
above the core for different accident
calcuThese temperatures were
times.
of the decay
lated assuming that all

sequences where water
In
BWR accident
boiloff after ECC interruption occurs,
of one is used for
an escape fraction
all
fission products.

1

In BWR accident sequences where no ECC
delivery ever occurs, it is assumed that
at the end of core meltdown, 2/3 of all
fission products that have been released
will have escaped the pressure vessel.

For noble gases a value of unity should
be used.

2.3.2

BWR SYSTEMS

In BWR accident sequences where ECC flow
occurs but with core meltdown, an escape
fraction of one is used for noble gas
0.1 is
fission products but a value of
other fission products.
used for all
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TABLE VII 2-1

ESTIMATED AVERAGE TEMPERATURES OF UPPER STRUCTURAL MATERIAL
PRESSURE VESSEL DURING DRY MELTDOWN
Accident Time
(minutes)

Average Temperature,
F

0

550

20

800

40

1200

60

1680

80

2240

95

2750

Table VII 2-1
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IN A BWR

Section 3
Fission Product Leakage From
The Containment System
Analysis of fission product behavior
in
the reactor
containment
system is the
final step in
specifying
the accident
source term.
The amount of radioactive
material which escapes
this
barrier
constitutes the source for dispersion in
the natural environment.
Fission products
injected into the containment
space by
one of the
four
release
processes
will undergo removal from the
internal atmosphere by a combination
of
mechanisms.
The exact combination would
vary among different
plant types
and
accident-sequence conditions, but common
to all
is the removal that would occur
as a result of natural transport and
deposition processes.
Various engineered safety systems can operate to remove
fission products from containment
atmospheres; i.e.,
aqueous spray systems and
recirculating
filter
units
in
PWR
plants,
and suppression pool scrubbing
and once-through
filter
units
in
BWR
plants.
The size of the fission product
source which escapes to the environment
critically
depends upon how effectively
the removal processes within containment
compete with leakage from the containment.
Analysis
of
this problem
of
competing rate processes required development of rate models.
3.1

C.

d-•

d3

C. 1

(t)

a. C. + R.
1

(VII 3-1)
Initial

Condition:

Ci = Ci(t')

C.1

=

iairborne

13

=

removal rate
mechanism j

a.

=

at t

= t'

moles of component
constant

via

leak rate, fraction of

the

volume/time

1

Ri (t)

=

source term (moles/time).

This equation is easily solved for constant Xij, ai and Ri to get

Ci

R.

1

=Zi

- Ci

Ri

a.)

+

(t')]

exp -

(Exij

+ ai)

(EXij

+ ai)(t-t')

(VII 3-2)
The escaped amount during
t-t'
is the integral

PWR CONTAINMENT MODELS

Oi

Models developed for PWR accident sequence analyses were of two types; (1) a
single-volume hand calculation
model,
and
(2)
a multicompartment computer
coded model.
The single volume model
was used for preliminary hand calculations of PWR accident sequences
using
simplified
constant rate
coefficient
values.
The multicompartment model was
developed
and used
for all
detailed
accident sequence
calculations,
incorporating
variable rate coefficients,
multivolume
capabilities,
and
time
variable
fission
product input and
containment leakage quantities.
The two
models are described below.

the

interval

ft't

=

CiVci dt,

where
Thus

V

is

R0 V
0.

=

(TX
E

x
3.1.1

(a X. -)

-

=

+

the

volume of the vessel.

•.
a)(-'

l-exp [-

(Eij

R.
1
ij+ a.)r

+ ai) (t-t')]

SINGLE VOLUME CONTAINMENT MODEL
(VII 3-3)

The single volume
containment
model
assumes that the vapor phase consists of
one well-mixed compartment.
This assumption enables one to write the following single differential equation for
each fission product species:

The two equations for Ci(t) and Qi(t-t')
can be used to calculate airborne
fractions
and leakage fractions for various
accident sequences by hand.
The values
of Ri to be used for various species are
VII-21

sections of this
described in earlier
of fission
report.
The only release
products encountered where Ri = constant
for some time period
is the melt release.
This
simplifies most of the
condito using an initial
computations
tion for a time period where the Xij's
and
ci's
are considered to be constant.
If the X's or a's change at some
time,
a new t' should be considered as the
t',
of
new time period
beginning of a
The bases for
constant new X's or a's.
the various values of Aij are discussed
of these coefin
Appendix J and a list
given in
Table VII
3-1.
ficients is
Values of ai must be
specified from
analyses of containment response for the
accident sequence being calculated.
3.1.2

MULTICOMPARTMENT
MODEL

CONTAINMENT

To better simulate containment geometry
and time variable removal rates, a model
was developed to analyze the atmospheric
source from a set of compartments whose
airborne contents are well mixed and are
flow in
altered by
intercompartmental
rates,
leak
addition to deposition
This
rates,
spray removal rates, etc.
of
described
by
a
set
system is
equations of the form

V.J

=

volume of compartment j

6

=

1

6i

=0 if

i

i

j

For a given release type and material
type, the equation set can be written in
matrix notation
dC_
-d
dt = HC

(VII 3-5)

Where C is the column vector of airborne
release fractions in the respective comand H is the matrix of rate
partments
The
constants governing the evolution.
solution of this differential equation
for the column vector C for constant
the H matrix is given
coefficients
in
exactly by
C(t) = eHt C(o)
(VII 3-6)
or

= C(t 0 )

+

(t-t

(VII 3-4)

c

1

m

(xm

=

+ZGki/Vk)

in

6iJ

J
+

(Gji/Vj)

(1-Em)

1

spray removal, and other processes not involving flow to
or from another compartment
G..
J1

=

comvolume flow rate from
partment j to compartment i

Emr
ji

=

filter
removal
fraction for
material m from release r

(

(tt0)H_
(t-t

0

)H

/

To integrate the amount leaked within
the time step, N additional fictitious
compartments were defined whose function
to accumulate
the leaked material
is
The fracfrom the N real compartments.
tions Ci+N, i = 1, 2, "'N, are cumulative leaks obtained from the solution of

removal coefficient from compartment i by settling, leak,

X.mr

H

Fast
computer techniques for generating
this solution have been developed by B.
H.
Duane
(Ref. 1) and were utilized
here.
By calling the numerical integradeveloped by Duane at
tion subroutines
calculating
the H
each time step after
matrix, the accuracy limit becomes that
imposed by the assumption of constant H
matrix elements within the time step.
Numerical error in generating the soluset of equations
tion to the coupled
with constant coefficients can be made
on the order of 10-6 percent.

airborne fraction of initial
release
of material m in
type r contained
release
compartment i

0 )

(VII 3-7)

C (to0).

where

=

j

=

Note that the flow terms assume uniform
mixing within each compartment.

C(t)

dCmr/dt =ZHTi

if

d
d-

(Ci+N)

= aiC.

The prewhere ai is one part of Hii.
was
viously defined N x NH matrix
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augmented to form a
according to

2N

x

2N

H

The first
four parameters enable one to
compute transport coefficients
involved
in
depletion rate coefficient calculations.

matrix

Hi+N,j = 'k 6ij
i,

j+N

0

For i

=

1, 2,

The bulk gas viscosities of steam-air
mixtures (Nm) are computed according
to
the following equations (Ref. 2):

N

-,

I1A
Hi+N,

j+N

0

j

=

1, 2,

.-

,

•m-

N

1+
If
one takes
the material quantity in
the fictitious
compartments to be zero
at the start
of a time step, the fraction of the
initial
release material
leaked during the time step will be

+ YA

As

Ys3•SA
(VII 3-8)

where
Pm

=

viscosity of mixture

11

A

=

0.0414

Ps

=

v_

=

YS

= mole fraction of steam

•As

=

0

2N
CZ.
i=N
Computer
code CORRAL
was written to
solve the set of equations
and at the
same time compute each rate parameter as
a function of time and/or as a function
of vessel conditions (p, T, humidity).
A more detailed description of the various models used to compute rate parameters follows.
Nine time dependent parameters are computed from input data at the time of
solution of the differential equations.
These are:
1.

Compartment pressure,

2.

Compartment temp,

3.

Compartment
VAP (k)

4.

Compartment wall-bulk temperature
difference, DELTA T(k), F

p(k),

T(k),

.768

TR1
L492J.

0.003339

(T,

, lb/ft/hr

R)1.5

7(TR + 1224.2)

mole fraction of air

]1/AI/2

[
2 ý2[l + (v)A/

psig

F

=sA

vapor mole fraction,

above with subscripts reversed.

The diffusivity of 12 in the steam-air
mixtures was found using data and equations from Knudsen (Ref. 2).

D

Leak rates of molecular iodine
and particulates from each compartment,
ELI2(k), ELP(k), fractions/hr

1

-

12
5.-6.

Ya

IS

+

YS

YA

Ys

DA

Ds

(VII 3-9)

where

7.

Flow rates between compartments,
G(j, k), ft 3 /hr

DA

=

2.03 E-05
(T,
A WA,
cm 2 /sec

K) 15/(P,

atm)/

8.-9.

Filter
decontamination efficiencies for flow between compartments,
EFI2(J,K),
EFP
(j,
k),
dimensionless.

DB

=

3.24 E-05
WS

K) 15/(P,

atm)/

WA

=

WS

=

iContainment Of
After LOCA.

Radionuclides

(T,

0.7075 + 141.73/T,

K

0.7075 + 454.72/T,

K.

The diffusivity of 12 in water (spray
drops) was computed using
the standard
Wilke-Chang relationship (Ref. 2), where

Released
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(7.4 x 10-8) (xM)

D£=

1/2 T(K)

cm2/sec,
2

£

L

k
(VII

=

2.6 for

H2 0

=

molecular weight of solvent

PL

=

solvent viscosity,

PL

=

100/{2.1484

Mt

V

=

A..(k)
13

=

= 0.59

109),

<

d2

the

,
(VII 3-11)

and for turbulent flow

D 1I2 = 0.13

(109 < Gr < 1012),

X= V

(Gr Sc)',

Sc

3.1.2.2

Schmidt number

=

pM/PM D1

(k) A(k)/V(k)

PM)

g/18 Vm = Vs

(VII

3-13)

A

(floor

area)

s V (compartment volume)
Spray Removal.

The spray removal model of 12 by boric
acid and caustic sprays used in CORRAL
combines a gas phase mass transfer coefficient, a drop-gas interfacial equilibrium distribution coefficient
and
a
stagnant liquid film mass transfer coef-

(VII 3-12)

where

= kc

(pp -

kc'3
NSh

(laminar).

Particle diameters used were considered
as
functions of time.
Hilliard and
Coleman
(Ref.
4)
report that the settling velocities
decrease with
time
after release.
In CORRAL it was decided
to use their data and assign
an early
particle diameter (15p) and a late particle
diameter
(5p)
("several
hours"
later = 4 hours)
and linearly interpolate between them.
After 4 hours
the
particle size was kept constant at the
late value.
To get the natural
deposition lambda for particulates use

1/4
(Gr Sc)

(turbulent)

Another
natural
deposition process of
interest is the settling of particulates.
This involves
a calculation of
terminal settling velocities, Vs
assuming spherical, unit density particles.

Tbulk

k Z

N

9, Sh

where A(k) and V(k) are surface area and
volume of compartment k, respectively.

(Twall -Tbulk)

Thus for laminar flow (Gr
Sherwood number is

1£ N

To convert the mass transfer coefficient
into a deposition lambda (Aij) is a simple step.
Thus,

molar volume of diffusing
substance = 71.5 cm3 /gmole
for 12.

NM/Pm )2

i-i0

+ -N
+- NSh

]

The mechanism of natural deposition of
12 is governed by diffusion with natural
convection generated by temperature differences between bulk gas and the wall
Knudsen and Hilliard (Ref.
(DELTAT(k)).
3) claim that a mass transfer analogy
can be made with correlations predicting
natural convective heat transfer coeffiIn
similar manner, the model
cients.
for Sherwood numbers
uses expressions
and turbulent flow using a
for
laminar
thermal Grasholf number,

Gr =

-

5

Natural Deposition.

3.1.2.1

mass transfer coefficient.

NSh (overall)

cp

(K)

[(T,

281.6) + (8078.4 2
+ (T,(K)-28l.6) )0.
-120} for H2 0

=

A combination of the two Sherwood numbers
is
used to compute the actual
Sherwood number.
Since the turbulence
in
most cases occurs around 10 ft from
the top of the wall, a weighted average
was used.

degree of solvent association
=

length of the wall

3-10)

where
x

c

=

2
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ficient.
The expression for
lambda (s) is given by

the

3F Eh

spray

2 V d'

(VII 3-15)

where
=--i-

exp-

kt

e

d(H + kg/k

)

(VII 3-14)

flow rate

=

spray

H

=

equilibrium distribution coefat

(Cg = C k/Hj

ficient

equil.)
V

=

spray compartment volume

d

=

spray drop diameter

=

drop

te

residence

time -

=

d
V
E

=
=

=

spray flow rate
height
spray fall
spray diameter
compartment volume
Spray collection efficiency.

from CSE
In
CORRAL empirical results
Apparently
data are used to predict E.
is a function of a northe efficiency
sprayed
(total
liquid volume
malized
volume sprayed/total compartment volume
the CSE
Figure VII 3-1 shows
- Ft/V).
and the curve in this figure was
data,
used to compute drop collection effiThe diffusiophorein CORRAL.
ciencies
sis was subtracted from the efficiency
and the following expressions were fit
To make these
to the remaining curve.
relationships apply to a spray lambda

where
F

F

height

of fall/terminal velocity
E

FtV
transfer coefficient,
and the gas mass
k ,
is
given by Ranz and Marshall
(Ref. 5) as

0 - 0.002

.002 -

kg

{2.0 + 0.60 Re1 /2

d

.0193

3d

12 diffusivity

in

liquid.

is the Griffiths model disThe latter
Incorporatcussed by Postma (Ref. 6).
is a more conservative
ing the latter
The terminal
approach when kg/kk > 5 H.
are
of
the falling drops
velocities
found by matching the velocity independent dimensionless number

fD Re2 = 4 pM (PL-PM)

E =

.0015

should be
noted that in CORRAL, no
It
spray cutoff is used at C(t)/C(O) = .02;
spray aging is used in its place.
3.1.2.3

12 Equilibrium.

iodine is deWhen airborne molecular
pleted by either sprays or natural deposition, the depletion rate becomes independent of the two above mechanisms when
falls
below about 1
the concentration
value (a
conserpercent of the initial
a lower value is
vative estimate, i.e.,
At concenless conservative (Ref. 8).
below this level, an apparent
trations
equilibrium situation exists where the
in liquid and gas phases
concentrations
are related by an equilibrium distribu-

2

d 3 g/3jM

the appropriate range of Reynolds
with
range
For spray drops the
number (Re).
10-700.
For 10 < Re < 100,
of Re is
1 417
and for 100 < Re
fDRe 2 = 15.71 Re 60 9
2
(Ref. 7).
= 6.477 Re 1 < 700, fDRe
Spray lambdas for removal of
follow the equation (Ref. 8):

(.08626

with multiple sprays being used at various times, the quantity Ft/V is now the
I Fi
ti/V for any one release of
sum
Each release of particles
particles.
own spray aging relationwould have its
ship, and at this time no simple means
together
of
tying sequential release
possible.
into one relationship seems
size distributions
Only when particle
are known throughout a spray aging probe tied
releases
cess
can sequential
together.

292D

=

.04125 -

+ 42.68 (Ft/V)]1 / 2/21.34

and

D

E =

Scl/J
.0193

k£P

E = - 15.825 (Ft/V) + .055

particles
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H is a function constant, H = Ci/Cg.
(probably due to slow
time
tion of
liquid phase chemical reaction) and has
In
determined.
been
experimentally
program CORRAL it has been possible to
incorporate
H = H(t)
when equilibrium
conditions exist.
To get the equilibrium described quantitatively,
an equivalent lambda for depletion of gas phase 12 had to be develsince
the value of H increases
oped,
with increasing time, the gas phase is
being depleted as time goes on.
To get
a
this equivalent lambda, we can write
If Cgo is the inimass balance for 12.
airborne concentration, then
tial

rates can be calculated.
If circulation
fans move air throughout the containment
vessel or if boil-off occurs with steam
evolution into one compartment, one can
use these flow rates to provide a basis
for estimating intercompartmental flows.
In
addition,
natural convection driven
by wall-bulk gas temperature differences
can be a major contributor to flow
rates.
These rates can be estimated but
with a high degree of uncertainty.
In
this study, high flow rates have been
used to eliminate mixing as a parameter.
Numerically, the high flow rate selected
was
equivalent to 10 PWR containment
volumes per hour.
3.1.2.5

Cg

V

C

V

+C

V

(VII 3-16)

A schematic diagram of the containment
geometry used in CORRAL-PWR calculations
is given in Fig. VII 3-2.
Four internal
compartments of a large PWR containment
vessel are modeled.

or

C V

C

g
C£V g +CgVg

go
Cg

-

1
CP
+ 1
_
_9
CV

1
H.•- +1
V9.

a.

The Primary
Cubicle - The
small
internal
compartment which houses
the piping,
steam generator,
and
pump of one of the primary coolant
loops, specifically the
loop which
experiences the large pipe break.

b.

The Main Volume - The
large space
above the reactor cavity inside the
polar crane wall and including
the
high dome.
This volume is sprayed.

c.

The Outer Annulus - The annular volume between the polar crane wall and
the containment vessel outer wall.

d.

The Lower Volume - This corresponds
to the basement or the lowest
level
inside the containment structure.

(VII 3-17)
Then for H = H(t), we can write the
moval rate of 12 by

d C

dt

re-

(Vk ) dH

g_ = _

2

where the equivalent lambda is

dCg

1

__

{

Cg

-+

1)

V9 dH\
Vg dtJ

dt = -

Xdt.

g
(VII 3-18)
show that H VZ/Vg >> 1 for boric
Data
acid and caustic solutions in
equilibrium with I2. so that
1 dH

H dt_

(VII 3-19)

Typical
data for sprays
Tables VII 3-2 and VII 3-3.

are shown in

3.1.2.4

Intercompartmental Flow Rates.

In

cases

two

intercompartmental

Design of CORRAL for PWR
Analyses.

flow

VII-26

The gas flow path between the four compartments
is
indicated on the diagram.
The interchange between compartments
1
and
2 (Qo) is determined by the primary
system steam generation rate, while the
circulation flow between compartments 2,
3, and 4 (QF) is set at a high value (as
noted in the previous section) to simulate efficient interchange between these
volumes.
The
PWR contaminant is thus
divided into four well-mixed
regions
having different rates of airborne fission product removal.
The removal
processes
that are included for each compartment are listed
below the diagram
along with the fission product injection
locations.
Note that all
external leakage
from the containment is assumed to
occur from the outer annulus.
Due
to
the well-mixed
condition that is used,
this affects only the amount of deposition that is calculated to occur in this

compartment and not the total
inventory
that leaks.
An exception to this leakage path definition occurs when accident
sequence
analysis
specifies
puff releases from containment
(i.e.,
sudden
failure
by explosion or overpressure).
In such cases the same volume percent of
the airborne contents of all
four compartments is included in the puff loss
value.

are made to
difference.
3.2.1

estimate

this

temperature

NATURAL DEPOSITION - EFFECT OF
HEAT TRANSFER FROM BWR VESSEL
WALLS

The mass
transfer coefficient
for 12
removal (see Appendix J) is proportional
to the temperature-difference,

3.2 BWR MULTICOMPARTMENT MODEL
The multicompartment
feature of code
CORRAL was essential to estimating atmospheric
source calculations from a BWR.
A BWR containment system is not a set of
openly connected
compartments
like
a
PWR, where the whole containment
system
can
be
usually considered as
"well
mixed".
The compartments of a BWR are
usually closed to one another and flows
between them occur in
complex
ways
during postulated accidents.;
As many as six compartments are used in
some
BWR accident sequences.
The first
five are:
a.

The Drywell where natural deposition
can occur.

b.

The Wetwell where pool scrubbing land
natural deposition can occur.

c.

The Drywell annular gapiwhere natural deposition can occur;

d.

The Reactor Building where natural
deposition can occur.

e.

The Standby Gas Treatment System (a
series of filters).
I

Twall-T bulk = ATw
For an
raised to the 1/4 or 1/3 power.
order of magnitude range
in
ATw,
the
mass
transfer coefficient
change's
by
only a factor of 2, a relatively
insignificant change.
However, during rapid
cooling of
the drywell
(depressurization),
ATw can span more than an order
of magnitude for short durations.
During rapid heating, the condensing heat
transfer coefficient is
large
(h = 150
Btu/hr
ft 2 F)
and a steady ATw is
rapidly reached.
This is about
0.14
F
in
the drywell.
In cooling, the heat
transfer
coefficient
from the
steel
(approximately
one inch thick) wall is
low (2-5
Btu/hr ft
F),
and can lag
behind the bulk gas temperature for some
time.
Neglecting any temperature gradient in
the steel,
for a sudden step
change in bulk gas temperature, ATs, the
temperature-difference, ATw, is given by
ATw= AT

exp

(-ht/.

cp)
(VII 3-20)

where

The sixth compartment used was a fictitious dumping ground foF' ground level
atmospheric
sources / when
elevated
(stack) sources occurred simultaneously.
The schematic diagram of CORRAL for BWR
accidents is shown in Fig. VII 3-3.
/

Natural deposition is
the most common
removal mechanism for fission
products,
although
it is not necessarily the most
effective mechanism.
Natural deposition
of particulates
occurs on horizontal
surfaces in all
large compartments
just
as
in
a PWR.
Turbulent deposition of
particulates and iodine in
the drywell
annular air gap are via different mechanisms to be discussed later.
Natural
deposition
of iodine occurs on all
surfaces with the rate controlled by
natural
convection as discussed for the PWR
model.
However, since the wall-bulk gas
temperature
difference
that drives the
natural convection is highly variable in
a BWR, transient heat transfer analyses

h

=

heat transfer coefficient

t

=

time after

k

=

wall thickness

p

=

wall mass density

Cp

=

wall heat capacity
mass)

ATs

If the temperature
change is
i.e.,
linear with respect to
temperature-difference,
ATw,
given by

ATw

=

(

£cpc/h)
P
[exp -

(per

unit

gradual,
time, the
is
now

(ht/kpc)

-1]

(VII 3-21)
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$ is the linear bulk-gas cooling
where
Equations VII 3-20 and VII
rate, F/hr.
3-21 are used to compute ATw for various
the
during cooling in
time intervals
Values of h depend
drywell and wetwell.
on gas velocities in the above compartments as well as the drywell annular air
gap.
information could be readily obLittle
ATw's in
the main
tained to estimate
These would be highly
reactor building.
the building
dependent on positions in
environment temperaand the outside
flow parameters
tures, as well as gas
To allow for some
from the reactor.
the main
minimum natural deposition in
This
building,
ATw = 0.1 F was used.
would result in
a
natural deposition
rate of X = 0.5 hr-I in the main reactor
five times
This A is
building for 12.
the gas displacement rate for the build(2,000
cfm
ing under normal conditions
through the Gas Treatment System).
3.2.2

POOL SCRUBBING

In
a number of BWR accident sequences,
gas flow occurs through the vent lines
to the wetwell water
from the drywell
slightly
pool.
The water pool occupies
over one-half the toroidal volume of the
and is
approximately
17-feet
wetwell
Pool scrubbing is a major decondeep.
tamination mechanism.
Some data exists
on pool
scrubbing,
but comprehensive
experimental studies on pool scrubbing
in
a BWR wetwell pool that include
investigations of all
parameters (a wide
range of particle sizes, steam quality,
12 conpool temperatures, flow rates,
L/D
ratios,
centrations,
downcomer
have not been reported.
Applyetc...)
ing such data, if available, would not
estimahave refined atmospheric source
because the available data
tes greatly
effective
show that scrubbing is fairly
on
the fission products
entering the
calculations
showed
pool.
Also, trial
that often 30 percent or more of the
in
any seavailable fission products
quence would escape the primary containment by other paths (such as through the
drywell
annular gap directly to the
secondary containment system).
The best available data appear in a paper by Diffey, Rumary, et al. (Ref. 10),
where 12, methyl iodide, and .06 V particles in a steam-air mixture were pool
The typical decontamination
scrubbed.
factors were 100 for 12, 2 for CH 3 I, and
50-100 for the .06 p particles with 90
percent steam-air mixtures (higher steam
give better decontamination).
fractions
the values
used
For CORRAL-BWR cases,
are 100 for both 12 and particles, and
factor
1.0 for CH 3 I.
A decontamination

VII-28

of 1.0 is
also used for the noble gas
fission products.
The frequent result of higher than 90
the
percent steam partially justifies
for particles.
Even
use of DF = 100
are
though the BWR accident particles
p, or much more
assumed to be 5-15
the
massive than those studied above,
scrubbing of particles is largely due to
(condensing
steam on
diffusiophoresis
the bubble wall carries particles), and
therefore largely independent of particle size.
However,
larger particles
would have more boundary layer penetraa rapidly circulating
tion inertia in
and this
should then further
bubble
justify the choice of DF = 100 for particles, rather than the lower DF = 50.
3.2.3

STANDBY GAS TREATMENT SYSTEM (SGTS)

The SGTS
in
a typical BWR is a set of
trains upstream from
two parallel filter
three exhaust fans that releases filtered secondary containment building air at
However,
an elevated level via a stack.
only one of
under accident conditions
be
the filter
trains would normally
reserve.
used; the other being held in
The SGTS keeps the building at subatmoto minimize ground
spheric pressures
level leaks.
Under normal conditions, the flow rate
through
the system is about 2,000 cfm
fans are capable
of
but the exhaust
cfm.
Sources in excess of this
10,000
maximum would create positive building
a ground level,
pressures
and produce
The filter
trains,
unfiltered source.
according
to plant Technical Specificato insure
tions, are routinely tested
efficiencies at
the following removal
cfm
all
flow rates up to the 10,000
maximum:
0
0

99% for particulates
99% for elemental iodine
99% for organic iodide

These
specifications are derived essentially
from in-place testing criteria
in Regulatory
published
by the USAEC
The criteria
incorporate
Guide 1.52.
and
limits on bypass flow for the filter
is
recognized
adsorber
sections.
It
that
substantially better
performance
system
may be realized for the filter
during actual use.
This is because the
specifications
implicitly
anticipate
some deterioration in system effectiveness between testing steps which may or
not occur.
However, since filtered
may
to
leakage will be a minor contributor
overall
accident consequences for meltdown sequences in the BWR, the efficien-

CORRAL
cies given above were used in all
is
CORRAL
In
addition,
calculations.
and
to identify the filter
programmed
to discover
adsorber activity loadings
at
conditions,
overheating
possible
efficiencies
which time the filtration
would decrease significantly.
for both the
The overheating criteria
and for the charcoal beds
HEPA filters
perforwere based upon typical thermal
mance data obtained from Safety Analysis
temperature
design
and the
Reports
limits for the components; 250 F at 2000
F at
and 640
cfm for the HEPA filters
The
cfm for the charcoal filters.
2000
was
(QF)
heating rate of the filters
assumed proportional to the temperature
material
difference between the filter
air.
and the flowing inlet
QF a (TFilter

-

TAir,

inlet)

(VII 3-22)
For the maximum heating rate TFilter =
by
air
temperature,
The inlet
TDesign.
definition, is
AT Air

if

TAir,inlet =

Air

2
(VII 3-23)

The change in air
by a heat balance,

AT

temperature is

given

QF

Air

- PwCP

(VII 3-24)

where
W=

Cp =
P

air
density
flow rate
air
air specific heat

data can
Reference thermal performance
temperbe used to obtain an average air
ature from,

QF a (TFilter

-

TAir)

(VII 3-25)

(VII
Using Equations (VII 3-22) through
and
the reference data given in
3-25)
loads
Table VII 3-4, the maximum heat
were
for the HEPA and charcoal filters
of 2000
flow rate
obtained for an air
are also given in
The results
cfm.
Table VII 3-4.

calculations the fraction of
In
CORRAL
the core fission product inventory which
components
is
captured by the filter
species on the HEPA
(all
particulate
filter
and elemental and organic iodine
continuously
is
on the charcoal filter)
Data from inventory computarecorded.
tions of fission product decay energy
are used to convert the
emission rates
If the calcufractions to heat loads.
lated heat loads equal or exceed the
are assumed to
design limits the filters
fail.
At this point, the activity which
type is
has been sorbed by either filter
assumed to remain fixed, but the filteractivity
ing efficiency for any further
which passes through the system is set
based
This procedure is
equal to zero.
media
on the conclusion that the filter
degradation
will experience a physical
due to the elevated temperature rather
For HEPA's
combustion.
than chemical
the degradation consists of deteriation
and sealer
of fiber binder materials
materials such that structural damage to
flow can
media and bypass
the filter
beds it is
For the charcoal
occur.
system
assumed that the water dousing
operates, so that combustion is prevented, but the waterlogged beds will develin bypass flow.
op channels resulting
efficiencies
filter
The use of zero
is
probably
conditions
under
these
are
but conditions
overly pessimistic
too uncertain to estimate another value
with reasonable confidence.
3.2.4

NATURAL DEPOSITION IN THE DRYWELL
ANNULAR AIRSPACE

shell is
surrounded by a
The drywell
gap between the steel shell
two-inch air
and the concrete shield containing the
isolation
Under normal leakage,
shell.
or under certain primary
loss leakage,
containment failure conditions, gas flow
from the primary containment is assumed
to pass through the space and exit at
floor of the reactor
operating
the
Therefore, any fission probuilding.
which
duct
transport and deposition
occurs in the region of secondary conbelow the operating floor are
tainment
in
approximated in CORRAL by behavior
For cases in
space.
this annular air
which leakage occurs directly from the
drywell shell, the wetwell torus, or the
an
connecting vent pipes this provides
accurate description of the flow path to
For cases in
the operating floor level.
which primary containment leakage occurs
in
in one of the many subcompartments
the lower region of the secondary containment building, the model constitutes
a simplified approximation of the geomethe various
try and flow paths between
and the operating
locations
leakage
the
method
However,
floor
level.
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described below for calculating fission
the
product transport and deposition in
is expected to produce
annular region,
overestimates rather than underestimates
concentrations
product
fission
of
reaching the refueling building under
this alternate
leakage path condition.
of
the combination
is
because
This
longer residence time with deposition in
containthe lower regions of secondary
ment would usually be more effective
than the decontamination factors predicOnly under high
ted for the annulus.
should decontamination
flow conditions
predict concentrations
in
the annulus
lower than might be obtained for the
other leak path.
cannot be modeled
The annular region
like the well-mixed
compartments with
deposition on the walls and/or floor.
is
better described as plug flow
It
annulus with mass
along a cylindrical
A simple first
transfer to the walls.
a
defines
equation
order differential
mass transfer coefficient, k, that can
be estimated from known correlations for
For particles, k can be
12
transfer.
estimated from particle deposition data
from moving gas streams with more diffiThe differential
culty and uncertainty.
equation for transfer to the walls of an
is:
annular slit

TwC

=

-

(VII 3-26)

( _j)dx,

where
the

C

=

of
concentration
the
transferring substance

Cw

=

wall concentration

U

=

plug average annual velocity

Ar

=

annulus width

x

=

axial distance

k

=

mass transfer coefficient.

where

TRx0

=

exp

-

(VII

,£
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£
7

r

average

dx/£,

=

Ar

Q

=

annulus cross section,
volumetric flow rate

For the annular
for a typical BWR,
becomes

and

gap described earlier
3-27)
(VII
Equation
-4

xC

=

exp(-1200 k/U)

(VII 3-28)

The assumption
that Cw = 0 for both
for
reasonable
particulates and 12 is
the BWR accident
in
most conditions
cases.
Molecular 12 has been experimentally
verified to have a high affinity
(Ref.
and paint surfaces
for steel
Normally the overall mass trans4,11).
fer coefficient for 12 would be

1
k-I = k-1 + Kw
g

(VII 3-29)

where kg is the boundary
layer coeffiorder rate
a first
cient and kw is
(Ref.
constant for the surface reaction
to
The value of kw is difficult
4).
a
is
predict for the annulus since it
function of temperature, surface composition, surface roughness, 12 concentraThus, for the
tion, and vapor pressure.
drywell annulus the surface was assumed
to be a "perfect sink" for 12 with no
desorption occurring.
The gas phase mass transfer coefficients
for 12 are estimated using the following
from heat transfer correlaanalogies
For developed turbulent
tions (Ref. 5).
flow (Re < 20,000),

Sh
Equation
If Cw = 0,
grates for 0< x <k to

f/

Aav

k4Rh

=

0.026 Re0.8 ScI/

inte-

3

,

(VII 3-30)
and for laminar isothermal flow
(Re<2,100),

(VII 3-27)
Sh

assuming an average axial velocity,

1.86

(Re • Sc

4Rh/Z) 1 /3.

U,
(VII 3-31)
where

U

=

Q
Aav

Re

VII-30

=

Reynolds number

pU(4Rh)

U

Rh

=

empirical
range:

Hydraulic radius

equation

fits

the

particle

flow cross sectional area
wetted parameter
=

DF = 1.0 + 0.1

Ar/2 for the annulus.

The transition
region, 2100<Re<20,000,
is not well understood and Equation (VII
3-30)
could
overestimate
the mass
transfer coefficient by a factor of 3-5
at Re = 2100.
This error is offset by
the non-smooth
nature of the annular
gap,
which could also cause an underestimation of k for high Reynolds numbers.
For BWR cases encountered, the Reynolds
number ranges from the laminar region to
about 30,000.
The maximum DF's occur at
Re = 0

and

Re = 2101.

A

cutoff

of

DF = 100 maximum for 12 is assumed in
CORRAL-BWR calculations for the annular
gap.
This is done because of the possibility
of desorption
or saturation of
the annular surface.
The behavior of particulates
is
more
difficult
to predict because deposition
velocities from moving gas streams are a
function of particle size as well as gas
velocity.
Sehmel (Ref. 12) has recently
published experimental
data that allow
an estimation of particle deposition
in
the annular gap.
The deposition velocity (or mass transfer
coefficient)
is
highly affected by gravity.
Most of
Sehmel's data are for deposition on
floors and ceilings, and the deposition
in the drywell
is
on an essentially
vertical wall.
Wall deposition velocities
are closest to floor deposition
velocities,
but are slightly lower for
inertial
particles (usually > 0.1 p).
For these inertial
particles, Brownian
diffusion is
nil,
so k = 0 has been
assigned a DF = 1 for Re < 2100 for all
particles.
Only the largest of the
515-11
particles
have
a significant
turbulent deposition velocity.

3.2.5

THE COMPUTER CODE CORRAL

The multicompartment
containment model
was programmed with Fortran V for use on
a Univac 1108.
The program incorporates
the models for fission product removal
discussed
in
the previous section.
Figure VII
3-4
shows the basic
flow
chart
for CORRAL.
A summary of each of
the five flow chart sections follows.
a.

Input Parameters
Constants
(a)

Core
fractions
for gap,
melt, steam explosion
and
vaporization releases.

(b)

Numbers of compartments.

(c)

Volumes,
wall areas, floor
areas, heights of each compartment.

(d)

Spray
parameters
(flow
rates,
drop sizes,
fall
heights, equilibrium conditions
for 12
removal, 12
distribution coefficients).

(e)

Times of all

To be conservative,
an upper limit of
DF = 100 seems more reasonable to assign
(for

upper

k/U = 1/300,

DF = 27).

limit,

following

the

9.95

for 10<d <15 p particles
and DF = 1.0
for dý<T• V. Integrating Equation VII
3-32 over the aging process of the particles
as they settle
out in 4 hours
(see paragraph
3.1.2.2),
produces
DF
(avg) - 10.0.
Since the age of airborne
particles undergoing natural
deposition
is important longer than the 4 hour time
period
(approximately two
of
these
periods) ,
the average DF = 5.5.
This
value was used in
CORRAL-BWR calculations
for all particles passing through
the annular gap for Re>2100.
It
is
a
conservative number because approximately 90 percent of the mass
of particles
released
is
>10
V in the CSE data and
also in the CORRAL calculations.
The
mass average
particle
is 13.5 p which
has a DF = 21.
Thus picking DF = 5.5
over-estimates early atmospheric sources
and under-estimates
additional
sources
on a long time basis.
Certainly on a
mass average basis, DF = 5.5 is
conservative.

1.

to dD = 15 p

1
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An empirical
fit
of Sehmel's data is
possible for k = k (U, dp), but he
has
only two U values
for vertical wall
deposition.
For this
reason only a
first
order approximation
can be made
for k.
This also eliminates major overhaul of CORRAL's matrix computations to
incorporate a new set of variables.
The
ratio k/U = 1/300 = constant
for all
k
and U for a particle size midway between
10-15p.
Table VII
3-5 shows the wide
range of particle DF's versus
Reynolds
number.

With this

[rd -
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events.

Compartment filter
tamination rates.

(g)

Fractions of compartments
released during a puff release.

Variables

2.

decon-

(f)

(a)

(with time)

and
Pressure, temperature,
water vapor content of each
Temperature
compartment.
difference between bulk gas
and walls.

(b)

Flow rates between compartments.

(c)

Decontamination factors be-

b.

c.

Initial

Particle sizes.

(e)

Leak rates to atmosphere
and leak DF's (decontamination factors).

d.

All concentrations set equal to
zero at t = 0 except gas release
compartconcentrations in first
ment.

2.

Spray set to operate
compartment (PWR).

3.

All amounts released and DRF's
set
factors)
reduction
(dose
A zero DRF means
equal to zero.
that nothing has been released.

of
Computation
Removal Rates
1.

2.

3.
4.

in

Properties

main

Pressure, temperature, and water vapor content and T(bulk)T(wall) by parabolic interpolation.

Overall lambdas.

Solution of Differential Equations

MELT RELEASE
VAPORIZATION
RELEASE

12
and
Gas phase viscosities
and Schmidt numdiffusivities
bers.

settling velocities
Particles
and their natural deposition.

12 equilibrium equivalent lambdas (if needed).

EXPLOSION
RELEASE

Particle sizes by linear interpolation.

6.

9.

GAP RELEASE

flow rates
Intercompartmental
and decontamination factors and
DF's
leak rates and respective
by parabolic interpolation.

Mass transfer Grashof numbers
deposition
and corresponding
rates.

spray velocities, gas
Terminal
coeffiphase mass transfer
cient, liquid phase mass transspray
and
fer coefficient,
lambdas.

number of differenThus the total
for
tial
equations solved (one each
and
iodides
organic
particulates,
(N=number
12) for any time step is
of compartments)

and

5.

8.

The solution of the differential
equations is discussed in the previage the
To properly
ous section.
it was necesreleases,
continuous
into
sary to divide these releases
The
impulses releases.
discrete
ten
melt release was divided into
equally spaced and sized releases,
from the
each independent age wise
The vaporization reother nine.
lease (released at an exponentially
rate) was divided into 20
decaying
each successive
impulse releases,
release at an exponentially lower
The sum of
value than the first.
ten releases equals 1/2
the first
the total release, and the remaining
The
the remaining 1/2.
ten equals
duration of the period of the first
The duration
ten is one half life.
of the second ten should be three
half lives for a reasonable approximation of an exponential decay.

Conditions

1.

Spray lambdas for particle.

10.

tween compartments.
(d)

7.

3N equations

3N
30N

60N
96N equations

The accuracy of the output depends
of the rate
on the rate of change
so short time steps
coefficients,
would be desirable immediately after
is
(aging
discrete release
each
especially if sprays
rapid at first,
Long time steps are suffiare on).
cient for old releases.
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e.

Output Variables
1.

2.

3.3

Airborne
relased at

contained
time, t.

yl iodide following postulated accident
cases has been estimated from the information
summarized
by
Postma
and
Zavadoski (Ref. 13).
The total percentage formation was obtained
by adding
that formed by radiolysis to that formed
by nonradiolytic mechanisms.

fractions

(a)

For each release:
12, oriodides,
particulaganic
tes.

(b)

For each compartment
for
each
release:
12, organic
iodides,
particulates,
at
time, t.

For nonradiolytic formation, the least
squares fit
of experimental measurements
indicates conversion of 0.056 percent of
iodine.
Upper and lower limits
indicated by
the measurements are 1 percent
and 0.004 percent, respectively.
These
values were summarized as

Escaped fractions released
(for
each
release:
12, organic iodides,
particulates,
at time,
t).

3.

Escape fractions of the core for
any desired isotope.

4.

Dose reduction factor for each
release (12 and particulates) at
time, t.

5.

Overall
dose reduction
factor
(12 and particulates)
at time,
t.

6.

Total fraction of
escaped and core
escaped up to time,

Nonradiolytic Percent
Conversion = 0.1%

Radiolytic formation process
lead to
combination
of
elemental
iodine and
trace level organic materials in the gas
phase.
On the basis of available experimental data,
the maximum percentage
conversion for a DBA case is 2.1 percent.
The minimum formation due
to
radiolysis is near zero.
Therefore, for
no removal, we estimate

core iodine
particulates
t.

Radiolytic Conversion For No Removal
Case = 1.1% + 1%.

The no-removal case can never be realized because natural
processes
will
deplete an appreciable fraction of the
airborne iodine, making it
unavailable
for radiolysis.
For natural removal,
the percentage conversion was reduced by
a factor of 2.
The result may be summarized as follows:

ESTIMATION OF METHYL IODIDE
FRACTION USED IN PWR AND BWR
ANALYSES WITH THE CORRAL CODE

Considerable experimental
evidence
exists
that some relatively small portion
of the fission product iodine which
is
released
from the reactor
fuel will
appear
in
the containment volume
as
organic iodide compounds.
The dominant
compound, methyl iodide, because of its
chemical properties would tend to remain
in the gas phase rather than deposit on
surfaces,
dissolve in
water, or react
with spray solutions.
Trapping on charcoal
filters
is also less effective for
organic iodides than for inorganic iodine
species.
Therefore, estimates of
the amount of this difficult-to-remove
form
that could be produced in
an
accident are necessary.
This task is
hampered by uncertainties in the mechanism of formation and limited data,
but
conversion values have been obtained
based on the information
that is
currently available.
The approach used and
the resulting values
for each water
reactor
type are described in the two
following subsections.
3.3.1

+0.9%
-0.1%

Radiolytic Conversion For Natural
Removal Case = 0.6% + 0.5%.
Sprays
will
remove iodine rapidly from
the gas phase,
further reducing
the
potential
for organic iodide formation.
The effect of spray removal was handled
by reducing
the conversion by an additional factor of 2.
The result is
summarized as follows:
Radiolytic Conversion For Spray Removal
Case =

0.3% + 0.2%.

Total formation of organic iodides will
be
the sum of that for radiolysis and
that formed by nonradiolytic mechanisms.
For the natural transport case the result is
Total Conversion For Natural Removal
Case = 0.7% +1.4%
-0.6%

METHYL IODIDE FRACTION FOR PWR
ANALYSES

and for the spray case,

The fraction of iodine airborne as methVII-33

Total Conversion For Spray Removal
Case

0.4%+1.1%
-0.3%

=

It should be noted that this
approach
an instantaneous methyl iodide
defines
fraction existing near the beginning of
the accident sequence when most of the
A more
core iodine has been released.
sophisticated approach would account for
but
nonradiolytic formation as above,
would account
for gas phase radiolysis
through use of a G value for formation.
formation of organic iodiA continued
des, based on the instantaneous airborne
iodine concentration, G value for formation, and radiation dose would be used
in
place of the fractional conversions
However,
listed for the two conditions.
this was considered an unnecessary comconplication because overall accident
are only partly dependent on
sequences
iodine releases to the environment.
3.3.2

METHYL IODIDE FRACTION FOR BWR
ANALYSES

It
appears there is not enough evidence
a BWR
that methyl iodide formation in
should be
significantly different than
in a PWR.
Although radiolytic formation
rates
are higher in a BWR due to higher
higher
dose, radiolytic destruction
is
The net rate is perhaps much the
too.
both reactor
types.
Natural
same in
deposition lambdas are nearly identical.
The driving force for natural convection
is
the bulk gas - wall temperature difFor the condensing atmoference (AT).
sphere of the accidental sequences
AT (PWR)

=
•(BWR)FW

! 10 AT (BWR)

(AT(BWR))1I/
XT(PWR)

/A(BWR)/V(BWR)
kA(PWR)/V(PWR)!

compare the drywell A/V with the
If
we
PWR,
then
{A(BWR)/V(BWR) }/{A(PWR) /
V (PWR) } 1 101/3, therefore
X(BWR) A X(PWR)
Since
the natural transport case is the
only condition
requiring consideration
in
BWR analyses,
a total conversion
value for organic iodides of
1%
%+1
-.0.6%
will be used.
3.3.3

can occur during accident sequences for
either reactor
system.
These can be
(1) low (design)
classified as follows:
of
leakage from one
or a collection
isolation
small undefined paths,
(2)
loss leakage from a single and relatively large open path,
and
(3) massive
leakage (a puff) from a failed containIn
PWR systems the key
ment vessel.
to atmospheric
structure with respect
leakage is the steel-lined concrete containment vessel, while in
BWR systems
the important structure is the concrete
and metal panel reactor building,
also
known
as the secondary
containment.
it
During leakage from these structures
is
possible
that some of the fission
which are
product vapors and aerosols,
carried by
the bulk gas
flow, would
deposit on surfaces
along the
leak
passage.
Leakage through a network of
rough-walled cracks would favor deposideposition should
tion
while little
occur during flow through an orifice.
In
analyses
performed
throughout this
for
study no credit has been taken
deposition along
the
fission product
path leads
leak path when the leak
directly to the atmosphere.
For large
leaks (classes (2) and (3)
above)
this
close to actual
approach
is
probably
experience.
However, it is also considered an
acceptable, although conservaleaks
tive,
approximation
for small
because;
(1) the generally
undefined
nature of small leak distributions inhito predict accurate
bits the ability
and
(2)
the
decontamination
factors,
accident sequences
which
are analyzed
failure at
some
include containment
scenario and
point
in
the accident
fission-product
leakages
beyond these
points overwhelm the earlier low leakage
values.
In calculations the assumption
of no decontamination is represented by
using DF = 1.
There is one containment leakage situation where the release of activity to
the atmosphere is modified by using a DF
than one.
This
case
value greater
occurs only in PWR analyses where meltthrough of the concrete
base mat
is
followed
by a puff release of the contained gas until the
internal pressure
equalizes
with the external pressure. 1
Any gases and airborne fission products

1

FISSION PRODUCT DECONTAMINATION
DURING LEAKAGES TO THE ATMOSPHERE

Several
different types of leakage from
to the atmosphere
reactor containment
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Since
the bottom steel containment
liner is embedded and anchored in
concrete all
around the reactor cavity
gaseous release
area, no significant
from the base of containment is expected until the mat is actually penetrated by the melt.

.A.

in
this manner would have to
escaping
pass through many feet of ground materito reach the atmosphere.
al in
order
The base of large PWR containments typiextend 40 to 60 feet below grade
cally
usually
height is
and part of this
saturated with subsurface groundwater.
The ground material may be low or high
permeability soils, but next to the cona coffer
tainment wall (perhaps within
the material is likely to consist
dam)
of layers of gravel, sand, and/or porous
concrete backfill.
media
external
combination of
This
for
as an effective filter
should act
water soluble and particulate contaminants
in
the permeating gas stream.
K indicates
Appendix
Work reported in
or hours will be required
many minutes
to penetrate to the
for active gas
containment
that is,
ground surface;
by a single huge puff is
pressure relief
the water saturated
In
not expected.
bed
soluble
zone of this natural filter
such as elemental iodine
vapor species
Even though partial
should be absorbed.
may occur along fissures
channeling
the
gradients,
caused by the pressure
interfaces between the several layers of
different materials should act as crack
to produce meandering transarrestors
Aerosol particles should be
port paths.
during
passage
removed
efficiently
of the
through the dry upper layers
Work on the effecbackfill material.
for removing
tiveness of sand filters
from air
streams (Ref. 14,15)
aerosols
indicate that efficiencies in the range
of 99 percent to 99.99 percent are typical for one to three foot deep beds depending upon gas flow velocity, particle
bed
packing.
of
size,
and degree
Equivalent or better efficiencies should
be expected for the situation of interest here because dry bed depths of 10 to
20 feet are anticipated.
Based on the above rationale it was conescape to
cluded that fission product
from
the atmosphere via pressure relief
the base of the containment would be
large DF value for
by a
characterized
calculations
Preliminary
most species.
were performed which indicated that any
at
DF greater than 1000 would produce
most a ten percent decrease in the total
atmospheric source term for accident
containment meltinvolving
sequences
through; that is for DF>1000 the leakage
prior to meltthrough accounts for nearly
Thereall of the atmospheric release.
a conservative value of 1000 was
fore,
This DF
such calculations.
used in all
applies only to elemental iodine and the
A DF = 1
particulate fission products.
was always used for the fission product
iodide
noble gases and the organic

is
also emphasized that
It
fraction.
PWR
this procedure is followed only in
In BWR acaccident sequence analyses.
by
cident sequences containment failure
some other process always precedes the
meltthrough pathway.
3.3.4

POTENTIAL GROUNDWATER CONTAMINATION IN A MELTDOWN ACCIDENT 1

Most of the reactor meltdown accident
to ultimately
sequences are considered
of the bottom of
melthrough
result in
This event
the containment structure.
will
bring the molten mass into contact
with the natural soil system at estimaRadioacted depths of 50 to 100 feet.
groundtive contamination of the local
several processes
can occur by
water
In meltthrough acciduring this event.
dents where sprays have operated, some
portion of the spray liquid may be
In
to the soil-water system.
released
accidents where sprays have not operaactivity in the containted,
airborne
ment may be carried into the groundwater
containment building depressuriduring
leaching
groundwater
Finally,
zation.
can provide a
the core mass itself
of
contamination
long-term
delayed but
source.
The radionuclides introduced by
any of these processes can be transported along the groundwater route to locawith
interaction
of potential
tions
It is of interest to the
human
usage.
of
present study to obtain an estimate
the magnitude of this potential contamination pathway.
3.3.4.1

Problem Definition.

The analysis assumes a 3200 MW(th) reacat
for .550 days
tor, after operating
an accident
power,
experiences
full
core meltdown
event which results in
followed by meltthrough of the concrete
floor of the containment structure as
It has been
in
Appendix I.
described
estimated that containment meltthrough
would occur about one day after the
36).
event
(Ref..
accident-initiating
contamination of-groundwater
Therefore,
Two basic
is unlikely before this time.
modes were defined for analysis; one to
examine the implications of early radioactivity release and the other to examine the effect of delayed leaching of
from the solidified core
radioactivity
mass.

1
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The discussion presented here is
based
performed by A.E.
-on the analyses
C.
Routson of BatReisenaur and R.
Pacific Northwest Laboratories.
telle's

direct contact with groundwater would be
Eventually the melt penetraunlikely.
tion would stop because of decreasing
decay-heat generation and the diluting
effect of the molten soil constituents.
Then the melt should gradually cool
forming a solidified glass-like mass
expected
"-he mass
It is
(Ref. 16).
cooling
during
the
fracture
would
process and subsequent return of groundwater to the surface could begin leachfission products. The dimening out
sions of the core-soil mass and the time
delay for leaching to begin are diftiBounding
cult to predict accurately.
heat-transfer calculations have indicated melt sizes may increase to maximum
30 to 50 feet in 1 or 2 years
radii of
The presence of
in dry soils (Ref. 18).
groundwater would tend to lower the numbers but results of the overall analysis
to exact
here are not highly sensitive
heat
balance
Elementary
dimensions.
calculations also indicate that at about
1 year the heat removal capacity of the
anticipated water flow (without boiling)
would balance the decay-heat generation
The above results
rate of the mass.
selecting
provide some guidance for
source dimensions and the starting time
for leaching.

the first mode, it is assumed that
In
containment meltthrough at one day is
followed by rapid depressurization, and
the airborne radioactivity in containdelivered to the underlying
ment is
condition is
This
soil-water system.
indicative of a meltthrough accident in
not
have
sprays
which containment
Since detailed accident seoperated.
in
were performed
quence calculations
Safety Study for this type
Reactor
the
of accident, core activity release fraction data are available. The release
fraction of a
fractions range from a
the core inventory for the
of
percent
up to several
volatile species
less
percent of the core inventory for the
Exact values
more volatile species.
in this
defined later
used will be
The above contamination source
section.
for the groundwater system is
term
for those accident
probably excessive
in which contaminated spray
sequences
solution might leak into the soil beequivalent radioactivity recause an
lease would require leakage of several
thousand gallons of solution past the
molten core material. It is more likely
the solution would vaporize back into
Accordingthe containment atmosphere.
the depressurization release should
ly,
be considered a worst case assumption.
further assumes the airThe analysis
is so released
borne activity which
rapidly and completely in the
dissolves
receiving groundwater. This is probably
highly conservative because much of the
radioactivity will be in the form of
oxide aerosol particles which should
experience a relatively slow dissolution
In addition, the particulate
rate.
source may have to penetrate a "driedout" soil zone around the molten mass in
order to reach the groundwater system.
These two effects should delay the apthe
in
contamination
of
pearance
groundwater and lead to lower peak concentrations than will be obtained under
the present groundrules.

In both modes the source is modeled as a
cylinder 70 feet in diameter and extending over the assumed 60 feet depth of
Radioactivity
the groundwater system.
released from this boundary enters the
groundwater where it is transported by
the groundwater flow to a nearby outlet
or
water body such as a river, lake,
Therefore the rate of appearance
bay.
at the outlet will
of radionuclides
(1) the release rate, (2)
depend on:
(3)
the groundwater flow velocity, and
the distribution coefficients for sorpon
tion of the dissolved radionuclides
the soil material of the groundwater
soil-water
system. In other words the
as a large chromatographic
system acts
column to selectively separate and delay
the discharge of the individual radionuclides in aqueous solution.

of
The second mode considers the effect
long-term leaching of fission products
from the core-soil mass after it has
solidified in the ground
cooled and
It is
underneath the containment floor.
expected that, during penetration into
the ground, the size of the melt will
increase as soil material is melted.
Additional oxide and silicate phases
will probably form which should mix with
or partially dissolve in the core material. Fission products would be expectmaoled to distribute among the several
under the influence of
phases
ten
reacconvective transport and chemical
forces. During this time
tion driving
the molten material should be surrounded
by a relatively dry soil zone so that

3.3.4.2

The Hydraulic and Ion Transport
Models.

The hydraulics model for the two modes
defined above was formulated as follows.
An analytic solution to a point source
flow field
and point sink in a uniform
include a fully penewas expanded to
trating cylindrical source of finite
A diagram of the flow system
radius.
The
3-5.
used is given in Fig. VIII
data chosen for the slope of the grounddistance to the outlet
water system,
water body, and soil type were selected
from examining several eastern United
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States power
reactor site reports and
generally
represent conditions
which
would cause the most rapid dispersion of
the radionuclides.
Table VII 3-6 shows
the input values used in the hydraulics
model calculations.
The normal groundwater flow was assumed to be perpendicular to the outlet water body.

of their half-life,
distribution coefficient,
and
inventory.
The fraction of
the reactor core inventory of each radioactive
species released to the groundwater system was based
on calculated
depressurization release fractions for a
core meltthrough accident.
The values
used
are given in
Table VII 3-8.
In
executing these calculations, the mixed
cell transport model utilized 100 column
segments, and the individual
radionuclide
inventories (corresponding to the
release fractions in Table VII 3-8) were
"injected" to the groundwater flow channel over a two segment
interval.
This
translates
to an injection period of
about 4.3 days which may or may not
correspond to actual periods.
However,
final results are not too sensitive
to
this factor,
particularly
for species
which experience
adsorption
and delay
during
transport to the outlet water
body.

In
performing calculations
with
the
model,
the presence of the cylindrical
source was assumed to disturb
the uniform flow system out to twice the source
radius.
Therefore, thecross section of
the contaminated
flow system was 140feet wide by 60-feet deep. -The
volumetric
rate of fluid flow in this rectangular channel was 11,200 ft 3 /day, and the
linear flow velocity was
7 feet/day.
Accordingly, the travel time
for water
from the source to the outlet water body
was 215 days or 0.59 year.
The radionuclide transport calculations
were made using a model based on the
theoretical cell concept in which equilibration between the liquid and solid
phases
is
achieved before the fluid is
convected into the next cell (Ref.
17).
The equilibrium stage approach has traditionally been considered
satisfactory
for groundwater
systems because of the
speed of the chemical reactions in relation to the fluid flow rate.

The radionuclides chosen for calculation
in
this mode were selected on the basis

Resulting activity release rates of selected radionuclides
contained in
the
groundwater
released to the water body
have been plotted and the curves
are
shown in
Fig.
VII
3-6.
The semi-log
plots show the release rates in
curies/
day as a function of time.
Note the
analysis predicts
breakthrough
of the
non-sorbed Ru-106 at about 0.35 year
with the release rate peaking at
0.59
year
(215 days).
The indicated axial
dispersion is an artifact
of the mixed
cell model
and may overestimate actual
conditions.
However,
less dispersion
would lead to higher peak release rates
because the activity balance of the radionuclide must be maintained.
In contrast
to the non-sorbed ruthenium-106,
the
sorbed ruthenium-106
ions break
through only after about 7 years and the
ions leached from the soil have a much
lower and broader elution curve.
Technicium 99, with a low distribution coefficient
(Kd = 0.1)
breaks
through in
significant concentrations in about 0.7
years and peaks
before
one
year.
Strontium-90
which has an intermediate
distribution coefficient
(Kd = 2)
arrives in significant quantities in 3 to
4 years and peaks at about 6 years.
The
Antimony-125
and the Cesium-137 with
their higher Kd values
lag behind
the
other nuclides arriving approximately 22
and 30 years after release and reaching
their peak concentrations at 35 and 51
years, respectively.

iGroundwater having 28 ppt total salinity and having a composition of 0.38 M
Na+,
0.008 M K+, 0.008 M Ca++ and 0.04
M Mg+.

The
other radionuclides
investigated
were significantly delayed allowing radioactive decay to reduce them to innocuous levels at the time of arrival
in
the water body.
In order to place these
results in perspective with respect to
radiological
impact,
the peak effluent

Sorption coefficients (Kd) for each isotope of concern were determined in the
following fashion
a typical 1
determined

a.

Kd's
for Sr and
groundwater system
from direct data.

b.

The Kd's for all
other components in
the given solution were calculated
by assuming that the ratio of Kdx to
Kdcs or Kdsr reported in
other
references is constant.

Cs in
were

Using the best available data, a conservative distribution coefficient (Kd) was
chosen
for each specie
of
concern.
These coefficients with appropriate references are listed
in Table VII 3-7.
3.3.4.3

Results of the Depressurization
Release Problem.
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concentrations
discharged
from
the
groundwater
system for each of the
radionuclides calculated may be compared
to the maximum permissible concentrations specified in 10CFR20 (Ref. 30) for
waters discharged to uncontrolled areas.
This comparison along with other information is
given
in Table VII 3-9.
It
may be noted that three of the radionuclide effluent concentrations (Ru-106,
Sr-90, and Cs-137) are predicted
to be
much higher than their respective MPC
values.
However, it must be emphasized
that
these are
likely to be overestimates and they do not
include the
effects of several processes which would
act to limit human
exposure to this
contamination source.
These processes
will be discussed following presentation
of the results
for the glass leaching
release mode.

3.3.4.4

Results of the Glass Leaching
Release Problem.

In
accordance with estimates given earlier,
the inventory of radionuclides
in
the core mass one year after the initial
event was used to specify
the leaching
source strength.
The significant species and their
inventories
were determined
from the fuel irradiation history
and consideration of prior fission product releases from the molten core.
All
isotopes of the noble gases,
halegens,
alkali metals, and tellurium group elements were assumed absent from the coresoil mass.1 From the remaining refractory elements the following key species
were selected; Tc-99, Sr-90, Ce-141, Zr95, Eu-155, Pm-147, Eu-153,
Sm-151,
U235,
U-238, Pu-241, Pu-239, Pu-240, and
Pu-242.
The relationship used to predict the rate of leaching for all
components can be expressed as
+

0

.

3 34

y

=

-5.222

x

y

=

logl 0 (fraction leached
from time 0 to time T)

x

=

logl0 (elapsed time from
time 0 to time T)

Time is in hours, j is fixed at
1 year and T is variable.
The

relationship

was derived from data

"This assumption is consistent with the
release
fractions presented earlier in
this report for the volatile fission
products.

presented by Saidl and other
(Ref.
31,32,33).
The melt was conservatively
assumed to be basalt glass since it
is
probably much more soluble than any
.other glass,
and the
characteristic
components were Sr and Cs which are the
most
leachable of the
components of
interest.
The elution curves obtained for several
of the more important nuclides are presented in Fig. VII 3-7.
All the curves
characteristically
rise to a peak and
then
slowly decay.
The peak efflux
rates and concentrations of the radionuclides for this case are generally a
factor of 100 to. 1000 lower than for the
corresponding nuclides in the depressurization release case.
However, the elution continues for extended periods
of
time.
Each of these
features
is
a
direct result of the very slow leaching
process.
In
Table VII 3-10, the peak
effluent concentrations discharged from
the groundwater system for each of the
radionuclides calculated are compared to
the maximum permissible concentrations
specified
in
10CFR20
(Ref.
30)
for
waters discharged to uncontrolled areas.
It is apparent that except for Sr-90 all
the predicted peak effluent concentrations are well below the MPC limits.
3.3.4.5

Exposure Reduction Processes
and Contamination Control
Measures.

It should be emphasized that the hydraulic
model parameters,
the radionuclide
distribution coefficients, and the radionuclide leaching rate used in
these
analyses were selected to produce overestimates for the rate of appearance
of
the radionuclide sources at the outlet
water body.
For example,
the
soil
permeability
coefficient
is indicative
of well-sorted sands with gravel and of
fissured limestone formations (Ref. 34),
the distribution coefficients are probably low by factors of 10 or 100 (Ref.
35), and the leaching expression assumes
a relatively
highly soluble glass containing fissures
which increase
the
effective
surface
area by a factor of
100 or more
(Ref.
32).
In
addition,
calculations
of human radiation
dose
from use of the receiving water body
resource
would have to
include the
dilutioneffect
that would occur in
the
water
body beyond the efflux point for
the contaminated groundwater.
Thus, the
groundwater
contamination
problem at
many reactor sites
is
expected
to be
less severe than indicated here.
Another
important factor to consider in
evaluating the above results is the significant times
which are required for
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movement of radionuclides
through
a
groundwater
system.
Several months and
in many cases years should elapse before
in
water
would appear
contamination
bodies used for the support of a significant
population
group.
This
delay
would allow ample time for instituting
monitoring operations and for setting up
More iman effective warning network.
portantly, the time would most likely be
used to execute procedures for controlling or even eliminating the spread of
contamination beyond the reactor
site.
This would
involve drilling wells for
monitoring
and pumping
purposes
to
flow
control
the
local
groundwater
gradient.
The withdrawn water could be
stored temporarily
in surface tanks or
in sealed holding ponds
for subsequent
treatment.
After movement of the radio-

nuclides is under control, it would seem
feasible
if
it
were to be considered
necessary to form a vault-like barrier
around the radioactive
zone using a
combination of excavation, drilling, and
concrete injection operations.
Even without the above engineered mitigating actions, the basic conclusion of
this analysis would not be
changed.
Specifically, the analysis has shown the
hydrologic contamination problem occurs
on a much
longer time scale than does
the atmospheric contamination
problem
for a core meltthrough accident.
Therefore, warning actions "alone should be
sufficient to limit population radiation
doses from the hydrologic source to low
levels compared to the doses received as
a result of the atmospheric source.
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TABLE VII
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FISSION PRODUCT REMOVAL RATE CONSTANTS CALCULATED FOR A LARGE PWR
CONTAINMENT VESSEL

Flow
Rate
gpm

Spray System
Molecular
1 CSR,

X, hr-

Iodine

Boric Acid

2 CSR(a),

Fraction
Initial
Release

Boric Acid
(pH = 5)

3500

1.0

-

.01

3.12

7000

1.0

-

.01

6.24

--

10-2 ÷ 1.8 x 10-3
1.8 x 10-3 ÷ 3 x 10-5

1.15

Acid

iBoric Acid

--

<3 x

0

(Boric Acid

Equilibrium 'Boric
Conditions

--

10-5

1 CSR,

NaOH (pH 9.5)

3500

1.0

-

.01

67

2 CSR,

NaOh

7000

1.0

-

.01

134

2 hrs

0

(NaOH

--

10-2 , 3 x

EquilibriumN-Conditions

NaOH

(.NaOH
1 CSIa,

(a)

Next

Boric

Acid

--

3.8

--

<3 x

3200

Boric Acid
No spray

x

10- 4

10-5
3 x

0.223
0.0422

10-5

10-5

1.0 -

0
2.85

0.1

<.01

Same as boric acid
equilibrium

(natural
deposition)

1.0 -

No spray

.01

1.38

<.01

0

Particulates
I

CSR

3500

1.0

-

.02

6.0

2 CSR

7000

1.0

÷

.02

12.0

2 CSR

7000

<.02

1 CSI

3200

1.0 -

.02

12.6

1 CSI

3200

<.02

No spray

1.0 -

No spray

VII

.02

0.13

<.02

CSR = Recirculation

TABLE

0.945

(natural
deposition)

(a)

0.9

3-2

spray.

0

CSI = Injection spray.

EQUILIBRIUM DATA FOR 12 WITH BORIC ACID

Time,

min

0

H

SPRAYS

(Ref.

9)

C /Cgo

2676

.01
4

1.8

x 10-3

100

1.5 x 10

500

4.0 x 104

6.75 x 10-4

1000

7.0 x 104

3.86 x 10-4

2000

1.5 x 105

1.8

x l0-4

4000

5 x 105

5.4

x 10-5

>7000

1 x 106

2.7

x 10-5

TABLE

VII
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EQUILIBRIUM DATA FOR 12 WITH CAUSTIC SPRAYS

Time,

min

H

0-100

VII

.01

A=0

k=.095 hr-

Variable H,

.01

1000

7.0 x 104

3.86 x 10-4

2000

1.5 x 105

1.8

x 10-4

4000

5 x 105

5.4

x 10-5

>7000

1 x 106.

2.7

x 10-5

INPUT DATA AND RESULTS FOR FILTER OVERBEATING CRITERIA

3-4

Filter

Air Flow

Type

(a)

9)
C /Cgo

Constant H,

100-1000

TABLE

(Ref.

Filter

Temperature

cfm

Heat Load

F

Watts
3

HEPA

2000

105

2.2 x 10

HEPA

2000

112

5.7 x 103

HEPA

2000

25 0

Charcoal

2000

110

1.3 x 10

Charcoal

2000

126

3.4 x 103

Charcoal

2000

64 0

(a)

5.4 x 104

(a)

6.4 x 10

3

4

Design Limit

TABLE VII

3-5

dpi

TABLE

DF vs PARTICLE SIZE AND REYNOLDS NUMBER IN DRYWELL ANNULAR GAP
DF

(Re <2100)

DF

(Re = 2100)

DF

(Re = 30,000)

5

1.0

1.0

1.0

10

1.0

1.1

1.1

15

1.0

4.4 x 105

2.2 x 104

VII 3-6

HYDRAULICS MODEL PARAMETERS

Length of Flow Field

1500 Feet

Slope of the Groundwater

1 Foot in

Depth of the Groundwater

System

5000 Feet

60 Feet

Soil PermeabilityCoefficient

6666.

Radius of Source

35 Feet

Effective Porosity

0.19

Feet/Day

TABLE

VII
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DISTRIBUTION

FOR VARIOUS RADIONUCLIDES

COEFFICIENTS

Kd

Radionuclide

(ml/g)
0.1

25

Br

0.1

25

Cs

20

18

Rb

15

20

Te

20

23

Se

20

22

Sb

15

27

Ba

3

18,23

Sr

2

18

Ru

4

24

1/2 Ru

0

24

Mo

5

21

Pd

25

23

Rh

25

23

Tc
Y

200

19

Zr

200

19

50

28

.60

Pr

TABLE

VII

3-8

28

Pm

60

28

Sm

60

28

Eu

60

28

U

100

26

Pu

200

19

CORE INVENTORY DEPRESSURIZATION

RELEASE FRACTIONS(a)
Release
Fraction

Chemical Element

Group

(a)

23,25

0.1

Ce

1

I,

2

Cs,

0.011

Br

0.027

Rb

3

Te,

Se,

4

Ba,

Sr

5

Ru,

Mo,

6

Others

GROUNDWATER

Reference

1

1/2

IN

0.040

Sb

0.029
Pd,

Rh,

0.0028

Tc

0.0005

Obtained from CORRAL calculated output for PWR accident

sequence ABe.

Table VII 3-1 -

Table VII 3-8
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0
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TABLE

COMPARISON OF CALCULATED GROUNDWATER EFFLUENT CONCENTRATIONS TO MPC
LIMITS - DEPRESSURIZATION RELEASE CASE

3-9

Nuclide
Ru-106 (b)
Tc-99
Ba-140
Sr-89
Sr-90
Ru-103

Peak Effluent
Concentration

Source
Inventory,
Curies

Time of
Peak, years

2.6 x 104
2.1 x i00

0.59
0.85

5.1 x 1011.4 x 10-4

2 x l0-5

4.5 x 106
3.1 x 106

3.3

7.2 x 10-43

3 x 10-6

4.7

7.4 x 10-10

1.5 x 105
2.7 x 105

5.6

7.0 x 10-1
1.1 x lo-23

6.5
10

5.1 x 104
1.1 x 104

24
43

Cs-135

4.5 x 104
3.7 x 10-1

51

1.9
6.6
2.0
2.2

Cs-137

1.5 x 105

51

2.8 x 10-2

Te-129
Te-127m
Sb-125
Cs-134

(a)
(b)

1 x l0-5
2 x 10- 4

3
8
1
8

5.5 x 10-5
2.9 x 10-71

2.6 x 104
4.2 x 105

Ru-106

MPC
wCi/cc

ijCi/cc (a)

11

35

x
x
x
x

x 10-7
x 10-5
x 10-5
x l0-4

10-36
10-7

5 x 10-5
1 x l0-4

10-9
10-7

9 x 10-6
1 x 10-4
2 x 10-5

from the point of release
Taken at 1500 ft
Non-sorbed fraction

TABLE

VII
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COMPARISON OF CALCULATED GROUNDWATER EFFLUENT CONCENTRATIONS TO MPC

LIMITS - GLASS LEACHING RELEASE CASE
Source
Inventory,
Curies

(a)
Time of
Peak, years

Peak Effluent
Concentr~t'ýon
pCi/cc"cJ

MPC
wCi/cc

Tc-99

7.5 x 102

0.9

3.6 x 10-6

2 x 10-4

Sr-90

5.1 x 106

5.9

7.1 x 10-4

3 x 10-7

Nuclide

9 x 10-5
6 x 10-5

Ce-141

7.6 x 104

13

(b)

Zr-95

3.2 x 106

27

(b)

Eu-155

6.9 x 104

103

(b)

2 x 10-4

Pm-147

1.4 x 107

115

(b)

2 x 10-4

5.6 x 104

148

1.3 x 10-8

2 x 10-5
4 x 10-4

Eu-154
Sm-151

5.8 x 103

158

2.3 x 10-7

U-235

2.3 x 100

267

2.5 x 10-10

3 x l0-5

U-238

3.2 x 101

267

3.5 x 10-9

4 x 10-5

(b)

2 x 10-4

Pu-241

3.8 x 106

418

Pu-239

1.2 x 104

535

8.0 x lo-7

5 x 10-6

Pu-240

1.2 x 104

535

Pu-242

3.9 x 101

535

8.0 x 10-7
2.6 x 10-9

5 x 10-6
5 x 10-6

(a) Time started from beginning of leaching or 1 year
Peak concentration less than 1 x 10-10 pCi/cc.
(b)
(c)

Taken

at

1500 ft

after the incident.

from the point of release.
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FIGURE VII 3-1

Drop-Collection Efficiency as a Function
of Liquid Volume
Sprayed
Points are plotted at mid-times of spray periods

(fresh spray only)

Outer Annulus
3
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Cubicle

QO

External
Leakage

Main Volume
2

I

OF

/ Lower Volume
4

Compartment

Removal Processes

Fission Product Sources

2

Natural deposition
Natural deposition

Gap and melt releases
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Spray absorption
Recirculation filters
Natural deposition
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Natural deposition

Vaporization release
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4

FIGURE VII 3-2

Schematic of CORRAL-PWR
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Natural deposition
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Schematic of

Fission Product Sources
Gap,melt,steam explosion,
and vaporization releases

CORRAL-BWR

Section I

Section 2

Section 3

Section 4

Section 5

FIGURE VII 3-4

Computer Code CORRAL Flow Diagrams

FIGURE VII 3-5

Idealized Flow System
Used for Analysis
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Radionuclide Elution Curves for Glass Leaching Release
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APPENDIX A

CALCULATION OF FISSION PRODUCT
RELEASE TO FUEL ROD GAS GAP
by
R. L. Ritzman
Battelle's Columbus Laboratories
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Appendix A
Calculation of Fission Product Release to Fuel Rod Gas Gap
by
R. L. Ritzman
Battelle's Columbus Laboratories

One of the fission product release terms
for a reactor loss-of-coolant accident
is the rapid escape of gaseous
activity
that
occurs when fuel claddings first
rupture.
The rapid depressurization
of
the ruptured rods carries out the fisin
have accumulated
sion products that
the gas gap and the gas plenum during
the normal operating period of the fuel
rods.
This release term is frequently
referred to as the gap release
component.
Analytical
techniques have been
developed by different laboratories
for
estimating the magnitude of the release.
These techniques rely on different mathematical models or different interpretations of experimental
release
data
in
making gap release
estimates.
One of
these techniques is the REGAP
computer
code
developed at Battelle-Columbus.
of
This Appendix describes the results
applying the REGAP code to calculate the
fission products
fractions of various
that would be released from the fuel in
a reactor core under normal operating
conditions.
The results obtained by the
other two laboratories involved
in
the
exercise are given in Appendicies B and
C.

fusion process during reactor operation,
and are released
to the rod gap and
plenum spaces
by escape from external
surfaces, surface-connected
cracks,
or
surface-connected porosity.
The equivalent sphere model originally proposed by
Booth (Ref. 1)1 and discussed by Lustman
(Ref. 2) constitutes the basis for calculating release
from the sintered U0 2
characteristic of water reactor fuels.
The sintered
fuel, although near theoretical density,
contains
some
interconnected
porosity which effectively
increases the surface area for release
of fission gases.
In
the equivalent
sphere approach, the fuel body is
considered
to be composed of spherical
particles of uniform size whose surface
to volume ratio is
equivalent to the
actual surface area to fuel volume ratio
of the sintered material.
Solutions for
the appropriate diffusion equations
for
a sphere in which production and decay
of the fission product
are taken into
account have been obtained by Beck (Ref.
3) and these are used directly in
the
REGAP method.
The diffusion
equation for the concentration in a sphere is:

were performed for a
All calculations
common group of fission product nuclides
and a common set of reactor operation
input specifications.
Two typical
endcore conditions were used; one
of-life
for a large PWR and the other for a
large BWR.
The specified data input are
listed in Table VII A-1.
With the input
conditions
fixed in
this
manner the
release results
obtained
from
the
different
calculation methods
should
depend only on variations
in
release
models
and/or the approach
that each
uses to generate fuel temperature
profiles
from the core power distribution
data.

ac

=

2(rC)

_C_,

r

at

+ B -

(VII A-l)

ar2

with boundary and initial
C

(a,t)

= C

(r,O)

conditions

= 0

where
C

=

concentration3
atoms per cm

D

=

diffusion
sec

in

the

sphere,

coefficient,

cm2 per

Al. THE REGAP METHOD
In this method calculations
are performed assuming
that the fission products migrate through the fuel by a dif-

iReferences
Appendix.
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are

listed

at end of this

B

=

production
(cm3)

rate,

=

decay constant,

t

=

time,

r

=

radial
sphere,

=

(sec)

sec-I

R

coordinate

in

=

activation energy for diffusion,
cal per g-mole

R

=

gas constant,

T

=

absolute temperature,

G

= 3[(i/vj)

G = 3 (iL---coth

6pexP2

/-•[-exp

(
w

(-PT)]

r) Z

1 - exp

n=1

n 2 (n 2

(-n
2

Tr T)

+ P)

(VII A-4)
where
N
BA

=

the
ratio
of
nondecayed
atoms
outside
the sphere at any time
to the total non-decayed atoms in the system at equilibrium

2

Xa
Dt
--

a
=

coth /U -

i/i.

the
For stable fission-product species,
in
terms of the
is
expressed
release
released to the
ratio of the amount
Thus
amount produced.

Do exp (-Q/RT)
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1
15T

N
Bt

(VII A-3)

where N is the accumulation of undecayed
release atoms from a unit volume of
sphere
(atoms per cm3 ).
Beck (Ref. 3)
restated the problem in terms of dimensionless
variables and obtained
the
following solution:

=

deg K.

For reactor operating times that are
long with respect to the half-life
of a
radioactive fission product, G approaches the equilibrium value:

+

=

cal/(deg) (g-mole)

(VII A-2)

a

AN

d-t

D

=

(VII A-5)
(32r) r

dN = R -

IT

Q

coefficient,

cm.

The accumulation
of a fission product
calculated
external to the solid can be
by considering the rate at which it is
released
and the rate at which
it
decays:

G

limiting
diffusion
cm 2 per sec

the

cm

equivalent-sphere radius,

3D

=

sec

The rate of release (R)
is
found from
the concentration gradient at the outer
surface and for a unit volume of the
solid is given by
R

D

0

A

a

atoms/

6
Tr T1

exp(-n

2

2
7T)

(VII A-6)

n

The first
five terms of the summation
are usually
sufficient to obtain an
accurate value for G.
Equations
(VII A-5) and (VII A-6) constitute
the basis of the REGAP method.
However,
each requires some basic input
data for the various
parameters.
The
diffusion coefficients (D) are obtained
from the Arrhenius expression as a function of temperature
by specifying the
limiting diffusion
coefficient
value
(DO)
and the activation energy for diffusion (Q).
Of course, these values are
different for each fission product chemical
element.
Extensive
experimental
work has
been done over the past two
decades, heavily directed at the noble
gas
elements
krypton and xenon,
to
determine
the fundamental
D
and
Q
values
for U0 2 fuel.
Most o? the work
has involved post-irradiation laboratory
heating experiments although some effort
has been spent on extracting
diffusion
coefficients
from results of inpile U0 2
irradiation studies.
Many reviews
or
summaries of the field have appeared
including ones
by Lustman
(Ref.
2),
Childs (Ref. 4), Parker, et al. (Ref. 5),
Morrison,
et al
(Ref. 6), and Carroll
(Ref. 7).
The basic diffusion parameter
data used in
the present calculations
were obtained
from
fission
product
release
results
reported by Parker, et
al.
(Ref. 5) for trace irradiated U02.

The Do
and Q values used
fission product are listed in
of Reference 6.

for each
Table 10

The fuel temperatures
that are needed
for the calculation of diffusion coefficients are generated within the computer
code that incorporates the REGAP method.
inside
temperature profile
The radial
the fuel is approximated by first
dividing the pellets into five
radial segments
of nearly
equal
volume.
The
temperature at each radius
is
computed
starting
from the outside surface using
a constant U0 2 thermal conductivity
and
the appropriate
operating surface heat
flux value according to the equation:

r

s

2k

(VII A-7)

1 -E2

where
Tr

=

temperature at radius r,

Ts

=

temperature at fuel surface,

Q

=

surface
2
)
(in.

k

=

fuel
thermal
conductivity,
Btu/(sec) (in.) (F)

a

=

fuel-pellet
in.

heat

flux,

outside

F
F

Btu/(sec)

radius,

The fuel surface temperature is calculated by computing
the temperature
rise
across
the rod gas gap and adding this
to the cladding surface
temperature.
Mathematically,
(VII A-8)

Ts = Tc = Q/K

where

were calculated for 72
gions.

separate

subre-

The remaining parameter that is critical
to the release calculation is the equivalent sphere radius value.
This is
related to the density of the U0 2 fuel as
noted earlier, and is
easily obtained
from a knowledge of the percent theoretical density for the fuel pellets using
Figure
9.18 and Equation 9.23 of Reference 2.
The mechanics
of the REGAP method consist
of first
calculating
the
fuel
pellet temperature profiles as outlined
above.
This step requires the following
input data:
The core average surface
heat
flux,
the total
power
peaking
factor
for each subregion, the assumed
value for fuel rod gap conductance,
and
a suitable
fuel thermal
conductivity
value.
As noted, five zone temperatures
are calculated for each core subregion.
These temperatures are then used in
the
Arrhenius
equation to compute diffusion
coefficient values for each
fission
product species.
Finally the diffusion
coefficient values are used along with
the specified equivalent sphere radius
and the appropriate
radioactive decay
constant in Equation (VII A-5)
or
(VII
A-6)
to compute the fractional release
of each fission product specie from each
zone of each
core
subregion.
The
release
fractions
for a particular
specie are summed over the radial
zones
and then these values, weighted according to the core power distribution,
are
collected along
the axial direction of
each radial core region to generate
a
set of core fractional release values on
a full length rod basis.
Since the
present
cases use eight
radial core
regions, the set contains eight values.
These may
then be summed to produce a
total core release fraction for each
of
the fission product species.

A2. RESULTS OF REGAP CALCULATIONS

Tc

=

cladding surface
F

K

=

gas gap
in 2 ,F.

temperature,

conductance,

A series
of calculations was performed
in which the values of various
parameters were changed to examine the effect
on release predictions.
As indicated in
Table VII A-l, two average gap conductance values were used,
500 and 1000
Btu/hr,ft 2 ,F.
In
addition the fuel
thermal conductivity was varied from 1.2
to
1.5
Btu/hr,ft,F,
the equivalent
sphere radius was varied from 0.00613 to
0.0184
cm,
and Do values for each
fission product specie were varied from
1 to
100
times the reference values.
The
ranges
of these variations
were
considered
to represent the approximate
degree of uncertainty in
the available
input data although the variation in Do

Btu/sec

Once the radial temperature profile
is
obtained a simple average temperature is
assigned to each of
the five radial
zones.
This process is carried out for
all
subregions of the reactor
core
(axial and radial)
that are required.
In the present cases, the cores of both
reactor
types were divided into 9 axial
and 8 radial increments, so temperature
profiles
and
fission product releases
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values could also be interpreted as
an
estimate of the possible effect of fuel
burnup on the release rates.
The best
estimate
values
for this
series of
parameters
are considered
to be
the
following:
1000 Btu/hr, ft

a.

Gap Conductance

=

b.

U0 2
Thermal
Btu/hr,ft,F

Conductivity

c.

Equivalent
cm

d.

Sphere

=

2

b.

A factor of two change in gap conductance produced a factor of 1.4 to
4 change in release values.

c.

A twenty-five percent change in
U0 2
thermal conductivity produced a factor of 1.4 to 6 change in
release
values.

d.

A factor of three change in
equivalent sphere radius produced a factor
of 2 to 3 change in release values.

e.

A factor of one hundred change in
Do values produced a factor of 2 to
10 change in release values.

, F

1.2

Radius = 0.00613

The
Do Parameter
= the reference
value for each
fission
product
element.

The fission product release results obtained
using the REGAP method for each
of the reactor types (PWR and BWR)
are
listed in Tables VII A-2 to VII A-4.

Because
of these variations
and the
semi-empirical
nature
of the REGAP
method itself,
it is possible to provide
only a rough estimate of the gap release.
A listing
of the estimates
that
are indicated by this work are given in
Table VII A-5.
These total core release
values
are
generally applicable
to
water-cooled power reactors and should
be considered
the "best estimate" that
is currently possible.
Nevertheless the
sensitivity
calculations
suggest
that
each is uncertain by a factor
of about
five,
either higher or lower.
Finally
it deserves mention
that the data in
Table VII A-5
indicates potential for
release from the U0 2 fuel
only,
the
volatility
of released
species in the
fuel rod gas spaces has
not
been
considered.
Therefore,
the occurrence
of plateout on or of chemical
reactions
with
the
cladding
could
cause
a
reduction in the fraction
of the gap
release
inventory that is available for
rapid escape when the cladding
perforates.

The results for the stable fission product species
are not of great interest
except that they indicate the magnitude
of release of radioactive species whose
half-lives are long compared to the core
lifetime of about 3 years (108 seconds).
This includes species such as Kr-85,
I129, Cs-137, and Sr-90.
The results for
the much shorter lived species
calculated here illustrate
the square root of
half-life
dependence
for release
that
the diffusion model contains.
Comparing
results for the two reactor types
shows
very little
difference and so there is
no need to separate the release values.
The total core release results are the
data of principal interest.
The effect
on
these
values
of the parameter
sensitivity examinations can be
summarized as follows:
a.

species were affected to a greater
degree than were the values for the
stable (or very long lived) species.

The total core release
values
for
the shorter
lived fission product
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TABLE VIIA-1

SPECIFIED INPUT DATA FOR FISSION PRODUCT GAP RELEASE CALCULATIONS
PWR

BWR

0.367
0.422
0.024
94

0.488
0.562
0.032
94

191,000
534,000
2.8
610
1000
500
6.2
17.3

163,000
425,000
2.6
560
1000
500
6.2
18.3

30,000
108

30,000
108

Fuel Data
Fuel pellet diameter, in.
Cladding O.D., in.
Cladding thickness, in.
Fuel density, % T.D.
Thermal Data
Average heat flux, Btu/hr, ft2
Peak heat flux, Btu/hr, ft 2
Maximum peaking factor
Average cladding surface temp., F
Average gap conductance, Btu/hr, ft
Average gap conductance, Btu/hr
Average thermal output, Kw/ft
Maximum thermal output, Kw/ft

2

,

F

Other Operational Data
Core end-of-life burnup, MWD/MTU
Core end-of-life operating time, sec
Core Segmentation and Power Distributions
Axial

-

9

equal length

sections

-

same

for both reactor types

Power Factor

Axial Section
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

0.48
0.80
1.12
1.30
1.48
1.32
1.15
0.82
0.53

(top)

(bottom)

Radial and Local - 8 unequal volume, full-length regions
for each reactor but with different power factors
These regions really represent
as tabulated below.
different groups of full length rods with the higher
power regions of the core being segmented in greater
detail.
Radial X Local
Region
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Fraction of
Total Core Rods
0.01
0.02
0.02
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.25
0.40

Sum of
Fractions
0.01
0.03
0.05
0.10
0.20
0.35
0.60
1.00

Radial X Local Power Factor
BWR
PWR
1.85
1.65
1.50
1.45
1.33
1.19
1.05
0.68

1.70
1.54
1.44
1.35
1.26
1.14
1.02
0.76

TABLE VII A-i

(CONTINUED)

Fission Product Species
Stable or Long-Lived
Xe, I, Cs,

Sr

Radioactive

Half-Life

Xe-133
Xe-135
1-131
1-132
1-133
Cs-138
Sr-89
Sr-91

TABLE VII A-2

Radial
Region

(5. 27da)
(9. 2hr)
(8.06da)
(2. 3hr)

(20. 8hr)
(3 2min)
(51da)
(9. 7hr)

REGAP METHOD RESULTS FOR BEST ESTIMATE CONDITIONS -

Fraction of
Core Volume

1

0.01

2
3

NOBLE GASES

Total Core Release Percentages for Noble Gas Species
Stable Xe
Xe-133
Xe-135
BWR
PWR
BWR
PWR
BWR
PWR
0.56

0.66

0.15

0.18

0.02

0.83

0.90

0.17

0.02

0.63

0.65

0.11

4

0.05

1.37

1.54

5

0.10

1.91

0.05

0.05

0.18

0.05

0.05

0.10

0.03

0.03

0.21

0.23

0.06

0.07

1.98

0.25

0.26

0.07

0.07

6

0.15

1.96

1.89

0.24

0.23

0.07

0.06

7

0.25

1.97

1.76

0.24

0.20

0.06

0.06

8

0.40

0.40

1.29

0.04

0.01

0.01

0.004

Total
Core

1.00

9.63

10.67

1.41

1.39

0.40

0.39

Table VII A-I -

Table VII A-2
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REGAP METHOD RESULTS FOR BEST ESTIMATE CONDITIONS' - HALOGENS

TABLE VII A-3

1-133
1-133

Total Core Release Percentages for Halogen Species
1-131
1-132
PWR
PWR
BWR
BWR

Radial
Region

Fraction of
Core Volume

Stable I
BWR

PWR

1

0.01

0.67

0.78

0.33

0.40

0.071

2

0.02

1.01

1.11

0.44

0.46

3

0.02

0.80

0.83

0.28

4

0.05

1.74

1.95

5

0.10

2.64

6

0.15

7

BWR

PWR

0.086

0.17

0. 21

0.071

0.073

0.19

0. 20

0.28

0.039

0.038

0.11

0.11

0.60

0.69

0.077

0.088

0.22

0.26

2.75

0.64

0.63

0.077

0.074

0.23

0. 22

2.65

2.58

0.61

0.53

0.072

0.061

0.21

0.18

0.25

2.44

2.07

0.54

0.39

0.063

0.045

0.19

0.13

8

0.40

0.18

0.02

0.02

0.003

0.003

-

0.01

0.001

Total
Core

1.00

12.13

12.09

3.46

3.38

0.47

0.47

1.33

1.31

TABLE VII A-4

REGAP METHOD RESULTS FOR BEST ESTIMATE CONDITIONS - ALKALI METALS AND ALKALINE EARTHS

Radial
Region

Fraction
of Core
Volume

1

0.01

0.43

0.51

0.012

0.015

0.34

0.39

0. 24

0.28

0.065

0.078

2

0.02

0.59

0.63

0.010

0.011

0.42

0.46

0.26

0.28

0.042

0.043

3

0.02

0.42

0.41

0.005

0.005

0.28

0.24

0.15

0.12

0.018

0.013

4

0.05

0.81

0.91

0.008

0.009

0.41

0.44

0.18

0.20

0.019

0.020

5

0.10

0.97

0.96

0.008

0.008

0.43

0.38

0.15

0.14

0.015

0.013

6

0.15

0.75

0.66

0.006

0.005

0.15

0.13

0.05

0.04

0.004

0.003

7

0.25

0.55

0.42

0.004

0.003

0.01

0.008

0.004

0.003

8

0.40

0.30

0.005

Total
Core

1.00

4.55

4.51

0.053

0.056

2.04

2.05

1.03

1.06

0.16

0.17

Stable Cs
BWR
PWR

Total Core Release Percentages for Alkali Metal
Stable Sr
Cs-138
PWR
BWR
PWR
BWR

and Alkaline Earth Species
Sr-89
BWR
BWR
PWR

Sr-90
PWR

TABLE VII A-5

FINAL GAP RELEASE ESTIMATES FROM THE REGAP METHOD
Total Core Release (a)
Species
Kr,
I

(a)

Xe

(stable-long lived)

(stable-long lived)

(Percent)
10.0
10.0

Cs

(stable-long lived)

5.0

Sr

(stable-long lived)

2.0

Xe-133

2.0

Xe-135

0.4

1-131

3.0

1-132

0.5

1-133

1.0

Cs-138

0.05

Sr-89

1.0

Sr-91

0.2

Values estimated uncertain by about a factor of +5.

Table VII A-3 -

Table VII A-5
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Release of Fission Products from PWR and BWR Fuel Pins
by
H. L. McMurry and E. F. Aber
Aerojet Nuclear Company

is in support of the Reactor
This work
Safety Study which aims at realistic
evaluations
of the effects of reactor
accidents.
To determine the result of
cracking of the cladding in fuel pins of
operating reactors, it is
important
to
know the amount of fission
products
which have migrated to the fuel-cladding
interface during operation.
This calculation gives the fractions
of various
fission products which have accumulated
in the gap next tothe
inner surface of
the cladding.
The isotopes considered
were the noble gases, their iodine precursors and cesium and strontium.

P(r)

=

Production of the

product
sec.)

at

r

fission

(mols/cc

A

=

decay
constant
for the
fission product (sec- 1 )

D

=

Fick's
law diffusion constant for
the
product
(cm 2 /sec)

IaG\
=
C )T

chemical potential for the
fission product.
The G is
the Gibbs
free
energy.
[Cal/mol/cc]

To give a common base for comparing
calculations
from different groups, two
rather typical
cases were
considered.
One reactor is a PWR while the other is
a BWR.
The operating conditions
used
are the same as those used by the other
laboratories.
These
input conditions
are given in Table VII B-1.

The expression
(Dc/RT)-(dp/dr)
which
appears
in
Equation (VII B-1) involves
approximation.
First
it is assumed that
it
may be approximated by the ideal
equation (Ref. 7).

BI. METHODS

The equation for the
is (Ref. 6).

The methods used here are based on a
balance equation for
fission product
diffusion which assumes that the driving
force for diffusion of fission products
is
the gradient of the chemical potential
of the diffusing particles
(Ref.
1).
W. Yuill has incorporated this idea
into his models for calculating
fission
production diffusion (Ref. 2-5).
The balance equation in
ordinates is (Ref. 6)
dc = P(r) 3dt

Xc(r,t) +

cylindrical

I A
r dr

1=

O (T)

+ RT

ln c

(VII B-2)
diffusion

J=-'dii
i'
-Dr _ -D1'F [STPc

! T.+

dr

current

43cO

!

r

If
there were no temperature gradients
this would reduce to Fick's law.
Using
this
(DP/Dc)T
from Equation (VII B-2)
yields

coD'

r [c dii
LRT? jF

- Dc
RT "

This is
Equation

how the
(VII B-1).

Dc/RT

appears

in

(VII B-l)

where
c (r,t)

concentration
at
radial
position
r at time t of
some particular
fission
product.
(mols/cc)

To apply Equation (VII B-l) requires a
knowledge
of
(ap/3T)c,
D and dT/dr
throughout
the pin.
The temperature
gradient dT/dr can be calculated from a
knowledge of the heat generation within
the pin and the heat conductivity Kc(T)
as a function of temperature.
This
is
readily
accomplished
if
it is assumed

VII-69

that Kc depends only on temperature
and
is not seriously affected by such structhe
tural changes as may occur within
U0 2 pellet due to the marked temperature
changes between the boundary
and *the
interior.
The methods used for calculating dT/dr will be discussed
in
connection with the calculation on Cs and
Sr isotopes where explicit determination
of dT/dr at the boundary has been made.
For the noble gases
and their iodine
precursors the code used (Ref. 5) calculates the boundary temperature
from an
involving the heat
relation
empirical
rating
fK cdT (see Addendum).

T
heat rating
(see below)

=

Pz

=

watts/cm in

pin

Kc

=

heat conductivity

(VII B-3)

a

Data on Do and Q for noble gases are
incorporated into the FPFM code
(Ref.
and Sr are given in
Data for Cs
5).
(Dp/aT)c are
Data for
4.
Reference
available only for Cs and Sr (Ref. 4).
of noble
Because of this the releases
iodine precursors are
and their
gases
calculated using a correlation which is
based on Equation (VII B-l) and
partly
partly empirical.

e-Q/RTb
b 2 Tb

Z
7

(watts/cm-C)

(rK

d/

)

=

Pz
-

rb 2

(r)

x

r

K cdTTT

= G.

(VII B-5)

Tb

In
calculating
releases
of long-lived
noble gases and iodines Yuill, et al.
(Ref.
4)
developed equations based on
the steady state form of Equation
(VII
B-l)
with dc/dt = 0.
For stable gases
(X = 0) they cast their equations
into
the form (Ref. 5).

-

c

Where Pz
is
the average watts/cm and
p(r) is a function to take account of
the variation
in
production rate with
position r.
In this work a flat
production is
used and
p(r) = 1. The case
f(r)
= 1.0 is discussed in the Addendum
to this Appendix.
When f(r)
= 1.0,

B2. APPLICATION TO RELEASE OF LONGLIVED NOBLE GASES AND IODINES

=

KcdT

The heat rating and the power per centimeter is used in several places.
These
are related through the heat conduction
equation.
Thus in cylindrical coordinates

Drc

ln (1-F)

jlO
T
Tb

A, B, C are constants
derived from
analysis of capsule data.

The
diffusion coefficient D is assumed
to have a temperature
dependence
given
by
D = D0 e-Q/RT

=

G

Also,

IdT\
Tr)b

Pz
b (F

(VII B-6)

To apply Equation (VII B-4) to an actual
reactor, account must be
taken of the
power distribution.
The FPFM code does
this from the power distribution specifications.
These have been provided for
the PWR and BWR cases
(see Table VII
B-l).

e[A+BG+CG2 ]
e
(VII B-4)

B3. APPLICATION TO SHORT-LIVED NOBLE
GASES AND IODINES

where
F

=

release fraction

b

=

pellet radius

Tb

=

boundary temperature of pellet
(OK)

Yuill has shown that the release
fractions
for short-lived isotopes is proportional to 1/X.
A detailed account of
this
is given in connection with the Cs
and Sr calculations.

Q

=

activation
energy for Fickian
diffusion as in
Equation (VII
B-3)

Following Yuill's
suggestion,
the assumption has been made in this work that
the release of 8.05d 1131 is the same as

(cm)
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for its
stable Xe1 3 1 daughter.
Then the
releases
of all
other noble gases and
iodines with half
lives shorter
than
8.05d
are calculated from (see equation
VII B-20)
X 131
F = F
131
m
Xe

A

Define
P1
f

1.

=

tm
-F

m

Xe

131

Power per cm at axial
level
j in one pin in radial

ti131
(VII B-7)

segment i

=

h.

2.

3

[Pi/z]

In Equation (VII B-7) ti131 1 and
tm refer
1 31
the half lives of
to
and the
species
m,
respectively.
The Equation
is applied for noble gases or
iodines
for which tm <t, 1 31.

(h. is
forJ all

3.

B4. TREATMENT OF CESIUM
The diffusion of Cs and Sr isotopes was
calculated by means of special approximations to Equation
(VII B-l).
Since
data were provided for (3/3T)c, a less
empirical
procedure
is
followed
than
that used for the noble gases.
However,
there are still
many quesions such as
the influence
of local variation
in
structure on (3p/3T)c.
In the case of
Sr,
(3p/DT)c is negative and this means
that the temperature
gradient drives
these isotopes into the interior.
Special treatment of the outer boundary
condition
is
given later to assess
release of Sr by evaporation.

P

z

taken to
i)

be the same

p P
E=
ZN

From 1,
P
- = P.
iN
1
and also

P
Z

1.
(f
fi oE) Z
an
and from 2,

First the general equations for F are
derived in forms suited to the present
PWR and BWR reactors.
(f

B5. EQUATIONS FOR THE POWER
DISTRIBUTION

N) Z

=P..
3

= power

per cm in
a
pin at axial
level
j and in
ment i.

The core is assumed to be divided
into
axial
levels (9 uniformly spaced increments in this problem) and radial
segments (8 in this problem).
The power in
any pin in a given radial
segment is
assumed
to be the average for that
segment.

radial seg-

From 3,
P zf ih

= Pji

(VII B-8)

Let
From Equation
P
P.

=

total

=

power in
one
segment i

1

g.

=

(VII B-5)

power

fraction of
which are in

N

=

total

Z

=

core height.

pin

in

radial

1i

-

P..

Pzfihi

4 r

4i

"

the core
pins
radial segment i

(heat rating in
i,j
location)

the

(VII B-9)

pins

These relations will
follows.
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be

used

in

what

B5.1 EQUATION FOR THE TIME
DEPENDENT AVERAGE
CONCENTRATION IN A PIN
If

a- X

a = 2 KD

(VII B-12)

F

du

P
dTl + /ai
taii_)
a

dr

2c~=

2jj'\ dT

B5.2 THE RELEASE FRACTION Fi FROM A
SINGLE PIN IN RADIAL SEGMENT i
Let

+ RT dc
c dr

N
Then Equation
b
d
dtf

I0

=

..

(VII B-1) yields

Cr dr

-

J

Pr dr -

X

j,i
J
cji(t)

b

J

dN .

S2i

(mols)

average concentration of
in a pin
fission product
at
segment i
in
radial
axial
level.
the
jth
(mols/cc)

=

27rthb[DK] bjici

Cr dr

dc
+ b[DKc +DTrb

location

=

0

0

at the
gap fission
in thethe
product of

amount

-

dt

(VII B-13)

(VII B-10)

b22

b

(9Ah

Ah

=

length of a segment
= Z in this problem)

(DK)bji

=

value of DK on the pellet
raboundary of a pin in

Define

C(t)

ANgi

dial segment i
axial level.

C (r, t) rdr

at the jth

0

term in Equation (VII B-13) is
The first
rate from the pellet, the
the leakage
second is the decay of the material.
Integrating,

fb

2

P (r) rdr .
0

dc (t)
dt

-rb 2 Aha..e- t

N gj(t)

Then

-

cji

(t)e'tdt

-Ac + ý[ DKc + 29ldb
0L

.

(DK),j

(VII B-lI)
In

fot

Equations

(VII B-10)

and

(VII B-lI)

(VII B-14)

Using
Equation
(VII
B-12) and writing
the power density in the ji elements as

dT
K .(i)
kýTc RTT1 dr"
P z h.f.
1 1
With the temperature gradients characof these pellets Kc>> dc/dr and
teristic
(Ddc/dr)b may be neglected in Equation
(VII B-11).

yields

The further simplification is now made
(VII
Then Equation
that Cb(t) - C(t).
B-Il) yields

N gi

VII-72

(t)

= AhPz hjf ia

I

e-Xt (ej

it-1)

ai

a

0 as t

F.1

÷ 1 as t

pji

pin

+

at

Then
(VII B-16)

+ Ngji]

F
In

0

For short lived isotopes Xt>>l and cji//
<<i.

[ Ej~gji
j

F.i

(VII B-15)

The fractional release
from
radial segment i is given by

F.

Equation (VII B-19) was used to calculate release of Cs 1 3 7 .
It
has the
correct asymptotic form, namely

1 (1-At)

F.
=

jh ai
)-1

(VII B-20)

Equation (VII B-16)

Npji

PJi

N pji

fission

=

products

within

a

pin

at radial
segment i and axial
level j.
(mols).

=

This displays the 1/X dependence of Fi.

B5.3 RELEASE FRACTION FOR THE
ENTIRE CORE

b 2Ahcji(t)

For the entire core
AhP zhfi

t-].

[e("ji-')

N
Fji

gjigi

Eji[NPji + Ngji]gi

(VII B-21)

(VII B-17)
Using Equation (VII B-15),
Equation (VII B-11) yields

F

= 91

(VII B-17)

in

gi = fraction 1
segment 1.

total

pins

Using Equations
leads to

(VII

B-15,

radial

17)

this

Xj
j(hh ji-)
F =

+ le-Xt

In obtaining Equation
made of the fact that
E hj = 9.

(VII
in

B-18),

this

use

is

problem

=

The
surface temperature
Tbji and the
temperature gradient (dT/dr)bji at the
pellet boundary
for a
pin in radial
segment i at axial level j are needed to
calculate the uji which appear in Equations (VII B-14) through (VII B-20).

1

then

b."

1+

:h

(VII B-22)

1111i

The Tb.. was calculated from
31

For long lived Cs isotopes
Xt<<l and X/ajii<

EigifiF.

B5.4 CALCULATIONS OF Tbi. AND
(DT/dr) bji

1 _e(aj it)-J
(VII B-18)

F

in

2czG
+w b G ji

=

e ajit
G..

]1

(VII B-19)

=

4•

4 iT

(see Equation

(VII B-5))
(VII B-23)
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a heat
The a in Equation (VII B-23) is
transfer coefficient calculated from the
equation
1
h=b

Ar

+

KC

h

rb
b

1
g

(VII B-24)

hb is a conductance for the water-clad
boundary layer.
It was estimated by using the temperature difference between
the average water temperature and the
clad
boundary
temperature.
average
Water temperatures for the typical reactors were used, to compute hb for the
PWR and BWR cases, respectively.
The
Kc is the clad conductivity and r is the
clad
thickness.
The hg is
the gap
conductance given in Table VII B-1 and
rb/b is the ratio of the clad radius to
pellet radius.
Equation (VII B-24)
is
written
so that Tb-Tw = a ý where c is
the heat flux.
This is

products out of the pin.
This is
true
for Cs because
(Dp/at)c
is
positive
(Ref. 4).
For Sr (3p/3t)c is
negative1
and the thermal gradient alone will keep
the fission products in the pin.
However,
there must be some release due to
evaporative processes.
This has been
estimated as follows.
Consider an annular segment of thickness
k at the outer boundary of
the pellet.
At equilibrium the fission products produced within the segment per second
equals
the outflow.
For the j,i
location this may be written
P,

2TrbAh9

3
rb2

=

27rbAh(KDC + $]bji
(VII B-27a)

7rb22

given by

[KDC + $]b..3
(VII B-27b)

\cdr,/b j

( 1T

i

= 4
ýji

In
Equations
(VII B-27a, 27b), Pji is
the average watts/cm in the pin at J,i.

This leads to

Tb.

31
2 G.i

2
=T + - G cj
b ji
w

(VII B-25)

= flux out of the j,i

The (dT/dr)b.i is
(VII B-6)] bi

given

b2 GK

( drT

K

c

=

=

(see

+ CT3
;A

length of the segment

k

=

thickness of the annular
region adjacent to the boundary
(cm)

=

flux of particle leaving the
segment due to
evaporative
processes,
moles/cm2 /sec.
They go into the gap and are
assumed not to return.

An equation for ýb is needed.
Let Q be
the
potential
barrier which must be
overcome for a particle to emerge
into
the gap.
Assume, for simplicity, that
the particles in the boundary layer have
a Maxwellian distribution
of energies
defined by

conductivity on the boundary.
This
is
temperature
dependent and was computed
using Lyon's equation (Ref.
8).
B+T

=

Equation

(VII B-26)

b Kcb

Kcbji

location.

Ah

=
B =

28.24
129.4

C =

4.79 x

C (E)

Cb

°K
OK -13

27r
[1TkT] 3/2

'_ eE/k

=

N

~

E/kT

IValues of Do, Q, (ia/aT)c for Sr given
in
Table
X
of
Reference
4 are
Do= 5.14 x 10-7
cm2 /sec,
and
Q = 24,400
cal/mol,
(Wa/T)c = -4
cal/mol deg.
This leads to DK being
positive when
dT/dr is negative.
The
result is an inward driving force
from
the thermal gradient.

10

B6. EQUATIONS FOR STRONTIUM
Equations (VI B-19,22) assume that the
thermal
gradient drives
the fission
VII-74

N

C(E)dE

=

mols/cc of particles
energies in dE at E.

with

Assume that particles emerging into the
gap have energies E-Q (E>Q) and particles with E<Q cannot get out.
Then

b2 [(DK)i

-

dN
g..
dt

(VII B-32)

+

calculated from

The gap release is

-

2

Pzhf
h ff i

S
•ji

2rbAh4ýji - ANg1
ji

and
N

v(E-Q)P (E)d (E)

gji

=

27T~hý
21Tb~hPji

[l1-e-It
l

E=Q
N
2

[E-Q] 1/

NCb _JQ

E1/

2

N
312+

=

29, P hf
P DK) ji

[1-e-l
+

A

eE/kT

Q
For this
situation most of the fission
products must be inside the pin or

(VII B-28)
This integral will be solved with some
simplifying approximations.
The assumption will be made that most of the
integral is achieved before E gets far
from Q.
Then use

N

(1-e t

= AhP.

z j i

E'

=E-Q

Q

= NC b•

E'• Q VE_

e-Q/kT

t)

(l-e-

= AhP h.f

A

-- E'/kT d'•
This leads to

00

= NCb

v2me-Q/kTfir

F.

e-E'/kT'dEI

F2Cb - e0Q/kT

=

Zi NgJi
j

0

Npji + Ngji]

Zh.i
2b V[(DK) ji +

(VII B-29)

CbV

[

(VII B-33)
9

v-

=22
=F

-Q/kT

Using Equation
(VII B-29)
(VII B-27b) yields
P h~f.
h f+
k2[
Cb = Trb2
(DE) ji+

(VII B-30)

in

Equation

(VII B-31)

To estimate C a value is needed for Q.
This could be taken to be the heat of
vaporization
of strontium at the boundary temperature of the pellet.
This is
of the order of 30,000 cal/mol (value at
1657 0 K, Cf Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics,
52nd Ed. p D-57).
A more conservative estimate would be to use the
value associated
with diffusion in the
lattice,
i.e.,
the same as appears in D.
This is 24,000 cal/mol.
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e-Q/kT

k T []1/2

J2/,J

would
seem large.
This would lead to a
fractional release- of the order
of
4 x 10-4 percent.

by writing

The speed v may be estimated

B7. RESULTS

Q

li'3V' T

2.2 x 105[

The PWR and BWR operating conditions
used in the calculations
are contained
in Table VII B-1.

e-Q/kT

Tables VII B-2 and VII B-3 give data on
the long-lived and short-lived products,
respectively.

(VII B-34)
the 2.2 x 105
B-34)
(VII
Equation
In
cm/sec is the speed of an atom of one
The next factor
unit at 293*K.
atomic
in brackets converts this to the speed
which an atom of mass m would2 have at
e-Q/kT
[Q/kTIl/
The
T.
temperature
factor which takes
as a
then appears
The result is,
account of the barrier.
using m = 88 for Sr,

Using T • 1000,

n6 x
if

1

Table VII B-4 gives releases in percent
for xenon and iodine isotopes.
Two values
are given.
The higher value is an
upper bound to what might be expected.
The lower value (1/3 of the higher) is a
more probable or "realistic"
value.
The
factor
1/3 was suggested by W. A. Yuill
as being an appropriate scaling factor.
The high values were calculated directly
from the FPFM code (Ref.
5)
which was
designed to give an upper bound to what
would actually occur.
The power distributions given in Table VII B-1 were used
to compute the required heat fluxes at
different core locations.
Equation (VII
B-l) was used to estimate releases of
short-lived
species
relative
to the
Xe 1 31 release.
This is
certainly
conservative.

e-Q/kT

FT

= 2.1 x 104

Q/kT 1, 3,

04e-Q/kT

1 cm/sec

Table
VII B-5 lists
the releases
for
Cs 1 3 7
(29y)
and Cs1 3 8 (32 min).
These
were calculated using Equation
(VII
B-19)
for the three. long-lived isotopes
133
1
3
5
Cs
(stable), Cs
(2.6 x 106 y)
and
Cs 1 3 7
(29
y).
Equation (VII B-20) was
used for the short-lived Cs 1 3 8 (32 min).
The data on Do, (3p/pt)c, and Q are from
Table X, Reference 4.

Q = 24,000 cal/mol.

This is

to be compared with

DK =D

eQ/kT 1

dT tau\

nu 5 x 10- 13 cm/sec.
It

is

D

= 8.53 x 10-9 cm2/sec
a

seen that v >>DK.
k•f

=

5 cal/mol deg.

Assuming v >>DK
F. 1

F

29

b2

Q = 6100 cal/mol

(VII B-35)

The methods used here based on Equation
(VII B-35) indicate that the release for
28 y Sr 9 0 is
very
small less
than
0.0004
percent.
It would be completely
negligible for the short lived isotopes.

and
F

=

Fm.
:1 *

a

(VII B-36)

Since the releases are strongly affected
by the calculated boundary
temperatures
and
temperature
gradients,
they are
given in Table VII B-6 for the hot pin
in
the PWR. " This is the most extreme
case.

Equation (VII B-35) simply says that the
entire production adjacent
to the gap
leaves
by
evaporation.
The release
depends on the depth from which Sr atoms
can be expected
to evaporate.
This
cm
10-6
cannot be very large, 100 A or
VII-76
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a

TABLE VII B-1

SPECIFIED

INPUT DATA FOR FISSION PRODUCT GAP RELEASE CALCULATIONS

PWR

BWR

0.367
0.422
0.024
94

0.488
0.562
0.032
94

191,000
534,000
2.8
610
1000
500
6.2
17.3

163,000
425,000
2.6
560
1000
500
7.0
18.3

30,000
108

30,000
108

Fuel Data
diameter, in.
Fuel pellet
in.
Cladding O.D.,
Cladding thickness, in.
Fuel density,
% T.D.
Thermal

Data
2

Average heat flux, Btu/hr, ft
2
Peak heat flux, Btu/hr, ft
Maximum peaking factor
F
Average cladding surface temp.,
Average gap conductance, Btu/hr, ft
Average gap conductance, Btu/hr
Average thermal output, Kw/ft
Maximum thermal output, Kw/ft
Other Operational

Core Segmentation
Axial

-

,F

Data
burnup,
operating

Core end-of-life
Core end-of-life

2

MWD/MTU
time,

sec

and Power Distributions

9 equal
reactor

length sections
types

Axial Section
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

-

same for

both

Power Factor

(top)

0.48
0.80
1.12
1.30
1.48
1.32
1.15
0.82
0.53

(bottom)

Radial and Local - 8 unequal volume, full-length
regions
for
each reactor
but with different
power factors
as tabulated
below.
These regions really
represent
different
groups of full
length rods with the
higher power regions of the core being segmented
in greater
detail.

Radial X Local
Region
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Fraction of
Total Core Rods
0.01
0.02
0.02
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.25
0.40

Sum of
Fractions
0.01
0.03
0.05
0.10
0.20
0.35
0.60
1.00

Radial X Local Power Factor
PWR
BWR
1.85
1.65
1.50
1.45
1.33
1.19
1.05
0.68

1.70
1.54
1.44
1.35
1.26
1.14
1.02
0.76

TABLE VII B-1

(CONTINUED)

Fission Product Species
Half-Life

Radioactive
Stable or Long-Lived
Xe,

TABLE VII B-2

Cs, Sr
eJ1-133

I,

Xe-133
Xe-135
1-131
1-132

(5.27da)
(9.2hr)
(8.06da)

Cs-138
Sr-89
Sr-91

(32min)
(51da)
(9.7hr)

(2.3hr)
(20.Shr)

LONG LIVED FISSION PRODUCT SPECIES (a)
Chain
Yield (%)

Xe131

54

Sn131(3.4m)-Sb 131(23m)

85> Tea31(24m)-II

31

(8.05d)0.992 >Xee31 (stable)

2.9

a(b)
a

barns

Xe 13185
1131 0.7

54Xe132

Sn132 (2.2m)-Sb 132(2.1m)Te 132(77h)-I 32(2.30h)-Xe132(stable)

5 4 Xe134

Sb134(0.8m)-Te

54Xe136

I136(86s)-X136(stable)

34(44m)-Ii34(52.5m).Xe34 (stable)

Sn127 (.9h)-Sb

53I129

Sb129(4.6h)064>Te 129(72m)_Ii29(l.7x107y) ---- Xe129(stable)

127(91h)O7-8>Te127(9.3h)_Ii27(stable)

Xe 134<5

6.4

Xe

0.9

1 36

0.15

1127 6.4

112928

0.9

5 3I

Te 133(63m)-Ii33(20.8h)0.9

5 5 Cs133

Sb133(4.1m)0.

5 5 Cs135

Te135(<0.5m)-I 135(6.7h)o.0

72

1137(40 s0.9
1 437(2
. s) 0. '92

oXe

1 35

(9.2h)-Cs

6.5

x133

6
(2.6xlO y)----. a 137(stable)

6.3

Xe135

(stable)

6.1

2.7x10
13 7
Cs
0.11
Ba 137

Xe133(5.27d)-Cs133

7 6

1 3 5

190

6

(3.9m)-Cs

1 37

(29y)-Ba

13 7

18.9

5 5 Cs

88 (15.53)0.g

3Sr8

7.9

small

531127

Total

Se132<5

21.5

Total 34Xe

Tota1

4.3

K

8 8

(2.8h)-Rb

88

(17.8m)S

8 8

88 1.0

36

(stable)

Sr88 0.006

38

Sr90

5.8

Krg0(33s)-Rbg0(2.7m)-Srg0(28y)÷-Y0 (64.3h)---Zr 90(stable)
ANL-5800,

2nd Edition,

1963.

(a)

Chain data and yields are from "Reactor Physics Constants,"
Yields are in Table 1-6, p. 8.
in Table 1-3, p. 4.

(b)

Thermal neutron absorption cross section data, where given, are from "Table of Isotopes,"
C. M. Lederer, J. M. Hollander, Z. Perlman (Editors), John Wiley (1968).

Table VII B-1 -

Sr

90

1

Chains are
6th Edition,

Table VII B-2

VII-79/80

TABLE VII B-3

frncs

(SHORTabLeVEDISOT2OPES

(See Table VII B-2 for references)
Isotopes
5 4 Xe

Chain Yield,
Sb 133(4.1m)

133(5.27d)

7 -Te
2

133(63m)-I133 (20.8h)-Xe 133(5.27d)

a'

%

6.6

Xe133

barns
190

133
531
5 4 Xe

(20.8h)
Te 135(<0.5m)-135 (6.7h)

135(9.2h)

0

%.j Xe 135(9.2h)

6.1

Xe 135 2.7 x 106

.i

5 Te

3.1

1131 0.7

531135(6.7h)
531131 (8.05d)

Sn131(3.4m)-Sb 131(23m)

531132 (2.3h)

Sn

5 5 Cs

1138 (5.8s)-Xe

Sr
3 8

138(32m)

131(24m)- 131(8.05d)

(2.2m)-Sb 132 2.1m)Te132(77h)-

Br 89(4.5s)

89(51d)

0

.

1 38

8 5

(17m)-Cs

13 8

132(2.3h)

4.3

(32.2m)

5.7

Kr 89(3.2m)-Rb 89(15.4m)-Sr

Kr 91 (10s)-Rb 91(l-.67m,)-r9
(.h
197
14m )•r

38Sr 91(9.7h)

TABLE VII B-4

1 3 2

0

89

(51d)

4.8

)"

5.8

RELEASE PERCENTAGES OF Xe AND I ISOTOPES (ab)

AT 10

8

SECOND

Xe131 = i131 = i129
Xe

and
134

132

Xe

,

Xe

136

Xe

133(
(5.17d)

X 135 (
(C) 132
Xe135 (9.2h)
I
(2.3h)

I

PWR

BWR

PWR

BWR

PWR

BWR

133

(20.8h)

Radial

Region

PWR

BWR

PWR

BWR

1

41
14

27
9

27
9

18
6

.14
.05

.09
.03

.49
.16

.32
.11

4.4
1.5

2.9
1.0

2

37
12

25
8

24
8

16
5

.13
.04

.09
.03

.45
.15

.30
.10

4.0
1.3

2.7
0.9

3

34
11

23
8

22
7

15
5

.11
.04

.08
.03

.40
.13

.28
.09

3.6
1.2

2.5
0.8

4

32
11

22
7

21
7

14
5

.11
.04

.07
.02

.38
.13

.26
.09

3.5
1.2

2.3
0.8

5

28
9

20
7

18
6

13
4

.09
.03

.06
.02

.34
.11

.23
.08

3.0
1.0

2.1
0.7

6

23
8

16
5

15
5

10
3

.08
.03

.06
.02

.27
.09

.20
.07

2.5
0.8

1.8
0.6

7

17
6

13
4

11
4

8
3

.06
.02

.04
.01

.20
.07

.15
.05

1.8
0.6

1.4
0.5

8

4
1

5
2

3
1

3
1

.01
.003

.02
.007

.05
.02

.07
.02

1.4
0.5

0.6
0.2

19
6

14
5

12
4

9
3

.06
.02

.04
.01

.22
.07

.16
.05

2.0
0.7

1.5
0.5

Total
Core

(a)

Xe and I
1131 (8.05d) and 1129 (stable) assumed equal to Xe131 for conservatism.
isotopes with half lives shorter than 8.05d calculated from Equation (VII B-7)
which is based on Equation (VII B-20) which shows releases of short lived products is proportional to half life.

(b)

The present model employs an algorithm which calculates the boundary temperature
from the heat rating.
The large value is an upper bound.
The smaller value is
a more likely or "realistic"
estimate.

(c)

An effective decay constant

(X + o(th))

= 3 x 10- 4sec-

was assumed.

TABLE VII B-5

AT 108

CESIUM RELEASE PERCENTAGES

SECONDS

Cesium-137-135-133
Gap Conductance,
PWR

Radial
Region

Gap Conductance,

-F

1000

500

(32

min)

Btu/hr-ft2-F

PWR

BWR

1000

500

BWR

500

1000

1000

500

1

44

61

24

40

0.0040

0.0079

0.0017

0.0033

2

38

54

20

34

0.0031

0.0060

0.0014

0.0026

3

33

49

19

31

0.0025

0.0048

0.0012

0.0024

4

31

47

16

27

0.0023

0.0046

0.00096

0.0019

5

28

41

14

25

0.0020

0.0036

0.00087

0.0017

6

24

35

11

20

0.0016

0.0028

0.00067

0.0013

7

19

29

9

16

0.0012

0.0022

0.00056

0.00097

8

8

13

5

9

0.0005

0.0008

0.00030

0.00050

20

31

10

17

0.0014

0.0026

0.00063

0.0012

Total Core
D

Btu/hr-ft

Cesium-138
2

=

Do e-Q/RT with D0

=

5 cal/mol

TABLE V1I B-6

Axial
Region
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Tb calculated

deg

=

8.53 x 10-9 cm 2/sec and Q

(see Ref.

=

726
827
927
984
1040
990
937
833
742

from Tb.. = T 2
3h

c

AND HEAT RATINGS FOR THE HOT PIN IN THE PWR

Gap Cond = 1000 Btu/hr ft2 F
T (OK)
(dT/dr (*C/cm)

14.4
24.0
33.6
38.9
44.3
39.5
34.4
24.6
15.9

*

4).

BOUNDARY TEMPERATURES

G
(watts/cm)

6100 cal/mol

Gap Cond
Tb (OK)

500 Btu/hr ft2 F
(dT/dr (oc/cm)
-1540
-3000
-4780
-5930
-7130
-6050
-4980
-3090
-1750

835
1010
1180
1280
1375
1290
1200
1020
862

-1370
-2550
-3930
-4790
-5720
-4900
-4070
-2630
-1540

+ a ji

g

PWR
= 1000 Btu/hr ft

2

F

-2

a= 2.39 C/w/cm C
1
+
hfilm

Rclad + rclad
kclad
b

1
hgap

-F based on average bulk
For PWR hfilm = 5788 Btu/hr-ft
water T of 577 F and average cladding
T of 560 F.
2
-F.
= 8.89 Btu/hr-ft
Zircaloy - 4
Kclad for

h

= 500
a

h

= 4.16

BWR

F g = 1000
= 2.55

4500
cg
h
a= 4.31

Table VII B-3 -

Table VII
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Addendum
to
Appendix B
of
Appendix VII
Relation of Heat Rating to Power Per
Unit Length of Rod
Fission product
releases
are
often
expressed in terms of the heat rating

In
Equation (A2.3) the P is
power density

the average

T

J

K

dT

(A2.1)

f

-2

P

b

Tb

P(r)rdr
0

where Kc is the conductivity and To and
Tb are the temperatures at
the centerline and outer boundary, respectively.
The heat rating is related to the power
per unit length,
Pz, in the pin.
The
relation is particularly simple when the
power density in the pin is flat.

If Equation (A2.3) is
(A2.2) the result is

Jo

Let P(r) be the heat
production
(power
density)
in
cal/cc sec or watts/cc.
Then if the P depends on r, but not on
the radial angle 0
r

2r

P(r)rdr = -K

WA. 4)

The average power density,
F(r),
related to the power per unit length
the rod, Pz, by

(A2.1)

0

if
in

b
Pz = 2Tf P(r)rdr

In this equation the left
side gives the
total
heat.production out to the radius
r.
Under steady state conditions this
must all
flow outward over the boundary
at r
by conduction.
The right side of
Equation (A2.1) expresses
this conduction.
Integration of Equation

Equation

a
n
2
(n -+ 2)

Tb 2
4

cd
KcdT

in

0

dT - 2rr

c dr

f

b

used

0

=

(A2.1) yields

z

(A2.5)

b2

T

fb 1

f

o

dr

P(r')r'dr'

f

Using Equation
yields

OK
KcdT

Tb

b

(A2.2)
0

Assume

=

(1

n~o

(A2.3)

Equation

a

KdT

P(r)

(A2.5) in

=

2

1 + 4n

n=O

(A2.4)

n 21"

(n+2)

It is seen that the heat rating is
simply related
to Pz when P = P,
i.e.,
when the power distribution in
the pin
is uniform.
This approximation is often
assumed in release analyses.
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Appendix C
Calculation of Gap Release of
Radioactive Fission Products
by
.W. Parker
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
C1. BACKGROUND
Conventional methods
for
calculating
gas release from U02 are based
fission
mainly on the Booth diffusion model concept;
however,
calculating the release
of radioiodine is slightly more involved
since
the diffusion parameter, D', for
iodine often is reported to exceed that
for xenon by a factor of at least two.
In fact,
the results of experimental
diffusion studies,
the annealing type,
show several fission products
(Cs
and
Te)
with higher diffusion coefficients.
The effect of extended fuel irradiation
(burnup) is also significant and may account for more than an order of magnitude in the equilibrium rate of release.
Calculations based on conservative
assumptions for radioiodine release to the
clad gap were given in
a recent paper
(Ref.
1).
An important conclusion is
drawn from this paper in
that at heat
ratings below
10 kw/ft only a few percent of the iodine is
released while
doubling the power increases the release
by a factor of ten.
In
addition to the steady-state diffusion process, a second
contribution of
fission
gases,
radioiodine and perhaps
cesium may come from the heating burst
during the thermal transient phase of
the accident.
In
exploratory
analyses
the release of iodine (i.e.,
the gap inventory) has been estimated to increase
only 10 percent in highly rated fuel but
up to 300 percent in
fuel
at normally
low heat rating.
Actual release requires rupture of the
sheathing and depends as well upon other
inherent retention processes
likely to
be in
effect in a fuel element (e.g.,
iodine and cesium interaction).
Unfortunately,
only token credit can be afforded the retention effect until some
additional experimental work or experience is actually reported.
The assessment of the potential inventory of volatile fission products
(rare
gases and halogens) may be outlined by

use of an accident sequence
response process as follows:

and

core

a.

Reactor vessel depressurization
rapid loss-of-coolant.

b.

Core heatup from sensible
radioactive decay.

c.

Rod rupture beginning at 1200-1400 F
accompanied
by prompt release of
most of the gap inventory of rare
gases,
a fraction of the iodine,
cesium, etc.

d.

Continued core heatup prior to turnaround by emergency
coolant.
This
is
accompanied by an additional release consisting of a heating burst
and a time dependent, slower, thermal transient diffusional
release.
The peak temperature achieved may be
between 1800 and 2200 F.

e.

Upon cooling of the core, some additional gaseous release
is
incurred
by fuel pellet breakup.

f.

Assuming that fuel rod fragmentation
is
prevented by the safeguard coolant, the remaining contribution may
come only from aqueous leaching of
the exposed or expelled fuel including any incurred by a U02-water reaction.

g.

If
the maximum clad temperature
reached is conservatively
taken
as
2200 F
(no cladding will melt);
however, 100 percent of the
rods
will
fail.
The time elapse of the
transient before
turn-around could
be 5 minutes.

heat

on

and

Six critical
points seem to be involved
in
the
justification of this method of
evaluation of the loss-of-coolant prompt
release fission product source term:
a.

VII-89

The validity of the application of
classical
diffusion theory or the

Booth model (Ref.
2)
which
correlates the experimental release data
with
temperature,
U0 2
density,
etc.
length of irradiation' time,
with the equilibrium fuel gap radionuclide inventory.

b.

c.

The validity of the higher release
rate or diffusion parameter, for iodine compared to xenon from U0 2 to
the fuel voids.
We cite mainly two
references 3,4 using 70 separate determinations of which 63 give D' ratios of iodine
over xenon
ranging
from 1.5 to 12.
The median ratio is
6.25 and the square root of the ratio
(2.5) is approximately
the increase
in
diffusion rate of iodine
over xenon in reactor grade 94 percent dense U0 2 .
of burnup with the
The correlation
rate of release of individual fission product elements.
ORNL diffusion annealing data (Ref. 5) show a
significant burnup effect; however,
one cannot assign a quantitative relation from it.
Therefore, use of
BMI (Ref. 6) and UK (Ref. 7)
analyses of the Westinghouse data (Ref.
8) has been proposed.
These suggest
an increase
of one order of magnitude in D' for each 15,000 Mwd/T of
This correcaccumulated burnup.
tion, however, may be over-conservative according to a recent study by
Bailey, et al. (Ref. 9).

C2. CALCULATION OF PWR AND BWR FUEL
ROD GAP RELEASES
C2.1 DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT VALUES
In order to formulate a direct determination of gap releases
of the various
fission products, extensive use was made
of both the experimentally determined
relative diffusion rates for different
elements
from early ORNL work, as well
as an empirically
determined
absolute
relation between temperature
and the

D! (D Prime, Empiri-

diffusion parameter

cal)
by Lorenz at ORNL (Ref. 12) based
on a series of Canadian capsule experiments
in
which only xenon and krypton
were measured.
The ORNL data, like most
experimental
data, are derived from socalled annealing type experiments which
then must be critically
evaluated for
the initial
burst contribution
as was
done for Fig. VII C-1 by Oi and Tagake
(Ref. 13) and by Lorenz and Creek
(Ref.
14).
Percent release vs temperature values
were taken initially
from Fig.
6.3 of
ORNL Report
3981 (Ref. 3)
and the release values were used to compute D'
(D-prime) values according to the original method of Booth and Rymer (Ref. 2).
2
7T

22

n=l n
(VII C-l)

where
d.

The significance
and magnitude of
the heating and cooling burst contribution.
This effect is recognized by most experimenters as a departure
from simple diffusion or grain
growth.
It is
characterized
by a
rapid adjustment of fission product
inventory remaining in the UO, for
the transient temperature
change,
and may be about one-third of the
equilibrium difference inventory between the two temperatures.

F

=

fraction released

t

=

time in

seconds at temperature

Reliable approximations of Equation
B-l) are possible.
1.

(VII

When F > 0.77
F6

61
-

-7r2 D't
(VII C-2)

e.

Since radioiodine may be retained in
the ruptured rod, by fuel and cladding interaction, a release coefficient escape fraction must be assigned to each release process.
At
present, this value is mainly speculative;
however,
tentative
values
derived by Collins
(Ref.
10)
and
Feuerstein
(Ref.
11) may be used.
These range from about 0.10 to 0.65
depending
upon pressure,
rupture
temperature, etc.

2.

When F < 0.77
F = 6(D't/7) 1 /

2

-

3D't.
(VII C-3)

The computed D' values were then plotted
as
log D'
versus
10 4 /T (see Fig. VII
C-2)
and least squares
fitted
to a
straight line by the expression:

VII-90

in

D'

= a

(VII C-4)

+ B(10 4/T)

adjusted for burnup by a correction,
as follows:

or
1B(04

D' = AeS \T/

x,
D'=D
DO exp
~

(VII C-5)

o

where

(MWD/
k25000

1)

= DK
(VII C-9)

T = absolute temperature and ln(A) = a
The
C-I.

.=

K,

constants

are

listed in Table VII

where D; = D calculated from the
ence experimental data,

With these constants, an expression for
D-primes for each element can be obtained by the use of the relationship in
For example for Xe
Equation (VII C-5).
& Kr,
=

232.3 e-4.00534(10 4/T)
(VII C-6)

from Lorenz (Ref. 14)
Using the data
(Fig. VII C-l), the relationship used to
compute D-primes would:
=

0.206 e-3. 08778(10 4/T)
(VII C-7)

The D' values obtained by using Equation
(VII C-6), as expected, were inordinately high due to the fact that the "bursteffect" could not be evaluated from the
data from which the equation was deThe D-primes for the rare gases,
rived.
data (Fig. VII
based on the corrected
C-1) and expressed by Equation (VII C-7)
so that a
were assumed to be accurate,
Equation
dividing
factor,
correction
was
(VII C-6),
by Equation
(VII C-7)
the D-primes derived
used to adjust all
The value of
(VII C-6).
from Equation
the correction factor obtained was
8.8793 x 10-4 e 0 .91756(10

4

5,000
15,000
25,000

0.158
0.398
1.000

C2.2 RELEASE COMPUTATION PROCEDURE
During loading, for both types of reactors, the fuel rods are shifted annually
the following manner:
approximately
in
(1) fresh rods are loaded into the outer
(2)
those rods,
reactor,
1/3 of the
are shifted
formerly in the outer 1/3,
the middle third of the reactor, and
to
are
(3) those rods in the center third,
removed and the rods formerly in the
middle third, are shifted to the center
third of the reactor.
A simple computer code was written,
summarizes the
DIREL,
which
called
fractional release of twenty principal
the thermal profile
using
nuclides
predicted by the thermal analysis code
In addition consideradescribed later.
tion is taken of the following approximations:
a.

invenThe maximum fission product
tory that a reactor may have should
reoccur at the end of any equilibIn a typical third-year
rium cycle.
fuel replacement scheme, the average
time of irradiation would be two cyThis value
cles or about 650 days.
affects mainly the longlived or stable nuclides.

b.

The average burnups for fuel in the
outer, middle, and center thirds of
are assumed to be
a
reactor core
about 5000, 15,000 and 25,000 megarespectively,
watt days/ton (MWD/T),
at the end of an equilibrium cycle.

(VII C-8)

The diffusion parameters

K

The D's derived from the ORNL experimendata were empirically normalized to
tal
by comthose for 25,000 MWD/T burnup,
parison of the xenon-krypton data from
numerous other measurements (Refs. 7, 8,
9)
of the relation between gaseous release and burnup at constant temperature.

/T)

Multiplying each D' expression by this
Dthen uniformly corrects all
factor
as
primes for the burst contribution
responded in the
though each element
probably acWhile this is
same way.
ceptable for the semivolatile cesium and
most unlikely to be
tellurium, it is
correct for strontium or ruthenium.

(MWD/T)

refer-

(D's) were also
VII-91

c.

for fission
Diffusion coefficients
products increase by a factor of 10
for every 15,000 MWD/T burnup (Ref.
6).

d.

Thermal conductance across the cladding gap is assumed to range between
The outer
500 and 1000 Btu/hr/ft 2 .
one third and half of the center
assumed to be unreone-third are
structured and to conform to the
lower conductance.

e.

volume fractions were
Six reactor
reassigned to the 25,000-Mwd/T
Mwd/T
gion, the 7th to the 15,000
and the 8th to the 5000region,
Mwd/T region and burnup corrections
are made on the D's accordingly.

In the reference LWR reactor core, eight
zones are defined with zones 1
thermal
to 6 inclusive, being in the center onethird of the reactor; zone 7 is in the
in
the
is
middle one-third and zone 9
outer one-third.
diFor thermal analysis, a fuel rod is
Seven
vided into nine equal lengths.
for seven
temperature values are given
fuel radius of each
points along the
computer
In
the gap release
length.
(1) a D-prime for each activiprogram:
ty is calculated for each of the seven
using Equation (VII C-5);
temperatures
at
values,
F
(fraction release)
(2)
are computed using the D'
equilibrium,
values according to:
F = 3(WD'/X)I/2
When T < 400 C,

(VII C-10)

F = 0 and W = correction

X is less than 2 x 10-8,
If
factors.
to be
considered
then the isotope is
stable and F is computed according to

(VII C-ll)

F = 4(WD't/7)I/2

where F = fraction released and t = time
in seconds; (3) the seven values of "F"
are averaged; (4) steps 1 and 2 are repeated for the remaining eight lengths
of the fuel rod; (5) the nine "average
F" values are averaged to produce the
"fuel rod release"; and (6) the average
release is computed for the eight regions specified and then
8
Total release

% releasei

=

x VFi

i=*l
x PF.:1

(VII C-12ý

where VF = volume
power factor.

fraction

and

PF

=

Initial
results of the gap release cal 7
culation for the PWR and the BWR systems
in
Table VII C-2 as a
are tabulated
(fuel temfunction of gap conductance
and possible variation in
perature)
From these results
computed D' values.
for each
the final release estimates
reactor type, including effects of the
gap release coefficient escape fraction
and the heating burst, were obtained as
shown in Table VII C-3.
C3. THERMAL ANALYSES OF THE:
REFERENCE CORES
C3.1 THERMAL ANALYSIS OF THE PWR
FUEL (NINE CAPSULE POSITIONS)
"Little Mamu" (Ref. 15) program deThe
signed for the IBM 360-91 or 75 computer
was used to calculate the temperature
This
distribution within the fuel pin.
(radial) heat
one dimensional
is
a
transfer program used in many ORNL reactor experiments and furnished the fuel
zone temperature needed for gap release
gas
and halogen inventory calculations.
fuel
In this problem the 12 foot long
pin was divided into nine equal capsule
Capsule posipositions of 16 inches.
The radial and
tion 1 is at the bottom.
reaxial power factors for a reference
used and the peak heat flux
actor were
(534,000 Btu/hr/ft 2 ) was used to calculate a volumetric heat generation in the
fuel at the central capsule position No.
the heat is.
It
is assumed that all
5.
generated in the fuel (none in the cladA peak heat gending, gap or coolant).
was
eration rate (capsule position 5)
calculated to be 2.796 watts/gram within
The heat rates at the
the U0 2 fuel.
other capsule positions were calculated
given
to the
by proportion according
For
axial power factor distribution.
computer input the fuel pin was divided
into eight regions at each of the nine
capsule positions in the geometry shown
In Fig. VII C-3, Rein
Fig.
VII C-3.
cladgion 1 represents the Zircaloy-2
ding which was given; (1) a density of
a
zero (for no heat generation) and (2)
linear thermal conductivity versus temperature function of K = 6.7 + 0.004T.
represents the gap or a mateRegion 2
rial
whose density is zero (for no heat
generation) and whose thermal cnnductivity
(K) is equal to the product of the
(1000
or 500 Btu/
conductance
thermal
(X +
hr-ft 2 -F) and the gap thickness
Regions 3 through 8 rep0.0035
inch).
fuel
of U0 2
resent six equal volumes
which were given a thermal conductivity
according to CURVE C of Fig.
initially
The coolant was given; (1) an
VII C-4.
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inlet
temperature of 543 F, (2) a density of zero (for no heat generation),
(3)
a specific heat,
flow area,
and
flow
rate.
A thermal heat transfer coefficient was also calculated and input.
No
thermal expansion was considered.
All
heat is assumed to flow radially to the
coolant by conduction.
Given the above
data, the computer program first
calculates
the heat generated
in
capsule
position 1. Half of this heat is
added
to the coolant to increase its
temperature from Tc inlet
to Tcl at the midlength of capsule position
1 by the
equation
Tcl

T

-

where
Rl and R2 are outside and inside
radii

K is thermal conductivity of gap C(Rl R2),
where C is the thermal
conductance
(1000
or
500
Btu/hr
ft 2 F).
The thermal gradient in
outside
fuel region) is
by the equation
T 3 - T 2 = (q

(R22 -R32)/4K)
-(q1

+ (Q4where
=

W =
Cp=

cap.
heat in
total
Btu/hr
flow rate, lb/hr
specific
heat
Btu/lb, F

pos.

1,

(ln R2/R3)/2K)

(ln R2/R3)/2rrLK)

R2
and R3 are the outside and inside
radii of region 3

coolant

K is the thermal conductivity at the
mean temperature of region 3 according to Figure VII C-4,
Curve
C,
Btu/hr-ft-F
q'''
is volumetric heat generation in
3
the fuel, Btu/hr/in

QTI/(HTC)As

-T

8

R32

where

The computer then calculates the outside
cladding temperature,
To,
at the midlength of Capsule Position 1, Btu/hr
T

region
3
(the
then calculated

= QTI/2WCP

Cinlet

QTI

Q4 - 8 is the heat generated in
4 through 8, Btu/hr.

where
HTC

=

As

=

gap

heat
transfer coefficient,
Btu/hr, ft,
F
area
surface outside
clad,
2
ft

The thermal gradient across the Zircaloy
cladding is
then calculated by
the
equation

regions

The
thermal
gradients in the remaining
fuel regions 4 through 8 are calculated
in the same manner as above.
The computer then calculates the coolant
temperature at the midlength of capsule
position 2.
Half the total heat
generated in
capsule
positions
1 and 2 is
added to the coolant to increase its
temperature to Tc 2 by the equation

T1 - To = QTI(In R0/RI)/2TLK,
Tc
where
inside

capsule length = 16 inches

K is
thermal conductivity
of the
cladding at clad mean temp. (Obtained
by an iterative process).
The thermal gradient across the
then calculated by the equation

T2 -

-

Tc1 =

(QTl + QT2)/

2

WC

where

Ro and R, are the outside and
radii of the cladding
L is

2

T1 = QT1 (in

Rl/R2)/2iTLK

gap

is

QT2 is the total
heat generated
capsule position 2, Btu/hr.

in

The temperature distribution at the various region boundaries
at each of the
succeeding capsule positions
is
calculated in a like manner.
Initial
computer
runs were made and the coolant flow
rate was adjusted to 5686 lb/hr to obtain an outlet coolant temp. of 608.3 F.
Also the heat transfer coefficient was
made HTC = 6586 Btu/hr ft 2
F to
attain a peak outside cladding temperature of To(peak) = 657 F(347.2
C)
at
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capsule position 5.
Two final computer
runs were made, one case with the gap
conductance equal to 1000 Btu/hr, ft 2 , F
and the other case with the 5ap conductance equal to 500 Btu/hr, ft 2 , F.
Table
VII C-4 lists
the
computer calculated
temperature
distribution
for the two
cases.

uration temperature
at the
1000 psig
operating pressure.
A coolant
heat
transfer coefficient
was calculated at
the average heat flux position from the
equation

(Q/A)ave

C3.2 THERMAL ANALYSIS OF THE PWR FUEL
AT THE PEAK AND AVERAGE HEAT
FLUXES AND WITH GAP CONDUCTANCES
OF 1000 & 500 BTU/HR • FT 2 F

tf,

where

= 163,000 Btu/hr -

(Q/A)ave
ft

2

and

Four computer
runs were made in this
analysis, one run or case each for the
1000
and 500 gap conductance for the
Only
peak and the average heat fluxes.
one capsule
position of unit length is
used for these
cases.
The input was
made such that the outside cladding temperature was 610 F (321.1 C) for the two
cases of average heat
flux and 657 F
(347.2 C) for the two cases of peak heat
flux.
Heat generation rates in the fuel
were calculated and input for each condition of heat flux.
The geometry and
data (as applicable)
of Fig.
VII C-3
were
input and the calculations for the
temperature distribution were made in
the manner described for the PWR nine
capsule position cases.

Atf = Toave - Tc = 588 - 546.4
= 11.6 F.

The HTCave equals 14,069 Btu/hr F.
From the relation
Atfave/

Atfpeak =

ft

2

-

[(Q/Aave)/
(Q/Apeak)]I/4

a Atf peak was obtained to calculate
a
(HTC)peak
= 28,912 Btu/hr,ft 2 ,F
for
computer input.
Table VII C-5 lists
the
computer calculated temperature distribution for the two cases.

C3.3 THERMAL ANALYSIS OF THE BWR FUEL
(NINE CAPSULE POSITIONS)
Two cases were run for the BWR fuel (9
capsule positions) - one each for gap
conductances
of 1000 and 500 Btu/hr,ft 2 ,F.
The manner in
which temperatures were
attained is the same as that described
for the PWR fuel except that U0 2 thermal
conductivities were taken from CURVE B
of Fig.
VII C-4.
Figure VII C-5 shows
the geometry and heat transfer data used
for the BWR fuel.
The coolant flow rate
and specific heat were made
large so
that the coolant temperature (Tc) would
remain constant at each of the 9 capsule
positions.
The inlet
coolant temperature was made 546.4 F which is the sat-

= (HTC)

C3.4 THERMAL ANALYSIS OF THE BWR FUEL
AT THE PEAK AND AVERAGE HEAT
FLUXES AND WITH GAP CONDUCTANCES
OF 1000 AND 500 BTU/HR • FT 2 -F
Same
as PWR except
BWR fuel and the
outside cladding
temperature was made
560 F
(293.3 C)
for the average heat
flux conditions and 565.7 F
(296.5
C)
for the peak heat flux conditions.
The
geometry and data
(as applicable)
of
Fig.
VII C-5 were input
for the four
cases.
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Appendix C
Calculation of Gap Release of
Radioactive Fission Products
by
G. W. Parker
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
C1. BACKGROUND
Conventional
methods for
calculating
fission gas
release from U0 2 are based
mainly on the Booth diffusion model concept;
however,
calculating the release
of radioiodine is slightly more involved
since the diffusion parameter, D', for
iodine often is reported to exceed that
for xenon by a factor of at least two.
In fact,
the
results of experimental
diffusion studies,
the annealing type,
show several fission
products
(Cs
and
Te)
with higher diffusion coefficients.
The effect of extended fuel
irradiation
(burnup) is also significant and may account for more than an order of magnitude in the equilibrium rate of release.
Calculations based on conservative
assumptions for radioiodine release to the
clad gap were given in
a recent paper
(Ref.
1).
An important conclusion is
drawn from this paper in
that at heat
ratings below 10 kw/ft only a few percent of the iodine
is
released while
doubling the power increases the release
by a factor of ten.

use of an
accident sequence
response process as follows:

core

a.

Reactor vessel
depressurization
rapid loss-of-coolant.

b.

Core heatup from sensible
radioactive decay.

c.

Rod rupture beginning at 1200-1400 F
accompanied by prompt release
of
most of the gap inventory of rare
gases,
a fraction of the iodine,
cesium, etc.

d.

Continued core heatup prior to turnaround by emergency coolant.
This
is
accompanied by an additional release consisting of a heating burst
and a time dependent, slower, thermal transient diffusional release.
The peak temperature achieved may be
between 1800 and 2200 F.

e.

Upon cooling of the core, some additional gaseous release
is
incurred
by fuel pellet breakup.

f.

Assuming that fuel rod fragmentation
is
prevented by the safeguard coolant, the remaining contribution may
come only
from aqueous leaching of
the exposed or expelled fuel including any incurred by a U02-water reaction.

g.

If
the maximum clad temperature
reached is conservatively taken as
2200 F
(no cladding will melt);
however, 100 percent of the rods
will fail.
The time elapse of the
transient before
turn-around could
be 5 minutes.

In
addition to the steady-state diffusion process, a second contribution
of
fission gases,
radioiodine and perhaps
cesium may come from the heating burst
during the thermal
transient phase of
the accident.
In
exploratory analyses
the release of iodine (i.e.,
the gap inventory) has been estimated to increase
only 10 percent in highly rated fuel but
up to 300 percent in
fuel at normally
low heat rating.
Actual release requires rupture
of the
sheathing and depends as well upon other
inherent retention processes
likely to
be in
effect
in a fuel element (e.g.,
iodine and cesium interaction).
Unfortunately,
only token credit can be afforded the retention effect until some
additional experimental work or experience is actually reported.
The assessment of the potential inventory of volatile fission products
(rare
gases and halogens) may be outlined by

and

heat

on

and

Six critical
points seem to be involved
in
the
justification of this method of
evaluation of the loss-of-coolant prompt
release fission product source term:
a.
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The validity of the application
of
classical
diffusion theory or the

2)
which correBooth model (Ref.
lates the experimental release data
density,
U0 2
temperature,
with
etc.
length of irradiation' time,
with the equilibrium fuel gap radionuclide inventory.

b.

The validity of the higher release
rate or diffusion parameter, for iodine compared to xenon from U0 2 to
the
fuel voids.
We cite mainly two
references 3,4 using 70 separate determinations of which 63 give D' raranging
over xenon
tios of iodine
The median ratio is
from 1.5 to 12.
6.25
and the square root of the rathe in(2.5) is approximately
tio
diffusion rate of iodine
in
crease
over xenon in reactor grade 94 percent dense U0 2 .

c.

The
correlation of burnup with the
rate of release of individual fisORNL diffusion product elements.
sion annealing data (Ref. 5) show a
significant burnup effect; however,
one cannot assign a quantitative relation from it.
Therefore, use of
analyBMI (Ref. 6) and UK (Ref. 7)
ses of the Westinghouse data (Ref.
These suggest
8) has been proposed.
an increase of one order of magnitude in D' for each 15,000 Mwd/T of
This correcaccumulated burnup.
tion, however, may be over-conservative according to a recent study by
Bailey, et al. (Ref. 9).

C2. CALCULATION OF PWR AND BWR FUEL
ROD GAP RELEASES
C2.1 DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT VALUES
In order to formulate a direct determination of gap releases of the various
fission products, extensive use was made
of both the experimentally determined
relative diffusion rates for different
elements from early ORNL work, as well
as an empirically determined absolute
relation between temperature and the
diffusion parameter D! (D Prime, Empirical) by Lorenz at ORNL (Ref. 12) based
on a series of Canadian capsule experiments in which only xenon and krypton
were measured.
The ORNL data, like most
experimental data, are derived from socalled annealing type experiments which
then must be critically evaluated for
the initial burst contribution as was
done for Fig. VII C-I by Oi and Tagake
(Ref. 13) and by Lorenz and Creek (Ref.
14).
Percent release vs temperature values
6.3 of
were taken initially from Fig.
ORNL Report 3981 (Ref. 3) and the release values were used to compute D'
(D-prime) values according to the original method of Booth and Rymer (Ref. 2).
a22

F

1

=

E

-

-2

e-

n2D't

n=ln
(VII C-l)
where

d.

and magnitude of
The significance
the heating and cooling burst contribution.
This effect is recognized by most experimenters as a departure
from simple diffusion or grain
by a
growth.
It is
characterized
rapid adjustment of fission product
for
inventory remaining in the UO
change,
the transient temperature
and may be about one-third of the
equilibrium difference inventory between the two temperatures.

F

=

fraction released

t

=

time in

seconds at temperature

Reliable approximations of Equation
B-i) are possible.
1.

When F > 0.77

6

(VII C-2)

7T

e.

Since radioiodine may be retained in
the ruptured rod, by fuel and cladding interaction, a release coefficient escape fraction must be asAt
signed to each release process.
present, this value is mainly specutentative
values
lative;
however,
(Ref.
10)
and
derived by Collins
Feuerstein
(Ref.
11) may be used.
These range from about 0.10 to 0.65
rupture
depending
upon pressure,
temperature, etc.

2.

(VII

When F < 0.77
F = 6(D't/T)I/2

-

3D't.
(VII C-3)

The computed D' values were then plotted
versus 10 4 /T (see Fig. VII
as
log D'
fitted
to a
C-2)
and least squares
straight line by the expression:
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in

D'

= a + B(10 4/T)

(VII C-4)

adjusted
for burnup by a correction,
as follows:

(VII C-5)

D' = DO exp [2.303

K,

or
1B(04
D' = Ae S \T/

where

D

K

(VII C-9)

T = absolute temperature and ln(A) = a
The
C-1.

25000

constants

are

listed

in

Table VII

where D; = D calculated from the
ence experimental data,

With these constants, an expression for
D-primes for each element can be obtained by the use of the relationship in
Equation (VII C-5).
For example for Xe
& Kr,
D' = 232.3 e~-4.

0 0 5 34

(10

4

/T)
(VII C-6)

Using the data from Lorenz (Ref. 14)
(Fig. VII C-l), the relationship used to
compute D-primes would:
D' = 0.206 e

-3.08778(104/T)

(VII C-7)

The D' values obtained by using Equation
(VII C-6), as expected, were inordinately high due to the fact that the "bursteffect" could not be evaluated from the
data from which the equation was derived.
The D-primes for the rare gases,
based on the corrected
data (Fig. VII
C-l) and expressed by Equation (VII C-7)
were
assumed to be accurate,
so that a
correction
factor,
dividing
Equation
(VII C-7)
by Equation
(VII C-6),
was
used to adjust all
the D-primes derived
from Equation
(VII C-6).
The value of
the correction factor obtained was

5,000
15,000
25,000

0.158
0.398
1.000

C2.2 RELEASE COMPUTATION PROCEDURE
During loading, for both types of reactors, the fuel rods are shifted annually
in
approximately
the following manner:
(C) fresh rods are loaded into the outer
1/3 of the reactor,
(2)
those rods,
formerly in the outer 1/3,
are shifted
to the middle third of the reactor, and
(3) those rods in the center third,
are
removed
and the rods
formerly in the
middle third, are shifted to the center
third of the reactor.
A simple computer code was written,
called
DIREL,
which
summarizes the
fractional release of twenty principal
nuclides
using
the thermal profile
predicted by the thermal analysis code
described later.
In addition consideration is taken of the following approximations:
a.

The maximum fission product inventory that a reactor may have should
reoccur at the end of any equilibrium cycle.
In a typical third-year
fuel replacement scheme, the average
time of irradiation would be two cycles or about 650 days.
This value
affects mainly the longlived or stable nuclides.

b.

The
average burnups for fuel in the
outer, middle, and center thirds of
a reactor core
are assumed to be
about 5000, 15,000 and 25,000 megawatt days/ton (MWD/T), respectively,
at the end of an equilibrium cycle.

8.8793 x 10-4 e0.91756(10 /T)

(VII C-8)

The diffusion parameters

K

The D's derived from the ORNL experimental
data were empirically normalized to
those for 25,000 MWD/T burnup,
by comparison of the xenon-krypton data from
numerous other measurements (Refs. 7, 8,
9)
of the relation between gaseous release and burnup at constant
temperature.

4

Multiplying each D' expression by this
factor then uniformly corrects all
Dprimes for the burst contribution
as
though each element responded in the
same way.
While this is
probably acceptable for the semivolatile cesium and
tellurium, it is
most unlikely to be
correct for strontium or ruthenium.

(MWD/T)

refer-

(D'S) were also
VII-91

c.

d.

e.

for fission
coefficients
Diffusion
products increase by a factor of 10
for every 15,000 MWD/T burnup (Ref.
6).

where VF = volume
power factor.

Six reactor volume fractions were
reassigned to the 25,000-Mwd/T
Mwd/T
gion, the 7th to the 15,000
and the 8th to the 5000region,
Mwd/T region and burnup corrections
are made on the D's accordingly.

diFor thermal analysis, a fuel rod is
Seven
vided into nine equal lengths.
for seven
temperature values are given
fuel radius of each
points along the
the gap release computer
In
length.
(1) a D-prime for each activiprogram:
ty is calculated for each of the seven
temperatures using Equation (VII C-5);
at
values,
F
(fraction release)
(2)
are computed using the D'
equilibrium,
values according to:
F = 3(WD'/X)I/2
When T < 400

C,

(VII C-10)

F = 0 and W = correction

factors.
If
X is less than 2 x 10-8,
then the isotope
is
considered to be
stable and F is computed according to
F = 4(WD't/f) 1/2

(VII C-11)

where F = fraction released and t = time
in seconds; (3) the seven values of "F"
are
averaged; (4) steps 1 and 2 are -repeated for the remaining eight lengths
of the fuel rod; (5) the nine "average
F" values are averaged to produce
the
"fuel rod release"; and (6) the average
release is computed for the eight regions specified and then
8
Total release

% release.1

=

x VF.1

il
.x PF.

1

(VII C-12,

and

PF

=

Initial
results of the gap release cal7
culation for the PWR and the BWR systems
are tabulated in
Table VII C-2 as a
function of gap conductance
(fuel temperature)
and possible variation in
computed D' values.
From these
results
the final release estimates
for each
reactor type, including effects of the
gap release coefficient escape fraction
and the heating burst, were obtained as
shown in Table VII C-3.

Thermal conductance across the cladding gap is assumed to range between
2
The outer
500 and 1000 Btu/hr/ft .
one third and half of the center
assumed to be unreone-third are
structured and to conform to the
lower conductance.

In the reference LWR reactor core, eight
zones are defined with zones 1
thermal
to 6 inclusive, being in the center onethird of the reactor; zone 7 is in the
middle one-third and zone 9
is
in
the
outer one-third.

fraction

C3. THERMAL ANALYSES OF THE
REFERENCE CORES
C3.1 THERMAL ANALYSIS OF THE PWR

FUEL (NINE CAPSULE POSITIONS)
The "Little
Mamu" (Ref. 15) program designed for the IBM 360-91 or 75 computer
was used to calculate the temperature
distribution within the fuel pin.
This
is
a one dimensional
(radial)
heat
transfer program used in many ORNL reactor experiments
and furnished the fuel
zone temperature needed for gap release
gas
and halogen inventory calculations.
In this problem the 12 foot long
fuel
pin was divided into nine equal capsule
positions of 16 inches.
Capsule position 1 is at the bottom.
The radial and
axial power factors for a reference
reactor were
used and the peak heat flux
(534,000 Btu/hr/ft 2 ) was used to
calculate a volumetric heat generation in the
fuel at the central capsule position No.
5.
It
is assumed that all
the heat is.
generated in the fuel (none in the cladding, gap or coolant).
A peak heat generation rate (capsule position
5)
was
calculated to be 2.796 watts/gram within
the U0 2 fuel.
The heat rates
at the
other capsule positions were calculated
by proportion according to the given
axial power
factor distribution.
For
computer input the fuel pin was divided
into eight regions at each of the nine
capsule positions in the geometry shown
in
Fig.
VII C-3.
In Fig. VII C-3, Region 1 represents the
Zircaloy-2
cladding which was given; (1) a density of
zero (for no heat generation) and (2)
a
linear thermal conductivity versus temperature function of K = 6.7 + 0.004T.
Region 2
represents the gap or a material
whose density is zero (for no heat
generation) and whose thermal cnnductivity (K) is equal to the product of the
thermal conductance
(.1000 or 500 Btu/
hr-ft 2 -F) and the gap thickness
(X +
0.0035
inch).
Regions 3 through 8 represent six-equal volumes
of U0 2
fuel
which were given a thermal conductivity
initially
according to CURVE C of Fig.
VII C-4.
The coolant was given; (1) an
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temperature of 543 F, (2) a densiinlet
(3)
ty of zero (for no heat generation),
flow area,
and flow
a specific heat,
rate.
A thermal heat transfer coeffiNo
cient was also calculated and input.
All
thermal expansion was considered.
heat is assumed to flow radially to the
Given the above
coolant by conduction.
calcudata, the computer program first
in
capsule
lates
the heat generated
Half of this heat is
added
position 1.
temperato the coolant to increase its
ture from Tc inlet
to Tcl at the midposition
1 by the
length of capsule
equation

where
R1 and R2 are outside and inside
radii

K is thermal conductivity of
gap C(Rl
R2),
where C is the thermal
Btu/hr
500
conductance
(1000 or
ft 2 F).

T3 -

T2 =

(R22 -R3 2)/4K)

(q

+ (Q4-

W =
Cp =

cap.
heat in
total
Btu/hr
flow rate, lb/hr
heat
specific
Btu/lb, F

R32

-(q1

where
=

pos.

1,

region 3
(the
then calculated

The thermal gradient in
outside
fuel region) is
by the equation

Tcl -T
ci Cinlet = QTl/2WC P

QTI

gap

8

(in

(in

R2/R3)/2K)

R2/R3)/27rLK)

where
R2 and R3 are the outside and inside
radii of region 3

coolant

K is the thermal conductivity at the
mean temperature of region 3 accordC,
ing to Figure VII C-4,
Curve
Btu/hr-ft-F

The computer then calculates the outside
cladding
temperature,
To,
at the midlength of Capsule Position 1, Btu/hr

generation in
q'''
is volumetric heat
3
the fuel, Btu/hr/in
TO - Tc = QTI/(HTC)As
Q4-8 is the heat generated in
4 through 8, Btu/hr.

where
HTC

=

As

=

heat
transfer coefficient,
F
Btu/hr, ft,
area
surface
outside
clad,
ft 2

The thermal gradient across the Zircaloy
the
cladding
is
then calculated by
equation

regions

gradients in the remaining
The thermal
fuel regions 4 through 8 are
calculated
in the same manner as above.
The computer then calculates the coolant
temperature
at the midlength of capsule
position 2.
Half the total
heat
generpositions
1 and 2 is
ated in
capsule
its
added to the coolant to increase
temperature to Tc 2 by the equation

T1 - To = QTI(ln RO/Rl)/27rLK,
Tc
where

- Tc1 = (QTl + QT2)/

2

WC

where

Ro and R, are the outside and
radii of the cladding
L is

2

inside

capsule length = 16 inches

thermal conductivity of the
K is
cladding at clad mean temp. (Obtained
by an iterative process).
The thermal gradient across the
then calculated by the equation
T2 - T 1 = QTI

(in

Rl/R2)/2irLK

gap

is

heat generated
QT2 is the total
capsule position 2, Btu/hr.

in

The temperature distribution at the varat each of the
ious
region boundaries
is
calcusucceeding capsule positions
compulated in a like manner.
Initial
ter
runs were made and the coolant flow
rate was adjusted to 5686 lb/hr to obtain an outlet coolant temp. of 608.3 F.
Also the heat transfer coefficient was
ft 2
F to
made HTC = 6586 Btu/hr attain a peak outside cladding temperaat
ture of To(peak) = 657 F(347.2 C)
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capsule position 5.
Two final computer
runs were made, one case with the 2 gap
conductance equal to 1000 Btu/hr, ft , F
and the other case with the gap conductance equal to 500 Btu/hr, ft , F.
Table
VII C-4 lists
the computer calculated
'temperature
distribution
for the two
cases.

uration
temperature
at the 1000 psig
operating pressure.
A coolant
heat
transfer coefficient
was calculated at
the average heat flux position from the
equation

(Q/A) ave

C3.2 THERMAL ANALYSIS OF THE PWR FUEL
AT THE PEAK AND AVERAGE HEAT
FLUXES AND WITH GAP CONDUCTANCES
OF 1000 & 500 BTU/HR • FT 2 F
Four computer runs were made in this
analysis, one run or case each for the
1000 and
500 gap conductance for the
peak and the average heat fluxes.
Only
one
capsule position of unit length is
used for these cases.
The input was
made such that the outside cladding temperature was 610 F (321.1 C) for the two
cases
of average heat flux and 657 F
(347.2 C) for the two cases of peak heat
flux.
Heat generation rates in the fuel
were calculated and input for each condition
of heat flux.
The geometry and
data (as applicable)
of Fig.
VII C-3
were input and the calculations for the
temperature distribution were made in
the manner described for the PWR nine
capsule position cases.
C3.3 THERMAL ANALYSIS OF THE BWR FUEL
(NINE CAPSULE POSITIONS)
Two cases were run for the BWR fuel (9
capsule positions) - one each for gap
conductances
of 1000 and 500 Btu/hr,ft 2 ,F.
The manner in
which temperatures were
attained is the same as that described
for the PWR fuel except that U0 2 thermal
conductivities were taken from CURVE B
of Fig.
VII C-4.
Figure VII C-5 shows
the geometry and heat transfer data used
for the BWR fuel.
The coolant flow rate
and specific heat were made
large so
that the coolant temperature (Tc) would
remain constant at each of the 9 capsule
positions.
The inlet
coolant temperature was made 546.4 F which is the sat-

=

(HTC)

tf,

where

(Q/A) ave

= 163,000 Btu/hr - ft

2

and
Atf = Toave -

Tc =

588 -

546.4

= 11.6 F.

The HTCave equals 14,069 Btu/hr F.
From the relation
Atfave/

ft

2

Atfpeak = [(Q/Aave)/
(Q/Apeak)

a Atf peak was obtained to calculate
a
(HTC) eak
= 28,912 Btu/hr,ft 2 ,F
for
computer input.
Table VII C-5 lists
the
computer calculated temperature distribution for the two cases.
C3.4 THERMAL ANALYSI OF THE BWR FUEL
AT THE PEAK AND AVERAGE HEAT
FLUXES AND WITH GAP CONDUCTANCES
OF 1000 AND 500 BTU/HR • FT 2 •F
Same as PWR except BWR fuel and the
outside cladding temperature was made
560 F
(293.3 C)
for the average heat
flux conditions and 565.7 F
(296.5
C)
for the peak heat flux conditions.
The
geometry and data
(as applicable)
of
Fig.
VII C-5 were input for the four
cases.
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VALUES FOR CONSTANTS IN THE ARRHENIUS EQUATION

TABLE V1I C-1

Radioelement

Constant A

Constant B

232.3

-4.00534

Xenon-krypton
Iodine

2.936

-2.95177

Cesium

1.369

-2.62966

Strontium

3.37 x 1015

Ruthenium

3.8495

Tellurium

TABLE VII C-2

-11.2368
-7.01379

53.27

-3.3510

INITIAL GAP RELEASE RESULTS

Reactor
Gap Conductance
Conditions

PWR
1000
(1)

PWR
1000
(2)

PWR
500
(i)

PWR
500
(2)

BWR
1000
(1)

BWR
1000
(2)

BWR
500
(1)

BWR
500
(2)

Xe-133

0.75

2.0

2.6

5.9

0.62

1.7

2.0

4.7

Xe-135

0.21

0.63

0.76

2.2

0.17

0.52

0.58

1.7

Kr-85

3.4

6.2

9.4

14.2

2.9

5.4

7.6

11.6

1-129

7.3

12.8

16.0

23.8

6.5

11.2

13.5

20.1

1-131

1.8

4.7

4.9

10.8

1.6

4.0

3.9

8.8

1-132

0.2

0.58

0.54

1.6

0.17

0.5

0.43

1.3

1-133

0.59

1.75

1.6

4.6

0.51

1.5

1.3

3.7

23.3

32.8

17.2

20.2

28.4

Cs-137

.12.1

19.4

10.9

Cs-138

0.17

0.49

0.42

1.2

0.15

0,42

0.34

0.96

Sr-89

0.42

0.74

2.2

3.1

0.32

0.57

1.6

2.3

Sr-90

0.63

0.88

2.6

3.8

0.45

0.74

2.0

2.9

Sr-91

0.12

0.24

0.83

1.3

0.08

0.19

0.54

0.96

Conditions:
(1)

Used one tenth

(2)

Used burn-up factors on computed D-primes.

(1/10) of computed D-primes.

TABLE VI1 C-3

FINAL ESTIMATE OF GAP RELEASE VALUES
Percent
in Gap

Gap Release

Coefficient (b)

Percent(a) Released
from Rods

Summary of PWR Data
1 33

2.3

1.0

3.1

0.7

1.0

1.0

7.8

1.0

10.5

14.4

0.5

9.6

i131

4.8

0.5

3.2

i132

0.6

0.5

0.4

i133

1.7

0.5

1.2

21.3

0.5

11.0

0.5

0.5

Xe
Xe
Kr
i1

Cs

135
85
29

137

Cs138
Sr
Sr
Sr

89
90
91

0-4

1.5

0.25
1.5 x 10-4

10-4
1.7 x 10-4.

1.7

10- 4

1.0

1.0 x 10-4

Summary of BWR Data
133

1.9

1.0

2.5

0.6

1.0

0.8

6.5

1.0

8.7

i129

12.4

0.5

8.3

131

4.0

0.5

2.7

132

0.5

0.5

0.4

133

1.4

0.5

0.9

17.1

0.5

8.6

0.4

0.5

0.2

1.1

10-4

1.1 x 10-4

1.4

10-4

1.4 x 10-4

10- 4

0.4 x 10-4

Xe

Xe1
Kr

Cs
Cs
Sr
Sr
Sr
(a)
(b)

35

85

137
138
89
90
91

0.4

releases have been increased by one-third for "burst
Noble gases and halogen releases have been increased by one-third for "burst
effect" for the thermal transient following loss of coolant.
Gap release coefficient
the main text.

corresponds

to the escape fraction terminology used in

Table VII C-I -

Table VII C-3
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TABLE VII C-4

Position

RESULTS OF THE NINE CAPSULE POSITION CALCULATIONS AT PEAK RADIAL POWER
POSITION IN PWR CORE
TC

TO

T2

Ti

T3

T4

T5

Gap Conductance - 1000 Btu/hr,

T6

T7

T8

2

ft , F

1

285.0

301.1

325.9

446.8

508.3

573.3

642.5

716.8

797.6

885.0

2

287.7

312.6

350.4

537.6

642.8

760.4

894.9

1037.9

1191.3

1357.9

3

291.6

326.6

378.8

641.2

810.5

1005.8

1220.9

1463.4

1725.1

1975.2

4

296.6

336.7

396.1

697.2

909.4

1146.3

1415.4

1713.3

1999.8

2254.1

5

302.3

347.3

413.1

750.8

998.7

1278.7

1601.6

1931.6

2223.5

2471.0

6

307.9

347.4

405.4

702.0

911.8

1145.2

1409.7

1702.5

1985.7

2237.9

7

312.7

346.8

396.9

652.5

819.1

1009.9

1219.5

1455.0

1709.0

1954.0

8

316.6

340.9

377.1

559.6

664.5

781.9

914.2

1054.9

1205.8

1369.5

9

319.2

333.8

355.7

465.2

521.7

581.1

644.1

711.2

783.6

862.1

2

Gap Conductance = 500 Btu/hr, ft2,

F

1

285.0

301.1

325.9

567.7

636.5

710.4

790.5

877.7

968.3

1062.9

2

287.7

312.6

350.4

724.7

854.3

994.6

1144.7

1307.1

1483.9

1669.7

3

291.6

326.6

378.8

903.6

1107.8

1335.0

1587.4

1847.6

2087.2

2301.8

4

296.6

336.7

396.1

998.4

1246.4

1530.5

1832.5

2107.1

2348.0

2553.9

5

302.2

347.3

413.1

1088.4

1383.0

1715.7

2035.2

2314.0

2547.9

2752.3

6

307.9

347.4

405.4

998.6

1242.6

1522.0

1820.4

2092.6

2332.6

2537.5

7

312.7

346.8

396.9

908.0

1107.1

1327.9

1573.0

1827.7

2063.6

2275.1

8

316.6

340.9

377.1

742.2

871.2

1009.1

1156.5

1315.8

1488.6

1669.9

9

319.2

333.8

355.7

574.8

637.3

704.0

775.7

854.0

935.0

1019.1

TC = temperature of coolant, C.
TO = temperature of outside surface of Region 1, C.
T9 = temperature of inside surface of Region X, C.

TABLE VII C-5

Position

TC

RESULTS OF THE NINE CAPSULE POSITION CALCULATIONS AT PEAK RADIAL POWER
POSITION IN BWR CORE
TO

T1

T2

T3

T4

T5

T6

T7

T8

683.5
950.2
1334.6
1573.7
1814.7
1546.2
1295.8
930.0
641.9

759.5
1099.8
1610.9
1925.5
2230.8
1889.6
1559.9
1073.0
708.6

840.0
1267.8
1918.7
2297.7
2634.3
2255.7
1855.0
1234.0
778.5

799.1
1168.7
1707.8
2021.7
2326.1
1983.9
1652.6
1139.3
744.2

882.1
1344.2
2024.6
2394.8
2723.8
2351.1
1955.7
1307.1
816.0

971.0
1538.7
2349.6
2747.1
3099.0
2700.5
2271.5
1493.6
892.0

Gap Conductance = 1000 Btu/hr,ft2, F
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

285.8
285.8
285.8
285.8
285.8
285.8
285.8
285.8
285.8

289.6
291.7
294.1
295.3
296.5
295.2
293.9
291.5
289.3

316.2
332.5
350.8
360.2
368.9
359.1
349.2
331.4
313.4

412.5
481.5
559.8
600.1
637.9
595.3
552.7
.476.8
400.6

476.1
585.4
715.6
785.7
853.9
777.3
703.5
577.7
457.7

542.2
696.7
890.6
1001.2
1114.5
987.7
872.0
685.6
516.8

611.2
817.3
1094.6
1263.6
1435.0
1243.7
1066.7
802.2
578.1

Gap Conductance - 500 Btu/hr,ft2,F
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

285.8
285.8
285.8
285.8
285.8
285.8
285.8.
285.8
285.8

289.6
291.7
294.1
295.3
296.5
295.2
293.9
291.5
289.3

316.2
332.5
350.8
360.2
268.9
359.1
349.2
331.4
313.4

508.9
630.6
768.9
840.0
906.9
831.6
756.3
622.2
487.8

576.4
745.5
951.7
1066.3
1181.8
1052.5
932.2
733.5
548.0

646.9
870.7
1168.4
1339.9
1518.1
1319.1
1138.5
854.4
610.6

721.0
1009.8
1420.6
1660.7
1908.6
1631.8
1378.6
988.0
675.9

TC = temperature of coolant, C.
TO = temperature of outside surface of Region 1, C.
TX = temperature of inside surface of Region X, C.

Table VII C-4 -

Table VII C-5
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APPENDIX D
SURVEY OF EXPERIMENTAL WORK ON FISSION PRODUCT
RELEASE FROM MOLTEN U0 2
by
R. L. Ritzman
Battelle, Columbus Laboratories
and
G. W. Parker
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
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Appendix D
Survey of Experimental Work on -Fission Product
Release From Molten U0 2
by
'R. L. Ritzinan
Battelle, Columbus Laboratories
and
G. W. Parker
Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Experimental work on the release of a
number of important fission products
during melting Of U102 samples has b~een
performed
at
several
laboratories.
Numerous factors which can affect release magnitudes or rates have been
examined to various degrees, but an
extensive data base for use in predicting release during a reactor core meltThis is mainly
down does not exist.
because no moderate or large amounts of
irradiated U102 have been melted, particularly in a reactor core configuration.
The studies that have been done with
small fuel samples do, however, provide
useful insights to the general release
behavior of the more important fission
products. The purpose of this survey is
to summarize the more pertinent findings
of these studies without developing a
comprehensive review of all the work
that has been done.
Emphasis will be
placed on the general conclusions that
can be drawn from the data as a whole
regarding release magnitudes and significant interactions which. should affect
the magnitudes.

Dl.' OUT-OF-PILE MELTING STUDIES
Most of the experimental work of this
type has been performed at Oak Ridge
National Laboratory
(ORNL),
but some
additional useful data have been obtained at the Contamination-Decontamination
Experiment (CDE). Much of the OBNL work
consisted of melting . small samples of
irradiated U02 using different furnace
The work has been
heating techniques.
described in a report by Parker, et al.
(Ref.
1).
Limited investigation of
parameters which can affect fission product release was made including burnup,
sample size, time -molten, atmosphere
composition, melting method, and type of
cladding. 'Most of the melting experiments were performed in helium because
of reactivity of container or heater
materials with oxygen, but a few experiments were performed with CO2 and air.

D1.l ARC-IMAGE FURNACE EXPERIMENTS
The first melting
experiments
were
conducted with small (0.2 to 0.6 gram)
trace-irradiated and unclad 1102 specimens held in a BeO support tube. The
entire assembly was melted (sometimes
incompletely) in an arc-image furnace
for periods of 1-1/2 to 3 minutes.
Following melting the release of rare
gases, iodine, tellurium, cesium, ruthenium, strontium, barium, and rare earth
elements was measured by radiochemical
analysis.
Release was defined as the
percentage of each specie that escaped
the U0 2 -BeO assembly.
The helium cover
gas used in the experiment contained
small amounts of air as an impurity.
Table VII D-1 lists the results of the
fission product release measurements for
these experiments. The rare gas release
values should be considered indicative
of the degree of melting that
was
achieved.
In general, the data from
these small specimens indicate two ranges of release values; one set of high
releases which includes rare gases, iodine, tellurium, cesium, and ruthenium,
and another set of low releases which
include
strontium, barium, and rare
earths. It is possible that the air
impurity in the helium cover gas influenced some of the
release
values.
Strontium, the rare earth elements, and
to some extent barium, are known to form
quite stable oxides with volatilities
significantly less than the respective
metals (Ref. 2 and 3). Such reactions
*may have contributed to the low releases
observed for these fission products. on
the other hand, ruthenium can form volatile oxides (Ref. 2), and this may have
caused the observed high release values.
The releases of the remaining fission
products would not be expected to be
particularly sensitive to the presence
of air impurities, since at 110? melting
temperatures both the oxides, if formed,
and the elements exhibit high volatility.
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Limited additional experiments of this
and carbon
type were performed in air
dioxide and impure helium atmospheres
using U0 2 having burnup levels up to
reAll fission product
11,000 Mwd/T.
very similar to the
lease data were
either
i.e.,
results described above;
high or low release for the identical
A weak posisets of fission products.
tive correlation of release with burnup
level was suggested, but the effect also
in sample
correlates with differences
effect of the
No appreciable
sizes.
different cover gases used on the extent
This was
indicated.
of release was
probably because each of the atmospheres
oxidizing envicreated an essentially
the data indicate
Generally,
ronment.
that burnup level should be considered
no more than a secondary factor and that
effect
air
and CO 2 have about the same
on
fission product release from molten
U0 2 .

D1.2 TUNGSTEN CRUCIBLE MELTING
EXPERIMENTS
The next series of experiments consisted
of trace-irradiated U0 2 specimens
that
were melted by induction
in tungsten
crucibles.
The results of these experiments
are more useful for two reasons:
(1) the larger samples, about 29
grams,
are comparable to actual reactor fuel
pellet sizes,
and
(2)
an essentially
inert
furnace atmosphere was maintained
so that release data are indicative
of
non-oxidizing conditions.
The data obtained from these experiments are given
in Table VII D-2.
Comparison with Table
VII D-1 shows that, generally, the same
release results were obtained by the two
melting techniques except for the fission product ruthenium.
As noted earlier, ruthenium is known to be quite oxygen sensitive and it is quite possible
that its higher release
on melting in
the arc-image furnace c-an be attributed
to traces of oxygen in the helium supply
and the absence of the good oxygen getter
(tungsten) that was available in the
later
experiments with larger samples.
Note also in Table VII D-2 that the certain
(rare earths)
release values approximately correspond to the percent
U02 that vaporized.
This observation is
consistent with the known refractory
nature
of the rare earth oxides.
The
time that the U0 2 remained molten in
these experiments varied to some extent
and a weak correlation may exist between
release
and time molten
for the more
volatile elements.
Nevertheless,
the
data lead to the conclusion that the
melting of bare U02
fuel pellets will
cause rapid land high release of the more
volatile fission products
(rare gases,
iodine,
tellurium,
and cesium).
The

release of ruthenium is
very sensitive
to the oxidizing nature of the system.
Strontium and rare earth release
rates
should be
low and comparable to U0 2
vaporization rates while barium release
rates may be somewhat higher (probably
due to the lesser stability
or higher
volatility
of its
oxide).
D1.3 TUNGSTEN RESISTOR MELTING
EXPERIMENTS
The third and final type
of laboratory
scale
out-of-pile
melting experiment
involved use of a tungsten rod resistor
heating element which was passed through
cored U02 pellets.
Both clad and unclad
elements were employed in these experiments, but they were limited to a helium
atmosphere and complete melting of specimens could not be accomplished before
the tungsten rods melted.
Nevertheless,
the results are quite useful because the
high interior fuel temperature and cooler surface achieved with this heating
method
more nearly
simulate nuclear
heating than any other out-of-pile technique.
The release data obtained from
the melting of trace-irradiated U0 2 are
given in
Table VII D-3.
The results
from the unclad specimens, after adjusting
for the fraction melted, are very
similar to the results of the other
melting methods with respect
to rare
gases, iodine,
tellurium,
cesium,
and
cerium
(rare earths).
The releases of
strontium and barium are somewhat higher
and the release
of ruthenium is again
low,
which suggests that the oxygen
activity
in
the system was even lower
than in the tungsten crucible
melting
experiments.
The
release
from the
stainless-steel clad specimen was quite
similar to that from unclad fuel.
However, it is evident that the zirconium clad specimens gave very different
results for some fission products.
The
releases of strontium and barium were
significantly higher while tellurium release
experienced
a sharp decrease.
Post-melting examinations indicated that
the molten zirconium had wet the U0 2 and
spread over the surface.
Since zirconium is known to have a high affinity for
oxygen, this behavior probably caused
the clad to serve as a very effective
oxygen getter.
This led to a very
low
oxygen activity
in
the system causing
conversion of both strontium and barium
to the more volatile metallic forms.
The low tellurium release can apparently
be explained on the basis of reaction
with and retention by the molten
zirconium.
This conclusion is supported by
independent results obtained
by Genco,
et al. (Ref. 4) which shows that tellu-rium vapor reacts extensively with
zir-
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conium metal at temperatures above about
400 C.
Since tellurium belongs to the
same periodic group as oxygen, it is not
too surprising
that stable zirconium
tellurides could exist at high temperatures.
The same considerations provide
some
insight regarding the lack of effect of stainless steel cladding on
fission product releases.
Iron,
the
major component of stainless steel,
has
a much lower affinity
for oxygen (less
negative free energy of formation) (Ref.
5)
than does zirconium.
Consequently,
it
should not have a strong effect on
the oxygen activity in the system (which
can
influence
strontium,
barium,
and
perhaps ruthenium volatility),
and by
analogy should not tend to form thermally stable tellurides either.
D1.4 MELTING EXPERIMENTS. AT THE NSPP
A different series of U0 2 melting experiments were performed at ORNL as part of
the Nuclear Safety Pilot Plant
(NSPP)
program
(Refs.
6-9).
Samples of clad
U0 2 were passed under a plasma torch in
different atmospheres
to generate an
aerosol source for the study of containment behavior
processes in an adjacent
model containment vessel.
The experiments were characterized by many differing conditions
and material balances
were
poor in some instances but the results provide some useful general observations.
The release
data
for these
experiments are summarized in Table VII
D-4.
Two sets of release percentages
for various fission products are listed;
one
for release from the immediate fuel
region and another for release from the
steel transfer line to the model containment vessel.
Looking at the
first
five experiments (stainless-steel cladding) the data in general indicate high
releases
from molten
fuel for iodine,
tellurium, and cesium with much lower
releases
for the other species.
Ruthenium behavior was erratic and probably
indicative of the oxygen level in the
furnace.
None of the release results
appear
to depend on changes in furnace
atmosphere except ruthenium.
The latter
two experiments with Zircaloy clad high
burnup U02 are more difficult
to interpret.
The difference in degree of melting probably masks most atmosphere effects
except for ruthenium.
Consistent
with other data the ruthenium release
was relatively high in
an air
atmosphere.
The
low ruthenium release in
steam could be attributed to a more
reducing environment
resulting
from
hydrogen produced by the zirconium-water
reaction that would take
place between
cladding and steam.
Also
consistent
with the out-of-pile
melting work described
earlier,
iodine
and cesium

releases
remain high and
apparently
independent of atmosphere.
The barium
release in Experiment 14 and strontium,
barium,
and cerium releases in Experiment 15 appear somewhat anomalous.
The
oxygen gettering ability
of Zircaloy
leading to volatilization of strontium
and barium metal could possibly explain
the high releases in Experiment 15,
but
cerium
should not be strongly affected
and the ruthenium release
is
not consistent with this hypothesis.
The explanation is unknown and much more information
about exact conditions in the
furnace during melting would be needed
in
order to analyze the data further.
The second set of release numbers
in
Table VII D-4 provides an indication of
the effectiveness
with which
fission
products
released from the fuel region
were transported
to the MCV.
Even
though temperatures in the transfer line
were low
(probably several hundred degrees) the transit
time was short.
In
general, plateout
factors
for all
species during this transfer were about the
same and ranged from factors of about 2
to factors of about 10.
Thus,
plateout
in
the
transfer line did not cause a
major change in
the character
of the
fission product source that was transported to the model containment vessel.
D1.5 MELTING EXPERIMENTS AT THE CDE
Another short series of out-of-pile
experiments
in
which fission product release from molten U0 2 was measured was
conducted at the CDE by Freeby, et al.
(Ref. 10).
These consisted of five runs
in
which Zircaloy clad U0 2 pellets were
melted by induction
in
steam atmospheres.
The fuel weight ranged from 70
to 80 grams and molten times of about 30
minutes were
achieved in
each case.
Fuel burnups
among the
five samples
ranged
from about 500 to 2000 Mwd/T.
Some difficulties
in achieving material
balances were encountered, particularly.
for iodine and tellurium.
However,
these experiments are specifically relevant to the conditions that would exist
during
reactor core melting.
The combined results of the
five experiments
are given in
Table VII D-5 along with
other pertinent data that investigators
obtained
from reports of related work.
The CDE results generally agree with
other out-of-pile release data in that
high volatility
is
indicated for the
noble gases, iodine, tellurium, and cesium, and relatively low volatility
for
strontium,
barium, and ruthenium.
However, contrary to the ORNL results,
the
release
data do not indicate a dominant
effect of the Zircaloy cladding on tellurium or strontium and barium release.
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This may be due to the steam atmosphere
in
the CDE experiments which caused extensive oxidation of the Zircaloy
cladding
(possibly liberating some retained
tellurium) and perhaps producing a high
enough oxygen activity in the system to
hold strontium and barium as their oxides.
The data
listed
in
the table
under CMF were the result of a single
melting experiment under a steam-air
atmosphere in
that
facility
at ORNL.
The data continue to support the earlier
observations at ORNL concerning the effect of zirconium cladding on tellurium
and strontium release.
Therefore,
the
release behavior of tellurium and strontium and barium during melting of Zircaloy clad U02 is somewhat uncertain.
A
comparison of the data obtained in
the
different
experiments
identified
in
Table VII D-5 shows
a possible trend
toward increase
in iodine release with
increasing fuel burnup.
However,
differences
in
specimen temperatures
or
melting periods probably influence
the
results
such that the indicated burnup
effect is quite indefinite.
In the CDE experiments efforts were made
to record the plateout of released fission products
that occurred within a
short stainless steel transfer line to a
containment vessel.
The temperature of
the line was maintained at about
800 F
and transit
times ranged from about one
to two seconds.
In
general,
it
was
found that less than 1/3 of the entering
fission products deposited in
the
line
except for cerium which was nearly all
deposited.
The
results roughly
agree
with experience
at the NSPP and indicate
that longer residence
times
or
higher surface areas would be needed to
promote efficient plateout.
Another
significant
observation was recorded
during the CDE melting
experiments.
Even though the small
fuel pins were
kept molten for 30 minutes or so,
most
of the fission product release took
place within a one- to two-minute period
relatively early
in
the experiments.
This rapid release coincided with meltthrough of the Zircaloy cladding (pin
lying on its
side in U02 powder).
Subsequently
large quantities of particulates (cladding and fuel) were released
creating
a white smoke in the furnace.
A continuous
slow release
of fission
products
occurred during the period the
fuel was maintained in the molten state.
Although unconfirmed, it seems probable
that the early rapid release was due to
escape of the highly volatile fission
products while the slower continuous
release was due to the low volatility
species.
The appearance of a dense aerosol in the furnace is indicative of the
ease with which released vapors will

condense and agglomerate to form a particulate source.
D2. IN-PILE MELTING STUDIES
In addition to the out-of-pile melting
experiments,
a series of in-pile fuel
melting experiments were
conducted at
ORNL
(Ref. 15).
These experiments consisted of melting miniature
stainlesssteel-clad U0 2 fuel elements (-30 grams
U02) in various atmospheres in
the Oak
Ridge Research Reactor and measuring the
fission products released.
Fission and
gamma heat in
the
reactor raised the
temperature of the miniature
fuel elements
sufficiently high to melt the U0 2
without the use of external heat.
Data
were obtained for fission product release from the fuel zone
(fuel element
and thoria holder)
and from the high
temperature zone
(thoria and zirconia
insulation) which had a minimum temperature of 1000 C.
Although over twenty
experiments were
run most of the major
results are contained in the summary of
seven runs
that are given in Table VII
D-6.
The first
set of values
(release
from the fuel zone) show extensive release of iodine, tellurium,
and cesium
regardless
of the type of atmosphere.
The other fission products and the U02
fuel also experienced relatively large
releases which were reduced somewhat in
high steam concentration atmospheres.
The second set of values
in
the table
(release from the high temperature zone)
are more useful to reactor accident
analysis
because they give a better indication of escape from a core
region
which
is
not entirely molten.
These
data are also more comparable with outof-pile
studies which often achieve incomplete melting and have steep thermal
gradients
in
the sample region of the
furnaces.
The release data in Table VII
D-6 can, in general, be divided into two
groups, a group having high values
and
another group having low values.
Iodine, tellurium, and cesium belong
to
the high group while ruthenium,
strontium-barium, and zirconium - cerium belong to the low group.
In Experiments
13 and 18 ruthenium release
was exceptionally high which was probably due to
the highly oxidizing nature of the atmosphere
in the system.
These observations are generally consistent with the
results that have been obtained from the
various out-of-pile melting
studies.
The in-pile experiments
resulted in a
number of other conclusions
(Ref.
17)
which are pertinent to reactor
core
meltdown analysis.
a.
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Stainless
steel
ruthenium
and,
conditions,
to

appears to retain
under
oxidizing
lower the melting

point of the U0 2 .
However,
retention of the
ruthenium by oxidized
stainless steel
was not observed.

b.

Fission product release showed only
a weak, if any, correlation with a
factor of 1,000 increase in fuel
burnup.

c.

Electron photomicrographs of particles collected on filters in the inpile apparatus indicated the source
consisted of sub-micron sized particles which were generally spherical
in shape.

C02 , or steam would be available and
fission product ruthenium should experience large release.
If the Zircaloy is only partly oxidized,
the
oxygen activity would be low, ruthenium should remain in
the metallic
state and be expected to experience
Since stainless
only small release.
steel is less reactive with oxygen,
it should have less effect on oxygen
activities than Zircaloy.
However,
evidence indicates that metallic ruthenium will partition into stainless steel from U0 2 and considerable
oxidation of the stainless-steel may
be necessary to cause release of the
dissolved ruthenium.

D3. SUMMARYAND CONCLUSIONS
The experimental work that has been done
regarding fission product release from
U02 during melting can be generally summarized as follows:
a.

Nearly total release of the noble
gases,
iodine,
cesium,
tellurium
should be expected within a few
minutes from standard pellet-size
masses of U02 . The release of these
species seems largely independent of
whether oxidizing or reducing conditions exist during melting.
Release
of the four elements is
unaffected
by stainless steel cladding and only
tellurium is influenced by Zircaloy
cladding.
Considerable retention of
tellurium, probably through compound
formation with zirconium, can occur
but complete oxidation of the Zircaloy would be expected to liberate
such reacted tellurium.

b.

The release behavior of ruthenium
can be quite complex because it
forms volatile oxides.
The degree
of oxide formation appears quite
sensitive to the oxygen activity in
the system.
The oxygen activity
depends on both the gaseous atmosphere that exists and the other
oxygen reactive materials that are
present.
Air, carbon dioxide,
and
also steam represent oxidizing atmospheres for ruthenium.
However,
zirconium
(and Zircaloy) is a very
effective oxygen getter.
Consequently,
the release of ruthenium
from Zircaloy clad U02 in the above
atmospheres should be expected to
depend on the degree of cladding
oxidation.
If the cladding is completely oxidized, then excess air,
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c.

The release behavior of strontium
and barium should also depend on the
oxygen activity in
the system but
not to the degree nor in the manner
of ruthenium.
Metallic
strontium
and barium are not very volatile and
their oxides are even less volatile.
Therefore,
the higher releases of
these fission products should occur
under conditions of low oxygen activity,
or, for clad U02, in
situations where incomplete oxidation of
the Zircaloy has left
some free zirconium.
The limited experimental
data tend to confirm this
behavior
and indicate
that even under very
reducing conditions, the release of
these elements will not reach high
values.
The data also show that
stainless-steel
has essentially no
effect on strontium or barium release
from U02.
Thus,
stainless
steel is apparently not effective in
reducing the oxygen activity
far
enough to cause conversion
of the
alkaline earth oxides to the respective metals.
If these fission products
exist as oxides
then low
release from molten U02 is to be expected.

d.

The release of cerium (a rare earth)
and fission product zirconium were
found to be quite low in essentially
all
the melting experiments.
These
elements form very stable
nonvolatile
oxides
and their release from
U0 2 should be nearly insensitive
to
external
atmosphere
and chemical
effects of cladding materials.
The
experimental results almost entirely
support this conclusion.
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FISSION PRODUCT RELEASE FROM UO2 (a) MELTED IN IMPURE HELIUM(b)

TABLE VII D-I

Percentage of Individual Fission Product Released
Run
No.

Sample
Weight
(g)

Time at
Temp.
(sec)

Rare
Gases

I

Te

Cs

Ru

Sr

Ba

TRE(c)

1

0.57

120

64

71

60

59

28

0.1i

2

0.34

120

91

70

72

25

60

0.07

0.8

0.2

3

0.56

120

93

84

86

34

32

0.16

0.9

1.1

4

0.56

180

56

67

63

24

75

0.11

1.3

0.7

5

0.58

180

63

46

54

12

36

0.11

2.6

0.5

6

0.37

120

69

51

43

20

0.26

0.5

0.3

7

0.18

120

99.4

84

86

90

72

0.20

2.0

0.7

8

0.25

90

99.6

95

96

93

76

3.9

7.3

3.8

7.1

(a)

Trace-irradiated pellet melted simultaneously with BeO support tube in
arc-image furnace.

(b)

Helium flow rate,

(c)

Total rare earths.

TABLE VII D-2

Molten
Time
(min.)

100 cc/min.

FISSION PRODUCT RELEASE FROM U0-2 a) MELTED IN PURE HELIUM b)
TUNGSTEN-CRUCIBLE METHOD

Percent U02
Vaporized

Percentage

BY THE

of Individual Fission Product Released

Xe-Kr

I

Te

Cs

Ru

Sr

Ba

Ce

1.0

0.10

93

77

90

63

0.45

0.33

4.8

0.05

1.5

0.16

98

98

98

66

0.05

0.47

2.6

0.07

2.0

0.16

99

99

99

60

0.32

0.41

3.0

0.17

0.33

0.53

2.4

0.13

99

95

99

72

1.5 (c)

99

88

92

80

0.20

0.26

2.6

0,40

2.5 (c)

99

93

96

89

0.70

0.50

3.6

0.10

2.5

(a)
(b)
(c)

0.25

Sample:
29g PWR U0 2 irradiated at tracer level and preheated in helium for 4.5 to 5.0 min.
Atmosphere:
purified helium flowing at a rate of 700 cc/min.
four samples.
U0 2 sample had a slightly higher density than the first

FISSION PRODUCT RELEASE (a) FROM TRACE-IRRADIATED PWR-TYPE U0 2 MELTED
IN A SINGLE ELEMENT TUNGSTEN-RESISTOR FURNACE FILLED WITH HELIUM(b)

TABLE VII D-3

Heat
Duration
(min.)

Element

Percentage of Individual Fission Product Released

U0 2
Vaporized
(%)

Xe-Kr

I

Te

Cs

Ru

Sr

Ba

Ce/RE

UO2

5.0

0.8

63

47

56

44

1.6

1.6

5.3

0.6

UO2

4.0

0.2

50

30

42

41

0.4

0.8

2.9

0.5

UO2

4.4

0.3

34

25

33

40

0.05

1.2

4.3

0.5

(SS clad)

4.7

0.2

56

52

31

46

0.5

1.0

4.2

0.3

U0 2
(Zr clad)

7.0

0.1

52

24

1.1

28

0.1

10.1

U0 2
(Zr clad)

6.7

0.04

41

50

0.6

32

0.2

i0.0

7.5

0.5

U0 2

(a)

Results are not corrected for the fraction of the sample melted which is approxRelease is from fuel and cladding.
imately equal to the percent rate gas release.

(b)

Helium

flow rate,

TABLE V11 D-4

400 cc/min

SUMMSARY OF FISSION PRODUCT RELEASES OBSERVED IN NSPP U0 2
MELTING EXPERIMENTS
Percent Release From Fuel Mass

Furnace
Atmos .

Clad
Mater.

Degree
Melted

I

Cs

Sr

Ba

Ru

Ce

Zr

8

(a)

He-steam

SS

5%

9

2

6

0.1

1.0

0.3

0.1

0.01

0.1

9

(a)

He-steam

SS

80%

61

30

29

0.1

0.3

16.0

0.7

0.1

1.0

10(b)

A-H

SS

70-80%

26

--

20

0.07

--

2.0

0.2

--

0.3

ii(b)

Air

SS

70-80%

96

--

44

0.05

--

27.0

0.2

--

1.0

85

--

Expt.
No.

2

Te

SS

50%

74

32

2.0

0.9

0.5

14(c)

Steam

Zry-2

limited

10

--

6

0.9

64.0

0.4

0.3

15(c)

He-air

Zry-2

high

70

--

56

41.0

32.0

29.0

10.0

A-H

2

--

Percent Transferred
0.2

0.02

0.02

80%

35

8.0

10.0

0.08

0.06

2.0

0.2

SS

70-80%

24

--

19.0

0.03

--

1.0

0.2

--

0.2

SS

70-80%

84

--

26.0

0.02

--

12.0

9

He-steam

SS

10

A-H

11

Air

0.3

--

0.6

0.02

0.05

--

0.02

9

3.0

4.0

--

Steam

Zry-2

limited

2

--

0.7

0.2

2.0

0.1

0.2

He-Air

Zry-2

high

27

--

42.0

14.0

12.0

0.4

1.0

15

0.03

0.008

50%

14

--

0.09

SS

2

0.01

0.02

5%

(a)
(b)
(c)

to MCV

0.1

SS

A-H

....

0.3

He-steam

12

2.0
....

2

8

2

U

....
....

Clad U0 2 trace irradiated.
Simulated high burnup U0 2 -premixed.
Irradiated to 20,000 Mwd/T.

Table VII D-1 -

Table VII D-4
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TABLE VI1 D-5

FISSION PRODUCT RELEASE

FROM HEATED

Experiment
Fuel Burnup
(Mwd/T)

CDE

460-2000

Fission Product Releases Xe,

Kr

Some British

2.0

Cs

3-21

30.0

Sr

0.01-0.05

0.2

Ba

0.04-0.20

-

Mo

2-8

-

0.003-0.7

0.2

0.0001-0.1

work at low burnup has been performed:

11
12
See Reference

86-90

7-22

Reference

(b)

Percent of Fuel Inventory

Te

Zr-Nb

2

7000

91.0

Ru

UO

CMF (b)

15-44

I(a)

(a)

ZIRCALOY-CLAD

13.

Burnup
1-2
100

Iodine Release,%
14-15
8-35

TABLE VII D-6

Expt.
No.

RESULTS OF ORNL EXPERIMENTS ON FISSION-PRODUCT RELEASE DURING IN-PILE
MELTING OF STAINLESS-STEEL CLAD UO 2
U0 2
Melted,
%

Sweep
Gas

I

Te

Cs

Sr-Ba

Ru

Material Released
Fuel Zone(b)
4,5,9

Dry He

13,18

Moist air

16

87% steam

(a)

Zr-Ce

U0 2

from the
-%

100

99+

99

99

78

77

65

48

100

98

97

95

38

33

28

27

100

90

96

96

13

16

9

7

100

95

90

89

21

19

5

3

13% air
87% steam

17

12% He
1% H2
Material Released from the
High Temperature Zone(C)- %
4,5,9

Dry He

13,18

Moist air

16

87% steam

(a)

100

86

86

71

4

1.4

0.4

0.09

100

95

89

83

16

1.4

0.6

0.90

100

67

92

42

0.8

0.8

0.1

0.2

100

73

87

30

1.2

3.6

0.5

1.3

13% air
17

86% steam
12% He
1% H2

(a)

The steam concentration in

this atmosphere was low,

corresponding to air

saturated with water vapor at 23 C.
(b)

Molten times lasted about 5 minutes.

(c)

Minimum temperature,

1000 C.

Table VII D-5 -

Table VII D-6
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of the Compound Species Present in the Fuel
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El. INTRODUCTION
Considerable research has been performed
aimed at establishing
the nature and
amount of fission products released from
the core of a light
water nuclear reactor in event of a loss-of-coolant.
Experimental
and analytical approaches
have both been attempted (Ref. 1).
Generally
speaking,
the experiments have
been on a laboratory scale, and require
extensive interpretation to reflect real
life
conditions.
Similarly, the analytical approaches
have been predicted on
existence of chemical
species presumed
from general knowledge of the chemistry
of the element.
In this study, the evaluation of fission
product behavior is based upon a thermodynamic analysis of the fission product
and fuel species
present in
the fuel
under pertinent conditions.
This
is
made possible through the application of
the
EQUICA computer program to the
analysis of the nature,
amount,
and
state of the species at thermodynamic
equilibrium.
EQUICA rapidly computes the composition
of a given set of reaction species.
It
is
especially versatile in its
ability
to accept input data which can incorporate thermal
and entropy effects other
than those of the tabulated values given
in handbooks and the JANAF Tables.
EQUICA consists of a basis which may
contain 20 species in which all
elements
present in the computation are present
in
either elemental or some combined
form.
An additional 40 species may be
included in the computation.
There are
no other stipulations
applied to the
basis other than it can contain no more
than 20 different elements.
As a matter
of fact,
the program has provision for
shifting the basis so that the
species
richest in a certain element would form
the basis for that element in
all
spe-

cies in
which
it
appeared,
and all
equilibrium constants would be based on
its
equilibrium value in that particular
composition.
For instance, in a
computation at very high temperature gaseous
carbon may form the basis
for carbon,
under
pyrolysis
conditions elemental
carbon may form the basis,
and under
combustion conditions
carbon in carbon
dioxide may form the basis
for carbon.
This ability
to shift
basis greatly
improves the convergence
for complex
systems when the final composition differs markedly from the initial
estimate.
Unlike
most
thermochemical
programs
there is
no limit on the number of
solids in
either the basis or nonbasis
sets, and one can have the same chemical
substance present as both a gas or vapor
and a condensed phase or as a
component
in
a solution.
Under these conditions
EQUICA will correctly determine the saturation vapor pressure
of the vapor
species.
EQUICA will also allow for the
vanishing of a condensed phase if it is
established thermodynamically
that the
phase should not exist.
This is in
keeping with the phase rule and ensures
that the proper degrees of freedom are
maintained.
The
program
utilizes
a composition
matrix made up of N molecular
species
comprised of S chemical
elements.
A
composition matrix relates
the species
to the elements.
If one considers then
that the composition Ni of the Ith
species be changed by AC, then to preserve
stoichiometry
the
following
changes
in the composition of the basis
are needed:
1
Ni = Ni + Ac.

It
is possible that for some minor species N. could go negative, and since Ni
entersI the program for the form of (ln
Ni), then this relation becomes undefined as Ni - 0.
For this reason a
subroutine FUDGE has been written and
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incorporated to determine if the current
AC produces non-positive Ni values.
If
it
is
found that negative compositions
exist then the subroutine computes a new
AE value which allows all Ni's to remain
constant.
The input data include initial
estimates of composition and Gibbs
free energies
of all
species
at the
The
desired temperature
and pressure.
output consists of the following:
a.

The
equilibrium compositions of all
species.

b.

of all
The equilibrium constants
species.
(Although equilibrium constants for the basis species are not
defined,
the program sets
their
Thus a one in the
value to one.
column indiequilibrium constant
cates that this species currently is
a basis species.)

c.

A defined by A

=

analysis samarium needed to be considered apart from the other rare earths.
Two computer runs were made based on
approximate preaccident and postaccident
conditions.
The initial
run was designed to provide some prediction of the
chemical species
that could exist
in
fuel
rods just before the accident, and
to indicate fission product volatility
as a function of temperature for periods
after this.
The effect of several parameters was examined.
a.

Fuel burnup - 1 and 4 percent
used to produce variations in
sion product concentration.

b.

Temperature - equilibrium
calculations were made for 800, 1300, 1900,
and
2500K, corresponding roughly to
temperature regions
in
operating
fuel rods and to accident temperatures for an overheating
reactor
core.

c.

Pressure - 1000 and 2000 psia were
used to simulate internal rod pressures.

d.

Steam concentration - 30 ppm water
in
the fuel and unlimited
steam
supply were used to simulate normal
conditions and more oxidizing conditions for the fuel-fission productcladding system.

P
n

EyiN i

i
This A value is then related to the
volume the gaseous products would
occupy at pressure P and temperature
T.
d.

The convergence vector,
C,
which
defines the extent of convergence of
all
major and minor species.

e.

Partial pressure for each species.

f.

Total pressure
sures).

were
fis-

Elemental compositions were predicted on
a nominal fuel rod containing 10 pounds
of U0 2 and 2 pounds of zirconium.
Solution effects of oxides
in
the parent
fuel were not included because, for the
most part, the oxides have very limited
solid solubility in U0 2 .

(sum of partial pres-

E2. ANALYSIS FOR TEMPERATURES
BELOW FUEL MELTING
In the present analysis, it
was necesto include uranium,
sary,
of course,
oxygen, zirconium, hydrogen, and helium
among.the element inputs to the program.
for
This
left
room in
the program
fifteen elements to be selected from the
major fission products.
It
was
found
that selecting these elements was not as
limiting as was the condition that only
60 compound species could be considered.
In
addition to the elements
listed
above,
Cs,
Ba,
La, Sm, Mo, Ru, Te, I,
Br, and Sr were included in
the analysis.
This choice of elements was based
not only on abundance in
fission yield
and representation of the major chemical
groups, but also on uniqueness of thermochemical properties.
For example, the
lanthanum oxide would
satisfactorily
represent the sesquioxides except that
elemental samarium was considered to be
sufficiently volatile that in the first
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The results of the parametric
analysis
to 2500K are summarized in Tables VII
E-1 through VII E-4, which for each temperature
give the predicted dominant
condensed phase and
vapor phase
forms
and the approximate mole ratio of material
in the vapor phase to material
in
the condensed phase.
This ratio indicates the volatility
of the fission product species.
Several conclusions were
drawn from the data.
a.

The degree
of burnup and the total
pressure had negligible
effects
on
the results.

b.

The volatility
of some species (generally Ba,
La,
Sm, Zr, and Sr) is
depressed by excess steam (more oxidizing conditions)
with the effect
more evident at lower temperatures.

c.

The volatility
of some species is
enhanced by excess steam - Ru and U
at higher temperatures
and Te, I,
Br, and Cs at lower temperatures.

d.

The most volatile fission product
species are Cs,
Te,
and CsI.
At
higher
temperatures,
particularly
Ba
conditions,
under more reducing
and Sr begin to approach the above
three in volatility.

Generally
speaking,
the results confirmed what one might have predicted
from
a
general
knowledge
of the
chemistry of the involved elements.
An
exception was the indication that iodine
and bromine react with the excess cesium
in
the fuel.
In the subsequent runs,
with HI as a species in the matrix,
the
CsI was still
the indicated major iodine
carrying species, even at temperatures
to
3100K.
Furthermore,
CsI will not
oxidize in air
to Cs20 and 12 nor in
water vapor
to Cs20 + 2HI.
Therefore,
based on these calculations
it
appears
that CsI may be present in the released
fission product vapors.
It
should be
noted though
that no experimental confirmation of this prediction
is
available,
and other reactions that cesium
might undergo could alter
the conclusion.
E3. ANALYSIS FOR MOLTEN FUEL
In
this
computer run, several new species were
introduced;
e.g.,
stainless
steel constituents Fe, Cr, Ni (and their
oxides), and Zr(g),
Mo(g),
Ru(g),
and
HI(g).
To make room for these species a
number of the nonreactive
species
from
the first
run were dropped
from the
matrix.
Conditions were fixed at 3100K,
1000 psia, 1 percent burnup, and unlimited water.
For this run the free
energies were adjusted and the oxides were
considered to form an ideal solution.
The
results of the run showed that the
Fe, Cr,
Ni compound species
did not
affect the reaction patterns established
in the systems at temperatures to 2500K.
The overall situation with excess water
present was quite oxidizing in that the
partial pressure of U0 3 was more than
two orders
of magnitude greater
than
U02 in all
cases.
The data were used to calculate volatilization rates utilizing the KnudsenMayer equation:
Z = 44Pp

M/T

and T is the
M the molecular weight,
Although
temperature in degrees Kelvin.
this relationship holds
for molecular
flow in
vacuum,
Fonda
(Ref.
2)
has
indicated
that in
the presence of an
inert cover gas, the same relationship
applies but the rate is
effectively
reduced by a factor of 1/80 to 1/100.
For practical purposes, at temperatures
near 3000K,
one
may
utilize
the
relation:
Z % 0.01 P i--M-

2

g/sec/cm

(VII E-2)

as long as the rate-controlling step of
diffusion through a boundary layer film
Equation
(VII E-2)
is
expected to be
applicable.
Under conditions tending to
be more static,
the evolution rate would
be even lower.
Thus Equation (VII E-2)
may be considered as an upper limit for
vaporization loss.
Equation
(VII E-2)
appears
to be only a slowly changing
function of pressure
at
atmospheric
pressure or greater.
Thus at pressures
as high as 50 psia Equation
(VII E-2)
should closely approximate
actual release conditions.
The vapor species
expected
to be released
and the maximum-volatilization
rates
obtained for the molten fuel case
are given in Table VII E-5.
It is assumed that convective forces are
operative in the gas phase which will
lift
the volatiles along with the gaseous currents and these species will be
entrained in the gas at least until the
species are contacted by a surface where
they may condense.
They could be carried as aerosol particles however.
These results
indicate that uranium is
about as volatile as anything else and
its
volatilization
should assist
the
loss of volatile fission products
from
the receding surface.
Care must be used
in attempting to extrapolate
the volatilization
rates to any real core meltdown situation.
The values
given in
Table VII E-5 should be considered only
indicative of the relative volatility
of
the different species under the precise
conditions selected for the calculation;
i.e.,
excess water and 3100K.
In this
context the data
show the potential
volatile nature of species
in molten
U02--even some species which are normally considered refractory.

(VII E-l)
E4.

where Z is the volatilization
rate in
grams per second per square centimeter,
P is the vapor pressure in
atmospheres,

CONCLUSIONS

In order to provide a basis for evaluating the dynamics of release, an analysis
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was made of the degree of volatilization
as a
of the fission product species
These data are
function of temperature.
summarized in Tables VII E-1 to VII E-4.
Assuming
cladding
rupture
at 800 K,
the release prophases in
three major
cess are recognized.
These are idenbelow and estimates of release
tified
magnitudes are provided.
a.

Release at Time of Rupture
Cs - Several percent of inventory
Te - Less than 1 percent
tory

of

inven-

12 - Less than 1 percent

of

inven-

tory
Release During Heat-up to Melting

b.

mostly
Cs - remainder,
(early in period)

as Cs vapor

Te - remainder as Te vapor (early in
period)
I

- remainder,
in period)

Ba - a
large
vapor
Sr c.

as CsI vapor
percent

(later

as Ba or BaO

a few percent as Sr vapor

Release from Molten Fuel
Ru -

potential

for rapid release as

RuO3
Sr -

potential

for rapid release as

Sr
Mo -

potential

for rapid release as

MoO 3

for

slow release as

La -

potential
LaO

Zr -

potential for very slow release
as ZrO2

U

potential for
tion as U0 3

-

rapid vaporiza-

Certainly,
the release characteristics
of the fission products indicated above
are restricted to the thermodynamic systems, components,
and conditions
that
Kinetic limitations and
were analyzed.
potential
an exhaustive treatment of all
compound
species could not be included.
Nevertheless
the predictions
in
many
cases
tend to agree with other methods
used to estimate
fission product reExceptions
appear
to
be
leases.
tellurium and iodine release during fuel
heatup to melting,
but here possible
tellurium reaction with the cladding was
not included and cesium iodide stability
was considered only with respect to
formation of cesium oxide or formation
of hydrogen iodide.
The results indicated for molten fuel are based on a
pure
rather
extreme condition;
i.e.,
molten fuel in equilibrium with excess
In fact fuel will probably be
water.
diluted with lower melting oxides of
structural materials, the mass is likely
to be non-isothermal, and the availabilConseity of water should be limited.
quently,
the releases from molten fuel
have only a potential for occurring and
acutally represent
upper limit predictions at this time.
Considerable experimental work is
needed in the area of
core meltdown and materials interactions
much improved projections of
before
fission product escape
can be made.
Thermodynamic analyses such as these are
the important
very useful in revealing
problems which require investigation.
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TABLE VII E-1

RESULTS OF THERMODYNAMIC ANALYSIS AT T = 800 K

Fission
Product

Dominant
Condensed Form

Dominant
Vapor Form

Approximate
Composition Ratio
Vapor/Condensed

Limited Steam
Cs
Ba
La203
Sm 2 0 3
Zr

CS
Ba
La
Sm
Zr
Mo
Ru
Te
I
Br
Sr
U

MoO 2
Ru
Te
CsI
CsBr
SrO

U02

2 x 10- 9
2 x i01 x i0-25
1 x 10- 14

Cs

Ba
LaO
Sm
N.C.
N.C.
N.C.
Te
12
Br2
Sr
N.C.

7 x
1 x 10-3
1 x io-8
i0-1
4 x i0- 8

unlimited Steam
Cs
BaO
La 2 03
Sm 2 0 3
ZrO 2
N.C.
Ru
Te
CsI
CsBr
SrO
U0 2

Cs
Ba
La
Sm
Zr
Mo
Ru
Te
I
Br
Sr
U
N.C.

= Not certain

TABLE VII E-2

Cs
BaO
N.C.
N.C.
N.C.
N.C.
N.C.
Te
CsI
CsBr
Sr
N.C.

because convergence not achieved

i0- i1
10-20

5 x
ix

10-2
lx
lx 10- 3
i05x
10-23
3 x

in

the iteration

limit.

RESULTS OF THERMODYNAMIC ANALYSIS AT T = 1300 K

Fission
Product

Dominant
Condensed Form

Dominant
Vapor-Form

Approximate
Composition Ratio
Vapor/Condensed

Limited Steam
Cs
Ba
La
Sm
Zr
Mo
Ru
Te
I
Br
Sr
U

Cs 2 0
Ba
La 2 0 3
Sm 2 0 3
Zr
MoO 2
Ru
Te
CsI
CsBr
SrO
U0 2

105
1013
1071
1018
10-18

Cs
Ba
LaO
Sm
ZrO
N.C.
N.C.
Te
CsI
CsBr
Sr
U0

1
2
2
2
1

x
x
x
x
x

4
3
2
5
5

x
x
x
x
x

Cs

1 x 1095
1 x 1016

0
10 0 2
10-1
10-1
10- 1
10-I

Unlimited Steam

N.C.

Cs

CS 2 0

Ba
La
Sm
Zr
Mo
Ru
Te

BaO
La 2 0 3
Sm 2 0 3
ZrO2
N.C.
Ru
TeO 2

BaO
LaO
Sm
ZrO2
N.C.
RuO 3
Te

I

CsI

CsI

7 x 103

Br
Sr
U

CsBr
SrO
U02

CsBr
Sr
U02

4 x 10_11
1 x 10_17
1 x 10

= Not certain

because convergence

not achieved in

1 x 10_19
2 x 10 3
1 x 10-2
-0_27

1 x 10 2
3 x 1041

the iteration

limit.

TABLE VII E-3

RESULTS OF THERMODYNAMIC ANALYSIS AT T = 1900 K

Fission
Product

Dominant
Condensed Form

Approximate
Composition Ratio
Vapor/Condensed

Dominant
Vapor Form

Limited Steam
Cs
Ba
La
Sm
Zr
Mo
Ru
Te
I
Br
Sr
U

None
Ba
La 2 0 3
Sm 2 0 3
Zr
N.C.
Ru
TeO 2
CsI
CsBr
SrO
U0 2

Cs
Ba
LaO
Sm
ZrO
N.C.
RuO 3
Te
CsI
CsBr
Sr
UO

>1
2
2
7
4

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Cs
BaO
LaO
Sm
ZrO 2
N.C.
RuO3
Te
CsI
CsBr
Sr
U0 3

>1 x 1048
2 x 10 -4

2
3
>8
>4
7
1

1083
10 7
104
10-11
10
10
104
3
10
10 3
10•2
10-10

Unlimited Steam
Cs
Ba
La
Sm
Zr
Mo
Ru
Te
I
Br
Sr
U
N.C.

= Not

None
BaO
La 2 0 3
Sm 2 0 3
ZrO 2
N.C.
Ru
None
CsI
CsBr
SrO
U0 2

certain because convergence

TABLE VII E-4

not achieved

RESULTS OF THERMODYNAMIC

Fission
Product

Dominant
Condensed Form

7 x 109
2 x 10-13
1 x 1013
lx 10-16
>2
>8
>4
5
2
in

x
x
x
x
x

103
103
10J
10-6
10-9

the iteration

ANALYSIS AT T =

limit.

2500 K

Approximate
Composition Ratio
Vapor/Condensed

Dominant
Vapor Form

Limited Steam
Cs
Ba
La
Sm
Zr
Mo
Ru
Te
I
Br
Sr
U

None
Ba
La 2 0
Sm 2 o0
Zr
N.C.
Ru
None
CsI
CsBr
SrO
U0 2

Cs
Ba
LaO
Sm
ZrO
N.C.
RuO3
Te
CsI
CsBr
Sr
U0

>1
3
3
3
3

x
x
x
x
x

2
>2
>8
>4
3
2

x
x
x
x
x
x

1082
1024
l0o10_7
10
-23
10-7
103
10•
103
1047_
10

Unlimited Steam

N.C.

=

x
x
x
x
x
6 x
>2 x
7 x
>1
8
1
7
1

108
10-2
10-4
10-7
10-8

La
Sm
Zr
Mo
Ru
Te
I
Br
Sr

None
BaO
La20 3
Sm 2 0 3
ZrO2
N.C.
Ru
None
CsI
CsBr
SrO

Cs
BaO
LaO
Sm
ZrO 2
N.C.
RuO 3
Te
CsI
CsBr
Sr

3 x 1032
1 x 10-6

U

U02

U02

1 x 10

Cs
Ba

Not certain because convergence

not achieved

in

the iteration

1013
107
103

limit.

TABLE VII E-5

VAPOR SPECIES AND MAXIMUM VOLATILIZATION RATE ESTIMATES,
T =

Species
Cs
BaO
Te, TeO
CsI
RuO 3
Sr
MoO 3
LaO
ZrO2
UO3
(a)

3

100K

Equilibrium
Vapor Fraction
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.47
0.034
0.024
0.017
0.009
0.51

These are too highly volatile
at 3100 K.

Equilibrium
Pressure,
Partial
atm

1
8
1
8
2

to estimate

x
x
x
x
x
7

Limiting
Volatilization
Rate,g/cm2 /sec
(a)
(a)
(a)
(a)
1 x 105
8 x i0-b
*104~
1
1 x 105
2 x i0-J

10-2
10 4
103
10-5
10-6

*

rates.

0i

No condensed phase exists

Table VII E-1

--

Table VII E-5
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Summary of Data on Fission Product Release
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by
R. L. Ritzman
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and
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Oak Ridge National Laboratory

When uranium dioxide is heated in air at
the
1550 C,
temperatures below about
UOý is oxidized to U 3 0 8 with an accompanying expansion of the solid lattice
The U308 surface layer cracks
(Ref. 1).
upon accumulation of sufficient stress
the underlying U0 2 to conand exposes
The oxidatinued oxidation (Ref. 2).
tion reaction is exothermic and ignition
or burning of U0 2 has been observed
3).
These conditions--increased
(Ref.
surface area, phase change with lattice
and elevated temperatures-expansion,
are conductive to fission product reduring the oxidation process.
lease
studied reParker et al.(Ref. 2) first
PWR-type
from trace-irradiated
lease
U0 2 pellets of 94 percent theoretical
density and later (Ref. 4) from the same
to different
type of fuel irradiated
levels of burnup to a maximum of 7000
samples
one-gram
Approximately
Mwd/T.
were heated for different periods in air
flowing at 100 cc/minute at temperatures
ranging from 500 C to 1400 C.
fission product release
The pertinent
data that were obtained in these series
of experiments at ORNL are summarized in
Fig.
VII F-1 and in Tables VII F-l, VII
Release values deterF-2, and VII F-3.
mined with specimens irradiated at trace
level (nl Mwd/T) are plotted in Fig. VII
F-1.
Results show that release is not a
but
simple function of temperature,
900 C releases tend to increase
above
with temperature.
The effect of varying the heating time
shown in
is
at different temperatures
Specimens
Tables VII F-2 and VII F-3.
employed to obtain these data were PWRtype material with a density of 93 to 94
percent of theoretical, irradiated to a
burnup of 1000 Mwd/T and 4000 Mwd/T,

respectively.
Increasing exposure
time
air in the range investigated seemed
in
to have no significant effct on fissionproduct release below 800 C, but at this
reincreasing
temperature and above,
of some isotopes with increasing
lease
exposure was observed.
The effect of burnup on oxidation release of the more volatile fission prois
shown graphically in Fig. VII
ducts
The largest
F-2 for two temperatures.
in the case of iodine and rutheeffect
1000 Mwd/T of
nium came in the first
also true of the
burnup and this was
The release of
rare gases at 1200 C.
to increase more or
tellurium appeared
less regularly with increasing burnup in
The release of cesithe range tested.
um, even at 1200 C, was too low to establish an unequivocal correlation but
the results obtained indicate a slight
in
release with increasing
increase
burnup.
The outstanding feature of these retemsults, particularly at the higher
is
the high release of rare
peratures,
gases, iodine, ruthenium, and tellurium.
release is not quite as large
Tellurium
much greatas the other three but still
strontium, or barium.
er than cesium,
largely
is
probably
Ruthenium release
formation of a volatile oxide.
due to
Tellurium oxide is also reasonably volaThe
at the higher temperatures.
tile
strontium,
very low releases of cesium,
and barium are indicative of the lower
In general,
of their oxides.
volatility
the results also indicate that only a
at temperafew minutes exposure to air
tures of 1200 C or above would be necesof rare
large releases
sary to cause
and tellurium
ruthenium,
iodine,
gas,
fission products.
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Uranium
Process

FISSION PRODUCT RELEASE FROM U0 2 OXIDIZED IN AIR
Intermediate density PWR U0 2 (93-94%)
Sample:
Irradiation:
1000 Mwd/ton
Air flow:. 100 cc/min

TABLE VII F-1

Temp
(C)

Time at
Temperature
(min)
He
Air

500

Te

Cs

Ru

Sr

Ba

9
13
90

4.4
4.0
4.0

4.6
2.5
4.7

<0.014
<0.003
0.008

0.02
<0.0008
<0.002

0.013
<0.014
0.36

<0.001
<0.004
<0.004

<0.0009
<0.001
<0.0008

15.0
12.0

11
13
90

6.6
6.0
5.5

3.4
5.6
6.0

0.003
<0.003
0.005

0.004
<0.0007
0.003

0.33
<0.23
0.9

0.003
<0.001
<0.0009

0.0009
<0.0009

15.0
13.0

12
12
90

8.5
7.2
8.3

9.4
10.1
10.0

0.01
<0.003
<0.003

0.001
<0.003
0.02

0.63
1.25
3.8

0.001
<0.0009
<0.0008

<0.001
<0.0007

13.0
13.5

15
14
90

10.5
8.56
15.1

9.1
11.2
14.1

0.05
0.033
0.08

0.016
0.038
<0.007

5.2
6.6
35.3

0.0006
0.008
<0.001

0.0006
0.002

10.0
12.5

15
14
90

11.2
11.9
13.7

15.2
14.4
26.9

<0.4
<0.85
0.41

0.005
0.03
<0.002

18.9
11.5
30.3

<0.001
<0.002
<0.001

<0.01
<0.0015

10.0
12.0

26
18
90

30.3
22.2
30.5

55.2
42.2
73.3

<7.7
<0.6
31.3

0.07
-0.03
0.02

81.5
69.8
97.9

<0.001
<0.001
0.002

<0.007
0.002
0.005

8.0
12.5
12.5

10
11
90

60.0
49.9
52.7

70.4
64.1
71.2

75.3
28.0
58.0

2.8
<0.01
<0.4

85.7
95.5
99.9

<0.001
0.001
<0.2

<0.002
<0.016
<0.2

17.0
14.5

15
90

79.6
77.0

86.6
83.4

59.4
75.9

<0.1
4.5

97.8
99.7

<0.03
0.14

700

800

900

1000

1200

I

15.0
15.0
600

1100

Percentage of Individual Fission Products Released
Rare
Gases

0.1
0.14

U

0.007
<0.0012
0.002
0.19
0.142

FISSION-PRODUCT RELEASE FROM PWR-TYPE
Irradiated to 4000 Mwd/T and Heated in

TABLE VII F-2

Temp
(c)

Time at
Temperature
(min.)
Air
He

Percentage
I

Te

3.6
3.2

<0.007
<0.01

<0.0004
<0.0007

Cs

<0.001
<0.001

<0.004

1.7
0.4
2.3

<0.0002
<0.0003
<0.0004

<0.0004
<0.0006
<0.002

0.015
<0.01

1.0
12.0

<0.0004
<0.0004

<0.0007
<0.001

0.001
0.015

17.0
53.0

<0.001
<0.0008

0.01
<0.004

12.0
32.0

0.09
0.37

72.0
92.0

<0.003
0.1

<0.02
0.08

79.0

16.0

84.0

39.0

<0.02
0.2

91.0
99.0

<0.05
.0.006

<0.003
0.01

<0.003

82.0
95.0

37.0
66.0

0.8
6.4

99.0
99.6

<0.01
0.007

<0.001
0.7

<0.003

18.0
90.0

4.4
4.5

10.0
8.0

<0.006
8.4

0.002
<0.001

700

14.0
13.5
14.0

12.0
15.0
90.0

9.3
7.0
6.8

9.6
10.0
6.5

0.01
0.004
<0.05

0.001
<0.001
<0.0005

800

13.0
14.0

15.0
90.0

14.0
14.0

7.1
16.0

0.007
<0.06

900

14.0
15.0

19.0
90.0

21.0
22.0

49.0
47.0

0.4
6.0

1000

16.0
13.5

15.0
90.0

40.0
44.0

84.0
75.0

14.0

14.0

66.0

14.0

90.0

73.0

14.0
13.0

16.5
90.0

71.0
80.0

(a)

Sample approximately lg of intermediate density
porous alundum cups.

(b)

Air flow,

TABLE VII F-3

500
600
700
800
850
900
1000

(93

to

FISSION-PRODUCT RELEASE FROM PWR-TYPE U02 (a)
Irradiated to 7000 Mwd/T and Heated in Air(b)
Percent of Individual Fission Products

Rare Gases
3.1
4.2
6.1
9.4
15.0
34.0
86.0

94 percent)

1.k

0.06

material in

100 cc/min.

Temp
(C)

<0.005
<0.01

U

Ba

0.08
1.8

14.0
15.0

1200

Sr

<0.0008

1.5
2.9

1100

Ru

Released

<0.0004
<0.0004

23.0
90.0

600

Air

of Individual Fission Products

CGases

16.0
18.0

500

U0(a)
2 (a)

I
4.1
3.1
15.0
9.0
34.0
29.0
78.0

Te
<0.5
<0.1
'<0.08
<0.3
1.4
80.0
37.0

Cs
0.0006
<0.002
<0.005
0.002
0.02
<0.01
<0.03

for 90 Minutes

Released
Ba

Ru

Sr

0.1
0.7
0.1
9.8
35.0
78.0
93.0

<0.0007
<0.0004
<0.0005
<0.0005
<0.005
<0.03
<0.04

(a)

Samples 0.5 to 0.9 q of 96 percent density material
heated for 13 to 16 minutes in helium.

(b)

Air flow,

in

<0.0004
<0.009
<0.007
0.03
<0.08
<0.08
<0.3

porous alundum cups,

pre-

100 cc/min.

Table VII F-I - Table VII F-3
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Temperoture, C
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FIGURE VII F-1

Fission Product Release by the Oxidation of U0 2 to U3 0 8 in Air, Showing
Discontinuity between 600 and 900 C
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FIGURE VII F-2

Effect of Burnup on Fission-Product
Release by Oxidation at 100 and 1200 C
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ESTIMATIONS OF FISSION PRODUCT RELEASE
FROM MELT DURING CONCRETE PENETRATION
by
L. F. Parsly, Jr., and M. H. Fontana
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
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Appendix G
Estimations of Fission Product Release
From Melt During Concrete Penetration
by
L. F. Parsly, Jr, and M. H. Fontana
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Conditions
are created which could promote fission product
release from the
molten core material during its
penetration of the containment
concrete base.
Carbon dioxide generated from decomposition of limestone aggregate,
and steam
liberated from solid hydrates or included water, may pass through the melt producing a gas sparging effect.
Analyses
performed in the core meltdown task indicate that high-gas generation rates
would occur during the first
half-hour
after the molten core contacts the concrete base.
Subsequently, the gas generation rates
should decrease as concrete
penetration
slows,
but
the
cumulative
gas generation during this
period would exceed that of the early
period.
In order to obtain an estimate
of the effectiveness of this process
in
promoting fission product release, simple volatilization
calculations
were
performed.

distribution
coefficient
concentration
in
gas/concentration in liquid

VG

=

volume of gas which has
bled through the melt

VL

=

volume of melt.

bub-

the fraction retained is

C

= exp

o

- vL

(VII G-2)

and the fraction removed is

C -C
0

C

=l

- exp

(VII G-3)

0

The assumption was made that concrete
would be decomposed and that a significant decomposition product would be C02.
The C02 at 3000 K and 1 atm pressure was
assumed to bubble
through the molten
core, and it was assumed that equilibrium
distribution
of fission products
between the melt and the gas bubbles
would be established.
Distribution coefficients for the fission products between the melt and the C02 were calculated from the data given in Gabelnick and
Chassnov
(Ref. 1) for 3000 K, 5 percent
burnup and 5 g/cc smear density.
These
were
assumed to be independent of concentration.
Based on the assumed equilibrium, a differential material balance
can be written.
From this we find that:
HVL
VeG),

=

Thus,

RELEASE DURING GAS SPARGING

C = CO0 exp (

H

(VII G-l)

The calculated distribution coefficients
and the fraction removed values obtained
from Equation (VII G-3)
are given in
Table VII G-1.
The results are based on
a melt volume (VL)
of 932
ft 3 and a
total C02 volume (VG) of 1.25 x 106 ft 3 .
This volume of CO 2 corresponds to decomposition of approximately 5.8 x 104 lb
of concrete (Ref. 2).
Complete decomposition of this mass may not occur and/or
the generated C02 may partially
bypass
the melt.
Thus, two columns of fraction
removed values are given in
Table VII
G-l; one assuming only 20 percent of the
total C02 volume sparges
the melt and
another which assumes 100 percent.
The
VG/VL values in
Equation
(VII
G-3)
applying to these two conditions are
respectively 268 and 1340%
The results of these calculations indicate that the fission products
can be
grouped into four classes as follows:

where
a.
C

=

final concentration

CO

=

initial

concentration

VII-141

Highly volatile - essentially completely
removed by even limited
sparging.
These include Ag, Cd, Cs,
In, I, Rb, Sb, Se, Sn, and Te.

b.

Refractory - almost completely retained after
sparging.
These include Ce, Nb, Rh, and Zr.

c.

volatile
- extent of reModerately
moval depends on amount of sparging.
These
include
Eu,
La, Mo, Nd, and
Pd.

fractory.
Under the same conditions
Ru and Tc should form the volatile
oxides but the presence of metallic
iron in the real melt system would
interfere.
Therefore, only the volatility
classification for these two
fission products remains questionable.

d.

Uncertain - has one volatile and one
non-volatile
form.
These include
Ba,
Gd, Pm, Pr, Ru, Sm, Sr, Tc, and
However, as noted in the table,
Y.
the volatile
form of each of these
fission products is the minor species in the thermodynamic system analyzed.
The sparging process
would
create
highly oxidizing conditions.
On this basis, Ba, Gd, Pm,
Pr,
Sm,
Sr, and Y should exist as oxides and
can legitimately be considered re-

It
must be cautioned that the volatilization fractions listed in Table VII G-l
were
obtained
using a simple rate
expression based on convenient assumptions
regarding
chemical and physical
equilibrium.
While very
useful
in
developing the qualitative conclusions
just presented, the data should not be
considered
a quantitative prediction of
actual releases in a containment meltthrough situation.
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TABLE VII G-1

REMOVAL OF FISSION PRODUCTS FROM MELT BY SPARGING WITH
CO 2 FROM CONCRETE DECOMPOSITION
Percent Sparge Gas Volume

Fission Product

Distributionb)
Coefficient

20
Fraction

100
Removed from Melt

Ag

3.26 x 10-2

>0.999

>0.999

Ag 2 0
Ba (a)

1.62 x 101

>0.999

>0.999

9.35 x 10-2

>0.999

>0.999

BaO

4.09 x 105

Cd
CdO

0.01

0.045

4.93

>0.999

>0.999

>0.999

>0.999

Ce

3.45 x 10 2
4.14 x 10-5
--2

0.01

0.045

Ce 2 03

1.25 x 105

<0.01

0.017

Cs

6.51 x 101

>0.999

>0.999

Cs 2 0

1.53

-53

>0.999

>0.999

Eu

>0.999

>0.999

Eu 2 03
Gd (a)

2.73 x 101
2.43 x 10-1
10-36
3.33 x 1076

0.48

0.96

0.59

>0.999

Gd203

5.68 x

<0.01

<0.01

>0.999

>0.999

>0.999

>0.999

>0.999

>0.999
0.23

I
4.78 x 10-2

In
In

20 3

406.0

La (a)

2.00

10-4

0.05

La 2 03

3.67

0.01

0.051

3.35

105
8
10

<0.001

<0.001

MoO 2

1.21

10-7

0.03

0.15

Nb

2.47

10-4

<0.001

<0.001

NbO 2
Nd (a)

2.92

10-6

<0.001

<0.001

9.65

10-6

0.23

0.73

Nd 2 03

1.27

10-4

0.03

0.16

Pd

6..12

10-4

0.15

0.56
0.40
>0.999

Mo

PdO

3.80

10-4

0.10

pm(a)

8.84

10-4

0.91

Pm 2 03

3.25

10-6

<0.001
0.24

0.75
0.02

6

0.001

pr(a)

1.03

10-

Pr

1.38

10-3

<0.01

7.53

10-1

>0.999

>0.999

Rb 2 0

4.08

>0.999

>0.999

Rh

2.06

i0100-6

<0.01

0.03

Rh 2 0

7.93

0- 5
10-61

<0.01

0.01

<0.01

0.02

>0.999

>0.999

>0.999

>0.999

>0.999

>0.999

2 03

Rb

Ru
RuO 2 (a)

1.11

Sb

4.40

Sb203

8.80

6.12

10- 2

TABLE VII G-1

(Continued)
Percent Sparge Gas Volume

Fission Product

Distributionb)
Coefficient

100
20
Fraction Removed from Melt

Se

4.49 x 10-1

>0.999

>0.999

SeO 2
Sm (a)

4.10

Sm 2 03
Sn
SnO
Sr (a)

>0.999

>0.999

3.24 x 105.45 x 10-5

>0.999

>0 .999

0.01

0.07

4.02 x 10-3
3.62 x i02

0.66

1

0.995

>0.999

>0.999

>0 .999

>0.999

SrO

2.45 x 10-1
8.18 x 10-7

<0.001

0.001

Tc
TcO2 (a)

3.69 x 10-7
1.57 x 10-3

<0. 001

<0.001

0.34

0.88

Te

>0.999

>0.999

TeO2

0.62 x 10-1
3.40 x 101-

>0.999

>0.999

(a)
Y203

3.45 x 104
1.77 x 10-5

0.056

0.384

Zr

5.2 x 107
1.59 x 10-

ZrO2
U0 2
Pu02
(a)

Minor species

(b)

Distribution coefficient

8
6

4.71 x 10
2.64 x 10-7

0.01

0.02

<0.001

<0.001

<0. 001

<0.001

0.001

0.006

<0.001

<0.001

Concentration in gas
Concentration in liquid

Table VII G-1
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APPENDIX H

EXAMINATION OF SOLID FISSION PRODUCT PLATEOUT
IN PRIMARY SYSTEMS
by
R. L. Ritzman
Battelle's Columbus Laboratories.
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Appendix H
Examination of Solid Fission Product Plateout
in Primary Systems
by
R. L. Ritzman
Battelle's Columbus Laboratories

Fission products that are released from
the reactor fuel before and during core
melting must travel through the rest of
the primary system in order to escape
into the containment atmosphere. The
first and principal component of the
system is the pressure vessel, and it is
released
possible that some of the
could be retained on
fission products
internal structures inside this vessel.
Specifically fission product vapors that
are swept out of the core region will
in the
encounter cooler temperatures
condense
upper plenum. The vapors may
surfaces in
on the cooler structural
this region thus preventing their escape
However, it is
into the containment.
also conceivable that the vapors might
gas phase condensation with
undergo
forming an
other vaporized materials,
aerosol which would be swept out of the
this
The following sections of
vessel.
document present the results of several
to
that were performed
calculations
some insight into the fate of
provide
in the reactor
solid fission products
Examination of iodine deposivessel.
tion in the primary system is covered in
another document.

HII.

ESTIMATED VAPOR CONCENTRATIONS
OF FISSION PRODUCTS AND
CONDENSATION CONDITIONS

In order to obtain an estimate of the
product
potential for solid fission
plateout in the upper plenum region of
the pressure vessel, a series of volawere performed.
calculations
tility
Fission product vapor concentrations in
the bulk gas flowing through the upper
plenum were estimated using the meltdown
release rates and bulk steam-hydrogen
flow rates that would be characteristic
of the meltdown period.
The estimated length of the meltdown
period for a PWR or BWR varies somewhat
(Ref. 1) but 45 minutes is a reasonable
In this analysis it is assumed
value.
that the solid fission product meltdown
component releases are released at a
constant rate over the 45 minute period.
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Combining the fraction released values
with calculated core fission product
inventory
data, an estimate of
the
individual mass release rates
can be
made.
Then knowing the bulk gas flow
rate from the core region one
can
calculate the fission product gas phase
partial pressures. The bulk gas (steamhydrogen) flow originates
from water
boiloff inside the pressure vessel and
the rate is
estimated to range from
about 5000 to 10,000 cfm (Ref. 1).
The
smaller rate will be used to maximize
the estimated partial
pressures.
The
results of performing this exercise for
a series of gas temperatures are summarized in Table VII H-1. Note that the
partial pressures are calculated without
regard to vapor saturation restrictions.
The result of considering
saturation
conditions
for each of the fission
product elements is presented in Table
VII H-2.
Here the ratio of the calculated partial pressures given in Table VII
H-1 to the respective saturation pressures (Ref. 2) for each fission product
element
and temperature are tabulated.
This ratio indicates the degree of supersaturation that would occur in each
case if the hot gas mixture leaving the
core region were suddenly cooled to the
given temperatures. Values greater than
one indicate that condensation of the
fission product would be
favored under
such conditions while values less than
one tend to preclude any condensation.
Although the supersaturation ratios in
Table VII H-2 are only approximations,
several useful observations can be made.
For example, at gas or system temperatures above about 1000 F, no stable condensed cesium or tellurium phase should
Above about 1500 F the same is
exist.
expected for strontium.
However, at all
temperatures considered here, condensation of ruthenium and yttrium. is strongly
favored, and at the lowest temperature (530 F) strontium, tellurium, and
probably cesium should also condense.
These results indicate the importance
that thermal conditions will have on the
behavior of solid fission products in
primary systems.

where

H2. ESTIMATION OF THE THERMAL
HISTORY OF UPPER PRESSURE
VESSEL INTERNALS
The
upper plenum of a PWR pressure
vessel
(above
the upper core plate)
contains a collection of support columns
and control
rod guide tubes.
When the
reactor core begins to heat up,
after
the
LOCA,
the temperatures
in
this
region would be about
500 to
600 F.
During
the
core meltdown period, hot
steam and hydrogen flowing from the core
would heat
the internal masses.
This
heatup process would also be assisted by
decay
heat
from fission products that
are carried into the upper plenum.
From thermal
analysis
of core heatup
(Ref. 3) a typical water
boiloff rate
for the meltdown period is 0.01 lb/min
per channel or about 400 lb/min for the
entire
core.
Also from core thermal
analyses the average temperature of this
steam as it entered the upper plenum can
be obtained.
These data,
listed in
Table VII
H-3,
indicate
average
gas
temperatures of 2000 to
3000 F during
the first
half of core meltdown and
increasing temperatures afterwards.
The
point of interest here pertains to the
first
half of core meltdown; specifically how rapidly the steam would heat the
structural internals of the upper plenum
to temperatures in the range of 1000 to
1500 F.
Therefore, a simple model was
formulated
to solve the heat transfer
problem.

F +
hA
VpsCS
Vp--

3

dTM
dt

hA - (T

VpsCs dt

- FCS

2 + X
4
2

MM

=

mass of structural masses,

CM

=

heat capacity
Btu/lb, F

of

ps

=

steam density,

lb/ft

CS

=

heat

capacity

)

-

HA

(Ts -

3

of steam,

ft

volume of chamber,

F

=

steam delivery rate,

A

=

surface area of masses,

h

=

heat

transfer

Btu/hr,

ft

2

TM

Ti +

I

TMO (X 3 -a

L

lb/hr

2

function

)

exp

(-a

2

t)

exp

(-a

1

t)

l

2

11

2.

+

1

)

1

where
dTM
=t 1

S

1

M

dT S
=

2 Ti -

3 TS +

a2

4 TM
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2

coefficient,

a1-a2

a1 (a 2 -a

ft

, F.

The solution for TM as a
time for this problem is:

TM)

or

Btu/

3

=

X1 Ti 012-a)
-

solid,

V

TM)

i

the

lb

lb, F

T-T

dTS

hA

- VsCS
p4

Here,

The plenum was considered to be a well
mixed chamber with steam entering at
F lb/hr and
at constant temperature Ti
and leaving at the same rate but at a
lower temperature TS.
Inside the chamber the structural masses are at temperature TMO initially
and heat to increasing temperatures
denoted by TM as a
function of time.
On this basis the
following equations can be written:
MMCM

F
2 =Vp s

hA
A
1 MMCM

(X 1 +X 3 ) 2
4

(a 1 +X3 ) +
2

+

(A1 +X3 )
2

( X1 + X3 ) 2
4

-

of

The heat transfer
coefficient,
h,
was
estimated from a dimensionless equation
(Ref. 4) for gases
flowing normal to
banks
of staggered tubes for DoGmax/Pf
from 2000 to 32,000.
Thus

hD0 =

.3[p

0.33

FDo~max]0.6

The value obtained for h at a steam
delivery
rate of 400 lb/min or 24,000
lb/hr was 26.8 Btu/hr, ft 2 , F.
Values
of TM as
a function of time (t) were
calculated for the case; TMO = 500 F at
time zero and an inlet
steam temperature
Ti = 2000 F.
The results are given in
Table VII H-4 along with the values used
for the various parameters.
It
can be
seen that upper plenum structural temperatures are predicted to exceed 1000 F
within
15 min and 1500 F within 45 min.
Considering these results in conjunction
with the data shown in Table VII H-3, it
appears that structural surfaces in
the
upper plenum would be well above 1000 F
and probably exceed 1500 F before half
the core has melted.
This is because
average steam temperatures
continue
to
rise as melting occurs and heating prior
to the onset of melting would raise
the
materials
temperatures
above the 500 F
value used in the heat-transfer calculation.
H3.

ESTIMATED VAPORIZATION OF CORE
STRUCTURALS AND BEHAVIOR IN
UPPER PLENUM

in
and near
The structural components
the molten core region will vaporize
during the meltdown period.
In
fact
these vapors
may comprise most of the
total mass which
is
carried by steam
flow
into the upper
region of the
pressure vessel.
Cooling of the hot
vapor-steam mixture as it
mixes with
steam that has passed through unmelted
sections
of the core will create supersaturated vapor conditions.
Assuming
this causes
particles
to form it is
necessary to estimate
the particulate
concentrations
that could occur and to
determine how the resulting particulate
surface
area compares with the upper
plenum system surface area.
The first
step in the analysis requires
an estimate of the core vaporization
rates
for important components.
This
was made by using the Knudsen-Mayer
equation modified for the presence of an
external atmosphere (Ref. 5) . Thus,
Z = 0.44 P

MIT,
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where
Z

P

M
T

=
=
=

vaporization rate in g/cm2 /sec
vapor pressure in atmospheres
molecular weight in grams
temperature in degrees Kelvin.

Two vaporization
temperatures (T) were
selected; 2800 C (the approximate
melting point of U0 2 and also close to the
boiling point of iron) and 2300 C.
The
latter
temperature
takes
into account
melting point depression of the fuel
through possible eutectic reactions and
it is also well into the liquid region
for molten
iron
(melting point about
1550 C).
In
order
to obtain
a core
vaporization rate
the above
equation
must be multiplied by an
effective
surface area.
A value of 4 x 105 cm2
was used since this is about 1 percent
of the total
fuel rods surface area in a
large reactor core and it is also only a
few times larger than the cross sectional area of the reactor pressure vessel.
On this basis the potential vaporization
loss rates and other pertinent data
for
important materials
were obtained as
shown in Table VII H-5.
It can be seen
that
under
the assumed
conditions,
nearly all
the vaporized material will
be made up of tin and iron at both temperatures.
Fuel vaporization
contributes minor amounts and zirconium loss
is insignificant.
Therefore,
zirconium
vaporization may be ignored during the
rest of the analysis.
The potential vaporization loss rates in
Table VII H-5 would not be
realized if
insufficient
gas flow is available to
carry away vapors
from the vaporizing
surfaces.
Therefore, the rates must be
modified to take into account gas phase
saturation
limitations.
This requires
specification of the gas
flow rate
in
the core, and since boiloff calculations
indicate steam flows
in
the range of
5000 to 10,000 cfm (Ref. 1), the higher
value was used to correspond with the
high core temperatures that were selected.
Assuming ideal gas behavior,
the
potential
vaporization rates from Table
VII H-5 would exceed saturation
concentrations
at this bulk gas flow rate;
that is,
the 10,000 cfm steam flow is
too low to achieve the potential vaporization rates.
The rates that could be
achieved
at each temperature are tabulated in Table VII H-6 along with the
gas phase vapor saturation concentration
these represent.
It can be seen that
tin still
exhibits
the highest mass
release rate, with iron a close second,
and then U0 2 somewhat less.
However,
there is insufficient tin
in
a large
reactor core (about 2.6 x 10 5 g) to sustain these rates for the entire meltdown

Since iron
(about 4 5 minutes).
period
limiand fuel vaporization are not so
remainder of this analysis is
ted, the
based only on these two materials.
The vapor concentration values in Table
VII H-6 can now be used to arrive at
estimates of particle concentrations in
a pressure vessel
the upper plenum of
However, one further
during meltdown.
factor must be considered in developing
In the early stages of
this estimate.
fraction of the
core meltdown only a
steam flow will pass through the
total
that is melting.
region of the core
only a fraction of the vapor
Therefore,
concentrations given in Table VII H-6
will occur in the upper plenum as this
steam mixes with the remaining steam
that has passed through cooler core
a rather wide
On this basis
regions.
is
concentrations
vapor
of
range
possible for the upper plenum which
practically could extend from about 2 x
10-4 g/l up to about 2 x 10-1 g/l.
This
range was used to estimate particle
lower value being
concentrations, the
indicative of very early core meltdown
of very
and the higher one indicative
late core meltdown.
to experimental studies, the
According
mean size of particles formed when both
clad and unclad U02 are melted in gas
streams ranges from about 0.02 to 0.1 pam
Assuming all the vaporized
6).
(Ref.
in the gas phase
condenses
material
forming 0.1 pam diameter particles, using
and
a particle density of 5 g/cc,
considering the effect of reduced temperature in the plenum region on specific volume (roughly a factor of two), the
concentration range given
vapor mass
above indicates a concentration range
from 1.5 x 1011
particles
of 0.1 Pam
to 1.5 x 1014 particles/l.
particles/l
These concentrations can now be used to
estimate particulate surface areas for
even though
the upper plenum volume
be expected to
would
agglomeration
occur. This is because in forming agglomerates, the surface area represented
is probably
by the primary particles
(less than a
slightly reduced
only
Electron photomicrofactor of two).
graphs of particle agglomerates usually
show a very loose, open structure in
most of the primary particle
which
surface area is exposed to the gas (Ref.
Therefore, assuming spherical par7).
ticles, the specific particulate surface
areas corresponding to the above concentrations could range from about 4.5 x
101 cm2 /l up to 4.5 x 104 cm2 /l.
These
values translate into a total particulate surface area for the upper plenum
sq
volume (about 1850 ft3 ) of from 2600
ft up to 2.6 x 106 sq ft. Since the
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structural surface area of the plenum
region is estimated at about 3000 sq ft,
the calculations indicate a particulate
surface area roughly equivalent to the
structural surface area at the beginning
of core meltdown and tens or hundreds
of
times greater during following parts
the meltdown period.
of course assumes
The above analysis
that all the material vaporized in the
core region condenses to form particles
as the hot gas mixture cools in the
upper plenum rather than condensing on
This probably is
the cooler surfaces.
not the case but the process of cooling
the hot gas-vapor mixture through mixing
with cooler gases will rapidly produce
supersaturated vapor conditions
highly
Such condidirectly in the gas phase.
for
particle
are
favorable
tions
nucleation and it can be shown from
collision theory that collision frequencies, between species in the gas phase
will exceed collision frequencies with
it seems
Therefore,
solid surfaces.
that
particulate
aerosols would be
present and the
surface area of the
aerosol could exceed the surface area of
the
upper
in
structural components
plenum
region
during
much of the
meltdown period. During the late stages
this condition
is less
of meltdown,
probable because of the predicted high
gas temperatures
(see Table VII H-3).
However,
the steel structurals might
very well have melted by this time.

114. CONCLUSIONS
The three sets of analyses that have
been presented lead to several expectaregarding solid fission product
tions
behavior in primary systems during core
For example, it is doubtful
meltdown.
that either cesium or tellurium would,
through condensation, become associated
By the
with the particulate aerosol.
time appreciable aerosol concentrations
occur the expected gas temperatures, and
are too
hence particle temperatures,
high (over 1000 F) to allow cesium or
However, in the
tellurium condensation.
early stages of core meltdown cesium and
tellurium vapors would probably plateout
(below 1000 F)
on the relatively cool
structure
in the upper plenum. Then
within a few minutes, as the structure
F, this
condensed
heats
above 1000
material would vaporize and be swept out
to
the containment atmosphere. Hence
system
is
plateout in the primary
expected
to offer only a temporary
delaying effect in
the
escape
of
to the
released cesium and tellurium
containment volume.

strontium should be
The behavior of
similar to that of cesium and tellurium
with escape to containment delayed somewhat longer by the need for higher upper
plenum temperatures to vaporize the porearly
would
experience
tion
that
Some of the early condensaplateout.
tion of strontium vapor could occur on
This materiaerosol particles however.
al would then be carried directly to the
containment without significant delay.
Materials like ruthenium (noble metals)
have suffi(rare earths)
or yttrium
that condensaciently low volatilities
expected in the plenum
tion should be

region throughout most of the core meltCompetition may occur
down
period.
on
structural
between
condensation
surfaces and condensation on or with the
The gas phase is
particulate aerosol.
expected to be so highly supersaturated
with
structural
that co-condensation
vapors from the core should be very
In fact,
these materials
competitive.
may enter the plenum region not as
vapors but as very small particulates
and act there as condensation nuclei for
In either case,
the structural vapors.
to
assume
it
seems
inappropriate
significant retention of the meltdown
for these species in
fractions
release
the primary vessel.
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ESTIMATED SOLID FISSION PRODUCT PARTIAL PRESSURES AS A
FUNCTION OF GAS TEMPERATURE AFTER LEAVING CORE REGION

TABLE VII H-1

Estimated
Meltdown Release
Release

Species

Fraction

MolecularPatlIncte
Weight
mole

530F

980F

1520F

6.5 x 10-3
8.4 x 10-5
4.9 x 10-4

9.5 x 10-3
1.2 x 10-4
7.2 x 10-4

1.7
2.1

2.1 x 10-4
8.1 x 10-6

3.0 x 101.2 x 10-5

1.3 x 10-2
1.7 x 10-5
9.9 x 10-4
4.2 x 10-4
1.6 x 10-5

2.1

1 33
3 45

Sr (c)
Ru (d)
(e)

0.10

0.3
0.15

1 03

Indicator
Indicator
Indicator
Indicator
Indicator
Estimated

(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

TABLE VII H-2

Temperatures

lb/min
6.0
0.2

(b)

Partial

Ib/ib-

0.81
0.15

(a)

forGs
Indicated Gas

Rate

Cs (a)
Te (b)

0.03
0.003

(atm)

Estimated

0.005

Pressure(f)

88
89

2060F

1.3
5.3

x 10-2

x 10-4
x 10-3
x 10-4
10- 5
x

species for alkali metals
species for Te, Se, Sb
species for alkaline earths
species for noble metal group
species for lanthanides and actinides
from ideal gas equation ignoring saturation restrictions.

APPROXIMATE SUPERSATURATION RATIO FOR THE SOLID FISSION
PRODUCTS AS A FUNCTION OF GAS TEMPERATURE

Supersaturation Ratio - Partial Pressure In

Gas At Assumed Release Rate

SSaturation Pressure of the Element
Species
Cs
Te

2

Sr

0.049

1380.0

0.065

0.00085

2.6 x 106

65.0

0.16

>2.1 x 107

>3.0 x 10

y

>8.1 x 105

>1.2 x 10 6

TABLE VII H-3

(a)

<0.013

3.8

Ru

2060 F

1520 F

980 F

530 F

>4.2 x 107

<0.017
<0.0002
0.0075
>5.3 x 10

7

310

1.5 x 106

:
AVERAGE EXIT GAS TEMPERATURES FROM CORE HEATUP ANALYSES

(a)

Approximate
Percent
Core Melt

Accident
Time (Min)

Approximate
T (gas) (OF)

30

1400

0

40

2000

5

50

2600

25

60
70

3300-3600
4200-4700

50-60
60-90

80

4600-5000

70-100

Range of values for higher core melt fractions due to differences
model assumptions regarding steam flow through melted regions.

in core heatup

TABLE VII H-4

UPPER PLENUM STRUCTURAL TEMPERATURES VERSUS TIME FOR HEATING
BY STEAM ONLY
Time

(min)

Tm

0

500

6

732

15

1011

30
45

1349
1569
1714

60
MM = 35,

= 0.0433 lb/ft

CS = 0.5 Btu/lb,

TABLE VII H-5

Material

3

V = 1850 ft

130 lb
F

CM = 0.17 Btu/lb,
PS

(OF)

lb/hr

F = 24000

2

3

A = 2186

ft

F

h = 26.8

Btu/hr,

ft

2

,

F

MATERIALS DATA AND POTENTIAL VAPORIZATION LOSS RATES

Molecular
Weight

Vapor Pressure,
2300 C

atm
2800 C

Potential Vaporization
Loss Rate, g/sec
2300 C
2800 C

U0 2
Iron

270
56

4 x 10-4
8.5 x 10-2

6 x 10-2
>1

23
2200

3100
>24000

Zirconium
Tin

91
119

5 x 10-6
1.7 x 10- 1

4 x 10>1

0.17
6400

12
>35000

TABLE VII H-6

Material

SATURATION VAPORIZATION RATES AND CONCENTRATIONS
Vaporization Rate, g/sec
2300 C
2800 C

Vapor Concentrations, g/l
2300 C
2800 C

U0 2

2.3

300

5 x 10-4

6.4 x 10-2

Iron

110

>1000

2.3 x 10-2

Tin

460

>2100

9.6 x 10-2

>2.2 x 10-1
>4.7 x 10-1

Table VII H-1 -

Table VII H-6
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Appendix I
Iodine Deposition in PWR and BWR Reactor Vessels
and Associated Equipment
H. S. Rosenberg and D. K. Landstrom
Battelle's Columbus Laboratories
A model to predict the deposition
of
fission-product
iodine on the internals
and associated equipment of PWR and BWR
reactors was developed and calculations
were made as a function of temperature,
concentration, gas flow rate, gas composition, and puff versus constant release
rate.
It
can be shown that the amount
of iodine deposited is
independent of
and depends only on
the release model
the steam boil-off rate (Q),
the surface
area available
for deposition (A),
and
the overall
deposition
coefficient,
(Kt).
Further, it can be shown that the
deposition of iodine
is
controlled by
the wall deposition velocity (Kw),
and
for all
cases of interest Kt 2 Kw.

MMd-

Q

It
[t

=WtA

+

Q

(eQ/V) t- 1 )]
(VII 1-3)

Now, by definition
W = M /t

(VII 1-4)

where Mo = the total
mass of 12,
and
since
the product
of Q and t is large
compared to V, Equation
(VII 1-3)
reduces to
Md = Mo K tA/Q

I1. CONSTANT RELEASE VERSUS PUFF
RELEASE 1

(VII 1-5)

11.2 PUFF RELEASE
11.1 COMTS-ANT RELEASE RATE
For a constant release over a time
period, the concentration of iodine is
given by the following equation:

For the case of a puff release of a mass
(Mo)
of iodine into a chamber of volume
V, the concentration is given by:

Cg CgU
= W [1 - e-(Q/V)t]

(VII 1-6)

= Mo/V

Co

(VIi I-1)
Steam being produced
removes
iodine
at

where,
Cg = concentration of 12 in gas,
W = mass
release
rate
of
12,
Q = volumetric
flow rate, V = volume of
chamber, and t = time period.
The
by:

amount of iodine deposited is

a

rate
(Q)
rate
C'gQ.

Therefore:
dC'
dt
dt6Cg

Cg
%

(VII 1-7)

Qc,/V.

(VII 1-8)

given
and

t

Md

=

f

C KtAdt
g

dC'

(VII 1-2)

Kt = overall deposition coeffiwhere,
as
cient, A = deposition area and Cg is
defined in Equation (VII I-1).

dt
Therefore:

Co = Coe-Qt/V
g

Inserting and integrating gives:

where t
1

at
a

See Table VII 1-5 for units and
nitions of terms.

defi-

is

(VII 1-9)

the deposition time.

The amount of iodine deposited is
fore:
VII-161

there-

Md = 0 CK tAdt

Md = KtACo

MMd ==

f te-Qt/Vdt

KtACoV
Q

[e-Qt/V

(VII 1-10)

(VII I-ll)

(VII 1-12)

large
is
Since the product of Q and t
with respect to V, this equation will
reduce to:

12.1 PWR REACTOR, UPPER INTERNALS
In
order to prove the validity of using
to
Equation (VII 1-16) it was necessary
values of Kg and compare them
calculate
values of Kw
to previously determined
1).
For the PWR reactor upper
(Ref.
internals this was done by using the
Chilton-Colburn analogy between heat and
mass transfer to determine Kg, since an
empirical equation is available to calculate the heat transfer coefficient,
hm, for fluid flowing normal to banks of
coThe heat transfer
staggered tubes.
equation is (Ref. 2)
efficient
hmDo
=

0.33

[Ckr

(VII 1-13)

Md = K tACoV/Q.

1/3

[D
[D

10ma-x]0.6

(VII 1-18)
Since from Equation (VII 1-6) Co = Mo/V,
Equation (VII 1-13) further reduces to
(VII 1-14)

Md = Mo KtA/Q.

is
the same as
(VII 1-14)
Equation
for the constant
(VII 1-5)
Equation
release case so that Md is independent
of the release model and depends only on
the surface
the steam boil-off rate (Q),
and
(A),
area available for deposition
the overall deposition coefficient, Kt.
12.

where Do = outside diameter of tubes,
p = viscosity
fluid heat capacity,
Cp
kf = thermal conductivity of
oT =fluid,
Gmal = mass velocity of fluid
fluid,
through minimum cross section.
Using the definitions of Chilton
Colburn (Ref. 3) for jH and JD:
J - hm
C pPUave

DETERMINATION OF THE OVERALL
DEPOSITION COEFFICIENT, Kt,
AND CALCULATION OF DEPOSITION
FRACTIONS

it was deAs will be described later,
BWR
termined for both the PWR and
that the deposition of iodine
reactors
is essentially controlled by the wall
velocity, Kw, since the caldeposition
mass-transport
culated value of the
coefficient, Kg is large with respect to
Kw.
The following relationship exists
between the coefficients:
1
Kt

1 +
Kg

(VII 1-15)

w

(VII 1-16)

.

(VII 1-19)

v

(VII 1-20)

P, kf, Gmax are previously
where hm, C,
coefficient
film
K• = gas
defined,
mean of the partial
PBm = logari~hmic
Dv = diffusivity
pressure, p = density,
fluid, Uave = mean fluid
in
of iodine
velocity.
Assuming jH = JD,
K'g such that
K'U

g ave

Kg =

P

adjusting the units of

Bm

max
defining
C P

If the above is true then Equations (VII
(VII 1-12) can be written as
and
1-3)
follows:
Md = MoKwA/Q

7Cp
1 2/3

jDýý
[pD
v1
2/3

JD =gmGmax

to Kw,
is
large with respect
If
K9
Equation (VII 1-13) will reduce to a
simple equivalent between Kt and Kw,
i.e.:
Kt = Kw

[

and

=

Prandtl Number = N

=

Schmidt Number = Nsc'

and

f

(VII 1-17)

VII-162

then

V

h Cp

C LprJ

2/3

12.2 PWR REACTOR, STEAM GENERATOR

l] 2/3

= g

Nsc]

of iodine in
the
For the deposition
Equation
Gilliland's
steam generator,
(VII 1-7) which represents mass transfer
columns was used to
inside wetted-wall
obtain JD as follows:

(VII 1-21)
Thus

hr

g

sc]2/3 (VII

]2/3

JD

1-22)

= 0.023

(Re)-0.17

(Nsc)0.11

PLprjmNI

(VII 1-24)
where

hm is obtained from Equation (VII 1-16)
in
the
Dv,
term,
and the diffusivity
is
evaluated using the
Schmidt number
following equation (Ref. 4)

Re

=

Reynolds Number

=

hydraulic radius

-

where
1.858 x 10-3 T3/
DDI1=2
12

~

P GI1 2

2

[ml + m2]/2

D
QD

the Schmidt number as prevand Nsc is
combining
Therefore
iously defined.
Equations (VII 1-20) and (VII 1-21)
(VII 1-23)

ml and m2 are
where T = temperature (K),
weights
of the two
the
molecular
components,
DGILennard-Jones
force
2 =
D = Collision integral
constant,
and
for diffusion.
and %D can be obtained
Values of Gl,
4 .
listed
in
Reference
from tables
1-22)
for Kg at
Solving Equation
(VII
the values
various conditions produce
Table VII
I-1,
which also
listed
in
shows the values of Kw taken from Refershows the
Table VII 1-1 also
ence 1.
deposited
(Md)
from
amount of iodine
Equation (VII 1-17) and the fraction deMd/Mo for various condiposited f=
tions.
1i1 calculations assume an ioof 22 lbs
(10kg),
dine mass release
of pre-filmed 304
deposition surfaces
the
in
stainless steel, the atmosphere
pressure vessel is well-mixed, and steam
x 106
(3
boil-off rates of 12 lbs/sec
x 105
(3
1.2 lbs/sec
and
cc/sec)
cc/sec).
The area available for deposition was estimated from scale drawings
for PWR
and is approximately 3000 sq ft.
internals
(see Table VII 1-6).
upper
Calculations were performed for temperaand
500 F,
1000 F,
tures
of 250 F,
2000 F.
At the two higher temperatures,
two iodine species, elemental iodine and
considered along
hydrogen iodide, were
fluid compositions bewith different
react
could conceivably
cause iodine
with hydrogen in the core region to form
HI.

K;

-0 17
-056
0.023 Gmax
(Re)
(Nsc)
PBm
(VII 1-25)

By
adjusting units
ft/hr.
we have:

Kg

0.023 Gmax
p

(Re)

to

obtain

Kg

in

0.17(Nsc)0.56
(VII 1-26)

for Kg at
Solving Equation (VII 1-26)
produces the values
various conditions
taken from
in Table 1-2.
Kw is
listed
and Md was calculated
Reference
1
All calculausing Equation (VII 1-17).
the same conditions used
tions assume
exfor the upper internal calculations
cept that the deposition area is approxTable VII
1-2
imately 51,500 sq. ft.
and fd (total)
also lists
the Md (total)
by summing the deposition from the reacand the steam
upper
internals
tor
generators.
12.3 BWR REACTOR, STEAM SEPARATORS
A procedure identical to that used to
in
a PWR steam
calculate
deposition
the
generator was
used to calculate
in the steam separaiodine
deposition
Gilliland's
Equation
tors of a BWR.
5)
was
used with a suitable
(Ref.

VII-163

13. SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Number to
modification of the Reynolds
The same
the steam separator geometry.
as noted
conditions
steam generation
used with a deposition
previously were
ft.
sq.
9,850
area of approximately
the results were expected to be
Since
similar to the previous cases only the
at 500
and 1000 F were
depositions
the
1-3 lists
Table VII
calculated.
Kt, Md, and fd for
of K9 , Kw,
values
these conditions.
12.4 BWR REACTOR STEAM DRYERS
A procedure similar to that used to calthe BWR steam
in
deposition
culate
the
separators was used to calculate
iodine deposition in the steam dryers of
5)
(Ref.
Equation
Gilliland's
a BWR.
was again used with a modification of
the Reynolds Number to the steam dryer
steam generating
The same
geometry.
conditions as noted previously were used
with a deposition area of 32,400 sq. ft.
Again, deposition was calculated only at
the
Table VII 1-4 lists
500 and 1000 F.
Fd
(total),
Md,
values of Kg, Kw, Kt,
for these conditions.
and fd (total)

all
the cases examined for both the
In
comparison
PWR and BWR primary systems,
values show that iodine
of Kg and I
rate condeposition would be surface
trolled even at relatively low bulk gas
The results in
Table VII 1-2
flows.
also show that minimal deposition of
in
elemental iodifte should be expected
the PWR primary system under LOCA condiat temperatures above
tions; that is,
500 F and at bulk steam generation rates
in the range of 5 to 10 lb per second.
In addition, considerably less than half
it
should form) would be
the HI (if
to deposit under these condiexpected
tions either.
Deposition predictions for iodine in the
(Tables
upper regions of a BWR vessel
1-3 and VII 1-4) show results that
VII
are very similar to those obtained for
Therefore, primary systhe PWR cases.
tem deposition should not cause signifiduring its
cant retention of iodine
in
transport to the containment region
either reactor system.
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TABLE VII I-1

VALUES OF Kg,

Kw,

Kt,

Md AND fd FOR VARIOUS CONDITIONS OF

IODINE DEPOSITION
PWR UPPER INTERNALS (a)

Temperature
F

Iodine
Species

Steam
Boil-off
Rate
lbs/sec

Fluid
Composition

Kg

Kw(b)

ft/hr

Kt

ft/hr

Md
lbs.

ft/hr

fd
2.79xi-03

12.0

339.0

0.354

0.354

6.13xi0-2

100% H2 0

1.2

85.2

0.354

0.352

6.10x10-

12

100% H2 0

12.0

233.7

0.0236

0.0236

4. 09xi0-

500

12

100% H2 0

1.2

58.7

0.0236

0.0236

4. 09xi0-

1.86xi0-

1000

12

12.0

421.8

1.53x10-

2.65xi0-4

1. 20x10-

1000

12

1.2

106.0

1.53xi0-

1.53xi0-

2. 65xi0-3

1.20x10~

1000

HI

100% H20
H20
100%
H 20
50% H2
50%
2

12.0

906.7

0.590

0.590

0.102

4 .64x10-3

1000

HI

1.2

227.7

0.590

1.02

0.0463

250

12

100% H20

250

12

500

1

2

12

100% H2 0

12.0

12

100% H 20

2000

HI

50% H2
50% H 0
2

2000

HI

50% H2
50%

(a)
(b)

1.2

4

454.1

1.2

Based on Deposition area of approximately
Values obtained from Reference 1.

TABLE VII 1-2 VALUES OF Kg' Kw,

Kt,

3000 sq.

Md,

fd'

ft.

Md

6

3.48x10-

1.58xi0

4

5

4

2. 01xlO-

3.48x10-

1.58x10"
2

1807.7

12.0

5

2. 01x10-

2. 01xl0-

212.1

4

0.588

4

2000

5

3

2. 01xl0-

844.8

3

3

1.53xi0-

4

2000

1 .86x102

3

2

4

3

3

50% H

2.77x10-

0.354

0.354

6. 13xi0-

0.354

0.354

6.13xl10

3

2.79xi0-

1

2.79x10 -2

- See Table VII 1-6.

(TOTAL)

AND fd FOR VARIOUS

CONDITIONS OF IODINE DEPOSITION
PWR STEAM GENERATORS (a)

Temperature
F

Iodine
Species

Steam
Boil-off
Rate
lbs/sec

Kw(d)
g
ft/hr

Kt

Md

ft/hr

ft/hr

lbs

2 5 0

(b)

12

12.0

520.0

0.354

0.354

1.05

25 0

(b)

12

1.2

76.9

0.354

0.354

10.52

500(b)

12

12.0

327.0

0.0236

0.0236

7.02xi0-

500(b)
1000(b)

12
12

1.2
12.0

48.4
545.0

0.0236
1.53xi0-

1 0 0 0 (b)

12

1.2

80.6

(c)

HI

12.0

1142.0

0.590

1000(c)

HI

1.2

169.0

0.590

(b)

12

12.0

972.0

2.01x10-

10 0 0

20 0 0

2000(b)

12

1.2

143.0

1.53xi0-

2.01xlO-

3

1.53xi01.53xi0-

3

4

4.55xi04.55xi0-

2.01x10-

4
4

5.98x105.98x10-

(c)

HI

12.0

2057.0

0.354

0.354

1.05

HI

1.2

304.0

0.354

0.354

10.52

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Based on deposition area of approximately
Fluid composition, 100% H2 0.
Fluid composition, 50% H2 0 - 50% H2 .
Values obtained from Reference 1.

51,500 sq.

ft.

3
2

3.19x103.19x102.07x10-

3

7.97xi04
3

2.72xi02.72x104.77x10-

0.51
3

4.82x102

0.023

4
2

6.33x101.11
11.1

2.08xi0-

3

0.021

1.855

6.33xi0-

3.38x10-3
0.03.38

3

0.0843

18.55
5

4.77xi0-I

- See Table VII 1-6.

0.051

1.09

0.0729

3

2

Total

1.11

7.28xi0-

2

2.07x0.07.97xl0-

17.54

2.01xi0-

2000(c)

2 00 0

2

1.754

0.590

2

4.78x10-I

7.02x103

0.590

4

4.78x10-

1

0.0236
3

Mdfd
Total
lbs

fd

0.844
4
3

2.88xl0-5
2.88xlo-4
0.051
0.506

TABLE VII 1-3 VALUES OF Kg,

Kw,

Kt,

Md AND fd FOR VARIOUS CONDITIONS OF

IODINE DEPOSITION
STEAM SEPARATORS (a)

BWR,

Temperature
F

Iodine
Species

Fluid
Composition

Steam
Boil-off
Rate
lbs/sec

500

12

100% H2 0

12.0

8.98

0.0236

0.0235

0.0134

6. 90xi0-

500

12

100% H2 0

1.2

1,33

0.0236

0.0232

0.133

6. 02xi0-

1000

12

100% H20

12.0

14.34

1.53x10-

8.7xi0-4

3 .96xi0-

1000

12

100% H2 0

1.2

2.12

1.53x10-

Kg
ft/hr

(b)
ft/hr

Xt

Md

ft/hr

lbs.

fd
4
3

3

3
3

3

(a)
(b)

9,850 sq.

Based on deposition area of approximately
Values obtained from Reference i.

TABLE VII 1-4 VALUES OF Kg,

Kw,

Kt,

Md,

ft.

5

1.53xi0-

3

4

3. 96xi0-

8.7xi0-

1.53xi0-

- See Table VII 1-7.

fd' Md (TOTAL)

AND fd TOTAL FOR VARIOUS

CONDITIONS OF IODINE DEPOSITION
BWR,

STEAM DRYERS (a)
Steam

Temperature
F

Iodine
Species

Rate
lbs/sec

Md

I
ft/hrg

Md
lbs

Kt
ft/hr

ft/hr

fd

Total
lbs

fd

Total
3

12

12.0

2.131

0.0236

(b)

12

1.2

0.3156

0.0236

1 00 0

(b)

12

12.0

4.088

1.53xi0-

1 00 0

(b)

12

1.2

0.504

1.53xi0-

5 00

(a)
(b)
(c)

0.0233

0.043

0.0220
3
3

0.412

1.53x101.52xi0-

Based on deposition area of approximately 32,400 sq.
Fluid Composition, 100% H2 0.
Values obtained from Reference 1.

ft.

3

2. 86x10

3

1. 95x0.0-3

0.0564

0.019

0.545

2. 56xi00.025

4

3

4

1. 3x10-

3 .73x10-

1. 69xi0-

1.3x10-3

0.0373

1.69x10-

3

3

0.0286

- See Table VII 1-7.

Table VII I-i

-

Table VII 1-4
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TABLE VII 1-5

OF TERMS AND UNITS USED TO CALCULATE IODINE

DEFINITION
DEPOSITION

2

ft

Deposition Area,

A

3

C,
g
Co

lbs/ft
Concentration of iodine in gas (constant release),
3
lbs/ft
release),
(puff
Iodine concentration
lbs/ft
concentration of iodine in gas (puff release),
Initial

Cp

Fluid heat capav-ity,

Do

Outside diameter of tubes,

D12
Dv

Diffusion coefficient (diffusivity of species
1 through a mixture of 1 and 2) cm /sec.
2
Molecular diffusivity of iodine in fluid, ft /hr

fd

Fraction of iodine deposited,

Gmax
GI12

Mass velocity of fluid through minimum cross section,
Lennard-Jones force constant
heat transfer coefficient, Btu/(hr) (ft 2) (F)

C

hm
kf
kg
K;
g
Kt
K
w

Btu/(lb)

(IF)

ft.

dimensionless

thermal conductivity of fluid, Btu/(hr)
mass transport coefficient, ft/hr

(ft)

Md

Amount of iodine deposited,

M0
m1I

Molecular weight of species 1

m2

Molecular weight of species.2

N
pr
N

Prandtl Number,

dimensionless

Schmidt Number,

dimensionless

P

Pressure,

PBm

Logarithmic means of the partial pressure, atm.
Volumetric flow rate (steam boil off rate) ft 3/hr

sc

Q
Re

mass of iodine,

lbs/(hr)

(ft

2

(F)

Individual or gas-film coefficient, lb-moles/(hr)
Overall deposition coefficient, ft/hr
Wall deposition velocity, ft/hr
Initial

3

(ft

)

(atm)

lbs

lbs

atm

Reynolds Number,

dimensionless
ft

RH

Hydraulic radius,

T

Temperature,

(*K)

t

time period,

hr.

Uave
V

Mean fluid velocity
ft/hr
3
Volume, ft

pD
P

Collision integral for diffusion
3
fluid density, lbs/ft
fluid viscosity,

(volumetric flow rate,

lbs/(ft)

(hr)

Q divided by cross section),

TABLE VII 1-6

SUMMARY OF TYPICAL PWR SURFACE AREAS

Thermal Shield
Surface Area
Surface Area

= 7.75 x 104 in2
Inside)
8.0 x 10 4 in 2
(outside) =

Core Barrel
Area (Inside)
Surface (Lower)

Core Barrel (Upper)
Surface Area (Inside)
Coolant opening area

Volume

(minus holes)

Mass

485.5 ft

in2

26 ft)2

=

2

2

284.8 ft
294.1 ft

2

subtracted from above.

=

17,066

in2

=

118.5 ft2 (hole area subtracted)

=

54,612 in 3

=

31.6 ft 3

=

15,834

lbs (for 304 SS)

Support
Structural
Upper External
(per column)
areaColumns
Surface

=

15 ft 2

For 14 Support Columns

=

210 ft2

For 25 Support Columns
Volume of each Support Column

=

375 ft

=

4951 in3

For 14 Columns

(o40.1

2

Mass of each Support Column

=

1438 tbs

For 14 Columns

=

20,130
f

bs

For 25 Columns

=

f
35,950

bs

Rod Guide
Control
(per tube)
Area Tubes
Surface
53 Control rods
(per tube)

53 Tubes

=

2.87 ft3

=

71.6 ftn3

ft 3

For 25 Columns

Mass

2

500.0 ft

=

=

4.2 x 104 in2

=

(3764

Plate Area
Top Support
Under Surface

=

=

4.1 x 104 in

=

(outside)

Surface Area

538.2 ft2
555.8 ft 2

7.20 x 104 in2

=

(Outside)

Surface Area

6.99 x 104 in2

=

=
=

=

37.3 ft 2

=

1,976 ft2

=

283

=

15,000 lbs (total)

lbs

Pressure Vessel
Inside Surface Area
(Upper Core Plate to
Upper Support plate)
Areas of water

2
364 ft

inlets and outlets subtracted

Bottom Support Casting
Assuming approximately 50% open area
3
= 43 ft
Volume
Mass

=

21,650 lbs

Instrument Guide Tubes
Information not available to estimate total number of tubes.
Estimated weight for each tube

=

144.7 lbs.

TABLE VII 1-6

(Continued)

Steam Generator

Single Unit

(Heat Exchanger U tubes)

Internal Surface Area

=

51,500 ft2

I.D. of tubes

=

0.775 in

Length of single tube

=

914 in

Surface Area/tube

=

2222 in

(3338 U tubes)
76 feet

2

=

15.4 ft

2

/tube

Reactor Coolant Pumps
Internal Surface Area (approx.)
Piping

=

61.5 ft2 per pump

(3 total)

(Single Loop)

Approx.

total length of piping

=
=

81 ft
600 ft

2

Approx.

total Internal Surface Area

Approx.

length Reactor to Steam Generator

=

25 ft

(29"

Approx.

length Steam Generator to Pump

=

Approx.

length Pump to Reactor

=

22 ft
34 ft

(31" I.D.)
(27.5" I.D.)

Table VII 1-5 -

I.D.)

Table VII 1-6
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TABLE VII

SUMMARY OF TYPICAL BWR SURFACE AREAS

Steam Dome
Volume

=

Surface Area

-

1,560 ft
515 ft

3

2,420 ft
267 ft3

3

2

Core
Empty Volume

(without bypass)

=

Bypass Volume

-

Fuel Rod Volume

=

Fuel Assembly Volume

=

Net Core Volume

=

Cladding Surface Area

=

99.1 ft
3
2,100 ft
2
59,100 ft

Channel Surface Area

=

29,800

221 ft

ft

3

2

Core Shroud
Inside and Outside Surface Area

=

2,160 ft

Mass

=

84,122 lb

Empty Volume

=

2,910 ft

Control Rod Guide Tube Displaced Volume

=

426

Net Volume

=

2,482 ft

Guide Tube Outside Surface Area

=

3,410 ft

Total Surface Area

=

4,439 ft

=

1,510 ft

=

182

Net Volume

=

1,328 ft

Jet Pump Outside Surface Area

=

874 ft

Total Surface Area

=

3,244 ft

2

Lower Plenum and Control Rod Drives
ft

3
3
3
2
2

Downcomer and Jet Pumps
Empty Volume
Jet

Pump Volume

Jet Pumps Total Mass

(20 Pumps)

=

20,000

ft

3
3
3
2
2

lb

Steam Separators
Empty Volume

4,300 ft

Separator Displaced Volume

2,500 ft

Separator Volume

224

ft

Net Volume

1,800 ft

Separator Outside Surface Area

8,900 ft

Total Surface Area

9,850 ft

3
3
3
3
2
2

TABLE

VI1 1-7

(Continued)

Steam Driers
Empty Volume
Drier Volume

=

2,970

ft

=

132

ft

3
3
3

2,838 ft

Net Volume
Drier Surface Area
Total Surface Area (approx.)

31,700 ft

2
2

=

32,400 ft

Recirculation Piping
=

80

ft

Inside Volume
Inside Surface Area

-

64

ft

Inlets

=

15

ft

=

75

ft

Length

Inlets

(approx.)

(approx.

length)

(volume)

Inlets (inside surface area)
Suction Lines and Pumps Approx. Length
Suction Lines and Pumps Inside Volume
Suction Lines and Pumps Inside Surface Area

=

254 ft

=

375 ft

-

100 ft

=
-

ft
920 ft

3
2

3
2

each
3

(2 total)

340

2

Table VII 1-7
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Transport and Deposition of Airborne
Fission Products in Containment Systems
Of Water Cooled Reactors
Following Postulated Accidents
by
A. K. Postma, P. C. Owzarski,
and D. L. Lessor
Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratories

In this report, fission product transport
and
deposition
in
containment
systems of water cooled reactors is anaThe
scope of the work involves
lyzed.
prediction of fission product behavior
from the point of release from the primary coolant system to the entry to the
earth's atmosphere.
This study is one element in the Fission
Product
Source
Term Task of the USAEC
Reactor Safety Study.
The goal of the
Reactor Safety Study is to realistically
evaluate the risk to the public of postulated catastrophic accidents in water
cooled nuclear reactors.
a description of
This report contains
removal mechanisms which will deplete
fission products airborne in containment
systems, a listing
of the calculational
methods used to predict removal rates,
and a description of a computer code for
calculating atmospheric release of airborne substances
from a multicompartmented containment system.
JI.

J1.1

MECHANISMS WHICH CONTROL THE
REMOVAL OF AIRBORNE FISSION
PRODUCTS FROM CONTAINMENT
ATMOSPHERES
PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL FORMS
OF AIRBORNE FISSION PRODUCTS

depletion
The mechanisms which control
of a specific fission product specie depend on its physical and chemical
form.
For example,
gaseous fission product
ioforms such as noble gases,
organic
dides and elemental iodine are removed
different rates. because
of
at widely
great differences
in equilibrium solubility
in water.
Except for the noble
fission products
gases and halogens,
will be present as solid particles.
Fission product forms considered in
present study include the following:

the

e
o

*
&

elemental iodine
methyl iodide
noble gases
aerosol particles.

These categories are expected to be suffission
ficiently broad to include all
products of importance.
J1.2 MECHANSIMS EXPECTED TO CONTROL
DEPLETION FROM THE GAS PHASE 1
J1.2.1

NOBLE GASES

For the accident cases considered, no
importance were
removal mechanisms of
present.
Therefore,
removal
of noble
gases from the gas phase was considered
to be negligible.
It is recognized that
several means for collecting noble gases
have been proposed. These include clathrate compound
formation,
trapping by
surface active agents such as refrigerated charcoal, separation
by selective
and absorption by fluorocarmembranes,
bon solvents.
If any of these processes
were considered operable following postulated accidents, a removal term would
be added to the present formulations.
Jil.2.2

METHYL IODIDE

Methyl
iodide and other alkyl halides
are relatively unreactive and are only
soluble in water.
Organic ioslightly
dides are removed
by hydrolysis
in
water, by adsorption on special reactive
paints, by solution reaction with reactive spray additives
such as sodium
thiosulfate, and by activated charcoal
filters.

iThe discussion here is oriented mainly
toward PWR systems but portions apply
also to BWR systems.
These plus addiare
described
tional BWR processes
later in the report.
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natural convection boundary
layer are
relatively small, so the removal rate by
natural deposition is small compared to
that which can be achieved by reactive
sprays.

engineered
where
For accident cases
safety
systems do not function, removal
will be governed by hydrolysis in water
and by adsorption on paint. The removal
rate due to both of these mechanisms is
being equivalent to a removal
slow,
Thus methyl
half-time of many hours.
for
be neglected
removal may
iodide
these accident cases.

J1.2.4

All non-gaseous
fission products which
become airborne will be present in the
form of aerosol particles.
Due to the
relatively high mass concentration
of
airborne particles,
the particles will
consist of numerous primary nuclei agglomerated
into larger particles.
The
agglomerate particles would be expected
to contain primary particles of the many
fission product nuclides present.
Thus
it is expected that the transport characteristics of all solid
fission products would
follow the behavior of the
aerosol particles.

Removal of methyl iodide by both caustic
and boric acid spray is primarily by hydrolysis of methyl iodide in the spray
This hydrolysis rate is slow,
solution.
and, like the case for no spray, the removal rate is usually negligible.
Addition of 1 percent by weight of sodithe
spray solution
um thiosulfate to
iodide
the methyl
markedly increases
removal rate compared to that for boric
acid or caustic spray. For the thiosulfate spray, methyl iodide removal is the
result of adsorption with simultaneous
chemical reaction into wall films and
into falling spray drops.
Activated charcoal filters such as those
used
in a recirculating air cleaning
system remove methyl iodide at appreciFor the saturated
able efficiencies.
air-steam atmospheres encountered under
accident conditions in PWR's, removal
efficiencies in the neighborhood of 70
Thus the reare anticipated.
percent
moval rate will depend primarily on the
air flow rate through the filters.
J1.2.3

ELEMENTAL IODINE

Elemental iodine is reactive in aqueous
solution and may be rapidly absorbed by
The absorption rate for boric
sprays.
acid is limited by the gas-liquid equilibrium
partition
coefficient.
For
caustic sprays the absorption rate is
controlled more by gas phase mass transequilibrium.
fer resistance than by
Liquid phase mass transfer resistance is
negligible for sprays containing 1 percent by weight of sodium thiosulfate.
Activated charcoal filters are quite efficient for removal of elemental iodine.
A removal efficiency of 99 percent could
expected for a charcoal filter inbe
stalled in a recirculating filter loop.
The
removal rate would be controlled
primarily by the air flow rates.
Elemental iodine is also removed by natural processes if engineered safety sysThe removal rate may
tems do not work.
be estimated from models in which iodine
is limited by diffusion
mass transfer
through a gas boundary layer which flows
along the walls of the containment vessel.
Mass transfer coefficients for the

AEROSOL PARTICLES

Particles may be removed by sprays, by
filters, by deposition onto surfaces,
and by gravitational settling.
Mechanisms which cause collection of
particles by spray drops include inertial impaction, interception, diffusiophoresis,
and diffusion. Prediction of
the collection rate requires knowledge
of the single drop collection efficiency.
In the present
study,
the single
drop collection
efficiency was calculated from large scale spray experiments
in which particle removal was measured
under
simulated accident
conditions.
This means for estimating the collection
in an
efficiency is expected to result
under-prediction,
because in the postulated accidents higher aerosol concentrations
favor
formation of larger,
easier-to-remove particles.
Particulate filters used in recirculating filter systems are highly
efficient
in removing airborne particles of all
sizes.
Therefore, recirculating filters
systems,
if included in a containment
system design, could be relied on
to
remove more than 99 percent of airborne
particles per pass.
Under
natural
transport conditions,
gravity settling of particles on horizontal
surfaces,
and turbulent deposition on vertical surfaces represent the
primary removal mechanisms.
Experiments
have demonstrated that gravity settling
will dominate in the post accident containment
atmosphere.
In the present
study,
the
particle
gravity settling
velocity, and hence the aerodynamic
diameter,
were obtained from experimental
data obtained in large scale containment
vessels.
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J2.

to 1.0
for both
aerosol particles.

NUMERICAL EVALUATION OF
REMOVAL RATES

J2.1

NOBLE GASES

For
the accident cases which have been
studied to date, no specific means have
to remove noble gases.
been included
Since these gases would not be removed
to a significant extent by sprays, filters, or natural deposition, the removal
rate from the total system has been set
equal to zero.
Removal from a specific
compartment of
the containment vessel
may occur by convective flow of gas, but
this output term would represent an input term to the connected compartment.

J2.2

elemental iodine and

Methyl iodide is removed at an appreciable rate by sprays containing
sodium
thiosulfate
at a level of one weight
percent.
The removal rate constant for
reactive drops may be predicted (Ref. 2)
by
FH (V+kte)
Xdrops

(VII J-2)

v

where
Xdrops

=

methyl iodide
spray drops,

F

=

spray flow rate,

V

=

volume
phase,

H

=

equilibrium
efficient,

k

=

first
order solution reaction rate,

te

=

drop exposure time.

removal

by

METHYL IODIDE

Methyl iodide is removed only very slowly under
conditions of natural deposition or where sprays of boric acid or
Removal half-times
caustic are used.
cases,
are many hours for these three
hence methyl
iodide removal may be neglected without excessive error.
Appreciable
removal of methyl
iodide
would occur if a recirculating
charcoal
filter
system were incorporated in the
containment system.
Results obtained in
the Containment Systems Experiment (Ref.
1) have demonstrated that a removal efficiency of approximately 80 percent is
achieved for methyl
iodide when
saturated steam-air atmospheres pass through
charcoal filters
impregnated with 5 percent iodine.
The removal rate constant
for such a filter
system may be expressed as

(dc)f

Cfc= FE C

=

fC

(VII J-l)

AH Ak_ tanh
V

-

(dC)
X

=

removal rate constant for
filter
system,

gas

partition co-

In addition to removal by spray drops,
methyl
iodide will also be removed by
spray liquid which has wet the wall of
the containment vessel.
If
the wall
film is
assumed to be stagnant,
the
methyl
iodide absorption rate is given
by

(wall)
removal rate due to filter
system,,

contained

This equation applies for a well mixed
drop model, and is expected to realistically represent the situation prevailing
for containment sprays.

where

=

of

[

(k/D)6J
(VII J-3)

where
A(wall)

=

removal rate constant for
wall film,

F

=

gas flow rate through filter,

E

=

fractional removal efficiency,

A

=

surface
film,

C

=

airborne concentration of
removed species.

H

=

equilibrium partition coefficient,

D

=

diffusivity of methyl iodide in spray liquid,

=

wall film thickness,

Based on the CSE tests, E should be chosen as 0.8 for methyl iodide, and
equal
VII-177

area wet by wall

V

=

volume
gases.

of

contained

= 0.13

k

(Gr Sc) 1/3
(VII J-7)

D

V

The net removal rate will be the sum
that for wall film and spray drops:
FH (l+kte)

AH

/kEtanh [(k/-•)61
V

+

V

of

(VII J-4)
Predictions based on equation (VII J-4)
are in good agreement with large scale
experiments (Ref. 2).
J2.3

ELEMENTAL IODINE

is removed by natural
Elemental
iodine
deposition at a rate which is controlled
by mass transfer through the gas boundary layer at the walls of the containThe natural deposition
vessel.
ment
removal rate constant is simply
k
(NT)

A
gV
V

Laminar flow persists until the Grashof
number exceeds a transition value.
According to an analysis presented by
Hales (Ref. 4) transition
from laminar
to turbulent
flow occurs
for lengths
which correspond to Grashof numbers between 1.5 and 10-8 and 1.5 x 1010.
For
containment atmospheres, this transition
would occur at distances 5 to 10 ft down
the vertical wall. (Ref. 5)
Thus
Equation (VII J-6) would apply for the first
10 ft,
and Equation
(VII J-7)
would
apply for the remainder of the distance.
Hilliard and Coleman (Ref. 5) have provided estimates
of iodine removal by
natural deposition based on use
of
Equations
(VII J-6) and (VII J-7).
The
airborne concentration is
predicted
to
be
C
_ g-= 0.96e- 1.42t + 0.04e-0.0143t
Cgo

(VII J-5)

where

(VII J-8)

X(NT)
A
V

=
=
=

removal
rate
constant for
natural deposition,
surface
transfer,

area

for

mass

(Gr Sc)1/

4

(VII J-6)

where
kc

=

mass transfer coefficient,

k

=

length along surface,

D
v

=

diffusivity
phase,

of

Gr

=

Grashov
layer,

for wall boundary

Sc

=

C

volume of contained gases.

Knudsen and Hilliard (Ref. 3) have discussed methods
for calculating k for
containment vessels.
The value of ýg is
governed primarily by the Grashov number
for natural convection.
For laminar
flow,
the mass transfer coefficient is
given by
k 9,
c = 0.59
D

where

Schmidt
steam.

For turbulent flow

no.
no.

iodine in

for

iodine

gas

airborne concentration,

g

C
go

=

airborne
time zero,

t

=

time in

concentration

at

hours.

The first
term in
Equation
(VII J-8)
represents
removal
by mass transfer
through the wall boundary
layer.
The
second term accounts for an approach to
pseudo-equilibrium between the gas and
liquid phases.
The initial
removal half
life
for a large vessel as predicted
by
Equation
(VII J-8) is approximately 30
minutes.
For spray removal of elemental iodine,
the removal rate may be predicted from a
model
in
which the spray is considered
to be an assemblage
of noninteracting
single drops.
The overall drop absorption
process includes
the
following
steps:
"

mass transfer across

"

equilibrium dissolution
liquid interface

"

diffusion into the drop

"

reaction within the liquid phase.

the gas film
at the gas-

in
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JLi

A conservative
model for spray absorption may be formulated under the assumption that the drop consists of an outer
stagnant film and a well-mixed interior.
For this model, the absorption efficiency
(defined as fractional
saturation
achieved
by a drop falling through the
containment vessel) is given by

the value attained
in
a few seconds.
This time
specification
is
necessary
because iodine dissolution
is
greatly
influenced
by chemical reactions.
Only
those reactions which are fast enough to
convert elemental iodine to non-volatile
forms within a time period shorter
than
the drop exposure
time will aid spray
absorption.

0

6k
E=l1- exp-

On the basis of available information,
Postma and Pasedag (Ref.
6)
have concluded that applicable H values are as
follows:

te

-k
kL+
(VII J-9)

where
E

=

drop

d
=

2
3d

=

efficiency,

+ 0.6 Re0"5 Sc0.

gas
phase
coef.,

2
kL

(2

D

k
g

absorption

mass

3 3

)

transfer

DL
-

liquid

phase mass

transfer coefficient,
te

=

drop exposure time,

H

=

equilibrium partition coefficient.

The basis and assumptions
involved in
formulating Equation (VII J-9) are discussed in detail by Postma and Pasedag
(Ref. 6).

*

for caustic,

a

for boric acid,

pH = 5,

0

for

sodium

pH 9.5,

basic

H = 5000
H = 200
thiosulfate,

H = 100,000.

The first
order removal rate predicted
by Equation (VII J-10) will not continue
to apply for an indefinite time because
of equilibrium between the gas and liquid phase.
For the first
two hours following spray initiation,
equilibrium may
be accounted
for by limiting spray removal to 1 percent of the release
concentration
(Ref.
6).
Beyond the time
needed to remove 99 percent of airborne
iodine,
the concentration should be assumed to remain constant at 1 percent of
the release concentration.
For times longer than two hours, the gas
concentration may be allowed to decrease
further as a result of chemical
reactions in the liquid phase.
For equilibrium conditions, which would be attained
for times
longer than a few hours, the
airborne iodine concentration
is
given
by
C9
C
go

The spray removal rate constant may be
related to the spray flow rate and drop
absorption efficiency by

1

VL

1 + H V -g

(VII J-ll)

where
s

=F

H E

V

C

(VII J-10)

=

equilibrium airborne
tration

=

initial
airborne concentration for puff release,

=

equilibrium partition coefficient,

VL

=

volume liquid phase,

Vg

=

volume of gas phase.

g
where

C
go
=

spray removal rate constant,

H

=

equilibrium partition
cient,

E

=

drop absorption efficiency,

V

=

volume of contained gas.

X

H
coeffi-

The partition coefficient
appearing
Equations
(VII J-9)
and (VII J-10)

in
is

concen-

The partition coefficient, H,
in
Equation
(VII J-ll)
increases with time due
to kinetically slow liquid phase
reacVII-179

The
single drops.
of non-interacting
overall removal
rate is the sum of reFor a
moval rates for individual drops.
gas space, the removal rate
well-mixed
constant is expressible as

tions.
In this study, the variation of
H with time was taken from experimental
results reported by Postma, et al. (Ref.
Experimental
results for caustic
7).
and boric acid solutions are shown in
in
The data presented
Fig. VII J-l.
Fig.
VII
J-l were used to conjunction
to predict long
with Equation (VII J-ll)
iodine in
term behavior
of elemental
caustic and boric acid spray.

3 hF

AEROSOL PARTICLES

Particles
are removed by natural transport primarily by gravitational settling
(Ref.
5).
The removal rate constant is
related to the particle settling velocity by
=

Ut Acs
V

(VII J-12)

where

A

=

removal
tling,

cs

=

vessel,

V

=

volume of contained gases,

Ut

=

terminal settling velocity of
particles.

cross

constant
sectional

for

set-

area

of

Results
from CSE experiments (Ref. 5)
indicate that soon after fission product
was 15 mirelease,
particle diameter
crons.
A few hours later, average parsize decreased to about 5 microns.
ticle
that aerosol
The CSE results
indicate
slowly by
particles
will be removed
Because of higher
natural processes.
in postuaerosol mass concentrations
the CSE
lated core meltdown accidents,
results will tend to underpredict removWe have
al for the meltdown accidents.
not attempted to account for this difference in the present study.
systems, partiFor recirculating filter
cle removal would be described by Equation
(VII J-l) with an efficiency fraction of unity.
of aerosol particles may
Spray removal
which
the
be predicted from a model in
spray is considered to be an assemblage

(VII J-13)

where

1 percent sodium
For
spray containing
thiosulfate, partition coefficients will
large.
As discussed by Postma and
be
Pasedag, (Ref. 6) the cutoff concentrafor sodium thiosulfate sprays may
tion
the release
be taken as 0.1 percent of
concentration.
J2.4

E

2T V

=

spray removal rate constant for
particles,

h

=

drop fall

F

=

spray flow rate,

E

=

drop collection efficiency,

d

=

mean drop size,

V

=

volume of gas phase.

height,

the drop collection
The magnitude of
efficiency,
E,
depends on a number of
Particle
factors as discussed earlier.
size of the aerosol is the most important
single parameter,
and size was
estimated from CSE spray experiments.
tests
(Ref.
8)
the
In applicable CSE
effective particle collection efficiency
(E = 0.06)
varied from a maximum value
achieved
early
to a minimum value
the
(E = 0.0015) reached after most of
In single volume,
aerosol was removed.
hand calculation models an average value
After the airof 0.02 may be used.
borne concentration reduces to 2 percent
of the release concentration, the drop
collection efficiency used in the calcuIn
lation
should be lowered to 0.0015.
E
multicompartment containment models,
be allowed to vary with the deshould
in
the
gree of removal as was observed
CSE experiments.
Examples of removal rates calculated for
a large PWR containment vessel are shown
These values were
in Table VII J-l.
preliminary hand calculations
used in
with a single volume containment model.
J3. CONTAINMENT MODELS
J3.1 SINGLE VOLUME CONTAINMENT
MODEL
The
single volume containment model asconsists of
sumes that the vapor phase
compartment.
This asone well-mixed
the folsumption enables one to write
lowing single differential equation for
each species:
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dt

-

=

LijCi

N

-

Typical
in
Table VII J-l.
summarized
curves describing the moles airborne and
escaped are
shown in Fig. VII J-2 and
VII J-3.

+ Ri(t)

C

(VII J-14)
Initial

C.1 = C.1 (t')

Condition:

=

t

C.

at

t'

Airborne moles of component

=

1

i

X..
1J

=

Removal rate
mechanism j

constant

via

a.

=

leak rate, fraction of
volume/time

the

=

source term

1

Ri(t)

(moles/time)

This equation is easily solved for constant Xij, ai and Ri to get

i= (Zij

-

R.
+

+R.

(Exij +

i)

J3.2 MULTICOMPARTMENT CONTAINMENT
MODEL - PWR
To better simulate containment geometry
and time variable removal rates, a model
was developed.to analyze the atmospheric
source
from a set of compartments whose
airborn contents are well mixed and are
altered
by intercompartmental
flow in
addition
to deposition
rates,
leak
rates,
spray removal rates, etc.
This
system is described by a set of equations of the form

(ZXij + ai) (t-t')

Ci(t')] exp -

The escaped amount during
t-t'
is the integral

Qi =

i)

of fission products
The only release
encountered where R. = constant for some
time period is the melt release.
This
simplifies most of the computations
to
using an initial
condition for a time
period where the Xij's and ai's
are conIf the X's or
sidered to be constant.
a's changed at some time, t',
a new t'
can be considered as the beginning of a
new time period of constant new X's or
als.

dCTr/d
dh
1 re

mr

where

interval

C1

=

air borne fraction of initial
release
of material
m in
release type r
contained
in
compartment i

er

=

(Xmr
i

the

dt

the

volume

of

the

+ Ek

,Tr

x l-exp

)

R.
[(7Tij + ai)

i(Elij + ai)

Ci(tX

l-Em

F

Ri Vai

-

Gki/Vk)Sij
k/k6]

vessel.
+ (Gji/Vj)

Qi

(VII J-17)

(VII J-15)

1j

where V is
Thus

y= Hm
•i

ij

+

=

removal coefficient from compartment i by settling, leak,
spray
removal,
and other
processes not involving
flow
to or
from another compartment

=

volume
flow rate from compartment/compartment
j
to

i

[-(EXij + ai)(t-t')]

G..
3.

compartment i

(VII J-16)
E.

The two equations for Ci(t) and Qi(t-t')
can be used to calculate airborne
fractions and leakage fractions for various
accident sequences by hand.
The values
of
Xij,
used for various species are
discussed earlier
in
this report and

V.
13
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=

filter
removal fraction
material m from release r

=

volume of compartment j

=

1if

i = j,

6. 1J = 0 if

for

i 3j

Note that the flow terms assume
mixing within each compartment.

Hi+N,

uniform

type
and material
For a given release
type, the equation set can be written in
matrix notation
dC
d-- = HC

(VII J-18)

Where C is the column vector of airborn
in
the
respective
release
fractions
compartments and H is the matrix of rate
The
governing the evolution.
constants
equation
solution of this differential
C for constant
for the column vector
given
is
coefficients in the H matrix
exactly by
C(t)

=

(VII J-19)

eHt C(o)

or

C(t) = C(t ) +
0

(t-t

/e(t-to) Hi

0

)H ((tIto)H

Ft t0 )H

/

C(to).

0

j+N

=

0

For i

=

1,2,

j

=

1, 2,

",N
N

",

If
one takes the material quantity in
the fictitous compartments to be zero at
of a time step, the fraction
the start
leaked
release material
of the initial
during the time step will be
2N
i=N
was written to
Computer code CORRAL1
and at the
solve the set of equations
same time compute each rate parameter as
a function of time and/or as a function
of vessel conditions (p, T, humidity).
A more detailed description of the various models used to compute rate parameters follows.
Nine time dependent parameters are computed from input data at the time of
equations.
solution of the differential
These are:

(VII J-20)
Fast computer techniques for generating
this
solution have been developed by B.
9)
and were utilized
(Ref.
H. Duane
By calling the numerical integrahere.
at
tion subroutines developed by Duane
each time step after calculating the H
that
matrix, the accuracy limit becomes
by the assumption of constant H
imposed
matrix elements within the time step.
error in generating the soluNumerical
tion to the coupled set of equations
with constant coefficients can be made
on the order of 10-6 percent.
the amount leaked within
To
integrate
fictitious
the time step, N additional
compartments were defined whose function
the leaked material
is to accumulate
The fracfrom the N real compartments.
tions Ci+N, i = 1, 2, -.- N, are cumulative leaks obtained from the solution of

H i+N,j
Hi,

j+N

=

06ij

psig

Compartment pressure,

2.

Compartment temp,

3.

Compartment vapor mole
VAP(k)

4.

Compartment wall-bulk temperature
difference, DELTA T(k), F

5.-6.

iodine
of molecular
Leak rates
from each comand particulates
ELP(k),
ELI2(k),
partment,
fractions/hr.

7.

8.-9.

d
d-t (Ci+N) = aiCi
the leak rate coefficient
where ai is
is
one
Note -ai
from compartment i.
The previously defined N x
part of Hii.
N H matrix was augmented to form a 2N x
2N H matrix according to

p(k),

1.

Flow rates between
G(j, k), ft 3 /hr.

T(k),

F
fraction,

compartments,

Filter
decontamination
efficienflow between compartcies for
k),
EFP
(j,
EFI2(J,KO,
ments,
dimensionless.

to
four parameters enable one
The first
transport coefficients involved
compute
calculain depletion rate coefficient
tions.

1

0
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Containment Of
After LOCA.

Radionuclides

Released

The bulk gas viscosities
of
steam-air
mixtures
(vm) are computed according to
the following equations (Ref. 10):
U1A
y

11

m

Wilke-Chang
where
D

IS
s

+

YA
s

1 + Y sAs
a

=

Is

=

=

(VII J-21)

[TR]

0.003339

lb/ft/hr

,

R)1"5

(T,

(TR + 1224.2)

mole fraction of air

[1

1/2

+

The diffusivity of 12 in the steam-air
mixtures were
found using data
and
equations from Knudsen (Ref. 10).
=

YA
DA

=

molecular weight of solvent

pL

=

solvent viscosity,

VL

=

100/{2.1484
[(T,(K)-281.6)
+(8078.4
+ (T, (k)-281.6) 2 )0.
-1201 for H2 0

D

Ys

(VII J-22)

=

=

=
=

cp
5

]

molar volume of diffusing substance = 71.5 cm3 /gmole
for
12NATURAL DEPOSITION

Gr =

Ds

Z3 (Twall-Tbulk)

im /Pm)2

2.03 x 10-5

(T,K) 1.

5

/P,

T bulk

Sh

3.24 x 10-5

(T,

(Gr < 10 9),

the

kc
D 12 -

-

0.59

(Gr Sc)

1

/4

(VII J-24)
K) 1.5/

atm)/WS

0.7075 + 141.73/T,
0.7075 +

g

atm) WA,

and for turbulent flow

454.72/T,

(109 < Gr < 1012)

K

Sh
WS

=

Thus for laminar
flow
Sherwood number is

(P,
WA

M,

association

The mechanism of natural deposition of
12 is governed by diffusion with natural
convection generated by temperature differences between bulk gas and
the wall
(DELTAT(k)).
Knudsen and Hilliard (Ref.
3) claim that a mass transfer
analogy
can be made with correlations predicting
natural convective heat transfer coefficients.
In
similar manner, the model
uses expressions
for Sherwood numbers
for laminar
and turbulent flow using a
thermal Grashof number,

cm2/sec
DB

degree of solvent
= 2.6 for H2 0

1

where
DA

=

J3.2.1

above with subscripts reversed

D

x

V

11
(q

/
2/7

D12

2
,cm/sec

A 1/2 Ps1/4] 2

Vs/

-

ýsA

10),

where

mole fraction of steam

Ys=

OAs

(7.4 x 10 8)(xM1)I/2 T(K)
V0.6

viscosity of mixture

=0.0414

1A

(Ref.

(VII J-23)

where
a-

=

relationship

-

kC z

-

0.13

11 3
(Gr Sc)

K

The diffusivity of 12 in
water
(spray
drops)
was
computed using the standard

(VII J-25)
where Sc
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=

Schmidt number

=

IM/PM D1 2

and
Z
k

c

X

=

length of the wall

=

mass transfer coefficient.

of the two Sherwood numA combination
used to compute
the actual
bers is
Since the turbulence
Sherwood number.
from
in most cases occurs around 10 ft
the top of the wall, a weighted average
was used.
Sh(overall)

/H at equilibrium
(VII J-27)
where

=:£-I0 Sh(turbulent)

+ 1

Pm)

g/18

spray flow rate

H

=

equilibrium distribution coefficient

J3.2.2

at equil.)

spray compartment volume

d

=

spray drop diameter

=

drop

e

residence

time -

height

of fall/terminal velocity

and the gas mass transfer coefficient,
(Ref.
ka, is given by Ranz and Marshall
if) as
1

kg
a gn

2

{2.0 + 0.60 ReI/

Scl/3,

and

Pm = Vs

Particle diameters used were considered
and
as
functions of time.
Hilliard
Coleman (Ref. 5) report that the settling velocities decrease with time afit was decided
ter release.
In CORRAL
to use
their data and assign an early
particle diameter (15p) and a late parhours"
ticle
diameter
(50) ("several
later = 4 hrs) and linearly
interpolate
between
them.
After 4 hrs., the particle size was kept constant at the late
value.
To get the natural deposition
lambda for particulates use
Vs

C k/Hj

=

(VII J-26)

X=

=

V

t

of
Another natural
deposition process
interest
is
the
settling of particuof
lates.
This involves a calculation
terminal settling velocities, Vs, assuming spherical, unit density particles.
(Pp-

=

(Cg

A(k)/V(k)

where A(k) and V(k) are suface area
and
volume of compartment k, respectively.

d2

F

Sh(laminar).

To convert the mass transfer coefficient
lambda
(Xij)
is a
into a deposition
Thus,
simple step.
Xij (k) = kc (k)

d(H + kg/k))

1 - exp -

= F-

k

27'r 2

-Ef---,

D,
Z

diffusivity in
liquid.

12

The
latter
is the Griffiths model discussed by Postma (Ref. 6).
Incorporatlatter
is a more conservative
ing the
approach when kg/k£ >5H.
The terminal
velocities
of the -falling drops are
found by matching the velocity independent dimensionless number

fD

Re 2

= 4 pM

(P

-

0

M)

d 3 g/3M 2

A(floor area)
V(compartment volume)

SPRAY REMOVAL

The spray removal model of I by boric
CORRAL
acid and caustic sprays used in
combines a gas phase mass transfer coefficient, a drop-gas interfacial equilibcoefficient
and a
rium
distribution
stagnant liquid film mass transfer coefThe expression
for the spray
ficiet.
lambda is given by

with the appropriate
number Re.
For spray
Re
is
10-700.
For
Re 1 - 4 1 7 ,
and
15.71
fDRe = 6.477 Re 1 . 6 0 9

range of Reynolds
drops the range 2 of
10<Re<100, fDRe =
for
100<Re<700,
(Ref. 2).

Spray lambdas for removal
of
follow the equation (Ref. 8):

particles

3F Eh

-2 V d

VII-184

(VII J-28)

where

been
experimentally
determined.
In
program CORRAL it has been possible to
incorporate
H = H(t) when equilibrium
conditions exist.

spray flow rate
spray fall
height
spray diameter
compartment volume
spray collection efficiency.

F
h
d
V
E

To get the equilibrium described quantitatively, an equivalent lambda
for depletion of gas phase 12 had to be developed.
Since the value of H increases
with increasing
time, the gas phase is
being depleted as time goes on.
To get
this equivalent
lambda, we can write a
mass balance for 12.
If Cgo is the initial
airborn concentration, then

from CSE
results
CORRAL empirical
In
Apparently
data are used to predict E.
is a function of a norefficiency
the
(total
sprayed
liquid volume
malized
sprayed/total compartment volume
volume
CSE
Figure VII J-4 shows the
- Ft/V).
the curve in this figure was
and
data,
used to compute drop collection effiThe diffusiophorein CORRAL.
ciencies
sis was subtracted from the efficiency
the following expressions were fit
and
these
To make
to the remaining curve.
relationships
apply to a spray lambda

=

C

(VII J-29)

+ CgVg

or
Cg

CgVg

C

E

Ft/V
0 - 0.002

go Vg

1

CgVo + CgVg

CYVZ
q

+

V
g

g g

E = - 15.825 (Ft/V) + 0.055

(VII J-30)
0.002 - 0.0193

E =

0.04125 -

[0.08626

Then for H = H(t),
we
removal rate of 12 by

+ 42.68 (Ft/V) 1 2/21.34
0.0193

E =

0.0015

t
C /C
dt

with multiple sprays being used at various times, the quantity ft/V is now the
sum E Fi ti/V for any one release
of
particles.
Each release
of particles
would have its
own spray aging relationship,
and at this time no simple means
of typing sequential
release
together
into one relationship seems possible.
Only when particle
size distributions
are known throughout a spray aging process will sequential releases be able to
be tied together.
It should be noted that in
spray
cutoff
is
used at
0.02; spray aging is used in
J3.2.3

1

write the

dH
d

/

g9

where the equivalent lambda is

d C
at2= -

V

dH
Vg dt

dt = -

Adt

(VII J-31)

CORRAL,
no
C(t)/C(O) =
its
place.

shows
that H V£/Vg> >1 for boric
Data
in
equilibacid and caustic solutions
rium with I2,
so that

12 EQUILIBRIUM

When airborn molecular iodine is depleted by either sprays or natural deposition, the depletion rate becomes
independent of the two above mechanisms when
the corpentration falls
below about
1
percent of the initial
value (a conservative estimate, i.e.,
a lower value
is
less
conservative (Ref. 8).
At concentrations below this level,
an apparent
equilibrium
situation
exists where the
concentrations in liquid and gas phases
are related by an equilibrium distribution constant, H = CZ/Cg.
H is a function
of time (probably due to slow liquid phase chemical
reaction)
and has

can

1 dH
Typical
data for sprays
Tables VII J-2 and VII J-3.
J3.2.4

(VII J-32)
are shown in

INTERCOMPARTMENTAL FLOW RATES

In
two cases
intercompartmental
flow
rates can be calculated.
If circulation
fans move air throughout the containment
vessel or if boil-off occurs with steam
evolution into one compartment, one can
use these flow rates to provide a basis
for estimating intercompartmental flows.

VII-185

rectly from the drywell or wetwell steel
shells,
this provides
an accurate description of the geometry and flow path
to the refueling floor level of the secondary containment.
For cases in
which
the leakage site is in one of the seversecondary containment
al sublevels of
failure),
the
isolation valve
(e.g.,
model represents an approximation of the
geometries
and flow paths between these
various leakage locations and the refueling floor level.
However, the method described later for calculating
fission product transport and deposition in
the annular region is expected to overestimate
rather than underestimate fission product concentrations
that would
reach
the refueling building under such
conditions.
This is because the combination of longer residence time and deposition in the lower regions of secondary
containment would usually be more
effective than the decontamination
factors predicted for the annulus.

In
addition,
natural convection driven
by wall-bulk gas temperature differences
can be a major
contributor to
flow
These rates can be estimated but
rates.
with a high degree of uncertainty.
In this study, high flow rates have been
used to eliminate mixing as a parameter.
The flows for PWR cases follow the schematic in Fig. VII J-5.
Flow rates used
were Q1 = blow down steam rate and Q 2
10 PWR containment volumes per hour.
J3.3 MULTICOMPARTMENT CONTAINMENT
MODEL - BWR
The multicompartment
feature
of
code
CORRAL was essential to estimating atmospheric
source calculations
from a
BWR.
A BWR containment system is not a
set of openly
connected
compartments
like a PWR, where the whole containment
system can be
usually considered
as
"well mixed".
The compartments of a BWR
are usually closed
to one-another
and
flows between them occur in complex ways
during postulated accidents.

Note in Fig. VII J-6 that potential
releases
of fission products directly to
the atmosphere
are
indicated
for all
compartments.
Release from the standby
gas treatment system is the normal mode,
and this would be an elevated release
via the plant stack.
All other potential
releases would be at ground level.
Direct releases from the main reactor
(refueling) building could occur because
of failure to isolate the building or
because gas flow into the building during a particular accident might exceed
the exhaust capacity of the standby gas
treatment system blowers.
Direct
releases
from the annulus (and/or lower
secondary containment)
could occur
if
high volume gas flow, caused by isolation failure of a large penetration
in
primary containment,
would result
in
structural failure of the reactor building wall panels.
This could also result
from rupture
of primary containment,
provided
the event does not cause failure of an outside wall in the sublevels
of secondary containment.
The alternative (i.e.,
structural failure of outside walls)
could produce
the direct
release from either the drywell or wetwell
compartments.
In calculating such
direct release cases,
internal
fission
is considered only for
product
removal
compartments up to and including the one
from which the direct release occurs.

As many as six compartments are used in
some BWR accident sequences.
The first
five are:
a.

The Drywell where natural deposition
can occur.

b.

The Wetwell where pool scrubbing and
natural deposition can occur.

c.

The Drywell annular gap where
ral deposition can occur.

d.

The Reactor Building
deposition.can occur.

e.

The Standby Gas Treatment System
series of filters).

where

natunatural
(a

The sixth compartment used was a fictitious dumping ground
for ground level
atmospheric
sources
when
elevated
(stack) sources occurred simultaneously.
The schematic flow diagram for BWR accidents is shown in Fig. VII J-6.
Although the BWR containment model
is
rather
specific,
it still
must be considered
an approximate
treatment
of
actual
conditions.
For
example, pool
scrubbing of vapor-phase
fission
products
in the wetwell is modeled using a
simple decontamination
factor
rather
than a rigorous solution of the dynamic
transport and absorption
problem.
In
addition, the drywell annular air gap is
used to simulate the entire lower region
of the secondary containment building.
For situations in which leakage from the
primary containment boundary occurs di-

Natural deposition is
the most common
removal mechanism for fission products,
although it is not necessarily the most
effective mechanism.
Natural deposition
of
particulates
occurs
on horizontal
surfaces
in all
large compartments just
as in a PWR.
Turbulent
deposition of
particulates
and iodine in the drywell
annular air gap occur by different mech-
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anisms to be discussed later.
Natural
deposition of iodine occurs on all
surfaces with the rate controlled by natural convection
discussed in
paragraph
J3.2.1.
However,
since the wall-bulk
gas temperature-difference
that drives
the natural convection is highly variable in a BWR, transient
heat transfer
analyses
are made to estimate
this
temperature-difference.
J3.3.1

NATURAL DEPOSITION - EFFECT OF
HEAT TRANSFER FROM BWR VESSEL
WALLS

The mass transfer coefficient for 12 removal (see Equations
VII J-6 and VII
J-7),
is
proportional
to the temperature-difference,
Twall -

(VII J-33)

Tbulk = ATw

raised to the 1/4 or 1/3 power.
For an
order of magnitude range
in ATw, the
mass
transfer
coefficient
changes
by
only a factor of 2, a relatively insignificant change.
However, during rapid
cooling of
the drywell (depressurization), ATw can span more than an order
of magnitude for short durations.
During rapid heating, the condensing heat
transfer coefficient
is large (H & 150
Btu/hr,ft 2 ,F) and a steady ATw is rapidly
reached.
This is about 0.14F in the
drywell.
In cooling, the heat transfer
coefficient from the steel (approximately one-inch thick) wall is
low
(2-5
Btu/hr,
ft,
F), and can lag behind the
bulk gas temperature for some time.
Neglecting any temperature gradient in the
steel, for a sudden step change in
bulk
gas temperature,
ATs, the temperaturedifference, ATw, is given by
ATw = ATs exp (-ht/9.pcp

(VII J-34)

where
h

=

heat transfer coefficient

t

=

time after ATs

Z

=

wall thickness

p

=

wall mass density

Cp

=

wall heat
mass).

capacity

(per unit

If
the temperature
change is gradual,
i.e.,
linear with respect to time.
The
temperature-difference,
ATw,
is
now
given by
AT

=

(

£Pc p/h) [exp -

(ht/kpcp)

-

1]

(VII J-35)

cooling
where 8 is the linear bulk-gas
(VII J-34) and
F/hr.
Equations
rate,
(VII J-35) are used to compute
AT.
for
various time intervals during cooling in
the drywell and wetwell.
Values of h
depend on gas velocities in the above
compartments as well as the drywell annular air gap.
Little information could be readily obtained to estimate ATw's in the main reThese would be highly
actor building.
dependent on positions in the building
environment temperaand the outside
as well as gas flow parameters
tures,
To allow for some
from the reactor.
minimum natural deposition in the main
This
used.
building, ATw = 0.1 F was
would result
in
a natural deposition
rate of A A 0.5 hr- 1 in the main reactor
building
for 12.
This X is five times
the gas displacement rate for the building under normal conditions (2,000 cfm
through the Gas Treatment System).
J3.3.2 POOL SCRUBBING
In a number of BWR accident
sequences
gas flow occurs through the vent lines
from the drywell to
the wetwell water
pool.
The water pool occupies slightly
over one-half the toroidal volume of the
wetwell
and is
approximately
17-feet
deep.
Pool scrubbing is a major decontamination mechanism.
Some data exists
on pool scrubbing,
but comprehensive
experimental
studies
on pool scrubbing
in a BWR wetwell pool that include
investigations
of all
parameters (a wide
range of particle sizes, steam quality,
pool temperatures, flow rates, 12 concentrations,
downcomer
L/D
ratios,
etc...)
have not been reported.
Applying such data, if available,
would not
have refined atmospheric source estimates
greatly,
because
the available
data show
that scrubbing is fairly effective on the fission products entering
the
pool.
Also,
trial
calculations
showed that often 30 percent or more of
the available
fission products in any
sequence would escape the primary containment by other paths (such as through
the drywell annular gap directly to the
secondary containment system).
The best available data appears in a paper by Diffey, Rumary, et al., (Ref. 12)
where 12, methyl iodide, and .06 p particles
in a steam-air mixture were pool
scrubbed.
The typical decontamination
factors were 100 for 12, 2 for CH 3 I, and
50-100 for the 0.06 p particles with 90
percent steam-air mixtures (higher steam
fractions give better
decontamination).
For CORRAL-BWR cases,
the values used
are 100 for both 12 and particles,
provided the bulk gas is mostly steam and
condensation is expected in the pool.
A
VII-187

decontamination
used for methyl
gases.

factor of 1.0 is always
and the noble
iodide

which
time the filtration
efficiencies
would decrease significantly.
J3.3.4

Even though the BWR accident particles
are assumed to be 5-15 p, or much more
the
studied above,
massive than those
scrubbing of particles is largely due to
steam on
(condensing
diffusiophoresis
the bubble wall carries particles), and
therefore largely independent of partilarger
particles
However,
cle size.
would have more boundary layer penetrain
a rapidly circulating
tion inertia
bubble and this should then further justify
the choice of DF=100 for particles,
rather than the lower DF of 50.
J3.3.3

The drywell shell
is
surrounded by a
two-inch air gap between the steel shell
and the concrete shield containing the
shell.
Normal leakage across the shell
or rupture of the shell can result in
transport through the air
gap with an
exit into the secondary containment.
For analysis purposes, the drywell leakage point is
considered to occur near
the base, in the vicinity of
the eight
vent lines leading to the wetwell.
The
exit point is at the top flange
assembly.
The flow path of gases from the
shell rupture is thus around the spherical part of
the shell, longitudinally
through the cylindrical
upper
annulus
and out the flange.

STANDBY GAS TREATMENT SYSTEM (SGTS)

a typical BWR is a set of
The
SGTS in
trains upstream from
two parallel filter
three exhaust fans that releases filterat
ed secondary containment building air
an elevated level via a stack.
However,
under accident conditions
only one of
normally be
the filter
trains would
used, the other being held in
reserve.
The SGTS keeps the building at subatmospheric pressures
to minimize
ground
level
leaks.
Under normal conditions,
the flow
rate
through the system is
about 2,000 cfm but the exhaust fans are
capable of 10,000 cfm.
Sources
in
excess of this maximum would create positive building pressures
and produce
a
ground level,
unfiltered
source.
The
filter
trains, according to plant Technical
Specifications,
are routinely
tested to ensure the
following removal
efficiencies
at all
flow rates up to
10,000 cfm maximum:
*
*
*

99% for particulates
99% for elemental iodine
99% for organic iodide

NATURAL DEPOSITION IN THE
DRYWELL ANNULAR AIRSPACE

The annular
region cannot be modeled
like
the well mixed compartments with
deposition on the walls and/or floor.
It
is
better described
as plug flow
along a cylindrical
annulus with mass
transfer
to the walls.
A simple first
order differential
equation
defines
a
mass
transfer
coefficient, k, that can
be estimated from known correlations for
12 transfer.
For particles, k can be
estimated from particle deposition data
from moving gas streams with more difficulty and uncertainty.
The differential
equation for transfer to the walls of an
annular slit
is:

dC

(2k

(C-C)
w

dx
dx

-

(VII J-36)

where

These specifications are derived
essentially
from in-place
testing criteria
published by the USAEC in
Regulatory
Guide
1.52.
The criteria
incorporate
limits on bypass flow for the filter
and
adsorber
sections.
It
is
recognized
that substantially better performance
may be
realized
for the filter
system
during actual use.
This is because
the
specifications
implicitly
anticipate
some deterioration in system effectiveness
between testing steps which may or
may not occur.
However, since filtered
leakage will be a minor contributor to
overall accident consequences for meltdown sequences in the BWR, the efficiencies given above were used in all
CORRAL
calculations.
In
addition,
CORRAL is
programmed to identify the
filter
and
adsorber activity
loadings to discover
possible overheating
conditions,
at

C

=

the
concentration
of
transferring substance

Cw

=

wall concentration

U

=

axial plug flow velocity

Ar

=

annulus width

x

=

axial distance

k

=

mass transfer coefficient.

If Cw = 0,
Equation
grates for 0< x <Z to
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SC

Cx=0)

J-36)

i nte-

ak

=/2p

exp

(VII

the

-

(VII J-37)

assuming

an average axial velocity,

U,

flow cross sectional area
wetted parameter

--- AQ
av

= Ar/2 for the annulus

where
AAV

Ar

=

7r dx/t,

cross section,
Q

=

average

annulus

and

volumetric flow rate.

For the annular
for a typical BWR,
above becomes
C
C(x=O)

exp

gap described earlier
Equation
(VII J-37)

(-1200 k/U).

(VII J-38)

The assumption that Cw = 0 for both particulates and 12 is reasonable for most
conditions
in
the BWR accident cases.
Molecular
12 has been experimentally
verified
to have a high affinity for
steel and paint surfaces (Refs.
5,13).
Normally the overall mass transfer coefficient for 12 would be
k-I = k-ww

1
+ kg

(VII J-39)

where kg is the boundary layer coefficient and kw is a first
order rate constant for the surface
reaction
(Ref.
13).
The value of kw is difficult
to
predict for the annulus since it
is
a
function
of temperature, surface composition, surface roughness, 12 concentration, and vapor pressure.
Thus, for the
drywell annulus the surface was assumed
to be a
"perfect sink" for 12 with no
desorption occurring.
The gas phase mass transfer coefficients
for 12 are estimated using the following
analogies
from heat transfer correlations (Ref.
11).
For well developed
turbulent flow (Re > 20,000)
Sh

-

k 4Rh = 0.026 Re0.8 SC1/3
D12
(VII J-40)

and for
2,100)

laminar

Sh = 1.86 (Re

isothermal
- Sc

flow (Re <

1
4Rh/i) /3

(VII J-41)

The transition
region, 2100<Re<20,000,
is not well understood and Equation (VII
J-40) could overestimate the mass transfer coefficient by a factor of 3-5
at
Re=2100.
This error
is offset by the
non-smooth nature of the annular
gap,
which could also cause an underestimation of k for high Reynolds numbers.
For BWR cases encountered, the Reynolds
number ranges from the laminar region to
about 30,000.
The maximum DF's occur at
Re=0 and Re=2101.
A cutoff of DF = 100
maximum for 12 is assumed in CORRAL-BWR
calculations for the annular gap.
This
is
done because of the possibility of
desorption or saturation of the annular
surface.
is
more
The behavior of particulates
to predict because deposition
difficult
velocities from moving gas streams are a
function of particle size as well as gas
Sehmel (Ref. 14) has recently
velocity.
published experimental data that allows
in
an estimation of particle deposition
the annular gap.
The deposition velocity (or mass transfer
coefficient)
is
highly
affected by gravity.
Most of
Sehmel's data is for deposition on floor
and ceilings, and the deposition in the
drywell is on an essentially vertical
wall.
Wall deposition
velocities are
closest to floor deposition velocities,
but are slightly lower for inertial
particles
(usually > 0.1 p).
For these inertial
particles, Brownian diffusion is
nil, so k = o has been assigned.
(DF
=
1 for Re <
2100
for all particles).
Only the largest of the 5-15 p particles
have a significant turbulent deposition
velocity.
An emperical
fit
of Sehmel's data is
possible for k = k (U, dp), but he has
only two U values for vertical wall deposition.
For this reason, only a
first
order approximation
can be made for k.
This also eliminates major overhaul
of
CORRAL's matrix computations to incorporate a new set of variables.
The ratio k/U = 1/300 = constant for all
k and
U for T particle size midway between
10
and 15 1. Table VII J-4 shows the wide
range of particle DF's versus Reynolds
number.

where
Re = Reynolds number =
Rh = hydraulic radius

pU(4Rh)

To be conservative, an upper limit of DF
= 100 seems more reasonable to assign to
d = 15 p (for k/U = 1/300,
DF = 27).
With this upper limit,
the following
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emperical
range:
DF

=

equation

fits

the

particle

1.0 + 0.1dp-595
(VII J-42)

2.

for 10<dp<15
jj particles and DF = 1.0
for dp<0 -V. Integrating Equation
(VII
J-42)
above over
the aging process of
the particles as they settle
out in
4
hours
(see
paragraph J3.2.2)
produces
DF (avg) = 10.0
Since the age of airborne particles undergoing natural deposition is important longer
than the 4
hours time period (approximately two of
these periods), the average DF = 5.5.
This value was used in CORRAL-BWR calculations
for all
particles
passing
through the annular gap for Re>2100.
It
is a conservative number because approximately 90 percent of the mass of particles released is >10 p in the CSE data
and also in
the CORRAL calculations.
The mass
average particle is
13.5
p
which has a DF - 21.
Thus picking DF =
5.5 over-estimates
early
atmospheric
sources
and under-estimates additional
sources on a long time basis.
Certainly
on a mass
average basis, DF = 5.5 is
conservative.

b.

J3.4 COMPUTER CODE CORRAL
The multicompartment containment model
was programmed with Fortran V for use on
The program incorporates
a Univac 1108.
the models for fission product removal
Figdiscussed in the previous section.
ure VII J-7 shows the basic flow chart
for CORRAL.
A summary of each of
the
five flow chart sections follows:
a.

c.

Initial

Core fractions
for
gap,
melt,
steam explosion and
vaporization releases.

(b)

Numbers of compartments.

(c)

(d)

(e)

Volumes, wall areas,
floor
areas,
heights
of each
compartment.
Spray
parameters
(flow
rates,
drop
sizes,
fall
heights, equilibrium conditions for 12 removal,
12
distribution coefficient).
Times of all

events.
VII-190

(g)

of compartments
Fractions
a
puff
during
released
release.

Variables

decon-

(with time)

(a)

Pressure,
temperature, and
water vapor content of each
Temperature
compartment.
difference between bulk gas
and walls.

(b)

Flow rates between compartments.

(c)

Decontamination factors between compartments.

(d)

Particle sizes.

(e)

to atmosphere
Leak rates
and leak DF's (decontamination factors).
Conditions

All concentrations set equal
to
zero at T=0 except gap release
concentrations in first
compartment.

2.

Spray set to operate
compartment (PWR).

3.

All amounts released and DRF's
(dose
reduction
factors)
set
equal to zero.
A zero DRF means
that nothing has been released.

in

main

Computation of Properties and
Removal Rates
1.

Pressure, temperature, and water vapor content and T(bulk)T(wall) by parabolic interpolation.

2.

Intercompartment flow rates and
decontamination
factors
and
leak rates and respective
DF's
by parabolic interpolation.

3.

Particle sizes by linear interpolation.

4.

Gas phase
viscosities
diffusivities
and
numbers.

5.

Mass
transfer Grashof number's
and corresponding
depositing
rates.

6.

Particles
settling
velocities
and their natural deposition.

Constants
(a)

Compartment
filter
tamination rates.

1.

Input Parameters
1.

(f)

and
12
Schmidt

7.

Spray lambdas for particles.

8.

Terminal
spray velocities, gas
coeffitransfer
phase mass
cient, liquid phase mass transfer coefficient,
and
spray
lambdas.

9.

12 equilibrium equivalent lambdas

10.
d.

The accuracy
of the output depends
on the rate of change of the rate
coefficients,
so short time steps
would be desirable immediately after
each discrete release (aging is rapid at first,
especially
if
sprays
are on).
Long time steps are sufficient for old releases.

(if

e.

needed).

Output Variables
Airborne contained fractions released at time, t.

1.

Overall lambdas.

Solution of Differential Equations
solution of the differential
The
is
discussed in the preequations
vious section.
To properly age the
releases,
it was necescontinuous
sary to divide these releases
into
discrete impulse releases.
The melt
release was divided into ten equally
spaced and sized releases, each independent age wise
from the other
nine.
The vaporization release (released at an exponentially
decaying
rate) was divided
into 20 impulse
releases, each successive release at
an
exponentially
lower value than
the first.
The sum of the first
ten
releases
equals
1/2
the total release, and the remaining ten equals
the remaining 1/2.
The duration of
the period of the first
ten
is
one
half-life.
The duration of the second ten should be three half-lives
for a reasonable approximation of an
exponential decay.
Thus the total number of differential
equations solved (one each
for
particulates,
organic
iodides, and
12) for any time step is (N = number
of compartments).
GAP
EXPLOSION
MELT
VAPORIZATION

RELEASE
3N equations
RELEASE
3N
RELEASE 30N
RELEASE 60N
6N equations

For each release:
ganic
iodides,
lates.

(b)

For each compartment for
each release:
12, organic
iodides,
particulates,
at
time, t.

12,
orparticu-

2.

Escaped
fractions released (for
each release:
12,
organic
iodides,
particulates,
at time,
t).

3.

Escape fractions of the core for
any desired iosotope.

4.

Dose reduction
factor for each
release (12 and particulates) at
time, t.

5.

Overall dose reduction
factor
(12 and particulates) at time,
t.

6.

Total
fraction of
escaped and core
escaped up to time,

For more
eration
Addendum
a user's
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(a)

core iodine
particulates
t.

complete details on actual opof the CORRAL code refer to the
to this Appendix which provides
guide for the code.
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FISSION PRODUCT REMOVAL RATE CONSTANTS CALCULATED FOR A
LARGE PWR CONTAINMENT VESSEL

TABLE VII J-1

Spray System
Molecular
1 CSR,

Fraction
Initial

gpm

Release

Boric Acid
(pH = 5)

Equilibrium

1 CSR,

NaOH

2 CSR,

NaOh

3500

1.0

7000

1.0

.01

3.12

.01

6.24

--

x 10-3
10-2 -1.8
1.8 x 10-3 - 3 x 10-5

1.15

--

C Boric

--

<3 x

0

Acid

(pH 9.5)

10-5

3500

1.0

-

.01

67

7000

1.0

-

.01

134

Next 2 hrs

0

--

NaOH
NaOH

Equilibrium
Conditions

-25 , 3 x 1010

---

NaOH

No spray

+

EBoric Acid
Boric Acid

NaOH

1 CSI (a),

A, hr- 1

Iodine

Boric Acid
(a)

2 CSR a

Flow
Rate

3.8
<3

--

Boric Acid

3200

Boric Acid

--

x
x

1.0

10-44

3 x

0.223
0.0422

10-5

0

10-5
-

2.85

0.1

Same as boric acid
equilibrium

<.01

(natural
deposition)

1.0

-

.01

1.38

0

<.01

No spray
Particulates
1

CSR

3500

1.0 -

.02

6.0

2

.02

12.0

- .02

12.6

CSR

7000

1.0

2 CSR

7000

<.02

1 CSI

3200

1.0

1 CSI

3200

<.02

0.945

1.0 - .02

0.13

<.02

0

No spray

(natural
deposition)

No spray
(a)

CSR = Recirculation

TABLE Vll J-2

spray.

0.9

CSI = Injection spray.

EQUILIBRIUM DATA FOR 12 WITH BORIC ACID SPRAYS (a)
min

Time,

0

See Reference

7

C /Cgo

H
2676

100

1.5 x 104

500

4.0 x 10

0.01
1.8 x 10-3

4

6.75 x 10-4

1000

7.0 x 104

3.86 x 10-4

2000

1.5 x 10+5

1.8 x 10-4

4000

5 x 10+5

5.4 x 10-5

1 X 10 6

2.7 x

27000

(a)

-

10-5

CAUSTIC SPRAYS (a)
TABLE VII J-3 EQUILIBRIUM DATA FOR 12 WITH
Time,

0.01

Constant H, X=0
Variable H, X=.095 hr-I

0-100
100-1000

(a)

C /Cgo

H

min

1000

7.0 x 10

4

3.86 x 10-4

2000

1.5 x 10

5

1.8 x 10-4

4000

5 x 105

5.4 x 10-5

7000

1 x 106

2.7 x 10-5

See Reference

7

TABLE VII J-4 DF VERSUS PARTICLE SIZE AND REYNOLDS NUMBER IN DRYWELL
ANNULAR GAP

d

1.0
1.0
1.0

5
10
15

TABLE VII J-5

Release Name

DF(Fe = 30,000)

DF(Re = 2100)

DF(Re <2100)

1.0

1.0

4.4 x 1055
4.4

4
2.2
2.2 x 104

FISSION PRODUCT RELEASES
Fraction in
Compartment J
At Time Index L
(Internal and
Output Variable)

Time of
Beginning
and End of
Release (Hrs)

Comoartment
of Release
(PWR)

Remarks

CG12(JL)
(molecular iodine)
CGOI (J,L)
(organic iodide)
CGP(J,L)
(particles)

0.0

Melt

CMI2(JK,L)
CM0I(J,K,Ll
CMP (J,K,L)

TMR
TMF

Continuous release simulated
by ten equally spaced spike events
in CORRAL (K=1,10).

Steam
Explosion

CS12(JL)
CSOI(J,L)
CSP(J,L)

TEXl

containSingle spike release. If
ment is breached simultaneously,
puff)
and
(time
of
enter TPUFF
XPUFF (fraction gas remaining)

Vaporization
half)
(first

CAI2(J,K,L)
CAOT(J,KL)
CAP (J,K,L)

TVRI

Continuous but exponentially
decreasing over ten equally spaced
spike releases.

CBI2(J,KL)
CB5I(J,K,L)
CAP (J,K,L)

TVR2

Gap

Vaporization
(second half)

2
(primary
cubicle)

Single puff event at beginning
of CORRAL calculations

TVR2

TVRE

2

1
(Main Room)

I

Same as above except spacing is
three times larger between
individual puffs.

Table VII J-1 -

Table VII J-5
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P.

Both versions of CORRAL are listed
ple.
along with subroutines.

J1. INTRODUCTION
This addendum to Appendix J is intended
to provide a workable tool to anyone desiring to do further containment analyiodine
molecular
ses of particulates,
When the realization
and noble gases.
that a multicompartment containment modto analyze the complex
el was needed
we hoped that a
sequences,
accident
computer code could
generalized
fairly
We think that with the
be developed.
(PWR and BWR)
two versions of. CORRAL
described herein are.quite versatile.
CORRAL was always under constant reviinThe final version of CORRAL
sion.
revisions required to handle the
cludes
and core resequences
many accident
Built into
leases that were defined.
the two versions are four types of fiscapability of
sion product releases,
spraying in one compartment with boric
acid or caustic solutions, and natural
deposition in as many as nine compartThese rooms can be connected in
ments.
within or beany way with filtration
tween them.
The user of CORRAL must input the conthermodynamics (pressure, temtainment
perature, vapor composition) the interflow rates and leak rates
compartmental
CORRAL interpoas a function of time.
input data and computes
lates between
and spray
natural deposition rates
all
It solves a large array
rates.
removal
equations,
of simultaneous differential
an inventory on the airborne
and keeps
CORRAL outputs the
fission products.
cumulative amount leaked of the various
core radionuclides based on the input
data of the core fraction airborne with
CORRAL can compute the
each release.
for one explosive event per
losses
sequence where the containment pressure
rapidly reduced to atmospheric by
is
flow through a large hole.
in conjunction with
This users manual
the
the rest of Appendix J describes
A
code input requirements and output.
simple PWR example is shown followed by
an elaborate BWR accident sequence exam-
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J2. INPUT DATA
CORRAL was coded to use the very inforDepending
mal NAMELIST method of input.
the use of
type of computer,
on the
NAMELIST permits input simply by naming
the variable, followed by an equal sign,
For CORRAL
the value, and then a comma.
on the Univac 1108, the procedure is to
enter beginning in column 2 on the first
data card $BREAK N=5, NDATA=12, etc. for
The last
datum is
input variables.
all
followed by $.
Two complete lists
of
input data
are shown in section J4 of
this addendum.
J2.1

FISSION PRODUCT RELEASE DATA

sequences
Both PWR and BWR accident
types of releases are discussed elserelease
The first
where in this study.
This
is the Gap Release that is at t=O.
is a single spike release occurring
in
the PWR primary cubical (Compartment 2).
times.
The other releases occur at later
Figure VII J-8 shows a typical sequence
the
lists
Table VII J-5
of events.
other releases and pertinent variables
All releases
as programmed into CORRAL.
occur in the drywell
in
BWR accidents
(Compartment 1).
All times
designated
as a variable name in Table VII J-5 must
be entered in the NAMELIST.
The continuous Melt and Vaporization
Releases were programmed as discreet
so each release could be "aged"
spikes
Aging is necessary for setproperly.
tling
particles
as well as sprayed
particles.
Molecular iodine equilibrium
The aging of
is
also time dependent.
controlled by
is
nonsprayed particles
three input constants:
DPE -=
DPL

=

15.

(micron,
diameter)

5.

(micron,
size)

initial
final

average
average

TD=

4.

These
J3.2.2.

are

(hrs, time to go
to DPL).
discussed

in

from

DPE

paragraph

Since the total
of each of the four
releases
is
normalized to 1.0, to get
the amount of each isotope
escaped to
the atmosphere,
an appropriate isotope
core fraction per release
must
be
Eight basic
entered
in the input data.
groups of isotopes
were identified as
having similar "release" behavior.
The
eight can be grouped into three classes
according
to
their airborne character:
group),
inert
molecular iodine
(12-Br
gas
(organic
iodides and Xe-Kr)
and
particulates (Cs-Rb, Te, Ba-Sr,
Ru,
La
groups).
The
input array in fractions
of core
airborne
per
release
is
CFR(I,J):

1

Xe-Kr

2

Org-I

3

1 2 -Br

4

Cs-Rb

5

Te

6

Ba-Sr

7

Ru

8

La

1,

GAP REL.

2,

MELT REL.

3,

STEAM EXPL.

4,

VAP.

3
of each V(I), ft , floor area,
AF(I), ft 2 , and wall area,
ft 2 ,
AW(I),
and ceiling height HT(I), ft.
The maximum N is
9 as dimensioned
in
the
program.

volume

For each accident sequence, the user of
CORRAL has a choice of up to 20 sequential
event changes.
For our analyses
these were matched primarily to changes
in leak rates from the containment
system.
However, changes in other parameter
can be programmed into the accident.
The
time input variable is TI(I), I=l,
NDATA (NDATA=I-20).
The time dependent
variables are:
TMY(J,I),
J + 1-N
I = I-NDATA

Compartment temperature,

PI (J,I)

Compartment pressure,

VAPI(J,I)

Compartment
water
mole fraction

DELTTI (J, I)

Compartment wall-bulk
gas
temperature difference, OF.
(para. J3.2.1 and J3.4.1 of
Appendix J)

GI (J,K, I)

Intercompartmental gas flow
rate (J to K), ACFH.

EP(J,K,I)

Corresponding
particulate
decontamination for J to K
flow.
(fraction removed) 1

El2 (J,K, Z)

Same for molecular iodine.

ELKP (J, I)
ELK12 (J,I)
ELK0I (J,I)

Fractional
loss per hour
of compartment J particulates,
iodine or organic
iodide leaked from containment to environment.
Normally these would be identical
at any time J.

FDP (I)

Removal rate of particulates
within compartment
by filters,
ice condenser,
etc. Fractions of vol I/Hr.

FDI2 (I)

Same

REL.

CORRAL computes a cumulative leak amount
for each isotope, e.g.,

OF

psig
vapor

1

for molecular iodine.

4
CFR (1,3)

12 12=
leaked =

x Fraction

J2.3 SPRAY INPUT DATA

of release 12 leaked)
It
does not
decay loss.

correct

for

radioactive

J2.2 MULTICOMPARTMENT INPUT DATA
Basic input data is the number of containment system compartments,
N,
the

VII-202

Sprays to remove particulates and iodine
are important in the postulated PWR accident sequences.
Two types of sprays,
the
containment system injection spray
(CSI),
and the recirculation
sprays
l(e.g.,
refer to para. J3.4.2 for pool
scrubbing
EP(I,2,K)=0.99 for a decontamination factor of 100)

with rapid loss of containment atmosphere,
such as in a steam explosion or
then the variables
floor meltthrough,
necessary
are:
TPUFF,
in hours, when
XPUFF, the fraction of
the puff occurs.
contained,
containment atmospheric still
the respecand DFPP, DFP0I and DFPI2,
tive particulate,
organic
iodide and
A puff
iodine decontamination factors.
release
takes an equal fraction (l.and
XPUFF) from each PWR compartment
adds
it to the total
atmospheric source
term.
Since N=4 was the BWR SGTS CharFilter
compartment,
CORRAL-BWR
coal
avoids dumping (l.-XPUFF) of compartment
4
into the source term.
Even if there
is no puff in the accident
sequence,
a
number greater than zero must be entered
Also,
for DFPP, DFP0I, DFPI2 and XPUFF.
enter TPUFF > TEND to avoid a puff.
is
also true for
(See below).
This
avoiding TEXl, TMR, and TVR1 and TVR2.

(CSR) could be operating in the main PWR
The input varivolume (Compartment 1).
ables for these are:
HCSI,

height of
floor, ft

CSI

spray

above

the

HCSR,

height

CSR

spray

above

the

floor,

of
ft

DCSI,

CSI droplet diameter,

cm

DCSR,

CSR droplet diameter,

cm

CSI,

flow rate,

ft 3/hr.

CSRI,

flow rate for
sprays, ft 3 /hr

CSR2,

flow rate for second
sprays

HO,

equilibrium
for 1-2

H0

=
=

CUT0V,

TCSI,
TCSIE,

set

of

CSR

set

of

CSR

partition coefficient

5000 for caustic spray
200 for HBO 3 spray
fraction
of an 12 release below
which airborne concentrations are
the spray
in equilibrium with
CUT0V = 0.01
for the
liquid.
caustic and HB0 3 sprays.
beginning time of CSI sprays, hrs.
ending

TCSRl
TCSRIE~
TCSR2|
TCSR2E

TCSR2E

first

time

of CSI sprays,

hrs.

same for CSR sprays

J

The
12
equilibrium calculations
in
CORRAL are carried out for the sprayed
A subrouvolume only (Compartment 1).
along with
tine ELAM must be compiled
CORRAL
for the type of spray usedThree versions of ELAM exist:
ELAM,

of the input data necessary for
The last
are the time
the execution of CORRAL
input controls.
The first
is
DT,
in
hours,
the time between computations.
DT must be entered
for each case if
multiple cases are being run, since it
the execution.
The
gets
altered in
value of DT will control the spacing of
output between the gap and the next
and will
control the spacing
release,
release is
completed
after the last
the new
until TJUMPI which triggers
spacing level DT2, both in
hours.
The
calculations progress until TJUMP2 which
triggers a jump to TEND where the last
set of calculations in the execution is
completed.
input
CORRAL-BWR
has two additional
These are MCOMP and MANN.
If
integers.
MANN is
any
integer other than 1, gas
flow can proceed through the drywell
annulus from compartment number MCOMP (1
or 2).
Some accident sequences had flow
1) to
from the drywell
(compartment
and then back
wetwell (compartment 2)
through the annulus.

for HBO 3 sprays
J3. OUTPUT DESCRIPTION

ELAM/CAUS,

for caustic sprays

ELAM/NONE,

for sequences not having
any spraying

The first
output is the input data with
The same units
labeled descriptions.
See
are in this output as in the input.
the example cases for a comparison.

The first
two versions use the data in
Tables VII J-2 and VII J-3 and Equation
an equivalent
VII
J-32 to calculate
removal A for iodine when the concentraELAM/
tion falls
below CUTOV = 0.01.
See last
section for
NONE puts X=0.
listings of these subroutines.

For
The calculational
output follows.
CORRAL
each time value TT = TT+DT,
writes:
a.

J2.4 OTHER INPUT DATA
If

the

containment

vessel is

breached

VII-203

The inventory of airborne particles,
iodine and organic iodides (or noble
gases) in each compartment for each
The
values are expressed
release.
rein fractions of the normalized
lease (1.0).

b.

The
inventory
compartments.

summed

over

the

J4. EXAMPLE PWR CASE

N

c.

The cumulative fraction of particles,
iodine and organic iodides of
each release escaped to the outside
atmosphere.

d.

The dose reduction factor of particles and iodine for each release.
This number is the cumulative amount
of isotope leaked divided into the
cumulative amount
leaked if
there
were no deposition or washout in the
containment system.
This was done
simply
by dividing the cumulative
fractions leaked into the cumulative
fraction of organic iodides leaked,
since no credit was given for washout of organic iodides.

e.

The cumulative
fractions of core
leaked for each of the eight isotope
groups described earlier.

The
case selected
to represent PWR
input/output data was a
typical Design
Base Accident (Case A) where only a gap
release occurred after the large pipe
break.
This accident sequence is very
simple and illustrates
how CORRAL can be
used to study one of many parameters
that have some influence on the fission
product loss to the environment.
For
example, the flow rate between the outer
annulus,
the main sprayed compartment,
and the lower volume was slowed down by
a factor of 10 in this run compared to
Case A examined in
the Reactor Safety
Study.
This slowdown lowered the fission product losses
in
the first
few
minutes after
the gap release, but had
no long term effect.
Figure VII J-5 is
the schematic of the gas flow.
Discharge
to the atmosphere
was
from
Compartment
3,
the outer annulus.
The
sprayed main volume
is
Compartment 1,
the primary cubicle is Compartment 2,
and the lower volume is
Compartment 4.
In all
PWR cases with the 10 containment
volumes/hour circulating
from Compartment 1 to 3 to 4 to 1 again the containment
was
essentially
"well-mixed."
There
was
rapid interchange
between
compartments 1 and 2.

The
last
item constituted the bulk of
the data used for determining population
doses.

INPUT CARDS
PwaP SA"PLE

CAtF

-

nF

IGN RAq•

ACC(11NT

WITH

LOW

INTERNAL

CIRCdLATION

TrI( I.1..4.3..1..5.
G I (10,
GT(1,7,

1)1=1 2+4
2)=1.2-06.
'(

(

4T

1 2.

(, 1(4.2,
'114,7,
I

n

( 4

r, 1 (2.. , 1
1.2+*
P1(4,1,
2-1,2-06,

1)=O..
2)1.,,
1= n*

7, .

(2

LO, FL"

1T(l=
1,
4)..
(•1 2,,
.
•TITVI1
.')4=1..•A
PIl .'
.1'.. ,Pc(
G I(] I. 51)=1.61÷6. , I 1(9, 4. a;) = 1.61-6,
TYY(1,.(4*)47.P÷6
I
2,Or)l.644
.'. .61+6,
yAI)2),
I(1,1. 6)=
.,1.61.
T( 1.4 , 6 '=
<T

4
*.,

4):.'+•*

1 (4.]1 .
=1.61÷6.
4(
=}.?+4,
61!4,1,
(,)=1.61 6. ,

L+KP•~,2
13.)=1. ''7?,.L7)=l(.(1÷

1,'.(=.27-.
611

tI)',.])=1.'4

7

-4

•T'(O)3. )=214&l+4.

FtIýY
(1 ,l)=4 .57 •-?,
PT

LKP{1=4-=r.:
V4 q 3

27-'

FIL,1, (3.6=2,47-4.

L•1I3,1)=.7 .

=LT2'
1 . )=4- 1. , PT- I L,
=4 1 7.=I,
.
T 1-1, 1= 4*.](2):.
TCRIW=4.0,
J=
Z4T2O,
T1 (. ,)=4*nLTCs23t3(.T)=
21 7-N
. P
I KP(I=4 JUMP(=.31(,
1
,111 , -. ( . LDO
j==4 .211-?,
r. 1 . 4 =1 64+ r,1 2)P4 .4 =1S
6O
?.~+4.

•

- ,

5

rrot
.I A
,)=
,T rPS02I=
4 -).)=!:,?1T-1:
TvI
,F
I(
14P
-T0.,
'."630. ,TVPOT=Inn6.
CLKI ?(I
:41620*1.
,I 17 -4:
ýLKP(1:,
rLKO1(3:4)=l.217-5,

rLKI2(',

)=2,.147-4.

HT1=11.,
)rQ=l 4Q..

Tl)=4.,

T"R=1.65,

TrSP~r=1000n.,

T('sRI=.0383.

PLKO 13,5)6=2 .141-4 .

s,1

TM€:=2.483,

TýX7=;.484,

Tr5P2r:10•nne.,

TC5R2=,0383,

n.P =I *r1
CrPP(|.1=40*n..

LKOI(3.61=2.I47-4.

IO)1F
1' S

. IP.
n* 1

ICST=0.,

TVg]=3e4P39

TJ-jMPI=,017,
=. 1 ,

VII-204

TPr1

TCýTý=°7&7,

TV92=198g3,

TVP-=,eq!.

rJUMP2=.4,DT2=.0384,

,

PWR CASE A - SAMPLE FISSION PRODUCT OUTPUT DATA
OU
.00,

hLT
.

CO"I-ARTMEjIf
C
GAP
U RLLtQ A E
M PAT IC•.LS
I
"
3

9.iS.9-035
9-9.1b -01
.Z659-06

IUTA

-OM

ýý;'S

AIHLO

," .

FR4CTI )'4S COQTAINE',

,Ap,
, '1ELA•A
12

GAP
RELFAS"
'I

4. (3 _,-,3
9.6.7;,-('1
42,b.,7"-11,

q*4 7-r~ ?.O,700. I
4.25•63-0,,

"ELT
EL V A',E
PA•,TICLLS
.)n,
0.00(5
O.OnOC

EXPLOSION
RELFAqE
PARTICLLS

EXPLOSION
RIELEASE
72

EXPLOSION
RELEASE
01

VAPOR
RELEASE
PARTICLE%

VAPOR
RELEASE
12

VAPOR
RELEASE
01

0.0n00

0.00ou

0.0000

0.0000
0.00tU

0.0000
0.0000

O.OOO0
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
•.OOO

0.0000

O00n00

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

MELT
RELEASE
01

EXPLoSIoN
RELEASE
PARTICLE9

EXPLnSION
RELEASE
1?

EXPLOSION
RELEASE
01

VAPOR
RELEASE
PARTICLES

VAPOR
RELEASE
12

VAPOR
RELEASE
01

.0 0
.OOT

0.00"0

0.O0ou

0.00O0

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

MELT
RELEASE
.01

EAPLOSION
RELFASL
PARTICLES

EXPL"SION
RELEASE
12

EXPLOSION
RELEASE
01

VAPOR
RELEASE
pARTICLEs

VAPOR
RELEASE
12

VAPOR
RELEASE

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

EXPLOSION
RELFAE
PARTICLES

EXPLOSION
RELEASE
12

EXPLOSION
RELEASE
01

VAPOR
RELEASE:
PARTICLES

V"POp
RELEASE
12

VAPOR
RELEASE
01

0.000o

0.0000

MELT
OELEASE
01

MELT
OrLEASE
I2
0.0000
0.000"

Oono0

Ao
RELEAS.
12

9.9do.-ul

,.o2.

GAP

G•r
SELFASE
.TI
I

Or

1.Uu5b-12

'2

"ELT
"EI EAS
PAROICLES

1.1611-I.?

Q,0O0n

UOSE RE1'"CTICN FACT 7ýS OF FAC,

HFL-ASE

GAP
.. LLAýE
PAKT1CLES

ýAP
RELEASL
12

1,0097400

1.0015'AO

GAP
SELFASE
01

r,R-Yg
3.e072-14

T

ELT
FELEA..L
PARTICLES
0.0n00

FRACTIONS OF CORE

MELT
WrLEASE
TP

n.OS

EACH RELEASE
GPP
,LLTASF
01

i.U.75-12

"FLI
PEU EASE
PAI-!CLL0.
0.10n'i

_0'0..
.

";AP

PARTICLES

MELT
RSLEASE
I

0.000n

0.00n0

I
"MELT
RELEASE
12

ELT
RELEASE
01

0.0001

01
7.2696-17

I20-P
I.P147-14

CS-B
5.2940-14

TE
1.05A8-16

BA-SR
1.0588-18

AGJ-6 had a number of features that made
it difficult
to fit
into CORRAL's usual

CORRAL normally calculacapabilities.
This
tes one lumped atmospheric source.
sequence had:
An elevated stack source through the
Gas Treatment System (SGTS, Compartment 4).

b.

A ground level source.

c.

Charcoal filter beds whose
for

could fail if
on them.
1)

to

the

trapping

12 and organic iodide

too much 12

Flow from the

0.0000

drywell

wetwell

collected

(Compartment

(Compartment 2)

with pool scrubbing.

e.

Return flow to the drywell.

f.

Flow from the drywell through the
drywell
annulus to the Main Reactor
Building (Compartment 5).

A Compartment 3 was used as an artificial dumping ground for the drywell
To segregate the ground level
annulus.

RU
O.u00O

LA
0.0000

source from the elevated source, another
artificial
Compartment 6 was created.
Flow to it was considered as the ground
source and core fractions in it had to
the
sets
be hand calculated
from
CFR(I,J) and CG$I(6,2) etc.

In contrast to the simple PWR example,
one of the most complex BWR sequences is
presented as an
example.
Sequence

capacity

0.0000

01

INVE!ITORY LEAKFO

J5. EXAMPLE BWR CASE

d.

0.0000
0.0000

. AIRIBON.E F1 AC'lu rlS CO'!TATNEr

GAl,
RLLEA.E
PA 0 1IL.LS

OSCA,'E FRACTIU!:S

a.

0.0000

air
The elevated source, from filtered
was easy to handle as a simple low level
leak rate from Compartment 5 for particulates and 12 only.
This meant that for
normal filter
operation, the total
flow
of particulates
from Compartment 5 was
1.001 times larger than it
should have
been.
The flow of 12 was 1.001 times
The
too high.
This was negligible.
normal organic iodide leak rate was 150
larger than the
12 leak rate
times
To
creating a 1.15 overdepletion rate.
iodide leaked
avoid this,
no organic
from
Compartment
5,
but rather was
filter
allowed to build up on the
(Compartment 4) and 15 percent of it was
hand calculated
to add to the total
atmospheric source.
problem was easily
The SGTS overheat
handled by checking on the 12 buildup.
When the charcoal beds did overheat,
it
the
was necessary to hand calculate all
12 and organic iodide as a difference
between
the buildup of new 12 and
organic iodide in Compartment 4 and the
buildup level at the time of overheat.

VII-205

No real problems arose
1108

chugged

but

the

due to the use of N=6 compartments.
The
time for matrix solution of the differential equations increases dramatically
as N increases.

Univac

seconds for the 24-

1512

This is

hour accident sequence.
1WR EXAMPLF

largely

INP,(T DATA FO)R ACCIDENT ýFQUENCE AGJ-OELTA

SQQPFA:,N=6.NfOATA=2n1
.COMP=I. MAN'!=2,
T((111
.,.116..117.1.5.1.5194.15,4.151,4.483.5.483.5.6595.651,6.159
6.151,6 .483 .6 .484 ,111. 15, 10. 151,1 3.15, 13. 151, 24..
HT(1 =1110. .29 .9 ,.I,*1,56..
APIiI(3526..(083?.,).,11..1.96+4.
AW(1(=14810.,163011..1..11..3.14+4,
V(II(1.59+ý5,1.19+5,27.8,27.8,1.1+6.

TMY( I, I
TMY ( 1.2

0=27.,P0( 1.1 1=24.1 , VAPT(, (I
=1 8,1. PTIrI *? 1=7.1n1. VADI(,
I

TMY( 1.4 (=181)..
TMY(l.5 )=18n1.,
TN¶Y(1,6 )=190..
TMY(1,7 )=190.,
TMY(1.A )=158.,
TVY(1.9 (=3119*,
TMY(1,101=329.,
TMY(3.11l(=172..

)=.91, 'WLT
(';>).99,
DFLT' T1(I,2
TI(1.1 1=5n..
):Sn..

P 1(1,4
=4.1100. IAOI(1 .4 )=.99.
PT(1.95 (=4.311. VAPU(1.5 )=.99.
P1(1.6 )=.300. VAPI((,6 )=.99,
P1(1,7 )=.300, VAPI(1,7 )=.99.
PT(1.8 (=19.3, VAPI(1,8 )=.99.
PT(I.9 )=61.1, VAP((1,9 )=.19.
PT( 1,11711=87.1. VAPt(1 ,111(=.99,
PT(I.111=87.1, VAPTIl,11(=.0Q,

DFLT TI(1.4 )=3.3.
DELT TI(1.5 1=3.3,
DFLT'T111.6 )=.14.
DELT TI(I,7 )=.14,
DFLT TI(I.8 )=.14,
r3ýLT
DELT'
')FLT
TT(I .111=1.11,
TI (1,12=1=4.,
nFLT TI(I.13(=.14.
DELT
(WrLTTI(I,15)=.14.
DFLT TI(1.16)=.14,
DELT TI(1.17)=.62,
DELT TI(I.18)=.62.
DELT TI(1,19)=.14,
F(L.P0)=.L
DFLT T

TMY(1.31'297.. PT11,111=49.3. VAPI(1.13(=.911,
TMY(1,14(.322.. PT(1,141=77.1. ('6P1(1.141=.911,
T%'Y(1.''(.27?., PI(1,35(1=770. VAPI(1,19)=.90,
TMY(1.16('328., PI(l164=85.3, VAPI(1,16(=.90,
TMY(I1.7)=328., Pfll,17(=85.3, VAP1(1,17((=.90.
T'1Y(1.18(=216.. PTI1,18(1=1.311, VAP((1.18)=.90,
TMY(1.19(=216., PI(I.19(=1.30. VAP1(1,191=.90.
TMY(1.10(=?16.. P1(1.201=1(.20. VAPI((1201=.90.
AF(2)=11.,AW(2(=.0.AFI6(=11.,AW(6(=11.,V(6(.10011.,
G1(1.?,7 (=1.94+6. EP412.,7 )-.99, E12(1,2.7 )-.99.
0,1(1,?.8 1=9.66+1,s EPI1.2.8 )=.Q9. E12(1,298 )-.99.
r1(I.7.l01=6.:14+r,, FP(l.;2.10(=.O.19

2121(.9

JFLOW
.B

TOWETIWALIL.
WITH POOL
SCRUBBING

CM1(,.141=4.81+5. EP(I,2.14)=.99. F12(1,2,14)=.99,
G1(1.2.15(=3.55+4. EP(1.2.15)=.99, E12(1.2,15(..99,

01(2,1 *11)=8.87+4,
11?(?,1,12 (=8,87+4,
GI(2.1,17)=3.32+4,
GI(2,1,18)=3.32+4,
61(10,.1 )=2.31+5.
GT(I.3.2 )=2.31+5,

I RETURNFLOWFROMWETWELL
)-2.31+5, GI(5,4.1 )=2.52+50
GI(3,5.2 )=2.31+5. G1(5,4.2 )=2.52+5.
r, ( 1.10• )=7,11+1. cI((.,5,3 (=?°31÷50G1(5,4,3 )=2.52+5.
0111.3,4 (=2.31+5, GI(3,5,4 )=2.31+5, GI(5,4.4 )=2.52+5.
GT0.13,5 I=1.17+5,
1(M1.3,6 1=1.17+,, r.1(1.5.5 )=1.17+5. GI(5.4.,5 )=1.20+5#
rI(3..,6
(=I.17+5, G1(, 4.6 )(1.20+5#
6T(3,5,1

~177O(r,.4.7

rGy0(1
(I .3.31=2.18.5
'A. Q I =1 . 72+5.
GIl1,3,12)=1.64+5,
GI(1.3.13)=1.69+5.
01(1.33,14)=2.69+5,
0I(1,3.15)=1.34+5.
rI(1.31]6)=2.(145.
rI(I.3
.39=1.84+5.
r1( .3.01=1.187+5.

rTI(]0.IO)=j.87*5.
GI1(%A,7
T.1(5,6.8

(=7.58+5,
(:2.58+5.

GI(5.6,Q )(2.58+5,
GI(';,6.10'=2.58+5,
GI(5.6.15) 3.60+5.
GI(5,6.161=3.60+5.
5
FLSP( ,1
)-2.29-5,
FLKP(9.2 )=2.29-5.
FLKPI5.3 )=2.29-5.
cLvP(q.4 )-P.29-5.
FLKP(•5•,
=1.11-5.
FLKP(9.6 1=1.10-%,
FLKPIS.7 )=5.45-S.
FLKP(S.A )=5.45-5.
FLKPI,9.)=5.45-5,
FLKP(%5.0)=5.45-5.
FLKP(5,11)=5.45-5.

01(3.,7
(4.
(=6.111+5,
111(3.5,T
(
S37+,1(,4,8
I(=6.
111+5,
6T(3.5.9 (=2.08,5, GI(,.4,) )(6.n0+5,

1T('G5,11)=2.1

. 01(5.4. 1 ()=6.(I()+1.

01(=,5,11(=1.64+5,

01I(5,4.11)=6.OC+5.

01(3,5.12)=1.64+5.
0I(1,5.13)=I.69+5.
01(3,5.14)=1.69-5.
GT(3.5.15)=2.18+5.

GI(5.4.12)=6.00+5.
GI(5,4.1)3=6.00+5,
GI(R.4.I4)=6.00+5,
G01(54.15)=6.n0+5%

01I(3,5,]6)=2.1÷.5,
r,11
(1 ,1
=1.34,5+i.

GI(05,4.16)=6.00+5,
G1(.4,17)=5.10+5,

AT(!.5.(9)=1.P7+5.

111I(5.4.191=2.7(++,

IFLOW

1(3,5.20(=l.8'÷.5

0I(5.4,20)=2.70+5.

AS A GROUND
LEVEL SOURCE

ELKI2(5,1
FLKI2IS.2
ELKT2(5,3

)=2.29-4,
)=2.29-4,
)=2.29-4,
FLKT2(5,4 )=2.79-4,
FLK(2(5.5, (=1.111-4,
FLKI2(5.6 3=1.111-4.
ELKI2(5.7 )=5.4,-4,
ELKI2(5,8 1-5.45-4,

ELKI?(5,9

)(5.45-4.

ELK 12(15.10
5. 45-4.
FLK(2(5.11 (.5.45i-4.

VII-206

1ST COLUMN
IS FLOWTHROUGH
DRYWELL
ANNULUS
2ND COLUMN IS FLOWINTO
MAIN REACTOR BUILDING
3RD COLUMN
IS FLOWINTO
THE FILTER

FLKP(".12)=5.45-5,
FLKPI5.131=5.45-5.
FLtK'(5.)4 (=5*45-5,
rLKP(".15) 5.4-5.
FLKPlS.16)=5.45-5.
FLKP(5,17)=4.64-•,
FLKP(R.18)=4.64-•t
FLKPI5.)9 (=2.45-s.
FLKP( 5.20 (=2.45-5,
CFP( 1,1 )=.03..87,0.,.1,

ELKI2(5,12)=5.45-4.
ELK12(5.]3)=,.45-4.
ELKT2(5.14lx5.4S-4.
FLKI2(5,151=5.45-4.
FLK1215.]6)=5.45-4.
FLKt (5,171=4.64-4,
ELKT?(5.18)=4.64-4,
FLKT?(5,J9)=2.&.5-4,
PLK! 20(520(=2.45-4,

CFR(R,4)=.O05,.7 6 ,0.,.19,
(PR) 1,5)=1.-5..15,O. .. 85.
(PR( 1,7(=O. .. 03.0,.,05.
CFR( 1.R)=O...O03,.t1, .01
Tr)=4. 00F=19. r)PL=5.,
CST=1. .
CSR=.,CP2=1..rC.'S=1.,(•R=1.
VCLI. F(CCI=I.,
TrSRI1=.+4÷T(SR2=1.+4.
TrSI=1.44,TCS1Icf.+4.TC.SRlF=I.+4,T(FR2FI.+,4.
HCSR=I..H0=1..HCS=I..CUTOV=.01,
TPX]1I.+4,TPJFF=1.+4,XPUFF=1.,DFPP=1.,DFPO!=1.,DFP 121.,
T)0=4.48R3,TMF=5.48a.TVRl=6.1;.TV02=6.65,TVRF=8.15,
rT=.44Ar)T2=. ,TJIJMP1=8.2 TJUMP?=I 1 ?.2TND=24.,

DUMMY

OUTPUT - BWR SEQUENCE AGI-6
FISSION PRODUCT RELEASE AND CLEANUP
.DA[A AAV ASSUMPTIUNS
NO. OF COMPANTME17S 1= 6
COMPARTMENT PRESSURES
0),J=1,20)=
((PI(I.J),I=I,
2.830000+01
0.0oU0o0
7.300j)00+()0
0.000000
7.300000+00
0.O•oooo
4.U00000+00
0.0OU0ou
4.000000+90
0.000300
3.000u00-91
0.000000
s.uOoouuO-9I
0.00000i
1.930000+01
0.00o0n0
b.1301100+UI
0.000000
8.730000+91
0.000000
b.730000+01
0.00)000
4.9301300+01
O.u0000
4.930000+91
0.000000
7.730000+01
0.000000
7.730300+01
0.000300
8.030000+91
0.000000
6.5300100+91
0.000000
1.300000+90
0.000000
1.300000+90
0.000000
1.300000+00
0.000000

0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000

0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
3.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
3.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.090000
0.00co00
0.000000
0.000000

0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000

0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000

COMPARTMENT TEMPERATURES
(CTHY(I.J),I:1,
o),J=I,20)=
2.720000+92
7.500300+C1
1.800000+02
7.5nUO0o+C
1.600000+92
7.500000+01
1.800000+02
7.500000+01
1.800000+02
7.500000+C0
1.900000+02
7.500000+C1
1.900000+92
7.500000+01
1.580000432
7.500000+01
3.080000*02
7.500000+01
3.290000+02
7.500000+01
3.290000*02
7.500000+01
2.970000+02
7.500000+01
2.970100+02
7.500000+01
3.220000+02
7.500000+01
3.220000+02
7.500000+01
3.280000t02
7.500000+01
3.280100+92
7.500000+01
2.160U00+(12
7.5000•0+01
2.160000+02
7.500000+01
2.160u00+02
7.500000+01

7.500000401
7.500000+01
7.500000+01
7.500000+01
7.500000+01
7.500000+01
7.500000+01
7.500000+01
7.500000+01
7.500000+01
7.500000+01
7.500000+01
7.500000.01
7.500000+11
7.500000+61
7.500000+01
7.500000+01
7.500000+01
7.500000+01
7.500000+01

7.500000.01
7.50o000001
7.500000+01
7.500000+01
7.500000+01
7.500000÷01
7.500000.01
7.50000+01
7.500000+01
7.500000+01
7.500000+01
7.500000+01
7.500000+01
7.500000+01
7.500000+01
7.500000+01
7.500000+01
7.500000+01
7.5n0000+01
7.500000+01

7.500000+01
7.500000+01
7.500000+01
7.500000+01
7.500000+01
7.500000+01
7.500000+01
7.000
7.500000+01
7.500000+01
7.500000+01
7.500000+01
7.500000+01
7.500000+01
7.500000+01
7.500000+01
7.500000+01
7.500000+01
7.500000+01
7.500000+01

7.500000+01
7.500000+01
7.500000+01
7.500000+01
7.500000+01
7.500000+01
7.500000+01
7.500000+01
7.500000+01
7.500000+01
7.500000+01
7.500000+01
7.500000+01
7.500000+01
7.500000+01
7.500000+01
7.500000+01
7.500000+01
7.500000+01
7.500000+01

IEMPERATURE OIFFERENCES TBULK-TWALL
(CUELTTI(IJ).I=I.
b) ,J=1,20)=
I.1ooJOO+00
1.000000-01
1.000000-01
5.000000+01
1.0noooo-Cl
1.000000-01
5.000000+-)01
1.00000-lo
1.000000-01
3.300lJ000(+0
1.00f0306--01
1.000000-01
3.300000+00
1.000000-Cl
1.000000-01
1.400000-01
1.000000-Cl
1.00000-01
1.400000-Oi
1.000000-C1
1.000000-01
1.400000-01
1.000000-Cl
1.000000-01
1.400000-01
.onuoo0-Cl
1.000000-01
1.400000-01
1.000000-Cl
1.000000-01
1.000000+Oo
1.000000-01
1.000000-01
4.800000+00
1.000000-Cl
1.000000-01

1.000000-Cl
1.000000-01
1.00c000-01
1.000000-01
1.000000-01
1.000000-01
1.00v000-01
1.000000-01
1.000000-01
1.000000-01
1.000000-01
1.000000-01

1.000000-01
1.000000-01
1.000000-01
1.000000-01
1.000000-01
1.000000-01
1.000000-01
l.0ooo0n-oi
1.000000-01
1.000000-01
1.000000-01
1.000000-01

1.000000-01
1.000000-01
1.000000-01
1.000000-01
1.000000-01
1.000000-01
1.000000-01
1.000000-01
1.000000-01
1.000000-01
1.000000-01
1.000000-01
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1.O0U000-C1
1.000000-01
1.000000-01
1.00000,-C0
1.000000-01
1.000000-Cl
1.0n0o00-01
1.0000oo-el

1.000000-01
1.000000-01
1.000000-01
1.000000-01
1.000000-01
1.000000-01
1.000000-01
1.000000-01

1.000000-01
1.000000-01
1.00C000-O1
1.OOCO00-01
1.00CO00-01
1.000000-01
1.000000-01
1.o0oo0o-01

1.000000-01
1.000000-01
1.000000-01
1.000000-01
1.000000-01
1.000000-01
1.000000-01
1.000000-01

1.000000-01
1.000000-01
1.000000-01
1.000000-01
1.000000-01
1.000000-01
1.000000-01
1.000000-01

WATER VAPOR MOLE FRACTIONS
l(VAPI'ItJ) *I=I, 6) ,J=1.20)=
3.000000-02
9.900000-01
3.UN0000-02
9.900000-01
3.00oOOO-02
9.900000-91
3.000000-02
9.900000-01
3.OOUOOO-C2
9.900000-01
3.000000-02
9.900000-01
3.000000-C2
9.900000-01
3.000000-02
9.900000-01
3.000000-C2
9.900000-01
3.000000-C2
9.900000-01
3.000000-02
9.900000-01
3.000000-CZ
9.000000-01
3.000000-c2
9.000000-01
3.000000-02
9.000000-01
3.000000-02
9.000000-01
3.000000-C2
9.000000-01
3.000000-02
9.000000-01
3.000000-02
9.000U00-01
3.000000-02
9.000000-01
3.000000-C2
9.000000-01

3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02

3.000000-02
3.00C000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02

3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02

3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02
3.000000-02

0.000000

0.000000
00000000
0.000000
0.00c000
0.000000
0.000000
0.00OO00
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000

2.290000-04
2.290000-04
2.290000-04
2.290000-04
1.100000-04
1.100000-04
5.450000-04
b.450000-04
b.450000-04
5.450000-04
b.450000-04
5.450000-04
5.450000-04
5.450000-04
5.450000-04
5.650000-04
4.640000-04
4.640000-04
2.450000-04
2.450000-04

0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000

0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000

2.290000-05
2.2q0000-05
2.290000-05
2.290000-05
1.100000-05
1.100000-05
5.450000-05
5.450000-05
5.450000-05
5.450000-05
5.450000-05
5.450000-05
b.450000-05
5.450000-05
5.450000-05
5.450000-05
4.640000-05
4.640000-05
2.450000-05
2.450000-05

0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000

1.4"0000-01
1.400000-l1
1.400000-01
1.400000-01
6.20O00-O1
b.200000-O1
1.400000-01
1.000000-01

(

FRACTION OF 12 LEAKED PER HOUR
0ELKL2(IJ),0=0
,
00-J=0,2C)0
0.000000
0.000000
U.00000000000
0.0OOOoo
0.000000
0.U00U00
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.u0000
U.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
U.000000
0.000u00
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000003
0.000o0u
0.o00000
U.OOOOOc
0.000000
0.00000c
G.000003

0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.0000u0
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000

FRACTION OF PARTICULATES LEAKED PER HOUR
b6)J=I120)=
((ELKP(IJ),I=1,
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
O.00O000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
o.000000
0.000000
0.000000
o.oobOo0
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
.0.000000

FRACTION OF ORGANIC IODIDES LEAKED PER HOUR FROM COMPARTMENT
((ELKOI(I.J).*=I.
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000U00
0.000000
0.300000
O.uo0000
0.000000
0.000000

6) J=12C)=
0.000000
0.000000
0.00U000
0.000000
o.on0000
0.000000
0.000000
O.Ono000
O.uou00)
0.000003
0.00000:)
0.000000
0.000000

0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000

0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.090000
0.00cooo
0.000000
0.0OC000
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I

0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000

0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000

0 .00100o
0.000000
0.000,000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.90 o(00
0.0000o0
0.000000
0.000000
11o.00000C
O.0010rou
0.000000
0.00O000
0. 00000
0.000000
,
0.000000
0.00O00
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
11.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
AND TIME (J). THE INPUT TIME ARRAY IS TI.
PI<LCEDI~aG UOUBLY INOLXEO EXPRESSIONS WERE I NDEXED ON COMPARTMENT (1)
0)-(I I (J) .J=I,
1.170000-01
.UoOO0OO0
1.1oJO-OoCI
1.50O000+00
1.510000+00
4.150000+00
4.151000+00
4.483000+00
5.650000+C0
5.651000+00
b.483000+00
6.151000+00
6.483000+00
6.484000400
1.015000+01
6.150000+00
1.315000+CI
1,315100+01
1.015100+91
2.400000+01
TIMES TCHAN1 SIGIIAL REIJITERPOLATION OF FLOw RATES AND THERMODYNAMIC DATA
TCIHANG=
0.000000
0.000000
0.u(10000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
.od00000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
OF PARTICULATCS
fkACTIO!O
(FUP(l),.I1, 6)=
0.000000
0.00000

REMOVED PER HOUR R Y INTERIOR
0.000000

FRACTION OF IODINE (12) REMOVED PER 1IOUR BY INTERIOR
(FDI2(I),It1, 6):
0.ol000IO
0.00000
0.000000
0.000000
INIFJ--COMPARTMENTAL

0.000000

0.000000

FILTER IN COMPARTMENT
0.000000

0.000000
0.000000

I

FILTER IN COMPARTMENT

0.000000

0.000000
0.000000

I

0.000000

TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS

CUbIC FEET OF FLOW PER HOUR FROM COMPARTMENT I O COMPARTMENT K AT DATA TIME ENTRY .
(Git IK,
1)tKzl, 6)=
0.000000
0.000000
0.00000
0.000000
2.310000+05
0.000000
(Gi( 2.Kp 1)#K:1, 6):

14 OUTPUT PAGES OMITTED HERE TO SHORTEN REPORT
0.000000
0.000000
(EP( 2,K,10)0K0l, 6)=
0.0000o
0o.uOUO0
IEP( 3,K,Id),K:l, b):
O.OOuO(.o
o.0OO uOI)
IEPI 4rKlb),K~l, b)=
0.000000
O.O000OO
(EP( 5,.,Id).K1.
b)z
n.000000
o.U0o000
(LP( 6,KItd),K=I, 6)=
O.U00000
0.000O00
(EP( 1,K,19),KI, b):
0. 0l0oljOO
0.000000
(EP( 2,K,19),K=I, 6)=
0.000000
0.00000(
(EP( 3#&,Ig),K=I, fj)=
0.00000
(1.3000,o1
(EP( 4,K,19),K:I, t,)=
0.000000
0.000000
(EP( 5,.,19),K=1, U)=
k0.000o00
U.000000
(EP( 6,K,19),K:I, 6)=
O.0u0000
. J0ou00
(EP( IK,20),K=I. 0)=
f.0uOj0
0.000000
(EP( 2,K.2ý),K:I, b):
0.000000
0.000000
(EP( 3,K,20),K:I, 6)=
oOnOo0o0
0.O00uOn
(LP( 4,K,2C),K=i, hi=
11.000U00
0.000000
(EP) 5.K,2V).K:I, 6):
0.Of0uoo
0.000000
IEP( 6,K,2C),KzI, 0)=
0.0000uo
0.000001

O.OOOO00

0.000000

O.U00000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.00cooo

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

O.0ouO00

0.00co00

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000900

0.00cooo

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000o00

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.O000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.00O00

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

INPUT TiME VARIABLES
TU:TIME INTERVAL OVER WHICH EFFECTIVE PARTICLE DIAMETER CHANGES LINEARLY FROM OPE
TO UPL (dIAMETER PARTICLES LATE).
uTI,002TIME STEP(HR,) BEFORE MELT AND AFTER TJUMPI
FVRI1TIME OF FIRST VAPORIZATION RELEASE.
TvRe=TIME OF VAPORIZATION RELEASE 2.
TVRE:TIME OF VAPORIZATION RELEASE END
TMR:TIME OF MELT RELEASE
TMF:TIME OF MELT RELEASE FINISH
rCSI=TIME CONTAINMENT SYSTEM INJECTION SPRAY PUMP STARTS
TCSIE=TIME CONTAINMENT SYSTEM INJECTION SPRAY ENDS
TECCI=TIME OF EMERGENCY CORE COOLANT INJECTION
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(DIAMETER

PARTICLES EARLY)

TCSHI=TIME CONTAINMLNT SYSTEM RECIRCULATING SPRAY STARTS
ICSRIE=TIME CUNTAINMENT SYSTEM RECIRCULATING SPRAY ENDS
T"X1:TIME OF EXPLOSION NO. I
1PJFF=TI,.A
OF PUFF RELEASE
TJUMP1=TIME rU SI1TCH TO TIML STEP DT2
TýjUAP2=TIME TO STEP TO END
TIb
4.00009+00
0Tz
4.48300-01
TVHI=
6.150O+00
TVR2:
6.65000+00
TVRE= 8.5000000+00
TMR= 4.48300000+00
TMF: 5.48300•00+00
TCSI= 1.0000000+04
TCSIE: 1.00000000+04
TECCI: 0.00000000
TCSRI: 1.00000000+04
TCSRIE= 1.0O•9UC0GO4
TCSR2: 1.000DO00+04
TCSR2E= 1.00000000404
TEXX: 1.O00000000lO4
TPUFF= 1.00000000+04
Uf2= 5.00O0COOO-Ul
TJUAPI0
8.19999990+00
TjUMP2= 1.31999999+01
TEND: 2.40000000+01
REACTOR

COMPART.IEiT LATA

COMPART;AENT WALL AREA
iAW(I),I1I.
6):
1.481000+9.O4
0.000000
COMPARTMENT FLOOR AREA
(AF(l),I=I, 6)=
3.1)26000+03
0.000000
COMPART74ENT
iEISHT

0.000000

0.000000

3.140000+04

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

1.960000+04

0.000000

1.000000-01

5.600000+01

0.000000

2.780000+01

1.100000+06

1.000000+03

1.000o00+92
2.990000+01
1.0ofOOOO-01
COMPARTMENT 4OLUME (CUBIC FEET)
(V(L).l1,
6)=
1.!l
0t)OO÷05
1.19000÷05
2.780000+01
LOi.TAINd,.EC4T

Aih) CLEANUP SPECIFICATION4S

•I=CONTAI&•TiET SYSTEM IN;JECTION FLOW IN CUBIC FEET/HR.
CSRI:CONTAIl4lAEl4T SYSTEM NO.1 RECIRCULATING FLOW IN CUBIC FEET/HR.
HCSI,r4CSN4:HEI(HT THROUGH WHICH CONTAINMENT SYSTEM SPRAYS FALL
OCSI,UCS:=UIAMETER OF CONTAINMENT SYSTEM SPRAY DROPLETS
CLITOV:COIJCECITRATIOrJ OF 12 [3ELOW WHICH SPRAY REMOVAL IS INEFFECTIVE
vLL=VULUME OF COOLANT LIQUIU
HU=RATIO OF IODINE IN SOLUTION IN WATER TO THAT IN VAPOR AT EQUILIBRIUM
ELCI:EMERGENCY CORE COOLANT FLOW RATE
uFPP,DFPuI.DFPI2=PUFF RELEASE DECONTAMINATION FACTORS
XFPUFF=FRACTION OF AIRRORNE MATERIAL RETAINED AFTER PUFF RELEASE
6PE,Jl'L=EFFECTIVL DIAMETER OF PARTICLES IN MICRONS AT EARLY AND LATE TIMES
CSIZ l.uooe(o000400
DCSM= 1.000CO000+00
LJFPP= 1.uOOCflOO+00
OPE= l.bO0OUO+01

CSRI
1.00000000+00
HCSI: 1.00000000+00
CUTOV= 9.99999990-03
VCL= 1.00000000+00
FPOI= 1.0000000+00
DFPI2= 1.0000000+00
OPL= 5.0000000+00

CORE FRACTIuLiS RELEASED BY METHOD J

KR-AE
01
12-UH
CS-Rd
TL
OA-SR
RU
LA

GAP RNEEASE

MELT RELEASE

3.00C00-02
0.00000
1.70C00-03
5.OOC9u-03
I.O1,00•-05
1.000-07
0.00000
0.00COO

8.7C990-01
7.00000-03
8.83900-01
7.6C000-01
L.50900-01
1.O0000-01
3.00900-02
3.00000-03

IN

HCSR: 1.00000000+00
No= 1.00000000+00
CSR2= 1.0000000+00

DCSI: 1.00000000+00
ECCI= 1.00000000+00
XPUFF= 1.0000000+00

ISOTOPE GROUP I CFR(JI)

STEAM EXPLOSION VAPORIZATION

0.00000
u.00000
U.00000
0.0OG0O
0.00000
0.0000
0.00000
0.00000

1.00UO0-OL
0.00000
1.00000-01
1.90000-01
8.50000-01
1.00000-02
5.00000-02
1.00000-02

SAMPLE OF FISSION PRODUCT OUTPUT DATA

TIME: 5.Ai13+Oa0

HNS

COMPARTMý11T
AlRd-•NIE FRACTIONiS CONTAINED
L
6AP
U RELEASE
M PARrICLES

GAP
RELEASE
12

I

ob6.12-09 ?.2949-03
1.
"0-0,
.6499-0o
3 i.0b-L2 2.979b-Ie
4 1.5)3-02
2.44o2-02
5
T.7j.i-03 .,OdjO-03
U 1.cl-d3
.6.3-3-03

GAP
RELEASE
01

MELT
RELEASE
PARTICLES

MELT
RELEASE
12

MELT
RELEASE
O0

9.2327-C7
1.4684-02
1.ol63-1'
6.5264-C1
;.0437-Cl
1.2831-01

8.8233-02
5.0654-03
1.b542-05
1,2950-92
5.o998-02

1.2575-01
6.2838-03
1.6279-05
2.3502-02
8.5738-02
8.08158-03

1.3296-01
6.5028-01
2.3264-05
4.4345-02
1.5332-01
1,90o8-02

S.5bhb-03

EXPLOSION
RELEASE
PARTICLES

EXPLOSION
RELEASE
12

EXPLOSION
RELEASE
or

VAPOR
RELEASE
PARTICLES

VAPOR
RELEASE
12

VAPOR
RELEASE
01

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

0.0l00
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0oo0
0.0001

0.0000
0.0000
0,000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

0.0000

EXPLOSION
RELEASE
PARTICLES

EXPLOSION
RELEASE
12

EXPLOSION
RELEASE
O1

VAPOR
RELEASE
PARTICLES

VAPOR
RELEASE
12

VAPOR
RELEASE
01

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

00;000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

TUTAL AIR=iORi4E FRACTIONS CONTAINED
.AP
RLLASE
PAITICLE.

OAP
RELEASE
Ile

GA"
RELEASE
01

MELT
RELEASE
PARTICLES

MELT
RELEASE
I?

MELT
RELEASE
O0

1.5353-02

:.2939-U2

1.000+09

1.7003-01

2.4711-01

1.000÷+00

VII-210

LýCAPC FRACTIvrS JF
.AP
REýLASE

1.5.L,4-Oo

EACH

,AP
kELLASE
£2
iARIIC.ES
Z.4b514-05

MELT
RLLEASE
PARTICLES

.uD003

1.293 -Ob

UGSE NEOUCTIOj FACTORS
.AP
RULEASE

O.Ou0O

RELEASE

GAP
RELEASE
O0

9

MELT
RLLEASE
PARTICLES

O.0Q00

FRACTIONS
KR-XL
O.Ouol

0.0000

OF CORE

2.SRS-0S

MELT
RELEASE
01
0.OOO

EXPLOSION
RELEASE
PARTICLES

EXPLOSIWN
RELEASE
12

EXPLOSION
RELEASE
oI

VAPOR
RELEASE
PARTICLES

VAPOR
RELEASE
I2

VAPOR
RELEASE
Ov

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

U.0000

0.0000

EXPLOSION
RELEASE
PARTICLES

EXPLOSION
RELEASE
12

EXPLOSION
RELEASE
01

VAPOR
RELEASE
PARTICLES

VAPOR
RELEASE
I

VAPOR
RELEASE
01

0.0000

0.000

OF LACH RELEASE

GAP
RiLEASE
00
0•

VAP
RELEASL
eARIICLES

,MELT
RELEASE
12

INVENTORY

MELT
RELEASE
01

G.0100

0.0000

LEAKED

12-GR
1.0130-05

01
0.0000

MELT
RELEASE
12

CS-RB
9.9108-07

7E
1.9411-07

BA-SR
1.2940-07

RU
3.8818-08

LA
3.B818-09

J6. COMPUTER CODE CORRAL LISTING FOR BWR ACCIDENT SEQUENCES
C

1*
2*
3*

C
C
w*

5*

•*

7*

THI-i
.i)

VERSIOtN

COcRAl.

OF

I-r•.SToý! PI(9,2n},Tl(kfl).Glfqlq.

IC

FOý

G-p

tCr'XlEIT

SEutiFiCES

n).VAPI~q.20),V(9),

IvAP(1I.P(qI,TMRP(.),rELTTI(q,?0I.OELTeT(q).FLKP(q.0)I,E•-(9,9y2n),
IEP~q,9o2O)-FFI;)(qeqilHT{G)pE. lI(cl)oEIPI9)-r(1)1),CMP(9.I,2fI)
ILLK12{9,2O),CKG(-,),rYP(lr)-()-Atin)}0.B(In).

*
io*

XICAOI(9,102,2.
ICB12(9.00.2),

!a*
14*
7*
1.5*

ICA12(9,10,?),
ICSP;(9,20,),
ItCFP(9,2)
LI'"FSIO'

ir*

ICGO2(9,2):

ýo*
i•s

ICMI2(9,10,24.
17CSI?(19,21.
1CGOI(9.21'

1;*

ICS P(9.2).

CcG•(

0

,2},

IMtP(g~.
1C
,!*
k3*

ICMTT2(9),
ICMTOI(9).

.ý0

ITMI3(IO),

t,*
,7.

ITMV
110).
1TM•flo),
lOKICIA(10)
LUIMFNSIOE'

3*
.0
51*

•"

nFTAPG(9),

IdETAPS(9)g
1AW(q).AF(9),

1SK&'(9),

34*

1SKCI(9,10).
1FOp(9),

j5*
jh*
31*
j8*
jq"

1FD1219),
IHTA12SIS)1
IBTAI2M(9,1I).
IFTAI2G(9),
lCVTOI(I9tCVTI2(91)

40*
41*
42*

IGKNC
I(9,10 1 .
loKt!CG(9),
IK;;CS(9)

4

1,oKICA(

.

1OK'.CA(9,10).
iAT1IA2A(9,1n)I,

46*
47*

4b*
49*

0):

•{*
b

11; TATe b9, 1, ..
IAMCA*IP 11) .
IAMLAIM(i0),
IAMr: AI A(IA),

b4*
ý,3"
54*

0I9IO)
lCID\
IFLoI(9),lLK~j~q,20),
IOK,-!Ct3 9,10),

Ub*

ICATlI(q)

b7*
t•d*

ITAI(lU),
I1(lo).

tO9

ITA3(10)#

ul*
U2*

ITA(110),
*TAu(IU)

,)3*
ý5*

1 IIEI5T19
IvA!°(9).

VII-211

0.0000

1'b
IST'9).
IPAS(9).

"7#
t.9"

I VM(q),

70*
71*
/2*
73*
",4*
75*

lwA1q),
IWS(9).
1,S (Q) .
IDA (9),
1012(9),
1SC(g])

76
17*
7m*
194
•o*
01l'

10) 8TAP'PA(9,.0),BTAPVB(pjj1)'CAP(9,
A.•,L,APA( In ),A'fPB(
LI.SIOh
EFA(lO)
110,2) .CBP(9,10,2) .CATp(9) ,C3TP(9),CVTP(9),DvA(10),DVO(IU)1
2,EF, 101) SKGA(9.10.).SKGe(9'tln)'TVAI1.i).TVA(1n)
DImIFNSIOl GR(g)t
1SKGI (9),
ICOV(10),
1CO({10}),
ICOA(IO),
I ELAMr4(1f0),
1t•LA"A(I0),
I CL J'A.L( 10),
IF.Fv (10I)
IDM(') ,
1TMY(9.20),TCiAlG6(20 )
CFR(JELISOT)zCO1F FRACTION REI.EASEr' FOo MITEPTAL I-;U1 UY
ET;0O JNEL.
(10),CORLFK(IO)
F•I.J.'rISIOLt CF(•I(,0),;'JAMF
(TR'.(1),T,i6(l)I
4(I),TVAul ),
L(.,) VALE•CE(TA
THt ISOTOPE ý,ROUPS WILL "E TAKE.! A' '-R-XE A.'n 01 bORA -,C I.lDInF
L1,K).,12-010(12 LIKr)*A14U CS-!:BTE.eA-SRPI,.PU(PART ICdL;.!E LIKE)
1
/.NAMES(j()/bHi)bP
LATA NAMrS(1)/6HKR-XE /,ý!AMF.S(2)/6HOT
/,NAmFF 16)/6HbA-sH /
I11 A!'ES(4)/6HCS-Pb /.N'ApI1;(5)/iHTF
/
/.NAM•-';()/IHLa
2r..A'"FS(7)/6HP'H

o3'
b4$
o5*
Lb*
bT,*
o8"
9*
90*
91*
2•2'
:,0.6i*
944
5*
'95*
97*
ý1*

1

C
C

C
C

1U2*
Iu3$
lu4.$
1L.5s
lub*s

LOSTCAL FWITCH
U,!t))
CO•"*1Oh•//A ( 5.n}, AbSMA X, AFS•'5, F'(5(}) ,F7,O ) ,FAP,ý (50 e 50) ,VF[
1,H(MO50) , II,If(U,.IRFL,LL,LOST*"APS."ARK,NTTNA, H.,NE.XI ,NT
5
,2,LOL) .,(5P,50),PEL•AX' RELPMoRtJP'(l(O) ,T(5O) ,TA;% 50)..TYPr
2•,PL"T(
3.Ut.ITFUrNITT,W(50) .ZCSU,50),ZN(RO.,S0),ZNII(50)
T2.TJUJVPFI.TJL•PP.
hrA.rLIST/3PES',K/h,flflATATT!.DEt.TTODT.
.I ,EPET2, Al-, AFFLK 12,ELKi-,H'rTtH-Nr-,TE~n, TVRI
iII

lu7*
Iud#
19'
1v*
il1*
112'
11:*
..
114*
115"

VFOP.FoD1,,TC"1,ELKOI1Mk, ,.F,TCý,iiFJ.
2.TVr,ý.,TVFEGK.rPEF.)PL,VAPI
3CS12,TCSP2',HCS1, TC T-XI ,TCSIF CSIT ioTCSpIE.CSRJ.
4U)CSP.HCSFCUTUV,DCEI,TECCIVCL TMY.TCSP ,.ECCI,DF
5, Tpi;FF, DFPP,.•FPO(,D FPI•,CFR.YPUJFFYC"MP, 'ANN
COMP fLnv, F~om MC-4P THRII A"N,WLuJS
:;CnV7'
,#A!t;= 1 ' nypAS ANNI'LoS
[iA/F.LIST/TRI JIA/ý1?.UR.SC.CK('.PTMP.'NST.VMPTAI,ý-•*,l'&u-EL12
AVELIST/MIX/P, TMP0tDTVAIR.VSY.PASPSAVI
,R-R•IF•
I,RFLmAX / .E-8
/, AbSP-S1! E-R
;)ATP•. ABSZ"A) I 1, -s•

1-,0*
lul#•

lib*
11i7*

c

1 COP.TINUE
!z hA {5,9fEAK, E•'!D=g9n)

1±05
119*

,RITE(b.20n1)N
2J0 I F'ORIIAT'f(I,//I,32X,•btAFISý,ZOt•

1•[]*
11"*
1Ž;*
1,:3*

OF COMPARTMENrS iv=
15X,?0HOATA A.!NDASSI.'mpTIOP'S./-6X,22HN(,.
wRITL(6.?002)N.NOATA
PRESSIRrS,/.6X.
2u02 FORHAT(IHO16x,P1HCnmPAHTt'FNT
2,6H) ,J=I-,, 1 2#4}))
1:1,,
(pT( IJ),
II4(
LO 15O Jj1,UATA
wRjTE {6,2003) (PI ( I,J).,I:1

1i4*
le•"

PP'ODUCT RELf.'ASE Aý4C CLc.A,..oP,//,
*12)

,N)

lut*
1,7*
1..*
1.q*
1.0*
1.11
1.2*
1.13*
1.,4*
1,5*
1...bO

1500 CONTINUE
2003 FOPWAT(6X,1Pý3Et4.6)
i..R!TE(6,2004)NNDATA
204 FO!.'AT(l110.6X,24HCOMrIATt"ENT TE'pERAIUQES,/,6X.15H((TM.(I.J).:1I='
112,'6,f) *dJ,1-2.2W=)
00 1505 J=I,SOATA
wRITE(6.2003)(TMY(1.J).I=1N)
1505 CONTINUE
WRjITE-6,2006)N,NrATA
OIFFEPEICES TIuLK-Tv;ALL,/.X,
2006 FOOVA) )H',6'5.-5ETEY'EHt'TRE
l'Ibk( [.ELTT l( l,J),•I=! ,, 12, H) ,OJ= ,, 12,2H): )

I.a7O
11.)8*
.)96
140*
11*
142*
1.3*
14,4*
145,5
l.u*
1,7*

1510 JI,.[0ATA
ý,PITE(6,2003) CDELTTI( IJ),I=IN)
1510 CO-:TINLIE
T
A
•,v T•(6,?00C)NiiC.A
2UO6 FOF!AT(IH0,A..2bIoWATER VAPOR MOLE rRoCTIOS
I,2L)
,Jzl,,
l1bd1 (,AP!C(fd) l:1,,I,.')
00 1521 J1 ,::0AT,"
ý.RITE.(6,2001I (VAF'I1(lI j),1=1,1e!)
1520I COt.ITINUE
v.;RzTEL(6. 01 )N.!NA'A
2iG10 FOR'.,AT({1!;(C6, ,OvHFPACTIOI

IL.,-*
1:.715t5.

12 LEAKWD PF)

i'OUR,/,6X,

:;0 1525 J I,':r/ATA
•.R Tt.(6,2003) {FLK1l•(l.J) ,I=I,NI]

1,9*
iLuO#
t1h*
1,2*
I',3*
lb•*

OF

./,6X,

COlTINIJE
',HITL(6-201()WNr.A'A
OtiF"ACTIO'
12
FOR'.'AT(IHrl,h*.b
2o
,!)
i 1l"P( (LLKF(I ..
1525

~).,I-,,)

'LO 1'530 J=I i.ATA
A
;.RPITL(6.P20 3)(FLKP(TJ}
1:,3(1 COI:T IIJL)E
,,RjTL(6-2016)N-fr.ATA

OF PARTTCULATEc
22)=
Jl

LEAKED PER Hj,.j,

TIlt)

VII-212

./.6X.

It,9-.
IU*
loi*
I•24
Io3*
Io4*
lv5,
1,7*
1.6*
l,9*
110s
171*
172*
173*
1y4*
1"5*
176*
1177 <'

2016 FOPVAT(1If".n6)A,,214FPACTIOP' OF ORtRAN1C IODIDF; LEAKED
1r.Or'ARTMEt:T I ,/T6vI7((FLK0I(1,J('1=I1,6H),JZI.,E?.2H)
'O 11530 J=1,NPATA
11530 ýRIT• (b,•0(3) (FLKOT (I,J).1 =1 JIN
2014

jEo mOIIR FRn.

o;RITE(6,2014)trnATA, (TI(J),J=1 .NlATA)
1XPRESSIO',jS .,LRE INrEAE
Ax,Ilh0HDE-CL9T!jG rOUALY I.•OFXF.)
FORWAT(1H
10 6I! COMPARTMENT (I)
ANP TIMF (J). ThE INPUT TIME ARpAf IS ri.

,RITE (6, 2?O1V TCP•A1G
",.
22615 FORA7AT( 10-0 6X.72HT-IMES TCHANG 7SIGNAL RtIfITEpPOLATION OF FLOW RATES
* AIrX THERMODVNAMIC
DATA ./,6x, TWTCMA'G'-"/,(6X,1PBE14.6))
vGRIT-(6,2018)N
2018 FORAAT(1H(f.6X,77HFPACTIOm OF PARTICUI.ATES RFMOVED PER .. oýUR UY ImTE
IIUOR FILTER IN COMPARTMENT I
,6X,1,H(FPP(1),I1.'I2,AtH)
4,RITF(6,2003) (FDOP(T),
1,N)
ARTT{(6,2020)N
2020 FORMAT(1HO,6x.76tiFPACTIOr OF IODINE (12) REP.OVEO PER HouR BY INTER
*/u6XI!H(FtDI2(1).I=1',I2.2H)=)
IIOR FILTER If. COMPARTMEtIT I
wRITE (6*2001) (FDT2 (I ) ,I=1 N)

4NRITE(6,2021)
lid*
2021 FORý'AT(IHO/,6Y,.4HTNTER-COMPAPTMErIT.L TRAmSFER COEFFICIENTS
119*
.RITL(6.2022)
1.0o0
2
lb0*
2L 2 FURMAT(1HO.6XRU4HCV8IC FEET OF FLOW pEO HOUp FROM CO,4PAxTNENT
1
COMPARTMENT K AT DATA TIME FNTRY j I
102*
flO 1540 J=I,ODATA
lo3*
14*
CO 1540 T=I,',
Iub*
v,rITLI6,?0243 I, J,'J

./1
I

TO

1o7*
lud*

1540 CO•TI1NUE
20:24 FOP-ATfli

lo9*
190*
191*
192*
1Iý3*
194*
l-j*

NrHTE(6,202f-f
NfI•.E(I1)
PEMOVED 8Y piLTER IN FL
2026 FOQ.'AT("U•,6.X,I07HFRACTIC.N OF I
1l;W F,,00, COMI'MRýVP-T I 10 COMPARYME.IT K AT rATA TImiE cNrY J
DO 1IS5 J--I.v:DATA
uO 1ýý5 1--1,1,
j.R• TL6.•O2A) IJ.'1
•RITE(A,20n3) (FI2(T,K.J).,K=1.N)

196*
1)7-

1545 COi.TINUIE
202$1 FORAAT(li

196*
199*
2vO*
2.1*
2,;2*
2u3*
L L-4

,RITL(6.-?030)
[:0 lý50 J=I,!;OTA
2030 1ORýAT(1'fl,6.x,07HFPACII0N OF PAETICiLATFS PEMOVEL BY FILTFR
lOW r10,m COMPA.kTtFIT I 10 COMPARYmE0IT K AT DATA TIME ýNj,,Y J
[r;0 150 I=lor4
t
I
'wRITH6,?032)IJ'
ý.R I TL (6,2?0 03) (FTP( I,-K ,J) ,•Ik

2o*
2uo*
7
2U *
2v6"

1',5u CONTINUE
1
2032 FOR. AT(IH .(-AOH(FP( .1,.H.K,,I?,6N),K2I,,I2.2P)-)
qRITE(6,b203U)
2034 FOO'AT(Ifl,6X,?O0IPIT Ty.1E VARIABI.E; ,//,6Y'I0RHTC=TIi"o

2.9•'
21.1w
2,•1
2
i2*
P13"
2i4*
2.5*
216*
217218S
219*
2e0*
2•1.
2$2*
2,3*
2.4*
2ý.5$
226*
2•I*
2•8*
2,9*
210*
2.1*
23•2
233*
2.4*
2o5*
2ao*
2z7*
238*
2L9*
2.U*

10VER WiHICH :FFrCTIVF PARTICLE fATAMrTr-R CiAN.-ES LINEAr(L( FROM UPF
2.'IA:',TER PARTICLES EApLY) I/,.X.33siT' PPt
rIAVFTLR .A..IICLES LATE
3).
,/.6XSIhDT,DT2-TIKE STEp(HRS) BEFORE PFELT ANJ AFTF-iý TJjMP1
p
A/,v,,39HTVRI=TIMF nF FIRST V'%PORIZATTO.J PELEASE
4/,6x,36HTVR2=TTMF OF VAPORIZATIAN~ QEiEASF 2. ,/.
5uX.37HTVRE=TIMF OF %IAPORTZATION RELEASE FI1 'I/,
6.Xp14HTW!=TIVCE OF *ELT PELEAfE -/,
7uX.311TMF=Tlv'E OF "ELT RFLEASE FINIS,: ,/,
66X.,uHTCsI=TItir COPMTAIMPO:.IT SYSTEM IP.JECTIOk SPRAY PwM.. STARTS./,
61,,XP50HTCSIE=TIME CONTAINIVENT SYSTEM INJECTION SPRAY LNUS I/,
9gX,I,6HTECCI=TIME Or EMERGENCY CORE COOLANT INJECTION ./,
06X,'6HTCSRI;TIME CONTAINý"ENT SYSTEM nECIRCULATING SPRAY STARTS
/,v
IUXX,5HTCSR1E=TIMf CONTATIt.MENT SYSTEM RECIRCijLATINO SPRAy ENDS ,/,
2.X','bHTEXl-TIME OF EXPLOSION NO. 1
/.
36X.?6hTPUFFZTINE OF PUFF RELEASE
,/,
46X,76HTJUMPI=TIME TO SWITCH TO TIME STEP DT2
I'/
56X#2bHTJUMP2=TIME TO STEP TO END
,/)
WRITE(b,2036 )Tfl.DT.TVRITVR2,TVRETMP •TMF;TCSI- TCSIE. TFCI * TCSR1,
OT2,TJUftPITJUMP2.TENj
* TCSrIETCSP?2,TCSP2E.TEXI,TPUPFF.
2,36 FOP'lAT(1H ,6Y,-.tTD=,lp-l2.5,'X-3HDT=,IPEI2.5,3Xp5HTVRI=.1PF12.,,2X
A,5HTVR2=.1PE12.5,2X
1,5HTVRE=, 1PEIW.R,3X,4HTMR=,1PEIU.8/,6XOHTF=, 1PL1R.a, 3X.5HTCSI=u
1IPE 14.9,3X,614TCSIE=.lPL• 4 .8,3X'6HTCCI=. ,IPE14.lRo3X.bHTcSHI=, IPEI1
1 *,
••/,6X,7HTCSRIE=:1E14.8 ,3X, 64TFSR2=,1PF4.l.,3X.7HTCSRp,
IPE14.68
1jX5hi5TFXT =IPE14. R,3X.bHTPUF=,IplPE4.8,/,
I6X,4l(DT2=, IP(14.R,3X,7RHTJI(MP,
|IPEI4.R) 3Y.,7TjUMP2=,IPFIW4.RX,
15HTr;40=-1PEIQ.F)
wRITE(6.203i8)
2038 FOPPAT!IP0.6Y,•4HREACTOR COMPARTMEý1T DATA */)
wRITE(6.2010)N
2G•4f FOR•.'AT(1H *AA,1IICOMPARTWENT WALL ARýA,/,6X,11H(A*(II),r=lI2,
IH):)

2.2*
2ý3*
2.4*

LRjTE(6,A?042)N
2042 FORM'AT(1H .6Y<,P2HCr'VPARTT.ENT
12H)=)

2,5*
.ý,72.'*
2ý9"
2•.,*
"31

W•RITL(63,044)r
,
2l.44 FOP'.-T ( It: - ý, 1,t,PICrVPAkT'ýFNT HE TGHTI./, 6X -Ih•1ý(HT ( I
1=1J,,'12 2H)-RRITL C6,2003) 04T ( I ) , I=1,t)
4RITEC6,2046)N
2U41' FOP1;:AT(IP ,6.,31HC'PA|kTMF-T VOLUME" (CUBIC FEET) ./'6x,
0•
( ),I
,, 2 2
--

,b

,

,6x•

(G (1

(-2

,

,2

,K

3 *

,

,I'.fH

,6

)K

-)

I ,1,H

,=

,I

,H

III FL
1

~

INTERVAL

FLOoR AEA,/,6X-I1H(AF(I).1=1,12,
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ATTEf6,2003)(V(I)1T=l,Id)
2$t,.2 *
RTHL(6,PO~4P)
2.)*
4
O6,•Iý.tICONTAII)'ENT AN[ CLEANUP SPFCIFICATIuN,.,//,oX.5S
2u ,3 FOr'AT(1O
ký4*
lIICST=CONTAIt-"El:T SYSTF)" rjJECTItr, PL'W It' CUBIC FEET/H,.,/6X,6Li
2:ý5*
IHCSf;;=COlJTAJtAFNT 6YSTL' -10.1 RECIPCLAT-IjG FLOW IN CU.IC FEET/HR.
2tbt,$
l./tX,61,*ICSI.HCSR=HEI(HT THROU604 WHTCH CONTAINMENT SYSTEM SPRAYS
2L.75
ONTTN"ENT SISTtw SPRAY OR'^PL
e
Or
if-ALI. ,/,(,XlHrC'IorCcR=r'AMrTER
Llt•$i*
2ETS ,/.,6Y,6-,.CUTOV=COILFtITRATIO?) OF 12 BrLO;. wHICH SPRa4 RFMOVAI
OF
COOLANT LIQUID ./.
,/,6Y.ŽeHVCL=VnLUk4F
3S I!rJFFECTIV.
IbX,7IHH0=RATIO OF 7 M131i.EIN SOLUTION Itl WATER TO THAT L,, VAPOR .j
2Ai*
ILOuILIBRTUM./,6X,3 HECCI=EMEoGENCY C'RRF COOLANT FLOW RAIE,/,oX,
2o2*
2
153IfFPPrFPOI,.FPI2=PUFF RELFASF DFC'NTAWINATION FACTO,.,./,6X,
u3*
2,ý4$I*b3k.xPuFF=FPACTT3', 'F AI'PORNIF MATEOIAL RFTAINED AFTEI? pFF RELASE:
lIAmErER OF rARTICLES 1:, MICRONS AT
./-,,t,7,mDPE,0PL:EFFECTTVE
1
2•5$
I EA'LY AN:D LATE TIvES
ew)*
HCSRtDCqIDCSP#CUTOV,VCLiOLCCI,
.CPItHCSI
,RITE (6,2050)CSI
2u7$
lIbFpZDFPOI,)'FPI2,CSP2,XPUFF~nPEnPL
2.C*
2Ub0 FOFPAT(lHO,b',IjHCSI=.IPEi-.8,3X.5HCSolr.]PE4.A,3X,5HHC.•,I=.PEIt,.8
2.4*
i4.A3X,
1,3k,5,HCSR=,IPF14-.n,3X.5H(CSI:IPEI4.Rb/,6(.SHDCSR=,IPF
2iU*
I(,HCI TOV=,'IPF 14 F.,3y,'4HVCL= -IRE I u. 8, 33HHI=. IPE14.8. 3X.:)IE~cCI=.
2711
2*1*
21.5*
214#
275*
276'
217*
?d8
2i9*
Lb0$
2ol*
2u2*
2ý3*
2.,4
2o5*
2at,*
2o7*
2ka*

IIPF14.c,3X'/.6X.bHDFPP:.,IPE13.7.3X.6HDFPOI=.IPEl3.7, 1 X.
18HDFPI2=,1PEI13.7,3X,SHCSP?=,IPEIT.?,IX.6HXPUFF=,PE13.7.//
)
17XHUDPE:tPE17,7X,4X•HCPL=.IPE13.7
wRITE(6,2052)
I'ISO=NOI+NI2+NrAP
ARITE(6,2094)((NAMFS(J).(CFR(IIJ).T=1'4))J=:,l•NISO)
5
20 2 fOR'.AT(I40,6.X.63HC"RE FRACTT(NS RELE!SeD 1Y METHOU J I,, ISOOPF 6R
loUp I CFR(J,I),//,12XIIPGAP RELEASE,4X.1,?HMELT RELEASE.WXo
215HSTEAM EXPLOSION.IX.12F1VAPORIZATIOC)
PI
E~m..~
I*1~~.-'
2t(54 V~1fA*N,
INITIAL CONTDITIOIS cF Cn,,ulTrr VARIAr'LFS
C
VTOT= ,
vTrf=TOTfL CONTAT'EN'JT VWLUr.FTR
C
LIO I
IZ~l,'
1)=
CGoT(l,
CGP(I, 1):=.
I)= n.
CSpI,

~*I

2V•0
2•1$
2,ý2
29j3*
2-)4*
2-i5'
29u,*
297"

C6)(I, 2):o
LG7(I. 2)= 0.
CSP(I, 2)= fl.
2):
.SCT(),
CMTP(I)IO.
CMTTi:(I)O.
CMT0I(1)ZO.
CMT%,I)(1):.

298*
2•4$
3uOi*
luls
352$
5.33U4*
3,,b*

CVTI2(1)=O.
CATf'I(1)=O.
CBTOI(I)=O.
CATn(1):C.
CBTr(I):=n.
=
CG,2(1' I):
CS1,111, J)= (i.
.
2
2):
CG: (I,

3u6'
3.7*
3,8*
3uq*
310$
511*
31i,*
343*

6.
CSI2(I, P)=
4
vTCT:vTOT V(I)
J=:I,10
00
SET 1, CONCF.:T"ATIONS NO--ZE.O
CMI2(IJ.I):I.
CAIP(I.J.1):I.
Cbl2t],J-l)=tCACT(I, J, ))= 0.

314*
31uo
3.7*
3184
314*
4u*
351'
31ý*
3•3*
3,4'
se5*
3,6$
3,7$
31$'
329*
3.51
3.>.e$
333*
3,44
35*
3-7$
3.;1*
,i'
341o
3-42$
343*
53i.

C

c'CBti(.

J,

FIR C .ToV

Tr';T ONLY

1): 0.

rAP(I. J, 1): A.
CMP(1. j. 1): n.
CMOIll, J, 1)= 0.
CACT(I, J, 2)= 0.
LHd'I{I, J, 2): 0.
J. 2): '.
CBP(I,
CAP(I, J. 2)= 0.
CMp(I, J, 2)= 0.
0.
CMOT(I, J. 2):
CAI)(Ip J, 2)= 0.
0.
J, 2):
C8121I1,
0.
CMIT(I, J, 2):
8 CONTINUE
TEX:TEXl
uO I0 ,J:1 i,]
TM3(J)=O"
TMU ).)TmPR-FI.OAT(J-1)$1T':F-T'R)/ 10
TA1(J): 0.
TAI)J): 0.
TA3{J):o,
T83(J0:0.
ITAu(J)=TVRI-r'L(AT(J-t)*(TVR2-TVP)I/i"
IUu)J}=TVH2+rFLOAT(JI)*(TVRE-TVP2)il)"
10 Cot.TINUE
TA: 0.
TSA7 u.
CWLVP:0,
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3", b*
Zý6*
3!.7*
3.d.*
349*
3tO*
3=,1*
31ý2*
3 Z3.*
3ýý4*
3)b*
.•bb'

~

CSLKP=O,
CGLKP=O.
CMLW"2=0.
.
CVLK,=0
CSL.KI2=0.
CGLVI2=0.
CVLVI:e=O.
ctMLK01=0
CSLleQI =A
CGLK"OIO0
CVLKOI=D.
COKFnG1=O0

3:8*
3,9*
3oU*
3,•15

OKEOG2=0.
TG2=U.
OKEQS1=O.
GKISI=O,
1S1:0.

3.2*
3.3*
34u4*
C
3o5*

CKE1S2=0.
TS2=0.
FOOF:1.
FEGIN CALCULATIONS

.o7*

7TT O.

3c0b'
3o9*
37'/*
371*
372*
3730
3'1*
37b*
3ib*
377*
37d*
319*
30J*

C

SAVr LVT
i;T1U1
ICHANG=I
6 COK.TINUE
IF(TT.LT.TMP)OT=AMINI(OT1,TMP)
*(TMF-TMR)
IF(TT.GE.TMR)DT=.0
IF(TT.GE.TVRI )rT=..n5*(TVP2-TVRI)
IF(TT.GE.TVPI .AND.TT.LTTMF)P.T=.fS5*A.•I NI (TMF-TMR.TVR2TVHRI)
IF(TT.GE.TVR2)DfT=.I*(TVRF-TVR2)
IF(TT.GE.TVPE r)T=DTI1
IF(TT.6T.TJLIVPI )DT=OT2
TF(TT.LT.IPUrF.AfrO.TT+UT.GT.TpUr')rT-TPUIFF-TT+1 .E-8
IF( T.LT.TCFI.ANDý.TT4IT1.T.TCSI)OrTZTISI-TT+1.E-A

I F ( TT.LT.TCSýu2.MAI0.TT+UT.OT.TCSR?)rT:TCSP?-TT+1.E-8
3)*
IF(T1.GST.TJU!PP2)rT=TENU-1T
3o3*
TT=TT÷OT
3o4*
r¶YDA-,ýS PNAREATFrf RFCOP0IfATInN IF TH.R.AOryNAMICS IS tNC.tANGEU.
3.b
C
C
CHA'IGES OCCUr AT T!MES TCHANr
3oh*
,W'ITCH=.FALSE.
3,o7*
TO 13!3
IF(-'.uT.,.A!o:;.,T.LT.TCHA!rG(Nr7HAý!C,))Gl
Lob*
C
1JCH .G=NCHAr . +1
3LU9*
SWITCH:.THF'E.
390*
FO,, ,r,t PARTICUC
CO.'r':UTF rI.),T(r),fELrAT(,],AP{J).EpI.F.1(J)
oo"
LAR TIME TT.
C
392*
hN= 1
393*
O 11 .J=7,ýnr''Tt
3 J14 *
T)(TI
(J.TT).L.AroS(T (NNi)-TT) )N,=J
IF(A
3'o z)*
11 CO.TItjLIE
3v,.*
NN=-.AXO (2,M~i.O (N1,r),ATA-I)
1974
Al:TI(NN-1)
398*
A2= rI (tjt)
399*
L4uu*
A3=TI(NN+1)
,:O 13 K#t#i
4Ui*
pIP (KNIN) ,PI (K-rtj+I÷))
PWK)=0INT ( A1 A2, A-'-TT.PI (K ,N•--I)
4vZ*w
v
MY0(INt,) TMY(KiNti))
A2A3TT.TTY(K.NN-1)
TmPr(K)=QINT (A
;. ELTAT (K )=') I':T (A1. ^•.A3.TT ,nFLTTj ( K., N-1) . OELTTI (K tN!) ,uELTIIl(K.

4u3*
U0*
(,• ub*
47.
4 L'*
4u9*
4
C
O*
4.if*
W•Z*
4,A3*

1,JN+1 ))I
vAP (K) =Q1t.IT ( •I ,A2. Al. TT , JAPT ( K* ."V-1) ,VAPI (K, M ) , VAPI (K,-.4+1
(K,4W+1)
,
ELK
Il
(K rp)
)
,,A,,EL1W(.AtAA
3.17 ELKI2 (wNrl- ,ELK2
)
T
ELP(IK):INT(AlA2,A3,TT,L-LKP (K.NN-1),ELKfP(KNN),ELKP(K,idNNI))
I
1LOTtK) =:INT(A ,A2,A3,TTELKI(VfNN-I) .ELKOI(KNN)(ELKUIC(KNN+IJ
CO.''uTE G(I,,JIEFIP(I,,J),EFIP(IoJ) FmR ANY TIME IT
DO0 13 L=1-f! .
G
• • ,N I
,,N
),I(
3TTKI{,'.+o
I, L) =(Iq4T ( •A ,Al
(K
EF12(K,L)=(ýIt,T(A1,A2-A3,TTEY2(lfLIN-,-I) ,FI2(KL,iiN) ,EI,kK,LPNt:+I

~~~C-

414*
1))
Ep (K.L):IlJTC(Al.A2.A3,TTEP(K(L.NN-m)eEP(K.LNN),EP(K..N.+I))
415*
13 CONTINUE
4j1*
417*
C1333 COrTINUE
4•I4*
C
COMPUTE 3AS PARAI.ETERS.T;.ANS!'ORT CoErFICIENTS. OIMENýL,,LESS NO.5
4.9*
C
4,0*
C
-;O 14 K=1,N
4el*
CALL ERR(3,1FHFRACAS NO 14
4••2*
IF(.tNoT.SWITCH)GO TO 1102
4,3*
4e4*
4i0'
4e'b*
4aý7*
46*

.,.:9 *
A*
0
'-1*t
14e...
-463*
4-4*
5*

C

P,(VI.P1K)+14.7
TR=TMPC(K)*460.
(iNT (K )nK
p() /( 10.73*TR)
ONST(K)=DNST(K)*VAP(K).1.+C(I.-VAPIK))*DNST(K)*29.
LDSI/FT3
ABfVL IN
T RI5TR*S0R (TR)
VST(K):.no3339*TPF+5/(TRt12?2.2)
vAT" (K) =.04 1'tefTP/49P. )*..°76A
IF(VAP(K).EO..)C0 TO 7
IF(VAP(K),EO.O.)GO TQ 773
) ) **2/..,-7U4
(V^ IN(I)/VST(K) )*SRT(18./2.
=1.*SCRT.(
()
.'AS (
ISA (K)=(.

+SRTL((VST(KL)/VZAIR/(K)*SART(29. /18)
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))**2/3.uOa

RANKINE

TO

4.;3
5 #OW

4, 9t.*
-.,0,1
44, *
.41
.43*
4'.,.l•

1$5*

ý,-A(K}--O,707ý.÷141,7ý/iTtJ/1,8)

7.7/(TR/1 .8)

wSc,) =3 7n0754-•4
-A

C

,4,t,b

779

7 VM(., )=VAT P(K )
ý0 TO 779
773 VWf)K)=VST(K)
'7;; co* -1,.LIE
LU/'T/LR
,HI"VL IJ
C

P(K)/14°7)*4".43,*.•.WACK}))

,•35(TR/l1,P*iI.5"•.lQ61/(

.)=,Ot2

* I,•~2
÷
IFk12
)!/. •.

( ( I'6')fR
-I T(KIR p,+ /

*
t;"
1*Wf;)I.))
, I
0 %.?0Op
rjS 1

3 /
% R ,)

I

(
(

)!

°

)3g
)*

,..9l'

C
cU

'4b~l

C

AOTE

S

C

I? (rK) I'! FT /I"R
.)
I cIsCOSTTy/,(f:F-ISTY*r'IFrUr ,):C(
'O=
'CCC0'ILl
=V A (K) / (uL9ST (K) *[.L2 (K) )
',C (GC)I
,PA-i.UF rUn POP NATil-AL CoNVrCTTO.NCG=MT CrnEFF IN Fl/, 4 i
K**2 LTAT)K)/CTI)V1(K1)*2)
;HR{) =•731£+HTTAT(K)g**DT K

r
4jb,
7*

c

4:,9*

DIFFUISIVITIES

CYG(K)=.13*SBRTGPSi)*DI7(K)/HT(K)

.4+')

COrT IN JE
CO'.'PUTF ,FTTLII'G
rn;
•AR)TICF1
,,AvTiIF AELT RFLEASE

4,,7*

)G= l;-iAX I ( DPF + I( PL -PPE ) )T7/T$ )*O)PL 1
i;EX I=Af'AX 1 ( t)iE+ ( rPL-DpL ) - ( TT-TEX 1 ) /Tr* o nPL )

14.6*

xI

r

0

vrLOCITIES foR PAr•TTCLFC
1! SO•PCES *OAP RrLFASEr.n TIMr I,jT).KVALS OF
+ 7 FAPLOSIMNS + ;0 VAPnRI7ATION RELEASES
X

O

V

,IV

(1

r)EY l=o.

Ir(TT.LT.TFXI)

,Ug$

*

IN Ctp/SFC

4L lIFV(kSC.CGT.]
11U2
,.l2*
C
4.3*
C
.,*
C
L,*
C
.¢ u

L'e•.

I

CI"O(d)z.•4.{'3R?(SrOHT(0R*0Y:})J2(d)/rlT(')

iF CGrSC-LE.I. +r•)

'JuO•

0

'.71#IF(((TT.(:T.TCST.A•nf.TT.LT.TC•IEI.OP.(TT.,T.TCSR1.AND.TT.LT.
ITCSPIE).O•R.(TT.GT.TCSR- .PND.TT.LT.TCýR2E)).ANU.K.L•Q,1)SPRAYzl.
IF(TT.LT.TMR)GC TO 1955
47.)*
O

,14,
? *

IrI:l

4•,.S1

402*
q,•o3'
,44*
.$
4 ut)*
4,t 74
4od
4ý4*

(IN) )/TO)

%SK-"(KIf')=(I.-SPRtY)*(.rI595'*ODVflI•O*)*2/Vf(l)}*AF(K)/vCK)
CO-T I;4IJE
e ul,
1
3 u ),r cO !T I71LIE
I" W4-1,
I_-O6
rJAL ,:EPOSITIG;T
sK--=:J•A
C
I
IF(VAI`N.EG.1)

114 C0,T II,

4Yb5*

4Wi),*

rO TO

3t)O4
TCr)",P'

) .OT.o.L)

I'7*F ".1

"-0 TO

IFC(ci.5).LE..flI.AC43.GC1,3).LE.E.O1)

4"•,9"

VEL=G(MCf.VP,•)/225.7
.C .ELL A'1r:rLLIS RryrJoLPS NO.LRY
REANNO .333*DM$TM(I*VEL/VM(I)
,(r, TO .O13
IF(?LArr,.LF.,lfnG.)
IF( LAlIN.GT.,.tVU.) G,) TI ;•P0¢

Soo*
ci,
%O?0
503$
BOUb

t-•5*
5u"

!• FP (XVIMP , 3)-- 0.,
kID•••'P3=.'v(lI
,O

5u7#

O*

-4

%4')f4:=

REA.,N

I()*CPEAtUN*OC(1)*oOO0,j

4

.*.•/VEL) •

S3
TQ 6n3

I-P(C'COMP, 3) =. P2
*.3/vEL)
LF17 (r!COvaP. A1=1 .- EVP (-15( . *DT2(1 )SpE'NP**.8,SC (1)
EFTF21(-Mjr..)=:.a
8OU3 IF(rFI2(vCOMf,.3).Gl.o9)
TINLUC
8u04 CO)
CARDS FOLLOWIIIG TO 35420 TEST CHARCOAL FILTERS FOR OVERLOAD'
8 UU

5!)V*
5r0*
bls
512*I

, to

1r CO,_T INUE
1055 C1) t ITMUE
) ) *t-F ( )/V (K)
7*n(;**,'/Vw
0( I
•K,•S (i.) = ( I. PrPAY)
!ýKGI (K)=(1.-$F'PAYI) * (.p15.T7*EXI*2/V(K) ) *Ar(K)/V(K)
IF(TI.LT.TMF)G3C TO 3010
1,l1
1=
DO P7015 T)
4'
.'IVA ( D)) =A AA CPPL* P9F+ 1 I.-."'r'E)*( TT-'VA( Tr) )/TO)
r'A I U) 7:0
IF (I TLT. TVA f In)
( Lb) -ArýAXI(roPL - 110F+ (rl'L-OrE) 0 (TT-'VP ( Tr) )/TW)
VLU
IL) .0.
)fVp(
(I1
)
TV"
IF (TT .LT.
?*ID A ( I ) $*2/V• ( K) )*AF (K )/ , K£)
'.,K
r. ( K ' [')=:( l -SPRAy )*$( . 015

4'9*
,oO*

4',0*
wjI *
4V2*
4'3*

15

IL)ZAMAXI (D"L, DPe+ (UPL-DOE $TTT-T
IF(TT.LT.TM4(IP))D'(ID)=0.
AICrPONS
t'ARTICLE T)IA:ETEPS A"F it

475"4M(
476*
C
4177

C

521*
522s
523*

OF RAUXOZOOINE
C4I2=CMTI2(4)*CFR(2.3)+CVT12t4)*CFR(IC.31+CGI2 4.1)*CFR(l131
FILCAP:.000007*G(5#4)*POOF/6G.
XSI2=C4I2-FILCAP
GO TO 35421
IFtG(5,4).NE.O..AIIU.XSI,.GT.I.E-8)
GO TO 35420
35421 POOF=O.
WRITL(6.35422)FILTER OVERHEATED)
35422 FORmAT(1I8
35420 CONTInUE
C

524s
525*

C
C

5uLu
b,,7*
el,
5•9*
DjO*

C
C
C
C
C

513*
5i4*
515s
516.
517*
518*
519*

520*

C

SPnlY LAWMBfA9 P'EED TO LE COMI4UTFOi
pA:,TICILJTE

,PPAY

IRsT ESTARLISH

I.A"PFA

ý'O"

IN rOMflARTMNT

W0U(FT/V1))

AIM• IMXPACT

I
FFrICIrnCr
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"

uo -c
.

I =•
Z

+

0

L 1•E- T CS I
/2, )
CS I -A%4TN1 t nT /2. , ITT -T•I7
F I =AV AX I ( 0 - AMTNI('r-I
1*CST
)
ICSR1.E)/2
-TCSR
TT
(fT
/2,
.TTT-I.TCYR2-PMTN
.
.AI
XFRIAfmAX
I
(i
FR z
)T*CSRT
/' ,2o (TT-TCSR2) /2,) ,1L•SR2EoAI:TT..1CtP2-P MIt; If
0. *r~

t,.; I$
502*
").5*
5J4"
ffob*

~1TCSrP1
~FR•.n-A•AX

ITCS-)))*CSR2
fA=(AFRHI+FR?+F I)/VT()
I F (rA .GE 0• . A1l . FA .LT. b.

"'Jo*
•7*

IF (cA. GT. • I0
C
5
C
543*
C
b4*
C
54,"
5.o*'
C
5-, l*
'•,6"
.be,
5i.)i
5t.2#

u*

.,4.*

5 9*
s•O*
5oi'*
562*
5ý30
!,o",
5,,5*
Sun•*
507*

C
C

boB8*
5o9*
5 i0*
571*
512*
b73*
514*
575"
b*/21.34
b
C
t 17*
51 *
5 790'
5SL0"
5bbl
5.2*
'JQ3*
9Io4*
Z).t>*
56*
5.7*
5o8*
hUg*
'ju*
b•L0
592*
5,3*
594*
5,b*
5,0,*
:3-74
51-iti*
599*
[}i,
6_04
holt
i-2*
,"U5*
6ý6*
•bT*
Ubt*
bd9*
610*
611*
b!2*
bij*'
140
615s
6bi*
b,7*
6A8*
6i9*
.?0*
6dla*
622*
6"*•

15. n2

'F A r

155

GAP PELF-A;,E ONLY
,M
THEL: tF.FICI~F:CIES AifC Or
IN ThE EVEMT THAT TWF SPI'AYS ARF wflRING AFTER AllY EiP. ýSION AN;?
SOLQ-CE RELEASE S,Tý'c EFFICIECY CF R-MOVAL KUST BE RECALCULATED
FOP RE-YOVINC, S.THE PEMOVAL EFFICIEýty IS FFX
F 1Z." 'AX 1 (0{1•,ýIH•NT 4(TT-TEW 1-Au Till 'T/2..( TT-TE 1 )/2, ) 'TCI;I{.ITEX )t)*CSI
1/2.ICxlE1-AMTNI (lT/2., (TT-TEX1
JIT
1 (TT.-TfX
T (0 , I
F1ZV.AXU1
11ExI }) *CSRI
I-APv rII (DT/2, , ITT-TFYI)/2, ) eTC•,,2L(TT-TEX
^•:TNI
I(0..
F2--A,:AX
1TE~t))*CSRI1
ITEX l ) ) *C'1?2
ES•z=I+F24FT
cES-VrS/V(1)
IFT(F .GE.O..,':,r).FS.LT.U.002) EEY=-1 5.825*F.6
d.o*E%) **.
0862b6+4e
IF 'S. GE..•f l ArJ• -.ES. LT • .0 103) FEW=. 04625-

~~IF
I,-'S. GT • .0)

5•h*

E=.,lr)a

02 ) Ft

"3)E

/2

--0n.

CALCULArF EcF. FoR PAPTIClLATES FROM MFLT PrLEASE FO< M-Ch OF T,.
10 OýIVISIONS, CALL IT EFV(J)
IF(TT.LT.TMPTGO TO 1777
J=1-10
00O 17
-AMt.•.'P ( J ) 0.
IF(TT.LT.TMQ4(Jlf)CO To 17
FMI=AMAXT(0.,AtI'"Il TT-P'T(JT]-AMI;jI {OT/2 ,(TT-TT4(JT))/,.).
ITCSI.-TMt(Jd)))CSI
Fftl=AMAXt 1(0 , A•IP; ( TT-Tý', (i)-AMI~t (D'f/2.,,(TT-TM (i) )/2. )
1TCSR1E-TM4(j)) ) *CSP
FM -AMAXT(O.,4,'ZINl(TT-TMl(fJ)-AMINI(OT/2.,(TT-TM4(J))/2I,
I TCr'ZL-T!4 (J) ) I *CSP2
FvI +F"4Fr:2
iT"
ETmET/VTl)
T
.06
0.o2)rFM(J)=-15.825*ET,
,
IF ( ET.GE .O .AlIr.,.F .LT.
IF(7T.GE.,O02.ANV.ET.LT.O.0I93) EF-,(.j):.04625-(.Od626+4..68*ET)**s
IFfpl .01. .••E;3) FF'(J)=.nn15
l*
COWULTF
IF(TT.•'.TCSLo. Nr.TT .L1.CSI') ^'rAM.(J)=AMý)AMP(J)4I.5bIoCSI*CST*LF
1:1ý(J)T/(DCSI1*V(1)/30-48 )
IF(TT.GT.TCSI'T .Ar'.,TI.LT.TCS, IE) AYDýMP(J):$AMDAIP(J)÷I.,*HCR*C¢(i<I
1-EF(j)/f(CC'-R*V(f)/0.48)
A.'DtMP [•|=AmUAMp (J) +l.*HC •R*CSh2
[FI-').GT.TCSsi2.AtJD9TT.LT.TCSl2E)
l *Erv•( j] I(nCC(*V (1 }/?•n;.4P)

17 COiTINLIE
1777 COT'IWUE
'cLLT RFLEASE PARTMIrLATF LAMnAS AR- OOMPLFTF
Z
CO"rUTE OTHEIý PAPTICULATE LAk'DAS NfW
C
AMDAF'G=O.
AMNOPS=9.
Alr!AP;.4OAPc+1.5*dCSI*'-.I*E/(DCSI*
IFrTT.GT.TCST .ANr',Tt .L' .TCSIF)
tv(11/!n.48)
.HCSI.Ci*kLEX/(PrS
IF(rT.GT.TCSi.oNP•.TT.LT.ICSIF)A-'rAnS:AMnAPS+IT.
lT*v(1)/30).4FT
APDAPGAMOAPG+ 1. I*HCS.,*CSRI*E/tUC
IF(TT.GT.TCSPl.AND.Tr.LT.TCSPIE)
ISR•'y{1/30,4T)
IF('-T.CT.TC'1.,*.A'!D.TT.LT.TCS"IE) AMDAPS=AVOAPS+I.,*HCSw.CSPI*EFx/(
IuC•p*V( 1)/3p ,4n)
IF("T.GT.TCSr.2*.A !D.TTr.LT.TCSo2E) A!DIPS=A-'DAPS+] .5*Hc5S,.CSP2*EE"v/I
1jCSq*V fl)/3q.4A)
AMýDAPG= A•.P0•+T, *HcS,."CSR2*E/fL)C
IF(I I.GT.TCS:.'2..Al.D.TT.LT.TCS2?E)
I SR*v(1)/50.',)
CO',PUIE vAPOrI7ATT'4 pAvlTICULATF RFM-VAL RY SPRAYS
C
,,O 217 J=11il1
4-AMDAPA(Jd)=O
AMAPB(J)=fl.
IFtTI.LT.AmI }(TCSI.TCSPITC',R2).Or.TT.GT.A.-AXI(TCSIEISRIE_
1TCSPZE))GO Tn 217
IF(TT.LT.TA{.4(J)3GO To ;e17
FAI=AMAXI(0..AMIlt•( TT-TA-[J)T-AMIII1( DT/2..fTT-TA4(J))12).)
ITCSIE -TA4(J)T)*CST
FAI=ApAX1(O.,AVItIl(TT-TA4•tJ)-AMTIJI(O,/2.,(TT-TA4(J))12.),
ITCSRiE-TAL4T(J) ))*CSR1
YT-iT,',dJ)-AMT'IIOT/2.,•TT-TA4(J))/2.),
F A2AMAXITU..,AIh
11CStnkE-TA4(J) ] *CSP2
ot/2.,tT1-TB4(J))/2.)I
FBI=AMAXI(O..AMtM.I(TT-T[4(J)-AMI•i
ITCSIE -TRt.(J)))*CSY
FB3-AMAX1(0..AMINI(.T-T•R4(J)-AMIN1(Dr/2..(TT-TBh4())/2.),
ITCSI•IE-TR4(J)))*CSPI
F82=AMAX1I(n.,At'IF1(lTT-TR4(J)-AMN1( DT/2..)TT-TR4(J))/2.),
ITCSP2E-TB4(J) T)*CSP?
EA=(FAI+FA1,FA2)/V)1)
EB:(FHI*+FHI+F82)/V(1)
IF(FA.LT..0193)GO To 1750
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[.FAfj^tle OIn
GO TO 48b0
475n IF (i:A.LT.o.Ot21GO TO 47Fn
08
+4 .,6 8 E A
t:F I (,J -- 0 4W2', - S PT 9ebP

..: 4 *
0-2%*
66b*
.,7*

I. u
13

D.)U
t,),I*
0.)2*
6.$3*

'L-,OTC 4B50O
47b0 EFA(J)=-15.325*EA+.O06
4L,5U CO0:T I N UE
IF(rE.LT..n1'3)GC TO 5750
;.'F[ ( J) = . E0 1.5
60 lo ",ý0

(.:4.*

5750 IF

oj6$
6,7$
bib*
0.J.9*

60 TO 58q.O
6
.A5*Efl+.0
5763 F'Fri)J) =-15
5.50 COý. T tIiE
IF{ T.LT.TCSI.0i•.TT.GT.TrSIE)GO

t•,4*
6.+e*

AMC.IPB(J)=1 .-5*"CSI*CSl*EFO(J) /lnCSi*'!,(1l /30.48)
5054 IF(TT.LT.TCSi;I.Or,.TT.G1.,CSR1E)C-0 TO 5356
IMCAPA(UJ=AA,,APA (J) 41.5b*IJCSR*CSrt*FFý (J)/ (rCSR*V

'd"s
6Z9'*

(E3.LT. .wl2)G]G TO 5761

TO 5,54

I)/jO .,8)

5.55b iF(TIoLT.TCSP2.0:.TT.G1.TCSR•E)GO TO 217
A•I.M
APA(.J)A'=AP A(J)4 1.b*I;CSR*CSP2*EF" (J)/(DCSR*Vh()/jO.

.45*
t)ý7*
f64t*
o"9"
(,)U*
t,'*

Z17 CO,;TTI%-JE
ALL rARTICIIL4TF 5P,0AY LA.tr)AS COUPLFTr
C
C
LMOVAL HY S(rAY rALVIJLAT-D NO.q
C
IO'i,;E'L'.

b0e *

C

bt3*

C

b,4*

C

6ýt)*

C

t)*Jb*

C

SP•1

LA;

.'tCOr"'P!TEn Nr.

d)

FoR 12(AM'AIT,.AMh;AISeA.,DAIM(K))

CO'PUTE TERmINaL VFLOCITY OF SPRAy

tlOPS

FDPrIz(4./3.J*F2.Ž4*r.s;'T(])e(r CSt13.,,)*•.17312UOO.lv,4(1)e"L
6-,?.
6t5*
FDREK:FnrrE I*(C"SR/%CSIJ**3
RE•=(FDRE I/15.7)**,7027
tb"g"
IFFLFORFI.LT.10700.)
1
REI:(FDRI /6.477)**.621q
IF(FOREI.GE.10700.)
b64*
RFN=( Fl)RFR/l5.71)**.7n27
t-,• I *IF(PLRER.LT.17O00.)
RERNFDRFR/6.47j#*.,215
IF(rORER.GE.o10"00.)
;.,•.2 *
,.o3* $jT=NRLT*VMI()/(0t.ST(I)*DCSI/30.UP)
uTR:RR VMM(I)/(OtIST(1)*DCSR/30•'•')
6.4*
TI,UTR IN FT/HR
Q5b*
c
IN FT/HR
MASS xFR COFFF TO THESe •, ROPý CM-PuiTFD RFLO. CGGIGG6)
6oo*
C
GGI=LI2(1) * (ý.+.6*REI**.' *SC(1 )'*.33)/{OCSl/30,48)
Go7*
.SC( 1'*e.331/(OCRR/3U.W4)
GR12(fl'(2.-.fA$V4R**.
Dot*
*
c
(,As FHASF CO,ýPtETE.,ow C'"PUTE Lloiil" PHASE M'ASS AFR CILFF.GLIIGLR
670
C
UL:L1,UI.C VTSCOSITY.Cp, G.L:OIFFUSIVITY OF 12 IN H2#O.T2/HR
TI=(TMP(1)+460, )/I.8
6/'1*
672*
673*
.74*,I
bl5$

uIIO./12.14B2.
T
IrLt.5137E'07*( I/IIL)
.4
GL l=(, 5R*r) / (0("SI/ltn
0
CLpu.° 53 L/(OCS /'xf .4b)

T7b*
D77#
U16*

c

STA.;,JAT DRO" MODEL. UEIJD,FFFICIFI;Cv:,-EXr(-;,.KGOT/S(-i+ýo/KL))
ECsI=1 °-FXP(-6.*eGlt*(HCSI/UTi )/{ (DCST/30,48)* (HO+6GI/r-Li) ))
O+GGR/GL14)) )
ECSP=! ,-EXP(-6.*GGR. (HCSV/uTP) / ((0C5"',/•0.4%3) *

09*
w.41*
upi*
b62*
o0(3
644*
.ýQ5$
b,.,bo*

C
C
C
C

SP,01 LAtfIOAS=F*wO'E/V.IF C/,(1)MGJ.r(EMITTED)/(',UM v(I})*CUTOFF
EQUILIRRItIM LAfItWA , ISL-) AT tOWn•? COI.C.
FOR FACH
!.' CALCjiLATIO.,
IN%7rT A Sr'rCTAL DFCK T0 ýiAN'LE •F 0 IRI•
TYPr OF SPPAY
COG=LGI2( I,1) *VTOT/V(I)
COS:CSI2(1,1)*VTOT/V(1)
UO 14 J=1l10
VTO7/-'(1) /.I
C~k, tJ) =V• 12(1 -J, I

ti,7*

o0d:*

=I2 (IJ.
CO[{)(J)C
CO• (o.) C,AIP'( !.J,

049$
ovO$
"'i I*
6,1*
t1j*
uV'+e*
'15 *
10•*

1. COtJTINUE
('KG=C.
OKS:6.
IF (.OG. G' .CUTOV
IF(COS.GT.C[iTOV
60 1I• J=1.10
0 K"( J) =0.
CKt(J)=O.

bj7 *
69* •
.-)•jq*
74uU
1*
7,ji!
*
7a

OKp(J)0O.
IF(Cijm(J)
IF(C-JA(J)
(J1
IF(Fl
19 COv:TINUE
IF( T I.LT.

7(:3*
7u44
7.5*
106*
7w7*
7(,9*
710s
7.L14
7A.,!'

7iJ*
4
7j *
715*
7,6'

r(
-J-1fl)
I *FLOA
I *VToT/'J (I)/( n75,?*EXP(-.
I) *v T v ( 1 ) / ( •75:?8.EXP( -. 1*FLOAT ( -1 ) )

I OKG=I.
) UKS:1.

.rT.ClUTOVIOKv(J)=l.
.GT.C''TCV).KA(JL1I
.GT.CIHTOV)OKP (J)=1.
TCSIE.At:r).TT.GE .TCSI ) f'KC-,=.I-

OKCsIO.
IF(TT.GE.TCSIE.OR.TT.LT .TCSl)
IF(TT.LT.TCSPlE.AfJfr.TT.GF.TCýRl) OKCRI=I.
CKCSo1fl.
IF(TT.GE.TCI,,E.JFR.TT.LT.TCSPl)
2
IF(TT.LT.TCS,;2F.ANP.TT.GF.TCSR ) O)KCSR2=1.
IF ( TT.GE.TCS,'IF.CR.TT.LT.TCSP2) OKCSr,2=O.
1CSF?*ECSPeOKG*OKCSP?/V(1)
AMýA I1% (HO*O*SiVr 1) ) *(CST *ECr I*0KCSI÷CSRI *ECSR*OKCSR i+cSR2*ECSR*OK
1CS 2I)
LO '0 J=-l ln
tMLIm( JV)(Ho*OKv.(J)/V(1 i)*(CSICECSI.OKCSI+CSRI*ECSH O,•;SRI+CSR2*
1ECSF.OKCSR2)
AM.'AIA(J) (Ho0*fKA(J)/V(1) )*(t-SI* FCSIOKCST+CSRI*ECSR*OKCSR÷+CsP?*
1ECSR*OKCSR2)
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717*
AMDAIIA(J)=(HC*trKR(J)/V(i
))*C(SI*ECFI.OKCSI CSRI*ECSR.O,•CSRI÷C5P2*
IECSP*OKCSR2)
71.1*
719.
20 CONTINUE
7eU*
C
SUMP LIQUID vOL. AND 12 CONC. IN THE LIQ.CONTROL EOUILIURIUMPVSUMP
721*
C
EQ
ECCI÷VCL#CSI*(TT-TCSI)
7 '*
IF(TT.GE.TECCI) OKFCCI-1.
IFITT.LT.TFCCI) OKrCCI=O.
71.3*
7.,4*
IF(TT.GT.TCSIE) 0KCSIE=l.
7,•5"
IF(TT.LE.TCSIE) eKCS IF.I)
TCSIE-TCSI) CCI*OKCSIE÷(TT-TCI)*CLSI*OKCS1
0Su:.PZVCL+ECCI*OECC2+
7i;o*
7:7*
C
VSuMP=TOTAL SUMP LIOUIU.FT3
7,.*
C
CALCULATION rF LA'4OAS FOP EQI'ILITBRLU, PROCEED PELOW. T,-.SL ARE
F'LA%ý,ELARS,ZELAr.'(T).FACH SPVAY TYPE REG'rIPFS A SPECIA, UECK TO
C
7Ž9.
7.0*
C
CO.'FOuTF THESE+. FOR THE CASE OF Mo ,P,'AY.
uSE H-00 DECK.
7A'I*
C
7.*2
C
tiOrIC ACI[O.HY'•0• DEC- FvP COwUTTNG E.UILTR1IUM COCCE,,7.,iTIOwS
7,L3*
C
LDESj,,'ATE TGt Aii[: TG: AS
TIPE 00I'Tj- wHFrI C.GI2(1,K) E(.EEOS ANO
7.54*
C
IS LT THF
EOUIL. rUTOFF.CUTOV=.0l FAR ALL SPRAYS EXCEPT THIOSULFA
705*
C
TE,
TO b5112
%0O*
IF(1.G.GT.CITOV)G.
7.?7*
IFT.).OT.U(TT.GF.TCSI.AN.rTT.F.FTCSJE).OR.rTT.GF.TCSRI .•,,.U.TT.L-.
GO TO 6542
.AND.TT.LE.TCSR2E)I)
7.•h*
21C5u•iE).OR.(TT.GE.'rCSRp
7,.)9*
TA=TADT
7•.0*
LA'bG=ELAM(TA)
60 TO 6S45
741*
b4,1 CO,"TICJE
7,2"
714.*
FLIAfG=O
7ý,*
TA=I.
7.5*
6545 CONT114UE
740*
C
F.LAVG IN
I/;HR
747.
IF(COS.GT.CUTOV.OR.TT.LT.TEXI)G'
TO ,5A3
74.t3
IF .uOT.( (TT.GF.TC'TI.AND.TT.LE.'rCSIE,.OR.(T¶.GE.TCSR1.,.,.U.rTTLE.
7-9*
21CS"•1•).R. (TT.GE .CSP2.AMiD.TT1.-E.TCSR2E)1)
GO TO 6b5•3
TSA=TSA+nT
7:,O*
7t5s*
ELA'4S=ELAMITSA)
7Z2*
GO 10 65P5
7L3.
6ý,83 COTI.ITINUE
7t4
ELA"!=O.
755*
TSA=O.
7-6*
b685 C0,4TINUE
7,7*
C
ELt.f'S IN HP-I
7z,8*
IF(TT.LT.TMR)Gf TO 9OoL
7b9*
Do 1000 jIl.0
7.U*
IF(COMtJ).GI.CI'TOV.OR.TT.LT.TM4(J) )Gr. TO '123
7ol*
IF(.;,oT., (TT.Gr.TCSI.AND.TT.LETCSITE)
OR.(TTrGF.TCSRI.. ,',U.TT.LE.
7uL'6
2TCS;0lE).OR,(rT.GE.VCSR2.AND.TTLETCý,R2E)II
GO TO 7123
7b3*
TMI(.J)=T(.IJ)+DT
7•4*
ELANvJ)=ELAC(TM(I J))
705*
GO TO 8000
7ubo
7123 COI,4I NUE
7tO7
ELAMM(J)=0
7o8o
TMI(J)=O.
7o9*
8000 CONTINUE
770*
8001 CONTINUE
7710
IF(TT.LT.TVfI)GO Tn goUl
7/2*
O 'o0o J=1.1O
4
773*
IFICOA(J).0T.CI'TV.OR.TT.LT.TA fj)GlG
TO V; 4 4
774*
IF(.i0o'r.((TT.GF.TCSI.Ahr..TT.IE.TCSIE).nR.(TT.GE.TCSRI.•I.D.TT.LF.
775*
2TCSPIE).OR.(TT.GE.TCSRŽ.AND.TT.LF.TC.R2E)))
GO TO 36.,
776*
TA(,rJ)=T1c(J)4prT
777*
ELAVA(J)-ELApn(TAI(,I))
77.1*
GO TO 9n00
4
7"19*
3t. 4 CO? TiTlUE
7;0 *
'LA'?A(J)=0.
7ul*
TAIJ)=O.
7t,2"
9000 CONTINUE
7.5*
9001 CONTItUE
7o•4*
IFfTT.LT.TVR2)r-O TP 5go±l
7ib*
Lo 3000 J=l.O0
4
7"A.,*
IFtCG{p(J).GT.CLiTOV.Ouu.Tt.LT.TB (J))G," TO 4R1l
7.7*
IF(.1UT. C(TT.GF.TCSI.A,
.TT.[E*rCStE).OR. CTT.GE.TCSR. 1 .L.U.Tf.LF.
TL6*
2TCSI'E)I.OR.(TT.GE.TCSRp.tND.TT.LE.TC-RpE)I)
rO TO 4621
7091*
TiI C,.)=Tnl(J)4*OT
7'0*
ELAv I(J) ZEL At(TH I (J))
7,1*
;,0 TO 5OO0
7v'e*
4i.21 CLOT I rTIJE
79ý3*
E.LAV•. ( J) ZO •
7 .ý4,*
THI.(J)=O.
7 ;b*
500 COtiTINUE
79I,*
5001 CO•:T IiUE
797*
C
I:LAI':-(JI I'l H l
7b-d*
C
AT THIS POI,:. FtO'l IRP.11" LAkl;64; 4Rý COOPPL7TE
7v~9*
C
!uoJ*
C
rIFrEruE,'TIAL EONS (AS UIFFEq'FMICfr EON-) AýV. TO PE SOLr--,I NOW
:;ui'
C
T
nu2*
C
FST43LISH RELEASF
t4PiITS AS INITIAL rONCFNTrATIOnS F)R cxPLOSIOt,
6.3*
C
IOELrASF AMrP EtT RFLEASE.FOr r.AP RrLASE, ICS ARE ESiAIHED
t)04*
C
INCLLDE VAPn;H PELEAsES
t; *
C
EXPLOSIONJ RFLEASE
8,b,
IF(TT.GE.TEXI.Arid.TXQ.r.o. )TX=TT
RU7*
IF(TX.EO.TT) OK ICSrI.
Alu8*
IFTIX.tIE.TT) OKICS=O.
o.9*
C
.FELT kELEASE
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3 J=-lfln
IF (TT.GE.TK.4 (J) . A NCI.7m.5(,J) E0.0,.)
IF(TA43(J).FQ.TT) OKTCm(J)=.l
IF fTMV3(d } NE. TT" O) ICM(J)=0.

,.0
,'4il'
IZ*1
6,304

00

dl4*
015s
o~bo
R17*
81a*
b19*

TAN(J)=TT
IFITT.GE.TA4(J) .ANO.1A3(J) .EO.O.)
IF(T.GE.TB4(J) .ANr.TB3(J) .E('.0.) T83(J)=TT
IF( TA3(JI.EQ.TT) nKICA(JQ=.C.752AR*XO(-.1 *FLOAT(J-1))
IF(t Tf3(J).Eo.TT) 0(1•1B(J)=.204'.*E4Pf-.I*FLoAT(J+9))
IF(
TA3(,J).NE.TT) ()KICA(J)=).
53(CJ) .NE.TT)
OKICb(J)=O.
IF(

6eo0
k341*
U%,2
683*
C,,4*
•5*
8,:b*

TMý(J)=TT

23 CO?-TINUE
C
C

.0 ITE. DIFFFLiCE EOi;S IFO,: GAr P
.f!.
23
CALL [PR(3,1.3HOPRAL
0O 190 IVAT=1,3
SET ALCE'Y FIXED I'PUT VARIAnLES
0•=1

C

CONC.

IN COMPARTME.,;T

i TO N

li.>3*
8.)4s
t)ýb f

I1=2*N
LL-1l
GO T0(30.60.;2,),VI.AT
30 CONTINUE
SET OFF PIAC-NAL AAT,TIX FLEMIENTS FOR P BRANCH
O0 24 IC(M=I.N
H { '~txO
•+N. ICo,,,)=El P(ICoM)
DO P4 JCrM=O.N
CU
vp
(I .- E F 1(C MJ r 0.V )V(I
24 ? {C o r.', I cO•s) =G(f I C0tj

c.ýb"
B,,7*
8.)8*
k.J,4'
R40*
6,1*

ý)O WO IREL:I,b
GO TO (31.41,51,1061,1071).IREL
Ai-LOSION,
PRANCH I- To GAP RFLEAqEMrLT PELEASESTEA,.,
PRECLDINrJ
HrE S
eHA.4E A. %)APeRIZATTON RELEASE ..
VAPP'4.IZATIOt, RFLEASE
31 COITINUE
!:ELEASE IN Pa.TICIJI ATFS PDANCH

6.7*
6-46*
j.:9"
A)g*
6JI*

C

C
C
C

COr.,

T(I)= DT
6 ,3w
CO )7 TC0VNS,N
6ý40
HQ COm, ICON I=o.
t'.5*
t]3*7*
IET
{ ICO7=OiSKG1)
(TCOM)+=LP(TCOP-'().IOICDv)
I
ETAPC,( ICO,) +A%'0Ar-G
APP IC
Ic
EG.*lFT
e47*IF(ICON'.
F (TF
) =CGP6(CjrO.1)
3.o
9ý#
rF ICOIO+N)=O.
IF (,.%EQ. IANo. ICOM.Fl, 1 ) F(IC(OM):I,
5tlU*
tlz•1"
00 1.9 JCOM=I,N
bO2*
317 i4(Ir:.,ICOM)=H(ICOIICo})-G(TCOm,Jro.O)/VUTCoM)
37 1 ( I • ,", TCOk ) •i ( IC0'%ICO ) -8FTAP( (leO".)
s"•3#
CALL ALCEMY
854*
st5b
O00 38 ICOM=I,N
5,•6s
CGLKP=CGLKP+FT( ICO4t4N,1)
a7 #
30 CGp(ICOM.2) =FTfICO".l)
C
GAr r.ELEASF pARTCVLATLS COMPLETE FO" PPE"ENT TIME SrE,.
P.b*
(60 TO 50
e,49*
41 CONTINUE
6uO'
C
IF
"ELT RELEASE FiAf NoT STARTED. 9YPA.SS
8u1*
IF(TT.LT.TMR)GO TO 53
pok*,
8o3*
DO 45 JREL=I.10
IF(TT.LT.TM4(JREL))GO TO 45
bu4'
I (I)=AMINI(rTTTTil#4(.JHEL))
6ub*
DO 4.7 ICOM:I,N
8o0'
Bo7#
FQCXOM)=CMP(ICOM,JPFLl)
F(ICOM)=OKICM(JREL)
8b8*
IF(ICOM.EO.1.AND.OKICM(JREL).NEo.)
€•,.,9.F
(IC£,yN) :0.
67()*
H(CnI~'
I =KGC (ICr MJu'ELI +ELP hICO")+FDP (ICOe)
f.ETAi TCO.,.j,FL,
(
tk 71*
IF (!COFQ.EIG)HETAPV(ICuV,.JREI )=PETAP'"(ICC•"•.JPEL)+AMU,,M,4(JREL)
ii.72#
i.13"
N49
ro
JCOtMliI,N
49 ý!( I,ý .ICOM)=H(ICOM,!Ccv)-G(TCOMJCO-,)/V(IC,7M)
674*
47
(CQr:"ICOM)=HC1COM.ZC)-RETAP4( ICO..JRFLI
%,75*
CALL ALCEMY
6/'*
t,77*
k',0 4j ICCM=1.,1
4/8*
CMLKP=C.LKP+t" T ( IrOv+,q,1I
45 CMFtICO•MJREL,)=FT(COt"'I. )
P,19*
45 COT ItUE
&Os
4t'l*
C
"ELT iELFASf PARTIrULATF; COvPLFTE F-R PRESFNT TIME STii,.,2*
60 TO 50
51 COIVTINuE
jr3*
C
Ir :TEA" F.Yi'L"STOPIHAS t'oT 0CCIIPRFD,BYPASS
Aý4*
IF(TT.LT.TEXI)GO TO bn
.ot).
7I(I)=A•NIN(DT,TT-Trxi)
iBu6*
,3.1'
uO 'j7 ICOMI.N
f.:o,6*
h(ICOmICOL n.
ý,,,*
F ( ICo;C )=CSP( lCPl. I)
F(ICUVN+N) 0.
IECO"-) =OKICSi
3:='1"
[0
.CKEP,
1 AH•O.OI CSI- * 0.(
O,
892*
HETfPS(ICO1) SKG1( ICM)+-LP(TCO")+rDp (ICPm)
ICO'")+At'DAPS
BETAPS
IFI(CoM.FO.1)HFTAPS,(ICui)
W'3.
6ý'•*
,O 59 JCOM=IN
,TO.)-G ( TCOO'sro ,)/v (I¢r")
) H IO
5'
(*
,.'IO
;3v5*

~IFI

57

_•b*
:3U7*
698*
P 9*
'uUt)*

5086
C

9ulo
,3.j2*

!CW =HO.zH
ICOM., C(f,')-BFTAPI (1?O
(
CALL ALCEMY
TF'r'(-1,L").NE.n)3o
TO 504.6
COt IMUE
ENr. OF AC 1(..C ýRITTF
O0 .o ICm:lImI
CSL`1lCSLKP+FT ( ICOll4'. 1)

'
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STEAM Ex

9U3*
9u4*

58 CSP(ICOM 2)=FT(ICOMlI
S7EA!- EXPLOSIOt' PARTICULATES

C

GO TO

9u5*

966*
9'7*
9d6*
9u9*
910
911*
9124
913*
914*
915*
9i6*
917*
916*
919*
9,0*
9

%L*
9.L2*
91ý3*
9Zi4
9,5*
9.e6*
9Z7*
9dd*
9£9*
0.0*
9.51*
9,2*
9)3*
944*
9g5*
Q396*
9.17*
93(3*
9.9*
940*
941*
142ý
94 3*
944*
9ý!5*
946*
947*
948*
9"9*
9ý0*
951*
9t2*
9t3*
954*
9tb*
1%lb*
9LP7
943*
959*
96$*
961*
9b2*
9630
9o4*
965*
9Jb6*
967*
908*
9u9*
970*
971*
91•$
973*
9735
974*
q75*
97O*
977*
978*
9/9*
9o0*
901*
902*
9403*
9b4*
9c5s
9o6*
9o7*
qOd*
909'
9-0*
991*
992*
9103*
994*
995*

1081
C

COuPLFTE FOP PRESENT TI,4E

STEP

50

COiwTINUE
IF vAPORIZATION HAS NoT STARTED, BYPASS.
IF(TT.LT.TVRIGO TO 50
GO 1065 JREL=I-10
IFITT.LT.TVAtJRELI)GO 1O 1W6r
TCI)=AMIN1(DT.TT-TVA(JREL))
DO 1067 ICOMZlN
FICOMX=CAP(ICOMJREL.1)
IFPtCOM.EG.I.AND.OKICA(JREL).NE.,.IF(ICOMI=oKICAIJREL)
FCICOM÷N)=.
H(ICOMPICO4)sO.
BTAPVA(ICOM@JREL):SKGA(ICOM'JREL)4ELP(ICOM),FDP(ICOM)
IE(ICoM.EO.1)BTAPVA(IcO!V.JREI.)=RTAPVp(TCr)MeJREL)+AiAKpIJJREL)

VAPREL A

DO 1069 ,JCOM=1,N
IUb9 H(IcorICOM)=H(ICOM,ICrký).G(TCOJco..,)/VIICcM)
1067 if(ICOMICO•)=H(ICO",ICO•).BTAPVA(ICO--,JRFL)
CALL ALCCMY
UO 1068 ICOM=I.N
CVLKP=CVLKP+FT(ICOM+N,I)
1068 CAptICOM-JREL.P)=FT(IC0V,.I)
CONTINUE
lb5
PHA-E A VAPP;,I7ATI'N RLLFASE PAOTIrUiATES CnmPLETL F.)R IHIS TI"F STFP
C
GO TO 50
VAPREL 8
lu7l COhTIjIJUE
IF. vAPORIZATION RELEASE rHASr B HAS r OT STA4TEr), UYPAS;
C
IF(IT.LT.TVR2)GO TO 50
-ý.O 1075 JREL=1,1O
IF(TT.LT.TVP(JPEL))GO TO 107'.
T(l)ZANIN1l(T,TT-TV8RJREL))
0O 1077 TCOM=t.N
F(ICoM):CBP(ICehmJPELI)
IF(TCOM.EC.I.AND.OKICB(JPEL).NE.O.)F(ICOM)=oKICR(JRELJ
F (IC w,.+N) =n.
H(ICOWICOM):U.
NTAPVU(ICOM.jRFL)=SKGB(ICOM.JREL)÷ELD(ICOM)+FOP(ICOM)
IFITCOM.,O.I)B¶APVP(ICOMJREL)RPTAnVI(ICOMJREL)+AMDAP,{JRFL)
00 1079 JCOM=I,N
it)79 H(ICiMICOM)=H(ICOA',ICO").G(TCOV.JCO")/V(ICoM)
lu77 H(IOM.ICOM)=H(ICOM,ICOM).BTAPVA(ICO..,JPEL)
CALL ALCFMY
DO IC78 ICO,.=IN
CVLKP=CVLKP+FT(ICOP+N,I)
CBP(ICOMJREL.2)=FT(iCOM,I)
1U7l
1075 CONTINUE
PHASE R VAPOfIZATIfN RLLFASE CO"PLET7D FOR THIS TIME STLP,
C

C

C
C
C

C

5U COt!TINUE
GO TO 190
60 CONTINUE
SET OFF EIAroIIAL MATRIX ELEMENTS FOR ORGANIC IODIDE HRArNCH
DO 600 ICOM:I.N
H(XCGM÷N°ICO'I=ELOT(ICOV)
DO 600 JCOM=1.N
Of0 HtJCOMIC0)=G(ICOM,JCOM)/V(ICOM)
0O A0 IREL=1,5
GO TO(61,71,81,91o101),IPEL
FIVE wAY BRAa4CH 1S TO EXPLOSION# GAP, MELT, PHASE A vApo•lZATION,
AND PHASE R vAPOPI7ATION
61 CONTINUE
IF STEAM EXPLOSION HAS NOT OCCURRED, BYPASS
IFCTT.LT.TEXI)GO TO 80
T(l:AMrNIIOT,TT-TWXI)

EXPLODE

nO 6? TCOM=I,N
H(I¢OmIcOM}=O.
F(IrCN)=CSOI(ICH.)l)
FIICON+N)=n.
IF(ICON;.EG.I.AI!D.OKTCS.tiJr.O.)F(ICOvi=OKICS
DO '•9 JCOM:I,N
0 69Jt)=.
6
,IICO•t)=H(ICO'l.IrGM)-G(TCOMtJCO-.)/V(IC,)M)
bg ý!(ICU
b7 HIIUM,ICOM)=H(ICOhTCUM)-ELOIICOV)
CALL ALCFMY
t'O (c ICOMh•:1,
CSLKOI=CSLKor+FT(ICOf+NII)
b8 CSOI(ICOK,Z)=FT(TCPO,I)
RELEASE COMn'LETED FOR THIS TImL STEP
ORGANIC IODIDE EXPICSIOnI
GO TO 80
CONTiNUE
7(11=UT
DO 77 ICOM=I1N
H(ICOpICOM)=o.
F ICOp.)=CGOI(ICOx',I)
F(ICOMN)=n.
F(ItoM)=I.
IFIICOM.Fo.1.APDO.V. E.I)
00 79 JCOM=I,N
74 •(ICO•.•.CO•}:H(1COYICQfA}-G(TCO",JCO•)/V(IC•)
77 H(ICOUICOM)=H(ICOk.TCU!J)-ELrI(ICOr.)
CALL ALCFMY
O0 7a3 ICOM=I1N
CGLKOI:CGLKOI+rT(IfIf÷+NI I
7g CGnI(ICOQ,2)ZFT(ICnW,1)
ORGA;:IC IODIDE RELEASE CjrNE FOR THIS TIME STEP

71

C

ORGANICI
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GAP REL

Y96*
9"7*
9*-e*
1910
louO*
loul*
i U.2$
IOu3*
1,u444
1lo)5*

GO TO 80
81 COI'TINUE
IF VELT RELEASE HAS NOT STARTED,
IF("T.LT.T"1P)G0 TO An
[;o P.5 JRFL=Z.1n
IF(TT.LT.T,.•JREL))GO TO 85
T(1)=AMr!I(•l7.TT-TM4(CJEL))
00 A7 ICOM=I,4
HIICOM. ICOM)=0.
F {ICU"P)=Cm•OI({ICO"',JDFL, 1)

C

lIOub
7
loi *
10)85*
.)t09'
1010*
loll*
lui2*
1013s
1014*
o0155
lol6*
l0•7.
Injd*
1019'
,00
1
10-:1*

81
87

88
85
C
91
C

104z*
41
,?.3÷
IU•.*
IUZ5*
h'l..;o*
lr~~7

F(ICOM+N)=0.
IFF(ICOM.EQ.1.AND.OKICM(JREL).NE..I) r(ICOm)=OKICm{JREL)
O A9 JCOM=I.T
ICO1)-G(TCOUMJCO.)/V(ICoM)
HCZ(4I4.)ICOMI=H(ICOP?,
H(ICOM.ICOM)NH(ICOA¶ICOM)-ELOI(ICOM)
CALL ALCEMY
O0 va3 ICOMOI,N
CMLKOI=CMLKOI+FT(ICO,•÷NI)
CMOT(ICOM.JREL-2)FT.(ICO1,1 )
CONTIrjUE
ORriIjIC IODILDE MELT RELFASE COMPLETE-l FOR T';IS TIME STFp
GO TO 80
CO0TINUE
IF VAPOP rQELFASF "tAS NOT STARTED. BYPASS
1F( TT .LT.TVR .)GO ,TO 140
00 Qb JREL=I,ln
IF(rT.LT.TA4(JPEL))rmO TO 95
T(t) AMItn (.T.TT-TA4(jREI) I
DO '7 IC(P=IN
1;(IcoM, ICOM}=0.
PL I,
F ( ICON);CAO! ( IC~t,
( IrCM+N)=0.
IF ( ICOM.FO•1..,V!D.OrC)(JkEL) .NE.O.)F ( ICO"V) =rKICA4(JREL)
1;0 '49 JCOM=I.N
11( ICL;•* ICO-V) =H ( ICOm, TCýý'] -G( TCO1', J(O%ý)/V( ICrM)
.,( le:!'.*ICh•} =H( IrOl', jCUw' )-EL1I ( ICOP)

Iu,.94
10.•0.(
1ý131*•

94
97

IU.)2*
13335
fiL)4s
luý)5*

LALL ALCFMY
DO qb ICOM=IN
CVLvIoGCVLKOTIFT(I4O÷+N i)
9H CAoI(ICOwJRE[L,2)=FT(ICOV,1)

Iojo*
lo.)7'
10.8b*
1o.)9'
1n-.U*
lul,
lU.$2*
I(0,3*
1U64*
I1,•5*
104,*
IU7*
10.8*
1,!49*
11),O*
lful'
10L)2
lu4,3*
1()4*
li)5.*
1O:zb#
lot,7*
l)bbs
l1jt,9*
luU$*
1OuI'
10."'
3
lou *
104o*
10c,5*
Iub*
7
11iu *
Lku,*
1Ou9*
lf70*
I071*
1012*
1U'/3
1 /4*
1075"
Iulb*
j1'77*
1f'178*
11/910•ou
b0ol*
lr,2*
10o5$J
1OV4W
1'), 5*'
1u.,7*
IL,4*

MELT REL
RY-'ASS

VAPREL A

I t4UE
95 COT1"
4
;1F(Gt;,IC IOCI_,F VAPOrP ILrbSE P ,SE A COMPLFTED FO;( T14I,< TI'E STFP
GO O 50
VAPREL 8
101 COqTINUE
IF OHASE [ý'APOR RFLLASF PAS NOT STA!-TEO, BYPASS
C
IF(TT.LT.Tv!)I)GO TO ý.j
1'0 1l5b JREL:j -10
IF (T.LT.TRL+(JPEL))GO 10 105
T 11)=AN44I4tl(nT,TT-T4 (IJRE.)I
00 Ii7 ICOP=lN
0CIf:O., ICOM)=0.
F(ICOW)zCRO1hICON, JRELl)
F( ICOM+N)=0.
IF(IuLO".EO.I.A?!D.OVICH(JrEL)°NE.O.)F(ICO!'l=oKICo(JREL)
00 lug JsCOmIjN
i0'9 H(IC.ICOM)=,I(IO(ICOVICQý)-G(ICOM.JCO-.)/V(ICn!)
107 HI( ICOMICOM)=H(ICOM.ICOM)-ELOI(ICOM)
CALL ALCEMY
.;00 108 ICOm:j.N
CCVLkOI CVLK0I+FT(IC0O+NI )
108 ,UCI(ICOM,JREL,2)rFT{ICOP-.1I
105 COjT IN4UE
ORGAh.IC IODIDE vAPro RELEFASE PHASE B COMPLETED FOR ThI, TIME STEPs
C
80 CONTINUE
GO TO 190
12BRANCH
120 CONTINUE
iýATUPAL CONVECTION LAMBDA WILL Br ASSUMED ZERO I; ANY CoRPArIj.
C
CI2/V.LT.CUTOV/VTOT.
MENT WHFRE
C
uO 1037 I=lij
KSpPPAY=(
IF(T.EQ.1•A',. ( (TT.4rT.TCSRI•ANO.TT.L?.TCSRtE).OR.(TT.Gi.TCSR2.A."0
TT.GT.TCSI.ANO.TT.LT.TCSIF)))KSPRAY=I
*.TT.LT.TCS•?L).OP.
KPC( I=FLfl4Tt(I-KSPRAY)
KC
OKr.ýCS( I )1FLLAT(1-KSPHAY)
IF(CSI2(I, II/V(I).LT.CUTnV/VTOT)OKNCS (I)=0.
IF(CGI2(TI1/VII).LT.cUTOV/VTOT)OKpCG(1)=n.
4ý0 1037 J=1,10
SCALE=•.07521.FYP(-.I.FLOAT(J-1)I
0K.'CA(I.J)=FLOAT(I-KSpHAY)
OK1t:rCL(I.J)=FLOAT(i-KSphAY)
) =FLOAT (1-KSPRAY 1
(I
OK . (I..J
IF CAI2( I *d, 1)/V(I1/SCAUT.LT.CUlGV/V"OT)OKNCA(IJ)-0.
IFCCLI2(IJI)/V(I)/ScALF.LT.CUTOV/V.OT)OKNCB(IJ)=O.
jF(C'CIIP(T.J. .)/V(I)/.i.LT.CUIOV!VT"TIOKt"(I•j)=O.
1.37 COr:TI,4JE
.SET CFF DIAG;'NAL ;'AT;ZIX FLELUETS FoR 12 e.RA:JCH
C
I20 IC:IN
DO 10
H{ ICOv'+., ICO"-)=EL I:•ICO11)
C

C',0 1200 JCO%.=I.N
1,.; O'1 ý ( j C0. , I ('ý0"•)=(i ( I C0 , JC••

C

lI

-FE 1

0,
I ,-Orj , JC o. })I/ V ( I CO

lO 170 IPEL=I.•
O TO(121,131.141,'151,161) ,IPEL
FIVF ,.AY PPA]'CH IS Tn GAP RELEACE,STrAU

FXPLOSION-MELT
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,t:LEASE,

1069*
1090*
1091*
1092*
1093*
1U94*
1045.
109"*
'1097*

C

10J99*
1o1*
Ilol*
IIU2*
flu3*
11u4*
I105.
1166*
lI0o*
1108*
1169*
1110*
1111*
1112*
II13o

C

C

l1,4*
1115*
1116*
1117*
1lia*,
1119*
1140*
11a1*
11,2*
113*
llI.4*
lIm*
14t)*
1147*
11zo*
Iie9"
11.U*
111.*
1132*
1133*
114*
11,5*
11.)o*
11:57o
11.38*
11•9q*
11ý0"

C

C

VAP3;OIZATION PHASE A. ANF VAPORTZATIIIN PHASE B.
121 CONTINUE
T(I)=DT
O0 127 ICOM=1.,
H(IcOMICOM)=o.
F(ICUM)=CGIP(ICOM'1)
F(ICOM+N):O.
IF0M.EQ.I) F(ICOM):nKRON(ICO-!,I)
vTA•G (ICOM)=ELI!(]CUM)+FDIPIICI)'+OvNrGtIC•,) *CKG(
*)4Ar(ICOM))/VITCom)

GAP REL

.*

IF{ICOM.EG.1)BTAI2G(ICOM)=BTAI2G(ICO"1)48",AIG+ELAMG
00 129 JCOM=1,N
129 H(ICOM.ICOMI=H(ICOM.ICOW.)-G(1COMJCOm)/V(ICoM)
2
127 H(IC6W,ICOM)=H(ICOM.ICOJM)-BTAI 8(ICO.)
CALL ALCEMY
UO 128 ICOM=1,N
CGLKI2=CGLKI2+FT(ICOM+N,1)
,o1.j
128 CGI2(ICOM ,2)=FT(IC
12 GAP RELEASE COMPLETLO FOR THIS TIME STEP
GO TO 170
131 CONTINUE
IF STEAM EXPLOSION HAS NCT OCCURREO.OYPASS
IF(TT.LT.TEX1)GO TO 170
T(V)=AMINI(DT#TT-TEX1)
00 137 ICOM=IP'
H(ICOM.TCOM)=n.
F(ICOM)=CSI2(ICOfI)
F(ICOC+N)fl.
1F(OKICS.GT.A:.)F(ICO:2)=DoRON(ICOM,I)
FITA'2S(ICOM)=ELI2{ICOM)+FD12(ICOm)
IF(OKNCS(ICOr).NE.O.)BTAy2S(1COM)=PTAIPS(ICo*)+CK3(ico:•)
1*(AC(ICOr)+AF(TCOM))/v(ICOM)
IF(TCOM.FO.I)HTA12S(ICO•):BTAI25(ICO..)+AvrAIS÷ELAMS
LUO139 JCOV=1.N
139 H(ICo0,ICOM)=H(ICO".ICO•')-G(TCOmJCO,..)/V(UCcM)
137 ,(ICCM-ICOM)=H(IC-OICuC)uBTAI2SI ICO,)
CALL ALCFMY
DO 138 ICOM=I H
CSLKI2:CcLKI?+FT(Iro.i+N,])
138i CSIý(ICOV-,2)=FT(ICnM,I)
12 STEAM ExPLOrION COMPLETED FOR ThI's TIP'F STEP
GO TO 17n
141 COP:TINLE
IF MELT PELEASF HAI tj(oTSTARTEO.RYPArS
JIF(TT.LT.TMF1GM TO 170
DO 145 JPELO1.10
IF(TT.LT.TU4(JPEL))GO 10 145
Til)=Amlt:I{rT.TT-TM4(JkE1.))

CnF

ST EXPLO

MELT REL

flU 147 ICOW=1.N
f4QCOpIcOv)=O.
F (I co p.) =r mI ? (I COf',JP EL 1I

1141*
11142*
1143*
11,4*
1145*
l14b*
11.7*
1194*
1.I9*
11•0*
11:4*
l152*
1l13*
1134*
11•5*
116*
I1•7*
IID"*
11t9*
lAI*
1Ioi*
llio2*
11.3*

F(ICOM+N)=P.
IF(Or,ICM(JPEL).GT.0.) F(ICO4 )= DKROr(ICOM.0)*OKICM(JRHL)
PTAI1-( ICOM.JRFL)=rLI (ICOM)+FO!2( TCýM +pKrM(ICo,4.jEL)*
1(CKG(ICOM)*(Aw(ICOM)+AF(ICO2))/V(ICO,:))
IFtTCOM.FO.I)BTAT2-(ICuM.JREI)=RTA12.(ICnIA,,REL)*AMDAI.+(JREL)+
*ELA'•A(JRfL)
UO 149 JCOM=1.N
149 HZCJ,%.-ICOV)=H(ICO"IICOM)-G(TCO•,JCO!,)/V(ICOV)
147 H(IC.r4,ICOM)VH(ICOM.ICOM).BTAI2M(ICO.,,JRFL)
CALL ALCFMY
00 148 ICOM=,1M
CMLvI2=CLKI2+FT(ICOM+N,1
148 CMIPilCO':lJRFL.22=rT(ICOP,,1)
145 CONTINUE
12 'LLT PELFASE COMPLETED FOr THIS TIME CTEP
C
60 TO 170
151 CONTItUE
IF 'APOR RELEASE ttAS NOT STAPTEPRYP•SS
C
1F(TT.LT.TVR1)GO TO 170
DO 155 JREL=1.10
IF(TT.LT.TAU(JPEL))GO TO 155
T(I)=AMINI(DT,TT-TA4(JREL))
DO 157 !(OV1IN

11o5*
,IUD$
11o7*
flu8*
I109*
1110*
11/1*
1172*
1113s
1174*
1175.
1176*
1177*
1118A*
1179*
11;0*
llbl*
11o2*

F(IC0M)=CAI2(ICO",JRELI)
FQICOm+N)=0.
IF(CICA(JRELj.GT.n.)F(TCOM)=DKRONJ(IrCOm,)*rKICA(JREL)
F.TAT2ACICOJRVL)=FL1I2(ICOM)+FDO!(IC,:M)+rKNCA(ICCA,,J
4 EL)*
I(CKG•(ICOM)*(AW(ICO-)+AF(ICOM))/VCIIO-,)I
IF(tICOM.Fr.1)0TAI2A(ICOMJRE[.):RTAT21,(TCnr..JREL)+AMaAý(CJHEL)
I+ELAIA(JPEL)
no 159 JCOM=I,N
(I.rl,.ICOM)zH(ICO0.ICUO•;-G(CCOvJCO..)/V(ICoM)
lb9
,ICOW)=HhICOM,ICOM)-BTAI2A(ICOo•,JRFL)
C;(I•
157
CALL ALCEMY
ICO"=IN
158
00
CVLK 12=CVLKTI+FT(ICOM+pJr1)
lE CA!? ( ICO'1oJf'EL2)=FT( ILO". 1)
155 COý:TINUE
12 vAPORIZATIOr r'ELFASE PjiASF A COMPI ETED FcR THIS TIMF STEP
C
GO T0 17n
161 CONTINUE
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VAP REL

VAPREL u

11,3*
11o4*
lleb*
11b'6
11o7*

19j*
1194*
llIj5*
11b*
1197*
111Ib
I199*
12uO*
12u1"

1259'
1260*
1201*
12Ž3*
12u4*
12.b*
12.b*
1267'
12,A*

RYPASS

00 167 Ir.OP=l.N
H(F1C0vCO")=rl.
F(If:O)=C I?( ICO•,JPELI1
F( ICOm*14) =0,
IFjnAJC9(jqEj I.GT.n.)F(TCOM)=DKgtoN{•lOm, Il*oKLC9(,IREL)
T
rýAiZbI COM,-.FL1)=FLI2(Cn+M)+FO!?(1CoM)+OKN(1I(ICOM.,JEI.)*
*CKG(ICOM)*(AW(ICOM)IAF(ICOM))/V(IcOM)
IF(1!G.4.FO.IIiTAI2B{ICO,*JREI.)=RTAI2-(ICOY,JPEL)+
*AMDAIH(JPEL)+ELAl'B(JREL)
10 169 JCOM=I.N
1b69 H(ICONI,ICOM)H(ICOM.ICOM)-G(TCOM,PJCO,)/V(ICoMI
167 H(ICu•.ICOM)=H(ICOM.ICOM)-BTAI25(ICO•,,JREL)
CALL ALCEMY
0O !.t,8 ICOW=I,ý!

1168*
11"9*
1190"*
llvl*
1192

12u2*
1263*
12U4*
1205*
12U60
1207*
12ud6
1269*
1210*
1211*
1212'
1213*
1214*
1215*
121o*
1217'
1216*
12i9*
12.0*
12,1.
1@2,:
12:3*
IZ"*
12•6*
122b*
12g7*
12,60
12ý9*
12.30*
12.ýI*
12.2*
12.3*
12.,4*
125.ýS
1236'
1237'
1230*
12.9*
12.0*
1241*
1242'
1243*
12.4*
1245*
124o*
1247*
1248'
1249*
1250"
1251'
1262*
12ý3'
12540
1265*
12tj6*
12•75
12tbd*

IF 01hAE n v;POIý RFIEASE HAS NOT STATEn,
IF{TT.LT.TVP2)GO TO 170
CO 165 JREL=1,10
IF(TT.LT.TP4(JPEL))GO TO 165
T(1)=AmINl('lT,TT-Tn4(JKEL))

C

C

C
C
C

CVLKI2=CVLKII+FT(IoOM+N,1)
186 CBI!(ICONIJREL, 2)=FT(ILOr',l1
1b5 CONTINUE
12 vAPORIZATION RELEASE PHASr B COMPL.ETED FOR THIS TIMF STEP
170 CONTINUE
190 CONTINUE
IF(AbS(TT-TPUFF).GT.3.L-Fl]GO TO 2000
MULTIPLY ALL AIRBORNE FRACTIONS EXCEPT THOSE FROM STEA,• EXPLOSIONS
XPUFF. TNCREASF LEAvED FRACTION FOR THESE BY (1.-XPUFF)I*AIRBORNE
FRACTION PRESENT PRIOR TO PUFFXPC=t.-XPUFF
XPCSZXPC/XPIJFF
0o 21001 ICO.,1=1,W
rO Tn P1001
IFiTCOH.F0.I)
CGLKPZCGLKP+xPC*CG6(ICUV:,2)/nFPP
CGp(IC0M,2):IPtIFF*CP(IC•,2)
CSLKPrCSLKP+PrS*C'CP(ICO'.,2)/flFPP
CGLKI=CGLKOI+XPC*CGCI(ICOMP)/nFPnI
L(.OI(ICOv.2):xPUFF*CGoI(ICOM,2)
CSLKIT=CSL.I+XpCS*C;oI(ICO",2)/rFpO,
CGLKI12CGLKI;I+XPC*CCI2(ICOM,2)/rFPI2
CGI2(ICO'I,2)=XPUFF*CGI2(ICOO.21
CSLKIZ=CSLKI+XPCS*CSI2IICOM,2)/nFPI?
00 '1000 JPIL=IIO
2
CML'F=CIPLKP÷xPC.*CM0P(ICOn'.JREI . )/oFP-,
COMJRFL,2)
)=Xr,)FF*C;•Pf
CMP(.CO•,JRFL,
IFpp
)+CBfl(ICOM,,REL,Ž2))/
CVLKP=CVLKP+XPC*(CAP(ICOtN.JIFL2

CAp(ICOM,JREL,2)=XPUFF*CýP(ICOMIJRFL,2I
I:XPHFF*CPP(ICOM-JREL,2)
C6P(ICOMJREL,
CMLwOI=CFLKOI+YPC*rMOI(ICoMjREL.2)/•FPOI
JRF'L.21=YPFF*CsOT(1C0M.JR'L.21
C1OIICOt.
CVLKOI:CVLKOI+YPC*CCAoI(TCOM,JPELP)+CgOT(ICOMJRL,2))/L)FP 6 I
CAOTIICO.Jý,LL.2)=XPUFF*CAOI(ICOM,JRrL,2)
CBOI(ICO',JRFL.2)=YPUFF*CF0OI(ICM.JRFL,21
(:MLKI2:C'LKTý+YPC*CMI2(I(OMJREL.,2)/nFPI?
CMI;( ICnfYJPEL,2)=yP!JFF*CMI2(ICn.JRýL.2)
CV/KI2=CVLK•+Ypc*(CAlk(TCOvJRFL,?)+CRI•(ICOMJR•L,,}•/DFP12
CAI'IlCO"'JPEL,2)IXPuFFCAI12(ICOM.JRrL.2)
CiI?(ICo.*:JrEL.2)XP()FF*¢CRI2(ICeM.JR,#L.2
21000 CONTINUE
21001 CONTINUE
20000 CONTINUE
PER Cu.PARTMEMVIPOPI1ATTO•' ArId "FLT RELEASE COMPONFNTS
IOTAL
C
O t150 I:1=N
SUVA:u.
SUMn:O.
SUWC=O.
SUwrO.
ýSU'F=0.
SUP:H=O.
UO 44 J:1.10
SUMA=SUMA+CMp(I.J,2)
SUMn=SUMR+CKI2(I,J,2)
SUMC=SU%4C÷CMOI(I.J.2I
IJ-2I
SUPn=SUMP+CAI?( IJ,2)÷CP'(
SUPr=SUME4CAOI(I.J,2lC~riI(I.J,2)
SUPIý=SUMH÷iCAp(T#J,2)÷CbP(IJ,2)
44

CONTINUE
CMTP(I):SUMA
CMTri(I):SU!:C
CVTlll(I )SUrl
CVTt2(1):SII•0

CVTPII):SUMP
4bO CONTINUE
CTMnF=O.
CTsnPzO.

12(6*

CT,.11Žzfl.

12i1'
1272*
1273*
12i4*
1275'

CTS1I2=O.
CT0-I1Z:.
CTVql2=0.
CTY{wI0.
CTSRoI'=0.
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HY

12764
1277*
127d*
12-9 "
121U'
12.1*
12 2
c *
1203*
12.4*
1235*
120u*
1237*
12eon*
lýý0*
1290*
1291*
1292*
1293s
2
1 '4*
12ý5*
12-)b$
1297*
1298*
12993*
13UOO
13uI*
13;02*
13u3$
13UL*
1305v
13oh*
13U7*
13U8'
13g*
1310*
13i1*
1312*
13i3*
1314*
1315*
1310*
1317*
131j*
1319*
13iu$
13i1"
13,2*
13.3*
13,4*
1345*
13ý6*
1327*
13d*
l•JO*
13,i1.
1,.*
1333*
13,14*
13j5*
13*,s
13-7*
13.38*
13.19*
1340*
13414
1342*
1343*
1,44*
1345*
1346*
1347*
1348*
1349*
13ýo*
135l*
1332*
1353*
13,4.
1355*
13!eb*
13•7*
1358*
13ý)9*
131(0*
13ui*
13v2*
13o3*
1314*
1-•5"
13.6*
13.7*
13.8s*

C
C
C

CTe•OI=O .
CTv'ZO1ZO.
CTvRP.=o
,O0 46 I=lr:
CTV'rP=CT'#PP+C•TP(I)
CTS*ýfT=CTSRP+÷SP(T.;)
CIcrrP=CTDRP*CGP(II2)
CTS7OI=CTSP0IfCSOI(I2)
CTGO'I:CTGPOI*CGOIIT.2)
CT.,QOI=CTMPOI+CMTOTfI)
CTVROI=CTVRnl+CVTOI(1)
CTvQI?=CTVRI?+CVTI?(1)
cTSil2CTSTRIý+CSI2(I,2)
CTGfI2=CTGRI,?+CG12I 12)
CTvRI2=CTMRI2+CMTTP(1)
CTVPP=CTvRP+CVTP(I)
46 COPITINUE
%0OVF
CnPIPITE',
AIR'loHNE FRA:1!O):S (TOTA!.)
CO•'PUTF APO0'.TS LEAKED
CO'VrUTE DOSE RFOLOCTION FACTOPS
URFYI2=O.
DRFSI=O.
ORF'P=O.
ORFV12=0.
DRFGI2=O.
URFGP=O.
oRFSP=O.
rRFmP=CMLKOI/CMLKFP
IF(CrLKP.GT.o,.
IFfCSLKP.GT.n.) ORFSP=CSLKOI/CSLKP
IF(CCLKP.GT.n.) ORrGP=CGLKOI/CGLVP
.IF(C-ALKI2.GT.0.) DPFMI2=CMLKnl/CPLKII

IF(CSLKI2.GT.O.) DRFSI2=CSLKOI/CSLKI2
IF(CGLKT2.GT.O.1 OrFGr2:CGLKVI/CGLKI2
IF(CVLKI2.GT.D.) ODFVI2=CVLKOI/CVLKI?
IF(CVLKP.GT.O.)iP•-"V-P=cVLVOI/CVLKP
.=MI
IF YOL. NANT TO BYPASS ORITINr. PUT A GO TO nq8 HERE.
C
wRITE(6,300O)TT"
3000 FOR 'AT(I I,/,SXYHTI)E.,IPEII.5,3X.3-1HRS)
0R1TE(6,AOO1)
wRITE(6e,3O02)
3101 FORMAT(I1HO,5X.4OCHC(.PAHTwENT AIRROPNr FRACTIONS CONTAILO ./1
GAP
111H
rAP
.tlN
GAP
3002 FORY!AT(1X,IHC,11H
IIH EXPLULON
MELT
114H
MELT
.11H
VELT
111,4
,10H
VApOk
.0OH
VAPOP
211H LxPL0SIt; .111H EXpLOSION .114H
I
.11H RELEASE
'11H RELEASE
RELEASE
P/,I1,IHI
3FOp
.11H RELEýý,
R.LFASE
,ll1
RELEASE
IIH
RELFASE
411H
,OP1 RELEA.,L
RELEASF
1
FLEASE ,t111
.11H
;(ELEASE
5i1i
12
114H
,/,IXH41114H . RIICLvS
610m RELEASE
oI
711H
*11H PARTICLES
of
.111H
I;
711H PARTICLES ,I1n
12
10OH
.I1H PA-TICLES
O0
IIH
12
811H
01
./)
910H
CMTnI(I),CSPtl,2)'rSI2(1,P),rSOI(I,2i,CVTP(T)-CVT12(i).LVTI01
2I=1,N•)

VA

I))I

3003 FOR'AT(12,1PlAl).UIPlOIl.4,IPEIO.u)
wRITL(6,004)
#/)
3004 FOF•AT(IHn,//.rX,3'tHTO1AL AIRBORNE FrACTIONS CONTAINED
.RITE(6.30071
•RITL(6,'nO6)CTGRPCrnKI,'CTGROTCYMP,CTIIP?.CTM!-ROICilxPI
ICTSIl12,CTSROI.CTVRPCTVPI2.CTVROI
WRITL(6.3005)
,/)
rF EACH RELEASE
3605 FORXAT(Iwn,/,95),32HFSCAPE FRACTICN,
.RITE(6,3007)
.vRITE(6,3006)COLKP-CrLKIPCGtKOT-CML•LCMLKI2,CMLK01,C;LKPo
1CSLwI2,CSLKOIrVLKPCVLKT2,CVLKmT
3lOb FOPVAT(2XelPEIP.4.IPIOEIt4,.IPEIO, 4 )
GAP
.111
rAP
1114
GAP
3007 FORt.!ATIIXIH .11h
IIH EXPLO'SION
MELT
.11p,
MELT
114H
MELT
I11w
10OH VAPOR
vjAPOR
11H
.114H ExpLOSION
211H ExPLOSIO:
RELEASE
.11w
PELEASE
./,IXeIH .IH
VAPOR
310w
I
411H RELEASE
114H RELE.SE ,
.11H RrLEASE
111H RELEASE
4111H RELEASE
.- OH REL
.0OH RELEAc
011H RELEASE
.11H RELEASE
RELEASE
511H
01
.11H
12
,/,1XlH ,111i PARTICLE' '1IH
6EASF
PARTICLES
.11H
O
.111H
12
,11H
711H PARTICLES
12
111H PATICLES .10H
01
.111
12
811H
./)
0
9,10,4
wRITE(6,3010)
84
./)
Ht0sL REDUCTIMN FACTORS OF EACH RELEAS
3010 FORMATflHO./.SY.3
wRITE(6.3007)
4RITE(6,3015)oRFGPPORFGI2,ORFMP.ORFM12tDRFSp.DRFS12,DRFVPORFV12
3019 FOR'AAT(2X,lPF~lq.4,,PE11.q,I~ly,lO2Ell.4,11•°•P2Ell.4,Ilx,
11PF11...,IPE1'.. )
AD ;KýC qPITF Tr SEF IF CEFFFTCIFrTq ARE PFTý:S CALCULAII.U CfH14ECTLY.
C
I 61ICKETS.
PUT NEW VALIIES lI'T' NO.
C
UO Q780 J=lZi 4
CGP(J.I)=CGP(J,2)
CGI?(j,)=C6I2(J'2)
C
CGOTlJ,])=CRoI(J.2)
O Tn 1775
IF(TT.LT.TFY)2
CSP{J,l]=CS'(J.2)
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CSI'(J,1)=CS12(dJ2)
CSo.-(J, II C soI (J,;>)

13.9"
13/*
1311*
1372*
1.3/3.
13/14*
1375*

9775 CONT rIUE
1O n7-0 K=1.ld
[FiTI.LT.T'4.(K))6O TO 977R
CMP(JK,I)=C:-P(J,K.2)
.Ii,,)•2JK2

137tb*
1-177
1373*

9779

CM.j(JK.1)=CMOI(JK,2) 9
7bO
IF(TT.LT.TA4(K))6O TO
CAP(J,K,1)=CAP(J-KP)

15/9*
I ,,ý1) *

CAj?(J-K,1)=CAT2(J.K.2)
CAlýTtJK,l)=CAoI(J-K,2)

13i1.
1.312*

1F(TT.LT.TH41K))GO TO 97fn
CBr(J,K-1)=Cý,P(JK-2)

1-5.4*
13o5*
1:n*
137$
13o8*
ljo9*
*
13.
13913t
1312s
13,3*
1394*
115'1*
1396*
1397*

cljZI(JK.I)=C3T2(J'K-21
C83T(J,KI)=CHOI(JlKl2)
9763
C
C

CO'T IJUE
fEFjif 3 TYP.S OF rA:Torn:;LIý.E mEPoS7TTO-i Ar,:D TPA,4SPLJHT TYPES'
IOjT.E LIKE. LkNr PAPTICULATE LLE
t:R6A,.IC 1O0,1E LIKE,
I:1= '.OT
00 6b1l
6b0l CORL-EKII)=CG3LKAIl*CFR(JI'I+CMtKOI*C;:R(2'I)÷CsLKO'I*CFR(3,1)*XPUFF
1+CVLLKOI*CFR(*-1)
!jOjpj=NOI+÷1
,I;2r;JD=NOI+".'1
iOo k&02 l=Nl0IP1 rJeF•I2n
2

11511
14U,*
1.j1*
14o2*
14U3*
14.4*

CONLIK(I)=CGLKI2*CFR(lI()+CMIKI2*CFR(2f*)+CSLKI2*CFR(3,1)*XPUFF
ICVLKI2*CFPt4,I)
liSTAkT=N12EFr7+l
t. ISl=tOI4t•JINPAR
3 I=NSTAPT.NTSO
25
1,'t
O
6tU3 COLEK(I(=CGLKr*CFP(1.1),CMLKP*CFR(2,1)+CSLKP*CFR(3.1)*APUFF
I+CVLKP*CFR(4,I)
jRITL(6.3032)(NAN.E6(I),1=1.N1SO)
3j32 FORktAT(lH0AX.74HFPACTlONS OF COPE I"VENTORy LEAKED,//.'OXUlO(A6,bX
1))
GýO TO .1
14Ods
NRITE(b-.'03'1$)(CoP•LFK(I),TI~leHISM)

1405*
14ub*
140T*

3034 FORMAT(IH ,5X0l041PE1o.4,WX))
lF(rT.LT.TENC-1.-8)GO 70 6
CALL ERR(3,ti.HCORRAL S.N. 30.4

boO

1

1

* 4u9*
1410"
1411*

999 CO'.TIJNLE
STOP
(NO

J7. COMPUTER CODE CORRAL LISTING FOR PWR ACCIDENT SEQUENCES
1*
2*
3*
4*
D*
6.
7.

DIMENWION PI(9.20)eTI(20),GI(.9g,20),VAPI (920),VC9),
IVAP(9),P(9),TMP(9),DELrTTt9,2l),DELTAT(9),ELKP(9t20),El2(9,9,2D),
IEP(9,9,20),EFI2(9,9),HT(9),ELI2(9),ELP(9),G(9,9).CMP(9,10,2),
1ELK12(9,20),LKG(9),OKM(IO)OKA(IO).OKBIIO),
ICA 1( . 10,2),
ICdOI(9,10,2),
1C412(Y.10,2),

8*
9*
10*
114
I-,*
15*

1CAI2(9,.1.2),
IEFP(9,9)
UIMENSION CGP(9,2).
lCSP(9.2).
IC612(9,2),
1C.412(9i10.2).

14*
15*
lb*
17*
id*

ICSI2(9,2).
ICGOI(9,2).
ICAOI(9,10.2),
1CSOI(9,8),
IC%;TP(9),

19*
o*
21.
23.
24*

1C.1TIk(9),
JICm;TOI(9),
ITAI(1f).
I T,;3(10).
1T.,A4(1O)f
1OKIM•ID)

462b*
27*
2d*
29*
30*
31*
3.e*
33.
34*
3b*
3b*
57.
38*

VIAENSION [ETAPG(9),
1BETAPH(9,10)t
IJETAPS(9),
1AW(91,AF(9),
ISKGG(9),
1'ýKG{9,101,
1FOP(9),
1FUI2'(9),
IBTA12S(9).
IbTAI2M(9g0),
b1TAI2G(9).
lCVuII(9).CVT12(9),
IOKNCM(9.IO),
IOKNCG(9).

359*
404
41*
4i*
.3*
44*

IUKNCS(9)
DIMENSIOtN
IOKICA(IO),
IOKICB(IO),
lUKNCA(9.10),
IBTAI2A(9,10),
IBTA123(9,10),
15*
1AMOAMP(11),
IAMUAIM(IO),
IA;ADAIA(19),

4b*
47*
4b-
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SO*
51*
ae*
53*
54*
55*
56*
57*
50*
59*
60*
o1*
02*
63*
64*
65*
Go.*
61*
od.s()
69*
70*
71*
72*
73.
74*
7a*
70*
77.
78*
79*
aO*
81*
82*
63*
84*
85*
do*
67*
a*.
89.
90*
91*
92*
95*
94*
9S*
9o*
97*
98*
99.
100*
101*
102*
103*
104*
105.
loo*
107*
10*
109*
110*
111*
112*
113*
114*
11*
I1o*
117*
l1a*
119*
120*
121*
122*
123.
124*
120*
127.
128*
129*
130*
131s
132*
113*
134*
135*
136*
'137*
i1,5*
1139*
14i2
141*
142*

IELOI(9).ELKOI(9,20).
IOKNCB(9.10),
ICATOI(9)
DIMENSION CHTOI(9).
1TAI(1O),
IT13 (in) p
ITA3(10).
1TB3(10),
1TU4(10),
*TA4(10)
01MENSION
IDIIST(9)
IVAIR(9):
IVST(9gp
IPAS(9),
IPSA(9)o
lV(9),
lWA(9),
IDS(9)1
lDA(9),
1012(9)p
1SC(9)
DIMENSION AMDAPA(10).AMDAPB(10).BTAPVA(9t10)PBTAPVB(9,l0),CAP49,
110,2) PCP(9,IO12),CATP(9) CBTP(9),CVTP(9),DVA(IOI)DVI(10)pEFA(IO)
2,EFB(1O),SKGA(9,1QIPSKGB(9glO).TVA(IOITVO'tO)
DIMENSION GR(9),
ISKG1(9)v
ECOM(1O)p
1COB(IO).
1COA(IO),
1 ELAMA(IO)p
IELAMA(IO)p
IELAMB8iO),
tEFM(10),
IDM(9),
ITMY(9,20),TCHANG(20)
C
CFR(JREL.ISOT)=CORE FRACTION RELEASED FOR MATERIAL ISOT BY
C
METHOD JREL.
DIMENSION CFR(4,10),NAMES(10),CORLEK(IO)
EQUIVALENCE(TA4(1),TVA(I))
(TB4(1)HTVB(1))
C
THE ISOTOPE GROUPS WILL BE TAKEN AS KR-XE AND 0I (ORGANIC IODIDE
C
LIKE).I2-HR(12 LIKE),AND CS-RB.TEBA-SRoRUPU(PARTICULATE LIKE)
DATA 4AMES(I)/6HKR-XE /,NAMES12)/6HOI
/,NAMES(3)/bHI2-BR /,
lNAMES(4)/6HCS-RB /PNAMES(5)/6HTE
/.NAMES(b)/6HBA-SR I,
2NAMES(7)/6HRU
/,NAMES(8I/6HLA
/
DATA NOI/2/,H12/1/,NPAR/5/
LOGICAL SWITCH
COMMUN//A(SC)eASMAX.ARSRMSR(50).F(50)
FABZ(50,5O0)FT(50,50)
liI(5JSDU) ,II.INOINFLLL,LOST,MAPS,MARKNTT,NA,Nr*,NEXTNT
2,PLOT(5.2,lOO),Q(50,SO),RELMAXRELRMS.RtJN(1O),T(50).TAG(5OITYPE
3,'JNITF,UNITTw(5O),Z(5Oi50),ZN(50,50).ZNII(5O)
NAMELIST/JREAK/N#NDATATIDELTTI.DTtDT72TJUMPlTJUMP2,
1PI,GI,EP,EI2,AWAF.ELKI2,ELKP,HT.TCHANGTENO,TVR1
2,TVR2,TVRE,GK,DPEDPL,VAPI,V.FDP,FDI2,TCSI,ELKOITMRTMFTCSR2E,
3CSR2.TCSR2,HCSITD.TEXleTCSIE,CSIiO,TCSRIE,CSRI,
4DCSRHCSR.CUTOVDCSI.TECCIVCL,TMY.TCSRIECCIDF
5,TPUFF,OFPP,DFPOI.OFPI2,CFR.XPUFF
NAMELIST/TRIVIA/DI2,GR.SCCKGPTMPDNSTVMUTAI2G.OKNCGELI2
;NAME-IST/AIX/PTMPDNSTtVAIR,VSTPASPSA,VM
DATA ABSMAX/1.E-8
/.ABSkMS/1.E-8
/,RELMAX/I.E-8
/,RELRMS/I.E-8/
I CONTINUE
CONTINUE TO NEXT CASE
REAO(0,8REAK.END=999)
READ INPUT DATA
WRITE(b,2001)N
2001 FORMAT(1HI,///e32X,35HFISSION PRODUCT RELEASE AND CLEANUPP//v
15X#20GllATA AND ASSUMPTIONS,/,bXP22HNO. OF COMPARTMENTS N= .12)
WRITE(6,20021NNDATA
2002 FORMAT(1HO36X,21HCOMPARTMENT PRESSURES,/t6X,
114H((PI(IJ),I=I,,12,bH),J=I,,I2,2H)lJ
DO 1500 J=I,NDATA
WRITE(6.2O03)(PI(I#J)rI=lN)
IaOU CONTINUE
2003 FORMAT(6X.IP8L4.6)
WRITE162004)N.NDATA
2004 FORMAT(tH0,6X,24HCOMPARTMENT TEMPERATURES,/,bX,15H((TMY(IJ)
It=,,
DO 1505 J=1,NUATA
WRITE(6,23O3T(TMY(IJ),I=IN)
CONTINUE
WRITE(b,2006TN,NDATA
2006 FORMAT(iHO,6X,35HTEMPERATURE DIFFERENCES TBULK-TWALLp/t6X#
1168-I((DELTTI(I,J),I:llI2,6H).J=1,,I2,2H)=)
DO 1510 J=INDATA
WRITE(G.2003)(DELTTI(IJ),I=:1N)
1510 CONTINUE
WRITE(bt2OO8TNPNDATA
2008 FORMATI1HO,6X,26HWATER VAPOR MOLE FRACTIONS P/,6X,
1595

116H((VAPI(I,J).IzI,,12,6H),J=lI2,2H)=I
JO 1520 J=I,NDATA
WRITE(6,2003)(VAPI(IJ),PIIN)
1520 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,201C)N,NDATA
2CI0 FORMAT(IHUNX,3OHFRACTION OF 12 LEAKED PER HOUR,/.6X,
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143144*
145#
146*
147*
148*
149#
150*
151l*
lb2*
153*
154s
155#
156#
157.
156*
159*
160*
161*
162*
163*
lo4*
105*
16*b
lol7
Ius*

117H((ELK12(I,J)#I=I,,12,bH),J=le,I2,2H)=)
00 1525 J=I,NUATA
WRITEI6,2003I(ELKI2(I.J),I=I.N)
I52b CONTINUE
WRITE(6,2U12)N,NDATA
2012 FORMAT(1HOt6X,4OHFRACTION OF PARTICULATES LEAKED PER HOUR */,6X,
llbH((ELKP(I,J),I=lp,I2,bH).J=I,ol2o2H)=)
O0 1530 J=I.NUATA
WRITL(6,20O3J(ELKP(I,J)vI=l.N)
1530 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,2016) N,NUATA
2016 FORMAT(IHO,6X,62HFRACTION OF ORGANIC IODIDES LEAKED PER HOUR FROM
1COMPARIMENT I ./,6X,17H((ELKOI(IJ)jIl=lI2,bH),J=I,,I2,2H)Z)
DO 11530 J=INDATA
11530 WRITE(6,20O3)(ELKOI(I,J).I=IN)
tIRITL(b,2014)rO)ATA.(TI(J),J=.,NDATA)
2014 FORMAT(IH ,6X,I1OHPRECEDING DOUBLY INDEXED EXPRESSIONS WERE INDEXE
1D ON COMPARTMENT (1)
AND TIME (J). THE INPUT TIME ARRAY IS TI.
2,/,6X,11N(TI(J),J=I,,I2,2H)=.I,(6XPlPBEt4.6))
WRITE(6,22015)TCHANG
FORMAT(IHOp6X,72HTIMES TCHANG SIGNAL REINTERPOLATION OF FLOW RATES
* AND THERMODYNAMIC DATA ,/p6X.7HTCHAN6=,/P(6X,1PBE14.6))
WRITE(6.2018)N
2016 FORMAT(1HO,6X.77HFRACTION OF PARTICULATES REMOVED PER HOUR BY INTE
IRIOR FILTER IN COMPARTMENT I
/,I6Xv12H(FDP(I),I=.,eI2p2H)=)
WRITEtb.2OO3)(FDP(I),I=I#Ni

22015

169*
170*
171*
172*
173*
174*
175*
176*
177.
178*
179*
180*
181*
182*
163*
184*
185*

WkITE(6,2020)N
2C20 FORMAT(IHO,6X,76HFRACTION OF IODINE (12) REMOVED PER HOUR BY INTER
IIOR FILTER IN COMPARTMENT I
/,/bX,13H(FDr12(l)I=l.leI2o2H)=)
WAITEIb,2003)1 FDI2(I),I=lN)
WHITE(6,2021)
2021 FORMAT(1HO,/,bX,41HINTER-COMPARTMENTAL TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS
./)
WRITE(6.2022)
2022 FORMAT(1HO,6X,84HCUBIC FEET OF FLOW PER HOUR FROM COMPARTMENT I TO
1 COMPARTMENT K AT DATA TIME ENTRY J
D0 1540 J=1,NOATA
DO 1540 I=IN
WRITE(b.2024)IoJ#N
WRITE(b,2OO3)(GI(IKJ),K=IN)
1540 CONTINUE
2024 FORMAT(IH ,6X 9 4H(GI(,I2.3HuKu,I2,bH),K=l1,I2e2H)=)
WRITE(6,2026)
2026 FORMAT(1HO,6XIO7HFRACTION OF IODINE (12)
REMOVED BY FILTER IN FL

Ida*
I17*
188*
189*
190*
191*
192*
193*
194*
19*
196*
197*
198*
199*
200*
201*
202*
203*
204*
205*
20b*
207*
208*
209*
210*
211*
21Z*
215*
214*
21"*
216*
217*
21d*
219*
220.
221*
222*
223*
224*
225*
22o*
227*
22d*
229*
230*
231*
232*
233*
234*

1OW FROM COMPARTMENT I TO COMPARTMENT K AT DATA TIME ENTRY J
)
O0 1545 J=INUATA
DO 1545 I=1,N
WRITE(6.2028)I.JrN
WRITE(6,2OO3)(EI2(I.K,J),K=1,N)
154! CONTINUE
2028 FORMAT(IH .6X,5H(EI2(,12.3HKo,I2,6H)tK=l,,I2,2H)=)
WRITEi(,2030)
DO 1550 J=1,NOATA
2030 FORMAT(IHO,6XIO7HFKACTION OF PARTICULATES REMOVED BY FILTER IN FL
lUW FROM COMPARTMENT I TO COMPARTMENT K AT DATA TIME ENTRY J
UO 1550 I:I,N
WRITE(6,2032)I#JJN
wRITE(b,2003)(EP(IKeJ)vK=l.N)
1550 CONTINUE
203e FORMAT(iH ,6X,4H(LP(,I2.3h.K,.I2,6H)PK=I#,I2,214)=)
WRITE(b.2034)
2034 FORMAT(1HO.bX.2OHINPUT TIME VARIABLES ,//.6XI08HTD=TIME INTERVAL
lOVER WHICH EFFECTIVE PARTICLE DIAMETER CHANGES LINEARLY FROM DPE I
2DIAMETER PARTICLES EARLY) t/.6X.33HTO DPL (DIAMETER PARTICLES LATE
3).
,/.6X,51HDTDT2=TIME STEPfHRS) BEFORE MELT AND AFTER TJUMP1
A/,6X,39HTVRI=TIME OF FIRST VAPORIZATION RELEASE
4/,bX,36HTVR2=TIME OF VAPORIZATION RELEASE 2.
./,
5bX,37f1TVRE=TIME OF VAPORIZATION RELEASE END
I/t
6bX,24HTMR=TIME OF MELT RELEASE ,/l
76X,31HTMF=TIME OF MELT RELEASE FINISH ./p
8bX,5oHTCSI=TIME CONTAINMENT SYSTEM INJECTION SPRAY PUMP STARTS,/,
36X,5OHTCSIE=TIME CONTAINMENT SYSTEM INJECTION SPRAY ENDS ./.
96XP40HTECCIZTIME OF EMERGENCY CORE COOLANT INJECTION #/,
O6X,5bHTCSRI=TIME CONTAINMENT SYSTEM RECIRCULATING SPRAY STARTS ,/o
16X,55HTCSR1E=TIME CONTAINMENT SYSTEM RECIRCULATING SPRAY ENDS ./v
26Xv28HTEXI=TIME OF EXPLOSION NO. I P/,
36X,26HTPUFF:TIME OF PUFF RELEASE
t/0
46X,30HTJUAP1=TIME TO S4ITCH TO TIME STEP OT2
#/,
5bX,26HTJUiP2:TIME TO STEP TO ENID v/1
WRITE(6 9 2036)TTDDTTVRITVR2,TVRETMRvTMrTCSI.TCSIETECCI
TCSRIv
*TCSRIETCSR2,TCSR2E.TEXITPUFFDT2,TJUMPI,TJUMP2,TEND
2036 FORMAT(IH .6X,3HTU=,IPE12.S,3X.3HDT=vlPE12.5,3Xo5HTVRI=,IPE12.5,2X
A.5HTVR2=,IPEI2.5.2X
1.5HTVRE=vlPE14.8,3X,4dTMR=,1PEI4.8,/,6X,4HTMF=,lPE14.8,3X,5HTCSI=,
11PE14.8,3XbHTCSIE=,lPE14.8,3X#6HTECCI=,lPE14.8,3X,6HTCSRI=lPE14
I.8,/,6X,7HTCSRlE=IPE14.8,3X.6HTCSR2=eIPE14.8.3Xv7HTCSR2E=v1PE14.8,
13A.5HTEXI:=,PE14.8.3Xo6HTPUFF=,IPE14.8v/,
16Xv4HDT2=,iPE14.B,3X,7HTJUMP1:IPE14.8v3X,7HTJUMP2=,lPE14.8v3Xv
15HTEND=,IPE14.8)
WRITE(6.2038)
2038 FORMAT(IHOv6X,24HREACTOR COMPARTMENT DATA ,/I
WRITE(ov2040)N
2040 FORMAT(IH ,6X,21HCOMPARTMENT WALL AREA#/#6XvlLH(AW)I)vI=lv#I2p
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235*
23o*
237*
238*
239*
240*
241$
242*
243.
244*
245*
24b*
247*
246*
249*
250*
2bl*
252*
253*
254*
255*
25o*
257*
2!d*
259*
260*
2bl*
262*
263*
264*
265*
288*
2o7*
288*
269*
270*
271*
272*
273*
274*
275*
27o*
277*
279*
279*
280*
281*
282*
283*
2b4*
285*
266*
267*
288*
289*
290*
291*
292*
293*
294*
295*
296*
297296*
299*
300*
301*
302*
303*
304*
305*
306*
307*
308*
309*
310*
311*
312.
343V
314*
315.
31o.
317*
318.
319*
320*
321.
322*
323.
324*
325*
32b*
327*

124)=)
WRITE(o#20O3)(AW(1).I=lN)
WRITE(6.2042)N
2C42 FORMAT(IH o6X.22HCOMPARTMENT
12H)=)
aRITE(6,20C3) (AF(I),1=11J)
WRITE(6,2O44IN
2C44 FORMAT(IH .bX,1BHCOMPARTMENT
WRITEt6,20O3) (HT(1),I=lN)

FLOOR AREAv/@6XolIH(AF(I),I=I,,12t

HEIGHT,/.6X.IIH(HT(I).IZp,2.2H)=)

WHITE(b,2046)N
2046 FORMAT(IH .6X*31HCOMPARTMENT VOLUME (CUBIC FEET),/.6X,
11OH(V(I),1=z,
I2,2H)=)
WRITE(v200O37(V(I)pI=1,N)
WRITE(b,2048)
2048 FORMAT(IHOp6XP38HCONTAINMENT AND CLEANUP SPECIFICATIONSo//PbXt55
1HCSI=CONTAINMENT SYSTEM INJECTION FLOW IN CUBIC FEET/HR.P/eoX,65
IHCSRI=CONTAINMENT SYSTEM NO.1 RLCIRCULATING FLOW IN CUBIC FEET/HR.
1./,6X,61HHCSIHCSR=IIEIGHT THROUGH WHICH CONTAINMENT SYSTEM SPRAYS
IFALL ,/.6Xtb5HDCSIPDCSR=DIAMETER
OF CONTAINMENT SYSTEM SPRAY DROPL
2ETS ,/p6XF66HCUTOV=CONCENTRATION
OF 12 BELOW WHICH SPRAY REMOVAL I
3S INEFFECTIVE ./e6XP28HVCL=VOLUME OF COOLANT LIQUID P/t
Il6X,71HIIO=RATIO OF IODINE IN SOLUTION IN WATER TO THAT IN VAPOR AT
IEOUILIBRIUM,/,6X,37HECCI:EMEROENCY CORE COOLANT FLOW RATEp/,bX#
153HOFPP,DFPOI,DFPI2=PUFF RELEASE DECONTAMINATION FACTORS,/PbXo
1b3HXPUFF=FRACTION OF AIRBORNE MATERIAL RETAINED AFTER PUFF RELEASE
1
/,#6X.74HuPEDPL=EFFECTIVE DIAMETER OF PARTICLES IN MICRONS AT
I EARLY AND LATE TIMES
WRITE(b,2D50)CSICSRIeHCSI,3iCSR,DCSIDCSRCUTOV,VCL.HOECCIP
IDFPPOFPOIDFI'12.CSR2,XPUFFDPEDPL
20O" FORNAT(1HOV6X,4HCSI:,IPE14.8,3X.SNCSRI=,IPE14.8.3X.5HHCSI=:IPEI4.8
1,3X,5riHCSR=,IPE014.e3X,SHDCSI=PIPE14.8./p6X,5HOCSR=.IPE14.8,3X.
1bHCUTOV=:.PE14.8,3X,4HVCL=,IPE14.8.3X.3HHO=,IPE14.8,3XSHECCI=,
11PE14.8,3X,/,bX,SHDFPP=, PE13.7e3X,6HDFPOI=:1PE13.7,3X,
16HDFPI2=,lPE13.7,3X.5HCSR2=.lPE13.7,3X,6HXPUFF=,lPE13.7./,
17X,4HOPE=,IPE13.7.3X,4HDPL=:tPE13.7
WRITE(b,2052)
NISO=NOI+,.JI2+NPAR
WRITE(b.2054) (NAMES(J),(CFR(I.J).I=I:1.),J=l.NISO)
20:2 FORMAT(1HO#6X,63HCORE FRACTIONS RELEASED BY METHOD J IN ISOTOPE .GR
IOUP I CFR(J,I).//.12X.IIHGAP RELEASEp4Xe12HMELT RELEASE,4X,
215HSTEAM EXPLOSIONIX,12HVAPORIZATION )
d0t4 FORMAT(6X.A6,IX.IPEIO.5,6XlPE-tOo.56XIPEIO5,bXIPEIO.S)
C
INITIAL CONDITIONS OF COMPUTED VARIABLES
VTOT=O.
C
VTOT=TOTAL CONTAINMENT VOLUMEPFT3
DO 8
I=I,N
COOI(I, 1)= 0.
CGP(Ip 1)= 0.
CSP(I, 1)= 0.

C

CSOI(I. 1)= 0.
CGOI(I, 2)= 5.
CGP(I,
2)= C.
CSP(I, 2)= 0.
CSOI(I. 2)= 9.
C.ATP(I)=O.
CMTI2(I)=U.
CMTOI(I)=O.
CATI2(I)=O.
CVTI2(I)=O.
CATOI(I)=O.
CJTOI(I)=O.
CATP(I)=O.
CBTP(I)=O.
CGI2(I,
1)= 0.
C512(I
1)= 0.
CGI21I, 2)= 9.
CSI2(I, 2)= 0.
VTOT=VTOT÷V(Il
00 8 J=1,10
SET 12 CONCENTRATIONS NON-ZERO FOR CUTOV TEST ONLY
CMI2(lJ.I)=I.
CAI2t1.J,1)=I.
CU12(1.,Jl)=I.
CAOI(I. J, 1)= 0.
CtOI(I., J, 1): 0.
CdP(I, Jv 1)= 0.
CAP(I, J.
1)= 0.
CMP(I. J, 1)= 0.
COI(I. Je 1)= 0.
CAOI(It J, 2)= 0.
CROI(If J. 2)= 0.
CBP(I, J, 2)= 0.
CAP(I, J, 2)= 0.
CMP(I, J, 2)= 0.
CAOI(I, J. 2)= 0.
CAI2CIP J, 2): 0.
C8I2(I. J, 2)= 0.
CMI2(I, J. 2)z 0.
8 CONTINUE
TEX=TEXi
TX=O.
DO 10 J=1.10
TM3(J)=O.
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TM4(J)=TMR+FLOAT(J-1
TMIIJ)= 0.
TAI()= 0.
TdI(j)= 0.
TA3IJ)=O.

328*
329*
330*
331*
332*

T63(J)=0.
TA4(j)=TVRI+FLOAT(J-I)*(TVR2-TVRI)/10.
T64(J)=TV;2+FLOAT(J-I)*(TVRE-TVR2)/10.
1U CONTINUE
TA= 0.
TSA= 0.
CMLKP=O.
CSLKP=O.
CGLKP=O.
Ci4LKI2=O.
CVLKP=U.
CSLKI2=O.
CGLKI2=0.
CVLKI2=0.
CMLKOI=O.
CSLKUI=O.
CGLKOI=O.
CVLKOI=O.
OKEjGI=O.
TGI:O.

333*
334*
33•5
33b*
357*
338*
339*
340*
341.
342.
34*3.
344*
345.
346*
347.
34,3.
349.
350.
351.
352*
353*
35b4*
3b6*
35t,*

OKEOUZ=0.
T32=0.
OKEQSI1O.
TSI:u. OKE0S2=0.
TS2=j.
BEGIN CALCULATIONS
M=I
TT=O.
SAVE OT

357*
358.
359*
360*
361*
3u2.
3b6*

NCHANG=I
6 CONTINUE
CONTINUE TO NEXT TIME STOP
IF(TT.LT.TMR)UT=AMINI(OTITMR)
IF(TT.GE. TMRIUT=.O0,.TMF-TMR,)
IF(TT.GETVR )DT=.O5.(TVR2-T R1)
IF(TT.GE.TVRI.AND.TT.LT.TMF)DT=.O5*AMINI(TMF-TMRTVR2-TVRI)
IF(TT.GE.TVR2)DT=.I*(TVRE-TVR2)
ADJUST DT
ADJUSTPER
IF(TT.GE.TVRE)DT=DTI
TO PROPER
IF(TT.GT.TJUMPI)DT=OT2
SIZE
IF(TT.LT.TPUFF.AND.TT+DT.GT.TPUFF)DT=TPUFF-TT÷1.E-8
IF(TT.LT.TCSLANDoTTtOT.GT°TCSI DT=TCSI-TT÷I.E-8
IF(TT.LT.TCSRIAND.TT+OT.GT.TCSR1)DT:TCSR1-TTI.E-8
IF(TT.LTTCSR2.AND.TT÷DT.61TTCSR2)DT=TCS•2-TT4I.E-8
IF(TT.GT.TJUMP2)DT=TEND-TT
NEW TIME TT, gRS
TT=TT+DT
BYPASS PARAMETER RECOMPUTATION IF THERMODYNAMICS IS UNCHANGED.
CHANGES OCCUR AT TIMES TCHANG
SOITCH:.FALSE.

3ob4
3b5*
36o*
367*
368*
369.
370*
371*
37i*
373*
374*
375*
376.
377*
378*
379*
3b0*
38L*
3824
3tsS383*
305*
381*

C

C
C

412*
4171
419.
420*

FOR THE PARTICU-

VAP)K)=5IINT(A1.A2.A3,TTVAPI(K.NN-1),VAPI(K.NN).VAPI(K.NN+I))
ELI2(K):0[NTCAIA2eA3,tT.ELKI2(K.NN-1).ELKI2(KNN),ELKI2(KNN+1))
)
ELP(K)=OI'4T(A1.A2.A3,rTELKP(K,NN-1),ELKP(K,NN),ELKP(KNN+I
C

410*
414.

TRIS TEST CAN BE USED TO
BYPA55 IO 1333
7!
NO
RHANGES
OCCUR

11 CONTINUE
4;'I=.AXO(2,M I IN IN. NDAIA-I)
AI=TI (NN-I)
A2=T1 (SW
A3TTI(NN+I)
UO 13 K=IN
P(K)=UINT(Al, A2, A3, TT,PI(K,NN4-1) ePI(KNN) ,PIU(KNN+I))
TA-P(r)=QL IT( Al, A2, A3, TT. TMY(K,tlN-1), TMY(K,NN) , TMY (K.NN÷1)
pELTAT(K)=QINT(AI,A2,A3,TTOELTTI(KNN-1),DELTTI(K.N N)PDELTTIC(K,

390*
401*
397*
398*
395.
399*
40U*
394.

415*

IF(M.GT.I.AtND.TT.LT.TCHANG(NC(iANG))GO TO 1333
WCHANG=NCHANG+1
SWITCH=.TRUE.
COMPUTL P(N),T(N).DELTAT(N',VAP(J),ELI2(jI)ELP(J)
LAR TIME TT.
DO 11 J=2.NDATA
IF(AbSiTI(JI-TT).LT.At•SiTI(NN)-TT))t4N=J

369*
390*
39139e*
3933s
39 *
39b*

307.
412*
406*
410*

*(TMF-TMR)/10.

"OI)K)=QINT(AI,A2,A3,TT,ELKOI(K,IIN-1),ELKOI(KNN),ELKOI(K,NNI1))
FOR ANY TIME TT
COMPUTE G(I,J),EFI2(I.J),EFI2(I,J)
00 13 L:ltl

INTERPOLATION
OF INPUT DATA
TO GET VALUE AT TT.

G(K,L)=QINT(A1.A2,A3* TTGIC(KL,NNJ-1)
GI(K.LNN),GI(KLNN+I)
EFI2(K,L)=UINT(AltA2,A3,TT#EI2(K,Lt4N-I)#EI2(KrL,NN)PE12(KeLNN÷I
1))
EFP{vk,L}=lJ~t~l(Al,A2,A3.TT-EP(K,L.NN-1)
EPtK.L,N14) EP(K#L#NN÷I))
13 CONTINUE
C1a33 CONTI11UE
C
C
COMPUTE GAS PARAMLTERSTRANSPORT
C
Do 14 K=1,N
CALL LRR(3,181HFRACAS D0 14
IF(.NOT.Sv•ITCH)GO TO 1102
P(K)=P(K)+14.7
TR=TMP(K)+469.
0NST(K)=P(K)/(lO.73*TR)

COEFFICIENTS,

DIMENSIONLESS NO.s

PSIA
RANKINE
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421*
422*
423*
424*
42b*
426*
'40*
429*
430*
431*
43z2
433*
434*
435*
437*
438*
439*
440*
441*
449*
443*
444*
445*
446*

447*
44d*
449*
450*
452.
452*
454*
457*
4S7*
458*
459*
4,,0*
461*
462*
463*
464*
4tb5*
466*
467*
468*
469*
470*
471*
472*
473*
*474*
475*
47o*
477*
478*
479*
480*
481*
462*
483*
484 *
486*
417*
488*
4L$9*
490*
491*
492*
493*
494*
495*
49b*
497*
*496*
499*
500*
501*
502*
503*
504*
505*
506*
507*
508*
509*
510*
511*
512*
5134

D'ENSITY
JriST(K)=DNST(K)*VAP(K)*18.+(1.-VAP(K J)*DNST(K}*29.
ABOVE IN
LBS/FT3
TRIP5=TR*SGRT(TR)
VST(K)=.003339*TRIP5/(rR+1224.2)
VISCOSITII IS WATER VAPOR
VAIR(K)=.0414*(TR/492.)**.768
AIR
IF(VAP(K).EO.l.)GO TO 7
IF(VAP(K).EO.O.)GO TO 773
PAS(K):(I.+SQRT(iVAIR(K)/VST(K))*SORT(I8./29.)))**2/4.5704
PSA(K)=(I.+SQRT((VSTtK)/VAIR(K))*SQRT(29./1B.)))**2/3.6008
RMOL=VAP(K)/(I.-VAP(K))
EQUATI ON (VII J-21)
VM(K)=VAIR(K)/(I.+RMOL*PAS(K) )VST(K)/(I.+PSA(K)/RMOL)
GO TO 778
7 VM(K)=VAIR(K)
GO TO 778
773 V,.(K)=VST(K)
778 CONTINUE
C
AuOVE IN LB/FT/HR
WA(K):O.7075414I.73/(TR/I.8)
WS(K)0.7075*454.72/(TR/I.8)
12 DIFFUSIVITY
C
DA(KJ=.0020435*(TR/1.8)**1.5*.19b1/((P(K)/14.7)*4.43b**2*WA(K))
JA(KJ=.8432578E-5*TRIP5/(P(K)/14.7*WA(K)I
(EQUATION VII J-22)
C
OS(K)=.0020201*((T(K)+460.)/1.8)**1.5*.2438/((P(K)/14.7)*3.901**2
C
I*WS(K))
OS(K)=.134012b9E-4*TRIP5/( P(K)/14.7*WS(K)}
C
AbOVE DIFFUSIVITIES IN CM2/SEC
DI2(K)I./(VAP(K)/DS(K)+(I.-VAP(K))/DA(K))
DI2(K)=DI2(K)*3.875
C
012(K) IN FT2/HR
SCHMIDT NO= VISCOSITY/IDENSITY*DIFFUS.)=SCtK)
C
SC(K)=VM(K)/(0NST(K)*OI2(K))
C
GPASHOF NO. FOR NATURAL CONVECTIONCKG=MT COEFF IN FT/HR
GN(K)=4.17312E+8*HT(K)**3*DNST(K)**2*DELTAT(K)/(TR*VM(K)**2)
MASS TRANSFER
IF(HT(K).LE.10.)CKG(K)=.59*DI2(K)*SGRT(SORT(GR(K)*SC(K)))
/HT(K)
COEFF, EQNs
lf(HT(K).8T.10.)CKG(K)zOI2(K)*(S.9*SQRT(SORT0RI(K)*SC(K)))/HT K)]
VII J-24, J-25
1+.13*(HT(K)-1O.)*CBRT(GR(K)*SC(K))/HT(K))/HT(K)
1102 CONTINUE
C
COMPUTE SETTLING VELOCITIES FOR PARTICLES
C
HAVE PARTICES FROM 13 SOURCES *GAP RELEASE,10. TIME INTERVALS OF
C
THE MELT RELEASE + 2 EXPLOSIONS * 20 VAPORIZATION RELEASES
C
DG.OM(IO).DEXIDEX2,DVA(IO)
0V8110)
OG=AMAXI (UPE+IDPL-DPE)*(TT/TD),DPL)
DEXI=AMAXI(DPE+(DPL-DPE)*(TT-TEX1)/TDDPL)
IF(TT.LT.TEX1)
DEX1=O.
SPRAY=O.
IF(((T.T.GT.TCSI.AND.TT.LT.TCSIE).OR.(TT.GI.TCSR1.AND.TT.LT.
1TCSRIE).OR.(TT.GT.TCSR2.AND.TT.LT.TCSR2E)).AND.K.EO.1)SPRAY=l.
IF(TT.LT.TMRJGO TO 1555
DO 15
IODel10
DM1IDI=AMAXI(DPLDPE+(DPL-OPE)*(TT-TM4(ID))/TD)
IF(TT.LT.TM4(ID))UM(I)=O.
C
PARTICLE DIAMETERS ARE IN MICRONS
SKG(KID)=(1.-SPRAY)*(.01557*DM(ID)**2/VM(K))*AF(K)/V(K)
1ý CONTINUE
lb55 CONTINUE
SKGG(K)=(i.-SPRAY(*(.01557*DG**2/VM(K))*AF(K)/V(K)
SKG1(KI)(1.-SPRAY)*(.01557*DEXI**2/VMIK))*AF(K)/V(K)
IF(TT.LT.TMFTGO TO 3016
DO 2015 ID = 1.10
DVA(ID)=AMAXi(DPLDPE+(OPL-DPE)*(TT-TVA 10))/TD)
C

1

IF(TT.LT.TVA(IO))0VA(ID)=O.
DVB(IO)=AMAXI(OPLDPE,(DPL-DPEl*(TT-TV8(IDI
/TD)
IF(TT.LT.TVB(ID)lDVB(ID)=0.
SKGA(KID)=(1.-SPRAY)*(.O1557*DVA(ID)**2/VM(K))*AF(K)/V(K)
SKGB(KIDIO(L.-SPRAYI*(.O1557*DVB(IDI**2/VM(K)I*AF(K)/V(K)
2015 CONTINUE
3016 CONTINUE
C
SKG:NATURAL DEPOSITION LAMBDA IN HR-I
(PARTICULATES)

C
C
C
C
C
C

C
C
C
C
C

14 CONTINUE
REMOVAL COEFF FOR 12.AWD +PARTICULATES
SPRAY LAMdDAS NEED TO BE COMPUTED NOW
PARTICULATE

SPRAY LAMBDA

COMPLETE

(W/O

SPRAYS)

IN COMPARTMENT I

FIRST ESTABLISH SUM(FT/V(1)) AND IMPACT EFFICIENCY
FI=AMAXL(O..AMIN1(TT-rCSI-AMIN1(DT/2.#(TT-TCSI)/2.).TCSIE-TCSI))
l*CSI
FRI:AiAAXI(0.,AMINI(TT-TCSRI-AMINI(DT/2..(TT-TCSRI)/2.),TCSRIE1TCSRI))*CSR1
FR2=AMAXI(OAMINI.(TT-TCSRZ-AMINL(DT/2.,(TT-TCSR2)/2.).TCSR2EITCSR2})*CSR2
FA=CFRI+FR2+FI)/Vt1)
IF(FA.GE.O..AND.FA.LT.O.002)L=-15.825*FA+.06
IF(FA.GE.0.-02.AND.FA.LT.O.193)E=.04625-SORTI.08626+42.68*FA)/21..
14
IF(FA.GT..0I93)E=.O015
TESE EFFICIENCIES ARE FOR GAP RELEASE ONLY
IN THE EVENT THAT THE SPRAYS ARE WORKING AFTER ANY EXPLOSION AND
SOURCE RELEASE S#THE EFFICIENCY OF REMOVAL MUST 8E RECALCULATED
FOR REMOVING S.THE REMOVAL EFFICIENCY IS EEX
FI=AMAXI(O.,AMINI(TT-TEXI-AMINI(DT/2..(TT-TEXI)/2.)PTCSIEITEXII)*CSI
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;EQN VII J-28 and
FIGURE VII J-4

514*
515*
516*
517*
516*
519*
520*
521*
522*
523*
524*
525*
52b*
527*
528*
549*
530*
531*
532*
53a*
534*
535*
53b*
537*
538P
539*
54U*
541*
ý42*
543*
)44*
545,
54b*
547*
546*
549*
550*
5nl*
552*
553*
554*
555*
556*
5ti7*
556*
559*
5O*
501*
2
5o *
5,3*
5o4*
565*
5Oh*
567*
5bb*
569*
570*
571*
572*
573*
574*
575*
576*
577*

C
C

FI=AMAXI(O.,AMINI(TT-TEXI-AMINI(DT/2.,(TT-TEX1)/2.),TCSRiE1TEXI))*CSRI
F2=AMAXI(O.,AMINI(TT-TEX1-AMINI(DT/2.,(TT-TEX1)/2.),TCSR2E1TEXI))*CSR2
ES=FI+F2+FI
ES=ES/V(l)
IF(ES.GE.O..AND.ES.LT.O.002) EEX=-15.825*ES+.O6
IF(ES.GE..OO2.ANO.ES.LT.O.0193) EEX=.04625-(.08626+42.68*ES)**.5/2
11.34
IF(ES.GT..0193)EEX=.0O15
CALCULATE EFF. FOR PARTICULATES FROM MELT RELEASE FOR EACH OF THF
10 DIVISIONS* CALL IT EFM(J)
IF(TT.LT.TMRIGO TO 1777
J=19 1O
DO 17
AMDAMP(J)=O.

IF(TT.LT.TM4(.)))GO TO 17
FM4I=AMAX1(O.,AMINI(TT-TM4(J)-AMINI(DT/2.,(TT-TM4(J))/2.).
ITCSIE-1M4(J)))*CSI
F4I=AMAXI(O.,AMIN1(TT-1M41()-AMINI(DT/2..(TT-TM4(J))/2.)p
ITCSRlE-TMU(J)))*CSRI
Fl2=AMAXI(O.,AMINI(TT-TM41J)-AMIII(DT/2..(TT-TM4(J))/2.)o
1TCSR2E-TM4(Jl))*CSR2
ET=
FMI+FMI+FM2
ET=ET/V(I)
IF(ET.GE.I..AND.ET.LT.O.O2)EFM( J)=-15.825*ET+.Ob
IF(ET.GE..GC2.AND.ET.LT.O.0I931 EFN(J):.O4625-(.08626+42.68*ET)**.
15/21.34
IF(ET.GT..019J) EFM(J)=.O015
C
COMPUTE
IF(TT.GT.TCSI.AND.TT.LT.TCSIE) AMDAMP(J)=AMDAMP(J)+1.5*HCSI*CSI*EF
IM(J)/IuCsI*V(1)/30.48)
IF(TI.GT.TCSFI.ANU.TT.LT.TCSRIE)
AMDAMP(J)=AMOAMP(J)+1.5*HCSR*CSRI
l*EF4(J)/(DCSH*V(I)/3U.48)
IF(TT.GT.TCSR2.AND.TT.LT.TCSR2E) AMDAMP(J)=AMDAMP(J)+I.S*HCSR*CSR2
I*EFM(J)/[OCSR*V(1)/30.48)
17 CONTINUE
1777 CONTINUE
C
MELT RELEASE PARTICULATE LAMDAS ARE COMPLETE
C
COMPUTE OTHER PARTICULATE LAMDAS NOW
AMDAPG=O.
AMDAPS=0.
IF(TT.GT.TCSI.AND.TT.LT.JCSIE)
AMDAPG=AMDAPG+1.5*HCSI*CSI*E/(DCSI*
IV(1)/.U.46)
IF(TT.GT.TCS1.AND.TT.LT.TCSIE)AMDAPS=AMDAI'S+1.5*ICSI*CSI*EEX/(DCS
ll*V(1)/30.481
IF(TT.GT.TCSR1.AND.TT.LT.TCSRIE)
A'IDAPG=AMDAPG*I.5*HCSR*CSRI*E/(DC
1SR*V(11/30.48)
IF(TT.GT.rCSH1.AND.TT.LT.TCSRIE) A!*4DAPS=A,.DAPS+1.5*HCSR*CSRI*EEX/(
IOCSR*V(t)/3C.48)
IF(TT.GT.FCSRŽ.ANU.TT.LT.TCSR2E) A4DAPS=AMDAPS+1.5*HCSR*CSR2*EEX/(
IDCSR*V(1)/6C.48)
IF(TT.GT.TCSR2.AND.TT.LT.TCSR2E) AMOAPG=AMDAPG÷1.5*HCSR*CSR2*E/(DC
1SR*V(I)/30.48)
C
COMPUTE VAPORIZATION PARTICULATE REMOVAL BY SPRAYS
DO 217 J=1#19
AMUAPA(J)=O.
AMUAPU(J)=O.
IF(TT.LT.AMINI(TCSITCSRi.TCSR2).OR.TT.GT.AMAXI(TCSIEPTCSRIE.
1TCSR2E))GO 10 217
IF(TT.LT.TA4(J))60 TO 217
FAI=AMAX1(O.,AMINI(TT-TA4(C)-AMINI(OT/2.,(TT-TA4IJ))/2.).
ITCSIE -TA4(J)))*CSI
FAI=A*IAXI(O.,AMINI(TT-TA4(J)-AMIIJ1(DT/2.odTT-TA4(J))/2.).
1TCSRIE-TA4(JT))*CSRI

570.
579*
5600
hb1*
Sode*

FA2=AMAXI(O.,AMINI:(TT-TA4(J)-A'"INI(DT/2.,(TT-TA4(J))/2.).
1TCSR2E-TA4(J)))*CSR2
FIA.1AXI(O..AMINI(TF--TB4(J)-AMIHI1(DT/2.,(TT-TU4(J))/2.2.
ITCSIL -TB4(J)))*CSI
F1I•=A;.4AX I(O..A! I IJI(TT-TR4 (J)-A;A I N1(OT/2.. (TT-TB4 (J) )12.)

5•*
564'
58ýo
5oos
56t75o6*
btY*

ITCSRIL-TF4(J) )
CbR1
Fj2=AMAAXI(O.,AMIrhI(TT-TR4(J)-A'4IIlOT/2.,(TT-Tb4IJI)/2.),
ITCSR2Lt-T4(IJ)))*CSR2
S•=(FAI+FAI+FA2)/V(1)
E =(F6[+FiI+FL.2)/i(1)
LF(EA.LT..O19j)GO TO 4750
cFA(J)z.'JJ15
5,O TO 4851
475b IF (EA.LT..C;)GO0 TO 47o0
EFA())=,.0425-SORl(.06b26+42.08*LA)/21.34
TO 485i
4 7 Ll EPA (J) =-ID. tl2*EA+. U,
4o1O CuNTINIJE
Iý(Eb.LT-.0193)GO TO 575U
EFU(Jd:.Oul5
:0 TO 58•5(
5750 IF (Lu.LT..C92)GO TO n760
1) d()Z.(%62()-SNT(.dhu20+42.o8*EL))/21.34
GO To 535U
5?o
1
L.Fb4J)=-,5.A2t5*Eb+.0O
5d00, CQI ITil4)UE
IF(TT.LT.TCSI.OR.IT.GT.TCSIE}GO TO 5854
AiDUAPA(Jd)1.5*HCSI*CSI*EFA(J)/(DCSI*V(1)/30.48)
.A;iuAad(J)=I.,*tHCSi*CSI*EF(J)/ iDCS I*V( 1) / 504)

591*
592*
51J. PGO
.)94.
59!*
59o*
597*
596*
s596
3
o)It *
bl)l*
602*
b03*
6(04*
60a((lb*
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I

b07*
60do
609*
610*
oil615*

tojb*

617*
old*
620(*
621*
622*
623*
624*
625*
62b*
627*
628*
629*
b30*
t310
632*
633*
634*
635*
63b*

IF(TT.LT.TC'|RI.OR.TT.GT.TCSRlE)GO TO 595bt
Ai-AOAPA(J)=AMDAIPA(J)41.5*HCSR*CSRI*EFA(J)/(DCSN*V(1)/30.48)
AUAP(J)?ANJAP8b1J)1+.5*HCSR*CSRI*EFBIJ)I/(DCSk*V(1)/3D.48)
56bu IF(TT.LT.TCSM2.OR.TT.GT.TCSR2E)GO TO 217
L.tDIUAPA(J)ZAMDAPA(j)+1. 5*HCSR*CSR2*EFA(J)/(DCSR*V(1)/30.48)
AýIDAPU(J)=AMUAPf3(J)+i.b*HCSR*CSR2*EFO (J)/(DCSO*V(I)/30.48)
21ý7 C1H1 I1UE
C
ALL PARTICULATE SPRAY LAMDAS COMPLETE
C
IUUINEtI2. REMOVAL BY SPRAY CALCULATED NOw
C
C
SPRAY LAMUDAS COMPLiTEO 1406 FOR 12(AMDAIG,AMDAIS.AMDAIM(K))
C
C
C
COMPUTE TERMINAL VELOCITY OF SPRAY DROPS
C
FUREIC{4./3.)*62.4*DNST(1)*(DCSI/3C.48)**3*417312000./VM(I)**2
F'ORER=FDREI*(UCSR/DCSI)**3
IF(FDRLI.LT.1I700.) REI=(FDREI/15.71)**.7027
IF(FUREI.GE.I6700.) REI=(FDREI/6.477)**.6215
IF(FDRER.LT.i0700.J RER=(FDRER/15.71)**.7027
bbP4

C
C
C
C

638639*
640*
641*
642*
b43*
644*
646*
647*
648*
649s
650*
651*
652*
653*
654*
655*
65b*
657*
658*
659*
660*
661*
662*
663*
664*
665*
666*
6o7*
668*
6o9*
670*
671s
672*
673*
674*
675*
b7T*
677*
678*
679*
680*
661*
682*
683*
684*
665*

C

C
C
C
C

668*
689*
690*
691*
b92*
693*
694*
695*
696*
b97*
b9d*
699*

IF(FDRER.GE.10700.)
RER=(FDRER/6.477)**.6215
UTI=REI*VM(I)/(DNST(I)*OCSI/30.48)
UTR=RER*VM(1)/(DNST(1)*DCSR/30.48)
UTI.UTR I- FT/HR
IN FT/HR
MASS XFR COEFF TO THESE DROPS COMPUTED BELOW (GGIuGGR)
GGI=DI2(1)*(2.+.6*REI**.5*SC(1)**.33)/(DCSI/30.48)
GGR:DI2(1)*(2.+,.6*RER**.5*SC(1)**.33)/(DCSR/30.48)
GAS PHASE COMPLETEtNO4 COMPUTE LIQUID PHASE MASS XFR COEFF.GLItGLR
UL=LIQUID VISCOSITY.CP, DLZDIFFUSIVITY OF 12 IN H20vFT2/HR
Tl=(TMP(I)+460.)/1.8
UL=100./(2.1482*((T1-281.6).(8078.4+(TI-281.b)**2)**.5)-120.)
DL=1.5137E-07*(Ti/UL)
GLI=b.58*DL/(UCSI/30.48)
GLR=6.58*OL/(DCSR/30.48)
STAGNANT DROP MODEL USEDEFFICIENCY=I-EXP(-6.KGOT/S(H÷KG/KL))
ECSI:±.-EXPL-o.*OGI*(HCSI/UTI)/gIDCSI/30.48)*(HO+GGI/GLI)))
ECSR=t.-EXP(-6.*GGR*(HCSR/UTR)/((DCSR/30.48,*(HO+GGR/GLR)))
SPRAY LAMBDAS=F*HO*E/V.IF C/V(I).GJ.C(EMITTEO)/(SUM V(I))*CUTOFF
EQUILIBRIUM LAMBDASUSED AT LOWER CONC.
COMPILE PROPER ELAN
SUBROUTINE
COG=CGI2(1, 1*VTOT/V(I)
COS=CS12(1.1)*VTOT/V(I)
DO Ib J=1,IO
CaM(J)=CMI2(j.j,1)*VTOT/V(1)/.1
CB0(J)ZCBI2(IJ.I)*VTOT/V(1)/(.O7528*EXP(-.1*FLOAT(J-1)))
C0Alj)=CAI2(IJ,1)*VTOT/V l)/(.07528*EXPI-.I*FLOAT(J-I)))
ib CONTINUE
6G GAP RELEASE
OKG=U.
S- STEAM EXPLOSION
OKS=O.
IF(COG.GT.CUToV
I OKG=I.
) OKS=I.
IF(COS.GT.CUTOV
DO 19 J=1.@1
OKM()=O.
MN= MELT RELEASE
AI 1st HALEIOF-VAPORZATION RELEASE
OKA(J)=O.
B- 2nd HALF OF VAPORIZATION RELEASE
OKB(J)=O.
IF(COM(J).GT.CUTOV)OKM(J):1.
IF(COA(J).GT.CUTOV)OKA(J)=I.
IF(COB(J).GT.CUTOV)OKB(J)=I.
19 CONTINUE
OKCSI=I.
IF(TT.LT.TCSIE.AND.TT.GE.TCSI)
OKCSI=O.
IF(TT.GE.TCSIE.OR.TT.LT.TCSI)
IF(TT.LT.TCSRIE.AND.TT.GE.TCSRI) OKCSRIZI.
OKC-SRl:O.
IF(TT.6E.TCSRIE.OR.TT.LT.TCSRI)
OKCSR2=I.
IF(TT.LT.TCSR2E.AND.TT.GE.TCSR2)
IF(TT.GE.TCSR2E.OR.TT.LT.TCSR2) OKCSR2:0.
AMDAIG=CSI*HO*ECSI*OKG*OKCSI/V(13)CSRI*HO*ECSR*OKG*OKCSRI/V(I)÷HO*
ICSR2*ECSR*OKG*OKCSR2/V(I)
AMDAIS=(HO*OKS/V(i))* CSI*CSliOKCSI÷CSRI*EC~SOKCSR•+CSR2*ECSR*OK

C
C

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

EQN VII J-27 AND FOLLOWING
ON PARA. J3.2.2

ICSR2)
DO 20 J=1,1C
AMDAIM(J)=(IIO*OKM(J)/V(1)I*(CSI*ECS5*OKCSI+CSRI*ECSR*OKCSRI+CSR2*
IECSR*OKCSR2)
AMUAIA(J)=(HO*OKA(J)/V{1))*fCSI*ECSI*OKCSI÷CSRI*ECSR*OKCSRICSR2*
IECSR*OKCSR2)
AMDAIi3(J)=(HO*OKB(J)/V(I))*(CSI*ECSI*OKCSI+CSRI*ECSR*OKCSR1+CSR2*
1ECSR*OKCSR2)
20 CONTINUE
IN THE LIG.CONTROL EGUILIBRIUM,VSUMP
SUMP LIQUID VOL. AND 12 CONC.
Eo
ECCI+VCL+CSI*(TT-TCSI)
IF(TT.GE.TECCI) OKECCI=I.
IF(TT.LT.TECCI) OKECCI:O.
IF(TT.GT.TCSIE) OKCSIE=I.
IF(T7.LE.TCSIE) OKCSIE=O.
VSUMP=VCL+ECCI*OKECCI+(TCSIE-TCSI)*CSI*OKCSIE+(TT-TCSI)*CSI*OKCSI
VSUMP=TOTAL SUMP LIQUID.FT3
CALCULATION OF LAMOAS FOR EQUILIBRIUM PROCEED BELOW. THESE ARE
E6iAG.ELAMSELAMM(I).EACH SPRAY TYPE REQUIRES A SPECIAL DECK TO
CaMPUTE THESE. FOR THE CASE OF NO SPRAY# USE H803 DECK.
BJRIC ACIO,HbU3 DECK FOR COMPUTING EQUILIBRIUM CONCENTRATIONS
DESIGNATE TGI AND TG2 AS TIME POINTS WHEN CGI2(lK) EXCEEDS AND
IS LT THE EQUIL. CUTOFFCUTOV=.Ol FOR ALL SPRAYS EXCEPT THIOSULFA
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H

H

Z
HH

H

02 Z

U)

)11

~>4
IN
r
00

;0
rA E4ý

0H
4

0c0

700*
701*
702w
71)3*
704*
70"5.
70**
707*
708*
709*
710*
711*
712*
713*
714*
7iZ•*
716*
717*
718*
719*
720*
721*
722*
723*
724*

C

725*
7.6*
727*
72t*
729*
730*
731*
732*
7330
734*
73:5
73io*
737*
738*
739*
74•0*
741*
742*
743*
744*
745*
746*
747*
748*
749*
750*
751*
752*
753*
754*
755*
756*
757*
758*
759*
7b0*
761*
7o2*
763*
7b4*
765*
76o*
7b7*
7686*
769*
770*
771*
772*
773*
774*
775*
776*
777*
77d*
779*
760*
781*
78•*
7o3*
784*
785*
786*
787*
788*
789*
790*
791*
792*

IF(COM(J).GT.CUTOV.OR.TT.LT.TM4(J))60 TO 7123
IF(.NOT.((TT.,E.TCSI.AND.TT.LE.TCSIE).OR.(TT.4E.TCSRI.AND.TT.LE.
2TCSRIE).OR.(TT.GE.TCSR2.AND.TT.LE.TCSR2E)))
Go TO 7123
TMItJ)=TMI(J)+OT
ELAMM(J)=ELAM(TMI(J))
60 TO 8000
7123 CONTINUE
ELAMM(J)=O.
TMI(J)=O.
8000 CONTINUE
8001 CONTINUE
IF(TT.LT.TVRI)GO TO 9001
DO 9000 J=1.10
IF(COA(J).GT.CUTOV.OR.IT.LT.TA4(J))GO TO 3644
IF(.NOT.((TT.GE.TCSI.AND.TT.LE.TCSIE).OR.(TT.6E.TCSR1.AND.TT.LE.
2TCSRIE).OR.(TT.GE.TCS,42.AND.TT.LE.TCSR2E)))
GO TO 3644
TA1tJ)=TAIfJ)÷OT
ELAAMA(J)=ELAM(TA1(J))
GO TO 9000
3o44 CONTINUE
ELAMA(J)=O.
TAI(J)=O.
9000 CONTINUE
9001 CONTINUE
IF(TT.LT.TVR2)GO TO 5001
00 5UOO J=1ll
IF(COB(J).GT.CUTOV.OR.TT.LT.TB4(J))GO TO 4821
IF(.NOT.((TT.GE.TCSI.ANO.TT.LE.TCSIE).OR.(TT.GE.TCSRI.AND.TT.LE
2TCSRIE).OR.(TT.GE.TCSR2.AND.TT.LE.TCSR2E)))
GO TO 4821
Tdl(J)=T81C(J)+UT
ELAMB(J)=ELAM(TBI(J))
GO TO 5000
4dda CONTINUE
ELAMB.(J)Uo.
T31(J)=O.
5C00 CONTINUE
5001 CONTINUE
C
ELAMM(J) IN HR**-1
C
AT THIS POINT EQUILIBRIUM LAMBDAS ARE COMPLETE
C
C
DIFFERENTIAL EONS
ARE TO BE SOLVED NOW
C
C
ESTAdLISH RELEASE INPUTS AS INITIAL CONCENTRATIONS FOR EXPLOSION
C
RELEASE AND MELT RELEASE.FOR GAP RELEASEP ICS ARE ESTABLISHED
C
INCLUDE VAPOR RELEASES
C
EXPLOSION RELEASE
IF(TT.GE.TEXI.AND.TX.EQ.O.)TX=TT
IF(TX.EQ.TT) OKICSZI.
IF(TX.NE.TT) OKICSZO.
C
MELT RELEASE
00 23 jd1.1C
IF(TT.GE.TM4(J).AND.TM3(J).EG.O.)
TM3(J)=TT
IF(TM3(J).EQ.TT) OKICM(J)=.l
IF(TMS(J).NE.TT) OKICM(J)=O.
IF(TT.GE.TA4(J).AND.TA3(J).EQO.0.)
TA3(J)=TT
IF(TT.GE.TB4(J).AND.TB3(J).EG.O.)
TB3(J)=TT
IF( TA3iJI.EG.TT) OKICA(J)=.O7528*EXP(-.l*FLOAT(J-1))
IF( TB3(J).EQ.TT) OKICB(J):.2045*EXP(-.I*FLOAT(J+9))
IF( TA3(J).NE.TT) OKICA(J)=0.
IF( Tb3(J).NE.TT) OKICB(J)=0.
23 CONTINUE
C
C
SOLVE MULTICOMPARTMENT DIFFENTIAL EQUATIONS
CALL ERR(35.IHCORHAL S.N. 23
1
DO 190 IMAT=1,3
C
SET ALCEMY FIxED INPUT VARIABLES
NT:I
11=2*N

TE#
IFtCOG.GT.CUTOV)GO TO 6542
IF(.NOT.((TT.GE.TCSI.AND. TT.LE.TCSIE).OR. TT.GE.TCSRI.AND.TT.LE.
2TCSRIE).OR.CTI.GE.TCSR2.AND.TT.LE.TCSR2E)))
O0 TO 6542
TA=TA+DT
ELAMG=ELAM(TA)
GO TO b545
6542 CONTINUE
ELAMG=O.
TA=O.
6645 CONTINUE
I/HR
C
ELA.46 IN
IF(COS.GT.CUTOV.OR.TT.LT.TEX1)GO TO 6583
IF(.NOT.((TT.GE.TCSI.AND.TT.LE.TCSIE).OR.(TT.GE.TCSRI.AND.TT.LE.
2TCSRIE).OR.(TT.GE.TCSR2.ANO.TT;LE.TCSR2E)))
60 TO 6583
TSA:TSA+OT
ELAMS=ELAM(TSA)
GO TO b585
6z83 CONTINUE
ELAMS=O.
TSA=O.
6585 CONTINUE
C
ELAMS IN HR-I
IF(TT.LT.TMR)GO TO 8001
DO 8000 J=IplO
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(EQN VII J-17)
BY SUBROUTINE
ALCEMY (SEE PARA. J3-2)

793*
794*
795*
79b*
797*
798*
799*
800.
801*
802*
803s
804*
805*
BOb*
807*
8nft*
809*
810*
811*
812*
813*
814*
815.
816*
817*
818*
8194
820*
821*
822*

C

C
C
C
c

LL=O
GO TO(30.60.120)PIMAT
30 CONTINUE
SET OFF DIAGONAL MATRIX ELEMENTS FOR P BRANCti
00 24 ICO'4•1.N
H(ICOM+N, ICOM)=ELP(ICOM)
00 24 JCOM=I#N
24 HIJCOArICOM)=G(ICOMJCOM)*(1.-EFP(ICOMJCOM))/V(ICOM)
DO 50 IREL1.5
GO TO (31,.4151,1061.IOT71,IREL
PRECEDING BRANCH IS TO GAP RELEASEMELT AELEASE.STEAM EXPLOSION,
VAPORIZATION RELEASE
PHASE A, VAPORIZATiON RELEASE PHASE B
31 CONTINUE
RELEASE 1I PARTICULATES BRANCH

39
37

38

823.
824*
825*
82b*
827*
8s8*
829.
830*
831*
832*
833*
834*
835.
836.
837*
83d*
839*
840*
841*
842*
843*
944.
845,
84u*
847*
84d*
849*
850*
851*
852*
853.
854*
855*
850*
857*
85d8
859.
860*
861*
802*
863*
864*
865*
8bb.
867*
808*
869.
870*
871*

C

872.
873.
874*
875*
87b*
877*
878*
879*
880*
ddl*
.862#
863*
804*
8Bo*

C

41
C

49
47

48
45
C
51
C

59
57

5036
C
58
C
1061

T1})=JT
DO 37 ICOM=I,N
H(ICON. ICOM)=O.
BETAPG(ICOM)=SKGG(ICOM)+ELP(ICOM)+FDP(ICOM)
IF(ICOM.EQ.IIBETAPG(ICOM)=BETAPG(ICOM)+AMDAPG
F(ICO.4)=CGP(ICOM,1)
F(ICOM÷NIzO.
IF(M.EG.l.ANO.ICDM.EQ.2)FIICOM)1=.
D0O 39 JCOM=IN
H(ICOMPICOM)=H(ICOMICOMl-G(ICOMPJCOM)/V(ICOM)
H(ICOM#ICOMIZH(ICOM.ICOMI-BETAPG(ZCOMI
CALL ALCEMY
DO 38 ICOM=IpN
CGLKP:CGLKP+FT(ICOM+N,)
CGP(ICOM.2)=FT(ICOMPI)
GAP RELEASE PARTICULATES COMPLETE FOR PRESENT TIME STEP.
GO TO 50
CONTINUE
IF MELT RELEASE HAS NOT STARTED. BYPASS
IFITT.LT.TMR)GO TO 50
DO 45 JREL=I,10
IF(TT.LT.TM4(JREL))GO TO 45
T(I)=AMINItDT.TT-TM4(JREL))
00 47 ICOM=I*N
F(ICOP4)=CMP(ICOMJRELI)
IF(ICOM.EO.2.AND.OKICM(JREL).NE.O.)F(ICOM)=OKICM(JREL)
F(ICOM+N)=O.
H(ICOM.ICOM)=O,
dETAPM(ICOM.JMEL)=SKG(ICOM.JREL)+ELP(ICOM)+FDP(ICOM)
IFIICOM.EG.1)BETAPM(ICOMJREL)=BETAPM(ICOMJREL)+AMOAMP(JREL)
DO 49 JCOM=I.N
H(ICOM.ICOM)}H(ICOM.ICOM)-G(ICOM,JCOM)/V(ICOM)
H(ICOM.ICOM)=H(ICOMICOM)-BETAPM(ICOMPJREL)
CALL ALCEMY
DO 48 ICOM=1.N
CMLKP=CMLKPeFT(ICOM÷N.1)
CMP(ICOMJREL,2)=FT(ICOMI)
CONTINUE
MELT RELEASE PARTICULATES COMPLETE FOR PRESENT TIME STEP
0O TO 50
CONTINUE
IF STEAM EXPLOSION HAS NOT OCCURRED.BYPASS
IF(TT.LT.TEXI)GO TO 50
T(I)=AMIN1(DT.TT-TEXI)
DO 57 ICO4=1,N
H(ICOMICOM):o.
F(ICOM)=CSP(ICOM.i)
F(ICOM÷N)=O.
IF(ICOM.EG.I.ANO.OKICS.NE.O.)F(ICOM)=OK;CS
BETAPS(ICOM)=SKG1I(ICOM)+ELP(ICOM)÷FDP(ICOM)
IF(ICOM.EQ.IGETAPS(ICOMN=BETAPS(ICOM)+AMDAPS
00 59 JCOMI.N
H(ICOMICOM}=H(ICOMICOM)-G(ICOMPJCOM)/V(ICOM
H(ICOM, ICOM)=HIICOMICOM)-BETAPS(iCOM)
CALL ALCEMY
IF(MODIM-1.10).NE.O)GO TO 5086
CONTINUE
EIlO OF AD HOC WRITE
00 58 ICON=k1N
CSLKP=CSLKP+FT(ICOM+N.l)
CSP(ICOMo2)=FT(ICOM.1)
STEAM EXPLOSION PARTICULATES COMPLETE FOR PRESENT TIME STEP
GO TO 50
CONTINUE

IF VAPORIZATION HAS NOT STARTED, BYPASS.
LF(TT.6T.TVR1)GO TO 50
OU 1065 JRCL=L,1IO
IF(TT.LT.TVA(JREL))GO TO 1065
TII)=Av.INi(DTTT-TVA(JREL))
00 10o7 ICOM=L,N
F(ICOH)=CAP(ICOM.JRELI)
IFIICOM.Ea.1.AND.OKICAIJREL).NE.O.)F(ICOM)=OSICA(JREL)
FIICOM+N)=O.
H(ICQ:4*IC0M)=0.
(iTAPVA[ICOM,JRELI=SK.A(ICOMJREL)÷ELP(ICOr4I+FOP(ICOM)
IF(ILOA.EO.lI}TAPVA(ICOMjREL)=BTAPVA(ICO,4,JNEL)+AMDAPA(JREL)
DO l0•9 JCOM=I.N
1C69 II{ICOMICOM)=IIl1COM.ICOM)-G(ICOM.JCOM)/V(ICOM)
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MELT R

STEAM EX

VAPREL A

80b*
887*
dOd*
889*
890*
891*
892*
89.5*
894*
893*
890*
897*
89%*
899*
9UO*
9014
902*
903*
904*
905*
906*
907*
906*
909*
910*
911*
912.
913*
91j*
915*
916s
917*
918.
919*
920*
921*
922*
923*
94*
925*
92u*
927*
928*
929*
930*
931*
932*
933*
9.4.
935*
930*
937*
9383*
939.
940*
941*
-942.
943*
9414*
945*
94t*
947.
948*
949*
950*
951*
952*
953*
9549-5*
95o*
957*
9bd*
959*
9o0*
9b1*
962*
963*
964*
9b5*
9u•*
97908*
969*

l0u7 H(CICO~1,ICOM)=H(ICOM.ICOM)-BTAPVA(ICOMJREL)
CALL ALCEMY
00 1066 ICOM=M1N
CVLKP=CVLKP÷FT(ICOM*N,I)
108 CAP(ICOMJREL,2Z=FT(ICOMel)
1065 CONTINUE
PHASE A VAPORIZATION RELEASE PARTICULATES COMPLETE FOR THIS TIME STEP
C
&0 TU 53
VAPREL H
1071 CUtTItNUE
C
IF VAPORIZATION RELEASE PHASE R HAS NOT STARTED. NYPASS
IF(TT.LT.TVR2)GO To 50
00 1075 JqEL=1O10
IF(TT.LT.TV0(jREL))GO TO 1075
T(1)=AMINIDITTT-TVB(JREL})
DO 1U77 ICOM=IN
F(ICOMICdP(ICOMJREL.,)
IF(ICOM.EO.1.AND.OKICS(JREL).NE.O.IF(ICOM)=OKICB(JREL)
F(ICOM+NI=O.
H(ICOMICOM)=O.
8TAPV8(ICOM,JNEL):SKG6(ICOM.JREL)+ELP(ICOI4)*FDP(ICOM)
IF(ICOM.EJ.1)UTAPVB(ICOi4lJREL)=BTAPVB(I•OMJREL)+AMDAPB(JREL)
UO 1079 JCOM=IN
1079 H(ICOr4,1COM)=H(ICOM,ICOMI-GIICOM.JCOM)/V(ICOM)
1077 H(ICOi4,1COM)=H(ICOM, ICOM)-BTAPVB(ICOM.JREL)
CALL ALCEAY
00 1070 ICOMNIN
CVLKP=CVLKP+Fr(ICOM+N,I)
107d CdPIICO.A.JREL,2)=FT(ICOMtI)
1075 CONTINUE
PHASL 8 VAPORIZATION RELEASE COMPLETED FOR THIS TIME STEP.
C
50 CONTINUE
60 TO 190
ORGANICI
60 CONTINUE
C
SET OFF DIAGONAL MATRIX ELEMENTS FOR ORGANIC IODIDE BRANCH
00 600 ICOM=,pN

C
C
C

C

C
C

ýl(ICOM.N, ICOf4)=ELOI(ICJMJ
D0 600 JCOM=I,N
600 H(JCUMICOM)=b(ICOM.JCOM)/V(ICOM)
DO S0 IREL=I.5
GO TU(bl,71,81,91,101),IREL
FIVE WAY BRANCH 15 TO EXPLOSION, GAR., MELTv PHASE A VAPORIZATION,
ANO PHASE B VAPORIZATION
61 CONTINUE
IF STEAM EXPLOSION HAS NOT OCCURRED, BYPASS
IF(Tr.LT.TEXI)GO TO 80
T(I)=AMINI(DTTT•1EXI)
00 67 ICOM=lNr
rHICO4,ICuM)=u.
F(ICO•)=CSOIIICOM,1)
F(ICO.4+N)=O.
IF(ICOM.Eu.I.AND.UKICS.NE.O.)F(ICOI)=OKICS
00 69 UCO(=l.,i
9
o
H(ICO,4,ICOMI)H(ICUNM,ICOH)-G(ICOM.JCOM)/V(ICOM)
07 H(ICOM,ICOMI)=(ICONICOM)-ELOI(ICOM)
CALL ALCEMY
LU 68 ICOM=1,IJ
CSLKOI=CSLKOI+FT(ICOM*!4,1)
o8 CSOI(ICOM,2)ZFT(ICOM.1)
ORGANIC IODIDE EXPLOSION RELEASE COMPLETEO FOR THIS TIME STEP
GO TO 80
71 CONTINUE
T(1)=Dl
DO 77 ICO1.Mi
i(ICOm,'ICoM)=p.
F(ICOp)DCGOI(ICOMI)
F(ICUM+N)=O.
IF(ICOM.EQ.2.ANO.M.E8.IJF(ICOM)1l.
UD 79 JCO:41,N
)=HIICOMtICOMI-G(ICOMJCOMI/V(ICOM)
79 HtICU.,IlCQ
77 IIIICOM,ICOM}:H{ICOM,ICOM)-ELOI(ICOM)
CALL ALCEi4Y
DO 78 ICO'4=1,N
C5LKOI=CGLKOI+FTtICOM+NI)
78 CGOIIICONP2)=FT(ICOM,I)
ORGANIC IODIUE RELEASE DONE FOR THIS TIME STEP
GO TO 80
dW CONTINUE
IF MELT RELEASE HAS NOT STARTED. BYPASS
IF(TT.LT.TMR)GO TO 80
00 85 JRELI1O10
IF(TT.LT.TM4(JREL))0O TO 85
T(I1)=AMINIIOT,TT-TM4(JREL))
00 87 ICOM=I.N
HIICOMICOM)=O.

97U*
971*
97.*
973*
974*
97b*

F(ICOA)=CAOI(ICOM,JREL,1)
F(ICOA+N)=O.
IF(ICO9.EO.2.AND.uKICi(JHEL).ihE.O.)F(ICOM)=OKICM(JREL)
U0 89 JCOI-:1.1
9 titlCO.l,ICOM)I=ICICO9,IC04)-GtICOM,JCOM4/V(ICOM)
o7 ii(ICO,•,.ICOA)=Ii(ICOM, ICOM)-ELOI(ICO.')

97b*
977*
978*
979*

CALL ALCEMY
Ou lid ICO=IN
CMLKOI=CALKOI+FT(ICOM+N.I)
ob CHIOIKICO\,JREL,2)=FT(ICOM,1)
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EXPLODE

GAP REL

MELT REL

980*
91*
902*
9b5*
964*
965*
9
1o*
9d7*
98o*
9o9*
990*
991*
992*
993.
994*
990*
990*
997*
998*
999.
1000*
1001*
1002*
1003*
1004*
0It0*
1006*
1007*
109d*
1009*
1010*
1u11*
101*
101,*
1014*
1015*
1016*
1017*
1018*
1019*
1020*
1021*
1022*
1025*
104*
1025*
1026*
1027*
102d*
1029*
iu3U*
1051*
1032*
1035*
lUJý*
1031*
0.o6*
1037*
1038*
1039*
104•*
1041*
104.*
1043*
1044*
L04!*
IO4b*
1U47*
104d*
104Y9*
1050*
1051*
1052*
1053*
1054*
10b*
1056*
1057*
1050*
1059*
1060*
1061*
1b0*
1063*
1ub1*
1065*
1i6)*
1007*
1068*
1009.
1070*
1071*
lul2*

o5 CONTINUE
ORGANIC IOLIUL MELT RELEASE COMPLETED FOR THIS TIME STEP
GO TO do
91 CONTIJUE
IF VAPOR RELEASE HAS NOT STARTED. BYPASS
C
IF(TT.LT.TVRIfGO TO 8;
OU 95 JREL=IU
IF(Ti.,T. rA4(JRELJ)6O ro 95
T(1)=A4IN1(DTTT-TA4(JREL))
JJ 97 ICO=I1.pN
H(ICO!4, ICOM)=1.
F(ICOA)=CAOI(ICOM.JRELI)
F(ICOM+N)=O.
IF(ICO9. E-.1AIJD.OKICA(JRLL).IIE.O.)F(ICOM)=OKICA(JRELI
Do 99 JCOM=1.N
99 HIICOMICOM)=H(ICOMICOM)-G(ICOM.JCOM)/V(ICOM)
97 f(ICUý,ICOM)Ii(ICOM.ICOM)-ELOI{ICOM)
CALL ALCEM1Y
UJ 98 ICOq=I,rj
CVLKUI=CVLKOI+FT(ICOM+N.1)
98 CAOI(ICOMJREL,2)=FT(ICOM.1)
95 CONTINUE
C
ORGANIC IODIDE VAPOR RELEASE PHASE A COMPLETED FOR THIS TIME STEP
Go TO ol
1,11 CONTI1UE
IF PHASE U VAPOR RELEASE IAS NOT STARTED. BYPASS
C
IF(TT.LT.TVR2)GO TO 80
00 105 JREL=1.10
IF(TT.LT.TB4(JRELI)GO TO 105
T(1)=AAIN1I(DTTT-0B4(jREL))
00 107 ICOm=IN
H(ICOMI,ICOM)=O.
F(ICOM)=C;iOIiICOM,JREL.I)
F(ICO,4N)=O.
IFCICO'4.EO.I.AND.OKICB(JREL).NE.O.)F(ICOMi=OKICB(OREL)
DO 109 JCOM=1.N
199 H(ICOiIGOM)=H(ICOMICOM)-G(ICOMJCOM)/V(ICOM)
.107 H(ICOM. ICOM)=HIICOM.ICOMI-ELOI(ICOM)
CALL ALCEMY
C

VAPREL A

VAPREL ii

0 10a ICOM=E,N
CVLKOI=CVLKOI+FT(ICOM+I4.I)
190 C3O3(IC04,.JREL.2)zFT(ICOMI)
105 CONT INUE
ORGANIC IODIL VAPOR RELEASE PHASE B COMPLETED FOR THIS TIME STEP.
C
do CONTINUE
GO TO 190
12URANCH
120 CONTINUE
C
NATURAL CONVECTION LAMBDA 4ILL BE ASSJMED ZERO IN ANY COMPARTMENT .HEHL
CI2/V.LT.CUTOV/VTOT.
C
00 1037 I=1,N
KSPRAY=I
IF(I.EG.I.AHOD.(TT.GT.TCSRI.ArJD.TT.LT.TCSNIE).OR.(TT.GT.TCSR2.AND
*.rT.LT.TCSH2EI.OR.(TT.GT.TCSI.AND.TT.LT.TCSIE)))KSPRAY=I
OKNCG(I)=FLOAT(t-KSPRAy)
OKfNCS(I)=FLOA1(I-KSPRAY)
IF(CSI2(I,I)/V(I).LT.CLJTOV/VTOT)OKNCS(I)=U.
IF(CGi2(II)/V(I).LI.CJTOV/VTOT)OKi'CG(I)=u.
DO 1037 J=1,10
SCALE=.07528*LXP(-.l*FLOAT(J-1))
OKNCAIIJ)=FLDAT(I-KSPRAY)
UKWCb(I,J)=FLuAT(I-KSPRAY)
UKNCM(I1,J)=FLOAT(I-KSPRAY)
IF(CAI2(I,J.1,/V(I)/SCALE.LT.CUTOV/VTOT)OKNCA(I,J)=O.
IF(Cbl2(I.JIO/V(I)/SCALE.LT.CNTOV/VTOT)OKNC8(I,J)=O.
I-(CEMIlI IJ,1I/V(I)/.I.LT.CUIOV/VTOT)OKNCH(I.{J)=O.
iC57 CONTINUE
C
SET OFF fIAGOI4AL MIATRIX ELEMENTS FOR 12 bRANCH
DO l0o
ICOM=IN
H(ICOM+e,
ICOM)=ELI2(ICON)
UO 1200 JCOM=IN
1200 H(JCOMICOM)=(GICOM.JCOM)*(I.-EFI2(ICOMJCOM))/V(ICOMI
DO 170 IREL:1.5
GU TU(121,131,141,151,161),IREL
FIVE 4AY dRANCII IS TO GAP RELEASESTEAM EXPLOSIONMELT RELEASE,
C
C
VAPORI2ATION PHASE A, AND VAPORIZATION PHASE B.
GAP REL
121 CONTINUE
T(1)=DT
DO 127 ICOM=IN
H(ICO;.1,ICOm)=n.
F(ICUjA)=CGI2(ICOM,1)
F(ICOM+N)=O.
IF(M.EG.1)F(ICON)ZDKRON(ICOM,2)
BTAI2G(ICON)=ELI2(ICO9,*FDI2(ICOM)+OKNCG(ICOM)*CKG(ICOM)*.AW(ICOM
*)+AF(ICOM))/V(ICOM)
IF(ICoM.Eq.1)uTAI1G(ICOM)=BTAI2G(ICOM)+AMDAIG+ELAMG
DO 129 JCOM=I,4N
129 H(ICO,4,1COM)=H(ICOMICOM)-G(ICOMJCOM)/V(ICOM)
127 H(ICOQ;4ICOM)=Il(ICOR,ICOM)-NTAI2G(ICOM)
CALL ALCEMY
00 120 ICOM=IN
CGLKI2=CGLKi2+FT(ICO.÷iN,1)
12s C612AICO'4,2)FFT(ICOM, I)
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1075*
1074*
1075*
107b*
1077*
1U07*
1079*
1000,
o1001
lObi*
10o.*
10d4*

1885.
lo0s*
jOdT*
1018*
10419.
1090.
1091*
109.*
I093*
1094-*
1095.
109i)1097*
040y.
1099*
1100*
1101*
11U2*
1103.
1104*
1111t*
11004
1107*
11003
11119*
1110*
1111*
1112*
111ý*
1114*
111b*
1116*
1117*
111*
1119*
11?0*
1121*
1122*
1123*
11I4*
II•5.
12o*.
1127*
1128*
1129*
1150*
1131*
113?*
113.*
1154*
1135*
11536
1137*
1166*
1139*
11ts*
1141*
1142*
i143*
1144*
114b*
114b*
1147*
li+b*
1149*
11•011j1*
11524
1153*
LlZ)*
l155*
limb*
l1117*
1158*
1159*
11.U*
1161'
110o*
11o05.
1114*
llb5*

12 GAP RELEASE COMPLETED FOR THIS TIME STEP
GO TO 170
131 CONTINUE
IF STCAM EXPLOSIOtN HAS NOT OCCURREO.BYPASS
C
IF(TT.LT.TEXI)GO TO 170
T(I)=AMINI(OTTT-TEX1)
O0 137 ICOMr=1,
H(ICOA,ICOM)=0.
F(ICOM)=CSI2(ICON,i)
FElCOM+N)=O.
IF(OKICS.GT.O.)F(CCOM)=OKROtE(lCOMI)
dTAL2S(ICui4)=LL12(ICOA)4FD12(ICOM)
IF(OKIECS(ICOM).NE.O.)dTAI2S(ICOM)=BTA12SE1COA1)+CKG(ICOM)
1-(A4(ICOM)+AF(ICOM))/V(ICOM)
IF(ICOM.EO.1i)TAI2S(LCOM)=BTA12S(ICOM)+AM0AIS÷ELAMS
O0 139 JCOM=1.N
139 H(ICOH,ICOM:)ZI(ICOMICOM)-G(ICOM.JCOM)/V(ICOM)
107 r(ICOlrlICOM)=HIICUM, ICOM)-HTAI2S(ICOM)
CALL ALCEMY
DO 1.5 ICOM=1.N
CSLKI2=CSLKI2+FT(ICOM÷N+11)
i3) CS12(1COM,2)=FTtICOM,I)
12 STEAA EXPLOSION CO;4PLETED FOR THIS TIME STEP
C
00 TO 170
141 C3wTINUE
IF MELT RELEASE HAS NOT STARTEDAYPASS
C
IF(TT.LT.TMP)GO TO 170
Do 145 JREL=1,10
IF(TT.LT.rM4EJREL))bO TO 145
l(1)=AMII41(OTTT-TM4(JREL))
UO 147 ICOMI.I4
H(ICO.4,ICOM)=fl.
F(ICOM)C%1I2(ECOMJREL.1)
FEICOM+N)EU.
IF(OKICM(JREL).GT.O.)F(ICOM)=OKRON(ICOM.2)*OKICM(JREL)
UTAI24(ICOM,JREL)=ELI2(ICOM)*FD12(ICOM)÷OKNCM(ICOM,JREL)*
I(CKG(ICOM)*(AN(ICOM)*AF(ICOM))/V(ICOM))
IF(ICOM.EQ.IBTA12M(ICOM.JREL)=BTA12MEICOMJREL)÷AMDAIM(JREL)+
*ELAMMIJREL)
U0 149 JC0M=I.N
149 1E(ICOMICOM)=H(ICOM.ICOM)-G(ICOMJCOM)/V(ICOM)
147 H(ICOM. ICOMIZ=iE(ICOM. ICOM)-BTAI2M(ICOMJREL)
CALL ALCEMY
00 148 ICOM=101
C

C
C

L
C

CHLKL2zCMLKI2+FT(ICOR+t4,1)
148 CMI2(ICOM.JHEL,2)=FT(ICOMI)
14! CONTINUE
12 MELT RELEASL COMPLETED FOR TIllS TIME STEP
GU TO 170
151 CONTINUE
IF VAPOR RELEASE tlAS NOT STARTED.hYPASS
IF(TT.LT.TVR1)GO TO 170
O00 155 JREL1.10
IF(TT.LT.TA4(JREL))GO TO 155
T(1)=AMINI(D1.TT-TA4(JREL))
00 157 IC-M=Lf4
jE(ICu0, ICOM)=n.
FIICOM))CAI211CONJREL.1)
F(ICO.A+N)=U.
IF(ONICA(JREL,.GT.O.)F(ICOM)=DERON(ICOM1I)*OKICA(JREL)
HTAI2A(ICOM.,JiEL)=ELI2(ICGE)+FUI2(ICOM)+OKNCA(ICOM,JRiEL)*
I(CKG(ICOM)*(A*(ICOM)÷AF(ILOM))/V(ICOM))
IF(ICoM.EU.1)BTAI2A(ICUM,JREL)=RTAI2A(ICOMJREL)+AMDAIA(JREL)
I+ELAMA(JREL)
;)U 159 JCOm=lR I
159 ii(ICO.4,ICOR)=tl(ICOM,ICOM)-G(ICOM,JCOM)/V(ICON)
I I)=I,(ICOM. ICOM)-BTAI2A(ICOM, JREL)
.CO.
157 ,( I
CALL ALCEIY
O0 150 ICO4=1,N
CVLKI2=CVLK12+FT(ICOM4+lJ,)
l118 CA12(ICOM.JRLL2)=FT(ICOM.1)
lbb EONTiNUE
12 VAPORIZATION( KELEASE PHASE A COAIPLETEE FOR THIS TIME STEP
W) TO 170
i10 CUItTINUE
IF PHASE 6 VAPOR RELEASE HEAS 10T STARTED. BYPASS
iFtTT.LT.TVR2)GO TO 170
Uo lu5 JREL=1,1O
IF(TT.LT.rb4(ORELE)GO TO 16b
T(I)="IrNI(DTTT-Tb4(JREL))
UO Io7 ICOM=1,N
H(ICU,4,ICuM)fl.
F(ICOM)=C8I2(ICOMJREL.1)
F(ICO,4+N)=O.
IF(OKLICB(JREL).GT.O.)F(ICOM)=DKRON(ICOM,1)*OKICB(uREL)
3TAI1U(ICOMJREL):ELI2EICOMS÷FDI2(ICOM)+OKNCBIICOM.JREL)*
*CKG(ICOM)*(AW(ICOM)+AF(ICOM))/V(ICOM)
IF(ICOM.EO.I)iITAI28iICOMJREL)=BTA12B(ICOM.JREL)÷
*Av.IAIb(oJREL)*ELAMO(JREL)
UO 169 JCOM=I.EJ
19 litICOAElICOM):H(ICOM. ICOM)-G(ICOMJCOM)/V( ICOM)
Ib7 EII(CO., ICOM)=iE(ICOM.ICOM)-BTAI2B(ICOM.JREL)
CALL ALCEMY
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VAPREL

lloo*
1167*
1168s
1169*
1170*
1171*
117Z*
117.*
1174*
1175*
L11T*
1177.
1178*
1179.
lldO*
1181*
1184*
11615.
11I4*
11ti.*
11ob*
1167*
1188*
1109.
1190*
1191*
1192*
119.5*
1194*
1195*
1196*
1197*
119d*
1199*
1200*
1201*
120,2*
1203.
1204s
1205*
1206*
1207.
1206*
1209*
1210*
1211*
121z*
1213*
1214*
1215*
1216*
1217*
1216*
1219*
1220.
1221*
1222*
1223*
1224*
1220.
i 2;1b*
1227*
122b*
12z9*
12.0.
12.1)
1232*
12.5:*
12.54*
1235*
1236*
1237*
,L238*
12-39*
1240*
1241*
1242.
124.)*
1244*
1245.
1246*
1247*
1248*
1249*
1250O*
1251*
1252*
120.5*
12540*
125b*
125o*
1257*
125d*

DO 168 ICOM:IN
CVLKI2=CVLKI2+FT(ICOM+1,1)
1b8 CdI2(ICOM,JREL.2)=FT(ICOM,.)
lot CONTINUE
C
12 VAPORIZATION1 RELEASE PHASE B COMPLETED FOR TRIS TIME STEP
170 CONTINUE
190 CONTINUE
IF(ABS(TT-TPUFF).GT.3.E-8)GO TO 20000
MULTIPLY ALL AIRBORNE FRACTIONS EXCEPT THOSE FROM STEAM EXVLOSIONS BY
C
APUFF. I14CREASE LEAKED FRACTION FOR THESE BY '(I.-XPUFF)*AIRUORNE
C
C
FRACTION PRESE14T PRIOR TO PUFF.
XPC=1.-XPUFF
XPCS=XPC/XPUFF
iO 21000 ICOM=IN
CGLKP=CGLKP+XPC*CGP(ICOM,2)/UFPP
CCP(ICOM,2)=AiUFF*CGP(ICOM,2)
CSLKP=CSLKP+XPCS*CSP(ICOM,2)/DFPP
CGLKOI=CGLKOI+XPC*CGOI(ICOM,2)/DFPOI
CGOI(ICOM.2)=XPUFF*CGOI(ICOM,2)
CSLKOI=CSLKOI+XPCS*CSOI(ICOM,2)/DFPOI
CLKI2=CGLX12+XPC*CG12(ICOM,21/OFPI2
CG12(ICOM,2)=XPUFF*CG12(ICOM,2)
CSLKI2=CSLKI2+XPCS*CSI2(ICOM,2)/UFPI2
03 21000 JREL=I.IO
CMLKP=CMLKP+XPC*CMP(ICOMJREL,2)/DFPP
CHP(ICOM,JREL.2)=XPUFF*CMP(ICOM.JREL,2)
CVLKP=CVLKP*XPC*(CAP(ICOM,JREL.21+CBP(ICOM.JREL.2)/)OFPP
CAP.(ICOMJREL,2)=XPUFF*CAP(ICOM.,JREL,2)
CLiP(ICOM,JREL,2)=xPUFF*CBP(ICOM,JNEL,2)
CiLKOI=CNLKOI+XPC*CMOIfICOMJREL,2)/DFPOI
CMOI(ICOMJREL,2)=XPUFF*CMOI(ICOMJREL,2)
CVLKOI=CVLKOI+XPC*(CAOI(ICOMJREL.2)÷CBOI(ICOM.JREL.2))/DFPOI
CAOI(ICOM,JRLL,2)=XPUFF*CAOI(ICOMJREL,2)
CBOI(ICOM.JREL,2)=XPUFF*CcOI(ICOM,JREL,2)
LRLKI2=CMLKI2+XPC*CMI2(ICOMJREL,2)/OFPI2
CMI2(ICOM.JREL.2)=XPUFF*CMI2 ICOMJREL.2)
CVLKI2=CVLKI2+XPC*(CA12(ICOM#JRELe2)+CBI2(ICOMeJREL.2))/DFPI2
CAI2(ICOMJREL,2)=XPUFF*CAI2(ICOM,JREL.2)
C612(ICOMJREL,2)=XPUFF*CBI2(ICOMJREL,2)
21000 CONTINUE
20C00 CONTINUE
PER COMPARTMENT
C
TOTAL
VAPORIZATION.AND MELT RELEASE COMPONENTS
00 450 I1IN
SUMA=O.
SUMB=O.
SUMC=O.
SUMDZO.
SUME=O.
SUMHZO.
DO 44 J=1.1O
SUMA=SUMA+CMP(I.J.2)
SUHM=SUMR4CMI2(I.J,2)
SUMC=SUMC+CMOI(I.J,2)
SUMD=SUMU÷CA12(I,J,2)+CRI2(I1J,2)
SUME=SUME÷CAOifI.J,2)+CBOI(I,J,2)
SOMI=SIJMH*CAP(I.J,2)÷CBP(IJp2)
44 CONTINUE
CMTP(I)=SUMA
CMTI2(I)=SUMB
CNITOI(I)=SUMC
CVT0I(I)=SI.IME
CVTI2(l)=SUMD
CITP(I):SUMH
*50 CONTINUE
CfMRP=O.
CrSRPZU.
CfGRPz('.
CTMRI2=O.
CTSRI2=O.
CTGRL2=0.
CTVRL2=O.
CIMROI=3.
CCSROI=O.
CTGROI=O.
CTVRUI=3.
CTVRP=U.
00
46 I=1,N
CTMRP=CTMNP+CMTP(1)
CTSRP=CTSRP+CSP(I.2)
CIGRP=CTGRP+CGP(I#2)
CTSROI=CTSROI.CSOI(I.2)
C1GROI=CTGROI+CGOI(I.,)
CIMROI=CTMROI+CMTOI(I)
CrVROI=CTVROI+CVTOI(1)
CTVRI2=CTVRI2+CVTI2(1)
CTSRI2=CTSRI2+CS12(IP2)
CTGRI2=CT&RI2+CGI2(I,2)
CTMRI2=CTMRI2÷CMT12(I)
CTVRP=CTVRP+CVTP(I)
46 CONTINUE
AIRBORNE FRACTIONSL(TOTAL) COMPUTED ABOVE
c
C
COMPUTE AMOUNTS LEAKED
C
COMPUTE DOSE REDUCTION FACTORS
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1259e
12oO*
121,1
120f
12630
12o4*
12"#*
12b0*
12s7T
12b01*
1209*
1270#
1271.
1272.
127i$
1274*
127bT
127b*
1277.
127oo
1279s
12d03
12b1$
128zv
1263$
12b4*
126b*
12b.#
12070
120b*
1239*
1290*
1291$
1292*
129.*
1294*
1295$
12960
1297*
129d*
1299k
1300$
1301*
1302$
1306*
1304*
130b*
1306$
1307$
130*
1309$
1310$
1311$
1312*
131.1
1314*
131tý*
131o*
1317$
131d*
1319$
1320$
1321$
1322*
1323$
13ý4*
1325*
13•o*
13•7*
1328*
1329*
1330$
1331$
13324
13.33
1334*
13:b4
13J6*
1367*
13381
1339$
1340*
1341*
1342*
134ý*
1344*
1345*
1346$
13474
1346*
1349*
1350b*
1351.

D0FMI2=0.
DAFSI2=0.
DHFNP=O.
URFdI2=0.
ORFGI2=O.
DOFGP=G."
DRFSP=O.
IF(CMLKP.GT.O.) OHFMP=CMLKOI/CMLKP
LF(CSLKP.GT.O.) ORFSP=CSLKOI/CSLKP
IF(CGLKP.GT.9.) DRFGP=CGLKOI/CGLKP
ORFMI2=CMLKOI/CMLKI2
IF(CMLKI2.GT.O.)
ORFSI2=CSLKOI/CSLKI2
IF(CSLKI2.bT.O.)
DRFGI2=CGLKOI/CGLKI2
IF(COLKI2.GT.0.)
URFVI2=CVLKOI/CVLKI2
IF(CVLKI2.OT.t'.)
IF(CVL.P.GT.l.)DRFVP=CVLKOI/CVLKP
M=M+1
IF YOU WAiT TO BYPASS WRITING, PUT A GO TO 998 HERE.
C
WRITE(cr30UCJTT
3000 FORMAT(1HI,/bX,S5HTIME.PIPE11.5,3X.3tIHRS)
WRITElb.3UO1)
WRITE(o.30f2)
iC91 FUR,.AT(IHO,5X,4OHCOMPARTMENT AIRBORNE FRACTIONS CONTAINED ./)
GAP
.1111
GAP
11lH
GAP
3C02 FURMAT(lXp1lHC,'11H
.1H EXPLOSION
MELT
.11H
MELT
1111
MELT
111H
VA
.101
oI0H VAPOR
VAPOR
211H EXPLOSION .111i EXPLOSION .l1
RELEASE
.11H
.11H RELEASE
./,IX,klU.llH RELEASE
3PUR
RELEASE
.11H
RELEASE
,11H
RELEASE
.11H
RELEASE
41111
.10H RELEASE
.11H RELEASE
RELEASE
.111,
51114 RELEASE
12
#11H
PARTICLES
,/,1X,1IIMH113l
61011 RELEASE
01
71111
11H PARTICLES v
01
.11H
12
71111 PAhTICLES ,1111
12
IOH
.11i PARTICLES
01
,11H
12
811H
./)
01
91011
WN•ITLEu.3003)(IeCGP(I.2).CGI2(I,2)PCGOI(I,2}hCMTP(I)eCMTI2(1).
1C:TOII.),CSP(1,2),CSI2II.2)eCSOICI.2).CVTP(I)*CVJI2(I)PCVTOI(I)),
21=ltt4)
3004 FOIRMAT(12-1PEIO.4,IPIOE11.4.LPEIO.4)
WkITE(b.3004)
P/)
3CC4 FORMAT4UHU,//.5X.54HTOTAL AIRBORNE FRACtIONS CONTAINED
wRITL(o,3007)
WRITLio.306)CTGRP.CTGRI2.CTGROI.CTMRP.CTNRI2.CTMROICTSRP,
ICTSR12,CTSROI.CTVRP.CTVRI2,CTVROI
wIRITE(6.3005)
./1
3005 FORMATI1IIO./,SX.32HESCAPE FRACTIONS OF EACH RELEASE
WRITZ(b#3007)
WRITEfb,3O0bICGLKP.CGLKI2.CGLKOI#CNLKP.CMLKI2.CMLKOI.CSLKPv
ICSLKI2.CSLKOI.CVLKP.CVLKI2.CVLKOI
3096 FORMAT(2X,1PEIO•.41PLOE11.4.IPElO.4)
p
GAP
.l1H
GAP
.11H
GAP
114H
3007 FURMAT(IX.iH
.11H EXPLOSION ,
MELT
.11H
MELT
.11|t
MELT
11114
VAPOR
.1OH
VAPOR
211H EXPLOSION #11H EAPLOSION .11H
@
RELEASE
.11H
RELEASE
.11H
*/,IXtlH
310H VAPOR
p
411H RELEASE
*
RELEASE
.11H
RELEASE
.11H
RELEASE
11.H
411H RELEASE
.I1H REL
10OH RELEASE
*1111 RELEASE
RELEASE
,11H
RELEASE
511H
01
.111H
12
114H
,/,1X.ll .1111 PARTICLES
bEASE
PI1H PARTICLES o
01
.11H
12
114H
71111 PARTICLES
12
10OH
.11H PARTICLES
01
.11H
12
111i
P/I
01
9,3OH
WRITL(n,3010)
./)
3V10I FORNAT(lH0./p5X,3c11DOSE REDUCTION FACTORS OF EACH RELEASE
WRITE(6.3007)
WI(ITE(6,3015)IHFGPDRFGI2.ORFMPDRFMI2.DkFSPDRFSI2,DRFVPDRFVI2
3C15 FURMAr(2X.IPEIO.4.iPEII.4.llX.1P2ELI.4*.IX.1P2E11.4.I1X.
1IPE11.4,IPE19.4)
C
PUT NEW VALUES INTO A0. 1 BUCKETS.
C
DO 9780 J=.1N
CUPIJv1)=CGP(Jp2)
CG!2(1J.l=CGI2(J.2
COOI1J.l)=CGOi(J#2)
IFtTT.LT.TEXI)GO TO 9775
CSP(Jp.)=CSP(J,21
CS12(oe1)=CS12(J.2)
CSOI(J.1)=CSOI(J.2)
9775 CONTINUE
00 9780 K=1.1..
IF(TT.LT.TM4(K))G0 TO 9778
CMP(.,•KI)=CMP(JPK2)
e)
CMI2(J.K.1)=CMI2hJKI
C.AOI(jpK.1)=CMO1(Cj#K.2)
9778 IF(TT.L7.tA4(K))GU TO 9780
CAP(.JK, )=CAP(J.Ko2)
CAI2(J.K.1)=CAI2(J#K.1)
CAOI(JKPL)=CAOI(J.KP2)
IF(TT.LT.Te4(K))6O TO 9780
CbP(iJKeL):CBP(J#K,2)
CoI2(JvK.1)=CUI2(1J.K2)
C*OIij.Ksl)=CLOI(J.K,2I
9760 CONTINUE
UEFINE 3 rYPES OF RADIONUCLIDE DEPOSITION AND TRANSPORT TYPES.
C
ORGANIC IODIDE LIKE, IODINE LIKE. AND PARTICULATE LIKE
C
00 6001 I=,NOI
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I

)=CGLKOI*CF
CORLEK(
I+CVLI.OI*CFR(4#. I)
NOIPIZI401+1

)XPUFF

II)4CNLKOI*CFR 2pt)+CS"0O*CFR(3o

132a*
13b3*
1354*

bOl

13bb.
13Db*
.435?*
13btl*
13b9s
1,3bO*
13bl*

NU2ENDONOI+14X2
00 6602 I=NOIPI.N12Ek)
b602 CORLLK ( I =CGLK12*CFR( I P11 +CMA12*CJR(2e
1÷CVLK12*CFR(4oI)
NSTAHT=N12Etfl+1
NISO=NOIO.N12+t4pAR
00 6603 Z=NSTART.NISO

1362Z-

+CLKP*CFR(2.*11CSL.KP*CVH3P I *XPUFF
1. Ill
ZCQLP*CFR
CURLEK ( IC)
6o,13 1 +CVL•,P*CFR
(4 1 )

130.4*

lab"*

1300
131)0#

WHITEW3H

=NIEOI
AMACSIZ,3P1

32)2

3('32 F;Hik4AT(Il10vbxe3%KFRACTION5. OF CORE INVENT'IY LEAKEDei/,9Xr10(A6P5X
!) )
3r• 34 ItCORLEK I I) u -IINISOI

g

WATP

13u7s

a36s
13b94
jL370*
1371.

-CSLK12*CFRt 3o 1) *XPUFF

J30ACFORMAT(MH .bX#1,OQPE1O.A.IX1I
1F(ITT+1.E-8l.LT.TENOD)O TO 6
CALL LRR(3e18i4CO0RAL S.N. 3034
GO TO 1

*NEW
-

1999 CQ4TI!4UE

1,572*

STIOP

13730

EN.O

137qe

J8. SUBROUTINES IN CORRAL
The followiqg listings are suoroutiues used in CORRAL Or in the
These were programmed for the UNIVAC 1108, and might
subroutines.
not be universally adaptable to other macbhies.
(CHECK FOR DIVISION BY ZERO OR OVERFLOW)

Sr

roýATTfN

Or-

~)ni-i-n

I

O)VýQcl

-ALL

TTMý

*~

-ATC

1117?

týT(MA*JYI

IJNIVAr

(m"7-4I

,FT

>'

TO• In

I I*,n

I

l,•r

Gonhr

T TN11o

.. I1ECK FORK IVISION BY ZERO OR OVERFLOW'
I"
S

nlvln•lnahrI
.OTLI.,
'
Orc 1*ATTIM -. ATe -

OVIUQFI

6ALI
' ill
.II. i

..

V
j0
J"

IT
lIv

.

1

RUN RAn. nIA1-40AF
.7.

"Q0'PLF

r*.

TyPer
/

l

LnTA

"

UNIVAC

tM'ICH)

NTVAr

(41-1.Ii

M111'4
7

?F:(INO.M•T.e|N9

GO0'

I'OITn 2nrl

NO ERASE

LMCT=•MAXtfh.STL0PeT.+.1 1
An Tn fnl
T1rrI~nT.r'r.i .T;T)
y
O r Mnifm• V
n• PF
,Ai
-

mncerr

4

V

INK

Tyurgfl.)1

1

Zri(e•--1

WHERE

LAOI.hf~lnAO1

Z IS A SQUARE

tADojn^^)

MATRIX)

FAP.7M

Or;l= COVATTnt

IhI;.
*.Mr.O

7)~p~e

(GENERATES

-

TrO RAn
NTT ,L.

+

O r NI LLPIY

I

~III~~
~~VPC/IIYA)

C.'aQn-11ry
r

MA (T2,1i.t

*p . l.,'),• .
1.TP1A
IP)9.I0M

1vi'kNe'
M[VFRGFMn

Lnccn:•

rINrHP+N, IIL+LnrC,.FrPA

1*'( T7

IYEANOP

IATV -

r•

?

JIjl

7'.

T)W

..+ ,•,,•
iIm
4 •
i QL..Y4O-L"

1g

.17.7+

pT
© . • TAG,
r-n
, S 7 T4anF.)
RT.A
9"N
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•t)TYP0

mrt~

~

~

-

wT~w cArT{nRAL(N1
,JPh'NA NAl T1 1T1- A(N).I4-1.NA
A-S-iAIS RI'LRI

RýLtýA

b-hAX

~Onr
,~ TN. I.
Im &n

'

"

mAI

r.n

r

INO

7N ANr) -.CPlvi

tITFRM

SLIM FABZ

1.1

FRCOn

MOACtIIDP

F"IRA NcXT TIPRM.
nn

V.,TN7VV

IA

1,1

CCT

(*

UO %FRIIFc

10T

l.1)'1

TA

fl.ArN

NAQ

!R-.? PAC

TOl FA)(%i

m IRnnFAirO

-1-nY

vTr

AniO

CCICC

O'n.FO

k4&VTO

wV0O119nFT~li

OV(Npl((.
mVC
v
ROU.,N=1.NA

CRC.MrA-;IIRF CHROR

(JIM

TIýi~tt

14n

12-.11
nnI 14InI

/Al

2.1I

'1[Y-AmA~jIDLF -DN)

110 ON.&AFISZ4(T7.111l

INr
-

Ic fl-'VF- cEZ!FC IJIr1FY 1CIIN'1-INNP) CMNVFQCFD* CANvVFRCD, OIVFPGFD
r-CK -OR ';PILL ANn PIVSTON QY ZPRO
:~1-MAT~r CLLTOADM

*ýr(ALl-ckv/

PO
(SOLVES SET OF SIMULTANEOUS 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS)
'I,'-Qr)UTI* aLj-um
IINW PROGRAM ALCIHFMY-1! (CHOP)
TRANqMIITALTTON
IjZOTOPIC
47 TIUc-VAq1ITT
7 JUN 714. TIMO 13.17.28
CTI~fI 4 ITF PDC

r
C tV

10*QLF 0!crtc.?CIj OCYDc
nAT& PnwcR2/'( 3 7740r10rI910f/.TCP/88.n296919/
TOP /74.1.6674632/
Torl'IonnItI,
U)ATA POWFQ2 ,,7764e*(flfl
MIATRIX HYDCRr.POMvTRTC FUNCTION Tn $:X-ONFNTAL INTFGRA1

UINIV.AC

(F*'21I)/Z

MA V%
Fm-cR

I

TIMF Lfy)P.

-T09c

TII4v

?NmC

NY?

IN

COMMONU

NTT=Mj

e IFIT)

17 ccr

.=c(.1)

13P

nl In

I

lCCcRen

cTcLD

+

Ftn*4H*IVC*@T*H-1)/(T*4N1)*T

AerC~vIAL

IN

A

"M1.

NTFR LAPLAiC

TRANeffOR(

LOOP

%TORF LAPLACF T'4rwFXL IN COMMON
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LL.L=LL+l
mO 220 L1.-1,LLL
I-IAF3SIL1-1
C ASSFMPLI7 T*fH-'.) IN 7 WITH

70

~IIN

OF SGOIARES OF FLEMENT5S CALED UNDER ONE

11-1.1

noI

2021!

70

1?'?
1 -W7L,+1)

In R-Q+7(?2.III**2
vRYpeWcQs MP TWn. 9n
TM.! (NJ )
R.ARS(TN4lORT PR))

~ralr

FAST IIPJSCALTNfl

40 P-bNnt0D,PmWPQ21
TN.TN/Q
snno 6"

17-.1?

* VMMAYT7TX IJv0FD090MMTPIf
rALL PAVZm
*

qg:?fg~l

IF**Z-1 1/7

YN FANZ

EPONFNTTALLY-SCAL:Fn SWIPCF FIFLO Q*(F**Z-1)fl
On 7t%12-1.11
ZN? 1(12)-A.

AS-M~

n0 7M

IN ZNI!

BUFFER

r1-i,?1

Tr 'ZrAL~n,

ASSFUNIF UM~CALr 4rcmeQa?0Q mqrR~c

INzI7r..-?7
ZN

IV) 9A 72-1.11

700 'MN!172.1..ZNl
T1,TJ Iq(1,1*ZT*3
C

UNS,7ALc LOOP
117I

I)0 ml

*

T7s1,1

,In 17n l T11,?
f7

-;T UP~ NrXT

170 7(17,!'
r

unf)?cY

PASS

-ZN4T2.I11
ANn

TRANSFvQ RIJPFPRpn cUM?

nn 130 12=1#IT
ZN11(I2)-.5*(AlI2)+ZNTI(12)1

130

llu)c'76LcLofV) vX!T

-

mIAflc

U'.4S-.tiNr- C.W CAT0R MATRIX

744111, 1111,o.

no 130T.1?
C

ONT!NUF UNSrALTNG
r-o To 11In

~

rMS~4LF r.F**f*W(LI
1~n cTW=-WL*T(Nt1
vAUZ~o PrTPiRNS SORTI'

7'

170)

IN'WX

AS C0f)VF~fFNCF-STATUS INnIcATOR

VTW..,OTW
?~n=V~AXA(ITNO,TNF+I)

DIVERGEO

0

C
IF 5 ILL9 DIVIDE/Ov OR ID!VERGFNCE, AFET RUN SAO* DIAGNOSE TROUBLE
.180 CALL ERROR
C.
Ooi
FXP RvTURNS MINUS SIrN AS FRROR, TNnCATOR
0
100 T (FTWI 170.200-.200

?n0

DIVERGED

eTW.vTh.TgNi1

AcF?48LP ANDf ACf7RUF SOURfF FIFLfl OIL,..e*T4N-0*.T*WhL,,/(-W(L,)
71f) 11.1,??

C

no

7'

rT

$10 NvXT

PASS

710 A(12)'=0fI7,Lll
WL.--wLl)
IF SPILL, rlYVDE/09 OR fDIvCRGFNCF*
C
CALL ERROR

C

SET RUN BAD, DIAGNC".E TROUBLE

TRANSFO0RM LOOP
Pilo LAPLArF
0
74n 7'ONTINICmm '?MAc 1000
^I707
I
oItT*IT

rl-IO
T IFT1N.lTT7PlN
?1.IT
I0OVARTANT VFCrflq
05
7 '
LncT.9fl. 74Om-7cP0).4nnM^0,
IN
1 rT
57TAT7?S T-nT'aT
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QAAO

'

CnCe

TN

OR LINEAR INTERPOLATION SCHEME)

(QUADRATIC

FINCTION

OTNT(XIjoX2,X3.)X4.VeYIVV3l
MArr 2'. JffL 71. T(Mw*
n T..FN STAN X(•,1,
Y;.)

0:. r e.R4tVoN

C

RFT!JRN•
P
IAORATICALLY INTFRPOLAT~n VALUE
TM X4. -TVrN
TNr)PPrN.FNT VARIARLE VALUFý

PUNfTTON GONT
rr.RRcspnflrNýN

r

21.5el.35

A~
rO~Q~It~rNmof
(11 .Xj

'?PPFNnNT V/ARTARLP VALI'--

Y4

Xl.XZ.(X3

VJ.y?.Vl.

'ftl)
X7
v:4;=Xh

YMAX.AMAXIIARS(X!).ARý-(Xý).An•(XI)I
Y (4)=X'fA
XAA
r9'(YVAX.CQ.MoIrO To 21,
10 lnO T=I10
1nO

Y(I)=Y(tl/YwAX
An wo0
qYP4cs
r
Ic(YMAX.GTenetGO

IF'n.40.

r3uAnRATTf
TO SOM

40 TO

IN FAVOR OF

LINPAR

TNTrRPOLATTON

I

*=(Y(11*X(11-y(II)*l:X(•IY1a*Y(7|-Y(1)*X(11*YI!)X()-y{?)*Xll*(l|)+X
1)*x(lj*Y(11-X(?j*X(ý-j*Y(j)j/n
=ICY(I I*Xt ?oxI
tl•*cX(

7)-X( q 1 +Y(71*X(I I*x(1 )*(X(%t-xII1)

!*XT(A*IX{I4--X(4)+RX)/•
fV) TM, 3A
I TTX(4))MAlf
4

I

Y

TO

LIN94R INTJ

T NUF T

TOmNT

RrSORT

4nit

÷y(•I.)X(

l~u&

RVOLATPONO

O

J-1
mcunm - XfJl
tr
1)tT - Y)J)
Y

-

Y(21
CO0 TO 72
1 - XtJ )/-NOM

I(y(Ji(XCI

Y(P41

77 ^NTAYfJy*I-4X
rM Tn AM
N0TNI|F

4000

17ALL PRR(I*AHIINT

I

0TvT.rQ1J4T4YUAXl
tntrK
nKRtON
t
(lEERATES IRONECKER DELTA)
91INCTION IKRONITJJ)
•
YRFTtON n4TF

C

vo^NcrKcR

FtAWUf"

1-CTIO
P•fP

73.

TNMF 13.25.39

T]A'

0'?~T
acrt#RN

.n

J AU'

-

CUNrTrnN

ncLTA

EQUILIBRIUM LAMBDA,
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Appendix K
Diffusion of Radioactive Fluid Through Soil
Surrounding a Large Power-Reactor Station
After a Core Meltdown Accident
by

JI

H. Pitts, B. R. Bowman, R. W. Martin, and
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory

The flow of f luids through the soil
surrounding a large power-reactor
station after a core meltdown accident was
analyzed. Fracture of,
or penetration
through, a portion of the containment
so that radioactive
floor was assumed
gases would be driven through the soil
containment
by pressure within
the
shell.
Results for both one-dimensional ideal
and multiphase flow were obtained
gas
using dimensionless variables so that
results are applicable for all soil conditions.
Two-dimensional results are
included for a specific case where perspatially.
meability of the soil varies
show that the time
These calculations
required for radioactive gases to permeate to the ground surface are years for
10 h for
and about
silty-type clays
sand-type soil.
Heat transfer calculations that estimate
the amount of steam generated should the
containment
core melt penetrate the
floor and contact wet soil show that
cooling systems must be in operation
within four or five days in order to
prevent overpressurization of the conFluid motion existing
tainment shell.
the
in the region
immediately around
shell and also caused by
containment
fissure propagation is mentioned.

K1. INTRODUCTION
core
A reactor accident which causes
meltdown will probably never occur in a
However,
large power-reactor station.
because the effects of such an unlikely
a study of
accident could be serious,
conditions
following
core
meltdown
should be included as part of any safety
analysis report. Such studies are useful in the design of future power stations.
Also they help to minimize or
eliminate adverse effects should an accident occur in an existing power plant.
We examined one means by which radioactive matter could reach the ground surface and be released into the atmosphere
accident.
following
a core meltdown
Consider that the melted core interacts

J. P. McKay

with the containment floor so that either the molten pool penetrates
the
floor, or the floor is fractured to such
an extent that it no longer can be considered as a containment barrier.
Radioactive fluids would then be released
into the soil beneath the containment
shell and permeate in all directions
through the soil
(see Fig.
VII
K-1).
From a calculational
standpoint,
the
analysis is approximately the same for
both cases since active material is
released by essentially the same, point
source.
The driving pressure is that
present in
the
containment
shell.
Changes in the concentration of radioactive matter due to filtering interaction
with the soil or adsorption are not
included.
We have completed a four-part analytical
study that predicts the extent of penetration of radioactive fluid into the
soil and possible release into the atmosphere using methods similar to those
developed by Morrison (Ref. 1,2).
The
problem was first bounded using our onedimensional programs with a noncondensible gas.
Geometries included applicable
cases
in Cartesian, cylindrical, and
spherical coordinates.
In the first study, we considered a Cartesian model of a constant-area column
with a length equal to the distance from
the expected source through the soil to
the ground
surface.
Soil properties
(e.g.,
permeability and porosity) were
assumed constant. The results of this
calculation are used as a bound on the
time for release of active gas to the
atmosphere and for comparison with condensible fluid calculations described
later.
Use of dimensionless parameters
permits application of the results to
numerous
cases with different gases and
having different soil properties.
A
model using cylindrical coordinates simulates possible radial flow of noncondensible gases in a single layer of
soil.
For example, consider the earth
around the reactor to consist of a horizontal layer of sand with clay above and
below.
The permeability
in the sand
region would be probably several
orders
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of magnitude above
that of the clay.
Should gases reach this
relatively high
permeability region, vertical flow could
be neglected
in
comparison
to radial
flow.
Spherical coordinates may be used
to determine the extent
of flow below
the containment floor shown in Fig. VII
accurate until a
is
This model
K-1.
pressure
response is felt
at the outer
radius of the cofferdam.
Beyond this
be able to permeate
gases would
time,
both vertically toward the ground surin
a twoface
and radially outward
dimensional fashion.
If the outer radius of the one-dimensional spherical coordinate
is taken equal
to the
sum of problem
the distance from the source to
the outer cofferdam
radius and
the
vertical distance to the ground surface,
the predicted time of arrival
would be
shorter than that actually occurring.

K2. METHOD OF ANALYSIS

A second set of calculations
using our
one-dimensional,
Cartesian coordinate,
multiphase flow model was
completed
so
that
effects of steam condensing within
the pores of the soil could be included.
In
all
calculations, a mass balance was
maintained so that the pressure within
the containment shell decreased as flow
We found that
into the soil occurred.
this pressure decay due to flow out of
the containment shell was small for most
cases.
(A more rapid decay would occur
the
if the permeability was high or if
gas source volume was reduced in size.)
As a result, we also studied effects
at
pressure
a constant containment-shell
since this permitted further generalization of results and the use of similarity solutions.

Conservation of momentum
using Darcy's law (Ref. 4)

The
third part of the study utilized
Bowman's (Ref. 3) two-dimensional extension
of the noncondensible
program.
This permitted us to closely model the
geometry of the containment shell shown
in Fig. VII K-l, and to include various
layers
of soil,
each with appropriate
properties.
The extent of radioactive
gas penetration with time for condensible flow may be estimated by comparison
of changes
found for a noncondensible
gas on a one-dimensional basis.
The fourth and last
series of calculations was aimed at bounding the extent
of heat dissipation from the outer wall
of the containment shell and the steam
generation caused by contact of the core
melt with surrounding
ground
water
should the molten
pool penetrate the
containment floor.
These results were
used to
justify the use of a constant
pressure (25, 50, or
100 psia)
inside
the containment
shell.
The last
two
values correspond to what might be
the
design pressure and rupture pressure of
the containment shell.

K2.1 ONE-DIMENSIONAL IDEAL GAS
In
the first
part of the study we considered one-dimensional, isothermal flow
of an ideal
gas.
The restriction of
isothermal flow is reasonable since the
heat capacity of the soil is much larger
than the energy present in the gas flowing through the pores of the soil.
The
continuity equation
for
compressible
flow through porous media with constant
porosity may be written as
V -

+ E: 5T

(P)

(VII K-l)

0

where p is the fluid density, E is
the
porosity, t is time, and S is an apparent velocity equal to
the volume
flow
rate per unit area normal to the flow.

u

is

satisfied

(VII K-2)

Vp

which is
a constitutive
equation for
low-Reynolds-number flow through porous
media.
Here p is the pressure in the
fluid, p is the fluid viscosity,
and k
is the permeability of the solid.
Using
an ideal gas equation of state
p

= pRT ,

(VII K-3)

where R is the gas constant and T is the
fluid
temperature which we take to be
constant, the governing equation becomes
rn-i pr
(rn
Pr ;20)=

rl1-n D

k

aP
Dt '
(VII K-4)

where r is the spatial variable and n is
set equal
to 1
for Cartesian coordinates, 2 for cylindrical
coordinates,
and 3 for spherical coordinates.
Equation
(VII K-4) is placed in dimensionless form by defining
X=r

(VII K-5)
0

where Ro is
the
porous medium,
p = Pl

-

Po

outer

radius

of

the

(VII K-6.)

where po is the initial
fluid pressure
in the pores of the solid and p
is
the
1
driving pressure and
initial
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k(pl

The total
solid is

po)

-

(VII K-7)
S

M=)n
l Xon

(

(VII K-8)

2

+

+

TR(P

N

- )

Boundary conditions used are:
P = 0 at

T =

P = 0 at

X = 1

0
for all

K2.2

The value Xo is the ratio of inner to
outer radius and is set equal to zero if
A timeCartesian coordinates are used.
at X = Xo,
dependent driving pressure
ininstead of a constant value, may be
The time dependcorporated if desired.
ency of pressure decay may be calculated
to correspond to the mass flow rate into
the porous media or any other mathematical relationship.

m

ONE-DIMENSIONAL MULTIPHASE
FLOW

a
T-X

(p)
(pu)

+ E

at

(pS)

= 0

(VII K-14)

,

(VII K-10)
0

where S is the saturation of the species
or the fraction of the pore volume accessible to the component species.
If
£ represents liquid water, m the mixture
of air
and water vapor, a the noncondensible air
alone, and v the water vapor
alone; we may write the two necessary
continuity equations as

where m is the total mass that has left
the outer radius of the solid, and mo is
the mass of gas originally in the pores
of the solid, we may write the continuity relation where A is the flow area as
d(m/mO)
dt

÷
puA
m
0

(VII K-11)
a- (-E
(

When combined with Darcy's law and the
definitions of dimensionless parameters,
this becomes
dM
d--

(VII K-13)

In the second series of calculations
we
considered one-dimensional flow of steam
and air
in a Cartesian-coordinate
system.
Even though pure steam was considered to be injected into the soil,
air
or other noncondensible gases are present under ambient conditions
in
the
pores of the solid so that the solution
must consider two species as well as two
phases.
For each
species we write a
continuity equation of the form

we define a dimensionless mass

dM==
dt

d
dX

T

at T > 0

P = 1 at X = X0

0

Equation (VII K-9) is solved using a finite difference technique with Equations
(VII K-12) and (VII K-13) used to determine the rate
and amount of mass that
has left
the solid.
Use of dimensionless parameters
is
very advantageous
since it makes the results applicable
for all
values of permeability, porosity, and gas viscosity.

(VII K-9)

;T

m

porous

When M equals unity,
the mass having
left
the solid will just equal the original mass of gas in the pores.
Gas
originally
in
the containment
shell
would start
to be released at this time.

+_2P_X

_n-_

=2 a

If

the

2P \IXld

,2 +

In
terms of these dimensionless quantities, Equation (VII K-4) becomes

2
ax ()+x

x

0i

dimensionless time and

N = pl/Po .

a2

left

R2
R2

p

M
where T is

mass having

n
(1 -

N - 1
Xo)n
2

(P
,2 + RN2P)I

x=

+ s

(PaSm)

= 0

(air)
(VII K-15)

and

d
Tx

a-

= 0

(VII K-12)

(p u£ +

Pvum)

+ e

-L

(P S£

+ PS)

(H 2 0 liquid and vapor).
(VII K-16)
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All species in gaseous phase are assumed
to move at the velocity of the gaseous
law
Each phase obeys Darcy's
mixture.
with a relative permeability included to
account for the interaction of the two
phases;
U
k

-

U

M

-- k
-L
11Z rm ax

(VII K-17)

a.
rm ax

(VII K-18)

k k
V

kr£ and
The
relative permeabilities,
are taken to be functions of water
krm,
saturation in the pores of the solid and
are the ratio of effective permeability
of a phase to the absolute permeability
of the solid.
For an elemental volume of the column
the energy equation is written as

a
+ Pvumhv +

x--(ptuh

+

+ pvSme

1-- (p S e

at

Z ,

Pa umha)

viny

aes
7 tPs

+ pSme)

a ma

0

(VII K-19)

"a

2

kplt

(VII K-20)

K2.3 TWO-DIMENSIONAL IDEAL GAS
A third set of calculations modeled the
power
large,
typical,
geometry of a
a two-dimensional ideal gas
reactor in
We used
calculation (see Fig. VII K-2).
the equations of the one-dimensional
them
ideal gas calculation and extended
That is,
the tranto two dimensions.
sient flow is governed by Equations (VII
through
(VII K-3) except that now
K-l)
the permeability takes on the form of a
The
equations are solved for
tensor.
coordinates
the pressure in cylindrical
finite-difference
an explicit,
using
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constant

tempera-

between
Variations of soil permeability
layers of sand and clay are permitted as
The permeability
shown in Fig. VII K-2.
is
assumed to be isotropic within each
soil layer and does not vary with time.
Porosity values are typical for the gasclays and
alluvial
filled
porosity in
This porosity represents
sand (Ref. 5).
the fraction of interconnected void volavailable for flow of gas in the
ume
that the
It is
assumed
porous media.
only effect of liquid in the pores is to
reduce the porosity.
Pressure within the containment shell is
a result
assumed to decay with time as
flow from the shell into the
of mass
this decay
however,
surrounding soil;
was again found to be small except for
or
source volume
cases of reduced gas
The containment
high soil permeability.
eximpermeable
shell is assumed to be
cept
for a 10.3-ft-radius cylinder repby the
resenting the volume occupied
mass of the molten core.
K2.4

enthalpy and e is internal
where h is
through
(VII K-15)
Equations
energy.
(VII K-19) are combined using dimension2
Reference
less variables as shown in
of state for steam, wawith equations
and then solved
ter, vapor, and air,
By
difference techniques.
using finite
and
effects
neglecting gravitational
axial heat conduction, and considering a
semi-infinite medium, a similarity soluexists where water saturation,
tion
deterpressure, and temperature may be
mined as a function of the similarity
variable, 0, where

_

approximation with a
ture.

HEAT TRANSFER

of heat
We estimated the dissipation
generated after core meltdown by considering conduction through the containIf the core does not
ment-shell wall.
penetrate the containment floor and all
cooling systems are inoperative, a simple heat balance may be used to estimate
of the
the inside surface temperature
Taking an average
containment shell.
Btu/h
heat generation rate of 3.5 x 107
30 h after core meltdown,
over the first
2.5-ftthe temperature drop through a
thick concrete containment shell exceeds
in
excess
3000 F.
This temperature is
Withof what concrete will withstand.
out an operative cooling system or the
addition of material whose heat capacity
is very large, failure of the containment shell would be certain.
Should the core melt penetrate the congenerated
floor,
the energy
tainment
the
would vaporize the water present in
pores of the soil adjacent to the molten
We examined the problem of heat
pool.
homogeneous
in
an infinite,
conduction
phase
undergoing
medium capable of
in order to determine the amount
change
of steam which could be generated by the
The intercore under these conditions.
nal boundary was a sphere of 10.3-ft
internal heat
radius with a constant
(see
generation rate of 3.5 x 107 Btu/h
Fig. VII K-3).
The solution followed the finite
method of Wilson and Nickell

element
(Ref. 6).

or gas viscosity.
Three values of containment
shell pressures
are
shown,
which should bracket expected values for
most foreseeable accidents.

staThe molten pool was assumed to be
tionary and
the
thermal properties of
the soil during phase change were taken
to be an average of the saturated and
Steam was assumed to
dry conditions.
flow from the soil
into the containment
shell with
negligible pressure
loss
since any substantial buildup of pressure would fracture the soil.
The basic solution
matrix equations

In
order
to explain the use of dimensionless parameters, we shall consider
the following example of axial flow in
the annular space between
the outer
surface of the containment shell and the
cofferdam (see Fig. VII K-l).
Since the
flow is axial, we use the Cartesian coordinate results in Fig. VII K-4.

technique uses the

(VII K-21)

[K] (8) = (Q)

Length = 40 ft
Area = fr/4 x

with

Porosity =

[K)

=

1K)

+

IC]

(VII K-22)

(1502 -

(40 x 3360)
3

= 13,400 ft
Po =

Pl -

3360 ft 2

=

0.1

Pore volume = 0.1 x

where K and C are matrices which include
the thermal conductivity and heat capacity,
6 is
the temperature difference
vector, and Q is a thermal force vector
which includes heat flux across the element surface and internal
heat generation.
The solution begins at time zero
with given initial
conditions, and proceeds until the average temperature of
the first
spherical shell of soil equals
the saturation
temperature
specified.
When saturation temperature is attained,
the thermal
properties
of the soil in
that shell are changed to those representing the average moisture condition
during phase change and the appropriate
thermal matrices are reevaluated.
When
the added energy is equal
to that required to transform the water to steam,
the phase
change
is
complete.
Soil
properties are
then modified again to
reflect the dry condition of the soil.

1352)

14.7)

-

(50

lb/in.

= 35.3

2

Density at ambient conditions
3

lb/ft

= 0.075

lb - s

Gas viscosity = 5.0 x 10-7

ft
Permeability

2

0.1 Darcy

E 11 R 2
t

~

k(P

=
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0
-

o

Po)

T

[0.1 x 5.0 x 10-7

x 402 ft

2

(lb • s/ft2

x T]/[0.l Darcy x 1.06

K3.1 ONE-DIMENSIONAL IDEAL GAS
Results
for the one-dimensional, idealgas calculations are shown in Figs.
VII
K-4 to VII K-7 using dimensionless variables.
In Fig. VII K-4, the normalized
active mass
effluxI, Mo, is defined as
the amount of active mass released to
the atmosphere divided by the amount of
inactive gas initially
contained within
the pores of the earth in the column.
In conjunction with the dimensionless
time,
T,
defined previously in Equation
(VII K-7), the results
are universally
applicable for any area or length of the
column and any porosity,
permeability,

1

x lo-11 (ft 2/Darcy) x 35.3

x 144

(in 2/ft

= 14,800 T (t

=

4.12 T

(t

2)]
in

in

(lb/in.2

seconds)

hours)

The initial
mass of gas in the pores
of
the solid,
calculated from the density
at ambient conditions, is
mi = 0.075

Active mass is defined as the mass of
material
initially
contained
in
the
containment shell.

lb

m = 1,000 x Mo
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x

13,400 ft

(m in lb).

3

_ 1,000 1-

We conclude for this example that no
T
=
0.70
active gas is released until
VII K-4) or t = 2.88 h. At
(from Fig.
T= 1.0, or t =4.12 h, the amount of
active gas released would be N0 = 0.65
flow rate
The average
or m = 650 lb.
over this time period is 524 lb/h.
coordinates
for
cylindrical
Results
where the dimensionless time for initial
release of active gas to the atmosphere
is plotted against the ratio of inner to
outer radius are presented in Fig. VII
ratio is a parameter
The radius
K-5.
included in cylindrical
which must be
and spherical coordinates since the flow
As in the
area is a function of radius.
case of Cartesian coordinates, there is
gas is
a period of time when no active
During
released into the atmosphere.
this delay time, active gas is permeating through the solid and displacing the
The flow
gas initially in the pores.
rate
increases gradually from zero;
starts
however, by the time active gas
to be released the flow rate is normally
Use of results from the
substantial.
cylindrical coordinate case would be
appropriate, for example, if active gas
into a sand layer just
was released
(see
beyond the radius of the cofferdam
Since the clay above and
Fig. VII K-1).
below the sand layer would prevent appreciable vertical flow, gas would permeate radially outward to a place where
it could be released such as a river
channel.
The spherical coordinate results of Fig.
VII K-6 may be applied to the analysis
of the flow of pressurized gas after
penetration of the containment floor.
From a calculational standpoint both
cases shown in Fig. VII K-1 are nearly
identical.

K3.2 ONE-DIMENSIONAL MULTIPHASE
FLOW
Two phase
flow with condensation was
studied and the results are presented in
Figs. VII K-8 through K-11. Containment
shell gas is taken to be pure saturated
If the
steam at the indicated pressure.
containment shell pressure is held constant for example at 100 psia, the pressure,
temperature, and water saturation
distributions may be
found for
any
position and time using the similarity
This
variable e (see Fig. VII K-8).
similarity variable gives spatial variation for a given time where a small
value of 0 corresponds to positions
It also
close to the pressure source.
gives temporal variation for a given
spatial position with time
increasing
from right to left in the direction of
decreasing 0.
If we consider a given time, the interface between the soil and the cavity
filled with steam is at e = 0. Here,
.the temperature and pressure are equal
to the containment shell conditions so
are unity.
that the normalized values
Also the steam quality is 100% yielding
As we
a water saturation that is zero.
focus on increasing values of X (or 0),
the pressure decreases as a result of
momentum loss in the pores of the solid.
In this region, 0 < 6 < 0.04,
the soil
has been heated to the saturation temperature of the steam.
The slightly
negative slope corresponds to a decrease
in saturation temperature with decreasing pressure.
Steam had previously condensed to water in raising the temperature
of
the soil, but no further
condensation is taking place in this
region.
Some of this water remains in
the pores resulting in an increase
in
water saturation.
As 0 increases just beyond 0.04, a point
is reached where the soil has not yet
reached the steam saturation temperature.
Condensation here results in an
abrupt increase in water saturation.
This
region is very narrow and the
temperature decreases abruptly to ambient temperature.

are
In Fig. VII K-4 to VII K-6, results
presented for a constant driving pressure. Figure VII K-7 shows a specific
case in spherical coordinates when the
mass leaving the containment shell and
permeating into the soil was calculated.
The driving pressure in the containment
shell would then decay as mass was lost
to the soil. At the time active gas
starts to be released from the outer
boundary (T = 1.0) the driving pressure
has decayed by only 5%.
This pressure
decay would have been less if cylindrical or Cartesian coordinates were used.
of a constant
We felt that the use
pressure,
in lieu of the more accurate
pressure decay, is justified since the
effect of mass loss is usually small and
other factors such as operation of the
emergency containment cooling system are
probably more dominant.

the water saturation
Beyond 60 0.04,
remains higher for some distance because
the previously condensed water has been
pushed ahead of the condensation region.
Water and gas flow are nearly
incomthis
region and the
pressible
in
pressure gradient is almost linear. For
O > 0.2, flow is essentially that of the
gas phase alone.
The active fluid front is determined by
integrating the velocity of the gaseous
phase with time. For all three values
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of pressure examined,
occurred at a value of

case so that results are similar to
those of Fig.
VII K-8.
The pressure
curve
is
normalized using the cavity
pressure in all
cases, but in
Fig.
VII
K-11 this pressure is
a function of
time.
Temperature curves are normalized
in a similar fashion.

this interface
0.05.

e=

In comparing the ideal gas calculation
to the two-phase, condensible flow calthe
order to determine
culation in
extent of radioactive penetration, we
must consider that while the total pois probably close to
rosity of the soil
most of the void
30%, the liquid fills
saturaIf we choose the initial
space.
tion of 70%, then we should compare an
calculation with porosity of
ideal gas
calculation
two-phase
about 10% to the
Comparof total porosity equal to 30%.
ing results of Figs. VII K-4 and VII K-9
for 50 psia, we have an interface time
T and similarity variable 8 of 0.07 and
to a
Converting
respectively.
0.05,
dimensional time for the ideal gas
and
two-phase flow cases, we have
v.pR
ti

2
tt-

2

gas)

(VII K-23)

(two-phase flow)

(VII K-24)

1(Pl_0P)

=

K3.3 TWO-DIMENSIONAL IDEAL GAS

T

(ideal

2

X
-2
4kpIe

We are
x/R 0 .
where as before X =
interested in the downstream face of the
column where X = 1, so that
tt

ti

=

t(pl

e2

0.3 x

(50 -

14.7)

psia

4 x 0.1 x 50 psia x 0.052 x 0.70
= 303

Note that the permeability of 0.1 Darcy,
which corresponds
to that expected for
sand, was chosen for the lower
region.
Had a lower value of permeability been
used, results would have been
similar
except
that propagation of the front
would have taken a longer time.

K3.4 STEAM GENERATION BY MOLTEN
POOL

-po)

4EiiP1

We performed a two-dimensional calculation with the specific geometry shown in
Fig.
VII K-2 to show effects of spatial
variation in
soil permeability
and a
specific
power-station geometry.
These
calculations
were
found to be
time
consuming.
Results in Figs. VII K-12 to
VII K-14 show the pressure distribution
and the location of the active gas front
at three different times.
At the later
times,
a
deviation
from the onedimensional spherical case occurs which
delays the propagation of the, active gas
front.
An initial
value of containment
shell
pressure equal to 100 psia was
chosen and allowed to decay as mass
diffused
into the soil.
The change in
driving pressure was negligible for this
case.

(VII K-25)

In
other words, the estimated time for
release of active material in
the twophase,
flow calculation
is
about 300
the ideal gas
times
longer than in
approximation.
These two sets of results (containment-shell gas consisting
of 100% steam or ideal gas) are bounds
for release of radioactive
material.
Cases where mixtures of steam and ideal
gas are forced through the soil would
give results in between these limits.
Figures VII K-9 and VII K-10
show
similar results
for containment-shell
pressures of 50 and 25 psia.
Figure VII
K-Il
shows
containment-shell pressure
decay as fluid is lost into the
soil.
The initial
containment-shell pressure
does not change appreciably for this

If the core melt has penetrated
the
containment
floor
(second case in Fig.
VII
K-i),
the after-heat
from
the
reactor would vaporize the water present
in the pores of the adjacent soil.
This
steam generation
is
described in Fig.
VII
K-15 along with values
of
the
quantity of steam required to pressurize
a 2 x 10 6 -ft 3 containment
shell to
50
and 100 psia.
Although the heat generation
rate
was
held
constant
at
3.5 x 107 Btu/h in the molten pool, the
steam generation
rate decreases
with
time since heat must penetrate more and
more soil
before reaching an area where
water
saturation
is still
significant.
Some steam is
lost by flow into the
soil.
This loss of steam is normally an
insignificant percentage
of the steam
generated and only becomes important if
release
of radioactive
gases
occurs
within a few hours after the accident.
Heat dissipation through the containment
shell into the atmosphere was found to
be negligible.
Some cooling system must
be
functioning
to keep the
pressure
within the containment shell
below its
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selected design or burst pressure of 50
or 100 psia, respectively.

sand
type
exist.

K4. ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

Results for constant driving pressures of 100, 50, or 25 psia show

Darcy)

Decay of the driving pressure in a
typical containment shell due to
leakage of gas into the soil is
insignificant for most cases because
of the' large volume of the shell.
Incorporation of a pressure decay is
important
for
small gas source
volumes or if the soil permeability
is large.
Other factors such as
operation of various cooling systems
are probably more dominant in affecting the driving pressure.

c.

An estimate of the release time for
multiphase flow
(injection of all
steam from the containment shell)
indicates that it may be over two
orders of magnitude longer than that
predicted with injection of ideal
gas.
Cases where mixtures of steam
and ideal gas are forced through the
soil would give results falling between these bounds.

d.

Steam generation, which results from
core melt penetrating the containment floor, is large enough that
some cooling systems must, be in
operation within 4 or 5 days after
the accident in order to prevent
overpressurization of the containment
shell.
Heat
dissipation
through the containment shell to the
atmosphere is negligible.

e.

Examination
of
the permeability
between a typical cofferdam
and
containment shell is suggested since
this annular region is an area from
which
some
radioactive material
might possibly be released to the
atmosphere.
Results depend upon
detailed
knowledge
of
material
properties and exact construction
details.

f.

This analysis and future studies may
be used to specify materials at reactor sites yet to be built. Backfill near the
reactor
may
be
specified for optimum conditions and
materials adjacent to the containment shell may be chosen to assure
adequate confinement of radioactive
materials.

K5. CONCLUSIONS
a.

(0.1

b.

No study would be complete without mentioning peripheral areas of interest.
Although we studied permeation of fluids
through soils, some attention should be
given to the annular region-between the
cofferdam and the containment shell as a
possible area from which some radioactive material might be released to the
atmosphere.
our experience indicates
adequate containment can be achieved
with proper attention to the materials
used in filling this region. It may be
desirable to experimentally obtain an
effective permeability through regions
considered t~o be nearly gas tight seals.
Results presented in this and future
studies could be used to estimate the
severity of any leakage and to specify
any corrective action needed.
Another subject which requires special
attention is the propagation of fissures
through the soil outside the cofferdam.
These -fissures (Ref. 7) may-6pen should
pressures below the containment shell
reach values near the hydrostatic overburden pressure exerted by the soil.
The overburden pressure is of the order
of 1 psi per ft of depth which generally exceeds the design pressure of the
containment shell. From a standpoint
of fissure propagation, the most susceptible soils are those with low permeability. one would desire a
high
permeability to eliminate fissure propagation and a low permeability to prevent release of radioactive debris by
diffusion through the soil. Backfill
can be selected to achieve
optimum
conditions.

materials

that the time required for ideal ra-

dioactive gases to reach the surface
of the ground are of the order of
years if soil permeabilities are
near those anticipated for silty
type clays
(0.0001 Darcy).
These
release times are shortened to about
10 h if permeabilities expected for
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Section 1

Introduction
This report describes the results of the
Reactor Meltdown Task conducted at Battelle's
Columbus Laboratories as a part
of a larger effort
being undertaken by
the U.
S.
Atomic Energy Commission to
evaluate the probabilities
and consequences of postulated accidents in large
light water power reactors.
The details
of the investigations
performed under
this task are presented
in
the appendices
to
this report.
The body of the
report gives the results and conclusions
that are required as input to the other
tasks of the overall study.

i.

Interaction of the molten core with
the concrete foundation mat of the
containment, including the possibility and timing of containment meltthrough.

In the cases analyzed, core degradation
was a result of a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) accompanied by the assumed
failure of various combinations of engineered safety features. 1
For the pressurized water reactors (PWR) the initiating event was a complete severance of a
large cold-leg or hot-leg pipe in the
primary system.
For the boiling water
reactors (BWR) severance of a recirculation line was assumed.
It
is
expected
that the consequences
of these large
pipe-break accidents will bound the consequences
of other potential accidents
in which the principal difference is
an
extension of the time scale.

1.1 OBJECTIVES
The objective of this study has been to
describe the course of events that would
be expected to occur during various hypothetical
reactor meltdown accidents.
The key parameters
and physical processes considered included:

1.2 INTERACTIONS
a.

*b.

Times for the initiation
tion of core melting
Steam generation rates
meltdown

and comple-

during

As one facet of the AEC's investigation
of reactor accidents, this Task interacted closely with other areas of AEC's
overall study. The combinations of engineered safety features which are assumed
to fail
in the various LOCA sequences
leading
to core meltdown were furnished
to Battelle by the Reactor Safety
Study
located at the AEC.
The event trees and
fault trees that define the various accident sequences
and failures of engineered safety
features involved were
developed by the AEC.
Further, the Reactor Meltdown Task has been closely associated with the Fission Product Source
Term Task, also performed at Battelle's
Columbus Laboratories,2
which involved
the definition of the size of the fis-

core

c.

Rate and extent of reaction between
Zircaloy cladding and water (steam)

d.

Likelihood and
potential
consequences of hydrogen burning or exploding in the containment building

e.

Probability
and magnitude of steam
explosions in the reactor vessel due
to the interaction of the molten
core with water; probability of containment failure as a result of such
steam explosions

f.

Time at which the molten core penetrates the reactor vessel

g.

Potential
for steam explosions as
the molten core drops to the floor
of the reactor cavity and the probability
of containment failure due to
such explosions

h.

Pressure-time histories within
the
containment building, including the
potential and timing of containment
failure due to internal over-presurization

iSubsequent analyses have been performed
for small-break and transient accidents
based upon the methods
described in
this Appendix.
These
sequences
are
discussed in Appendices V and XI.
The
results of these analyses are included
in Appendix V.
2With assistance from Battelle Northwest
Laboratory,
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, and Aerojet Nuclear Company.
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ed at supplying the needs of the overall
program and a concerted effort has been
made to keep the assumptions in this
task consistent with those of the broader study. Therefore care should be exercised in excerpting results or in
drawing conclusions
from the results
presented in
this report divorced from
the greater context.
In particular, the
seriousness of the consequences of reactor accidents cannot be evaluated separately from the probabilities of their
occurrence.

sion product source term that would escape the containment boundary as a funcfor the various accident
tion of time
sequences delineated by the AEC Reactor
The results of the ReacSafety Study.
input
tor Meltdown Task are a necessary
for the evaluation of the release of
radioactivity from the containment.

1.3 APPROACH
The Reactor Meltdown Task was undertaken
in the realization that it may not be
possible to describe with certainty some
of
the complex physical phenomena that
may occur during a meltdown accident.
In those instances where data or understanding of a particular aspect were inbounding calculations were
complete,
performed to establish the limits of unTypically, the accident secertainty.
quence was divided into a few discrete
time
intervals and the events in each
interval were modeled to the extent posBasic assumptions of, and inputs
sible.
into the models were then varied to
establish the bounds of uncertainty for
the
and consequences of
the course
events of interest.

In reporting times
for events, magnitudes of various effects, and probabilities of the occurrence of particular
events, a best estimate for the value is
accompanied by an error band. The error
or uncertainty bands have been derived
from sensitivity studies
and physical
constraints on the system and should encompass the actual value of any given
parameter. Thus the best-estimate values reported here should be considered
together with the associated uncertainty
bands.

1.5 DEFINITIONS
The use of event trees to describe the
combinations of events that might occur
in a reactor accident has been extremely
helpful in studying the accidents and in
providing a common basis for the ex-

1.4 LIMITATIONS
The PWR design utilized is a three-loop
plant with subatmospheric containment;
the BWR design assumed a steel drywell
and toroidal suppression pool containment. 1
Since reactor
design clearly
affects the probabilities and consequences of accidents, it may not be appropriate to generalize the conclusions
studies to all PWR's
drawn from these
Although the specific cases
and BWR's.
analyzed were based on design basis pipe
breaks, it is expected that the results
can be used to approximate or bound the
consequences of other accidents, such as
smaller pipe breaks, involving the same
features.
failures of-engineered safety
However, care must be exercised in extending these results to other accidents
to ensure that the same physical phenomena occur at the same relative time in
the meltdown accident as those that have
been evaluated. The methods discussed
in this report should be applicable to
meltdown accidents resulting from initievents other than those specifiating
cally assumed here.

change of information between the different tasks. However, since the event
trees were subject to change during the
investigation, it was felt that the results of this report should not be related to the format of a specific tree.
In the realization that the results of
the report will be employed in conjunction with event trees the following definition are used to distinguish between
branches which represent failure of engineered safety features and the branches which represent alternative paths
to
containment failure in a meltdown accident.
1.5.1

An accident sequence involves
a specified combination of failures of engineered safety
features accompanying a
LOCA.
If A, B, and C represent engineered safety features in an event tree,
then Sequence ABC represents the accident which involves the combined failure
of the three safety features. The probability of the occurrence of ABC is determined by fault tree analysis.

the Reactor Meltdown
As noted above,
Task is one portion of a larger study.
The output of this task has been direct1

SEQUENCE

1.5.2
Basic data for the PWR and BWR investigated are presented in Tables VIII 1-1
and VIII 1-2, respectively.

SUBSEQUENCE

A subsequence is defined as a path to
containmbnt failure within a meltdown
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accident.
Thus for Sequence ABC possible subsequences might involve meltthrough of
the
containment
floor,
overpressurization
failure of the containment, or breaching of the containment by missiles developed in a steam
explosion.

pacity at which they perform.
Since
safety systems
are overdesigned to assure a margin of safety in
their performance,
partial operation of systems
is often adequate to provide the required
function.
Therefore,
a set of
minimum safeguards has been determined
to set clearly defined limits for functioning or nonfunctioning of systems.
In
the analysis of meltdown accidents,
minimum safeguards are assumed for those
cases in which safety system performance
is indicated. The times at which systems
begin to operate and/or fail
to operate
will also have a bearing on the consequences
of a given accident sequence.
For the present analyses it is assumed a
system failure, if it occurs, will take
place at the earliest
time that the particular system is required to function.

In
the terminology of Appendix I "Event
Trees" of the Reactor Safety Study report, a sequence is a branch of an accident event tree and a subsequence
is
a
branch of a containment event tree.
Since engineered safety systems are generally composed of diverse and redundant
components, the inoperability of a safety system implies multiple failures.
When safety features do operate it
is
necessary
to establish the level or ca-
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TABLE ViII

1-1

PWR DATA

2,441 Mwt
8,331 x 106 Btu/hr
246.9 x 106 Btu

Nominal power
Internal energy of water
Sensible heat in the core
Total water in the system

16.35 x

106 Btu

423,200

lb

Aug. temperature
Pressure

571.8 F

(Excl.

pres.)

Reactor coolant system volume

2280 psig
3
8,387 ft

Pressurizer volume,

total
water

1,336 ft

steam
total volume
water volume

520

Three accumulators,

3

816
3

4,350 ft

3

2,775 ft

pressure
temperature
Containment recirculation spray
2 systems, flow each
Containment free volume

675 psig
120 F

Initial temperature

105 F

Initial pressure

10 psia

Dew point
Primary system hot metal

80 F

Temperature

3,500 gpm
6
1.8 x 10 ft

3

1,686,285 lb
572 F

Containment Heat Sinks

Thickness,

ft

Area,

ft

Walls inside containment
Walls inside containment
Walls inside containment

1.0

3,320

2.0
3.0

27,600
19,400

Walls inside containment

4.0

5,000

Walls inside containment

6.5

2,100

Containment wall
Dome
Floor above foundation mat

4.5
2.5

46,747
25,000

2.0
10.0

11,250
11,250

Foundation mat
Containment liner
Walls
Dome
Floor

0.38 in.
0.50. in.
0.25

Miscellaneous metal - 1,200,000 lb
Core
Equivalent diameter
Active height
L/D

Total cross sectional area

119.7 in.
144.0 in.
1.202
78.3 ft

2

46,747
25,000
11,250

2

TABLE VIII 1-1

(Continued)

Core (Continued)
No.

of fuel assemblies

157
204

Rods per assembly
Pitch

0.563 in.

Assembly dimensions
Fuel rod diameter
Clad (Zr-4) thickness
Total number of fuel rods
Core weight
U0 2
Zircaloy
Misc.
Fuel pellet diameter,

Region 1
2 and 3

8.426 in. square
0.422 in.
0.0243 in.
32,028
226,200 lb
175,600
36,300
14,300
0.3669 in.
0.3659 in.
0.6 in,

Fuel pellet length
Diametral gap,

Region 1
2 and 3

0.0065 in.
0.0075 in.

Fuel density,

Region 1
2
3

94%
92

Region 1
2
3

1.85 w/o
2.55
3.10
7
Ag-In-Cd

Fuel enrichment,

No.

of grid spacers
Neutron adsorber

304 ss

Clad
Clad thickness
No. of control assemblies
Full length
Part length
Rods per assembly
Burnable poison rods
No. per assembly

0.024 in.,
53
48
5
20
816
12
68

No. of assemblies
Material
O.D.
I.D.

Borosilicate glass
0.4395 in.

Clad
Boron

91

(natural) loading

0.2365 in.
304 ss
0.0429 g/cm

Reactor vessel
157 in.

I.D. of shell
Belt line thickness
Head thickness
Clad thickness
Overall height

(w/o clad)

7.875 in.
5.0 in.
0.125 in.
40 ft-5 in.

TABLE V11I

1-i

Reactor vessel

(Continued)
(Continued)

Outlet nozzles

27.5 in.
tapered to 35.4 in.
29 in.

Water volume with core and internals
in place

3,718 ft

Inlet

nozzles

I.D.

133.9 in.

O.D.
Thermal shield I.D.

137.9 in.
142.6 in.

O.D.

148.0 in.

Core barrel

Safety Injection Charging Pumps
Number
Design pressure, discharge

3

3

2750 psig

Design pressure, suction

250 psig

Design temperature
Design flow
Maximum flow
Design head

250 F
150 gpm

600 gpm
5800 ft

Low Head Safety Injection Pumps
Number
Design pressure, discharge
Design temperature
Design flow
Design head
Maximum flow

2
300 psig

300 F
3000 gpm
225 ft
4000 gpm

Containment Spray Pumps
Number
Design flow
Design head
Design pressure
Recirculation Spray Pumps Insidc Containment
Number

2

Design flow
Design head
Recirculation Spray Pumps OutsidLe Containment
Number
Design flow

3,500 gpm

Design head

3,200 gpm

225 ft
250 psig
2
230 gpm

2
3,500 gpm
249

ft

Recirculation Spray Coolers
Number
Design duty, each

4
55,534,520

Btu/hr

Refueling Water Storage Tank
Volume
Boron concentration
Design pressure

350,000 gal

Design temperature
Water temperature

150 F

2,500 ppm
Hydraulic head

45 F

Table VIII i-1
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TABLE Vill 1-2

BWR DATA

Rated power

3,293 Mwt
1.12456 x 1010 Btu/hr
13.381 x 106 lb/hr

Steam flow rate
Core coolant flow
Feedwater flow

-a

Feedwater temperature
Steam pressure in dome

102.5 x 106 lb/hr
13.3 x 10l6 b/hr
376.1 F
1020 psig

Coolant enthalpy at inlet
Core Avg. quality

521.2 Btu/lb
13.2% steam

Recirculation pump flow
Normal primary system operating temperature
Primary System Coolant Inventory During Operation

45,200 gpm
547 F

Reactor Vessel
Subcooled liquid
Saturated liquid

7,847.4 ft
4,004.7 ft

Steam
Piping
Recirculation

8,813.5

1,227.7 ft
815.9 ft

Feedwater
Steam
Volume in Reactor Vessel up to Jet Pump Inlet
Control rods fully in
Control rods fully out
Reactor Vessel
Inside diameter

3,125.6

ft

4,100 ft
4,000 ft

3

1250 psig
575 F

6-5/16 in.

842,300

Vessel flange

105,800

Support skirt

28,200

207,500 lb

Other components

65,000

Top head

252,200

1,501,000 lb
116,900 lb
-

139,600
20,500

15,200

Fuel support pieces
Control rod guide tubes
Jet pumps

11,300

Steam dryers

90,000

Core spray sparger
Total Weight of Internal's (excluding fuel,
control rods, feedwater spargers, vessel
head cooling nozzles, in-core guide tubes,
start-up sources, temporary control contains)

3

3
3
3

3

72 ft-ll-i/8

Bottom head
Vessel shell

Core shroud
Shroud head-steam separator
Core support
Top guide

3

251 in.

Inside height
Design pressure
Design temperature
Thickness (with clad)
Vessel Weights

Total vessel
Vessel Internals

ft

3

46,350
22,700

4,317

462,000 lb

in.

TABLE VIII 1-2

(Continued)

Primary System Weights
Recirculation pipes
Recirculation pumps and motors
Recirculation valves

124,612
140,000
50,800
164,000

Steam lines
Steam valves

52,000
13,000

Safety relief valves
Feedwater pipe
Feedwater valves
Concrete Heat Sinks

94,000
25,000

585,300

thick
thick
thick

622,050
2,669,250

Miscellaneous metal in drywell
Drywell
Spherical section, diameter
Spherical section, height
Spherical section, wall
Knuckle section, diameter
Knuckle section, height
Knuckle section, wall
Cylindrical section,
Cylindrical section,
Cylindrical section,
Top head (2:1 ell.),

diameter
height
wall
diameter
height
wall

Number
Internal diameter
Downcomer Pipes
Number
Internal diameter
Submergence, nominal
Pressure Suppression Chamber
Chamber inner diameter
Torus major diameter
Drywell Free Volume
Pressure Suppression Chamber Free Volume
Drywell steel
RHR pumps
HPCI
Core Spray

8 x 106 lb
67 ft
58 ft-4-3/8 in.

1-1/4 in.

3/4 -

Varies
5 ft.

10-3/8 in.

-

2-7/8 in.

Vent Pipes

NPSH Requirements

lb

1,361,000

2 ft thick
3 ft
6 ft
12 ft

lb

38

ft

-

6 in.

34

ft

-

2-1/4 in.

1-1/2 in.

3/4 32

ft

-

4 in.

15

ft

-

1-1/2 in.

1-1/2 in.
8
6 ft.

9 in.

-

96
2 ft.
4 ft.
31 ft

111 ft

-

6 in.

159,000 ft

3

119,000 ft

3

1,550,980

lb

35 ft

at

11,900 gpm

25

10,000

18

4,000

28

3,850

27

3,200

Table VIII 1-2
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Section 2

PWR Analyses

CONTAINMENT SPRAY RECIRCULATION
SYSTEM (CSRS)

2.1 ACCIDENT SEQUENCES RESULTING IN
CORE MELTDOWN

spray water
Delivery of recirculation
less than the
through spray nozzles
equivalent of the output of two recircu24
first
lation spray pumps for the
hours or less than the equivalent of the
spray pump
output of one recirculation
In addition to containment
thereafter.
product
pressure reduction and fission
scrubbing, the CSRS provides circulation
to the hot side of the CSHX; thus, failure of the CSRS implies failure of CHRS.

Failures of the following engineered
in
safety features have been considered
as they might
combinations
various
affect the course of reactor meltdown
electric power, confollowing a LOCA:
spray
containment
leakage,
tainment
containment heat removal,
injection,
injection and
core cooling
emergency
cooling recirculation.
core
emergency
failures of these
Definitions of the
systems and their effect on the accident
sequences are given below.
ELECTRIC POWER SYSTEM

SODIUM HYDROXIDE ADDITION SYSTEM
(SHA)

(EPS)

NaOH injection less than a rate proporrate of depletion of
tional to the total
NaOH
the refueling water storage tank.
that does not go directly to the CSIS is
assumed to go into Emergency Coolant In(ECI) water and then to
jection System
Thus sucthe CSRS due to ECI overflow.
cessful operation of CSIS is not a prerequisite for successful NaOH injection.
The primary role of the NaOH is the
from the
removal of radioactive iodine
containment atmosphere.

Insufficient a-c or d-c power available
to the emergency buses to operate minimum design basis engineered safety feaSince the accumulators
ture equipment.
assumed
are a passive system, they are
in the loss-of-power case
to discharge
and deliver at least part of their water
The
inventory to the reactor vessel.
accumulators by themselves are not, howadequate to prevent reactor meltever,
down.
CONTAINMENT LEAKAGE

(CL)

CONTAINMENT HEAT REMOVAL SYSTEM
(CHRS)

Inability to close one or more of the
as potential
that serve
penetrations
atmosleak paths from the containment
in the event of a loss-of-coolant
phere
Inability to isolate the conaccident.
lead to retainment will not in itself
in
Loss of isolation
actor meltdown.
the event of a reactor meltdown will,
however, provide a path for fission product release and may affect the pressure
transient in the containment.

Delivery of service water to the shell
side of at least two of four containment
heat exchangers corresponding to operaFailure of CSHX conting CSRS loops.
loss of heat sink for the overstitutes
system and will lead to eventual
all
failure
core melting and containment
the other safeguards are opereven if
ating.
EMERGENCY COOLANT INJECTION

CONTAINMENT SPRAY INJECTION
SYSTEM (CSIS)

(ECI)

(1) delivery of
Failure is defined as
less borated water than the equivalent
to that contained in two accumulators
(ACC) to the primary system cold leg immediately following a large pipe break,
(2)
delivery of borated water at a
and
rate less than the equivalent to the design output of one Low Pressure Injection System (LPIS) pump to the reactor
at about 30
system cold leg starting

Delivery of borated water to the conspray noztainment atmosphere through
less than the equivalent of the
zles
capacity of one containment spray pump.
of the CSIS in a reactor
The operation
the
both
accident affects
meltdown
containment and
pressure transient in
from
the scrubbing of fission products
the containment atmosphere.
VIII-9

seconds and continuing until the refueltank is effectively
storage
ing water
Operation of the High Pressure
emptied.
System (HPIS) is not required
Injection
pipe break accifor control of large
dents.
EMERGENCY COOLANT RECIRCULATION
(ECR)
Delivery of water to the reactor coolant
from the containment
system cold legs
sump at a rate less than the equivalent
This mode
discharge from one LPIS pump.
at the
of operation is designed to start
end of ECI and requires the manual realignment of the pump suction from the
refueling water storage tank to the containment sump.
2.2 ANALYSIS OF DEGRADED ACCIDENT
BEHAVIOR
2.2.1

the analysis of the accident
In
dent.
availability
consequences the potential
function of only the minimum design
and
consafeguards were
basis engineered
a component and/or
if
i.e.,
sidered;
only
system were assumed to function,
required capacity or capathe minimum
For example, for
was considered.
bility
of two components
a system consisting
with 100 percent redundancy, functioning
would be taken as the operability of one
of the two components at full capacity,
the same effect
although conceptually
achieved by the operation of
could be
of
both components at some combination
reduced capacities.
For

the

PWR

studied the minimum engi-

neered safeguards would be:
"

Two of three accumulators

"

One of three high-pressure
pumps

injection

"

One of
pumps

low-pressure

injection

*

One of two containment
tion pumps

spray

injec-

"

Two of four containment spray
culation pumps

recir-

"

Two of four
changers.

BASIC ASSUMPTIONS

event for the assessment
The initiating
of consequences has been assumed to be a
taking
break,
cold-leg
double-ended
place instantaneously while the reactor
power with a core
at full
operating
is
containing an equilibrium concentration
This type of acciof fission products.
the
dent has been found to result in
most rapid depressurization of the primary coolant system and leads to the
most demanding requirements on the performance of the Emergency Core Cooling
of a
The assumption
(ECCS).
System
double-ended cold-leg break implies that
ECCS in the broken loop will not be able
to perform their function and any emergency coolant supplied to that loop will
the primary
If
out the break.
spill
system rupture were assumed in a hot leg
of the system, then, since ECC injection
is into the cold-leg piping, there would
be a significantly higher probability
of the emergency core coolant
that all
intended function.
would perform its
spectrum of accident condiA complete
tions can be conjectured which involve
the failure or partial performance of
of the
each of the redundant components
In performengineered safety features.
seof accident
ing detailed analyses
the
quences, it is necessary to restrict
combinations of system performance to be
tractable number.
to a finite
evaluated
The results of the cases studied are
then considered to be representative of
a broader range of accidents that differ
For the purin detail.
only slightly
poses of analysis, therefore, the failure and success of systems were assigned
definitions which imply a precise level
of performance rather than the range of
performance that could occur in an acci-

two

containment

heat

ex-

the
For the purposes of these analyses,
emergency core cooling systems, if opersequence,
able for any given accident
the reactor vessel
are assumed to refill
to the level of the
and keep it filled
piping connections; excess caprimary
assumed to
pacity of the systems is
The
to the containment sump.
spill
LPIS, HPIS, and CSIS pumps, if initially
are assumed to function as
operating,
available
long as a supply of water is
Recirculation
Low Pressure
to each.
as
starts
operable,
System (LPRS), if
soon as ECI stops and continues to functhe
in
water
tion as long as there is
barring pump cavitacontainment sump,
containment deprestion due to sudden
The CSRS pumps, if assumed
surization.
on demand and continue
to operate, start
to function as long as there is water in
the containment sump, again barring cavif assumed operaThe CHRS,
itation.
ting, begin to function at the same time
as the CSRS pumps and operate at their
design capacity as long as the CSRS opFor those accident sequences in
erates.
which ECI was assumed to be inoperative,
operation of ECR was not conpotential
sidered.
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erate
for
an hour.

Since the
accumulators comprise essentially
a passive
system,
they
were
assumed to discharge
in all
cases and
deliver at least part of their water
inventory
to the reactor vessel.
This
the
implies that
-assumption tacitly
probability of no emergency core cooling
water being delivered to the vessel is
significantly
less than the probability
of the delivery of some water by either
the active
or passive systems.
Core
meltdown sequences
in
which water is
present in the vessel following blowdown
entail significant metal-water reactions
and the potential for steam explosions
when the molten core comes into contact
with the residual water in the bottom of
the reactor vessel.
If the accumulators
were to fail
to deliver any water to the
reactor vessel at the same time that the
pumped ECI failed,
core melting would
take place without significant metalwater reaction
and there would be no
possibility of steam explosions
in
the
reactor
vessel.
The sequences of ECI
failure which include accumulator
failure are therefore expected
to be of
significantly lower probability and to
have lower potential consequences than
the cases which have been investigated.
If
the accumulators
fail
but the pump
injection operates, the consequences of
the meltdown that may ensue would not be
expected to be significantly different
from those considered.
2.2.2

time periods of the order of

Both the pumped injection and CSIS systems take their suction from the refueling water storage tank whose total
capacity is 350,000
gal;
50,000 gal of
this capacity is reserved for the exclusive use of the ECI.
With both ECI
and
CSIS systems operating at their minimum
design levels, i.e.,
one safety injection charging pump at 150 gpm, one lowhead safety injection pump at 3000 gpm,
and one containment spray injection pump
at 3200 gpm, the containment spray injection will end at 47 minutes and core
injection will last
until 63 minutes.
These
times are based on utilizing the
entire capacity of the refueling water
storage tank.
For those cases where the
CSIS is assumed to fail,
ECI will last
until 111 minutes; if the ECI is assumed
to fail,
CSIS will last
until 94 minutes.
In
the latter
case 50,000 gal
will remain in the refueling water storage
tank.
The
operation of more than
the minimum safeguards or at effective
pump capacities
other than the minimum
values assumed would, of course,
alter
the time intervals.
The CSRS system is slated for activation
in
sequence, with half the capacity being available as early as 90 seconds and
the other half starting as late as 5
minutes into the accident.
For the purposes of the containment pressure analyses, operation of only two of the
four
containment recirculation spray pumps of
3500 gpm each was assumed, with a starting time of 200 seconds.
Here again,
since the total
accident times of interest are much longer than the possible
uncertainty in CSRS starting time, small
variations
in starting time would be of
no consequence to the overall results.
The ECCS is designed to be switched manually from the injection
(ECI)
to the
recirculation
(ECR)
mode of operation
upon the receipt of a low water
level
signal
from the refueling water storage
tank.
For the present
analyses the
LPRS, if operating, was assumed to start
at the end of ECI as determined above
and, barring pump cavitation due to sudden containment
depressurization,
continue
as long as there is water in the
containment sump.

ACCIDENT TIME SCALE

For an instantaneous double-ended coldleg break, primary system depressurization would be essentially complete in
10-11
seconds.
The accumulator
discharge pressure of 650 lb/in. 2 would be
reached in 6-7 seconds after the break,
and accumulator discharge would be completed at about 30 seconds into the accident.
The safety injection charging
pumps and the low-head safety injection
pumps will be activated by any of a number of signals such as low pressurizer
pressure and water level, high containment pressure.
The time at which these
systems can be considered to be operable
will depend on the availability of offsite
power.
With off-site
power the
pumped injection can be activated extremely
rapidly; in the absence of offsite
power the pumped injection will be
powered by the emergency
diesels and
will require on the order of half a minute to start.
For the purposes of this
evaluation, both the pumped injection
and CSIS are assumed to start
30 seconds
after the break.
Given
the assumption
that pumped injection and/or CSIS operate, uncertainty of a few minutes as to
their exact starting time is of little
consequence since these systems will op-

2.2.3

CORE MELTDOWN

Core meltdown in a LOCA is assumed to be
the result of failure of ECI, ECR, CSRS,
CHRS, or EPS.
In each case the expected
course of reactor meltdown is quite similar,
varying primarily in
time scale.
Although
containment pressure would be
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expected to have
some effect on the
boiloff of water
from the core, this
effect is small and within the bounds of
uncertainties on the progress of boiloff
and meltdown.
The time
at which the
flow of emergency
cooling water stops
and boiloff begins is therefore the cnntrolling
parameter
that influences the
time scale of meltdown for the different
accident sequences.
Since the decay
heat decreases with time from the LOCA
event, the later
the time at which boiloff begins, the more extended the meltdown time scale.
Although the boiloff
which occurs for ECI failure begins with
only a partially
flooded core rather
than fully covered, the remainder of the
boiloff
and meltdown
follow the same
course as for the other
accident sequences.
In Appendix A, the computer
code which
was used to investigate core meltdown
and the results obtained with various
meltdown models are described.
Due to
the many uncertainties
associated with
the phenomena of the movement of molten
U0 2 and its
interactions with other materials
it was necessary to utilize
approximate models to describe the processes involved.
Bounding calculations
were performed to evaluate the important
parameters
in
the meltdown process;
among these are:
fraction of zirconium
reacted,
time at which melting begins,
rate at which melting proceeds, and the
time at which the molten core leaves the
normal confines of the fuel region.
By
varying the
assumptions and inputs in
the models a reasonable picture of the
meltdown process is
believed to have
been developed.
As discussed in
Appendix A, it is believed that during the period in
which
core melting is occurring, the fuel does
not drop to the core support plate
or
the lower plenum of the vessel.
Rather
a molten pool is formed and is supported
by a frozen crust which proceeds outward
and downward with time as more of the
core becomes molten.
The analyses described in
the appendix
indicate that when a major fraction of
the core is molten, -80 percent, it will
no longer be possible to retain the core
in the normal fuel region.
Melting of
the core support plate or failure of the
upper core barrel will permit the molten
fuel to move down and contact water in
the lower plenum.
The accident
will
then enter
a new phase with the molten
core proceeding into the reactor vessel
bottom head where either a steam explosion or vessel meltthrough would occur.

The
time at which melting begins can be
obtained from the curve marked 0% melting in Fig. VIII A-6.
In Fig. VIII 2-1
the additional time required to go
from
0% to 80% melting of the core is plotted
versus time after the LOCA at which
boiloff is
initiated.
The estimated
values and uncertainty bands were derived from the results of computations
presented in Appendix A.
Although the
remaining 20 percent of
the core will
eventually melt, the melting may be extended over an appreciable time because
of the low peaking factor in
these
regions.
Since this fraction of the core
contains a small fraction of the fission-product inventory, it is reasonable
to assume that the principal period of
fission-product
release due to initial
core melting is from the time of melting
initiation
to 80 percent molten.
The
hydrogen generated in the meltdown accident is
estimated to be the equivalent
of 75 + 25 percent of the zirconium in
the core reacted.
This band provides
for potential hydrogen sources
from
other reactions
such as iron-water and
U02 -steam during the time period of core
meltdown and primary vessel meltthrough.
Total hydrogen release
is
relatively
insensitive
to the time scale of the
meltdown accident.
2.2.4

PRIMARY VESSEL MELTTHROUGH

Appendix A describes the models used to
analyze
the time required to penetrate
the lower head cf the pressure vessel.
The principal
effect of the time required to melt through the pressure vessel
is
to delay contact of the molten
core with the floor of the containment
building.
Since the estimated time for
primary vessel meltthrough is much less
than the band of: uncertainty involved in
containment meltthrough, the uncertainty
in
the
time for vessel meltthrough is
not considered particularly significant.
If the molten core enters the lower plenum in 1-2 hours, the time required
to
penetrate the vessel
is 60 (+40, -20)
minutes.
For accident
sequences
in
which loss
of containment heat removal
capability is the cause of reactor meltdown the time of reactor meltdown is delayed a number of hours.
In these cases
containment
failure
precedes
meltdown
and the time of pressure vessel meltthrough is not particularly significant.
2.2.5

CONTAINMENT VESSEL PENETRATION

When
the molten core (mixed with molten
zirconium, zirconium oxide,
steel,
and
iron
oxides)
falls
on the concrete
floor, the vaporization
of free water
below the surface of the concrete will
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cause spalling of the concrete and a
very
rapid penetration rate of the melt
As the products of
into the concrete.
concrete decomposition are dissolved in
the melt, the melt temperature will decrease until the mixture becomes viscous

or the constituents of the mixture begin
From this point onward
to precipitate.
the
of
the
progress
time,
in
melt through the concrete is controlled
by the rate of decay heat generation.
While there are some sequences in which
meltdown is delayed for many hours, they
usually involve containment failure preceding meltdown and the time required to
melt through the concrete pad does not
consequences.
affect the atmospheric
For the subsequences in which the meltthrough failure mode provides the major
fuel
the molten
atmospheric release,
contacts the concrete at approximately
after the LOCA. For these
2-3 hours
cases, containment meltthrough is estimated to require an additional 18 (+10,
core
-5) hours.
Although the molten

penetrates the steel liner shortly after
subfalling on the containment floor,
stantial pressure relief is not expected
until a significant fraction of the refoundation mat has
inforced concrete
been penetrated. As discussed in Appendix A, the molten region is expected to
proceed an additonal 10-50 ft into the
earth before arresting.
For cases in which ECI or ECR failure is
combined with CSRS or CHRS failure, a
overpressure
race can occur between
failure of the containment and meltthrough. During the process of decomposition of the concrete, carbon dioxide
and water vapor are generated and add to
At the time of
containment pressure.
would
containment meltthrough, the C02
typically contribute about 13 psi to the
The effect of
containment pressure.
these components on containment pressure
through
VIII 2-2
is included in Figs.
VIII 2-6.

threatened.
If,
during meltdown the
molten material remains in a pool within
the normal confines of the core until a
major fraction of the fuel has melted
(as has been indicated in the present
evaluation), then, at the time the'lower
grid plate fails,
large quantities of
molten fuel and water can
interact.
Thus when a large fraction of the core
has melted, the potential for a steam
explosion in the primary vessel leading
to containment
failure must be considered.
The consequences of a steam
explosion which results in containment
failure are serious not only because
containment is breached at an early time
in the accident but also because dispersal of the core into the containment
atmosphere will result in oxidation of
the U02 and an enhanced fission-product
release.
There is the possibility that missiles
generated in a steam explosion in the
reactor vessel could damage the containment spray systems.
In the design considered, the CSIS consists of two redundant full-capacity
subsystems and the
CSRS consists of four redundant halfcapacity subsystems.
Since damage of

all the redundant subsystems is

A potential
for steam explosions can
also occur at other times in the meltdown sequence, e.g., when the core melts
through the lower head of the primary
vessel.
Steam explosions in the reactor
cavity are not expected to threaten containment integrity since the resulting
pressures within the containment free
volume
are predicted to be small compared to the design levels and because
internal structures and equipment provide effective shielding for the containment shell for any missiles originating from such steam explosions.
Since
the occurrence of steam explosions is
considered to have low probability, the
potential effect on fission-product release of steam explosions which do not
result in containment failure is ignored. Dispersal of the core within
containment in a steam explosion could
also result in a core configuration that
can be cooled and contained.
It is
unlikely, however, that the entire core
could be dispersed into such a configuration. The posssibility of being able
to contain part or all of the molten but
dispersed core is recognized but is considered relatively unlikely.

Release of radioactive gases through the

ground to the atmosphere and the interaction of the molten core with groundwater following containment meltthrough
is discussed in Appendix VII.

2.2.6

unlikely

and since a small margin is believed to
exist between explosions with the capacity to damage the containment sprays and
those that will breach containment, this
mode of spray failure was not included
in the present evaluation.

STEAM EXPLOSIONS

During the time in which the core is
melting down, it is possible for small
or moderate amounts of molten U02
to
with
water with resultant
interact
pressure generation. Unless the amount
approximately 20 percent of
is
Of U02
the core or more, however, the analysis
described in Appendix C indicates that
not
be
containment integrity would
VIII-13

cussed in
tures of
below.

Localized interactions can also occur at
the surface of the melt when it comes in
it
concontact with concrete or when
tacts water-laden gravel after penetrating the floor of the containment buildThese interactions do not have the
ing.
potential for the rapid dispersal of a
quantity of molten material into
'large
water or a resulting large energy reThe consequences of these reaclease.
tions will therefore be limited to the
vicinity of the melt.
2.2.7

HYDROGEN COMBUSTION

The hydrogen generated in the meltdown
accident is estimated to be the equivalent of 75 + 25 percent of the zirconium
in
As discussed
in the core reacted.
the hydrogen concentration
Appendix D,
resulting from the reaction of 75 percent of the zirconium with water would
be outside the detonation limits for the
hydrogen-air-steam mixture.
resulting
reWith 100 percent of the zirconium
(the upper limit of the estimated
acted
extent of reaction), the mixture could
be within the detonation range if the
sufficiently
containment temperature is
In Appendix D it is shown that the
low.
from
impulse achieved in the shock wave
hydrogen detonation is not sufficient to
the containment.
fail
on containment of a rapid
The effects
self-propagating hydrogen deflagration
For initial
have also been considered.
pressures higher than 32 psia, the steam
containment is above
in
concentration
reacthat at which a self-propagating
presAt lower initial
tion will occur.
sures, the incremental pressure from the
reaction will not be sufficient to rupture containment.
The contribution of the energy source of
evolved into
hydrogen burning as it is
in
combination with
the containment,
sufficient
high steam pressures, can be
to increase the containment pressure at
to a
period
the end of the meltdown
point at which containment is threatthe
included in
This effect is
ened.
of the containment pressure
evaluation
response.
2.2.8

CONTAINMENT RESPONSE

Appendix A; the salient feadiscussed
are
the results

During a design basis accident the conpressurized rapidly to a
tainment is
peak of 54 psia as a result of primary
CSIS and CSRS
The
system blowdown.
systems reduce the pressure to subatmos30 minutes.
approximately
in
pheric
After the delivery of chilled spray
there is a
water by the CSIS stops,
slight increase in containment pressure
to a level of about 14 psia where it is
maintained by the combined action of the
CSRS and CHRS.
With the failure of ECR and the other
operating at their minimum
safeguards
of
portion
design levels, the initial
the containment pressure transient will
not be changed from the design basis
The generation of hydroaccident case.
gen by the zirconium-water reaction will
lead to a containment pressure of about
16 psia at the end of core meltdown.
After the core melts through the bottom
C02 and
head of the reactor vessel,
steam will be generated from the decomposition of the concrete by the molten
The steam will be condensed by
core.
the containment sprays, but the C02 will
the pressure to about 25 psia by
raise
the time of containment meltthrough.
of the containment
With the operation
sprays the burning of hydrogen will have
no appreciable effect on the pressure
in
This case is illustrated
transient.
VIII 2-2 together with the design
Fig.
basis accident.
The failure of CSIS alone would not, of
would
it
course, lead to core melting;
affect the rate of containment depressystem
primary
following
surization
In conjunction with the failblowdown.
inoperability of CSIS
ure of ECR, the
would extend the time for which ECI is
operable and thus delay core melting,
although the overall effect would not be
in
Again,
expected to be significant.
the presence of containment sprays, hydrogen burning would not have a signifiThe concant effect on the transient.
for these
tainment pressure responses
two cases are given in Fig. VIII 2-3.
The containment pressure responses with
of CSRS and ECR are
assumed failures
With the
in Fig. VIII 2-4.
illustrated
and the
CSRS
of
failure
initial
attendant failure of the CHRS, but with
the ECR operating, the containment pressure will be decreased to about 25 psia
After the CSIS
by the CSIS system.
constops, the pressure will increase
to the generation of
due
tinuously,

2-9
VIII
through
Figures VIII 2-2
pressure
containment
the
illustrate
combinaassumed
responses for various
of failures of engineered safety
tions
accifeatures; a typical design basis
history is included
dent pressure-time
and
The assumptions
for comparison.
methodology utilized in determining the
containment pressure responses are dis-
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steam by the core decay heat until
containment
failure
by overpressurizaof
containment
At the time
tion.
failure the LPRS pumps would be expected
would
to cavitate
and
core melting
follow.
If the LPRS fails
independently
of CSRS, core melting would take place
with the containment intact.
The pressure in the containment will rise due to
the steam generated by the boiloff in
the reactor vessel.
This pressure
rise
will stop when
all
the water in the
reactor
vessel has
been
vaporized.
During pressure
vessel meltthrough the
containment pressure will decline due to
steam condensation
on cold surfaces.
After the core melts through the pressure vessel a peak containment pressure
of about 80 psia would be reached as a
result of the evaporation of the water
in the reactor cavity and the initial
decomposition
of the concrete.
The
magnitude of this pressure is limited by
the quantity of water expected in the
reactor cavity.
As the molten core
progresses through the containment foundation, the pressure would be expected
to decrease
since the rate of CO2 and
steam generation would be counteracted
by steam condensation on the various
surfaces within containment.
If,
in the
case of LPRS failure
independent of
CSRS, the hydrogen from the
zirconiumwater reaction is assumed to burn as it
is
generated,
higher pressures
will
result and containment failure by overpressurization
can be expected after
pressure vessel meltthrough.
In the event of CHRS failure, the pressure
resulting
from primary
system
depressurization
will
be
quenched,
largely by the chilled CSIS water.
With
continued steam generation
from core
decay heat,
the water inventory within
containment will heat and the pressure
will
increase
until the containment
fails
due to overpressurization.
Containment failure will be accompanied by
LPRS pump cavitation and subsequent core
melting.
If LPRS fails
independently of
CHRS, core melting will take place with
the containment intact; with the contribution of the hydrogen generated
during
core melting the containment pressure at
the completion of core meltdown would be
about 16 psia.
When the molten core
penetrates
the reactor vessel bottom
head it will come into contact with the
water in the reactor cavity and the CSRS
water.
Vaporization
of the water will
lead to a continuous
increase
in
containment pressure; at the same time the
molten core will be attacking
the containment foundation mat.
As shown in
Fig. VIII 2-5, in this case containment
failure by overpressurization or meltthrough is predicted to occur at about

the same time.
Hydrogen burning, if it
takes place as hydrogen
is
generated,
would not have an appreciable effect on
the pressure-time history.
Containment pressure
response in
the
absence of containment sprays is
shown
in
Fig.
VIII 2-6.
With both CSIS and
CSRS failed but LPRS operating,
the
pressure would increase continuously due
to steam generation from the decay heat
until containment
failure by overpressurization.
Containment
failure would
be accompanied by LPRS pump cavitation
and subsequent core meltdown.
If
the
LPRS
fails
independently
of
the
containment sprays, core melting would
start
while the containment
is still
intact; by the end of core meltdown,
however,
boiloff
of the water in the
reactor vessel would have raised the
pressure
sufficiently
to
fail
containment.
Should the containment
be
intact at the end of core meltdown, the
pressure would decline somewhat due to
steam
condensation
during
pressure
vessel meltthrough;
it
would probably
fail
after reactor vessel meltthrough
with the pressure
increase
from the
initial
rapid decompositon of concrete.
If,
in
the absence
of
containment
sprays,
LPRS failure is accompanied by
hydrogen
burning,
the
containment
failure pressure would be exceeded even
before the end of core meltdown.
Figure VIII 2-7 illustrates
the containment pressure response with an
assumed
loss of electric power and the attendant
loss of all
active
engineered safeguards.
As would be expected, there is
no reduction in the post-blowdown
pressure,
and the boiloff
of the water
injected from the accumulators
raises
the pressure to a peak of about 75 psia.
The peak pressure is
limited by the
amount of water available for vaporization.
As the core
melts through the
bottom of the reactor vessel there is a
decrease in containment pressure due to
condensation of steam by the various
structures within containment.
After
the molten core falls
to the bottom of
the reactor cavity,
pressure increases
due
to
the initial
rapid rate
of
concrete
decomposition.
Subsequently
the
pressure
would be expected to
decline
as the melt works its
way
through the
concrete
foundation
mat.
Upon containment meltthrough, the pressure would be controlled by the static
head of the ground water.
If
(in
the
absence
of all
active safeguards) core
melting is accompanied by hydrogen burning,
the containment pressure would
reach about 100 psia at the end of core
meltdown.
At that level
containment
failure could be expected.
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The effects of ECI failure in combinasafeguard
tion with various containment
failures on containment pressure
rein Figs. VIII 2-8
sponse are illustrated
2-9.
If
ECI is
the only
and VIII
failure, the containment sprays would
as in the design
reduce the pressure
generation
Hydrogen
basis
accident.
during the meltdown in combination with
present
initially
the noncondensables
would limit the minimum pressure attainThe generation
able to about 16 psia.
of CO2 from the concrete after pressure
the
vessel meltthrough would
raise
pressure
to about
25 psia; after containment meltthrough the pressure would
be controlled by the external hydrostatECI
ic
head.
If,
in
the case of
the hydrogen were to burn, the
failure,
energy release would be accommodated by
the sprays and the net result would be a
minimum pressure of about 13 psia.
With
CSIS as well as ECI failing, the steam
released by the primary system blowdown
would be condensed by the CSRS acting in
although
the
conjunction
with CHRS,
pressure would be at an elevated level
The
longer than for the previous case.
prior to containment meltpressure
through would again be controlled by the
noncondensables.
The containment presand CSRS
sure response with ECI, CSIS,
failure would be identical to that for
complete loss of electric
power which
was discussed previously.
accompanied
by
the
If
the LOCA is
failure of ECI and CHRS, the containment
pressure will be reduced rapidly by the
operation of CSIS and CSRS to a level of
core
about 16 psia at the end of
After the CSIS stops and the
meltdown.
molten core has penetrated the bottom of
the reactor vessel, the water inventory
within containment will be heated to
saturation
and
partially vaporized,
As the
leading to a rise in pressure.
molten core is boiling off water, it is
foundation
also attacking the concrete
mat;
containment
failure by the two
competing mechanisms
is
predicted to
The
occur at about the same time.
is
generated
burning of hydrogen as it
would not have a significant effect on
this pressure transient since the energy
released
would
be
spread
over a
the
In
substantial water inventory.
of the CSRS in
event of the failure
the
blowdown
conjunction
with ECI,
pressure would be effectively suppressed
by the CSIS, though not as. quickly as in
the previous case.
After the CSIS stops
and the molten core drops to the floor
the pressure
of the reactor cavity,
would again increase due to the evaporation of water and the decomposition of
In this case the quantity of
concrete.
the reactor cavity would be
water in

relatively small
and
the
pressure
from its
vaporization would
resulting
containment.
not be sufficient to fail
Thus
the expected
failure mechanism
would be containment
meltthrough.
Hysince it
would be
drogen
burning,
expected to take place while the CSIS is
little
operating,
would
again have
effect
on
the
overall
pressure
transient.
the effect
Figure VIII 2-10 illustrates
of leak rate
on containment pressureof any
time response in
the absence
It can be seen that
containment sprays.
leak rates of about 200 v/o per day and
greater will preclude containment failure by overpressurization.
A leak rate
of 200 v/o per day would require a hole
or its
equiva3.6 inches in diameter
lent.
Within
this
context the design
basis leakage of 0.1 v/o per day can be
considered negligible.
2.2.9

LEAK RATE FROM CONTAINMENT

The
release of fission products to the
environment is controlled by the leak
In
the
rate
from the containment.
containment
period of time preceding
the leakage is determined by
failure,
the internal pressure of the containment
and
the hole sizes associated with
either containment isolation success or
containment isolation
failure.
At the
failure by steam
time of containment
explosion,
overpressurization, or meltthrough, the fraction of the contents of
the
containment
that
are released
depends upon the containment pressure.
containment
failure has occurred
After
the leak
by one of these mechanisms,
rate
from the containment will be derate
of
termined by the generation
If
sprays
are
noncondensing
gases.
steam
operating with subcooled water,
generated within containment will be
condensed and the generation of hydrogen
and C02 will provide the driving force
not
When
sprays
are
for leakage.
the steam generated within
functioning,
containment will also result in leakage.
The assumptions used in calculating leak
for
the
PWR
rate
from containment
in
subsequences
are
described
Appendix A.
2.3 SUBSEQUENCE PROBABILITIES
VIII 2-11
The event tree shown in Fig.
the five paths to containillustrates
for a
ment failure that are postulated
in
a PWR:
steam
meltdown
accident
explosion in primary vessel, containment
isolation failure, overpressurization of
the containment resulting from hydrogen
burning,
overpressurization of contain-
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and carbon
ment from steam generation
and containment
production,
dioxide
It is expected that
floor meltthrough.
meltthrough would
floor
containment
accompany each of the other containment
meltthrough
events.
However,
failure
the
add to
would not significantly
fission-product source term
atmospheric
in the cases where other containment
It is
failure modes have preceded it.
different paths to
assumed that the
For
failure are exclusive.
containment
example, if a steam explosion introduces
a large hole in containment, it is not
necessary to consider containment overpressurization.

asxs

For a given sequence some of these paths
failure may not be
containment
to
are
subsequences
These
credible.
assigned a probability of zero for that
In the following paragraphs
sequence.
of obtaining the probabilithe method
(Pa,
P1,
of the five subsequences
ties
P.) for the different accident
Py,
P6 ,
sequences are described.
of estimating and
For
the purposes
combining uncertainties in the predicted
values of the various parameters, four
are
distributions
types of statistical
normal, log normal, skewed,
considered:
The normal distribution
and skewed log.
is
characterized by a mean value and a
standard deviation which can be used to
the probability of exceeding
evaluate
any given value by means of normal
The log normal
tables.
distribution
distribution is distinguished by a mean
value and a standard deviation expressed
skewed
The
as powers to the base ten.
by a
are characterized
distributions
mean value and two standard deviations,
the distribution for
representing
one
values greater than the mean and the
other for values less than the mean.
2.3.1

DEFINITIONS

P
Py
P3
P4

P2

of
relative
probabilities
each of the containment failure mechanisms
=
of failure at
probability
the
each decision point in
event
failure
containment
tree

P3
P4I

Pfw

=

probability of a large mass
U02 (>20 percent
of molten
a similar
core) contacting
during the
mass of water
meltdown process

probability of a dispersal
event occurring when molten
into water (effecU02 falls
tive particle size <4000)

acf

=

fraction of steam explosions
leading to containment failure

Phf

=

probability of containment
shortly
after
failure
meltdown assuming hydrogen
combustion has occurred

Phb

=

probability
combustion

P

=

probability
containment

op

of

of
of failure
the peak
at

pressure without
combustion
Poph

Pom

2.3.2

hydrogen

hydrogen

=

probability of failure of
at
the peak
containment
pressure with hydrogen combustion

=

probability of containment
overpressure preceding meltthrough

CONTAINMENT FAILURE RESULTING
FROM A STEAM EXPLOSION

A broad band of uncertainty must be associated with a quantitative evaluation
of the
of the
likelihood of failure
containment as the result of a steam
The
in
the primary vessel.
explosion
postulated
sequence of events which is
to lead to containment failure involves:
mass of molten
the holdup of a large
the grid plate during core
U02 above
dropping of the melt into
meltdown;
water in the lower plenum; occurrence of
a dispersal event which presents a large
for rapid
interface
molten U02-water
of a
and acceleration
heat transfer;
piston which impacts the
fuel-water
the controlupper head of the vessel,
rod shield, and the containment ceiling.
of
The physical phenomena in each stage
are extremely complex and
the sequence
it is not possible at present to predict
The
with accuracy the course of events.
fuel
and water
time at which molten
interact,
the masses of fuel and water
involved, the character of the dispersal
reaction
that occurs
and the
event,
fuel
remaining above the
between the
the expanding water
grid
plate and
to uncertainty.
subject
column are all
To assess the probability of containment
artififailure, this probability has
into
three
divided
been
cially
definition of
The
independent terms.
each term was given above.
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(VIII 2-1)

P1 = Pfwasxsa cf"

Appendix A
discussed in
Calculations
indicate that molten fuel cannot travel
far through cooler regions of the core
The accumulation of
without refreezing.
a large pool of molten fuel is therefore
Pfw
The uncertainties in
quite likely.
include potential for extensive vaporization of the fuel and the possibility
of no water in the lower plenum at the
fuel and water
time when the molten
two factors
The latter
would interact.
are expected to be small for the PWR
For these reasons
accidents considered.
estimated to
the probability of Pfw is
be near unity with a small uncertainty.

Pfw = 10-0.05

(±0.05)

interactions
Experience with explosive
and water is
between molten materials
Insufficient
described in Appendix A.
data exist for molten U0 2 in water to
given
conditions
predict under any
whether or not an explosive interaction
From the observed behavior
will occur.
of other molten materials and water,
the
to
with
regard
particularly
to known
of subcooling
significance
felt
that
is
dispersal mechanisms, it
of steam explosions
the
likelihood
in
occurring under the given conditions
Because of
the primary vessel is small.
the lack of understanding of the U02however, the possiwater interaction,
event must be
bility
of an explosion
The range of probability
recognized.
is
which has been assigned to asxs
intended to represent the probability of
to
expected
a dispersal event which is
The
be small but could be moderate.
to
this
assigned
value
numerical
is
largely a matter of
probability
of
history
based on the
judgment
physical explosions and discussions with
researchers in this and related areas.

asxs

-

10-1 (+0.5, -1)

Appendix C describes a series of calcuto determine the
performed
lations
which
containment
under
conditions
from a steam
result
would
failure
considered
Key parameters
explosion.
surface area produced by
are effective
time required
the dispersal mechanism,
the molten core into the
to introduce
water, and magnitude of heat-transfer
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coefficients.
The results of these
the dispersal
studies indicate that if
mechanism results in effective particle
sizes less than 4000 v', containment will
be breached for insertion rates of fuel
into the water of 200 percent core mass
The minimum
per second or greater.

quantity of U02 that must be involved in
the interaction to lead to containment
failure is about 20 percent of the core.
Although it would be unlikely to observe
dropping rates of U02 into water of the
magnitude of 200 percent per second, two
of
phenomena enhance the likelihood
insertion
such
effective
obtaining
Delay times are often observed
rates.
steam explosions between the time at
in
introduced and
which the hot fluid is
During the
the time of the explosion.
period of the delay a large mass of hot
fluid can be introduced into the water.
U02
amount
of
Also,
as the first
interacts with the water in the lower
plenum, the water surface will swell
rapidly engulfing the remainder of the
molten fuel. This fuel may then be able
to participate in the explosion event.

the probability
Other uncertainties in
of failing containment in an explosion
event involve the effective quantity of
which
the molten fuel
with
water
interacts and the manner in which the
rapidly expanding mixture interacts with
the upper head. The estimated value for
acf reflects results which indicate that
to
rupture
the conditions required
containment are difficult to achieve but
might be expected with a moderately low
The numerical value of
probability.
this probability is derived on the basis
of the calculational results discussed
in Appendix C.
acf = 10-1

(+0.5,

-1)

The combined and rounded probability
this path to containment failure is
P

Z 10-2 (+1,

of

-2)

Although small differences would exist
in the consequences of a steam explosion
with and without containment isolation,
for the purposes of this analysis steam
explosion consequences are considered to
of
be independent of the condition
containment isolation.

P

= P

(VIII 2-2)

that loss of isolation
The probability
will be the principal mode of containment failure will be

CONTAINMENT MELTTHROUGH WITH
CONTAINMENT ISOLATION FAILURE

2. 3. 3

in Fig. VIII 2-10, leak
As
illustrated
(3.6-in.-diam
rates of 200 v/o per day
and greater would preclude conhole)
by overpressurization
tainment failure
the absence of any containment
in
even
taken
sprays.
This value was therefore
dividing point between
as a convenient
leak rates considered as containment
isolation success and containment isolafor
tion failure.
The design leak rate
the
type of containment considered is
day,
with
temporary
0.1
v/a
per
increases up to 1 v/o per day considered
possible
all
Considering
permissible.
to 200 v/o per day, the
leak rates up
the
probability of a leak greater than
normal operating range would be expected
of
to be much less than the probability
Thus
a leak within the operating range.
for this
leak size
a representative
region
should be within the operating
The upper limit on the normal
range.
of leakage, or -1 v/o
operating range
to
therefore,
chosen
per day,
was,
isolation
characterize
containment
success.
For hole sizes greater than the 3.6-in.
equivalent diameter, the average size is
in
the range 8-10 in., corresponding to
a leak rate of about 1000 v/o per day.
of this magnitude, the
For leak rates
containment
exact size of the hole in
effect on the consequences of
has little
a meltdown accident.
The driving force
leakage
from confor fission-product
of the steam
and
tainment consists
are
generated
noncondensables
that
accident.
during the course of the
the
Except
for short time periods,
and vapors
production
rate of gases
for leakage is less than the
available
choked flow rate through a 8-10-in. diam
Thus the leak rate is effectively
hole.
determined by the net production of
gases and vapors and is independent of
Accident sequences
the exact hole size.
involving containment isolation failure
have accordingly been represented by a
leak rate of 1000 v/o per day.
The probability of containment isolation
failure will then be given by

Pa =

2.3.4

1

7• for

Li >3.6 in.,

P1 ) P 2 .

(VIII 2-4)

HYDROGEN COMBUSTION

The containment pressure at the end of
calculated
including the
meltdown is
the
burning of hydrogen to evaluate
The
potential for overpressure failure.
contribution of hydrogen from 75 percent
zirconium-water
reaction is
equivalent
and
shown in Figs. VIII 2-4, VIII 2-6,
VIII 2-7.
The probability of failure,
is
assessed assuming a
normal
Phf,
distribution of failure pressures with a
standard deviation of 15 psi around the
estimated failure pressure of 100 psia.
in
which
For the pressure transients
more than one peak
is predicted, the
maximum value of the pressure is used.
The likelihood of hydrogen burning as it
is evolved from the primary vessel, Phb,
The location
must also be considered.
of the break (hot leg or cold leg) will
affect the
temperature at which the
For a coldhydrogen leaves the vessel.
the hydrogen will pass
leg
break,
through the unbroken loops and be cooled
to the temperature of the steam generators before
entering the containment
Combustion will require the
atmosphere.
as
well
availability of oxygen as
In
a hot-leg break,
ignition source.
the hydrogen will probably enter the
at a temperature above the
containment
Whether the
autoignition temperature.
hydrogen burns or not will then depend
upon the availability of oxygen at the
break.
If the hydrogen is transported a
significant distance before encountering
oxygen,
its
temperature will decrease
ignition source may again be
and an
for combustion to take place.
required
a condition of
Another possibility is
An overall value
only partial
burning.
has
been
(+0.25)
of
Phb = 0.25
employed.
P3 =

2 =

(1 -

(VIII 2-5)

hfPhb,

(VIII 2-3)

P

= P 3 (l

-

P 2 ) (1 - Pl)-

(VIII 2-6)

where
2.3.5
'Ii

=

CONTAINMENT OVERPRESSURIZATION

In
some cases
pressure is not

probability of leak size Li.
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the rise in containment
water-limited
and the

internal pressure would reach extremely
to
high levels if the containment were
intact.
In
other cases the
remain
runs out of
internal pressure literally
steam at a point near the band of
the
former
failure
pressure.
In
sequences, the failure of containment is
In
the latter
considered a certainty.
sequences,
the probability of failure,
P... is
assessed
assuming a
normal
Again
distribution of failure pressure.
and a
a standard deviation of 15 psi
pressure
of 100 psia are used.
failure
peak pressure
includes
The calculated
CO2
and the steam
that
from
the
generated fiom interaction of the molten
fuel with the concrete floor.

containment overpressurization occurring
prior to the time at which containment
meltthrough can relieve
pressure,
Pom,
is
determined by using normal distribution tables.

Since overpressure
of the containment
and containment meltthrough can occur at
same time,
it
is
approximately
the
to consider the competition
necessary
the
Since
between the two events.
containment meltthrough
uncertainty in
been
time is
great,
this time has
treated
as having a skewed distribution
time,
18
(+10,
about the estimated
probability
of
-5 hours).
The

If the other modes of containment failure are avoided, containment meltthrough
is treated as a certainty.
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P4

op om

P6 =P

4

(1 - P 3 ) (i

(VIII 2-7)

- P 2 ) (1 -

P1).
(VIII 2-8)

2.3.6

PC =(

CONTAINMENT MELTTHROUGH

- P 4 ) (1 -

P(3)1( - P2 (1

- Pl).

(VIII 2-9)
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Section 3
BWR Analyses

3.1 ACCIDENT SEQUENCE RESULTING IN
CORE MELTDOWN

ECCS pumps will fail
due to the loss
of the required Net Positive Suction
Head (NPSH); however, these leakages
are sufficiently high to prevent
primary containment failure by overpressurization.

Failures of the following engineered
safety features have been considered in
various
combinations
as they might affect the development
of degraded core
conditions
in the event of a recirculation line break
in
a BWR:
electric
power,
loss of vapor suppression, loss
of containment isolation, emergency core
cooling system operation, emergency core
cooling system function,
scram,
and
long-term
cooling.
The definitions of
the failures of these systems and their
influence
on the course of the accident
are given below.

c.

EMERGENCY COOLING INJECTION

Failure to provide a-c and d-c power for
the operation of the engineered safety
features required to mitigate the initiating event.

a.

Failure of (a) any Core Spray Injection System (CSIS) pump with no Low
Pressure
Coolant Injection System
(LPCIS) operational or (b) more than
two CSIS pumps and one LPCI pump; as
well as
their associated controls,
piping, etc.

b.

Failure
of
(a) two CSIS pumps with
no LPCIS operational or
(b)
three
LPCI
pumps
with no core spray
operational or (c) more than three
LPCI pumps and more than three core
spray pumps; as well as their associated controls, piping, etc.

VAPOR SUPPRESSION SYSTEM (VSS)
Failure of the vapor suppression system
to condense
an adequate quantity of
steam discharged from the drywell to the
wetwell to prevent an overpressurization
of the primary containment sufficient to
result in its
rupture.
Loss of vapor
suppression with the attendant failure
of containment may not of itself
lead to
core meltdown since the other safeguards
could still
be operable, assuming failure does not lead to the loss of water
from the torus.

For success,
the minimum design ECCS
(Emergency Core Cooling System)
must
operate until the core is
reflooded at
which time one ECCS pump is sufficient
to maintain
the water
level in
the
vessel.

(CL)

Three cases of containment
failures are considered:

(ECI)

Two definitions for emergency core cooling operational
failures
have
been
developed:

ELECTRIC POWER SYSTEM (EPS)

CONTAINMENT LEAKAGE

Leakage greater than 3600 v/o per
day
(approximately
a
6-in.-diam
opening).
This
will result in
secondary containment failure during
the blowdown phase of the accident.

isolations

a.

Minor failures of Primary Containment System
(PCS)
isolation which
result in leakage to the Secondary
Containment
System
(SCS)
of less
than 100 v/o per day; this is equivalent to approximately a l-in.-diam
hole.

b.

Failures of the PCS which result in
leakage to the SCS in excess of 100
v/o per day but less than 3600 v/o
per day.
With these leak rates
and
the loss of long-term cooling of the

EMERGENCY COOLING FUNCTION

(ECF)

Failure to provide the required quantity
of water to the reactor core to prevent
core melt,
due to structural failures
such as:
core shroud failure, jet
pump
failure,
or other damage which may
result from initial
blowdown.
SCRAM
The failure to insert control rods prior
to reflooding the
core with ECCS in
order to ensure
subcriticality of the
reactor.
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LONG-TERM COOLING

(LTC)

to provide core cooling through
Failure
at least one Residual Heat Removal (RHR)
loop consisting of one pump, one heat
exchanger,
one high-pressure
service
water pump, one emergency service water
controls,
pump and
the
associated
valves,
piping,
etc., or by use of one
core spray pump in conjunction with the
above.
Loss of long-term cooling will
lead to overheating of the suppression
overpressurization
of the
pool water,
and
containment, failure of the ECCS,
core meltdown.
The particular sequence
of events may vary if failures of other
accompany
loss of long-term
safeguards
cooling.

3.2 ANALYSIS OF DEGRADED ACCIDENT
BEHAVIOR
3.2.1

BASIC ASSUMPTIONS

for BWR
The
governing accident case
safety evaluations is generally taken to
be a double-ended rupture of a primary
This is the
coolant recirculation line.
situation selected as the starting point
for the present degraded accident conseThe design of BWR
quence assessment.
systems normally provides a diversity
core cooling
and redundancy of standby
systems as protection against the entire
spectrum of potential LOCA's.
For the
purpose
of this study,
however,
the
operability of only the minimum design
Spebasis safeguards has been assumed.
cifically, for the double-ended recirculation line break, the minimum required
safeguards were assumed to consist of
two
Low
Pressure Coolant Injection
(LPCI) pumps, one Core Spray Loop which
contains
two Core Spray Injection (CSI)
pumps, and one Residual Heat Removal
No High Pressure Coolant
(RHR)
loop.
Injection System (HPCIS) or Containment
It
Spray operability were considered.
is recognized that several other combinations of the total
available safeguards could provide the desired level
of protection.

LTC,
if
type of structural
failure.
available,
is
assumed to be manually
acciactivated at 600 seconds into the
dent.
3.2.2

ACCIDENT TIME SCALE

For the above
accident and safeguards
operation,
the expected sequence
of
events would be as follows:
Event

Time,
sec

Double-ended recirculation
line break with attendant
loss of normal auxiliary
power

0.0

Reactor vessel low water
main steam
level initiates
isolation valves closure

0.5

Reactor scram signal from
high drywell pressure

1.0

Diesel generators signaled
Primary conto start.
tainment isolated.
Core
spray and low pressure
coolant injection systems
signaled to start

3.0

Primary system depressurization complete.
Core
spray system operating

30.0

Low-pressure coolant
injection system operating

43.0

Signal for emergency service water pumps to start

55.0

Emergency service water
pumps at rated speed

60.0

Core effectively reflooded

95.0

Manual activation of
residual heat removal
system
Maximum suppression pool
temperature reached

For purposes of degraded accident evaluation the ECCS, if operable, are assumed
to refill
the reactor vessel and keep it
pumps;
filled
to the level of the jet
excess capacity is assumed to spill
to
the floor of the drywell and flow back
of
to the suppression pool.
Failure
core cooling operation is
emergency
into
interpreted as no water injected
Loss of emergency
the reactor vessel.
core cooling function is taken as delivery of the requisite quantity of water
to
to the reactor vessel but failure
provide the desired cooling due to some

600.0

4.6 x 104

of events
should
The above sequence
be
representative of most large BWR
systems.
3.2.3

CORE MELTDOWN

Accident sequences involving the failure
of the ECCS to operate or the loss of
in
electric
power lead to dry meltdowns
which the core heats essentially adiaSince essentially
all
the
batically.
primary system water is lost during the
blowdown, there is no significant quantity
of steam for the zirconium-water
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reaction in these cases.
There is
also
force to remove fission
little
driving
products that have been released to the
primary vessel.
As in the PWR cases,
the core is expected to remain above the
a large fraction of
grid plate until
From Fig. VIII A-7
the core has melted.
the LOCA has occurred to
the time after
of the
fraction
that at which a large
molten core would be expected to move
down into the lower head is estimated to
be 150 + 30 minutes.
Core degradation due to loss of emergency core cooling function is particularly
difficult
to evaluate and would be expected to depend on the particular nature and extent of damage encountered.
The present analyses indicate that core
melting in
the presence
of emergency
coolant whose heat-removal effectiveness
has been
impaired would take place in
two phases.
In the hottest portions of
the core,
decreased cooling effectiveness would result in heat generation due
to the zirconium-water reaction and thus
accelerate the heatup and melting of
those
regions.
The cooler portions of
the core would take some time to reach
temperatures where zirconium-water reactions would be significant and thus
would reach melting at significantly
later times.
The time after LOCA for
the hotter half of the core to melt is
estimated to be 20 + 10 minutes and for
the cooler half it is 150 + 30 minutes.

3.2.5

STEAM EXPLOSIONS

If during the course of a meltdown accident large quantities of molten core
materials can come into contact with
water,
the possibility of steam explosions must be considered.
The
analyses
described in Appendix C indicate that if
20 or more percent of the core when
molten comes
in
contact with water,
steam explosions in the pressure
vessel
with the potential to fail
containment
could result.
For meltdowns which are a
consequence of loss of electric power or
failure of the ECCS to operate
there
would be little
or no water in the reactor vessel and hence little
likelihood
of steam explosions within the reactor
vessel.
If,
however, meltdown were to
result from failure of the ECCS to function effectively, failure of the reactor
to scram, or emergency coolant pump cavitation,
there would be the possibility
of steam explosions as the molten core
comes in contact with the water
in
the
reactor vessel.
If core meltdown takes
place with the
containment
already
failed,
as would be the case with the
loss of vapor suppression or loss of
LTC, the occurrence of a steam explosion
would not be expected to have, a major
effect on the accident consequences.

The cases in which LTC failure
is
the
cause of reactor meltdown are similar to
the PWR accidents
analyzed.
The core
has
been quenched and is
partially
flooded at the time the emergency
cooling pumps
fail.
The water then boils
off and the core melts.
The time required to achieve 80 percent core melting is quite similar for the BWR and PWR
boiloff meltdown cases.
This time can
therefore be estimated from Fig. VII A-6
as a function of time at which boiloff
begins.
For the BWR wet meltdowns
the
fraction of zirconium reacted is estimated to be 50 + 15 percent of the
core
inventory.
3.2.4

sel, then penetration must occur in less
than 72 minutes.
The best estimate
for
the meltthrough
time after the core
drops into the lower plenum is 30 + 20
minutes for the dry meltdown cases.
For
the wet meltdown cases, an additional 30
minutes will be required for vaporization of the water in
the bottom head
and,
for later onset of core melting,
the meltthrough time will be further
extended due to the decrease in decay
heating.

There is also the possibility of steam
explosions
upon the meltthrough of the
reactor vessel bottom head as the mass
of molten material falls
into the water
on the drywell floor.
The configuration
of the drywell
to wetwell vents would
permit approximately a 2-foot depth of
water to remain
on the drywell floor;
the
temperature
of this water
could
range
from subcooled to saturated, depending on the
particular
accident
sequence
and point in time of interest.
If the molten materials were to fall
into the water in relatively small quantities
and over a period of time,
they
would simply be quenched and the steam
generated in the process would be condensed in the suppression pool.
If,
on
the other hand, a
significant
fraction
of the core were to fall
into the water
coherently, there would be the potential

PRESSURE VESSEL MELTTHROUGH

The lower plenum of the BWR is partially
filled
with control rod guide tubes
and
the lower head contains a number of control
rod drive penetrations.
When the
molten core leaves
the fuel region it
may partially refreeze
on control rod
guide tubes or penetrate these tubes
prior to failure of the bottom head.
If
the time
required to heat the entire
vessel to 2400 F with the decay heat
is
considered
an upper bound to the time
required to penetrate the primary ves-
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pressure rather than meltthrough of
concrete foundation.

for a violent interaction.
Such violent
interactions are of concern if they have
containment and if
the potential to fail
is
containment
the
they occur while
intact.
still
3.2.6

the

Interaction
of the molten core with
groundwater
following containment meltthrough is discussed in Appendix VII.

CONTAINMENT VESSEL PENETRATION

3.2.7
When the molten core together with some
of the reactor internals and part of the
vessel bottom head fall
to the floor of
the drywell,
vaporization of the water
there as well as decomposition of the
concrete will ensue.
Any water on the
drywell floor will be vaporized by the
melt and in the absence of drywell failure will be forced into the suppression
pool and condensed.
The penetration of
the concrete proceeds in a manner similar
to that previously described for the
PWR's.
Initially
the
vaporization
of
free water below the surface of the concrete will cause spalling and a rapid
rate
of penetration of the concrete by
the melt.
As the products of concrete
decomposition are dissolved in the melt,
to
the melt temperature
will decrease
the point where some of the constituents
of the mixture begin to precipitate.
From this point onward in time the progress, of the melt through the concrete is
controlled by the rate of decay heat
generation.
The initial
rapid spalling
is estimated to penetrate a 1.5-ft depth
the
of concrete in
about 20 minutes,
subsequent meltthrough proceeds
at a
rate of about 0.5 ft per hour.
The CO2
and water vapor generated by the decomposition of concrete will be forced into
the suppression
pool where the latter
will condense.
The
CO2
together with
the other noncondensables will collect
in the suppression chamber gas space and
lead to containment failure by overpressurization.
Figure VIII 3-1
gives the
partial contributions
as well as combined pressures of the various constituents within the containment.
The CO 2
pressure contribution is
based on the
decomposition
of approximately a 20-ftdiam x 8-ft-high cylinder of concrete
below the reactor vessel within the
drywell vessel.
The quantity of CO 2
together with the other noncondensables
when confined in
the suppression
pool
gas space will result in a pressure more
than sufficient to rupture the containment.
If
the melt progresses radially
outward as well as down,
as might be
expected, a larger quantity of C02 would
be generated prior to the time that the
melt reaches the steel vessel.
Further,
since the bottom of the drywell vessel
is
embedded in concrete, meltthrough of
the steel vessel would not necessarily
imply a breach
of containment.
Thus,
with less than about 100 percent per day
leakage, containment would fail
by over-

HYDROGEN COMBUSTION

BWR containment atmospheres are
inerted
by
purging with nitrogen until the
oxygen content is below 5 percent.
The
oxygen
is
maintained at or below this
level during normal operation.
At this
oxygen
concentration
the containment
atmosphere is outside hydrogen
flammability
limits, regardless of the quantity of hydrogen in the atmosphere.
Radiolytic decomposition of water during the
course of the accident would add oxygen
as well as hydrogen to the atmosphere.
During the accident times of interest
here,
i.e.,
of the order of a day or
less, radiolytic decomposition of water
would not result in a flammable mixture.
For longer time periods, the containment
would have failed by other mechanisms
and hydrogen combustion would not be of
concern.
If
the hydrogen generated by
the zirconium-water reaction is included
in
the consideration,
the atmosphere
will be outside the flammability
range
even if
oxygen in the containment approaches the equilibrium value
achievable by radiolysis.
Thus it is concluded that hydrogen
combustion can be eliminated as a mechanism
of containment failure in
the BWR degraded accident sequences.
Some of the
bases for this conclusion
are
further
discussed in Appendix D.
3.2.8

CONTAINMENT RESPONSE

Functioning of the vapor suppression
containment as designed leads
to relatively low accident pressures within the
containment except for the early portions of the blowdown.
If,
however,
condensation of the steam generated by
primary system depressurization does not
take place, for whatever
reason,
pressures significantly in excess of design
levels would result.
Assuming
that
steam condensation
does not take place
and that the entire free volume of the
containment is available, primary system
depressurization would result in a pressure of about 250 psia within the reactor containment design assumed for this
study.
As this is well above the 175 +
25 psia failure pressure determined
iii
Appendix E, primary containment rupture
would be expected.
If this failure
did
not
lead to loss of suppression pool
water, but only in venting of the steam
from the containment,
it may still
be
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is
pressure
decrease
initial
rapid
of
associated with the condensation
steam by the suppression pool and the
equilibration of the noncondensables.
and melts, the
As the core overheats
due to
increases
containment pressure
of hydrogen by the
generation
the
The reaction
zirconium-water reaction.
of the cladding with water has been
course by the
assumed to have run its
150 minutes;
end of core meltdown, i.e.,
change
pressure
is
little
thus there
during the time of pressure vessel meltAssuming no damaging steam exthrough.
to the
plosion as the molten mass falls
floor,
pressure vessel meltdrywell
through will be followed by vaporization
of the water at the bottom of the drywell and the rapid attack of the conthe
During this period,
crete floor.
pressure within the system will increase
rapidly and lead to large flow rates of
steam and noncondensables from the drywell to the suppression pool, where the
The rapid
former will be condensed.
pressure increase occurring between 210230 minutes in Fig. VIII 3-2 is associthe nonated with the transport of all
to the suppression chamber
condensables
After 230 minutes the presgas space.
sure will continue to increase but at a
significantly lower rate due to the continued evolution of CO 2 from the decomThis will continposition of concrete.
ue until the containment fails.

cooling
standby core
possible for the
systems to operate and thus prevent core
melting.
long-term cooling with
failure of
The
all
the other safeguards systems working
would lead to a gradual increase in the
and
suppression pool water temperature
containment pressure
attendant gradual
increase.
With a design basis containrate,
the loss of LTC will
ment leak
lead to containment failure by overpresWith largsurization in about 25 hour.
could
er leak rates the time to failure
be extended;
in
such cases, however,
system
core cooling
loss of standby
due to cavitation must be considpumps
a
discussed in
ered.
This aspect is
later
section of the report.
The minimum safeguards for the purpose
were assumed to be
of this evaluation
and one
two LPCI pumps, two CSI pumps,
This combination is suffiRHR loop.
the core
reflood
cient to effectively
and more than sufficient to maintain the
With the combinacore water inventory.
tion of bottom flooding and core spray,
decay heat would be accommodated with
or no net steam generation.
little
Under degraded ECCS operation, there may
generation of steam from
be continued
the core; this could lead to the drywell
3 psi higher
remaining about
pressure
chamber
suppression
the
than that in
with no equalization of the noncondensthe conables.
Under such conditions
tainment would remain at an elevated
pressure for an extended time.

Containment pressure response for failure of emergency core cooling operation
In this
case
is shown in Fig. VIII 3-3.
there would not be enough water available in the reactor vessel for an appreciable extent of zirconium-water reaction and the containment pressure would
remain
at a low level during the core
melting and pressure vessel meltthrough
When the molten
phases of the accident.
will
mass falls
to the drywell floor it
contact with water, and the
come into
reaction of the molten zirconium with
However, since
water can be expected.
the geometry in this case will not be as
favorable for the reaction as during the
core meltdown, the extent of reinitial
action is estimated to be 25 percent of
Again
zirconium in the core.
the total
a damaging steam explosion,
barring
pressure vessel meltthrough will be followed by a rapid pressure increase and
the flow of steam and noncondensables
pool.
The rapid
into the suppression
pressure increase from 180-210 minutes
Fig. VIII 3-3 reflects the transport
in
to the suppresof the noncondensables
The
slower pressure insion chamber.
is
due to the conthat
crease after
evolution of C02 from concrete
tinued
until
this
continues
decomposition;
containment failure.

The location of the noncondensable gases
will have a significant effect on the
overall BWR containment pressures fol3-1
Figure VIII
lowing an accident.
as well as combined
gives the partial
pressures of the various constituents of
the containment atmosphere as a function
of containment temperature and disposiThe prestion of the noncondensables.
sure contribution due to hydrogen is
based on the reaction with water of 50
the core
percent of the zirconium in
(equivalent of 83 percent of the fuel
cladding); the carbon dioxide contribution assumes the decomposition of a 20at
ft-diam by 8-ft cylinder of concrete
It may be
the bottom of the drywell.
noted that with minimum design basis
the containment
operating,
safeguards
130 temperature range of interest is
190 F.
Figure VIII 3-2 gives the expected containment pressure response for an accifailure
of
involving
dent
sequence
The
function.
emergency core cooling
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3.2.9

CONTAINMENT ISOLATION FAILURES

The LPCI and CSI pumps take their suction from the suppression pool and have
NPSH requirements of 25 to 28 ft.
They
are not always designed to operate in
the absence of positive pressure in
the
containment.
Thus the possibility of
pump cavitation must be considered
in
the evaluation
of the various accident
sequences, particularly those involving
loss
of containment
isolation.
The
heat-removal capacity of a single RHR
loop,
the minimum design basis, is less
than the decay power early in the accident.
This imbalance is accommodated by
an increase
in
the
suppression pool
about 4.6 x 104
temperature until
water
seconds;
after
that time
the
heatremoval capacity exceeds the decay heat
generation and the pool temperature decreases
gradually with time.
With more
than the minimum design basis LTC available
there would not be this temporary
imbalance between heat generation
and
heat removal.
If containment integrity
is maintained, i.e.,
leakage
from the
containment
does not exceed the design
leak rate, pump cavitation will not occur regardless
of pool water temperature.
In the event of loss of LTC the
pool temperature will increase continuously and the containment will fail
from
overpressure.
Containment failure will
then be followed by pump cavitation.
Failure of containment isolation, i.e.,
excessive leakage rather than the total
loss of containment integrity,
would
lead to the loss of noncondensables from
the containment.
This would not result
in pump cavitation if
the RHR
system
were functioning.
With loss of containment isolation and failure
of the RHR
system,
cavitation of the standby core
cooling system pumps would be expected.
Figures VIII 3-4 and VIII 3-5 illustrate
containment pressure-time histories with
loss of RHR and several containment leak
rates with the noncondensables
in
the
suppression
chamber
and
equalized,
respectively.
It is seen that for leak
rates
in excess of 100 percent per day,
pump cavitation
will
occur
before
containment
overpressurization.
Based
on critical
flow of steam
with
a
discharge
coefficient of 0.6,
a leak
rate equal to 100 percent of the free
volume of the containment corresponds to
an orifice size of 1 inch;
a 1000
percent per day leak corresponds to a
3.2-in.-diam hole, etc.
With the containment at atmospheric pressure, pump
cavitation would be expected
to occur
when the suppression pool water temperature reaches 190 F, or about 1.5 x 10
seconds into the accident.
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If
the containment
fails
due to the
failure of vapor suppression but without
loss of water from the suppression pool,
the standby core cooling systems could
still
operate.
If
loss of vapor suppression is accompanied by the loss of
residual heat removal capability, pump
cavitttion would take place at about 2.4
x 10
seconds.
In this situation, the
pool water would not have absorbed
the
energy of the flashing primary coolant
and thus would require longer to attain
the
temperature
at which cavitation
would occur.
The location as well as the size of containment isolation failures can have a
bearing on the overall accident consequences.
If the containment isolation
failure takes place in the drywell, fission products released from the core may
leak directly to the secondary containment.
In the event of secondary containment failure
this may result in a
large release of radioactivity
to the
environment,
even if
gross failure of
the primary containment is avoided.
For
isolation failures
in
the suppression
chamber gas space, on the other hand,
the leakage of fission products will be
through the pool and
then out to the
secondary containment.
The water in the
pool would be expected to retain most of
the particulates and a large fraction of
the iodine.
Thus even in the event of
secondary
containment
failure there
would be a significant reduction in
the
fission-product release for these cases.
3.2.10

SECONDARY CONTAINMENT

The secondary
containment building for
BWR's houses reactor auxiliary systems,
radwaste
equipment,
refueling operations, etc.
It is a controlled leakage
structure which
is normally maintained
at a slightly subatmospheric pressure by
ventilation
fans which exhaust through
the stack.
In the event of an accident,
the normal ventilation system is isolated and the building atmosphere
is
passed through the Standby Gas Treatment
System
(SBGTS)
before being released
through the stack.
Thus the consequences of any activity
release
from the
primary containment
could be greatly
reduced by the presence of the secondary
containment.
For the degraded accident
analyses considered here,
however,
the
possibility
of secondary containment
failure must also be considered.
The secondary
containment assumed in
this evaluation
has
a free volume of 2.5
x 106 ft 3 and is designed for an internal pressure of 0.25 psig.
The design
leak rate is 100 v/o per day at a differential pressure of 0.25 in. of water.

Due to the
low pressure capability of
the secondary
containment,
any catastrophic failure of the primary containthe secondary
ment is expected to fail
also.
Thus steam explosions which fail
the drywell would at the same time
breach the secondary containment building; similarly, overpressurization failure of primary containment will fail
the
secondary.
In addition to the above,
containment isolation
loss of primary
could result in leakage to the secondary
containment greater than the capacity of
the SBGTS and the leakage out.
By considering the flow into the secondary containment through the containment
flow to the SBGTS and
leak,
isolation
building leakage as a function pressure,
is possible to determine the size of
it
isolation failure at which the secondary
building pressure will excontainment
ceed 0.25 psig following blowdown into
the drywell.
It
has been determined
that loss
of. containment
isolation
equivalent to about 5 to 6-in.-diam hole
would lead to the failure of the secondary containment in the event of a large
LOCA.

sion, containment steam explosion, overpressurization, containment leakage from
the drywell,
containment leakage
from
the wetwell, secondary containment failure, and standby gas treatment system
failure.
It
is expected that containment floor meltthrough would accompany
each of the other containment failure
modes.
However,
since meltthrough
is
not the primary mode of containment
failure in any of the cases and since it
would not add appreciably to the atmospheric fission-product source term,
it
has been omitted
from the core melt
event tree.
The violent modes of containment failure, i.e.,
steam explosions
and overpressurization, are treated as
exclusive,
e.g.,
if
a steam explosion
results
in
gross
containment failure
there
is no need to consider the potential
overpressurization.
Also,
violent
primary containment failures as well as
large containment
isolation
failures
will be accompanied by failure of the
secondary containment.
For
a given accident
sequence, i.e.,
LOCA in combination with various engineered safeguards
failures, some of the
paths to containment failure may not be
relevant
or credible.
In
such cases
these paths are assigned a probability
of zero for that particular accident
sequence.
The method of determining the
various
probabilities
of containment
failure for the accident
sequences
of
interest are described below.

The nature
and location of secondary
containment failure can in
itself
have
an influence on the accident consequences.
A steam explosion in
the reactor
vessel which fails
the primary containment would be expected to breach
the
secondary
containment above the reactor
Thus any ensuing actirefueling floor.
vity release would be directly to the
environment.
An overpressure
failure,
on the other hand, could take place anywhere along the primary containment envelope.
If a failure of the latter
type
of
were to occur in the lower portions
the structure,
the activity could be
released into the various
portions of
the secondary containment where considerable holdup and decontamination
could
take place before the release reaches
the environment.
There are parts of the
secondary
containment structures whose
failure would lead to a direct
release
of activity
to the
environment.
In
general, however, it would be expected
that the activity released as a consequence of an overpressure failure of the
primary containment would undergo some
holdup and decontamination
in
passing
through
the secondary containment, even
though the latter
is also failed.

In Fig. VIII 3-6 the numerically subscripted factors,
PI, P 2 , etc., represent the probability of failure at each
decision point in the containment event
tree.
They are defined as follows:

P

-

probability of primary containment
failure due to
a
reactor vessel steam explosion

3.3 SUBSEQUENCE PROBABILITIES
Figure VIII 3-6 illustrates
the various
paths to containment
failure that are
postulated following meltdown accidents
reactor vessel steam exploin
BWR's:
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P2

-

probability
of primary containment failure due to a containment steam explosion

P3

-

probability of primary
tainment
failure
due
overpressure

P4

-

probability of a containment
leak in the wetwell

P5

-

probability that a leak in the
drywell is greater than
2400
percent per day

P6

-

a leak in the
probability
wetwell
is that
greater than 2400
percent per day

conto

P7

-

probability
of secondary containment failure

P8

-

probability
of standby
treatment system failure.

This latter
set of probabilities takes
into account the exclusive
as well as
dependent nature of the various failure
modes for each accident sequence.

gas

3.3.1
The probabilities
of containment leakage, P 4 ,
P5 ,
and P 6 ,
probability of
secondary containment failure with primary containment intact,
P7 ,
and independent
probability of SBGTS
filter
failure, PS, are not dependent on the
core melting sequence.
The numerical
values of these probabilities have to be
determined
from other studies such as
fault tree analyses
of the particular
systems.
They are included in the present analysis since they can affect the
course
and consequences of the overall
accident sequence.
The other probabilities
are dependent on the particular
accident sequence in question, and their
evaluation
has been a significant part
of the present study.

As
discussed previously, the only cases
in which primary vessel steam explosions
are a concern are those in which meltdown takes place with water in the primary vessel and the containment intact.
These would include sequences
entailing
failure
of emergency core cooling function, loss of long-term cooling,
and
failure to scram.
The probability of
containment failure due to a steam explosion is given by

P1 = Pfwasxsacf"

=

P1

PB

=

(1

Py

=

(1 - P 1 ) (1 -

-P)2

-

P2)P3

Pfw
P 2 ) (l -

(1-

=

(i1- P(
- P 2 ) (1 - P3)P4
(i - p 6 )P 7

E8

=

(i - P 1) (I - P2 ) (i - P3 ) P4
(l - P 6 ) (1 - P 7 )P 8

P

=

(i
(I

- P 1 ) (1 - P2)(I - P3)P4
- P 6 ) (1 - P 7 ) (I - P 8 )

(1

-

(l

-

1) (I P4 )p 5

(1
(1

-

P1 ) (1 - P 2 ) (1 - P 3)

-

P 4 )(l

PE

-

=

10-0.05

The probability that a mass of molten
core material
upon contact with water
will disperse finely enough for a violent interaction,
asxs, is believed to
be depending on the temperature
of the
water.
If
the water is subcooled, the
probability of dispersal is significantly higher than if
the water is at or
near saturation conditions, as is
discussed in
Appendix B.
For those degraded accident sequences in
which the
water in
the reactor vessel can be expected to be at or near saturation,
e.g.,
loss of LTC, the probability of a
dispersal event is estimated to be the
same as that for the PWR cases considered previously:

P 2 ) (1 - P 3 )

-P5)P7

sxs = 10-1
P

=

P

=

(i

-

(1

-

(±0.05)

P 3 )P 4 P 6

=

)
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The terms
in
this equation have been
previously defined.
The
probability
that a significant fraction of the core
would accumulate in the molten state and
be available to interact with the water,
Pfw, is believed to be high.
The bases
for this
conclusion
are discussed in
Appendix A.
The
numerical value assigned to this factor is the same as
estimated for the PWR cases,

The
relative probabilities of each of
the branches
of the BWR containment
event tree for any given accident sequence can then
be
determined
as
follows.
P(

CONTAINMENT FAILURES RESULTING
FROM A STEAM EXPLOSION

- 2) (1 - P 3) (l
)(
P 5 ) (1 - P 7 )P
8

-

(+0.5,

-1)

P4 )
In those cases where the water in
the
bottom of the reactor vessel may be
subcooled, e.g.,
failure of emergency
core cooling function, a higher probability
of dispersal is utilized,

( )(
- P
(i - P 3 ) (i - P 4 )
(1 - P 5 ) (1 - P7 ) (I - P 8 )
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a

3

asxs = 10-0.

(+0.25,

-1)

Appendix C describes
calculations performed to determine the conditions under
which drywell failure might result
from
a
steam explosion in the pressure vesthat the
These results indicate
sel.
containment failure from
potential for
steam explosions in the reactor vessel
in BWR's is comparable to that in PWR's.
While the PWR containment shell is
protected by a control rod drive shield and
by some distance, the internal equipment
in the upper portion of the BWR pressure
vessel is effective in absorbing some of
the energy of the expanding mixture of
and steam.
hot (molten) core materials
Thus the probability of a reactor vessel
steam explosion failing containment is
estimated on the basis of these calculations to be
acf = 10-1

(+0.5,

-1)

assumCombining the individual factors
ing a
skewed log-normal distribution,
the probability
of a reactor vessel
steam explosion leading to containment
failure with saturated water is
-2)

P 1 = 10-2 (+1,

and with subcooled water it

P1 = 10-1.35

(+0.8,

is

-2)

Steam explosions are also possible upon
pressure vessel meltthrough as the mass
of molten materials falls
into the water
on the drywell floor.
As
is
the case
with reactor vessel steam explosions, a
significant quantity of molten material
must interact coherently with water to
produce a damaging explosion.
Here
again the probability that a large quantity
of molten material would be available
to interact with the water, Pcfw,
is believed to be large.
Accordingly,
Pcfw = 10-0.05

(±0.05).

The probability that the molten material
is
finely dispersed upon interaction
with the water is taken to be identical
to that for reactor vessel steam explosions,
being
10-1(+0.5, -1)
and
10-3
l25,-l)for saturated and subcooled water, respectively.

The containment steam explosion would
taken place within the 20-ft-ID reactor
vessel support cylinder which is steellined, reinforced concrete approximately
3 ft
thick.
The explosive vaporization
of a significant fraction of the approximately 2 ft
of water at the bottom of
this cylinder will produce pressures
well above the strength of the cylinder,
the latter
being a few hundred psi.
Although there is an opening in the side
of this cylinder for an access door and
the space between the reactor vessel and
the sacrificial shield provides partial
opening at the top, the time scale of a
steam explosion would be too short to
permit
significant
pressure
relief
through these vent areas.
The rise time
of the steam explosion would be on the
order of 30 msec,
much larger than the
sonic transit time through the concrete
wall which is calculated to be about 0.3
msec.
Thus spalling of the concrete
would not be expected,
and failure of
the support cylinder will take place by
an essentially static
overpressurization.
The steam will then be released to the
drywell.
If the pressure
rise within
the drywell
is sufficiently rapid, the
drywell-to-wetwell vents may not be able
to clear in time to avert overpressurization of the drywell.
The time required to clear the vents for a pressure
rise of the type considered here has
been calculated to be 0.1 sec; an additional 0.1 sec would be required to flow
10 percent
of the steam into the suppression pool.
Thus, if a major fraction of the heat transfer between the
molten core and water takes place in 0.2
sec or less, venting of the steam to the
suppression pool will not be possible.
The effective particle diameter associated with this heat transfer time is
about 600 microns, based on the analyses
in Appendix C.
This particle size is
well within the range of sizes observed
in steam explosions.
If
the water within the reactor vessel
support structure were vaporized
faster
than it
could be transported to the
suppression pool,
the incremental
increase in
the
static
pressure in the
drywell would be 112 psi.
The resulting
potential for drywell failure from overpressure would depend upon the preexisting pressure in the drywell at the time
of the event.
Thus the potential
for
failure
due to a containment steam explosion will have to be considered separately for each accident sequence in
question.
If drywell failure does not
occur,
the steam will subsequently flow
into the suppression pool and condense.
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addition to the quasiequilibrium
In
missile generation
pressure of steam,
could be a potential mechanism of failure in the event of a containment steam
As discussed above, the rise
explosion.
time of steam explosions is not expected
to be rapid enough to produce spalling
on the outside of the reinforced conThe overpressure failcylinder.
crete
but
ure may produce concrete fragments,
these would not be expected to have a
relief,
After pressure
high velocity.
together with
steel
reinforcing
the
other supporting structures would still
be expected to provide adequate support
vessel.
to the shell of the pressure
The sheet metal door could be a potenunlikely
missile, but one that is
tial
Further,
drywell.
the
penetrate
to
gap, the drywell vesafter a 2-in. air
backed up by concrete; thus the
is
sel
steel shell could deform locally and
the missile loading to the
transfer
concluded that
is
Thus it
concrete.
failure due to missiles in this case has
than
a significantly lower probability
failure due to overpressure.
3.3.2

CONTAINMENT OVERPRESSURIZATION

from
resulting
For meltdown accidents
loss of LTC or failure of vapor suppression, containment failure due to overcore meltdown
precedes
pressurization
and is accompanied by failure of the
Thus, alternate
secondary containment.
paths to containment failure need not be
In cases
cases.
for these
considered
core
involving failure of emergency
cooling operation or function, if the
intact after initicontainment is still
ation of meltthrough of the drywell
floor, failure due to overpressurization
As noted
considered a certainty.
is
previously, the C02 generated by the
decomposition of concrete together with
the other noncondensables will raise the
failure
above its
containment pressure
the drylevel before the melt reaches
well vessel.
Small containment isolation failures,
equivalent to l-in.-diam holes or
i.e.,
less, will not prelude containment failure by overpressurization.

isolation failures would not
result in
secondary containment failure directly,
would occur when the
although the latter
due to overprimary containment fails
Thus
pressure or other mechanisms.
effectively the only degraded accident
sequences which benefit from the secondare those in which inary containment
failisolation
termediate containment
These failures are
ures are present.
overpressurizalarge enough to prevent
tion of the containment but not so large
as to overpressurize the secondary containment building.
3.3.4

consisting of demisters,
SBGTS,
The
and
high-efficiency particulate filters,
is designed
filters,
activated-charcoal
atto clean the secondary containment
and exhaust through the stack.
mosphere
Thus the consequences of any radioactifrom the primary containvity release
reduced by the
ment could be greatly
The degraded accident
SBGTS operation.
analyses have also considered the possiThe
of failure of the SBGTS.
bility
can occur in several ways:
latter
a.

Failure of the secondary containment, discussed above

b.

Failure of the components
e.g.,
train,
treatment
around the
or
through
installation.
improper
requires
probability
studies on the reliability
treatment systems.)

c.

of the compoFailure of some or all
nents of the train due to overloading when subjected to off-design
as may be the case in
conditions,
considered
many of the accidents
(This possibility is being
here.
the Fission Product
evaluated in
Source Term Task.)

SECONDARY CONTAINMENT FAILURE

As noted previously, violent failures of
the primary containment would be expected to result in failure of the secondary
isoIf large containment
containment.
lation failures existed during the blowcontainment would be
secondary
down,
Small containment
expected to fail.

of the
leakage
filters,
(This
separate
of gas

consequences
The SBGTS can mitigate the
of radioactivity release even with some
components failed by leading to
of its
rather than a ground level
an elevated
release.
3.3.5

3.3.3

UNFILTERED ELEVATED RELEASE

HYDROGEN COMBUSTION

Due to inerting of the containment atfor hydrogen
the potential
mosphere,
small and its
combustion in BWR's is
influence on the consequences of meltdown accidents would not be very signithis possibility
Accordingly
ficant.
has not been included in the containment
failure evaluation.
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Appendix A
Thermal Analyses

Al.

CALCULATIONS

The primary purpose of the calculations
described in this appendix is
to provide,
as quantitatively as possible, a
description of the physical conditions
existing
during the course of the accident and the time of occurrence of steam
explosions,
hydrogen explosions,
containment meltthrough, the size of
the
fission-product
source, and the size of
the heat load on the containment.
That
is,
the calculations
in this appendix
define the time
spectrum during which
conditions
exist which may eventually
lead to breach of the containment.
For
example,
the
core heatup calculations
define the amounts of molten UO? and
water available for a steam explosion as
a function of time.
These calculations
also predict
the quantity of Zircaloy
cladding that has reacted with steam to
produce
hydrogen,
which may possibly
explode or burn to breach
the containment.

AI.l CORE HEATUP CALCULATIONS
This section describes core heatup calculations performed for several degraded
core cooling
situations.
The calculations were performed
for two specific
reactors,
representative of a large PWR
and BWR, respectively.
The models
in
the computer
program and many of the
results have general
applicability
to
the accidents studied, although some of
the results apply only to
the specific
designs considered.
The computer program BOIL written for this evaluation
is described and the results of the calculations are presented.
Some of the
calculated
results
appear
elsewhere
throughout
the report,
and are
not
always
repeated
or given further documentation in this appendix.

used in some cases
to calculate:
(1)
core
heatup
for
(very)
low bottomflooding rates which lead to core melting and
(2)
dry heatup of the core in
the complete absence of water.
In
the work that follows, the computer
program BOIL is
discussed,
and
the
results of calculations
with BOIL are
presented.
A1.1.1

COMPUTER PROGRAM BOIL

The computer program BOIL was written to
calculate core heatup in
an accident
where
the fission-product-decay
heat
boils the water out of the pressure vessel and uncovers the core.
The approach
used
is
to divide the core into small
volumes or nodes and (1) calculate
the
heat produced
in each node and perform
heat balances between the fuel and coolant nodes, (2) calculate the water-steam
mixture level in the core and the steamboiloff rate,
and
(3) perform a meltdown calculation when the temperature of
a node exceeds the melting point of U0 2 .
The models in each of the three parts of
the program are discussed below.
Al.l.2
A1.1.2.1

BOIL CALCULATIONS
Heat Transfer.

This section of BOIL (1) calculates the
fission-product-decay heat as a function
of
time, (2) accounts for the reduction
in
the heat source due to
fissionproduct volatilization,
(3) calculates
the heat produced by the zirconium-steam
reaction in the cladding, (4) calculates
convection heat
transfer between
the
fuel rods and the steam or water coolant,
(5)
calculates radiation
heattransfer
losses
from the ends of the
core, and (6) performs heat balances
on
the fuel and coolant.
A1.1.2.1.1
Core Nodalization.
In
the
BOIL calculations,
the core is divided
into a maximum of 10 radial
zones
composed of fuel rods and their associated
flow channels.
The radial
zones
are
sectioned
into
a maximum of 50 axial
nodes.
Most of the calculations
have
been performed for 5 radial and 24 axial
nodes.
The sizes of the radial
zones
are
arbitrary,
and are normally chosen
in a manner which conveniently describes
the radial power distribution of the
core.
In the heat-transfer calculations

The
situation of principal concern in
this discussion is the
"boiloff" accident.
In the "boiloff" accident, as the
term is used here, circulation of water
through the core
is
assumed to stop.
Because the core continues
to generate
decay heat and no further water is being
added, the water in the core begins
to
boil off, and the water level decreases.
The uncovered portions of the core heat
up and eventually
melt.
The computer
program BOIL was written
to describe
this sequence.
The program may also be
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the only coupling between radial zones
before core melting occurs is by a uniform
steam flow rate (lb/hr ft2) at the
At
region.
to the steam-covered
inlet
exit, the steam concentrathe channel
amount of metaltion depends on the
reaction in that particular chanwater
There is normally no coupling of
nel.
radial
zones by conduction, convection,
After core
or radiation heat transfer.
radial zones may (promelting occurs,
gram option) be coupled by steam cross
flow and mixing within the pool of molfuelThe axial
ten fuel in the core.
rod nodes within a given radial zone are
in
the heat-transfer
normally coupled
only through their conneccalculations
During
tion to a common steam channel.
the axial nodes are ascore meltdown,
the molten
sumed to be coupled within
The axial
by convective mixing.
region
nodes are not coupled by conduction heat
The axial nodes in the flow
transfer.
channel are connected by the axial flow
of steam.
The
fission
Decay Heat.
A1.1.2.1.2
is calculated from
heat
product decay
for infinite
the Proposed ANS Standard
irradiation time:
0.076t0181
P/Po~
, 10 < t < 150 sec,
P/P= 0.0766 t

t-0.283

150 < t

RP = 0.13(F -

1.35),

2000

F

(VIII A-2)

where F is the local power-peaking facless
peaking factors
For local
tor.
For
than 1.35, RP is taken to be zero.
temperatures above 2000 F the release
fraction is
RT = 0.471

(1 -

F/3.65) (TR/3000 -

0.67),

(VIII A-3)
where TR is the temperature (F) of the
the BOIL calculaIn
fuel-rod node.
tions, the fission-product-decay heat of
a fuel node is reduced by the fraction
RP or RT to account for loss of fission
fractional
The
maximum
products.
in
the program is
permitted
reduction
It is assumed the fission prod0.30.
ucts are lost from the core and are not
redeposited elsewhere in the core.
expressions for fission proThe above
the
from
duct release were derived
These
shown in
Fig. VIII A-1.
curves
of
curves were constructed on the basis
calculations of fission-gas release preThe calcusented in BMI-1885 (Ref. 2).
lations were performed for the case of a
loss-of-coolant accident with no emerThe preaccident
gency core cooling.
diffusion release of fission gas to the
fuel rod gas gap was found to vary with
the power peaking factor as shown by the
initial
(1500 F) values of the curves in
The preaccident gap conFig. VIII A-1.
tents were assumed to be available for
upon rod rupture.
release immediately
The rod rupture temperature was taken as
that fuel
1500 F, though it recognized
rod failures could occur over a range of
values would
temperatures; the release
be sensitive
to this parameter at
not
associated
the high core heatup rates
The release
with meltdown accidents.
above
1500 F
at temperatures
curves
Fig.
VIII A-1 were developed
given in
refission gas
from the postaccident
lease
values in Table 1 of BMI-1885 and
the core heatup rate data from Fig. 1 of
To accomplish
this, an apBMI-1885.
between fission
proximate relationship
fuel
temperature was
gas release and
This approximate relationconstructed.
given by the bottom curve in
ship is
the
and it
represents
Fig. VIII A-l,
release of fission
thermally activated
The
gas remaining in the U02 itself.
appropriate fractional releases from the
U0 2 are added to the preaccident gap rethe total release
leases
to generate

(VIII A-la)

P/Po = 0.130

temperatures between 1500 F and
is

< 4 x 106 sec, (VIII A-lb)

where P/P is the fraction of operating
power and t is the decay time in seconds
For most of the time period
(Ref. 1).
the Proposed ANS Standard
of interest,
is estimated to give decay heats between
too low and 20 percent too
10 percent
given core
The decay heat of a
high.
node as a function of time is obtained
and
using Equation (VII A-l) with axial
radial power-peaking factors applied to
the average core power density.
Fission-Product Release. For
A1.1.2.1.3
the
fuel-rod temperatures below 1500 F,
assume that
calculations
heat-transfer
For rod
no fission products are lost.
between 1500 F and 2000 F,
temperatures
is
primarily
loss
the fission-product
composed of a puff release (RP), which
depends only on the operating power hisAbove 2000 F,
tory of the fuel node.
the total release depends on both the
rod power and the current temperature of
The fission-productthe fuel node.
fraction programmed in BOIL for
release
VIII-42

various power
curves for the
factors shown in Fig. VIII A-i.
curves were extrapolated to 100
release at a temperature of 5000

0

peaking
All the
percent
F.

0.173 F A R [(T R/100) 4

rad

-

(T0/100) 41
(VIII A-4)

The release versus temperature curves,
while specifically derived using noble
gas diffusion coefficient values, were
assumed to also apply to the other highly volatile fission products, namely
iodine, cesium,
and tellurium. While
there is some
experimental data that
generally
supports this assumption, it
The four
is clearly an approximation.
groups
of fission products classified
here as volatile
contribute about 30
percent of the
total fission product
decay energy at shutdown times of about
an hour.

where
Qrad

=

transfer,

2
radiating area, ft

A

=

TR

=temperature
node, R

of

radiating

temperature
node, R

of

receiver

To=

F
A1.1.2.1.4 Cladding Water Reaction.
The zirconium-steam reaction rate in the
Zircaloy cladding is calculated from the
minimum predicted by
(1) Baker's rate
law or (2) a gas phase diffusion model
(Ref. 3).
The model is the same as that
used in NURLOC (Ref. 3, Eqs. 75-82), and
the equations are not repeated here.
The reaction is stopped at a node if all
of the steam in a flow channel has been
consumed or if all of the cladding has
been consumed.
The cladding-steam reaction is also stopped after
a fuel-rod
node is completely melted, on the assumption that steam will not penetrate a
molten node.
When core melting occurs,
the user of the program may select various options which scope the effects of
channel blockage on the metal-water reaction in the unmelted core zones.
The
program user may (1) let the steam flow
continue through a channel as if no
blockage occurs, (2) assume the channel
plugs and stop the metal-water reaction
in a given channel
above the lowest
melted node, (3) let the steam flow bypass melted
(plugged) channels
and,
therefore,. increase the steam flow rate
in unplugged channels.
Options (2) and
(3) can
significantly reduce the fraction of the cladding in the
core which
In general, it is
reacts with steam.
believed that option
(1) overestimates
the amount of cladding reacted, particularly in BWR's with shrouded fuel ele-~
ments.
Options (2) and (3) probably underestimate the metal-water reaction in
both open-lattice and shrouded elements.

heat

radiation
Btu/hr

=radiation
tor.

interchange

fac-

factor is calculated
The
interchange
assuming the radiating and receiving
surfaces are parallel planes;I thus,

F =

L_
( CR

(VIII A-5)
0

-

1)

where
ER

=
E0=

emissivity of radiating node
emissivity of receiver node.

The area, AR,
is computed in a plane
perpendicular to the axis of the core.
The total heat radiated is calculated by
summing the Qrad over the total
cross
section of the core.
For radiation heat
transfer from the core to the water, the
TR are evaluated in
the plane of the
first uncovered node above the water.
For heat transfer to the internal structure above the core, the TR are evaluated for nodes in a plane at the top of
the core.
It is assumed in the calculations that the maximum amount of heat
that can be radiated from a
(solid or
unmelted)
node is the decay heat of the
node. This restriction is placed on the
radiation
heat transfer because
the
mechanisms for transfer of heat (by conduction and radiation) in the axial direction are normally limited.
Since the
core was divided
into 24 axial nodes,
the maximum amount of heat lost from the
(unmelted) core by radiation is 2/24 of
the decay heat. When the top of
the
core is melted, the radiation heat loss
from the top of the core i~s limited
(in
meltdown Model
B) to
the total decay
heat in the molten pool.
The mechanism
for moving this heat to the surface of
the molten pool is internal natural convection.

RadiaA1.1.2.1.5
Thermal Radiation.
tion heat transfer from the uncovered
(1) the internal
part of the core to
structure above the
core
and (2) the
water inside or below the core is evaluThe heat
ated in the BOIL calculations.
transferred by radiation from a node
with emitting area A R is
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The heat fluxes calculated from Equation
are used to calculate the
(VIII A-4)
above the
temperature of the structure
core.
In these calculations, the strucpieces of known
ture is divided into
If one of the
mass
and heat capacity.
away
pieces melts, it is assumed to fall
another piece to the radiaand expose
tion heat flux.
flux to the water
The radiation heat
contributes to the boiloff of the water
in
the water mass
and
is
included
rate
The boiloff
equations.
balance
is
heat
transfer
radiation
from
with the
generally small in comparison
the core is
unless
other mechanisms,
nearly uncovered.

h

=

0.0144 C G

08

/D

0.2

(VIII A-6)

where
Cp=

steam flow rate,

G
D

specific heat of steam,
F

=

equivalent
nel, ft.

Btu/lb

lb/hr ft

diameter

where
TW

=

saturated

QD,R

=

decay heat of node,

A

=

node
ft2

hB

=

boiling
ficient

-

Heat Transfer.
A1.1.2.1.6 Convection
The core is divided into two convection
regions,
a steam-covered
heat-transfer
covered with a
a region
region and
In
the region
mixture.
water-steam
rod-steam heatabove the mixture, the
h, is calculated
coefficient,
transfer
from a simplified Dittus-Boelter correlation (Ref. 4),

2

of chan-

Steam properties are used in the calcuare not
and the properties
lations,
for changes in the
to account
changed
to
mixture ratio due
steam-hydrogen
For the steam
reaction.
metal-water
flow rates obtained in the boiloff calculations, the convection heat loss from
a small
generally
a fuel-rod node is
the
fraction of the decay heat. That is,
at
heatup rates are nearly adiabatic
the
below 2200 F where
temperatures
and
small,
is
cladding-steam reaction
the gas temperatures closely follow the
small
In view of its
rod temperatures.
treatment of
a more detailed
effect,
convective heat transfer to steam and/or
hydrogen does not appear warranted.
In the water- or mixture-covered regions
the rod temperatures are
of
the core,
assumed to be in a steady-state equilibThe temperarium with boiling water.
ture of a fuel-rod node in the mixturecovered region is
VIII-44

(VIII A-7)

TR = Tw + Q D,R/AhB,

ture

= 300 F

water

heat-transfer

temperaBtu/hr
area,

heat-transfer coef-

350 Btu/hr ft2

F.

of
According to Equation (VIII A-7), all
in
a waterthe decay heat produced
covered fuel-rod node goes into boiling
The fuel-rod temperatures given
water.
are generally
(VIII A-7)
by Equation
20 F greater than the
less
than 10 sophisThus a more
water temperature.
taking into account
ticated
treatment,
in
saturation
changes
time-dependent
heat transfer coefficient,
temperature,
At the end of a
etc., is not necessary.
time-step in the BOIL calculations it is
possible that a fuel-node temperature in
the mixture-covered region may be great(VIII
er than that given by Equation
in two situations:
A-7).
This occurs
increases
(1) when the mixture level
a time-step due to bottom floodduring
fuel node which was
ing and covers a
previously dry, and (2) when molten fuel
region.
drops into the mixture-covered
When this occurs, the fuel node is assumed to be quenched (in one time-step)
the node temperature given by Equato
The assumption of
tion
(VIII A-7).
quenching
in one time-step is justified
These
by transient-conduction analysis.
indicate that for a (typicalculations
cal) 1-minute time step, a fuel rod will
stored
of its
about
90 percent
lose
heat.
Using
A1.1.2.1.7 Node Heat Balances.
heat
treatment,
nodalization
the
sources,
and heat-loss mechanisms described above, BOIL performs heat balthe fuel-rod and
ances and calculates
the
In
flow-channel node temperatures.
BOIL nodalization treatment, a fuel rod
Thus,
the
has only one radial node.
heat-transfer problem is not
conduction
involve
solved, and the heat balances
only changes in stored heat and the heat
The use of only one
sources and losses.
radial
node for a rod is a satisfactory
adiabatic
treatment for the low, nearly
heatup rates (few hundred F/minute) enat
countered in the boiloff situations;
decay power levels the temperature dif-

ference
surface
F.

between
the fuel center and
be only the order of 100
would

In the mixture-covered region,
to-water heat balance is

+ Fmelt

R --

XPVR = QD,R +MW

+ Qmelt -

the fuel-

Qrad -

hA

(TR -

TG),

(VIII A-10)
QD,R = hBA

(TR -

= mRhfg"

TW)

where
(VIII A-8)
QMW

=

heat
from
metal-water
reaction, Btu/hr

=

heat added
to node from
slumping during meltdown,
Btu/hr

where
Qmelt

boiloff rate per node, lb/min
heat of vaporization, Btu/lb.

hfg

radiation
heat-transfer
losses, Btu/hi

and the other notation is the same as in
Equation
(VIII A-7).
Note that the rod
temperature TR changes very slowly (with
the decay heat) in the water-covered region.
The total contribution of the decay heat to the boiloff rate is obtained
by summing
the ffIR for each mixturecovered fuel-rod node.
If at the end of
a time step the temperature of a fuelrod node in the mixture-covered
region
is greater than that obtained from Equation (VIII A-7) (because the
node was
not water-covered
during
the previous
time step), the node is quenched according to the relation,

Qmelt = PCVR (TR - TR)

=

fraction of node melted

=

heat of
Btu/lb

h

=

Equation

TG

=

gas or steam node temperature, F.

Fmelt

fusion

of

node,

(VIII A-6)

The
increase
in
the steam temperature
along the length of the channel is given
by

R,QA t hfg,

C
p

ýT G = h p (T
R -TT

T

G

(VIII A-11)

(VIII A-9)
where
where
p

=

density of fuel rod,

C

=

heat
lb F

capacity

of rod,

VR

=

volume or node,

At

=

time step in
tion, hr

=
QR,Q
TR
I
TR

=
=

lb/ft

ft

3

Z

Btu/

p=

BOIL

=

distance
nel, ft

lb/hr

measured up the chan-

fuel rod circumference,

ft

and the other notation was given previously.
In
Equation (VIII A-10), Qmelt
is calculated assuming the molten pool
mixes and has a uniform temperature.
During node melting, the node temperature
is constant.
(That is,
@TR/3t = 0
when 0 < Fmelt < 1).
Qrad is
zero except for the node at the top of the core
and immediately above the mixture level.
QMW is
always zero when Fmq1tt= 1, and
may also be zero (optional) i
the node
is above a molten region.

calcula-

Equation (VIII A-7)
node

total steam flow rate,

3

boiloff rate from quenching,
lb/hr

temperature

quenching,

=

before

F.

For a fuel-rod node in the steam-covered
region, the node temperature
increases
because the steam flow is insufficient
to carry off the decay heat.
The generalized fuel-rod-node heat balance is

Equations (VIII A-10)
and
(VIII A-11)
are programmed in finite-difference form
for solution
in
BOIL.
The
finitedifference forms of the equations are
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T R (t

+ At)

and the flow out the break in V 2 is

= T R(t) + qAt/pCV R

1fl -n v2ddt 2

(VIII A-10a)
TG(Z + Az) = TR(t + At)

-(TR(t

(VIII A-13)

+ At)
A heat balance on volume V 2 gives

-

dT 2

TG(z))e (\Cp),

P2 v 2 cp

i1CpT 1

2

-

(VIII A-lla)
-hpvApV(T

the heat
where q is
the
sum of all
in
Equation
(VIII
losses
and gains
a
A-10).
In most of the calculations,
time-step
size of At = 1.0 minute and a
node length of Az = 6.0 inches was used.
is
numerically stable
The calculation
mesh sizes;
however,
accuracy
for all
the temperature
appears
to
suffer if
change is much greater than a few hunExperidred degrees (F) per time step.
ence indicates that the primary effect
of too large a time step is to overestimate the metal-water reaction rate and,
consequently, the core heatup rate.

TpV),

where
lb/ft

3

p

=

steam density,

T

=

gas temperature,

hPV

=

heat-transfer
coefficient
V2 ,
from V2 tQ structures in
Btu/hr ft2 F

APV

=

heat-transfer
structures in V2,

TPV

=

temperature of APV,

F

area
ft 2

of

F.

These equations, along with the perfectgas law (Po = constant = pRT), are programmed in BOIL to obtain the steam flow
The parameM2) out the break in V2.
ters ApV and TPV are input constants,
1
and hpV = 0.2 AT 73 is used to estimate
heat-transfer
losses
the
convection
(Ref. 3) from V2 .
A1.1.2.2

Water Boiloff.

In this section of BOIL, the boiloff of
the water in the pressure vessel is calculated.
The components of the boiloff
calculation discussed below include calthe
culations of (1) the heat input to
mixture region, (2) the steam-generation
the mixrate, (3) the water mass, (4)
ture level,
and (5) limitations on the
bottom
to calculate
use of the model
flooding.
to Water.
The
Al.l..2.2.1 Heat Input
heat input to the water includes (1) all
nodes
of the decay heat in the fuel-rod
covered by the swollen mixture of water
heat transfer
and steam, (2) radiation
steam-covered node immefrom the first
the mixture
level,
and
diately above
(3) the
stored heat from the quenching
of fuel nodes which were dry during the
These components of
previous time step.

do

-V1 d-t-1

-

(VIII A-14)

BOIL permits
AI.1.2.1.8
Dry Heatup.
water level in the pressure
any initial
zero.
Consequently,
vessel, including
BOIL may also be used to calculate dry
heatup of the core in the absence of any
water.
An item of interest to the determination
release during dry
of fission-product
from the
heatup is the efflux of steam
pressure vessel due to simple gas expansince there is no steam boiloff
sion.
to carry out fission products, gas expansion provides the principal driving
transport.
for fission-product
force
simple gas-expansion
BOIL includes a
model for calculating efflux during dry
heatup.
The model assumes the core is
in
volume Vl, and the remaining part of
by
represented
the pressure vessel is
volume V2.
The gas in volume V1 follows
the core temperature, expands, and flows
Volume V 2 contains a
into volume V2.
to the containment.
leak which vents
Heat transfer is permitted in volume V 2 .
to be at
The two volumes are assumed
the
same pressure with
approximately
the
through
negligible flow resistance
The steam flow from V1 into
leak paths.
V 2 is

2

(VIII A-12)
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sidered.
However, level swell also
increases
the steam-generation
rate and
decreases the water mass more
quickly.
The net effect of level
swell is to
retard or delay core heatup by several
minutes.
A simple level-swell model
which assumes a linear variation of
the
void
fraction with height
inside the
core is incorporated
in
BOIL.
For a
mixture level, Y, the water mass is

the heat input to the water are given in
Equations
(VIII A-8),
(VIII A-5), and
(VIII A-9).
When molten fuel drops into
the water, the decay heat and the stored
heat are included in the heat input
to
but metal-water reaction is
the water,
neglected.
It is
also implicitly assumed
that steam explosions do not
occur, and the
only effect of molten
fuel is to boil water.
is
It
Steam Flow Rate.
A1.1.2.2.2
assumed that the water in the pressure
vessel is at the saturation temperature.
The steam generation rate is

M=

= AtotYPL

(VIII A-15)

ýn= Q total/h fg,

(1 0

[1

O(4)].

(VIII A-17)

where
where
Qtotal is the sum of all
the heat
inputs to the water as discussed
above.
All
of this
steam is assumed to flow
into the steam-covered part of the core;
that is,
bypass flow is neglected.
When
core melting
occurs,
steam flow may
(optional) be
diverted around channels
assumed to be plugged.

Atot

=

total cross-sectional
area
in
pressure vessel
occupied
2
by mixture, ft

Y

=

mixture
of core,

(X

=

void fraction at the top of
the mixture, and

=

used
is
and
OTZ/Y
evaluate the integral.

Al.1.2.2.3
Water Mass.
The water mass
is calculated by adding the changes
in
the water mass to the value
in the
previous time step.
The mass balance is

M(t + At) = M(t) -

level
ft

above bottom

to

The void fraction
at the top of the
mixture is related to the boiloff
rate
according to the relation

&At + PLACVF t,

QDK

(VIII A-16)

=

r hfg = PsUTaThtothfg,
(VIII A-18)

where
M

where

lb

=

water mass,

PL

=

density
lb/ft

AC

=

flow area of core,

VF

=

"bottom flooding" rate,

=

Equation

of

saturated
ft

QDK

water,

=

the
in
decay heat
total
mixture-covered
fuel
nodes,
Btu/hr

2

Ps

density
lb/ft

UT

steam
at
the topseparation
of
the velocity
mixture,

ft/hr

(VIII A-15).

of

saturated

steam,

ft/hr.
A1.1.2.2.4 Mixture Level.
The water in
the pressure vessel is actually
a mixture
of water and steam.
The volume of
the mixture is larger than the
equivalent mass
of water; and, likewise, the
swollen mixture level
is
greater
than
that of water.
It
is assumed in the
BOIL calculations that core nodes covered by the mixture are cooled.
Consequently, a given mass of water will cool
more of the core if level swell is con-

The possible contributions
of
heat
inputs
from radiation heat transfer and
the quenching of molten
fuel are neglected in the evaluation of the mixture
void fraction.
In the level-swell
calculations, Equation (VIII A-18) is first
used to calculate aT, and the Equation
(VIII A-17)
is used to calculate a new
value of the mixture level Y.
The void
fraction
in
the water above and below
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a
results
in
in Equation (VIII A-18)
maximum value of the void fraction (all
for a
core nodes covered) of aT = 0.75
decay time of 1.0 hr in a typical core.
For decay time less than about 25 min,
predicts maximum
Equation
(VIII A-17)
values of cT greater than 1.0; and BOIL
reduces aT to 1.0 in that case.

If Y is
the core is assumed to be zero.
greater than the core height, the total
mixture height is
Y = Ho(M/PLAtotHo + aH2),
(VIII A-19)
where H0 = active fuel length, ft.
If Y
is
at a level under the core, aT = 0 in
valEquation (VIII A-19); and negative
The
ues of Y are calculated in BOIL.
in
level-swell model in BOIL is similar
concept to those used in RELAP (Ref. 5)
Howand by General Electric (Ref. 6).
RELAP assumes a linear variation
ever,
of the mixture density, G. E. assumes a
linear variation of the mixture quality,
of
and BOIL assumes a linear variation
RELAP and BOIL rethe void-fraction.
quire the program user to specify (input
constant) values of the steam separation
G. E. calculates values of
velocity UT.
UT based on the data of Wilson (Ref. 7).
Wilson's experiments did not mock up the
axial variation of the steam void fraction.
G. E. assumes that Wilson's constant or uniform void fraction is equivin
void
fraction
alent to the average
use of a
required
RELAP
the volume.
constant separation velocity of UT - 3 0
ft/sec
to reproduce experimental blow4).
(Ref.
down in a one-volume vessel
G. E. obtained experimental confirmation
in
a 12-in.of its
level-swell model
pressure vessel
diameter x 14-ft-high
of UT between
using (Wilson's) values
(G. E. assumes
1.0 and about 6 ft/sec.
in the calculations the minimum value of
Wilson's correlation
UT is 1.0 ft/sec.)
of 300 F
at a saturation
temperature
gives (assuming aave = 1/2 aT)

U

T

=

34

0244
ý 6

(aT)1.283 ft/sec,
(VIII A-20)

where D is the hydraulic diameter of the
It
is
not
region in inches (Ref. 6).
however,
how D should be interclear,
preted for a core composed of tube bunWallis (Ref. 8, p. 287) indicates
dles.
that D should be the bundle-housing diameter
rather
than the flow-channel
BWR
In a typical
equivalent diameter.
core
the maximum value of UT from Equation (VIII A-20) is 3.47 ft/sec if D is
the equivalent diameter, and the maximum
UT is about 5.9 ft/sec if D is the housIn the BOIL calculations
ing diameter.
a constant value of UT = 4.5 ft/sec was
used.
Use of this separation velocity

an
The BOIL calculations do not include
"entrainment"
model.
"Entrainment" is
caused by steam being produced so rapidly in
a channel that it "entrains" or
suspends water droplets due to drag
forces,
and carries the water droplets
This phenomenon
up through the channel.
observed, for example; in the FLECHT
is
It is
not
bottom-flooding experiments.
believed,
however, that the entrainment
phenomenon occurs in the boiloff acciis
studied
here.
Entrainment
dent
(1) large forced
believed to require
coolant-injection rates and (2) initialNeither factor
ly hot (%1600 F) rods.
is present in the boiloff calculations.
BOIL may
A1.1.2.2.5
Bottom Flooding.
be used, in some limited cases, for the
study of core heatup with degraded "botIt
is
assumed in the
tom flooding".
added
BOIL calculations that coolant is
at a very low rate to the water inventory at the bottom of the pressure vessel.
BOIL calculates the response of the core
to this bottom-flooding rate using exactly the same model assumptions (with
regard to level swell, fuel-node quenching, steam generation, etc.) as are used
The
in the other boiloff calculations.
limitations on the use of BOIL to calculate bottom flooding include (1) saturated water is injected, (2) the water is
added to the inventory at the bottom of
(3) the flooding
the pressure vessel,
rate should not result in covering more
The
than about one rod node per minute.
restriction is primarily a conselatter
of the assumption in BOIL that a
quence
node can be
previously dry fuel-rod
one 2 time step.
Since the
quenched
in
is
time constant (pcr /k) of a fuel rod
the quenching
1 minute,
approximately
than
assumption is questionable if more
dry node per minute is
one previously
in
For the nodes considered
covered.
the BOIL calculations, a practical upper
is
limit on the bottom-flooding rate
It is also expected
about
0.2 in./sec.
rates,
liquid
flooding
that for large
will become
significant,
entrainment
particularly when the fuel rods are at
A flooding
high temperatures.
initially
saturated water
rate of 0.2 in./sec of
able to remove the
is
just marginally
heat at the end of
total
core-decay
assuming complete coolant vablowdown
of
this
Flooding rates
porization.
order will not prevent core heatup if
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the fuel rods are initially at elevated
temperatures
and
liquid entrainment is
encountered.
A1.1.2.3

Core Meltdown.

To scope the effects of core meltdown on
core heatup, three core meltdown models
were developed
for
incorporation
in
BOIL. The models are not phenomenological in the sense that
slumping is not
based on calculations of stress levels,'
creep rates, or flow rates of molten
materials.
Fuel
slumping is triggered
when a fuel
node reaches the melting
ncjint Of U02 and absorbs additional energy equal to the latent heat of fusion.
Two of the meltdown models (Models A and
B) assume the molten fuel is retained in
the core as a continuous region, and one
model (Model C) assumes the molten
fuel
to fall out of the core as it melts.
Calculations indicate that the different
model assumptions can significantly affect the course of core heatup, primarily because of the influence of the core
meltdown on the boiloff rate and the
cladding-water reaction.
This section
of Appendix A, thus, contains a discussion of the core meltdown and a description of the meltdown models developed
for BOIL.
A1.1.2.3.1 Core-Meltdown Behavior. The
behavior of a core during a meltdown
accident is uncertain.
No cores have
been melted. Experiments involving more
than a cupful of molten U02 are still in
the planning stages.
Some properties of
molten U02 are known:
melting point,
boiling point, and heat of fusion. How'ever, little is known about the viscosity, internal thermal convection, surface
tension, or the metallurgical effects of
various diluents. Nevertheless, considerable insight has been developed by
people working in the field about the
possible course of core meltdown.

*

Because the core power
tends to peak
(about 2.5 times average) at the center
of the
core and because the claddingsteam reaction increases the heatup rate
of the hotter regions, core melting
starts at the center of the core.
Because of the power peaking and the presence of water in the
bottom of the
core,
the core temperatures a foot away
from the melted
region are frequently
calculated
to be more than 1000 F below
the melting point of the fuel.
In these
relatively cool regions, the U02 would
remain solid although the cladding could
be melted. Because the fuel rods in the
core are relatively closely
packed,
there is not room for solid fuel pellets
to fall out of the core nor for gross

distortion of the solid portions of the
core.
In this situation, it is believed
a region of solid rubble would form under the molten fuel, and the molten fuel
would tend
to be retained in the core.
However, since the rubble
continues to
generate heat, it will eventually melt,
and the increasingly larger molten region will move
downward.
If the pool
moves downward fast enough, it will
intercept the water that is boiling out of
the bottom of the core. When this
happens
either
(1) steam explosions will
occur or
(2) the boiloff rate and,
therefore,
the cladding-steam reaction
rate will
increase.
when
the molten
region grows to include 50 to 80 percent
of the core,
it becomes questionable
whether or not the molten region can be
retained inside the core. At this time,
the molten pool will be 3 to 4 ft thick,
and will presumably be held up by a layer of rubble.
When large fractions of
the core are molten,
the core-support
plates and shrouds are also exposed to
high thermal loadings.
Failure of these
major
structural members would release
the molten pool and either (1) the rest
of the water boils out of the pressure
vessel or (2) a steam explosion results.
It is assumed in
the development of
meltdown models A and B that a large
pool of molten U0 2 can be retained in
the core.
It should be noted that a
consequence of this assumption is that
damaging steam explosions become more
probable.
For a holdup mechanism to
exist, at least
two prerequisites are
necessary:
(l) there must be a mechanism for removing the decay heat from
the molten pool
of fuel and (2) there
must be a solid crust or rubble layer at
the bottom of the pool to retain the
liquid U0 2 '
The possible existence of a crust which
supports or tends to restrain the motion
of the molten pool Of U0 2 has been investigated analytically.
Attempts were
made to show (by calculation) that (1) a
hot liquid film Of U02
flowing down a
cold,
solid,
fuel rod or (2) a droplet
of molten U0 2 falling in air through a
cold array of rods would quickly resolidify.
However, the calculations were
inconclusive because of the difficulty
of justifying the model assumptions and
finding experimental data on the viscosity and surface tension of liquid U02 ,
Neglecting
surface-tension
effects,
these calculations indicate that small
droplets and films 0'u50 mil) will resolidify. However, films and droplets as
large as the rod-to-rod spacing may not
resolidify before dropping
out of the
core. Another calculation including the
effects
of surface tension
indicates
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Although UO2 boiloff is not expected to
be a significant heat loss mechanism,
A
some U0 2 vaporization
may occur.
apparently U0 2
dense smoke,
which is
vapor,
has been observed experimentally
This smoke
above molten samples of U0 2 .
could affect some core heat-transfer
processes by inhibiting
thermal-radiaIn the BOIL calcution heat transfer.
lations the heatup of the support structures above
the core is controlled by
radiation heat transfer.
Thus, the existence
of the U0 2 smoke could reduce
as
the heatup rate of these structures
determined by radiation; this would be
to the
compensated by the heatup due
of the U0 2 smoke on the
condensation
same surfaces.
The UO2 smoke would not
significantly
affect
the core
heatup
rate, however.

that droplets
may have
to weigh more
to
than 5 grams before they will
start
is concluded that the existfall.
It
for molten
ence of a holdup mechanism
U0 2
is largely based on experience with
other materials and, to some extent, intuition; based on present knowledge, the
calculational evidence is inconclusive.
The work of Hesson indicates that internal natural convection will be
adequate
most cases to remove the decay heat
in
from the interior of a pool of molten
within the core (Ref. 9).
U0 2 retained
Hesson's experiments were performed usheated saltwater soluing internally
in
tions, and the data were correlated
terms
of the usual dimensionless heatWith thermophysitransfer parameters.
cal property data appropriate to molten
U0 2 , the correlations are used to estimate
the maximum heat fluxes obtainable
from the surfaces of a molten pool of
In
U02 without boiling off the U0 2 .
boiling
inside the
these correlations
pool is
assumed,
but there is no net
loss of U0 2 from the pool by vaporization.
The boiling inside the pool
drives the natural circulation, and the
vapor
is
condensed
inside
the pool.
Values obtained for the maximum downward
(qD) and horizontal (qH) heat fluxes are
qD = 133,000 Btu/hr ft

2
(VIII A-21a)

and
qH = 382,000 Btu/hr ft

2
(VIII A-21b)

Hesson does not give a value for the
flux.
Since the natural
upward heat
convection
heat transfer coefficients
plates are
for horizontal and vertical
(Ref.
4),
it
is
approximately
equal
(qT)
assumed that the upward heat flux
the horizontal
flux.
Assuming
equals
the pool is a cylinder and using these
heat
fluxes,
the total heat lost from
the pool by convection can be calculated
The
and compared with the decay heat.
results of
the calculations
indicate
that natural
convection will transport
the decay heat from a completely melted
the
if
core to the outside surface
meltdown occurs after about 6 minutes in
the BWR and after 17 minutes in the PWR.
core meltdown
is
not
Since complete
likely to occur this early in the accident, it is concluded that a pool of
molten UO2 will not boil away during the
core-meltdown process.
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In meltA1.1.2.3.2 Meltdown Model A.
down Model A, it
is
assumed
that the
heat in
the molten pool is transferred
is
no convection of
downward.
There
heat to the top and sides of the pool.
This model maximizes the downward moveAccording to
ment of the molten pool.
BOIL,
if
the
the model assumptions in
molten region moved downward any faster,
Hesson's work
init would resolidify.
dicates that the convection heat fluxes
the ratio
from a molten pool are in
qD:qH:qT = 1:2.9:2.9.
Thus,
the downward heat flux in Model A exceeds
HesFor Model
son's
pure convection value.
it
is
A to be physically
consistent,
necessary for the molten region to actually penetrate the solid regions below
Thus, Model A is physthe molten pool.
ically consistent with a meltdown situation in which the molten region tends to
cover and mix (downward) with the solid
region at
such a rate that the homogenized molten region remains just at
the
melting temperature.
It is assumed that
the
no solid core material
falls
into
Such an occurmolten pool from above.
rence would tend to keep the temperature
of the solid-liquid mixture at or below
the melting point.
In meltAl.I.2.3.3
Meltdown Model B.
down Model B, it
is
assumed that the
transferred
heat in the molten pool is
transferred
down.
upward, and none is
Within the molten region, heat may be
average
transferred
radially if
the
temperature
of a radial power region
exceeds the melting
temperature.
The
upward is used in the
heat transferred
BOIL calculations
to melt
solid core
which is assumed to fall
into
material,
The amount of
solid
the molten pool.
material falling into the molten pool is
temsufficient to keep the homogenized
perature of the molten pool at the melt-

ing point of U0 2 .
When the top nodes in
the core are melted, it is assumed this
heat may be radiated
to the support
above the core.
Model B is
structures
physically more consistent than Model A
with the pure convection
heat fluxes
given by Hesson's work, where the downward
heat flux was comparatively small.
considers
Model A, on the other hand,
the downward motion of the molten fuel.
a
better
Whether Model A or Model B is
description
of
an actual core meltdown
definitely.
The two
cannot be stated
models yield very similar results for
about
core-meltdown fractions of up to
50 percent.
However, for larger meltin
Model A results
down
fractions,
In
Model A, the
faster core heatup.
more rapid downward progression of the
molten
region
results in
increased
metal-water
reaction when the molten
If
region intercepts
the water level.
it is assumed that at any time during
the meltdown, as predicted by Model B, a
(,I persmall part of the molten core
step)
falls
into the
cent per time
water, the results in the two models are
similar.
In
Model
A1.1.2.3.4
Meltdown Model C.
C it
is
assumed that when a fuel node
to the botmelts, it immediately falls
The fuel
tom of the pressure vessel.
and
node is quenched in one time step,
the decay heat of the node is added to
the water.
The
large boiloff rates
obtained under these assumptions result
in very high heatup rates,
due to the
cladding-steam
reaction,
between the
starts
and
times when core melting first
all
of the water in the pressure vessel
Model C is not believed
is boiled off.
picture of core
to give a
realistic
to illusmeltdown.
It was developed
trate the effect of molten fuel dropping
than being reout of the core rather
tained in a molten zone within the core
region.
A1.2

RESULTS OF BOIL CALCULATIONS

The
results
of
calculations
are
presented in this section of the report.
Although the details of the results
depend on the particular reactor being
and
studied, many of the conclusions
trends seen in
the BOIL results have
The most
some general
applicability.
important variables in the calculations
shutdown
appear to be the time after
and the
that the boiloff sequence starts
initial
pressure-vessel water inventory.
These variables
control the core-decay
and the
heat, the water boiloff rate,
After core
subsequent core heatup rate.
melting starts,
the meltdown or slumping
model used in the calculations can also
significantly influence the core heatup.

described in this
In
the calculations
appendix, the time when the boiloff part
of the accident starts
and the sequence
of events preceding it are assumed to be
known.
These sequences and their probability
are discussed elsewhere.
A1.2.1

PWR RESULTS

For most of the BOIL calculations on the
PWR,
the initial
water inventory in the
to an
pressure vessel was equivalent
unswollen water level at the top of the
cases,
the swollencore.
For these
actually
above
the
mixture level is
situacore.
This is representative of
in which the emergency core cooltions
ing system has functioned in the injection mode.
Many of the results in this
a function of
section are plotted as
accident time, measured from some predethe BOIL
termined initial
condition in
calculations.
As used in this section
of the report, the "time when the boiloff calculations starts"
is not the time
is
It
when the LOCA accident starts.
the time when the water inventory in the
to a known
pressure vessel decreases
unswollen
level, usually the top of the
core.
The time when the boiloff calculation starts
is discussed elsewhere; it
depends on the particular
accident sequence being considered, e.g., the time
when the emergency core cooling recircuIn
addition to
lation system fails.
that illustrate
the expected
results
the section
behavior of the reactor,
includes results that illustrate
effects
in the BOIL proof model assumptions
gram.
Figure VIII A-2 shows how the swollenmixture level and void fraction
at the
top of the core decrease for a boiloff
time.
accident starting at 1.0 hr decay
The initial
unswollen water level was at
the top of the core (12 ft from the botNote that after 30
tom of the core).
min the average mixture void fraction
(aT/ 2 )
is
less than 7 percent, and the
is
not signifieffect of level swell
effect of
cant.
The most important
comlevel swell is to keep the core
pletely
covered (and cooled) for almost
after
boiloff
the first
10 minutes
begins.
Thus,
the level swell retards
core heatup
by about
10
the initial
minutes for this accident.
Figure VIII
A-1 also illustrates
the growth
of the
The axial
molten-fuel zone in the core.
location of the melted fuel nodes in the
highest
(radial)
power zone are shown.
(The core is divided into 5 radial and
regions or nodes.)
Note that
24 axial
significant melting occurs while there
is
still
water
in
the bottom of the
core.
-In meltdown Model A, the mixture
rapidly after about 55
level decreases
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that meltdown Model A probably gives a
picture of core meltdown
more realistic
for very
particularly
than Model B,
of the
fractions
large (')80 percent)
core melted.

intercepts the
fuel
minutes as molten
and the core-meltdown
mixture level,
rate increases due to increased metalIn Model B the molten
water reaction.
for
the mixture
zone
remains above
assuming no fuel
longer,
considerably
In
the
out of the molten zone.
falls
zone
the molten
A
meltdown,
Model
about
reaches the bottom of the core in
60 minutes.

In the calculations above, it is assumed
that core melting does not prevent steam
reaction
flow and stop the metal-water
the core regions above the moltenin
that core
If it is assumed
fuel zone.
the
stops
(channel plugging)
melting
metal-water reaction in a given channel
above the melted zone, the result (lato that
similar
beled Model A') looks
Channel plugging
obtained for Model B.
a BWR core
is probably more likely in
with shrouded fuel elements than in an
open-lattice PWR core.

Figure VIII A-3 shows the water-boiloff
rates for the same
or steam-production
VIII A-2.
situation considered in Fig.
The
boiloff rate remains approximately
constant, at a comparatively high value,
10 minutes because the
for the first
core is completely covered due to level
rate decreases as
The
boiloff
swell.
the mixture level goes down and less of
the core-decay heat is absorbed in the
At 60 minutes in meltdown Model
water.
the boiloff rate increases rapidly
A,
from quenching molten fuel entering the
water.

Acronyms (labeled OZM, MZAB, UCBM, UCPM)
indicate situations where massive strucfailure of the core is possible.
tural
These situations are noted but the BOIL
if
the
continued as
is
calculation
If
damaging
failure
did not occur.
steam explosions occur, they are likely
to follow these massive structural failWhen the molten region reaches
ures.
the core
the outside of the core (OZM),
barrel
may be exposed to molten fuel.
Since the core barrel supports the core,
the core could drop into the bottom of
time.
In
the pressure vessel at this
meltdown Model B there is a large thermal radiation loading on the upper core
plate and core barrel (after the upper
The
core plate melts) above the core.
upper core barrel is predicted to melt
Model
B.
In
(UCBM) at 110 minutes in
Model A,
the molten zone reaches the
in
about 61
bottom of the core (MZAB)
and the core would presumably
minutes,
to the bottom of the pressure
fall
The metal-water
shortly after.
vessel
not
iron is
reaction with the molten
considered in the BOIL calculation.

typical
illustrates
Figure VIII A-4
for fuel-rod
transients
temperature
at
zone)
radial
nodes (in the hottest
and midplane of the
bottom,
the top,
core.
The accident sequence is the same
The top
as considered in Fig. VIII A-2.
and initialof the core uncovers first,
ly heats up at a rate dependent on the
The midplane unfuel-rod-decay heat.
but heats up faster due to
covers later,
the nodes
When
larger decay heat.
its
2500 F, they
reach temperatures above
rates produced by
show typical heatup
The rapid
the zirconium-steam reaction.
after
heatup of the bottom of the core
55 minutes is primarily due to the molten fuel slumping in meltdown Model A.
shows,
for the same
Figure VIII A-5
VIII A-l,
Fig.
accident considered in
the fraction of the core melted as a
function of time for the three meltdown
Models A
models
discussed previously.
core
and B both predict that 50 percent
about 60 min.
reached in
melting
is
time Model A
this
However, at about
that molten fuel contacts the
predicts
water, and the increased zirconium-steam
to
the results
reaction rate causes
fractions.
diverge for larger meltdown
is
also shown, labeled
A calculation
Model B', which is the same as Model B
it
60 minutes,
that,
after
except
assumes 1.0 percent per minute of the
The
into the water.
molten core falls
flow
and
steam
resulting
increased
metal-water reaction produces a result
in
Model A.
similar to that obtained
if
a small part of the molten
Thus,
into the water, the Model A
region falls
Since this
and B results are similar.
is
concluded
seems likely to occur, it

Model C shows a very rapid heatup after
starts
due to the large
core melting
reacsteam flow rates and metal-water
However, after about 40 minutes,
tion.
vessel
of the water in the pressure
all
boiled off and the metal-water reacis
The results of the calculation stops.
of the core
tions
indicate that all
nodes hot enough (over 2500 F) to have a
large metal-water reaction rate quickly
melted, and the nodes that were below
Thus,
2000 F remained relatively cool.
shows
the
calculated core condition
about half of the core in the bottom of
temthe pressure vessel at an average
The original
perature of about 4000 F.
but
core has a hole melted out of it,
fuel is relatively cool
the
remaining
is
This core-meltdown model
(%1500 F).
however,
to be realistic;
not believed
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Figure VIII A-8 shows the core-meltdown
fraction as
a function of time for two
(1) a dry
situations:
BWR accident
starting with end-of-blowdown
heatup
conditions, and (2) a boiloff accident
starting at
100 hr decay time with the
pump nozzle
core covered to the jet
The
(8 ft from the bottom of the core).
core temperatures at the end-of-blowdown
were given by the relation (Ref. 10)

of the
it illustrates
the significance
metal-water reaction in the core heatup.
the fraction of
Figure VIII A-6 shows
for the same
cladding
reacted
the
VIII A-2.
For
accident shown in Fig.
discussed above (Fig. VIII
the reasons
to the
A-5), the results are sensitive
and channel-plugging asmeltdown-model
30 persumptions when more than about
The
cent of the cladding is reacted.
indicate
results of these calculations
likely that more than 30
it
is
highly
and
percent of the cladding will react,
that much higher fractions are possible.

TR = 923

-

0.332) + 540

(VIII A-22)

Figure VIII A-7 shows how the results in
Figs. VIII A-2 to VIII A-6 can be generthe
alized in terms of the time when
boiloff part of the accident starts.
These results indicate that core melta boiloff accident can be exdown in
pected in a few hours even for accidents
starting several days after core shutdown, assuming no further preventative
A calculation is also
action
is taken.
shown in Fig. VIII A-7 for an accident
presstarting at 60 sec with an initial
inventory equivalent
sure vessel water
to an unswollen water level of 6 ft
(core midplane).
A1.2.2

(F

where F is the local power-peaking facan
This relation gives
tor (Ref. 10).
average core temperature of 1157 F and a
peak temperature (F = 2.1) of 2172 F at
In the boiloff
the end of blowdown.
calculation
it
was assumed that the
spray system was operative until the
hr.
started at 100
boiloff accident
the whole core was assumed to be
Thus,
cooled even though the mixture
initially
level was only at an elevation of 8 ft.
Fig.
VIII
case
in
For the dry heatup
A-8, meltdown Models A and B predict the
same curve of fraction core melted verthe molten
zone
sus time.
However,
migrates to different axial positions in
At 60 min in Model A,
the two models.
the molten zone has reached the bottom
In
Model B, the molten
of the core.
zone is still
2.5 ft from the bottom of
the core at an accident time of 60 min.
the top
After about 80 min in Model B,
of the core is melted, and the radiation
of the
heat transfer from the surface
to melt the steel
molten pool begins
structure above the core.

BWR RESULTS

For a boiloff accident starting at the
same decay time, the BWR and PWR results
the
Differences
in
are quite similar.
are primarily atboiloff calculations
in
the core
tributable to differences
power density, pressure-vessel water inof the accident,
ventory at the start
and the fuel-element design (open latof
At the start
tice versus shrouded).
the BWR boiloff calculations, the iniinside the
core
tial
mixture
level
8 ft above the bottom of the
shroud
is
core.
The presence of the fuel-bundle
(1)-the Zircashroud has two effects:
loy in the shroud adds to the potential
for metal water reaction, and (2) shroud
blockages more
probably makes channel
likely and steam bypass of the plugged
are
Thus,
there
channels less likely.
compensating
effects on the amount of
zirconium reacted.
A third consideration
is
that the BOIL programming does
of
not perform a specific calculation
The shroud is
the shroud temperature.
treated approximately by including it in
the fuel-rod cladding.

For the boiloff accident starting at 100
simihr, the core-meltdown behavior is
For
lar to that obtained for the PWR.
both Fig.
boiloff starting at 100 hr,
for the PWR and Fig. VIII A-8
VIII
A-7
for the BWR predict 80 percent core
at the
melting with
the molten zone
in
about
bottom of the core (Model A)
(Note that the boiloff in the
225 min.
with different water
two reactors starts
The above calelevations in the core.)
culations assume there is steam flowing
to unmelted core zones above the water.
causes
assumed
that melting
If it is
so that no Zircaloy
channel blockage
fuel-rod
cladding reacts above a melted
for
node,
then the meltdown results
Model A look approximately the same as
those for Model B.

In addition to the boiloff calculations,
were
also performed
BOIL calculations
for a dry heatup (with no steam flow)
a degraded bottom-flooding
and
for
end-ofsituation starting with the
blowdown conditions.

Fig.
For the boiloff accident shown in
VIII
A-8,
about 25 percent of the core
has
shrouds)
Zircaloy
(cladding plus
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The heat
flooded vessel to saturation.
stored in the primary piping as well as
in secondary coolant in the steam generators was given up to the steam generatThe rate of heat
ed by core-decay heat.
transfer was found to be limited by the
heat capacity of the steam.

reacted at the time when 50 percent of
increase
This may
the core is melted.
60 percent Zircaloy reacted,
to 35 to
depending on the meltdown model selected, when 80 percent of *the core is
melted.
Al. 2.3

BOTTOM-FLOODING

BOIL calculations were performed for
several degraded bottom-flooding rates.
It was assumed that the core temperaand decay heat were given by the
tures
25 sec.
end-of-bJlowdown conditions at
The water level in the pressure vessel
was assumed to be at the bottom of the
and saturated water was added to
core,
the vessel inventory at rates equivalent
to bottom-flooding rates between 0.02
In these calculations,
and 0.2 in./sec.
fuelreaction with the
metal-water
The
neglected.
was
bundle shroud
results indicate that the worst flooding
largest
rate, in terms of producing the
amount of zirconium-steam reaction, is
For higher or lower
about 0.1 in./sec.
flooding rates, the metal-water reaction
0.1
is reduced. For a flooding rate of
in./sec, the amount of cladding reacted
is between 20 and 70 percent, depending
on the assumptions made relative to
channel blockage caused by fuel melting.
than 0.2
less
rates
flooding
For
in./sec, the BOIL calculations predict
more than 20 percent core melting. For
meltdown Model A and a flooding rate of
0.02 in./sec, the molten zone is predicted to be at the bottom of the core at
an accident time of 230 min.

A2. CONTAINMENT HEAT TRANSFER

A2.1.2

CONTAINMENT HEAT SINKS

The
available passive heat sinks within
containment
containment consist of the
liner, miscellaneous metal, and concrete
The quantities and geometstructures.
rical parameters of each were taken or
A steam-coninferred from the FSAR.
densing coefficient of 150 Btu/hr-ft 2 -F
"cold" surfaces
was assumed for all
this value is conwithin containment:
sistent with the results obtained in the
CVTR containment experiments (Ref. 13).
The
rate of heat absorption by the
various
sinks was evaluated by means of
transient-conduction nomograms, as given
by McAdamns
(Ref. 4) and others. With
coefficient, the
the above condensing
containment liner would be heated to the
temperature of the steam in the atmosSince the
phere in less than an hour.
of
specific dimensions
and quantities
miscellaneous metal in the containment
was
were not available, the latter
to heat up at the same rate as
assumed
The concrete
the containment liner.
walls within containment were heated on
external walls
and
both sides;
the
side only.
Heat
foundation,
on one

A2.1 PWR ANALYSES
A2.1.1

The energy generated by the zirconiuminput into the
water reaction was not
containment pressure calculations directly, but was assumed to go into core
It is recognized that the
heating.
gases (i.e., steam and hydrogen) leaving
the core which is undergoing significant
metal-water reaction will be at very
high temperatures; the influence of this
high-temperature gas on the containment
pressure behavior is problematical, howFor a cold-leg break, the hot
ever.
gases will have to pass through the
primary-system piping as well as the
steam generators to reach the containment atmosphere; in such situations the
gases will be cooled to the temperature
For
of the piping and steam generators.
a hot-leg break the heated gases will
containment;
have a direct path to the
but, at extremely high temperatures, the
hydrogen would be expected to ignite
upon exposure to the containment atmosphere. The energy generated by hydrogen
burning would far exceed the sensible
Energy releases
heat of the gas stream.
due to hydrogen burning, where applicable, were included in containment energy
balances.

ENERGY SOURCES

The reactor was assumed to be operating
at full power at the time of the acciThe integrated power generation
dent.
for the first 10 sec after the break was
determined from a typical power shutdown
curve for large breaks. From 10 sec on,
power generation was determined by the
proposed ANS standard (Ref. 1) for decay
heat assuming infinite irradiation time.
The assumption of infinite irradiation
time, on the one hand, will overestimate
decay heat generation; on the other
it should compensate for potentihand,
in
ally nonconservative uncertainties
shutdown heating.
The sensible stored heat of the reactor
and internals was assumed to be
vessel
given up to the cold injection water.
found that the stored heat was
It was
approximately equal to that required to
raise the injection water in the re-
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absorption by the concrete was found to
be governed by conduction within the
concrete itself and largely insensitive
to the condensing coefficient utilized.
A2.1.3

propriate adjustments are made to the
decay power level, safeguards operation,
rates of heat loss, etc. The results of
the containment pressure-time evaluation
for the various accident sequences are
given in the body of this report.

CONTAINMENT ATMOSPHERE

A2.1.5

The temperatures
and pressures in the
containment atmosphere are assumed to be
homogeneous.
The
containment spray
water, if available, is heated to the
condensing temperature of the steam in
its passage through the atmosphere.
The
energy due
to hydrogen burning, if applicable, is distributed uniformly over
the contents of the containment atmosphere.
A2.1..4

CONTAINMENT LEAKAGE

The release of fission products to the
environment is controlled by the leak
rate from the containment.
Prior to
gross
containment failure, the leakage
is determined by the operational leak
rate or by the characteristic hole size
for containment-isolation failure and
the containment pressure.
If the internal pressure exceeds about 25 psia,
the
leakage
flow through an assumed orifice
will be choked and the leak rate will be
4.2 x 10-2 ybo/hr with the containment
isolated and 42 ybo/hr with containmentisolation failure.
The
leak rate is
assumed to vary linearly from zero
to
the choked flow rate in the pressure
range 15-25 psia.
If the containment
pressure is subatmospheric, as would be
the case with all safeguards
functioning, the
leakage is considered to be
zero.

CONTAINMENT PRESSURE-TIME
EVALUATION

The
evaluation
of
the containment
pressure-time history, taking into account the above described cons iderations, is carried out as
follows.
At
any point in time, an energy balance in
the containment atmosphere is calculated
by summing the energy
in the steam
present at the previous time, 'the energy
added by the steam from the core, the
water added by the
sprays, the heat
removed by the heat exchangers, losses
by condensation on the containment heat
sinks, and leakage from the containment.
This gives the total mass
and average
enthalpy of the water in the containment
atmosphere.
Using this enthalpy and an
assumed pressure (which is based on the
pressure at the previous iteration)
a
quality, and hence the amount of steam
in the containment atmosphere, is determined.
From this quantity of steam and
the known volume of the containment
building a resulting partial pressure of
steam is determined.
If the sum of this
partial pressure of steam and the partial
pressure of the noncondensables
does not agree with the pressure assumed
for the computation of the quality, the
calculation is repeated with an adjusted
pressure until a consistent solution is
reached. The steam and water properties
utilized are adjusted in accord with the
predicted temperatures and pressures.
The steam that condenses and the
spray
water are returned to the containment
sump and mixed with the water there.
Mass
and energy balances are computed
for the sump water at each point in
time.

In the event of a containment-isolation
failure, the pressure would approach one
atmosphere rapidly after the blowdown.
Leakage will then depend
upon
the
availability of
a driving force. With
the containment sprays and containment
heat exchangers operating,
any steam
generated will be condensed and the only
contributors
to leakage will be the
hydrogen from the zirconium-water reaction and the carbon dioxide from the
decomposition of concrete during meltthrough.
In sequences where the con.tainment sprays are not operating, steam
generation
could
be
the principal
driving force for leakage.
Similarly,
if the sprays are working but the containment heat exchanger has
failed,
condensation will not take place after
the
spray water has reached saturation.
If
the effective generation
rate of
gases and vapors is less than 42 v/o/hr
with containment-isolation failed, the
leak rate is equal to the generation
rate.
If the generation rate exceeds 42
v/o/hr, the leak rate is held at this
level
and the pressure is allowed to
rise as required to maintain consistency
between production and loss of gases and
vapors.

After the conditions in the containment
atmosphere and
in the sump have been
evaluated,
time is
advanced and the
procedure is
repeated as many times as
required to cover the accident sequence
As time is advanced, apin question.

Containment failure by steam explosion,
overpressure, or meltthrough is accompanied by a puff release of a fraction of
the containment atmosphere;
the magnitude of the puff release will depend on
the containment pressure at the time of
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of the
the location
the failure and
Failures due to steam explofailure.
are assumed to
and overpressure
sions
and vent to the
above ground
occur
failures vent
Meltthrough
atmosphere.
against the static
to the atmosphere
head of the groundwater; in some cases
pressure
exceed the
may
latter
the
within containment.
After containment failure due to a steam
explosion or overpressure, the breach in
large
containment is assumed to be too
to
limit flow and the leak rates are
taken equal to the net generation
rates
of gases
and vapors.
For sequences in
which sprays are operating and a steam
explosion fails
containment, the sprays
are assumed to continue operating,
even
though there is a significant probability that the steam explosion may fail
the
sprays also.
For over-pressure failure
the spray pumps would cavitate
if
they
were operating at the time.
If the primary mode of containment
failure
is
meltthrough,
the subsequent pressure
within the building will be controlled
by the static
head of groundwater surrounding the building
foundation.
Any
steam generation would be condensed as
it
flows through
the breach
in
the
foundation mat.
Noncondensables
will
leak out through the ground as well as
through normal leakage paths.
During the period of core melting
the
steam generation rate is approximately
equal to the available decay heat, i.e.,
total decay heat reduced by the escape
of the volatile fission products.
All
the hydrogen production is assumed to
take place during initial
core meltdown.
After the molten core drops to the lower
plenum, the water there is evaporated in
15 minutes by partial quenching of the
core.
During the remainder of pressure
vessel meltthrough there is no further
gas or vapor generation.
After the melt
drops
into the vessel cavity it will
to vaporize
any water there as
start
well as attack the concrete.
If neither
the ECI or CSI operates, there will be
little
or no water in the vessel cavity.
With both ECI and CSI operating, 1.83
x
105 lb of water will be available to
produce steam.
If the CSR is operating,
a continuing
supply of water will be
available for steam generation
in
the
cavity,
although the steam may be condensed subsequently.
Meltthrough of the
concrete generates
0.2 lb of steam and
0.264 lb of CO2 per lb of concrete
decomposed.
The uncertainties in the calculated leak
rates
are believed to be relatively
large.
Many of the assumptions, particularly
those associated with steam ex-
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plosions and
containment meltthrough,
are intended to be representative of the
phenomena that could exist, rather than
attempts at
an exact delineation of
events.
The range' of possible leak
rates is estimated to be within a factor
of two of the calculated values.
It
is
believed that in
many sequences
the
consequences of fission product release
will be dominated
by the puff release
and thus will be relatively
insensitive
to
the
uncertainties
in
the timedependent leak rates.
A2.2

BWR ANALYSES

A2.2.1

ENERGY SOURCES

The
reactor was assumed to be operating
at full power at the time of the accident.
Reactor scram, though not necessary for shutdown, was assumed to take
place early
in
the accident.
Decay
power was determined from the proposed
ANS
standard for decay heat assuming an
infinite
irradiation time (Ref. 1).
In
the absence of a control-rod scram, the
reactor would be shut down by core voids
and the integrated power during shutdown
would not differ appreciably
from that
of the scram case.
The absence of scram
or control rod run-in,
however,
could
lead to recriticality
and subsequent
power generation on core reflooding by
the emergency core-cooling system.
As
before, the assumption
of an infinite
irradiation
time
will
overestimate
decay-heat generation which could compensate
for other, nonconservative uncertainties.
The sensible stored heat of the reactor
vessel, internals,
and primary piping
inside the dry well were considered to
be given up to the cold core-cooling
water.
The energy generated by the
zirconium-water reaction was assumed to
go into core heating.
A2.2.2

CONTAINMENT HEAT SINKS

The
available passive heat sinks within
containment in addition to the suppression pool water are the dry-well vessel,
miscellaneous metal within the dry well,
and the concrete in the dry well.
Since
the dry well is
separated
from its
surrounding
structures
by a 2-in. air
gap, the only heat-transfer path out of
the dry well is by conduction through
the concrete base.
The dry-well vessel
and the concrete base were assumed to be
heated on one side, the concrete walls
within the dry well were assumed to be
heated on both sides.
The rate of heat
absorption by these sinks was evaluated
by means of transient-conduction
nomo-

grams, such as given by McAdams (Ref. 4)
and others.
A steam condensing
coefficient of 150 Btu/hr-ft 2 -F was assumed
for "cold" surfaces within the dry well.
Within the above guidelines the dry-well
vessel was found to be heated to the
temperature of the steam in less than an
hour.
Heat absorption by the concrete
was found to be governed by conduction
within the concrete and insensitive
to
the
condensing
coefficient utilized.
The
temperatures
of the suppressionchamber components were assumed to be at
the temperature of the water.
A2.2.3

CONTAINMENT RESPONSE

Primary-system depressurization leads to
a rapid rise in dry-well pressure, which
in turn leads to the flow of the released steam and water into the suppression pool where the steam is
condensed.
During the blowdown process, essentially
all
the air
initially
present in the dry
well will be
transported
to the gas
space in the suppression
chamber.
At
the end of the blowdown, with both corespray and core-flooding systems
operating,
the pressure
in the dry well decreases as the relatively small quantity
of steam remaining there begins to condense; the pressure in
the suppression
chamber, being largely controlled by the
noncondensables, stays relatively constant.
When
the pressure
in the dry
well drops below that in the suppression
chamber,
vacuum breakers open and allow
the noncondensables in
the suppression
chamber gas space to flow back into the
dry well.
This results in a decrease in
the pressure level within containment as
the noncondensables equilibrate between
the dry well and wet well and the steam
in the dry well continues
to condense
and move
toward equilibrium with the
pool.
Under design conditions,
the
pressures
in
the two portions of containment remain equilized indefinitely.

Functioning of the
vapor-suppression
containment as designed leads to relatively low accident pressures within the
containment
except
for the early portions of the blowdown.
If,
however,
condensation of the steam generated by
primary-system depressurization does not
take place,
for whatever reason, pressures significantly in excess of design
levels
would result.
Assuming that
steam condensation does not take
place
and that the entire free volume of the
containment is available, primary-system
depressurization would result in a pressure of about
250 psia within
the
reactor-containment
design assumed for
this study.
The failure
of long-term cooling with
all
the other safeguards
functioning
would
lead to a gradual increase in the
suppression-pool water temperature and a
corresponding
gradual increase in pressure.
With a design-basis
containmentleak rate the loss of long-term cooling
will
eventually
lead to
containment
failure by overpressurization.
For containment-leak rates in excess
of about
100
percent per day, overpressurization
failures would not be expected.
The containment pressure-time histories
for the specific accident sequences considered are given
in the body of this
report.

A3. PRESSURE VESSEL MELTTHROUGH
A3.1

PWR ANALYSES

It is assumed that, as the core temperature rises, most of
the core remains
above the grid plate until a major
fraction is molten
(\80
percent).
At
this time the molten fuel drops rapidly
to the bottom of the vessel where it
is
partially quenched as it boils away the
water in the lower plenum.
The time
required
for the core to break through
the pressure vessel serves
as a delay
period before the melt can begin to work
on the containment floor.
The time at
which the molten fuel enters the lower
plenum in the following analyses
is
-2
hours.

Under design-basis
accident conditions
there is little
or no net steam generation from the core during reflooding.
As a consequence, what steam is generated will be condensed by the suppression
pool, and the noncondensables
will be
equalized between the dry-well and wetwell gas spaces.
With degraded performance of the standby core-cooling system, significant steam generation by the
core may continue during the reflooding
phases
of the accident;
this
would
result in the dry-well pressure remaining about 3 psi higher than that in
the
suppression chamber with no equalization
of the noncondensables.
Under such conditions
the containment would remain at
an elevated pressure
for an extended
time.

Using J. C. Hesson's
model
(Ref.
11),
the heat convected
downward
from the
molten pool through a
solid
layer of
U0 2 into the steel head is

Qt

=2k

(T

2

-

T1 )

q + Q2

(VIII A-23)
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where
Qt

=

heat flux into steel

k

=

thermal
UO2

T2

=

melting point of UO2

T1

=

melting point of steel

q

=

volumetric
core

Q

=

heat flux from liquid to solid
UO2 -

conductivity in

plies the driving force for convection.
The core will therefore absorb additionincreased
al heat as its temperature is
to an average between melting and boiling points, %5475 F.

solid

in the bottom head from
As the stress
the weight of the core is relatively low
(< 1000 psi), failure of the head is not
at
expected until it becomes quite weak
By extrapolating
higher temperatures.
data,
the
tensile
lower temperature
steel decreased to
strength of vessel
From this, an
1000 psi at about 2400 F.
average
steel temperature of 2400 F is
assumed to be the failure point.

heat generation in

evaluated from

Q is

Q

\

=

k2))

the
The time from the core falling into
bottom of the vessel until the bottom
is the time for the decay
head fails
heat to heat the core to its equilibrium
temperature, plus the time to heat the
failure temperature
bottom head to its
at the above heat flux Qt.

At,
(VIII A-24)

where C,
S

=

m,

and n are constants

vapor fraction
levels

REALISTIC FAILURE TIME

A3.1.1

at

AQ water + (MC

different

L

=

pool depth

At

=

temperature difference in pool
above the boiling point of
U0 2.

tI

=

AT)

core

Qdecay
(VIII A-25)

where AQ is the heat to evaporate
the
water; MCpAT is the mass, specific heat,
and temperature difference in the molten
core; and Qdecay is the decay heat.

L,
of
independent
Hesson found Q
0 and 1/3 in
and n between
m = 1/3,
experiments with internally heated saltAllowing S = 1 for maximum
water baths.
convection and using Cp = 0.124 cal/g-C,
g/cm3 ,
and
p = 8.7
= 0.46
poise,
k = 0.005 cal/sec-cm-C values of Q of
for n = 0, 10.43 for
8.52 cal/sec-cm2
and
10.22
for
n = 1/3
n = 1/4,
determined.

t6.00

3.13 x 107 + 0.62 x 107
x 10
= 0.625 hr,

(VIII A-26)

t

(MCp AT) steel
Qt

2

2
C
the value 10.22 cal/sec-cm
Using
2
and solving for
(136,000 Btu/ft hr F)
the heat flux
into the steel, we find
that Qt = 1.39 x 105 Btu/ft 2 -hr F for
our case.

=

224* x 0.12 x 2100
1.39 x 105

0.406 hr,

(VIII A-27)
and

is
only
Since this
total heat flux
slightly greater than the convection
heating compocomponent, the internal
nent in
the solid layer is small and
is
thin.
therefore the solid U0 2 layer
Thus
the quenched core will absorb heat
until nearly the entire core remelts,
or, ignoring this thin solid layer, heat
equal to that removed by the evaporating
water during quenching will be absorbed
addition,
the
to remelt the core.
In
assumes the temperature gradient
model
melting
in the melt to vary from its
boiling point which suppoint to its

am

t

+ t

2

=

0.625 + 0.406

= 1.03 hr = 62 min.
(VIII A-28)

expressed
Mass is
steel head.
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in

lb/ft

2

of

the

It
is
unrealistic to assume that these
events
occur consecutively.
However,
when bounding estimates are made on the
time
to
failure,
more
detailed
calculations
do
not
appear to be
warranted.
A3.1.2

MAXIMUM FAILURE TIME

If it is assumed that only the longer
lived
(tl/2
> 3 min)
noncondensable
fission gases are lost from the vessel
so that 80 percent
of the decay heat
remains in the vessel, the time required
to heat the whole vessel and internals
to 2400 F is
AQ water +

(MC pAT)

A4. CONTAINMENT VESSEL MELTTHROUGH
A4.1 PWR ANALYSES

steel

Qdecay

= 3.13 x 107 +

(6.855 x 105 x 0.113

x 2.100 x 103)/6.86 x 107
= 2.67 hr = 160 min.
A3.1.3

(VIII A-29)

MINIMUM FAILURE TIME

Some of Hesson's experiments showed horizontal heat flow approaching 4 x 105
is assumed this
it
If
Btu/ft 2 -hr F.
the steel
into
directed
heat flux is
near the surface of the molten core

t

5.65 x 10
4.0 x 105

+ 0.625 = 0.766 hr

= 46 min.

of water will occur in about 72 min.
An
additional 30 min will be required
if
there is water in the bottom head.
The
best estimate for the meltthrough time
after
the core drops
into the lower
plenum is
30 + 20 min for the dry
meltdown case and 60 + 30 min if there
is water in
the bottom head.
These
results
are based on core meltdowns
taking place early in the accident;
for
the
later onset of core melting, the
meltthrough time will be extended due to
the decrease in decay heating.

(VIII A-30)

A3.2 BWR ANALYSES
The lower head of a BWR pressure vessel
with control-rod
filled
is
partially
a number of
and contains
guide tubes
When
penetrations.
control-rod-drive
the molten core drops into the bottom
head, the drive penetrations may permit
some of the molten material to escape
prior to the failure of the bottom head
In other respects, analyses
as a whole.
of BWR vessel meltthrough
follows
the
same reasoning as given above for PWRs.
If the time required to heat the entire
to 2400 F with decay heat is
vessel
considered an upper bound to the time
required for penetration, then penetrathe
absence
tion of the bottom head in
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The processes
by which the molten core
interacts with the concrete floor of the
containment
building are very complex
and not fully understood.
In
the absence of definitive experimental information it is only possible
to estimate
approximately
the time required for
penetration of the containment floor by
the molten core.
When the molten fuel
(together with molten zirconium,
zirconium oxide,
steel,
iron oxide, etc.)
falls
onto the concrete, vaporization of
free water below the surface will cause
spalling of the concrete and result in a
very rapid penetration rate of the melt
into the concrete.
Based on the vaporization of the free water, initial
spalling rates are calculated to be
15-30
ft/hr.
As the concrete heats up it will
give up its water of hydration at about
900 F; then at 1400-1600 F the limestone
will decompose into CO2 and CaO.
It
is
expected that the water vapor and carbon
dioxide would escape from the melt and
be released
to the containment atmosphere,
but the calcium and
silicon
oxides would stay with the melt.
As the
products of concrete decomposition
are
absorbed and/or dissolved by the melt,
the melt temperature will decrease until
constituents
of the mixture
begin to
precipitate.
It is
estimated
that by
the time the melt has penetrated through
1-1/2 feet of concrete, U0 2 would, begin
to precipitate
from the multicomponent
mixture.
From this point on the progress of the melt through the concrete
is controlled by the rate of decay-heat
generation,
i.e.,
the quantity of concrete penetrated is directly proportional
to the energy available to decompose
the concrete and raise the temperature
of the products
to the temperature of
the melt.
The temperature required to maintain the
multicomponent mixture in a fluid
state
is
not known.
The principal components
of the melt and
their
approximate

U02 (5200 F) , ZrO2
melting points are:
steel
stainless
(4900 F), Zr (3350 F),
F), FeO (2590 F),
(2790
Fe
(2550 F),
F)
and SiO2
Fe 2 0 3 (2850 F), CaO (4680
point of
melting
The
F).
(3100
CaO.SiO2 is 2750 F; however, in ordinary
there is almost twice as much
concrete
A melt temperature of
calcia as silica.
4000 F has been assumed for the present
analysis.

penetration
dation mat.

of

the

containment

foun-

In estimating the time required to penefoundation mat
trate the 10-ft-thick
were
configurations
three
different
considered for the quantity of concrete
(1) a
by the molten core:
decomposed
15-ft-diameter, 10-ft-high cylinder, (2)
a 10-ft-radius hemisphere, and (3) a 32The
ft-diameter, 10-ft-high cylinder.
case assumed that the melt profirst
the concrete
gressed downward through
did horizontally; the
than it
faster
second case assumed equal rates of progress of the melt downward and horizonThe third case assumed that the
tally.
molten core materials spread within the
confines of the reactor cavity and then
attacked the concrete at equal rates in
directions.
the downward and horizontal
and water
Because the carbon dioxide
of
vapor produced by the decomposition
concrete would tend to sparge the melt
the decay heat
of fission products,
utilized for this analysis corresponded
to 60 percent of that at the time of
This implies complete loss of the
LOCA.
volatile fission products and fractional
of the less volatile
of some
removal
the
Assuming all
species from the melt.
heat goes into the concrete, the
decay
times required to penetrate the concrete
and bring the entire melt to 4000 F will
36 hours for the three
be 7, 9, and
These times are based
cases considered.
on contact of the concrete by the molten
of the
core at 2-3 hr after the start
Making an allowance for heat
accident.
surface of the
from the upper
losses
for the time
melt, the best estimate
required to penetrate the containment
foundation mat is 18 hours.

rapid penetration of
After the initial
exis
concrete by spalling, the melt
relatively viscous,
to remain
pected
decomposing and dissolving concrete at a
rate compatible with decay-heat generaand calcia
silica
Because the
tion.
that are introduced at the lower surface
the body of the
are less dense than
melt, convection currents that should be
established will prevent the center of
the melt from reaching very high tempercarbon dioxide and
Also, the
atures.
by the concrete,
water vapor released
proand/or their further decomposition
ducts, will provide additional agitation
through the melt.
as they rise
The upper surface of the melt is likely
to be covered with a solid crust and to
be radiating heat to the remains of the
pressure vessel and to the walls of the
there is water in
If
cavity.
reactor
the cavity it will be vaporized by the
melt, but even the continued addition of
water would not avert containment meltthrough since the geometry of the molten
for effective
not favorable
mass
is
the structures above the
If
cooling.
they
melt reach elevated temperatures,
into the melt.
could fall
That at least part of the mass of fuel,
and other material remain
structural,
molten is required by heat-transfer conIf this mass should solidsiderations.
ify at some point during the accident,
then the only mechanism for dissipating
For
decay heat would be conduction.
conduction to transfer the decay heat
out. of the largely low conductivity mass
temperatures at
involved,
of material
the center of the mass would have to
points of some and
boiling
exceed
the constituents.
melting points of all
Hence the conclusion that at least some
of the mass will remain in a fluid state
for considerable time, with convection
within the melt tending to maintain the
near the effective
temperature
melt
It
is
melting point of the mixture.
that as the size of the melt
recognized
rate
increases and the heat-generation
due to
decreases
volume
per
unit
dilution, solidification must eventually
Solidification is not, however,
occur.
the
place prior to
expected to take

More rapid meltthrough of the concrete
than calculated could occur if the spalled pieces of concrete were floated to
the surface of the melt without undergobeing elevated to
ing dissolution and
In
choosthe temperature of the melt.
for the time of
ing the distribution
-5)
containment meltthrough as 18 (+10,
the broad range of
from within
hours
the
uncertainty, attention was paid to
between containcompetition
potential
overment meltthrough and containment
Wherepressurization as failure modes.
as the consequences of meltthrough are
to
and insensitive
small
relatively
esmeltthrough time, it was considered
not to underpredict the meltsential
to
such a manner as
through time in
preclude the possibility of failure by
would
have
if
it
overpressurization
occurred at a later time in the absence
for
The distribution
of meltthrough.
time overlaps
containment meltthrough
the expected time of containment over-
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pressurization
in
such a manner as to
give a high probability of overpressurization
failure
in
those accidents in
which it is a potential failure mode.
The effect of the steel liner and rebar
steel have not
been included in
the
above analyses; the effect would not be
expected to be large, the rebar being of
the order of 5 percent of the concrete
by volume.

An evaluation of the penetration of a
molten core
through basaltic concrete
has
been
performed
by Jansen and
Stepnewski (Ref.
12).
Their analysis
assumed a basaltic concrete composition
with the water
removed;
the melting
point of the basalt was taken to be
,2000
F; 80 percent of. fission products
were
assumed
to stay with the melt.
different
This material is considerably
from the ordinary concrete utilized in
the present analysis.
Their results for
a
3000-Mwt reactor indicate penetration
of 10 ft of concrete in approximately
5
hours.
The assumptions made
in this
analysis
would tend to under-predict
meltthrough time for the present study.

In calculating the response of the containment pressure
to the release of
gases during the time the core
is
melting through
the concrete, the rate
of carbon dioxide generation has
been
calculated for a typical concrete composition.
It should be recognized
that
not all
concretes
contain carbonates
that would result
in
carbon dioxide
evolution.
The water released from the
concrete
has been assumed to escape
without interacting with constituents of
the melt to produce hydrogen.
Since a
large
amount of molten
steel could
accompany the molten core,
hydrogen
production would be expected to occur if
the steam were to bubble
up evenly
through the melt rather than to bypass
it.
If a mass of steel equal
to the
lower head of the pressure vessel were
reacted,
enough
hydrogen
would
be
produced to increase
the containment
pressure by - 15-20 psi for accidents in
which containment
sprays operate.
The
pressure at the time of meltthrough
would still
be well below the predicted
failure pressure,
however.
For accidents
in
which containment
sprays or
containment heat removal are inoperative
in
the meltthrough period, water vapor
and hydrogen would
have
equivalent
effects on containment pressure.
The
pressure transient would
therefore
be
essentially unaffected by whether or not
the reaction occurred.

A4.2 BWR ANALYSES
The phenomena associated with the penetration of the concrete foundation by
the molten core in a BWR would be the
same as described
above
for the PWR.
However, because of differences in
containment configuration
and volume, the
consequences of containment
meltthrough
in
a BWR are expected to be quite different than in a PWR.
When the molten core together with some
of the reactor internals and part of the
vessel bottom head fall
to the floor of
the dry well, vaporization of the water
there as well as decomposition of the
concrete will ensue.
The C02 and water
vapor will be forced into the suppression pool where the latter
will condense.
The C02 together with the other
noncondensables
will
collect
in
the
suppression-chamber
gas space and, in
the absence of pressure relief,
lead to
failure by overpressurization.
Figure
VIII 3-2 in
the body of
this report
shows the partial contributions as well
as combined pressures of the various
constituents of the containment atmosphere.
The partial pressure of C02 was
based on the decomposition of approximately
a 20-ft-diameter by 8-ft-high
cylinder of concrete below the reactor
vessel, implying that the lateral spread
of the melt was fixed by the reactorvessel-support cylinder and the progress
of the melt was straight down.
The
quantity of C02 released from the above
mass of concrete together with the other
noncondensables
when confined
to the
suppression-pool
gas space will result
in a pressure more than sufficient to
rupture containment.
If the melt progresses
radially outward
as well
as
down,
as might be expected, a larger
quantity of CO 2 would be generated prior
to the time that the melt reaches the
dry-well vessel.
The time of the overpressure failure will depend on the particular accident sequence
of interest.
The melt is estimated to penetrate the
dry-well shell in about 12 hours after
the core falls
on the concrete.
If some of the water produced by decomposition of the concrete were to react
with molten steel to produce hydrogen
rather than to bypass the melt, the time
of overpressure failure of the drywell
could be reduced.
The uncertainty in
failure time associated with the rate at
which concrete
is
decomposed
is much
greater than the uncertainty
associated
with
the potential for reaction between
the iron and water, however.
Since the bottom of the dry-well vessel
is embedded in concrete,
initial
melt-
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shell would not
of the steel
through
of connecessarily mean gross failure
If
a large hole were melted
tainment.
through the bottom of the shell without
failed previously, the ultihaving
it
vessel
mate strength of the dry-well
could be reduced significantly.
After the melt has penetrated the drywell shell, it will continue to progress
underfoundation
through the concrete
An additional 18
neath the containment.
hours are estimated to be required for
complete meltthrough.
After the molten material has penetrated
the concrete floor, the melt front will
gravel and
proceed into the underlying
The ultimate
into the earth.
possibly
extent to which the molten zone can grow
upon the heat removal processes
depends
at the upper and lower surfaces and the
and physical processes within
chemical
of
Estimates have been made
the melt.
the ultimate extent of the growth of
Assuming that heat removal
this region.
at the surface is limited to conduction,
the maximum radius of molten sphere has
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been calculated
to be 30 ft and 50 ft
and
for growth into media of limestone
The
respectively (Ref. 14).
dry sand,
(Ref.
analyses of Jansen and Stepnewski
for basaltic concrete indicated a
12)
for a molten
maximum radius of 38 ft
Since the ground underneath
hemisphere.
containment is well below the level of
the water table, conduction heat transfer at the surface of the melt should be
augmented by steam generation and conlikely that
therefore
It is
vection.
the melt will not proceed more than 1050 ft below the bottom of the containcould
Greater depths
ment building.
the core material
only be achieved if
were able to melt through the underlying
being
and
mixing
material without
diluted by the products of decomposihas been predicted
Although it
tion.
that small pellets of solid U0 2 could
travel some distance before being disinto
the molten products of the
solved
good
medium being penetrated (Ref. 14),
mixing should occur between molten U02
of
of decomposition
and the products
concrete or soil in the configurations
expected in the meltdown accident.
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Appendix B
Physical Explosions Resulting from
Contact of Molten Materials and Water

BII. REVIEW OF LITERATURE

metals at elevated temperature. Epstein
summarized many ~of the early developments regarding both physical and chemical- metal-water explosions (Ref. 15).
A variety of
materials
have
been
examined including molten aluminum in
water
(Refs.
5,6,20) ,
copper mat in
water
(Refs. 21,22),
iron in water
(Refs. 23,24),
smelt in water
(Refs.
7,8),
and, more recently, molten U02 in
water (Refs. 25,26) and U02
in sodium
(Refs. 26,27,28,29).
An intensive investigation into the fundamental causes
of physical explosions is being pursued
at the University of Houston
(Refs5.
11,30-34).

11l.1 INTRODUCTION
When molten metal
comes into contact
with a quenching fluid, a violent explosion can occur. This
so-called "vapor
or physical explosion" is a well-known,
but little understood, phenomenon.
A
vapor explosion is usually characterized
by an initiating event that leads to
fragmentation and by the sudden conversion of thermal energy to mechanical
energy due to very rapid heat transfer
accompanied by
a subsequent pressure
wave.
The violence, or magnitude, of
such an explosion depends upon the quantity and rate of energy release. Numerous incidents have been reported in the
literature
(Refs. 1-12).
Such explosions have occurred in the steel
(Refs.
1-4),
aluminum
(Refs. 5,6),
copper
smelting (Ref. 5),
paper
(Refs.
7,B),
and nuclear industries (Refs. 9,10).

BL.2 REPRESENTATIVE INCIDENTS
INVOLVING STEAM EXPLOSIONS
Explosive incidents periodically occurring in the paper and metal industries
have been reported. Several such incidents have been summarized (Ref. 11) and
are cited to demonstrate the magnitude
of the destructive
forces present and
the physical circumstances leading to
the incidents.

The mechanism that triggers or initiates
the explosion is not known; however, two
basic facts have
been
established.
First, the causative mechanism is not
due to chemical reaction (Ref. 13),
and
second,
fragmentation of the sample material is usually involved. Both experimental
results and analyses (Ref. 14)
have shown that the heat-transfer rates
required to release the observed energy
from a smooth metal sample are several
orders of magnitude higher than the maximum rates that can be obtained in laboratory studies.
Thus it has been concluded by numerous
investigators that
fragmentation
of the metal to generate
large
surface areas
is required
to
obtain the observed explosion violence.

B1.2.1

METAL INDUSTRY

Explosive accidents
are infrequent in
the metal industry but when they do
occur, the destruction is severe.
B1.2.1.1

Mallory-Sharon Incident
(Ref. 35).

In 1954, a titanium arc-melting furnace,
which was water-cooled, exploded at a
plant in Ohio. Nine injuries included
four fatalities and property damage was
$30,000.
The explosion was believed to
result
from water entering the melting
crucible.

Several review articles have considered
the potential problem of steam explosions with reference
to the safety of
nuclear reactors
(Refs.
12,15).
The
articles by Brauer, et al. (Ref. 16),
Ergen (Ref. 17), Witte, et al. (Ref. 12),
and Flory, et al. (Ref. 18) describe the
various factors thought to be involved
in
steam explosions, while Pearlman
(Ref. 19)
reviewed chemical reactions
which occur between water and certain

B1.2.1.2

Reynolds Aluminum Incident
(Ref. 35).

In
1958, an aluminum-water explosion
occurred in Illinois involving some
46
injuries, 6 fatalities and approximately
$1,000,000 in property damage.
The explosion "rocked a 25 mile" area. Wet
scrap metal was being loaded into a furnace when the explosion was triggered.
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B1.2.1.3

Quebec Foundry Incident
(Ref. 4).

cracks to the hot molten material below.
A third instance resulting in an explosion occurred when a slag pot was placed
on a slag bed that had been previously
An explosion ocsprayed with water.
curred, killing one man. The explosion
slag pot
was attributed to the heavy
causing cracks in the surface of the hot
slag bed and excess water on the surface
getting into these cracks. Other explosions briefly described include rainwater leaking through an unsealed roof
over a slag bed, resulting in an explosion,
and two instances of explosions
resulting when molten slag was poured
into dump cars that had small amounts of
water in the bottom.

foundry
a
accident occurred in
The
building approximately 18 million cubicfoot volume. One hundred pounds of molten steel fell into a shallow trough
containing about 78 gallons of water.
The resulting explosion injured mill
and caused
fatally)
(one
personnel
$150,000 damage to the foundry building
including cracking a 20-inch concrete
floor, breaking 6000 panes of glass, and
structural damage to the walls and ceilby
also incurred
Damage was
ings.
separated some 75
structure
another
This
yards from the foundry building.
accident is one of the better documented
incidents.
B1.2.1.4

B1.2.1.7

Western Foundries Incident
(Ref. 36).

an explosion occurred in a
In 1964,
British steel mill when a ladle being
used to tap a blast furnace was sprayed
with lime water and returned to service.
When it was next used, the ladle explodfull
ed when it was about three-fourths
Damage to the
of slag (12 to 14 tons).
structure and injuries to personnel were
reported.

3000 pounds of molten
In 1966, while
steel was being poured from an electric
furnace into a tile-lined ladle, a cable
broke and the hot steel dropped into a
The result was a
water filled pit.
violent explosion that injured three
and tore a 600-square-foot hole
workers
in the roof of a building of some
12,000-square-foot floor area. The explosion was heard some 3 miles from the
foundry.
B1.2.1.5

B1.2.2

PAPER INDUSTRY

The paper industry experiences explosions similar to those in the metal
industry more frequently but they are
less destructive. Explosions occur when
paper smelt (mostly fused sodium carbonate with a few percent of sodium sulfide,' sodium chloride, and minor ingrecontainers
dients) is quenched in large
Also,
(Refs. 7,8).
of "green liquor"
explosions frequently occur when boiler
tubes in waste-heat boilers fueled by
in"black liquor" fail, and water is
jected into hot molten smelt and black
These explosions occur with
liquor.
considerable destruction to the furnace
and plant facilities.

Armco Steel Incident
(Refs. 37,38).

an explosion occurred when
In
1967,
A
molten steel fell on "damp" ground.
ladle containing some 30 tons of molten
steel had been elevated some 40 feet
Injuries sustained
when the ladle fell.
by some 30 workers included 6 fataliEvidently, sufficient moisture
ties.
ground to
was present in the porous
that
explosions
trigger small-scale
showered molten steel over a wide area.
Although the injuries were attributed
primarily to burns, an explosion accompanied the incident.
B1.2.1.6

British Slag Incident
(Ref. 3).

B1.2.3

NUCLEAR REACTOR INDUSTRY

hot,
Explosive vapor formation when
molten core materials have come in contact with water have also been observed
in nuclear reactors.

East German Slag Incident
(Ref. 2).

Appearing in 1959, an East German article discusses a number of slag-water explosions that have occurred in German
Two accidents
open-hearth steel mills.
in which explosions
discussed
were
resulted from spraying water on molten
One of the
slag in open slag pits.
explosions resulted in a fatality and a
Severe
injuries.
other
of
number
The
structural damage was also noted.
Both
second explosion was less severe.
explosions were attributed to excess
water on the slag passing down into the

B1.2.3.1

Canadian NRX Reactor

(Ref. 35).

In 1952, at Chalk River, Ontario, during
a low-power experiment, a nuclear excurAlthough the
was experienced.
sion
than
duration of the incident was less
62 seconds, the damage was sufficient to
result in contamination of the facility.
The reaction between uranium and steam
(or water) was the principal cause of
damage.
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A:

I

B1.2.3.2

Borax I

Reactor

(Ref.

35).

In 1954, at the National Reactor Testing
reactor
station in Idaho, the Borax I
subjected to a potendeliberately
was
damaging power excursion in reactially
A power excursion
studies.
tor safety
30 milliseconds
approximately
lasting
produced a peak power of 19,000 megaenergy release of 135
watts with a total
The power excursion
megawatt-seconds.
The
melted most of the fuel elements.
(1/2-inch steel) was rupreactor tank
in
(probably
tured by the pressure
excess of 10,000 psi) resulting from the
reaction between the molten metal and
The sound of the explosion
the water.
away)
at the control station (1/2 mile
to that from 1-2 pounds
was comparable
of 40 percent dynamite.
B1.2.3.3

cirIn each instance, under differing
a hot molten material fell,
cumstances,
dropped, or spewed into a mass of cooler
liquid and destructive pressure generaThe complex mechanisms
tion resulted.
triggering this type of reaction are not
completely understood.
of the above
It
may be noted that all
involved
and incidents
reactor tests
fuel elements consisting of
plate-type
in
clad
alloy fuel
uranium-aluminum
substantially
are
These
aluminum.
fuel,
different from the uranium oxide
rods used in power reacZircaloy-clad
tors.

SPERT 1-D Reactor.

of the destructive
During the final test
program with the SPERT 1-D core,
test
generation was obdamaging pressure
transducers recorded
Pressure
served.
the generation of a pressure pulse larg3000 psi which caused the deer than
The pressure
struction of the core.
some 15 milliseconds
occurred
pulse
of the power excursion.
after initiation
The power excursion rapidly overheated
the fuel plates; the increased temperature melted the metal and the cladding
After the tranof the fuel plates.
much of the fuel that had been
sient,
the
in
molten was found dispersed
coolant.
BI.2.3.4

deformation of the vessel indicate that
about 12 percent of the prompt energy
of the total
or 4.7 percent
release
into menuclear release was converted
chanical energy (Ref. 52).

SL-I Reactor.

excursion
a nuclear
In January, 1961,
the SL-I reactor in Idaho.
occurred in
excurenergy released in the
The total
sion was approximately 130 Mw-sec (Ref.
Of this, 50 Mw-sec was produced in
51).
in the core.
the outer fuel elements
This portion of the energy was slowly
transferred to the water coolant over 2
(uraniumand no melting
sec period,
of the outer fuel elealuminum alloy)
of
About 50-60 Mw-sec
ments occurred.
release was promptly
energy
the total
inner
released by 12 heavily damaged
fuel elements to the water coolant in
This prompt energy
less than 30 msec.
resulted in rapid steam formarelease
tion in the core which accelerated the
and produced a
the core
above
water
pressure
the
that hit
water hammer
The vessel, weighing about
lid.
vessel
internals, sheared
30,000 lbs with its
and was lifted
connecting piping
its
by the
approximately 9 feet into the air
from the water
transferred
momentum
Calculations of the mechanical
hammer.

B1.3 METAL FRAGMENTATION AND THE
INITIATION OF PHYSICAL
EXPLOSIONS
phenomena
The nature of the initiating
not clearly
for physical explosions is
fragmentation or
However,
understood.
particle dispersion is thought to be a
As indifor such events.
requirement
cated by Witte, Cox, and Bouvier (Refs.
there appear to be several pos11,12),
physical
sible mechanisms for initiating
All
B-1).
VIII
(Table
explosions
the
result in
mechanisms
initiation
subdivision of the molten
spontaneous
metal in intimate contact with water.
with
After exhaustive experimentation
Long postualuminum-water explosions,
lated that trapping or encapsulation of
surface under
cold water at a solid
rapid submolten metal can lead to its
By his theory,
division (Refs. 27,28).
the trapped water is rapidly vaporized
and overcomes the surface tension forces
of the metal with the result that the
metal becomes finely divided.
(Ref. 7) and Nelson and Kennedy
Sallack
(Ref. 8) have proposed a surface cracking mechanism to explain explosions that
It
occur within the bulk of the liquid.
has also been applied by Tetzner to exinterface
plosions occurring at a solid
The hypothesis is that as an
2).
(Ref.
unshattered ball of molten material (for
or slag) begins to freeze
salt
example,
in an environment of cold water, surface
occurs due to thermal stress,
cracking
some water enters the bulk of the molten
and is trapped within fissures
material
and pores, and the ball of semimolten
as the water is conshatters
material
of the
verted to steam in the interior
material.
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Another mechanism, termed violent boiling,
is predicated upon the fact that
is
of
molten
metal
when a mass
introduced into a liquid, a quenching
In the
process occurs (Refs. 39,40,53).
transition region between film and nucleate, the boiling process can become
very violent -hydrodynamically with the
forces are
result that large mixing
Under
such conditions the
generated.
steam-metal interface is ruptured with
the rocket-like acceleration of volumes
of liquid water and molten material into
the two
the steam interface between
phases. This dispersion can be compared
the Leidenfrost phenomena when water
to
contacts a hot surface or to water dropSwift and Baker (Ref.
lets in hot oil.
53) suggest that fragmentation may only
occur when the materials pass through
the range of temperature from the boiling point to critical point of the fluid
(in which violent boiling can occur)
This reprior to freezing of the melt.
striction would not permit fragmentation
in U02 -H2 0 systems.
theory has
The shell or encapsulation
the
been proposed by researchers at
Kansas
(Refs.
16,18).
University of
These researchers performed a series of
experiments using high-speed photography
study the fragmentation of molten
to
metals in water. Experiments were performed by dropping a number of hot
Hg and
metals (Pb, Sn, Bi, Zn, Cu, Al,
Wood's metal) into water and photographically recording the ensuing reaction.
Brauer suggests that molten globules are
blown apart by an internally generated
This theory hypothpressure (Ref. 16).
esizes that somehow liquid is trapped
inside the molten-metal globules, the
liquid rapidly vaporizes, and the resulting pressure increase fragments the
Brauer's hypothesis coincides to
metal.
a great extent with the surface cracking
hypothesis.
fragmentation may also reMolten-metal
sult when inertial forces acting on the
(as it is passing through
molten metal
the liquid) exceed the surface tension
Such an
forces of the metal (Ref. 41).
initiation mechanism has been proposed
The
by Witte and co-workers (Ref. 11).
inertial forces to the
ratio of the
surface-tension forces of a molten-metal
Weber
the
is expressed as
globule
If the Weber
Nw = prU 2 /y.
number,
number exceeds a critical value, about
5-10 for molten-metal drop tests with
the
Hg, Pb, Bi, and Sn, the inertia of
particle overcomes the surface-tension
energy and the globule fragments into
smaller, more stable sizes.

Forced initiation refers to any event
brought about by an external driving
force which leads to the rapid dispersal
of molten metal in water.
Occurrences
of this type have been observed in founAlso, Higgins brought
dry practice.
using
about physical explosions
by
blasting caps and spray injection techniques to disperse various molten metals
(Zr,
Zircaloy-2, Al, U, NaK, and stainThe
less steel) in water (Refs. 42,43).
(performed
spray-injection experiments
in an explosion dynamometer) permitted
measurement of explosive power, reaction
time, reaction efficiency and the effects of temperature and droplet size
(Ref. 43).
Peak overpressures were of
the order of
20 to 200 psig and pressure-rise rates were approximately 5000
to 120,000 psig/sec. Explosion periods
or times required for the pressure rise
were of the order of milliseconds.
The superheat theory used by Katz and
others
to explain the occurrence of
vapor explosions in the LNG
industry
(Refs. 44,45,46) it has been extended by
Fauske (Ref. 29) to explain the mechanContact
ism Of U02 -Na vapor explosions.
between LNG and water at
first results
in
the establishment of film boiling of
the LNG.
The most volatile component of
methane,
is
preferentially
the
LNG,
depleted in time, and an increase in the
boiling
point of the LNG
results. The
stable vapor blanket becomes thinner, is
eventually eliminated, and liquid-liquid
wetting contact between the LNG and
the
water
is substituted.
Unlike that in
solid-liquid contact, unstable nucleate
boiling cannot commence because nucleation sites are lacking.
A thin layer of
LNG along this contact surface explodes
because the instantaneous contact temperature is above the limit of superheat
temperature of
the enriched LNG,
for
which
homogenous
nucleation
occurs.
This exploding layer presumably fragments and disperses some or all of the
remaining LNG into the water,
thereby
triggering the main explosion.

on the other hand,
and Na,
For U02
Fauske points out that the development
liquid-liquid
of film boiling along the
interface would require a U02 temperapoint
ture much higher than the melting
U02 , hence wetting contact occurs
Of
However, the instantaneous
immediately.
wetting contact temperature is well below the superheat limit for Na, and the
type of triggering event described above
Instead, any
for LNG does not occur.
globule of
liquid Na that might become
entrained
in the U0 2 would heat up
depending upon its
relatively slowly,
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the less dense liquid accelerates, as is
linear momentum.
necessary to conserve
developing as the
Shape
instabilities,
globules collapse, eventually result in
of the more dense
the formation of jets
liquid that project through the globules
into the less dense liquid (Ref. 48).
Experimental evidence has been presented
played by collapsing
on
the
role
formation
cavities and the accompanying
detonations
of microjets
in initiating
in slow-burning liquid films (Ref. 49).

size, until
a substantial portion or all
of
the globule became superheated, in
the absence of induced nucleation sites.
interface temperature finally
When the
superheat,
the
does reach the limit of
entire superheated portion of the globis
There
ule would explode violently.
no need
for a prior fragmentation and
dispersion mechanism, although whatever
fragmentation and dispersion this explothe
sion could produce in the rest of
contribute
to
the
mixture
would
In
the
the explosion.
intensity of
actual reactor situation, the probability of the occurrence of such an explosion would depend upon the density of
such as fission fragnucleation sites
ments and gas bubbles that could initiate prior boiling of the liquid Na.

Violent high-frequency oscillations of
the vapor film have been observed under
some conditions following pulsed-laserfilm
beam transient heating of a metal
The resulimmersed in water (Ref. 50).
tant periodic liquid-liquid contact rea greatly increased heat flux
sults in
in
the
over that ordinarily obtained
The authors postufilm-boiling regime.
late that the pressure pulses developed
during the collapse phases of the oscillations may be important in the dispersal of the hot molten material in vapor
explosions.
This dispersion could also
be
augmented by the formation of jets,
as previously described, during the collapse phases of the oscillations.

theory reThe
collapsing-vapor-bubble
at the
cently advanced by researchers
of Houston is based on study
University
of the way in which the vapor film sursphere was
rounding
a heated silver
of
i.e.,
the sequence
destabilized,
events
that causes the boiling behavior
film
to become transitional between the
Two distinctive
and nucleate regimes.
were
for
destabilization
mechanisms
one, a precipitous collapse
identified:
instability.
and the other, progressive
occurs very
The precipitous
collapse
rapidly, on the order of 0.250 millisecond,
while the progressive instability
requires from 50 to 100 milliseconds for
The progressive instability
completion.
irwas triggered by small bubble-like
that move on the liquidregularities
only in
occurs
vapor interface and it
(or nearly-saturated) water.
saturated
Precipitous collapse occurs in subcooled
to be a direct
water.
There appeared
relationship between the two types of
vapor film collapse and observed fragmentation behavior for molten materials
Extensive fragbeing rapidly quenched.
submentation generally occurs only in
here,
the vapor film
cooled systems;
collapse is very rapid and energetic.
Little
fragmentation occurs in saturated
systems; here, the collapse is relatively slow and nonenergetic.

B1.4 INTERACTION OF U0

2

WITH WATER

Virtually no data could be found which
lightwere directly applicable to the
meltdown
situations conwater-reactor
i.e.,
large
sidered in
this program,
falling
into
amounts
of molten U0 2
C
saturated or near-saturated water (93
However, two
for the cases considered).
experimental studies directed at investigating the reaction of molten U0 2 with
water are applicable to some extent
(Refs. 25,26).
the
At Battelle's Northwest Laboratory,
reaction of molten U0 2 with water was
furnace
investigated in a high-pressure
by allowing melted U0 2 samples (1 to 10
grams) to fall
into water heated to various temperatures (see Table VIII B-2).
The tested U0 2 samples were analyzed for
the degree of oxidation by coulimetric
ratios
intitration.
Oxygen-to-metal
value of
creased from an average initial
2.06 to
2.16,
2.002 to values between
water temperadepending on the initial
Water temperatures
ture (30 to 250 C).
selected to determine
were arbitrarily
the effects of water temperature on the
final results and encompass the temperathe case of a
ture range expected in
The oxygen-to-metal
major
accident.
to a maximum
ratio values correspond
of 12 ml (STP)/g
hydrogen generation
as deterU0 2 . The oxidation product,

The superheat-limit theory has been combined with the collapsing-vapor-bubble
theory to formulate a jet-action theory
for triggering
the usual type of vapor
rapid
requires
explosion - one that
and dispersion of one
fragmentation
In the
liquid into the other (Ref. 47).
theory,
the exploding thin
jet-action
of
film degenerates into a multiplicity
vapor bubbles or globules as it expands.
The expansion is greater toward the less
liquid.
When these globules
dense
collapse, the rectilinear motion toward
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from Guinier
mined
terns, *was U4 09 .

X-ray

powder pat-

Attempts to measure pressure transients,
produced by evaporation and/or boiling
of water in contact with the-molten U02 ,
Such meawere generally unsuccessful.
if successful, would have
surements,
been directly applicable to possible
Of
physical explosions Of U02 in water,
significance, however, was the fact that
rapid injection of molten U02 into water
did not produce a powdered end product.
the quenched U02 was very friRather,
able and could be readily reduced to a
coarse powder. Tyler screen analyses on
three different powdered samples gave
essentially identical average particle
diameters of 620 microns (0.062 cm) (see
Fig. VIII B-1).
IAmblard,
et al.
In
two experiments,
1 gram each of
dropped approximately
C, respecmolten U02 at 3000 and 3100
into 10 grams each of water at
tively,
20 C and atmospheric pressure (Ref. 26).
In both experiments, long hollow tubes
the
imprisoned
that formed,
Of U02
In the first experiment (3000
coolant.
C), the particles were about 10 to 12 mm
In the second
long and 3 to 6 mm wide.
particle
the
(3100 C),
experiment
lengths ranged from about 6 to 27 mm and
In a
width from about 1.5 to 2.5 mm.
a cylindrical sample
third experiment,
Of U02 about 5.7 mm in diameter by 55 mm
clad in
15 grams)
about
long
(i.e.,
stainless steel was melted in a pressure
vessel capable of withstanding a presThe
(12,325 psi).
sure of 850 bars
stainless steel cladding was cooled by
hot water adjacent to the clad under
pressure from a cover gas. Upon heating, the clad was pierced by the molten
tJ02 and the fuel was able to disperse in
(446 F).
the water which was at 230 C
The clad fusion and U0 2 -water contact
Some pulverization
were photographed.
of the U02 did occur, but was much less
than experienced in similar experiments
in liquid sodium.
performed with U02
The pressure in the vessel was recorded
as a function of time. This trace did
not indicate appreciable dynamic overpressure but rather a slow pressure
i.e.,
bars
(218 psi),
increase of 15
from 150 bars (2175 psi) absolute to 165
bars (2393 psi) absolute in approximatepressure
The static
ly 10 seconds.
increase of water and cover gas was
thought to correspond to an enthalpy
of
50 percent
increase resulting from
the U0 2 in the sample being molten.

B1.5 EXPERIMENTS WITH METALS IN
WATER

involving the potential for explosions
when molten metals come into contact
with water (Refs. 6,16,18).
Long conducted some of the initial experiments on explosive vapor formation
by means of aluminum
(m.p. = 1200 F)
drop tests (Ref. 5).
More than 880 experiments were conducted under conditions that simulated sudden accidental
pouring of molten aluminum into a pool
of water.
Fifty pounds of commercially
pure aluminum in the molten state was
suspended in a crucible above a container partially filled with water. When
the molten metal had
obtained the desired
temperature, a remote-controlled
plug was removed from the
crucible and
the molten metal flowed through a tap
hole into the water.
Long investigated
about ten variables and noted that the
molten aluminum when at 1382 F falling
into
the water tank did not produce an
explosion if the water temperature was
at least 140 F or above,'1provided the
Under highwater was not highly ionic.
ly ionic conditions (e.g., addition of
NaCl to produce a 15 percent salt solution)
explosions could be obtained at
temperatures up to 172 F but not in saturated water.
Brauer, Green, and Mesler conducted a
study in which aluminum (MP = 1220 F)
and lead
(MP = 621 F) were heated
to
temperatures
well above the melting
point and dropped into liquid water with
the objective of obtaining fragmentation
of the metal (Ref. 16).
A high-speed
motion picture
camera recorded macroscopic observations.
In general, it was
noted that fragmentation did not occur
for metal
temperatures
just slightly
above
the metal's melting point (i.e.,
the higher the metal
temperature above
its melting point the greater the fragmentation) or for cooling-water temperatures greater than 60 C (140 F).
For a
given
metal,
fragmentation
if
it
occurred, was more violent for the lower
water temperatures.
Flory,
Paoli, and Mesler (Ref. 18) carried out numerous experiments at Kansas
University.
Heating was accomplished by
an induction coil and the hot molten
metal was dropped into a Plexiglas tank
containing water.
Pressure disturbances
were monitored and the interactions were
photographed with a high-speed
camera.
Tests included a wide range of metal and

1

Numerous experiments have been conducted
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Actually,
Long's data indicate that he
observed explosions up to 122
F
(see
Table 7 of Reference 5).

instudied
bath temperatures. Metals
cluded lead (MP = 621 F), tin (MP = 449
zinc
(MP = 520 F),
bismuth
F),
(MP = 1981 F),
copper
(MP = 787.1 F),
aluminum (MP = 1220 F), mercury (MP =37
Wood's metal, and Cerro Bend. NuF),
merous experimental observations were
made concerning fragmentation mechantemperature of the quench
isms. The
water was varied from -u8 C to 100 C
freezing
"Near the
(17.6 F to 212 F).
point of water the violence of fragmentation is not a function of bath temperthe
25 C (77 F)
above
ature, while
of fragmentation
violence and extent
decreased rapidly to zero at 90 to 100 C
several
Tests with
212 F).
(194 to
into liquid nitrogen at
metals dropped
its boiling point gave no fragmentation
giving supporting evidence to
whatever,
the water experiments,
the results of
that metals will not fragment in
namely
a saturated liquid."

than that of the other materials investigated that entirely different phenomena could govern the process. The quantity of molten material that could interact with water in a meltdown accident
is orders of magnitude greater than has
investigated in any controlled
been
in
experiments7 such an extrapolation
size would be fraught with uncertainties
even if the phenomenology were underThe experiments with the various
stood.
molten metals indicate that the probaa high degree of
bility of obtaining
fragmentation decreases as the temperature of the water approaches saturation.

The single most-pertinent question that
must be resolved is whether molten U02
surcan be fragmented to give the high
face areas required to initiate a physical explosion when contacted with water.
Although pertinent, the above described
experiments with U02 and water are by no
means definitive, *and, in fact, no completely definitive experiments could be
found in the literature.

Taking into account the history of steam
explosion in industry observed under a
the modest
wide variety of conditions,
amount of work available with U0 -~water
interactions, and the considerable experimental work on various metals in
water, it is concluded that the probability of initiating U02 -water exploof
sions that require a high degree
Such would
is very low.
fragmentation
be the most violent types of explosions
which require effective average particle
diameters of less than about 2000 mias described in Appendix C. For
crons,
the less violent explosions, also capable of causing containment failure, the
average particle diameter can be between
about 2000 to 5000 microns (2 to 5 mm)
and the probability must be considered
somewhat greater.

it is questionable whether the experimental observations with regard to drop"relatively low
ping modest amounts of
temperature" molten metals into water
should be extrapolated to the case of
amounts of molten U02 . The meltlarge
ing point of the U0 2 is SO much higher

The overall probability of occurrence of
an event in a PWR or BWR reactor vessel
surface
that would produce an effective
to 2- to 5-mm diameter
area equivalent
them
and disperse
particles of U0 2
through a significant part of the volume
of water is considered to be low.

B2. CONCLUSIONS
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TABLE VIII B-1

METHODS LEADING TO METAL FRAGMENTATION
PHYSICAL EXPLOSIONS

AND THE INITIATION OF

Reference

Initiation Method

TABLE VIII B-2

Melted UO2
Weight,
g

(a)

Trapping Water

27,

Fissures,

2,

Surface Cracking

28
7,

8

Violent Boiling

39,

40,

Shell Theory

16,

18

Inertial Forces
(Weber Number Effects)

11, 41

Forced Initiation

42,

43

Superheat Theory

29,

44,

Collapsing Vapor Bubble

34

Jet Formation

47

Oscillating Vapor Blanket

50

53

45,

46

RESULTS OF MOLTEN U02 BEING DROPPED INTO WATER AT VARIOUS
TEMPERATURES (Ref. 25)
Water
Temperature,
C

0.756

27

9.37

28

Ratio
T,

c

After

Calculated
H2 Generation,
ml (STP)/g U02

2.002

2.058

4.5

2.005

2.080

6.2

Oxygen/Uranium
Before

5
73

0.571

100

5

2.002

2.077

6.2

1.126

105

15

2.004

2.082

6.5

7.705

110

61

2.012 (a)

2.128

9.6

9.25

100

80

2.002

2.087

7.1

8.49

210

70

2. 012 (a)

2.155

11.9

11.381

255

49

2.029 (a)

2.146

9.7

9.13

260

40

2.006

2.142

11.3

Oxidation resulting from leakage of water into furnace chamber from water vessel.
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Appendix C
Model Study of Physical Explosions

This appendix describes
the analytical
model used to
provide information regarding both the probability and damage
potential
of rapid energy exchanges between large quantities of molten materials and water.
These exchanges, termed
"physical" or "steam explosions" in this
description,
are pertinent to the overall
study as they could occur following
a significant core meltdown during a
postulated accident.
For the purposes
of this discussion the term "explosion"
is broadly defined as any heat-transfer
event during which sufficient mechanical
energy could be developed in forms that
could result
in
appreciable damage or
deformation to surrounding structures.

the model after all
or a portion of the
molten core
has dropped into the water
below it,
at some time
after
the
beginning of a meltdown accident.
This
geometry consists basically of a steel
cylinder,
closed on both ends with flat
steel plates, and with the mixture
initially
occupying
the lower portion of
the cylinder and expanding upwards as
the explosion proceeds.
The hemispherical top head of the actual
vessel
is
replaced in the model with a
cylindrical end cap of
equal volume.
The bottom plate of the model represents
the top of the grid plate for the
computations
involving
dropping of the
molten portion of the core of the PWR
into
the water remaining above the grid
plate.
For the computations
involving
massive grid-plate failure, in which all
of the core and the molten grid plate
drop into the water reservoir below the
grid plate,
the hemispherical
bottom
head is
also replaced by a cylindrical
end cap of equivalent volume.

The phenomenological model, though necessarily simplified, includes
treatment
of the basic physical phenomena.
Using
this model in parametric and sensitivity
studies
permitted
the development
of
region mappings which provided
guidance
as to the probability and damage potential
of the various events in
addition
to the
identification of the more significant variables.
The model proved to
be adequate
for the purposes intended
and a more sophisticated
treatment was
not considered warranted.
It should be
reiterated that for the purposes of this
evaluation
the meltdown event was assumed to
occur;
only
the
potential
ensuing events are addressed here.

As shown in
Fig.
VIII C-1, the model
also provides for orifices
of
a given
total
area
located at a given distance
above the bottom plate.
The
steam and
hydrogen above
the mixture leak out of
these orifices, at a rate given by the
standard orifice formula, as long as the
top of the mixture is below the orifice
level.
When the mixture rises above the
orifice level, it leaks out instead.

It should be recognized that the simple
model that has been used in this study
probably yields an overestimate
of the
conversion of thermal energy to mechanical energy
than would occur
in
an
explosive
event.
The results of the
model indicate
conversion
efficiencies
of 10 percent
or greater.
Conversion
efficiencies observed in experiments
or
accidents are typically lower.

The
actual
geometry
of the vessel, of
course, could be simulated more closely
by the model.
The actual shapes of the
end caps and changes in effective
cross
section as a function of vertical position in the vessel could be
taken
into
account,
including the effects of various structures within the vessel.
Such
refinements
would add to the complexity
of the computations, but would not be
expected to have any major effect on the
final results for the PWR.
However, for
the BWR calculations
the effects
of
major
internal
structures
above
the
reactor core cannot be neglected.
How
these effects are taken into account
is
described later.

This appendix presents
the
various
aspects
of
the model
along with the
results, detailed mathematical and heat
transfer
aspects,
and pertinent references.
C1.

MODEL GEOMETRY

Figure VIII C-1 shows
the primary reactor

the geometry of
vessel assumed in
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The model provides for the possible
existence of a reservoir of a given
in
volume above the top of a vessel
to simulate steam explosions that
order
the reactor
may occur at the bottom of
cavity if the bottom head should melt
through.

C2. EXPLODJING MIXTURE
the
The "exploding" mixture consists of
volume of water, steam, and hydrogen gas
below the melted-down portion of the
reactor core plus the molten and solidihas
the core that
fied portion of
into this
volume.
The core
dropped
the water are
materials dropping into
,assumed to become uniformly dispersed
throughout the volume.
Transfer of heat from the hot core comcolder water-steam-gas
ponents to the
of the exploding mixture
components
primarily
causes the mixture to expand,
Expandue to the generation of steam.
sion is essentially confined to the
upward direction by the vessel walls and
is impeded initially by the self-inertia
of the exploding mixture and later by
the compression of the steam and hydrogen gas above the top of this mixture.
The pressure developed in the mixture by
the inertial impedance to free expansion
the
may become great enough to rupture
and bottom of the reactor vessel.
sides
It may also propel upward a substantial
portion of
the exploding mixture with
sufficient kinetic energy to rupture the
top head of the vessel, due to a combination of rapid compression of the gas
and vapor above the mixture and impact
It may
of the mixture on the top head.
thereafter
impart considerable kinetic
energy in the form of upward motion to
the top head and to any shielding or
The
resultother structures above it.
"1projectile" may reach the dome of
ant
cause
and
the containment building
The direct effect of pressure
failure.
potentially rupturing the vessel walls
as well
as the later effect of the
development of the "projectile" phenomenon are considered in the computational
model.

pulse that
high-pressure
generation and propagation
wave in a medium.

leads to the
of a shock

for computing the
The exact procedure
dynamic response of the exploding mixthe pressure buildup and
ture,
i.e.,
motion of the mixture as a function of
vertical position, is to divide the mixture, or medium, into a number of horiEach layer pair
zontal
layer pairs.
consists of a lower layer that incorporates
the expansion and compliant properties of the medium at the vertical
location of the layer pair and an upper
layer that incorporates its inertial
properties.
The resultant equations and
their stepwise numerical integration in
time, beginning with the initial conditions, simulate the solution of the nonequation for the
linear acoustic wave
medium, with pressure generating sources
distributed throughout the medium.
The simplified model shown in Fig. VIII
c-l consists on only one such layer
layer pair
pair. The use of a single
results in simplification of the compuessentially
the model then
tations;
a set of simultaneous ordinary
solves
differential equations rather than a set
of partial
differential equations with
This simplimixed boundary conditions.
fication permitted the application of a
previously developed computer code for
(Ref. 1) to the
smelt-water explosions
reactor vessel case, an adaptation which
from spherical to
involved conversion
rectilinear geometry and several other
modifications.
If the upward motion of the top surface
of
the exploding mixture can be assumed
to result from a uniform expansion
of
the mixture, the single layer pair is
best approximated by considering the
upper layer to be a "piston" containing
half the mass of the mixture.
Uniform
expansion of a homogeneous medium with
the bottom end fixed in position entails
an acceleration, velocity, displacement,
and negative of the pressure gradient
that vary linearly from zero at the bottom to maximum values at the top surface.
The pressure
itself would vary
quadratically from a maximum value
at
the bottom to a value corresponding to
the pressure in the gas and vapor above
the mixture at the top.

in the introduction, the
As discussed
term "explosion" is broadly defined as
any heat-transfer event in which sufficient mechanical energy is developed in
forms that can result in an appreciable
surlevel of deformation or damage to
These forms may
rounding structures.
(pressure)
consist of potential energy
and/or kinetic energy (directed motion
This broad definition of
of mass).
explosion also encompasses the ordinary
definition of the rapid development of a

For acoustic wave propagation effects,
the uniform expansion approximation
is
good for wavelengths greater than about
6 times the depth of the medium.
The
time
scales of
the pressure events
obtained from the results of the computations* show this wavelength condition
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of
to be met under most circumstances
However, it does break down
interest.
when
under one important circumstance:
above the top surface of the
the gas
compressed as
rapidly
medium becomes
,this surface approaches the top head of
a compression wave also
the vessel,
propagates downward into the medium.
(Ref.
The Taylor-type of instabilities
2) that can develop in the shape of this
is
motion
surface when its upward
rapidly decelerated may also contribute
to the inaccuracy of the uniform-expansion assumption at this stage. Another
tends to question the unifactor that
form-expansion assumption to some extent
is the pressure difference that develops
the
between the bottom and the top of
This precludes the uniformity
medium.
steam
and expansion of
of generation
the medium which is inherent
throughout
in the assumption of uniform expansion.

d.

C3.2 HEAT - TRANSFER RATE
The rate at which heat is transferred
from the hot melt to the colder compoof
nents of the exploding mixture is
primary importance in the model relationships. Heat-transfer considerations
in a later
are discussed in detail
the rate of heat
section. In brief,
given by the product of a
is
transfer
total
heat-transfer coefficient, the
surface area of the melt exposed to the
colder components, and the temperature
difference between the two.
comThe heat-transfer coefficient was
puted by assuming that some fraction of
the assumed spherical melt particles is
surrounded by an essentially infinite
is
body of steam, while the remainder
surrounded by a blanket of steam, as in
stable film boiling, beyond which lies
an essentially infinite body of liquid
water. This fraction is equal to the
fraction of the water that is in
volume
the form of steam. For the former, heat
transfer is essentially by conduction
heat
into the steam. For the latter,
transfer is essentially that required to
replenish the steam film against loss by
by
given
as
convection,
natural
Forced(Ref. 3).
Bronley's equation
convection heat transfer due to turbulent relative velocities between the
and the water-steam-gas
melt particles
is neglected, since these velocities are
The average value of the
not known.
relative velocity is zero, in accordance
assumptions
with one of the special
The radiative heatdiscussed later.
transfer coefficient, which is significant at the tempeature of the melt in
(initial value, 2850 C - just
question
above the melting point of U02 ), is
added to the conductive and/or convective coefficients.

C3. BASIC MODEL RELATIONSHIP
C3.1 MATHEMATICAL EQUATIONS
The mathematical equations of the model,
which are presented and discussed in
detail in the Mathematics Section, are
based on four fundamental laws.
a.

The rate of
Conservation of energy:
of
heat input to the colder portion
the exploding mixture equals the sum
in internal
of the rates of change
of the liquid water, steam,
energy
and gas, the rates of work done in
their expansion, and the latent heat
of vaporization of water multiplied
by the mass rate of change of liquid
water to steam. At the same time
this must equal the rate of sensible
heat loss from the various components of the melt plus the sum of
the products of heats of fusion
times mass rate of conversion from
liquid to solid for the various melt
components.

b.

The net
Conservation of momentum:
force on the inertial layer equals
the rate of change of its momentum
(which includes effects of changes
in its mass).

c.

For each comConservation of mass:
ponent, the sum of the products of
its two
and density for
volume
phases equals the original mass of
the component less the loss of mass
by flow through the orifices and by
chemical reactions.

The density of
Equations of state:
each phase is a unique function of
temperature and pressure.

The surface area in the heat-transferrate equation is computed on the basis
of the assumed average particle diameter
The surface
for the dispersed melt.
temperature of the melt was initially
the same as the average
taken to be
temperature of the melt particle (isois
a
This
thermal melt assumption).
for melt particles of
good assumption
100 microns and smaller, but not for the
larger particles. An approximate analysis developed to take into account the
finite rate of heat transfer within the
the
is described in
melt particles
mathematics section.
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The rate of transfer of heat
from the
melt to the water-steam per unit mass of
water depends also on the speed that the
melt drops
into the water.
The model
into the
assumes that the melt drops
water at a uniform rate over a finite
time interval, which is specified in the
input information, and the heat-transfer
mathematics takes this finite drop rate
into account.
Its
effects on the results are discussed later.

pressure
bottom.

b.

exploding mixture is at a uniThe
the
form pressure equal to that at
bottom of 'the mixture. This assumption is necessitated by the use of a
single layer pair to represent the
mechanical properties of the medium.
The
expansion and compliant properof
ties of the medium are functions
both pressure and temperature as
well as composition; they are evaluated at the single assumed uniform
pressure and single uniform temperature.
The entire pressure differential between the top and bottom of
to appear
the mixture is assumed
layer.
across the upper inertial
Because of the parabolic variation
in pressure which results from the
the
uniform expansion assumption,
pressure of most of the medium is
actually closer to that at its botmean
tom than that at its top;
the
VIII-94

of

that

at

the

The melt is at a uniform temperature
at all times, i.e., there is a more
of -heat between
rapid interchange
the various portions of the melt
than between the melt and the water.
Clearly, this assumption is not realistic for separated melt particles
of different sizes, since the smaller ones would cool down faster than
there is no
the larger
ones and
opportunity
for direct interchange
of heat among the various particles.
Furthermore,
for melt dropped into
the water over a finite period of
would be
time, the later additions
at the original melt temperature
whereas the particles dropped earlier would have cooled.
There is also
the difference between the average
and surface temperature of a particle that depends upon its size, as
Despite the
previously mentioned.
questionability of the details of
the assumption of melt temperature
homogeneity, this assumption should
yield an average rate of heat exchange throughout the medium that is
approximately correct.

d.

As
soon as any core material falls
into the medium it becomes
fragmented into the given average particle
size and becomes uniformly dispersed
Furthermore,
throughout the medium.
this particle size value and uniformity of dispersion remain unchanged as the mixture generates
This assumption
steam and expands.
entails a very high relative velocity between the melt particles and
time,
the medium for a very short
until their dispersion in the medium
is completed. Thereafter the average relative velocity is zero, but
the average square of the relative
velocity
is not zero, because of
turbulence.
If dispersion of the
melt by one or another of the possible explosion-triggering mechanisms
is delayed until some time after the
melt had started to drop into the
medium,
the
resultant
explosion
would be more severe,
since this
situation would correspond approximately to an instantaneous drop and
dispersion of that portion of the
reached the
core which had already
medium when the triggering event
occurred. If the incoming melt were
dispersed over only a portion of the
trigmedium when the explosion was
gered, the result may be more severe
local deformation and damage of the
Yessel but less energy expended in
acceleration of the mixture.

addiCertain assumptions are needed in
tion to the basic equations and the heat
transfer rate equations
in order to
obtain definitive
solutions with the
model analyses. These are:
The liquid water, steam, and gas in
the exploding mixture are at all
times at the same uniform tempera(except
ture throughout the mixture
for the steep temperature gradient
surin the region adjacent to the
face of a melt particle). The existence of turbulent convective mixing would be necessary for this
assumption to be valid, since the
thermal
diffusivities
of liquid
water and steam are both much too
small
for heat conduction to maintain temperature equilibrium and homogeneity over the time and distance
some
scales involved. As long as
water exists in the liquid phase, a
relationship between the temperature
and the pressure is needed in order
to be able to
solve the problem.
The most convenient and often used
one is the vapor pressure-temperature relationship along the vaporliquid equilibrium curve.
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C.

C3.3 ADDITIONAL ASSUMPTIONS

a.

is

C3.4 CHEMICAL REACTIONS

the magnitude of the gross
circumferential
and longitudinal stresses in the
vessel walls developed by the transient
internal-pressure
excursion resulting
from the steam explosion.
The onset of
deformation and rupture should depend
upon the combination of the new and the
preexisting stresses.
However, the latter are ignored in the model since
they
are expected to be small in comparison
with the former.

Only one chemical reaction, that between
the zirconium and the water, is incorpoconsidered
rated in the model., This is
to
be the principal reaction for the
(Ref. 4).
The
conditions of interest
diffusion-limited parabolic reaction law
employed in the
as given by Baker was
The surface area of
(Ref. 5).
model
zirconium in contact with the water was
taken to be the same as if the mass of
zirconium were broken up into particles
average diameter as that
of the same
specified for the entire melt.

An excess of pressure inside the vessel
vertical
over that outside at the same
location
produces
a circumferential
(hoop) tensile stress in the vessel wall
equal to the excess pressure times the
ratio of radius to wall
thickness.
if
the vessel is closed on both ends there
is also a longitudinal tensile
stress
equal
to half the hoop stress.
The
hemispherical
heads are subjected to
membrane tensile stresses (equal in all
directions) given by the same formula as
for the longitudinal stress (Ref. 6).
Superimposed upon these
are
bending
stresses due to restraints
to radial
expansion at supports and flanges, pressure gradients
in the mixture itself,
and stress concentrations
at tube
entrances, at abrupt changes in shape or
cross section, and at points of attachment of internal and external support
structures. Failures of
certain portions of the vessel structure might thus
occur for exploding mixture pressures of
1/2
to 1/4 of those necessary for producing gross longitudinal ruptures
from
excessive hoop stress.
To identify the
possibility of such occurrences, a. longitudinal
"flaw"
(of given length at a
given distance from the bottom of the
vessel with a stress-concentration factor of 4) was introduced into the computer program.

reaction law yields an
The parabolic
time.
infinite reaction rate at zero
The computat~ional difficulties with an
rate were avoided by assuming
infinite
that
the
zirconium already had a thin
surface when the
film of oxide on its
melt was dispersed in the water. The
amount of hydrogen assumed to exist
initially in the mixture was taken to
iniresult from the oxidation of this
tial film. Although the initial rate of
reaction is sensitive to the thickness
of this initial oxide film, later values
of the amount reacted and of the heat
are
as functions
of time
generated
little affected by this assumption.
The
liquid water and the steam were
in
the
presumed to participate equally
that is,
in proporreaction;
chemical
The heat
tion to their mass fractions.
by
the chemical reaction
generated
turned out to be 1 percent or less of
the heat transferred from the melt to
time interval
the water in the short
involved in most cases of interest. The
amount of hydrogen gas generated was
also small, of the order of 10-5 that of
The chemical
the mass of the water.
reaction could have been safely ignored
in this phase of the computations.

The
simple
direct
proportionality
between excess
internal pressure and
wall stress
applies strictly only to
static
or
slowly
changing internal
pressures. For pressures that change
significantly
in a time comparable to
the natural period of radial vibrations
of the cylinder, inertial effects prevent the wall stresses from following
pressure changes instantaneously, since
stresses are accompanied by strains and,
hence,
radial
displacements of the
walls.
For pressure pulses
that are
extremely short compared to the radial
vibration period,
the
maximum
wall
stress will be developed after the pulse
is over and will be proportional to the
pressure impulse,
the integral of the
pressure pulse over time, rather than to
the maximum pressure value itself.

C3.5 VESSEL-WALL STRESSES
Proper computation of the vessel-wall
comparison
of
these
stresses
and
stresses with the strength properties of
the material are important considerations since the main consequences of a
steam explosion depend upon whether or
the vessel
is
not the integrity of
preserved.
The distribution of stress in an engineering structure such as a reactor
is
vessel is very complex. The vessel
subjected to many different types of
loadings, some of which are alleviated
and others intensified under the condiThe main
tions of a melt-down accident.
concern in the model computations is in
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For some of the preliminary computations
equation
with the PWR, a differential
was incorporated in the computer program
for determining the dynamic hoop stresses from the computed pressure variations
in the exploding mixture. With suitable
damping incorporated into the equation
to avoid "ringing" effects, the dynamic
found to follow the static
stress was
faithfully
rather
stress variations
except for a time delay of about 1/4 of
the natural period for radial vibrations
This is because the
of 3 milliseconds.
pressure changes for these computations
occurred on a scale of tens of millisec(400
onds for the assumed particle size
As they had been shown to be
microns).
unimportant to the situations of interest, computations of the dynamic stressthe
from
eliminated
es were then
computer program.

percent of the core dropping into 37,400
pounds of water to 88.3 percent dropping
into 4500 pounds of water.
The average
particle diameter of the dispersed melt
was
assumed to be 400 microns, in
accordance with the findings of Higgins
and Schultz (Ref. 7).
In all cases the
top head of the reactor vessel was
ruptured and, except for the 3.9 percent
case, sufficient energy remained after
inelastic collision with the concrete
shield above the vessel to breach the
dome of the containment building.

is assumed
In the computer program it
that the wall would rupture wherever and
whenever the hoop stress exceeds the
strength of the steel, or 1/4th
tensile
of this value at the assumed flaw locaThese cracks could not open fast
tion.
enough to have any significant effect on
remainder of the
the course of the
continued
explosion. Computations were
until the top head was assumed to ruplongitudinal
excessive
ture due to
stress just below the flange. Cracks
should also begin to form in the hemispherical shell of the top head at about
this time, but only the development of a
could relieve the
large opening
very
enough
internal pressure buildup fast
involving high rates of
for the cases
heat transfer.
In the above considerations the response
of the material to the applied stress is
simplified. Failure is assumed
greatly
vessel-wall
to take place when the
stress exceeds the tensile strength of
the material. The energy that could be
absorbed by plastic deformation is not
energetic
For the more
considered.
is a good approximathis
interactions
tion since the kinetic energy of the
far exceeds the energy
moving mass by
less-,
In
required to fail the vessel.
energetic interactions, where failure of
the vessel is marginal, this approach is
overly conservative.

C4. RESULTS OF COMPUTATIONS
A number of cases were computed for
which it was assumed that the molten
portion of the core at a given time
following the initiation of a meltdown
accident dropped suddenly into the water
remaining above the grid plate at that
PWR reactor specifications were
time.
used and the cases ranged from 3.9
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It is considered unlikely that a partially molten core would drop down into
the water above the grid plate;
rather
it would
tend to resolidify as it progressed down the cooler core structure
below it.
Consequently, All subsequent
computations were limited to the case of
failure,
for which
massive grid-plate
all of the molten core and the molten
grid plate would drop into the bottomhead water reservoir.
Figure VIII C-2
shows the plotted results of a typical computer output for a
dispersal of 400-micron-diameter melt
particles. The various dependent variables shown as functions of time are:
P

-

Pressure
psi/lOO

in

exploding

Q

-

Pressure in gas and steam
exploding mixture, psi/lOG

T

-

Temperature of steam-water, deg C/10

U

-

Temperature of melt, deg C/1OO

X

-

Position of
mixture, ft

S

-

Mass fraction of steam, percent

H

-

Heat input to steam-water, cal/g/1O

E

-

efficiency,
Conversion
kinetic energy, percent.

the

top

of

mixture,
above

exploding

heat

to

The maximum pressure developed is not
enough to rupture the bottom of the ves(The vessel for this particular case.
at its bottom for an
sel does rupture
of
320
diameter
average
particle
The pressure above the top of
microns).
the mixture is seen to increase very
rapidly as the model "piston" approaches
Rupture of the top head
the top head.
occurs because of this pressure buildup
as
in combination with a hammer effect
some of the exploding mixture penetrates
to impact the
the gas pocket above it
top
head.
(The Taylor instability
as
developed at the top of the mixture

rapidly decelerates
it
penetration.)

explains

the

As discussed in Appendix B, it is not
known whether there would be any operative mechanism to disperse molten core
materials dropped into saturated water.
In view of the possibility that fine
fragmentation and dispersion would not
likelihood, a
with any great
occur
series of computations were made with
diameters,
particle
average
larger
(10 cm).
ranging up to 100,000 microns
Melt-drop times were taken to vary from
The values
0.001 second to 3.2 seconds.
input parameters used
for the various
are listed in
for these calculations
Table VIII C-1.
The results of these computations are
shown in Fig. VIII C-3 for PWR reactors.
Computations were made for all combinations of values of APD, the average
the meltparticle diameter, and TAU,
drop time, for which a capital letter
designator appears on the log-log grid.
The number to the side of each letter,
except for E, is the height in feet to
the top head and control-rod
which
shield would rise against gravity if
other forces or conby
unimpeded
the
of
The significance
straints.
letter designates is as follows:
A

*

The vessel wall ruptures near the
bottom and also later at the assumed
flaw position running from 6 to 8
feet above the bottomn with a stressconcentration factor of 4. The top
ruptures,
head also subsequently
hits the control-rod shield block,
and the combined projectile penetrates the dome of the containment
the shield
building, 95 feet above
block.

-

B

-

Same as A except that the vessel
does not rupture near the bottom.

C

-

Same as A except that neither the
bottom nor the assumed flaw location
ruptures.

D

-

Same as C except that the projectile
assembly does not have enough energy
to reach the dome of the containment
building.

E

-

No rupture of the vessel occurs.

*

failure is predicted to occur and those
for which the containment might fail.
Figure VIII C-4 shows the results of
similar computations for a BWR, for the
values of the parameters listed in Table
The BWR reactor vessel conC-1.
ViIl
tains a considerable amount of internal
structure above the shroud head that
The moving
covers the reactor core.
mass (the hypothetical piston that forms
the top layer of the exploding mixture)
is presumed to collide inelastically
with the shroud head and to tear it
Energy losses
loose from its mountings.
are suffered in flowing past the internal structures in the vessel both in the
form of viscous drag resistance to flow
and inelastic collisions when the shroud
head is torn loose and as it is plastiThe entire moving
deformed.
cally
inelastically
then collides
assembly
with the top head and ruptures it if it
The ashas enough energy to do so.
sembled mass then continues on upward
containment
the roof of the
toward
The BWR has no shield block
building.
above the vessel.
the differences between the PWR
Despite
and the BWR and the differences in initial *and boundary conditions, the use of
improved functions for the properties of
liquid water near the critical point for
the latter, and a first-order correction
for the differences between the average
and surface temperatures of melt particles, of various sizes for the latter,
the sets of curves for the PWR and the
BWR are quite similar.
The ordinate scales of Figs. VIII C-3
and VIII C-4 can also be plotted on a
basis, like the abscissa
time-scale
scales, by using the thermal relaxation
than the average
rather
TRT,
time,
relaxaThe thermal
particle diameter.
tion time is the time required for the
to
heat content of the melt to decrease
l/e of its initial value. In order to
compute the heat content of the melt it
find the final
first necessary to
is
equilibrium temperature of the mixture,
assuming a slow, constant pressure heat
transfer and hence no dynamic effects.
The equilibrium temperature turns out to
be 1710 C for the PWR and 1150 C for
(smaller melt to water ratio).
the BWR
The heat content for the former is thus
217 cal/g and for the latter 300 cal/g.
the heat
The value of TRT is simply
content divided by the initial rate of
The
heat transfer per gram of melt.
computer prints out the value of this
initial rate of heat transfer. However,
is readily computable from the mass
it
of melt, the total surface of the melt,

The lines drawn on Fig. VIII C-3 delineate the approximate boundaries between
the areas on the grid characterized by
of
combination
above-lettered
the
The second line from the right
events.
is particularly significant since it is
the dividing line between the set of
containment
for which no
conditions
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exchange rate would be of no conseThis condition would correspond
quence.
TRT/TMR and
to both of the parameters
being much less than 0.1, which
TAU/TMR
would require average particle diameters
than 100 microns and melt drop
of
less
times of less than a millisecond.

the initial
temperature difference, and
and filmthe sum of the radiative
boiling convective heat-transfer coeffiof
this
purpose
For the
cients.
computation the average melt temperature
surface temperature.
is used as its
The TRT and the TAU scales can both be
rendered dimensionless in a significant
way by dividing them by TMR, the mechanTMR
ical response time for the system.
is
a measure of the time required for
the piston mass equivalent of the inertia of the system to respond appreciably
A
to changes in forces imposed on it.
the
derived in
formula
for TMR is
This
formula is
Mathematics Section.
the same as that for about 1/6 of the
natural period of oscillation of a mass
equal to the piston mass supported on an
air
spring with the same cross-sectional
depth as that of the
area and initial
exploding mixture, with the air spring
pressurized above ambient pressure just
the weight of
sufficiently to support
The values
the piston against gravity.
time,
repsonse
of TMR, the mechanical
to be nearly the same for the
turn out
0.31
second for the
PWR and the BWR,
former and 0.32 second for the latter.

of the likelihood of
The
question
occurrence of a steam explosion of given
in
a reactor vessel seems to
severity
to the question of the
reduce itself
likelihood of occurrences of the various
TAU/TMR
of TRT/TMR and
combinations
along one of the actual curves or along
C-5.
an interpolated curve of Fig. VIII
It is seen that if TAU is much less than
TRT, the phenomenon depends only on the
On the other
single parameter TRT/TMR.
than TRT,
hand, if TAU is much greater
of heat exchange depends prithe rate
marily on the rate at which melt drops
into the water and not on how rapidly
heat is exchanged between the water and
an individual particle of the melt.
the
Hence the value of TAU/TMR becomes
significant quantity.
MATHEMATICS OF THE MODEL

C5.

The dimensionless plots of TRT/TMR versus TAU/TMR are given in Fig. VIII C-5
The curves differ
for the PWR and BWR.
where they
and in
in
shape
slightly
However,
intersect the coordinate axes.
the similarities between the two sets of
curves are more striking than the difThey would not be expected to
ferences.
be exactly alike since there are many
other dimensionless parameters involved
of the two systems.
in the behaviors
and TAU/TMR appear to
However,
TRT/TMR
Also signifbe the primary parameters.
the fact that the change in
icant is
one
system behavior from a nonexplosive
to a very explosive one is characterized
by a dividing line corresponding to the
sum
for the vector
of unity
value
for
(square root of sum of squares)
This dividing
two parameters.
these
between
that
line is
approximately
No
Regions
B and C of Fig. VIII C-5.
occur for values of
vessel ruptures
TRT/TMR of about 10 to 12 or greater or
for values of TAU/TMR of 4 to 6 or
regardless of the value of the
greater,
other parameter.

C5.1

BASIC MODEL EQUATIONS
CONSERVATION OF ENERGY

C5.l.l

M=wM +Ms

where
=

The rate of heat input
to the colder components
of the mixture from the
melt,

=

values of
Instantaneous
the masses of the liquid
steam,
and gas,
water,
respectively,

=

Rates of heat input per
unit mass to the water,
and gas, respecsteam,
tively, and

wvw =

Latent heat of vaporization times mass rate of

Q

Mw,M s,Mg

qw'qs'qg

conversion
steam.
In
accordance
thermodynamics,
dQ = dH -
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sLA
(VIII C-l)

L
Maximum efficiency of conversion of heat
energy to mechanical energy occurs when
the heat-exchange rate is so great that
essentially no expansion can take place
of the water has been convertuntil all
ed to very high pressure steam (constant
The system would then
volume boiling).
to
heat-exchange
become insensitive
values of heatgreater
rate,
i.e.,

+

+ Mq

with

the

VdP = Cps dT -

T

of

water to

first

law of

(DV/aT)p

dP.

for the steam,

Hence,

fusion of Component j
and Msj is the
mass
rate of increase of its
solid
phase.
Equation
(VIII C-3b) continues
to apply until all of the liquid phase
of Component
j
has been converted to
solid, then control reverts to Equation
(VIII
C-3a).
The various components of
the melt are thus assumed to be in separate phases at thermal equilibrium:
the
possibility of formation of liquid or
solid solutions is not considered.

for example,
(VIII C-2)

qs = C ps T - T OV s /ýT) p P st

where
Cps

=

Constant
pressure specific
heat as a function of Ps and
T,

V5

=

Volume per unit mass of steam
as a function of P and T,

P

=

Partial
pressure
steam, and

=

Absolute temperature.

T

of

the

Equations analogous to Equation (VIII C2) are also set up for the water and for
the gas (hydrogen).
Since the hydrogen
is
assumed
to be
a
perfect
gas,
T

(3V g/T)p

The additive term on the right of both
equations
represents
the rate at which
thermal energy
is
added
to the melt
within the exploding mixture
by the
continual dropping into the mixture of
additional
melt from the core at its
original temperature
Tmo over a time
period T.
Here Wki is the total mass of
liquid over this time period.
This second term is deleted from the two equations upon completion of the dropping
process;
i.e.,
when the time begins to
exceed

= Vg.

T.

C5.1.2

For the melt,

CONSERVATION OF MOMENTUM

A(P - P
=

-

•4 i

(C~iM£
C il ki ++CCM.)Tm
siMsi)

)

-Wg

= Wk +

x,

(W%/T)

M

(VIII C-4)
where

4

C

+iL

9iW
i (T

-

m

x

=

Position of the top
exploding mixture,

W

=

Effective mass
(half of
instantaneous mass of melt plus
water),

A

=

Cross-section area,

P

=

Pressure at the bottom of
mixture,

=

Pressure in
the mixture

i= 1
(VIII C-3a)
or

of

the

4
6

=

-LjMsj

+il

C~iWi (Tmo

-

Tm )/T.
P

(VIII C-3b)

x

the
(filled

the

space
above
with steam

and hydrogen),
Equation
(VIII
C-3a) applies while the
instantaneous melt temperature Tm is not
at any of the melting points of the four
components, UO2 , ZrO2 , Zr, and Fe.
Q is
the same quantity as on the left
side of
Equation (VIII C-l).
C.i and Mii are
the specific heat and instantaneous mass
within the exploding mixture,
respectively, of the liquid phase of Component
i, and Csi and respective
Msi are
the
same respective quantities for its
solid
phase.

g

=

Acceleration of gravity,

W

=

Total mass of the melt.

m

and

Since T is the melt drop time, Wm/T represents the rate of increase of melt in
the mixture.
Px is computed as a function of time by
applying an equation similar to that of
(VIII C-l) to the steam and hydrogen in
the upper part of the vessel with Q = 0.
The steam in this part of the vessel
is
not quite saturated
initially
and becomes even less so as it
is
compressed
adiabatically.

Whenever the melt temperature reaches
the melting point Tmi of the j-th
component,
Equation
(VIII C-3b)
begins to
apply, wherein L is the latent heat of
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C5.1.3
xA - V

pressure over the saturation value, with
the coefficient of proportionality a
function of temperature, so as to approximate the tabulated values quoted by
Dorsey (Ref. 10).

CONSERVATION OF MASS
wt (1 - awg)
Ww [FVs + (1 -

F) Vw].

(VIII C-5)
Equation
(VIII C-5)
states that the
volume of the exploding mixture at any
time, less the volume occupied
by the
melt components, equals the volume occupied by the steam plus the volume occupied by the water.
Ww is the original
mass of water; F is the mass fraction in
the form of steam, and Vs is the volume
per unit mass of steam; Vw is the volume
per unit mass of water; wt is the mass
fraction of the mixture remaining
after
the escape of some through the orifice;
and 1 - awA is the mass fraction of water
remaining after chemical generation
of a mass of hydrogen equal to wgWwI
where
a is
the
ratio of molecular
weights of water
to hydrogen.
The
standard orifice
equations yields wt,
from which wt is obtained by numerical
integration.
Likewise,
*g comes from
the chemical reaction rate equation.
Since the hydrogen gas occupies the same
furthervolume as the steam, we have,
more,
(1 - awg) FVs = WgVg.

The
ideal gas
law was used
for the
equation of state and the specific heat
of the hydrogen
gas.
This was deemed
satisfactory because the hydrogen is
a
minor component with a low partial pressure.
The densities, specific heats, heats of
fusion, and melting point temperatures
of the various
components of the melt
were considered to be constants at average values over the temperature range of
interest (Ref. 14).
The effects of the
variations
in
the density of the melt
with temperature and pressure were neglected.

C5.2 MECHANICAL RESPONSE TIME

(VIII C-6)

The
time derivatives of Equations
C-5) and (VIII C-6) furnish needed
tionships
for the analysis.
The
of Mws in Equation (VIII C-l)
can
be expressed in terms of F and the
parameters.

The specific heat at constant pressure
for the steam as a function of Ps and T
was obtained from an expression for the
entropy, S, of steam as quoted by Justi
(Ref.
8), using the thermodynamic relationship Cps = T(aS/9T) .
The specific
heat of saturated watep was obtained by
matching a polynomial to published data
(Ref.
11).
In
addition, analytic expressions were used for the vapor
pressure of water as a function of temperature (Ref. 12) and for the latent heat
of vaporization
of water as a function
of temperature (Ref. 13).

Equation
(VIII C-4) may be rendered dimensionless by dividing through by APo,
where P0 is the initial
pressure at the
bottom of the mixture, obtaining

(VIII
relavalue
then
other

Wx0 d 2 (X/X)
AP0

C5.1.4

dt2

EQUATIONS OF STATE

For steam, the analytic expression quoted by Justi for Vs(Ps,T) was employed
(Ref. 8).
Tabulated density values
for
both saturated
and super-heated steam
could be reproduced to within an accuracy of 1 percent by using this expression, except in the neighborhood of the
critical
point.
The needed pressure and
temperature partial derivatives
of Vs
were also obtained from this expression.
The density of saturated liquid water as
a function
of temperature was obtained
from a mathematical expression quoted by
Dorsey
(Ref.
9).
This expression was
modified to apply to subcooled water by
adding a term proportional to the excess

W

=(P
0-;X-O)
AP

0

WmXo d (x/xo)
APT
dt
(VIII C-7)
wherein x. is the initial
exploding mixture.

depth

of

the

The coefficient of the term on the left
has the dimensions of time squared.
Its
square root, given by
tmr =

VIII-IO0

WXo/APO,

(VIII C-8)

where w = -E/p/R.

the factor needed to make
is
precisely
the equation dimenthe time scale of
side
sionless throughout; e.g., the left
Since
d 2 (x/xo)/d(t/tmr) .
becomes
the ambient pressure plus
Po = Pa + P-'
the additiogal pressure at the bottom of
equals
mixture due to gravity,
the
(W/A)/g, Equation (VIII C-8) can also be
expressed in the form
tmt

=

V(xo/g)/(1 + Pa/Pg)

(VIII C-9)

(VIII C-9) for tmr is the same
Equation
as the equation for 1/27 times the
period of a pendulum of length xo /(l +
P a/Pg ).
Equation (VIII C-8) is the same as that
l/2ff times the period of small (isothermal) oscillations of a mass W mounted on
area A,
spring of cross-section
an air
to a pressure P.,
length
xo, and filled
just enough above ambient pressure to
The differential equation
support W.
for a small displacement, x, of W mountspring would be
ed on the air
2x

xP 0A,
(_O)

dt

(VIII C-10)

since -(x/x 0 Po) is the isothermal pressure change produced by the displaceThis equament x
(from Boyle's law).
to simple harmonic
integrates
tion
period of
motion with a

E

Young's modulus

is

and p is the density of the wall materiSince c = [E/p is the bar
al
(steel).
velocity of sound, w is the angular resfrequency for radial vibrations
onance
of the cylinder, as given by the condi(27R) is
tion that the circumference
equal to one wavelength (27c/w).
is added to the
A damping term -Dfwa
(VIII C-12),
right side of Equation
factor,
dissipation
Df,
the
where
Without
= I/Qr for the resonant system.
this term, higher stresses would be predicted than expected in practice because
For exof the "ringing" phenomenon.
the reample, with no damping added,
sponse to a pressure-step function (a
sudden application of internal pressure)
in stress by a
an overshoot
would be
factor of 2 followed by an oscillation
stresses
of indefinite duration with
the static
varying from zero to double
In
practice, such oscillations
value.
of dissipation
would not occur because
energy through the vessel
of vibratory
contacts with
supports and mountings;
structures; and
and external
internal
transmitviscous losses for vibrations
In the abfluids.
ted into internal
sence of any ready means for estimating
such losses, Df was
of
the magnitudes
which represents
given the value of 2,
damping.
just-critical
C6.

HEAT-TRANSFER-RATE
CONSIDERATIONS

C6.1
27rT WXo/APo-

HEAT-TRANSFER COEFFICIENT

The rate of heat transfer from the hot
melt to the colder components of the exploding mixture is given by

C5.3 DYNAMIC STRESSES IN VESSEL WALLS
= Htc

(hoop)
tencircumferential
The static
in
a cylinder of radius R
sile stress
tw << R (thin-wall
and wall thickness
case), is given by
aSt = (R/tw) AP

(VIII C-ll)

where AP is the excess of internal over
a
If AP is
external pressure (Ref. 6).
function of time, consideration of the
reaction on a
force balance and inertial
slice of the cylinder between two radii
differential
to the following
leads
hoop
the
dynamic
for
equation
stress, a

a= W2

(st

- c)

- Dfw&,

(VIII C-12)

S

•

(Tms

-

T),

(VIII C-13)

surface area of the
where S is the total
melt particles; Tms is the surface temperature of the melt; and T is the average temperature of the colder components
Htc. is
(liquid water, steam, and gas).
the heat-transfer coefficient, the suita priable representation of which is
The
mary consideration in the analysis.
effects of the high-temperature gradient
the colder components in the immein
diate vicinity of the hot melt surface
The possible difare
included in Htc.
the average
ferences between Tms and
the melt, Tm, are distemperature of
cussed later.
Htc
consists of contributions from each
types of
o0 the three classical
heat
conduction,
and
radiation,
transfer:
convection.
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C6.1.I

steady-state solution of the heat-conspherical coordiduction equation in
nates yields the value of the temperathe medium at the
ture gradient in
surface of the sphere and hence the rate
flow into the medium from the
heat
of
the
From this heat-flow rate
sphere.
heat-transfer coefficient for conduction
becomes

RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER

major
a
heat transfer is
Radiative
contribution at the melt temperature of
The net rate of radiation of
interest.
heat per unit surface area away from a
surface of emissivity ems and temperature Tms toward a surface of emissivity
c and temperature T is given by
a(Tms 4
T=

q

T4)
T
)

-

Cms

Hcond = 2K/D,

(VIII C-14)

which corresponds to a value
the Nusselt number, HD/K.

Y

=

m

(Tms

4

-

T4)"

Hco =

(VIII C-15)

Tms

+ Tms T + T2),

where Tms and T are in degrees absolute.
C6.1.2

CONDUCTIVE HEAT TRANSFER

temperature
If a hot sphere of surface
immersed in a
Tms and diameter D is
homogeneous medium of ambient temperature T and thermal conductivity K, the

for

(

-

Vol)Hbr + Vol

Hcond,

heat transfer
where Hbr is the Bromley
to stable film
applicable
coefficient
Equation
later.
discussed
boiling,
tantamount to assuming
is
(VIII C-18)
that a Vol fraction of the melt partiprimarily by steam
is
surrounded
cles
a
surrounded by
is
and the remainder
beyond which is
film of steam only,
liquid water.
It
is recognized that Equation (VIII C17) represents an approximate evaluation
of
the contribution of heat conduction
Since
to the heat-transfer coefficient.
conduction to steam would be expected to
be a lesser contributor to overall heat
and
transfer than natural convection
radiation to liquid water, this approximation is deemed reasonable.
C6.2

(VIII C-16)

2

(VIII C-18)

the
Each melt particle is considered in
to consist of the same mixture of
model
In
the two oxides and the two metals.
the proportions of these may
practice,
vary greatly from one particle to anthe possibility that
However,
other.
any metallic component, with a low emissivity, can form an appreciable fraction
since
of the melt surface is ruled out,
film of oxide would form almost
a thin
immediately upon contact with steam or
The available information
liquid water.
on the emissivities of U0 2 and ZrO2 at
of
in
the neighborhood
temperatures
2800 C indicate that 0.8 would be an
(Ref. 14).
6ms
value for
appropriate
to
Hence the contribution of radiation
the heat transfer coefficient is given
by
Hrad = 0.80 (Tms + T)

of

the
Equation (VIII C-17) is employed in
model
for the conductivity contribution
coefficient when
to the heat-transfer
If Vol is the
steam.
fluid
is all
the
of
all
volume fraction of steam before
the liquid has vaporized, then the expression incorporated in the model is

where a is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant
the melt particles are
If
15).
(Ref.
far enough apart and of such shape that
one portion of a melt particle surface
from
cannot receive radiation directly
and if the value of c
another portion,
is
effectively
for the water-steam-gas
unity
(perfect absorber and radiator),
then Equation (VIII C-14) becomes
q

(VIII C-17)

CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER

No account was taken in the model of the
coefcontribution to the heat-transfer
ficient of a melt particle in steam due
to either natural or forced convection,
could be signifialthough the latter
Much turbulence no doubt would
cant.
exist in practice, but the value of the
the
Reynold's number, needed to compute
to forced convection,
contribution due
As previously pointed out,
is unknown.
velocity between
the average relative
the melt particles and the steam is preThe contribution to
sumed to be zero.
the time
the heat transferred during
that the melt particles are being rapidly dispersed throughout the medium is
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neglected,
relatively

by assuming this time to be
very small.

An important consideration is the rate
stages
of heat transfer in the initial
of the explosion when the cold portion
almost enof the exploding mixture is
The theory of heat
liquid water.
tirely
transfer in the stable film boiling regime was developed by Bromley (Ref. 3).
He assumed that the vapor blanket around
a hot, horizontal, stationary tube rose
continuously under the action of buoyant
at a rate limited by viscous
forces,
The heat transferred
drag on the tube.
is
that needed to replenish the vapor
blanket by vaporization of the surroundThis heat is transported
ing liquid.
through the film primarily by conduction
The resultant contribuand radiation.
tion to the heat transfer coefficient is
Pv (Pk- pv)g
Hbr = 0.62 ( K v Driv
(Tms -T)

En)l/4 ,

(VIII C-19)
where Kv, pv and n. are the thermal conductivity, density, and viscosity of the
the density
vapor, respectively; pk is
of the liquid; and En is the difference
in enthalpy between the vapor blanket at
mean temperature and the liquid.
its
Analytic expressions were used for the
16)
and the enthalpy
(Ref.
viscosity
(Ref. 8) of steam as functions of temand pressure in Equation (VIII
perature
The thermal conductivity was obC-19).
tained
from the viscosity and the constant-pressure specific heat (previously
by using a Prandtl number
described)
The analytic
value of 1/1.15 (Ref. 11).
liquid and vapor
for the
expressions
densities have been discussed.
A considerable amount of theoretical and
reported on
experimental work has been
from moving
heat transfer to liquids
spheres, the case of forced convection
Heat-transfer rates of
17, 18).
(Refs.
about one order of magnitude greater
of natural
characteristic
than those
Forced
convection can thus be attained.
effects are neglected in the
convection
velocity bemodel since the relative
tween the melt particles and the water
As
is
not known.
due to
turbulence
pointed out previously, the average velocity difference is assumed to be zero
and the heat transfer during dispersion
is neglected.
Radiative heat transfer and natural conmake
correlation)
(Bromley's
vection
about equal contributions to the initial

magnitude of the heat-transfer
coeffiparticles.
for 100-micron-size
cient
However, as the particle size increases,
the radiation contribution become preThus the overall heat-transdominant.
fer
rate predicted is not overly sensiparticular/film-boiling
the
tive to
These results of
correlation utilized.
are in
the present model computations
accord with the meager amount of difficult-to-obtain experimental data on heat
In
transfer at such high temperatures.
experiments on film boiling with an
electrically heated carbon rod in water,
Oki and Nabemoto measured heat-transfer
for rod temperatures rangcoefficients
ing from somewhat under 1500 C to someC above the saturated
what over 3000
They claim
water temperature (Ref. 19).
in
results to be
their experimental
heat transfer
agreement with radiative
Attempts to
equation.
and Bromley's
the
obtain the individual magnitudes of
two terms from pairs of points along
for
proved to be futile
their curve
The curve
2000
C.
above
temperatures
drawn through their data points agrees
well with the assumption of only radiathis
temperative heat exchange above
for an emissivity value close to
ture,
unity.
C6.3 TEMPERATURE GRADIENT IN MELT
PARTICLES
preliminary computations it was
In
all
of
assumed that the surface temperature
each melt particle was the same as its
This
assumption
temperature.
average
justified only for particles of
can be
on
about 60 microns or less in diameter
the time scale of events of interest, if
thermal conduction is the only mechanism
of internal heat transfer in the partivalue for
(The thermal-diffusivit
cle.
molten U0 2 is about 3.8 x i0-ý cm2 /sec.)
internal conOther mechanisms such as
vection would have to be invoked to jusfor the
the isothermal assumption
tity
since the
However,
larger particles.
temperature of the melt
assumed initial
is
just above the melting point of U0 2 ,
a solidification front would begin to
progress from the surface inward.as soon
the
as the melt is dispersed throughout
of U0 2
The solid crystallites
water.
and ZrO2 might form as a porous matrix
that would hinder the convection of the
lower-melting-point liquid metals.
An approximate procedure was devised to
correct for the fact that the melt parThe temmay
not be isothermal.
ticle
perature distribution within the melt
to be parabolic,
is
assumed
particle
with a maximum temperature at the center
of the assumed spherical particle and a
maximum (negative) temperature gradient
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at its
surface.
The value of this gradient is determined simply from the rate
of heat transfer in the medium adjacent
to the particle surface and the thermal
of the particle (weighted
conductivity
four
components).
average
over the
Since the average temperature is known,
the
assumed
parabolic
distribution
temperature to be
enables
the surface
is the following
determined.
The result
formula for the surface temperature of
the melt:
Tm+

Tis : 1
TsKm(

Htc
H D)

Htc T D

(VIII C-20)

transfer
coeffiwhere H c is the heat
cient tor the medium adjacent to the
surface and Km is the thermal conductivThe quantity
ity of the melt particle.
of the
T. is the average temperature
melt particle and T is the average water
surtemperature away from the particle
face.
applying Equation (VIII C-20) to deIn
termine the value of Tms by computer,
assumed to be
the value of Tms is first
the same as Tm.
This enables the value
of Htc to be computed in accordance with
previously presented in
the formulas
this Appendix.
Equation (VIII C-20) is
then applied to obtain an improved value
The proof Tms, and Htc is recomputed.
cess is repeated until successive values
of Tms are in good agreement.
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A solution exists for the transientequation
for the case of
heat-transfer
isothermal
the cooling of an initially
sphere immersed in a medium characterized by a fixed value of Ht_ at the surAlthough
face of the sphere (Ref. 20).
to the asthis solution applies only
sumption of a constant ambient temperais
it
ture for the surrounding medium,
it
with
the
instructive
to compare
The
above.
approximate one proposed
temperature gradient at the surface of
initially
case is
the sphere for this
much greater than that which would be
given by a parabolic-temperature-distriis
to be expected,
bution
law.
This
assumed
initially
since the sphere is
an approximately
However,
isothermal.
parabolic distribution is attained after
only a few percent of the total time it
about 98
takes for the sphere to lose
temperature
original
of its
percent
the
difference from the medium.
Toward
end of the cooling process the parabolic
distribution begins to give too high a
value for the (negative) gradient at the
(The parabolic distribution is
surface.
solution for a
the exact steady-state
sphere in a cooling medium with heat
sources uniformly distributed throughout
its volume (Ref. 21).
The computed initial
differences between
Tm and Tins ranged from only a few degrees for a particle size of 100 microns
size of
to about 600 C for a particle
The uniform-particle10,000 microns.
temperature assumption would thus appear
to be quite reasonable for all but the
largest particle sizes considered.
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TABLE VIII C-i

(a)

VALUES OF PARAMETERS USED FOR MASSIVE GRID-PLATE FAILURE,
STEAM-EXPLOSION COMPUTATIONS

More representative

Masses,

lb

values would be

PWR
70,000-80,000 psi.

UO2

ZrO 2

Zr
H2 0
H2
Top head, flange, and
control-rod shield,
PWR
Shroud head and internal
structure
Initial
Conditions
Pressure, psia
Melt temperature, C
Water temperature, C

BWR
The energy imparted to

175,600
30,000
6,300
37,400
0.374

369,800

323,500

358,000

0

299,500

13.2
2,850
90

14.7
2,850
93

7.18
34.60
7.875

10.46
65.95
6.313
130,000
12 to 16
32,500

105,200
22,100
149,500
1.495

Vessel Parameters
Radius, internal, ft
Height, internal, ft
Wall thickness, in.
psi (a)
Wall tensile
strength,
Flaw position, ft
from bottom
Flaw strength, psi

(a)

130,000
6 to 8
32,500

More representative values would be 70,000-80,000
the pressure vessel head is

quite insensitive

psi.

The energy imparted to

to the assumed tensile

Table VIII C-1
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Appendix D
Noncondensable Gases
There
are
two major sources of noncondensable-gas
generation
in
a reactor
accident
in which core meltdown occurs.
Metal-water reactions
in
the pressure
vessel will
produce hydrogen gas (H 2 )
shortly before and during
the meltdown
process.
Later in the accident, carbon
dioxide (C0 2 ) will be generated
as the
molten
core material causes
thermal
decomposition of limestone aggregate
in
the concrete base mat of the containment
structure.
The production of
these
gases presents two potential threats to
containment integrity.
Both gases
will
cause a buildup in internal gas pressure
in the system.
Hydrogen generation
can
also
lead
to combustible mixtures with
the
oxygen already
present
in
the
containment atmosphere.
Ignition of the
hydrogen-oxygen mixtures can produce
an
exothermic
chemical reaction which, depending upon conditions,
might develop
into a detonation.
The introduction of
additional
thermal
energy
into
the
containment atmosphere will cause a rise
in
pressure,
perhaps coupled with a
shock-wave
loading on the containment
walls if
the detonation
occurs.
The
important
question
in
all
of
these
situations is
whether,
or under
what
conditions,
would they likely result in
containment failure
by overpressurization.
The hydrogen-generation problem
is
examined
first
for each type
of
water-reactor system; an analysis of the
carbon dioxide generation problem follows.
D 1.
D1.1

HYDROGEN IN A PWR
PRODUCTION

Several sources of hydrogen exist for a
PWR system during the course of a coremeltdown
accident.
The
principal
sources are identified in Table VIII D-1
along with an estimate of
the rate of
hydrogen production
and the potential
yield for each over a selected
time
period.
It is apparent that the metalwater reaction
is
the most important
source
of hydrogen, both in amount and
rate of generation.
While the other
sources
could become significant at
sufficiently long times, the metal-water
reaction
generated hydrogen will dominate during the important first
several
hours after
the accident.
The best
estimate of the amount of hydrogen
generated by this source is 600 lb-moles

which corresponds to 75 percent zirconium reaction
in the reactor-core region
during the period of core meltdown.
The
value
is
based
on parametric heattransfer analyses of the meltdown process which takes
into
account steamavailability and core-slumping effects.
More or less metal-water reaction can be
predicted depending on assumed conditions,
but it
is shown that the final
effects are not to sensitive
to these
uncertainties.
D1.2

TRANSPORT TO CONTAINMENT

The hydrogen-steam mixture will exit
from the core at high
temperatures,
probably 2000 F or higher, and the paths
from this location
to the containment
depends
upon the type of pipe break.
For a hot-leg break the gas mixture will
exit from the primary system directly
from the upper-plenum region
of the
pressure vessel
without much cooling.
For a cold-leg
break the gas mixture
must
travel
from the upper plenum
through the steam-generator tubes before
exiting to the containment.
This will
result in cooling of the gas mixture
to
temperatures
of
500-600 F. Shapiro and
Moffette have noted that the
spontaneous-ignition
temperatures
of hydrogensteam mixtures can range from about 1000
to 1500 F depending upon exit velocity,
steam concentration, and geometry of the
systems
(Ref. 1).
Thus the temperature
of the steam-hydrogen mixture that exits
from
the
broken
pipe
into
the
containment
should
be
above
the
spontaneous
ignition temperature
in a
hot-leg break but not for a cold-leg
break.
D1.3

EVENTS IN THE CONTAINMENT
ATMOSPHERE

D1.3.1

FLAMMABILITY LIMITS

Shapiro and Moffette reviewed this subject about 15 years ago and developed
the
limit composition curves shown in
Fig. VIII D-1 (Ref. i).
In spite of the
considerable amount of work on hydrogenoxygen combustion since then
there has
been no adequate additional study of the
effect of water vapor
(steam)
on the
limits.
However, the limit lines given
in Fig. VIII D-1 probably represent
the
minimum compositions for flame propagation, i.e.,
the flammability region may
VIII-115

indicated.
be
smaller than
actually
this reducSeveral factors may cause
tion,
such as downward rather than
upward flame propagation and combustion
in smaller vessels which would result in
energy losses to the vessel walls. Note
on the figure that increased temperature
small
or pressure have a relatively
the
flammability limits.
on
effect
region
the
flammability
Therefore,
defined in the figure for a temperature
of 300 F and a pressure of 100 psig is
for determining
the basis
used
as
hydrogen-combustion conditions in this
study.
D1.3.2

DETONATION LIMITS

and Noffette state that in
Shapiro
hydrogen-air mixtures (no steam) as the
hydrogen concentration increases beyond
9 v/o, not only does the flame propagate
in
all directions but the rate of
propagation increases rapidly (Ref. 1).
Then when the hydrogen in air reaches 19
v/o, the mixture detonates. This condition persists until the hydrogen in air
The detonation occurs
exceeds 57 v/o.
in a shock wave which may travel at
several thousand meters
velocities of
per second. Very small ignition sources
such as sparks can trigger detonations
The
local combustion.
by initiating
combustion advances quickly and produces
turbulence and shock waves in and ahead
of the flame front which rapidly transform the deflagration into a detonation.
The detonation shock wave is sustained
by the energy of the chemical reaction
the
by
initiated
which is itself
temperature and pressure of the wave.
The detonation compositions noted above
for hydrogeni-air mixtures constitute the
lower and upper limits of the assumed
detonation limit boundary in Fig. VIII
the boundary it
In constructing
D-1.
appears that Shapiro and Moffette simply
(to the low
assumed parallel behavior
temperature and pressure flammability
at increasing steam
boundary)
limit
concentrations. Thus, the assumed detonation limits must be considered quite
the
uncertain, particularly in view of
limits that
very irregular detonation
threehave been observed in other
For the
(Ref.
2).
component systems
purposes of this study, as it is shown
that results of hydrogen generation will
not be
sensitive to detonation-limit
no effort was made to
predictions,
obtain better estimates.
D1.3.3

COMBUSTION OF HYDROGEN AT ENTRY
TO CONTAINMENT

hydrogen-steam mixture from
The
reactor primary system will enter

the
the

large
containment
volume
via
the
relatively small room which contains the
broken
primary coolant loop.
These
rooms are typically only a few percent
of the total containment free volume, so
for expected hydrogen-steam flows in the
range of 5000-10,000 cfm the residence
time of hydrogen in the room would be
It is doubtful that
only a few minutes.
any significant hydrogen burning would
occur in this room for several reasons.
blowdowri
First,
the
reactor-coolant
would
be expected to drive nearly all
the original air out of the room, thus
eliminating the source of oxygen for the
sequences
reaction.
In some accident
continued steam flow from water boiloff
in the core would prevent return of air
except by back diffusion. This would
In other accident
require many hours.
spray
water
containment
sequences,
falling through upper gratings in the
room could bring entrained air back more
rapidly. The sprays would also reduce
the steam partial pressure to the range
where theoretically flammable hydrogenair-steam concentrations could develop.
Although some combustion might begin for
the hot-leg break where the hydrogensteam mixture could enter the room above
ignition temperature,
the spontaneous
the oxygen supply probably could not be
the reaction would soon
maintained and
is concluded
cease.
on this basis it
that hydrogen combustion in the smallloop compartment can be ignored.

The next point at which the hydrogensteam mixture might ignite and burn is
at the floor grating to the large upper
containment space
(i.e., as the gas
flows up out of the small-loop compartment).
To maintain continued combustion would require a large ignition
source and a continuous supply of air
(oxygen). These conditions could not be
met for a cold-leg break, but for a hotleg break it is possible that the hydrogen-steam mixture would come through the
grating at or above the spontaneousOnce the combusignition temperature.
tion
started, the heat liberated would
favor continued reaction provided oxygen
could be supplied at the necessary rate.
Complete combustion of 600
lb-moles of
H
(Table VIII D-1) would require 300
1i-moles Of 02 or about one-half the
containment air
supply.
Assuming the
hydrogen is generated at a uniform rate
the
over 3/4 hour this
fraction of
containment atmosphere would have to
to the combustion site within
circulate
this time period.
The required rate of
circulation would steadily increase as
oxygen was consumed by the reaction.
it is doubtful
Under these conditions
last.
how long the burning period would
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However,
if
complete combustion of the
hydrogen
is
assumed,
the
rate
of
thermal-energy
addition
to
the
containment atmosphere can be estimated.
Since the heat of combustion of the hydrogen-oxygen reaction is 1.04 x 105 Btu
per, lb-mole H 2
consumed,
the rate of
energy addition
(assuming uniform H2
would be 8.3 x 107 Btu/hr
production)
for
the 3/4 hour period.
In
some
accident
sequences
this rate may be
significant in
terms of
the internal
pressure rise
that would result.
If the hydrogen does not burn at the
-floor grating
in
the large upper containment space then it will tend to rise
and accumulate
in the upper regions of
this space.
Internal
convection currents in the containment atmosphere will
gradually mix the hydrogen
throughout
the
volume,
but
after
appreciable
hydrogen has been
generated,
explosive
For a typical PWR
mixtures can develop.
containment, 75 percent
zirconium-water
reaction
will
lead
to the
following
hydrogen concentrations in the containment building
assuming complete mixing
and steam saturated conditions:
Temp,
230
130

F

H 2 , v/o
7
14

If only the upper containment
space is
considered,
the hydrogen concentrations
would be about twice these values.
In
Fig.
VIII
D-2 it
can be
seen that
regardless of the hydrogen concentration
in
a steam-saturated atmosphere at temperatures above about 230 F, the composition will lie
outside the flammability
region.
Therefore, a propagating
combustion wave cannot occur.
In accident
sequences where containment
sprays
are
not operable,
the atmosphere must cool
to 230 F or below before any explosive
H2 -0 2 reaction is possible.
However, in
sequences where sprays
operate,
the
atmosphere
is
cooled
to 230 F in a
matter of minutes and then down
to the
range of
130 F within an hour.
The
buildup of hydrogen under
these conditions creates
gas mixtures well within
the flammability limits.
The appearance
of a small
spark in such mixtures is
often considered to present
relatively
high potential for initiating
a detonation event.
A detonation
will produce
two coupled
effects on the containment
structure.
First the detonation
shock
wave will deliver an impulse loading to
the containment wall.
This
dynamic
loading will quickly decay to a somewhat
more sustained pressure pulse
from the
expanding
gas that has undergone adia-

batic heating.
Heat transfer from the
gas to the wall and to internal structures will cause decay of this secondary
pressure
pulse.
Because of the importance of these loadings
to containment
integrity,
the detonation problem was
analyzed in more detail.
The results of
this analysis
are given in
the next
section.

D2. EXAMINATION OF DETONATION
EVENTS
D2.1

THE MECHANISM OF DETONATION

A gaseous detonation may be initiated by
a shock of sufficient intensity, or it
may develop more slowly from a laminar
flame.
In
the latter
case the combustion will produce an increase
in
pressure which will start
weak pressure
waves propagating into the unburned gas.
Such small disturbances, especially as
they interact with the walls,
promote
the formation of turbulence in the flame
front.
Stronger shock waves are generated as a result of turbulent burning,
especially as
little
pockets
of gas
explode in the flame front.
These shock
waves are propagated into the unburned
gas,
accompanied
by local compression
and temperature rise.
When the shock
wave
is
strong enough,
the chemical
reaction begins in advance of the
flame
front.
The velocity of sound is greater
at higher temperatures.
Therefore successive shock waves overtake one another
until a detonation results.
The detonation is
characterized by an exothermic
reaction which is initiated by the shock
wave and which in turn drives the shock
wave.
The velocity of the detonation is
determined by the velocity of sound in
the burned gas, and is
usually several
times
the velocity of
sound in
the
original unburned mixture.
By writing down equations expressing the
conservation of mass, of momentum,
and
of energy
in
the gas as a shock wave
passes through,
one
can describe
the
relationship between
the pressure, p,
and the specific volume, v, for any gas.
This
relationship
is
known
as the
Hugoniot curve.
When no chemical
reaction is involved, the original pressure
and volume, p, and vl,
will be
transformed into a pressure and volume in the
shock wave, p5 and v , which depend on
the intensity of theSshock.
Such a shock wave will die out as it
passes
through an
unreacting gas, the
velocity will
decay until it
becomes
equal to
the velocity of sound.
For a
chemical reaction that proceeds to completion, the energy generated in the reVIII-117

action maintains the velocity constant.
on the
constraint
additional
This
systems allows for the calculation of a
together
detonation velocity,
unique
with a specific volume and a temperature
depending only on the composition of the
of
conditions
and the original
gas
This
pressure, volume, and temperature.
calculable condition after complete reis known as the Chapman-Jouquet
action,
state
This is not yet the final
state.
the gas; pressure equilibration has
of
and no heat has
not yet taken place,
been exchanged with the surroundings.
this greatly simplified
to
According
the events transpiring as the
picture,
detonation wave passes are approximately
a shock wave, traveling at
as follows:
the velocity of sound,
several times
a very brief and very sharp incauses
crease in pressure, density, and temperIt is caused by the net forward
ature.
shock
in
the
movement of molecules
This net movement of molecules
front.
results in an impulse greater than that
by the very considerable
represented
the
Immediately behind
pressure spike.
a region of hot gas
shock front is
"induction"
a prereaction
undergoing
During this period the concenperiod.
free raditration of reaction-causing
energy
building up, but little
is
cals
the
At the end of
is being released.
the reaction rate ininduction period
the
creases rapidly and proceeds toward
Fiof chemical equilibrium.
condition
nally, the wave passes and the reaction
assume a final equilibrium
products
state that marks the beginning of heat
exchange with the vessel.
The simple theory sketched out above is
to be entirely inadequate as
now known
the
an explanation of what happens in
The detonation wave
detonation process.
It
is not a simple plane discontinuity.
highly turbulent and is
fact,
in
is,
the
waves,
associated with transverse
structure of which depends on the shape
Nevertheless
and size of the vessel.
the older theory has been successful in
and
predicting detonation velocities
It is
the system.
of
other paramters
reliable
used here to give at least a
estimate of the eforder-of-magnitude
fect of a detonation under assumed conditions.
D2.2

CALCULATIONS OF DETONATION
PARAMETERS

as
the calculation,
step in
The first
for example, by Lewis and von
outlined,
of
Elbe (Ref. 3), is the determination
at the Chapman-Jouquet
the conditions
In addition to the specification
plane.

of the starting conditions of composition, pressure, specific volume and temstep requires that the
this
perature,
specithe average
following be known:
fic heat of the final gas through the
temperature range, the ratio of specific
constant
at
heat
(specific
heats
pressure divided by the specific heat at
constant volume) of the final gas at the
final temperature, and the heat of reacAll of these, but especially the
tion.
depend on the final composition,
last,
taking note of the fact that at elevated
temperatures the partial pressures of H,
An
zero.
not be
OH will
and
0,
iterative process is required; here only
are needed since
iterations
a
few
temperatures were not extreme and high
There is
accuracy was not required.
some question whether the time available
is sufficient to fully excite the vibrathat
was assumed
It
tional modes.
The spesufficient time is available.
heats were therefore taken as the
cific
values without modification
standard
(Ref. 4).
Having determined the velocity of the
detonation, it is possible to calculate
shock
in
the initial
the conditions
by
for example,
as outlined,
plane,
These
Kistiakowsky and Kydd (Ref. 5).
of
calculations require the knowledge
specific heats of the
the ratio of
the
over
averaged
gas
unreacted
Again the question
range.
temperature
levels
of the excitation of energy
for
too short
The time is
arises.
It was
vibrational modes to be excited.
assumed, however, that rotational levels
the specificTherefore,
are excited.
1.4 for the
as
heat ratio was taken
for H2 0.
1.33
diatomic molecules, and
The final value for the impulse must
take into account the net forward motion
The
the shock wave.
in
of molecules
momentum of these molecules passing unit
unit time is w2/v 5 , where w is
area in
(particle
velocity
the net forward
is the specific volume
and v
velocity)
to
According
the
shock 2ront.
in
hydrodynamic theory, w 2 is calculated by

w

2

=

(v 1 -

vs)

(ps -

pl),

(VIII D-1)

from the specific volume and pressure of
shock-front gas.
the original and the
the pressure equivalent, that
Therefore
is,
the rate of momentum transfer, is
w2

1
v-v(Ps

-

P

(P

-

Pl)
(VIII D-2)
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If
this
increase,
becomes

the
pressure
is
added to
the total impulse
Pl,
ps -

consumption of all
the oxygen
initially
present in
the containment
building.
Case III,
the assumed rich detonation
limit,
is not believed attainable under
the
reactor-accident
conditions
of
interest here.

(VIII D-3)

The quasiequilibrium pressure
resulting
from
the detonation or rapid selfpropagating combustion of
the hydrogen
from an
equivalent 75 percent cladding
reaction would produce peak pressures of
71-77 psia within
the PWR containment
building.
At these levels,
containment
failure would not be expected.
The
effect of the initial
impulse
of the
shock wave is more difficult
to assess.
It will depend on the duration as well
as the magnitude of the impulse.
In the
next section the time scale is examined.

v1
PS (Ps

From
initial

pl)"

this
value,
the effect
shock can be estimated.

of

the

Finally the gas
reaches a
state of
equilibrium,
which
for an adiabatic
process,
is
found
from the heat of
reaction,
the
average specific heat at
constant volume, and the gas
laws.
In
this
calculation
the
equilibrium
decomposition of water was neglected.
The results of
these calculations for
three assumed compositions are shown in
Table VIII D-2.
The starting compositions were selected by adding to air
at
10 psia enough water vapor to saturate
at 130 F and enough
H2
to approximate
Shapiro
and Moffette's
assumed
lean
detonation limit (Case I),
the stoichiometric
composition
(Case
II),
and
assumed
rich
Shapiro and Moffette's
detonation
limit
(Case
III).
The
results
are computed
for
idealized
limiting
circumstances which do not
necessarily correspond to the conditions
expected during an accident.
Turbulence
and transverse shock waves will
result
in
many
variations
in
temperature,
pressure, and density.
Obstructions
in
the vessel will cause perturbations.
If
a low-speed flame were
to persist
for
some
time before
the transition
to
detonation,
a
considerable
pressure
increase could occur in the unburned gas
before detonation,
thus
leading
to a
more
severe
shock
(Ref. 6).
The full
calculated impulse is delivered
to the
wall only
if the direction of propagation is normal to the wall.
The core-meltdown analyses described in
Appendix A predict
the
extent
of
zirconium-water
reaction
to be 75 + 25
percent of Zircaloy in the PWR cladding.
Case
I corresponds to approximately 100
percent Zircaloy reacted, or the upper
limit of the Appendix A calculations.
Case II,
the stoichiometric composition,
would require the equivalent of a 150
percent Zircaloy-water reaction.
While
this may be physically realizable from
the reaction of all
the cladding
in
combination
with
contributions
from
iron-water, U02-water, and other reactions,
it is considered quite unlikely.
Further, the reaction of
the hydrogen
generated
in
Case II would require the
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DURATION OF THE SHOCK WAVES

An examination
of
the literature
on
hydrogen-oxygen
detonations
shows that
an enormous research
effort
has been
expended
on various aspects of
this
process.
Almost all
of it has been done
in
long
narrow tubes at reduced pressure, diluted, if
at all,
with
inert
gas.
It
has not been possible to find
specific information
on the time required for the detonation process under
conditions similar to those of the present
study.
Since detonation velocities
are of the order of thousands of meters
per
second, the resolution of measuring
instruments must be of the
highest
order.
It
is for this reason that low
pressures and high dilutions have been
so widely used.
Nevertheless, with some
judgment and some extrapolation,
reasonable estimates
can be made at least
of the order of magnitude of the time
scale.
Bradley reports some determinations
of
the thickness of shock fronts leading to
an estimate of about 6Lo,
where
Lo
is
the mean free
path in the undisturbed
gas (Ref.
7).
The thickness of
the
shock front would then be about 4 x
10-7 m for Case I, and the duration of
the initial
shock, about 3 x 10-10 sec.
The average molecule would remain in the
front somewhat longer than that because
it
is
swept forward
with the shock
front.
One estimates,
for
this case
then, that the average molecule would
undergo
approximately 100 collisions as
the shock front passes by.
This length
of
time
is
of the same order
of
magnitude
as
that
required
for
rotational
excitation, but is too short
for the vibrational levels.
This
seems
more reasonable
than the 2 or 3 mean
free paths calculated
by Thomas
(Ref.
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on weak
Experimental
evidence
8).
also
shocks in N2 at higher pressures
fronts, although not
indicated
thinner
indicated by the Thomas
so
thin as
calculation (Ref. 9).
It is concluded that a reasonable value
for the duration of the original shock
would be 3 x 10-10 sec.
is
being driven
The detonation wave
in
forward by the formation of hot gas
The
the reaction immediately following.
pressure in the shock front decays not
to the original ambient pressure, but to
the pressure corresponding to the burned
that is,
to the Chapman-Jouquet
gas,
of this
condition.
The time duration
during which the reaction goes
period,
from the
to completion, was estimated
of the reaction rates in
measurements
the hydrogen-oxygen system.
The reaction normally proceeds by way of
which the free
an initiation
step in
radicals, H and OH, are formed, followed
which
the
by a chain-branching step in
number of these radicals is multiplied.
known as
In this part of the reaction,
little
H20 is
the induction period,
little
heat is
produced.
formed and
are
chain carriers
When
sufficient
formed, they begin to react to form H 2 0,
thus raising the temperature and accelThroughout the
erating the reaction.
induction period and the main reaction
involvperiod chain-stopping reactions
ing third bodies such as N 2 or H 2 0 serve
The chain-stopping
to slow the process.
the formation of a metastep involves
At high temperastable radical, HO?.
the induction period is probably
tures,
originally
since the H2 0
negligible
present will decompose and form H and OH
and since the chain-stopping HO2 becomes
Near the combustion
entirely unstable.
conditions,
under marginal
limits and
the length of the induction
however,
period may determine whether or not the
detonation is propagated.
The induction period has been studied in
shock tubes at relatively low pressures,
as a
and with inert gas, but not H 2 0,
diluent.
The results are usually shown
in straight-line plots of log 102] T. vs
T 1 , where (021 is oxygen concentration,
the
Ti is the induction time and T is
temperature.
Using Case I as an exam1.6ple, these results indicate 0.8 to
times
(Refs. 7,10,11).
usec induction
These values are determined by a considerable extrapolation, however, since the
where
work was done at low pressures,
Ti was considerably greater.

measured
Kistiakowsky and Kydd (Ref. 5)
the density changes during the detonathese in
tion reaction and interpreted
terms of the time for 0.50 or 0.75 of
They
the reaction to be completed.
of an induction
found
no
evidence
period.
Their work was also done at low
Extrapolating their results
pressures.
l.sec
to atmospheric pressure gives 0.26
for a stoichiometric mixture, 1.7 psec
for a mixture containing 14 percent H2
02.
Dove and Tribbeck
and 30 percent
method
for
a computational
devised
studying the duration of the reaction
times,
(Ref. 12).
They give reaction
for the undiluted mixture at 1 atm of
0.02 psec
0.6 Psec for 16 percent H 2 ,
for a stoichiometric mixture, and 0.2
They report
Psec for 92 percent H 2 .
reaction
times at
that
experimental
lower pressures are 5-10 times longer.
In
summary, reaction times in the range
In
0.1 to 10 3isec seem reasonable.
effect
on the reaction
terms of
its
time, water will probably act only as a
Because of the likediluent
(Ref. 5).
lihood of compositions somewhat removed
together with the
from stoichiometric,
the
presence of N2
and H 2 0 diluents,
to be closer to the
times
are likely
upper end of this range.
D2.3.]

APPLICATION TO A LARGE VESSEL

Most of the experimental work which underlies the discussion above was done in
shock tubes.
Pressures were generally
of the order of 0.1 atm or less, and the
or He.
diluents, if any, were N2 , Ar,
Since the present case differs in several respects, some attention may be given
to each aspect of the difference.
at
in
a
tube represents,
Detonation
a one-dimension process.
first
glance,
The process is too rapid for any appreIt
to the walls.
ciable heat-transfer
the strucis now known, however, that
ture of transverse waves which accompany
on
is
dependent
the longitudinal wave
This complex system of
the tube walls.
shock waves probably plays an important
the chemical
part in
the course of
reaction, especially near the detonation
In
a freely expanding detonalimits.
tion, the transverse-wave structure will
different.
Struck and
be
considerably
turbulence
observed
no
Reichenbach
the combustion zone, no cellular
behind
and no
the wave
front,
structure in
transition from deflagration to detonation except by interaction with the wall
Soloukhin and Ragland ob(Ref.
13).
but
served more evidence of structure,
also noted the difficulty of establishing the detonation in a freely expanding
shock wave (Ref. 14).
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It has been necessary to use data obtained
at subatmospheric pressure often
any
with no inert ingredients (scarcely
in the presence of added water vapor) to
evaluate detonations at pressures above
atmospheric,
with N 2
and H2 0 present.
With respect to the properties
of the
detonation wave, its
velocity, pressure,
and duration, these extrapolations
are
reasonably
reliable.
The theory on
which calculations were based has not
proved adequate in a descriptive sense,
but it has been successful in predicting
detonation parameters.
More uncertainty
limits
is involved with respect to the
of detonation.
The presence of water
vapor may serve to quench the incipient
by
providing an
efficient
reaction
chain-stopping mechanism.
Neither theory nor experimental evidence is adequate
to establish the detonation limits very
precisely under the free-expansion conditions that exist
in
the containment
vessel.
Furthermore,
the conditions
necessary for initiating
a detonation
under these
circumstances
is not well
known.
It seems likely that there is
a
considerable
composition range in which
detonation is possible,
but detonation
is
highly
unlikely because of the
severity of the conditions
needed for
its
initiation.
Nevertheless, if it is assumed that the
initiation
occurs
and the detonation
proceeds, the effect on the containment
structure can be estimated as follows
using the data in Table VIII D-2 and the
estimated
shock-duration
times.
The
natural period of vibration of
typical
containment
structures
is much greater
than the duration of a detonation
shock
wave, so the loadings can be approximated by an impulse loading.
Newmark
has
developed a convenient empirical formula
for such use which gives answers to + 5
For a britpercent accuracy (Ref. 15).
tle material
(the reinforced
concrete
wall) the formula is,

pt = 0.32 RT,

(VIII D-4)

where
p is the maximum pressure in the
impulse,
t
is
the
time
of
the
detonation,
R
is
the loading that
produces the maximum elastic deflection
for the structure, and T is the natural
period of vibration.
Letting R = 120
psia
(i.e.,
twice the design pressure
for a typical PWR
(containment vessel)
and T = 0.02
second,
the estimated
natural period for a typical
reinforced
concrete PWR containment
vessel (Ref.
16),
the right side of
the
above
equation equals 0.77.
Therefore, if the

product, pt, is less than this value the
structure
will
not
fail
under the
impulse loading of the detonation shock
wave.
Using the pressure impulse values
given for the three composition cases in
Table VIII D-2 along with the estimated
upper limit value of
10 Usec for the
duration of the impulse, the following
pt values are obtained:
Case
I
II
III

t,

p
1200
1331
1727

sec
10-5
10-5
10-5

pt
0.012
0.013
0.017

The pt values are well below the allowable limit of 0.77
so failure
of the
containment due to the detonation shock
wave is not expected.
The above shock-wave analyses were performed for the same
idealized
limiting
compositions
as considered previously
for the evaluation of the quasiequilibrium
pressures.
For
the
actual
quantity of hydrogen predicted
to be
available,
the possibility of containment failure would be even less.
Since neither the
shock wave nor the
ensuing quasiequilibrium pressure of the
detonated
gas
mixture
approach
the
levels required for failure, the probability
that a hydrogen detonation will
result in PWR containment failure can be
considered negligible.
D2.3.2

HYDROGEN IN A BWR

The influence of hydrogen production in
accident sequences involving core meltdown in
a large BWR is quite different
from that in a large PWR.
In
sequences
where
the ECC systems do not operate,
the primary coolant blowdown leaves
the
pressure vessel
essentially dry so no
appreciable metal-water reaction
hydrogen will be produced during initial
core
meltdown.
As the core melts through the
pressure
vessel
and
falls
to the
containment floor,
it
will come
into
contact with water and appreciable hydrogen
generation may
result.
For
sequences where the core meltdown occurs
with water in
the vessel,
hydrogen
production will be similar to PWR cases.
If the containment fails
prior to core
melting,
the subsequent generation of
hydrogen will not be of concern.
BWR containment atmospheres are inerted
by purging with nitrogen until
the
oxygen content is below 5 percent.
The
oxygen is maintained at or below this
level during normal operation.
At this
oxygen concentration,
the containment
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outside hydrogen flammais
atmosphere
the
of
regardless
limits,
bility
quantity of hydrogen in the atmosphere
these circumstances,
Under
(Ref. 18).
the primary significance of hydrogen is
as a noncondensable medium for containthe free
Since
ment pressurization.
much
is
containment
volume of BWR
smaller than that of PWR's, the relative
significance of hydrogen as a pressure
source is much greater in BWR's.

Radiolytic decomposition of water during
the accident would add
the course of
oxygen as well as hydrogen to the atmostimes of
accident
Maximum
phere.
interest here are of the order of a day
Using an integrated fission
or less.
14
product decay energy over one day or
x 1030 ev, an energy absorption factor
of 0.1 in the core region, and the upper
limit G(H 2 ) value of 0.44, the maximum
yield of hydrogen at the end of this
period would be about 8100 SCF or 23 lbyield
oxygen
The radiolytic
moles.
factor of two lower.
a
be
would
Neglecting any hydrogen from the zirconthe above would
reaction,
ium-water
result in hydrogen and oxygen concentra2.8 and 6.5 percent, respections of
This composition is outside the
tively.
the hydrogen
If
range.
flammability
zirconium-water
the
by
generated
the atmosphere
included,
is
reaction
will be hydrogen rich and outside the
flammable range.
hydrogen
concluded that
is
Thus it
be eliminated as a
can
combustion
BWR
mechanism of containment failure in
degraded accident sequences.

D2.4 CARBON DIOXIDE GENERATION IN
PWR AND BWR

pressure vessel and
falls
onto
the
floor and base mat of the
concrete
The CO 2 generacontainment structure.
probably would not be
tion by itself
sufficient to cause overpressurization
either a PWR or a BWR containment,
of
are
mechanisms
since other failure
However, as CO2
effective competitors.
failure
can contribute to overpressure
under certain conditions, the generation
The containment recannot be ignored.
the processes
sponse analysis takes all
basic
only the
thus,
into account;
to consider the CO 2
information needed
generation mechanism is provided here.

Reimer and Seidenfeld have presented a
useful documentation of the problem and
the pertinent basic data given below is
The
17).
(Ref.
taken from their work
that has
composition of the concrete
presented
this study is
been used in
Although this characterization
below.
concrete,
typical
does not represent a
bound to the
provides an upper
it
that
quantities of gases (H 2 0 and C0 2 )
the
during
released
be
might
decomposition of concrete.

2

+.

CO

CaCO 3
H2 0
SiO2

60
20
20

Yield per Unit Amount of Concrete

325 ft 3 CO 2 (STP) per ft 3 concrete
0.905 lb-mole CO 2 per ft 3 concrete
0.264 lb CO 2 per lb concrete

(VIII D-5)

the
that
indicate
texts
Standard
of CaCO 3 becomes rapid at
decomposition
F).
(1470
a temperature of about 800 C
a later
represents
this
Therefore,
the
source of gas in the accident when
the
penetrates
core material
molten

weight Percent

Concrete
apparently
will
begin
to
rapidly disintegrate and spall at about
the free water expands, rup900 F as
The
and escapes.
tures the surface,
CO2 when the CaCO3 decomposes
yield of
can be given in various units as follows
based on a concrete density of 150 lb/cu
ft.

a
in
Carbon dioxide can be generated
reactor-meltdown accident through thermal decomposition of concrete containing
the
according to
limestone aggregate
reaction,

CaCO 3 + heat - CaO + C0

Material

The energy needed to decompose calcium
carbonate is given as 42,500 cal/g-mole
This converts to a value of 460
CaCO 3 .
requireOther energy
Btu/lb concrete.
to heat the concrete materials to
ments
the decomposition temperature and above
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fusion
as:

the following

be
determined with
of heat capacities.

can
list

these two materials is

of

Material

Heat Capacity

Material

CO 2
H20
CaO + Si0 2

0.26 Btu/lb/F
0.58 Btu/lb/F
0.22 Btu/ib/F

SiO2
CaO

given

Heat of Fusion
64.5 Btu/lb
578 Btu/lb'

These physical parameters can be used to
the gas yield and the thermal
evaluate
the concreteof
energy requirements
decomposition problem.

Continued energy input after the calcium
in
carbonate is decomposed can result
SiO2 (MP = 3100 F) and
melting of first
of
The heat
then CaO (MP = 4400 F).
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TABLE VIII D-1

PWR HYDROGEN SOURCES
Estimate of H,

Period of

Generation Rate,
lb-moles/hr

Generation,
hr

Yield in Period,
lb-moles

Core-metal/
(a)
water reaction

800

0.75

600

Radiolysis of
water(5)

1.9

24

46

0.15

48

7

Hydrogen
Source

Corrosion of
metals by spray
solutions(c
(a)

Based on core zirconium content and thermal analysis of meltdown period.

(b)

Simple average based on decay integrated over one day,
G(H 2 ) = 0.44.
The rate decreases with time.

(c)

Based on corrosion of aluminum paint by alkaline spray.
more than ten for longer times.

TABLE VIlI D-2

Case
I

H2 0
(a)

15.0

Composition,
volume percent
H2
02
N2
18.0

14.1

OH

52.9

1.029 x 105

14.9

1.906 x 106

276

1.072 x 106

1.182
0.269

156

2175.0

3454

0.684

91

2008.0

3156

1.182

1.024

36.2

5.6

58.2

6.30

(a)

13.4

12.8

48.2

1.130 x 105

16.4

2.050 x 106

297

1.469 x 106

55.3

9.06

38.7

1.407 x 105

20.4

2.690 x 106

390

25.6

(d)

44.7

(a).

13.0

55.3

0.1

40.0

10.3

0.32

(b)

(c) 35.1

21.6

43.2

(d)

21.6

43.2

35.2

(a)

Original

(b)

Shock front

(c)

C-J plane

(d)

Final gas

0.10

x 105

Specific
Volume,
3
m /kg

130

(d)

x 105

Temperature
K
F

1990

58.2

0.31

impulse
2
N/0
psia

327.6

5.5

44.4

and

Rate will decrease by

1360.0

36.1

(b)

III

Pressure
2
H/m
psia

(c)

(c)

20 percent absorbed,

CALCULATED DETONATION PARAMETERS FOR LIMITING COMPOSITIONS

(b)

II

Estimated

8.30 9 10

6

1200

327.6

130

1398.0

2930

0.216

213

2784.0

4550

0.583

131

2625.0

4275

1.024

9.19 x 106

1.190 x 101

1331

1727

327.6

130

1.026

1340.0

1952

0.219

1.670 x 106

242

2497.0

4035

0.590

9.75 x 105

142

2269.0

3625

1.026

Energy of
Combustion,
J/kg

Detonation
Velocity
m/sec

1.9325 x 106

1650

2.998 x 106

1797

2.926 x 106

1925

gas

Table VIII D-1 -

Table D-2
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Flammability Limits
0----

-----

&---

75 F - 0 psig
300 F - 0 psig
300 F -100 psig

10% reaction container

ambient temperature 216 F

reaction container
ambient 280 F

100/o

100 '/o reaction
ambient 216 F

40

• "

00 %l
reaction container
ambient 280 F

d et o a m m ai lim
t i_ts_

00

00

80

60

40

20

00

Hydrogen, v/o

FIGURE ViIl D-1

Flammability Limits of Hydrogen-Air-Steam Mixtures (Ref.

1)

k

3.000

Hydrogen Concentration for
75 Percent Zr Reaction
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Appendix E
Containment Failure Modes Evaluation

subjected to slow overpressurization
by steam would be expected
to
fail
at a pressure of 100 + 15 psia.
The
failure would be initiated by yielding of the reinforcing steel and/or
crumbling of the concrete, and lead
to a gross failure of the structure.
Such a falure would take place
in
those parts of the structure without
any radial reinforcement of the concrete,
e.g.,
upper portions of the
cylindrical shell and/or the hemispherical dome.

E.1 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The objective of this
subtask was to
determine
the thresholds
and modes of
failure for reactor containment
buildings when subjected to internal pressures and temperature greater
than the
design values.
Containment structures
representative of boiling as well as
pressurized water reactors were considered with the intent of determining
the
,conditions at which failure would occur,
identifying the probable
failure
locations,
and defining the nature and size
of the most likely failures.

b.

Subatmospheric
containment
of reinforced-concrete construction was considered for the PWR, and the light bulb and
torus vapor-suppression arrangement was
taken to be representative of BWR containments.
A
specific
containment
structure of each type was selected for
use in this study in
order to have a
meaningful basis for evaluation.
To the
extent possible, the extension of the
results to other containments of similar
design has been indicated.
Of necessity,
the extent and depth of
this
evaluation were
limited,
with
emphasis
on the principal
features,
design criteria,
and materials utilized.
Nevertheless,
a significant number of
aspects were considered for each of the
two containment concepts in arriving at
the conclusions
presented here.
To
refine
the conclusions,
consideration
would have to be given to the as-built
details of specific containment structures as well as to the results of tests
and nondestructive examinations.
Several consultants, both at BCL as well as
external,
were utilized
to guide this
evaluation; their reports are presented
in Parts I and II of this Appendix.
The
conclusions presented here are based on
the recommendations
of the consultants
as well as consideration of other factors and
substantial additional analyses.

Vapor-suppression containment of the
steel drywell and torus arrangement
designed for an internal pressure of
71 psia (56 psid) when subjected to
overpressurization would be expected
to fail
at a pressure of 175 + 25
psia.
Typically, the weakest portion in such a structure would be in
the upper part of the toroidal
suppression
chamber;
other
highly
stressed locations are the toroidal
knuckle between
the spherical and
cylindrical parts of the drywell,
the thinner cylindrical parts of the
drywell,
the thin part
of
the
sphere,
and the expansion joints on
the drywell-wetwell
vents.
The
failure would be expected to start
at a weld or a discontinuity such as
the
attachment
of a structural
support, penetration, or embedment.
As applied in this study the failure
pressure is not a single discrete
value,
but a continuous
variable
with a normal distribution about the
nominal value.
This approach recognizes that the probability of structural
failure
is
small
at loads
slightly above design, but increases
with increasing loading.
By definition, the probability of failure at
the nominal failure pressure is 0.5;
it approaches unity as the
loading
approaches
the ultimate strength of
the structure.

E.2 DISCUSSION:
Subject
to the limitations and conditions discussed below,
the conclusions
of this study are as follows:
a.

A reinforced-concrete
building designed for
pressure of 60 psia (45

containment
an internal
psid) when

PWR CONTAINMENT

of
reinSubatmospheric containment
forced-concrete construction was assumed
to be
representative of
pressurized
water reactor practice.
Typically, such
a structure
has a
flat
base mat,
a
vertical cylindrical shell, and a hemi-
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steel liner on
spherical dome; a thin
the inside provides a leaktight barrier.
The design was assumed to be in accordance with the ACI code for reinforcedthe
materials
structures;
concrete
utilized are representative of current
practice. In the prediction of failure
thresholds
the
materials properties
utilized are expected values rather than
the minima specified by the various
codes.

this
loading, failure of the structure
It is recognized,
would be a certainty.
however, that the achievement of the
of the
ultimate strength in all parts
structure may not be possible. Accordingly, the possibility of failure at
less
than the ultimate loading must be
considered.
The design of reinforced-concrete containment structures is based on a safety
factor of 1.5 on the yield strength of
the r~einforcing steel with an additional
10 percent reduction in working stresses
to allow for nonuniformity in materials
and workmanship.
This
results
in a
nominal safety factor of 1.67 on the
yield strength of the reinforcing steel
at the design loading. No allowance is
given to the strength of the steel liner
in determining the quantity of reinforcing,
although the latter should be included in the evaluation of the ultimate
strength of a structure.
In Part I,
Mast suggests that the ultimate strength
of reinforced-concrete containment will
be reached when the reinforcing steel is
at its yield point. The large strains
associated with stresses beyond yield
will result in the separation of the
steel from the concrete and loss of
any
strength
from aggregate interlock as a
result of cracks in the concrete.
The
failure would be expected to take place
in those regions which lack
radial
reinforcement - typically the upper portions of the cylindrical shell as well
as the hemispherical dome.
For a structure designed for 45 psid this criterion
leads
to an ultimate strength of 75
psid. Adding to this the yield strength
of the liner yields a maximum loading of
92 psid. Based on the criterion suggested by Mast, failure of the structure
could thus be expected at an internal
pressure of 107 psia.

The determination of the failure threshreactor
old for reinforced concrete
containment buildings requires considering the complex interaction among the
liner,
concrete, and the reinforcing
steel.
The strength of the liner is
but its integrity must be mainlow,
tained if the structure as a whole is to
Should the
liner lose its
function.
concrete,
the
reinforced
integrity,
structurally intact, will not be
though
able to maintain internal pressures due
to porosity and cracking of the concrete. The concrete, though it may be
cracked, serves to transmit the internal
pressure loads to the reinforcing steel.
the concrete will
of
Deterioration
defeat the function of the reinforcing
steel and lead to failure of the structure. The reinforcing steel is the main
load-bearing element in the structure
and its failure is synonymous with the
structure as a whole.
failure of the
The determination of the failure threshold of a reinforced-concrete containment building requires the definition of
conditions at which the three main
the
elements of the structure cease to function as a whole.
The steel liner serves as the leak-tight
barrier for the containment. It has a
in comparison
relatively low strength
with that of the reinforced concrete and
No
depends on the latter for support.
allowance is given to the strength of
the liner in the design of the strucThe liner material is typically
ture.
much more ductile than the reinforcing
sense the
in a gross
thus
steel;
concrete behind the liner would have to
Careful attention, however,
fail first.
must be paid to the details of the liner
installation and anchoring, particularly
at discontinuities (such as the building
wall-to-foundation joint and penetracan
tions) to ensure that the liner
deform without failure under all design
the designs *considered,
In
loadings.
this objective appears to have been
achieved.
The ideal ultimate strength of the containment structure considered is about
140 psia, based on the tensile strength
steel and liner. At
of the reinforcing

The evaluation given in Part II
argues
that due to the overreinforced character
of typical
reactor containment structures
the concrete will fail while the
steel is at relatively low stress
levels.
That is, the differences in stress
levels
between the
inner and
outer
layers of reinforcing due to the thermal
effects and geometrical constraints will
be greater than can be accommodated by
the concrete as
the loading exceeds
design levels.
If the concrete cannot
effectively distribute
the
internal
pressure loads among the various layers
of reinforcing, most of the load will be
taken
up by the
innermost layers of
reinforcing and the containment liner.
Using this line of argument and assuming
that failure will take place approximately halfway between the yield and
ultimate strength of the
load-bearing
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liner- reinforcing steel combination, a
failure load of 75 psid corresponding to
psia is
an
internal pressure of 90
estimated.
90 psia for the failure
The value of
pressure must be considered conservative
it
accounts for only part of the
since
psia
The
107
provided.
reinforcing
failure pressure should be more realistic. Both these values are considerably
below the ideal ultimate strength of the
structure noted above. In view of the
physical bases for these two values, the
nominal failure loading is taken as the
approximate mean of the two.
In addition to the strength of the
structure as a whole, the effects of
discontinuities, penetrations, and other
Small
factors have been considered.
penetrations are normally placed so as
not to interfere with the pattern of
reinforcing steel and thus require a
minimum of effort to achieve a sound
design.
The evaluation of the failure
various small
of all the
potential
penetrations would require a detailed
look at each and is beyond the scope of
major penetrations such as
this study.
personnel- and equipment-access hatches
represent significant perturbations that
could result in potentially weak points
Their net effect
is
in the system.
dependent on design details.
highly
Substantial additional reinforcing steel
is provided to compensate for reinforcelarge openment interrupted by these
in
the
resultant
structure,
ings;
strong as the
theory, is at least as
Such additional
unperturbed structure.
it
however, makes
reinforcing steel,
extremely difficult to achieve sound
concrete pours and good bond strength
In the
between
the steel and concrete.
absence of a sound concrete matrix the
strength of the steel reinforcing cannot
be effectively developed, and weakening
Such
of the
structure will result.
considerations are difficult to quantify,
at best, and cannot be evaluated in
on
the absence of specific details
and
quality of workmanship,
design,
results of nondestructuve examinations.
Other factors bearing on the failure
potential of major penetrations include
the manner in which they are anchored to
steel,
the concrete and the reinforcing
the reinforcing of the liner around such
penetrations, and the attachment of the
liner to the penetrations. The significance of these factors will obviously
vary with the details of each design.
A potential low-threshold-failure location exists in some reinforced-concrete
the
near
the apex of
containments

hemispherical dome where the reinforcing
bars end in a cylindrical ring.
In such
designs the final closure is achieved by
bolting a flat plate across the opening
and utilizing a gasket seal. While the
thickness of the containment liner will
typically be
increased near such an
opening, neither the flat plate nor the
liner are necessarily backed by concrete
or other rigid structures.
Thus
at
pressures and temperatures appreciably
above nominal design levels the gasketed
surfaces may distort and lead to leakage
past the gasket. Also, the gasket material could deteriorate at temperatures
and pressures above design levels.
Such
factors could possibly lead to substantial leakage at pressures
lower than
those required for gross
structural
damage.
Again, the
potential failure
threshold will be highly design
dependent.
As noted above, the design of reinforced
concrete
containments incorporates a
nominal safety factor of 1.67 on the
yield strength of reinforcing steel.
However, reductions of 10 percent in the
strength of individual components, e.g.,
rebar splices are commonly permitted.
Further, the large amount of reinforcing
included in these structures often leads
to difficulties in obtaining sound concrete pours.
Thus it is
possible that
locally the
strength of the structure
can be lower than would be predicted on
the basis of nominal design parameters.
It can be expected, however, that highly
localized weaknesqes, should they occur,
can be accommodated by local yielding
and/or deformation without affecting the
overall integrity of the structure.
As is typical practice with reactor containments, this
structure
has
been
strength and leak tested at loadings
somewhat in excess of design levels.
Successful performance during such testing indicates that the design objectives
have been met in practice.
On the basis of the evaluations discussed above as well as the input of the
consultants whose reports are given in
Parts I and II of this Appendix, it is
concluded that a typical reinforcedconcrete containment building designed
for an internal pressure of 60 psia can
be expected to fail at 100 + 15 psia.
The
error
band
should
encompass
uncertainties
as to the mechanism and
threshold of failure as well as expected
variations in materials, properties, and
workmanship. Structural
failure would
be
expected in the upper portion of the
cylindrical shell or hemispherical dome
as a result of yielding of the reinforcing steel and/or shear failure of the
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concrete
matrix.
The eventual size of
the failure is
difficult
to evaluate,
but
it
would be
expected to be large
enough to defeat the primary function of
the containment, i.e.,
retention of the
pressurized contents of the containment
atmosphere.
Major penetrations and discontinuities in
the
structure
can be
potential weak points; with careful attention to design detail
they can be
eliminated.
E.3 DISCUSSION:

BWR CONTAINMENT

Boiling water
reactor containment was
assumed to be typified by a
steel drywell
and torus vapor-suppression
arrangement.
The nominal design pressure
was taken to be 56 psid and the design
assumed in accordance with Section III
of
the
ASME Pressure Vessel Code.
Materials selected are representative of
industry practice; materials properties
utilized in
failure
evaluation
are
expected
values
rather
than codespecified minima.
A computer stress analysis on a typical
drywell vessel was performed at BCL and
the
results
compared
with typical
results presented in
reactor-safetyanalysis
reports.
This analysis indicated the primary stress distribution in
the structure as
a whole as well as
pinpointed locations of high secondary
stresses.
The results of this analysis
and comparison are discussed in Part II.
The computer stress analysis
did not
include consideration
of the suppression-chamber torus, the drywell top head
and its
closure, or the expansion joints
on the drywell
to wetwell vent pipes.
Accordingly, additional detailed evaluations were performed on these components
and other selected details of the BWR
containment structure to provide a consistent basis for the prediction of a
failure threshold.
.The above combination of analyses indicated the most highly stressed region to
be
the
inside
upper part of the
suppression-chamber torus.
This is
a
consequence
of the typically reduced
wall thickness
in
this area combined
with
the
geometrical
configuration.
Other highly
stressed areas are the
toroidal
knuckle between the spherical
and cylindrical parts of the drywell and
the upper part of the drywell sphere.
In addition to the above areas having
high primary stresses, substantial bending stresses are predicted for the following locations:
the attachment of the
drywell to its
support skirt,
the embedment of the drywell
in
the concrete
foundation, and the conical
transition

between
ters.

cylinders

of

different diame-

A number of factors have been considered
in developing a
failure criterion
for
BWR containment of the type considered
in this study.
These include the materials
of construction, expected quality
control,
type of loading,
and
constraints on the system.
The materials
of construction are generally mediumcarbon steels which are quite ductile
and thus can undergo substantial plastic
deformation
before
failure.
These
structures are designed and
fabricated
in
accordance
with Section III of the
ASME Pressure Vessel Code, thus implying
a high degree of quality control in materials
and workmanship.
The numerous
penetrations
through the structure, by
the above code requirements,
will be
reinforced so as not to detract from the
ultimate strength of the structure as a
whole.
These considerations support the
selection of the ultimate strength of
the base material as the failure criterion; this is the criterion selected in
the evaluation of Part II to this Appendix.
However, the conclusion that the
structure can maintain
its
integrity
until the ultimate strength of the base
material is reached implies that all
the
welds have a strength
and ductility
equal to those of the base material.
It
further assumes that the
structure can
everywhere deform as required to accommodate secondary stresses such as
local
bending.
It
does not seem prudent to
assume that the large number of field
welds required in the fabrication of the
drywell and wetwell structures can be
accomplished without any flaws or imperfections.
Also, at internal
pressures
above the design levels the drywell vessel will contact the concrete
shielding
and other structures surrounding it.
On
the one hand, the concrete may tend to
support the steel vessel; on the other,
it will impede free expansion and thus
may lead to additional stresses and/or
stress concentrations.
Further, a number of internal structural supports are
attached to the walls of the drywell;
these will impede the free expansion and
may act as stress
raisers.
It
should
also be noted that the varying metal
thicknesses and changes in geometry and
overall dimensions will result in nonuniform deformations in various parts of
the structure; this in turn will lead to
varying degrees of interaction with the
surrounding concrete
and possibly produce buckling-type loads on parts of the
structure.
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If
the ultimate strength of the structure can be developed, the failure pressure would be 250 psia as indicated in

9

Appendix.
As discussed
Part II of this
above,
however, the potential for failure at lesser loadings must be recognized.
It
is
concluded
that
a
reasonable
failure
criterion
for *the containment
structure in
the present study
is
a
stress
level
in
the base material
halfway between the yield and ultimate
strength
of the metal.
Thus the best
estimate for the failure pressure for a
typical drywell and torus vapor suppression containment, designed for 56 psid,
is
175 +
25 psia,
with the failure
taking place in
the top half of the
toroidal
suppression chamber.
Such a
rupture would not be expected to lead to
structural failure of the containment as
a whole, but would be expected
to be
sufficiently large to rapidly depressurize the system.
The mechanical
properties
utilized
in
this evaluation have
been the expected
properties of the
materials
rather than the minima specified in
the applicable
codes.
Where
appropriate,
account has been taken of
the expected
changes
in
materials
properties with changes in temperature.
Potential weak points in
the type
of
containment
considered
here are the
expansion joints on the vent pipes
from
drywell
to suppression pool,
unless
specific measures are taken to ensure
their
integrity
at pressures significantly in excess of design values.
Such
measures
would consist of limiting the
total
axial motion of the
joint and
confining the flexible elements in such
a way as to maintain
their prescribed
geometry.
With such precautions,
a
common practice in the design of reactor
containment,
the ultimate strength of
the expansion joints should be compara-

ble to that of the rest
of the structure.
In their absence,
the expansion
joints could fail
at about twice the
design pressure,
or at an
internal
pressure of about 125 psia within the
context of the present discussion.
The
top closure
of the drywell
is
effected by a bolted head with
sealing
gaskets.
Conceptually the head, flanges, and gaskets could be weak points in
the
system.
The head, since it is not
backed by concrete, is made extra strong
so as to be able to resist
localized jet
forces.
The bolted flanges
are
of
necessity
made quite rigid,
and
the
cylindrical portion immediatey below the
flange
is
typically heavier than other
parts of the structure.
Thus
internal
pressure stresses near the gasketed top
closure
are
generally
substantially
lower than in other parts of the system.
It is thus concluded that the top head
or its
seal do not generally constitute
a structural weak link in
the system.
At
temperatures
and pressures
above
design levels, leakage past the gaskets
however,
may be possible before failure
of the structure.
A steel drywell and torus vapor suppression containment structure designed for
56 psid could be expected to fail
at an
internal pressure of 175 + 25 psia.
The
error band should encompass uncertainties as to the failure threshold as well
as expected
variations
in
materials,
properties, and quality of workmanship.
The most likely location for the failure
is
in
the inner top half
of
the
suppression chamber torus;
additional
highly stressed areas are the toroidal
knuckle
between
the
spherical
and
cylindrical parts of the drywell and the
upper part of the drywell sphere.
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APPENDIX E
PART I
ULTIMATE STRENGTH OF CONTAINMENT STRUCTURE
by
PAUL E. MAST
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GENERAL

1.1

LOADING

STRENGTH

CONDITIONS
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BUS.:

(312)

641-3675

RES.:

1312)

251-0450

1973

OF CONTAINMENT STRUCTURE

AT ACCIDENT

the hypothetical accident the
It is assumed that after
to 3400 and to
will rise
pressure
temperature and the
120 PSI, respectively, both within approximately
study
The purpose of this
1000 minutes or 17 hours.
within this
is to predict the point of failure
period and to describe the failure
mode.
1.2

DESIGN

BASIS

The structure has been designed for a design pressure
of 45 PSI associated with an internal temperature of
For these loading conditions, common reinforced
1500.
concrete ultimate strength design principles were
the various
According to the latter,
applied.
components and materials of the structure at design
level are stressed to approximately 60 per cent of
yield strength.
their
2.

EFFECT OF

2.1

GENERAL

INCREASING

INTERNAL

PRESSURE

the structure is
Disregarding discontinuities,
of stress.
a shell in a membrane state
essentially
pressure means
Therefore, increasing the internal
except the membrane
increasing the membrane stresses,
However, there will be an increase in
shear stress.
commensurate
at discontinuities,
radial shear stresses
other stresses.
with the increase of all
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Page -

2.2

2 -

CONDITIONS

AT THE

The stress
(45 PSI)

in the reinforcing
approximately

is

YIELD POINT OF REINFORCEMENT
steel

at design

pressure

0.9 x 50 = 30 KSI.
Therefore, with a yield stress
ment of 50 KSI, the internal
amounts to
P1 = 45
The

50
30-

-

strain
in
so
-30,000

elastic

of the main reinforcepressure at yield

75 PSI.
the reinforcement

at this

point is

0.0017.

in the concrete
The corresponding tension stress
point is way
at this
surrounding the reinforcing steel
strength, so that the concrete must
tensile
beyond its
To estimate the crack width at
be assumed cracked.
that stage, one can use the data obtained from the
(Reference #2) which revealed cracks
pressure test
If one multiplies the
at about 18 inches on center.
strain
in the reinforcing bars with the crack spacing,
one arrives at a crack width of
d =

18 x 0.0017 = 0.03 inches.

This is the crack width for which concrete shear
capacity due to aggregate interlock (surface roughness) was tested at MIT and Cornell University
were
Unfortunately, the tests
(Reference #1).
performed only for membrane shear strength but not
in
The difference lies
for radial shear strength.
the behavior of the reinforcement acting as dowels.
reinforceall
Concerning membrane shear, practically
ment perpendicular to the crack is engaged in full
dowel action.
Concerning radial shear, dowel action of reinforcement
because
near the faces of the concrete walls is nil,
the reinforcing bars will cause the thin concrete cover
to spall (see Figure #1).
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Page -

2.2.1

SUMMARY

3 -

FOR CONDITIONS

WHEN

REINFORCEMENT

AT YIELD

The knowledge about reinforced concrete at the yield
is well
point of conventional reinforcing steel
mechanism are
founded.
The mechanics of the failure
the basis for the Ultimate Strength Design Method on
modern Concrete Building Codes are based.
which all
The crack width in the tension zone is in the
neighborhood of the above described 0.03 inches,
which assures conventional radial shear capacity
Concerning in-plane
due to aggregate interlock.
(membrane) shear capacity, conditions are
better
because of the dowel action
significently
Only reinforcement near the
of the reinforcement.
can be considered
center of a section (see Figure #2)
to develoo some radial shear capacity by
effective
dowel action.
In view of the above, it ;s concluded that the subject
pressure of
structure
can withstand an internal
75 PSI with a uniform safety factor of 1.0 throughcomponents of
out.
Based on the assumption that all
the structure were equally designed by conventional
ultimate strength principles, there should be no
"weak link" up to this
point.
2.3

CONDITIONS AT THE ULTIMATE

STRENGTH

OF THE REINFORCEMENT

which
The reinforcement consists of ASTM A615-50 steel
has a yield strength of 50 KSI and an ultimate strength
of 80 KSI.
It would be wrong to assume from the above figures
that the vessel can withstand an ultimate internal
pressure of
Pu = 75

x 50 = 120

PSI,

before that at a pressure of
although it
was stated
reach its
yield
would just
75 PSI the reinforcement
point (50 KSI).
The reason why the above correlation is not true lies
above
stresses
associates with steel
in the strains
specified,
For the reinforcing steel
the yield point.
prevail:
it may be assumed that the following strains
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Page -

4

-

1.

At the beginning

of strain

2.

At the end of strain

3.

At ultimate

4.

At fracture:

hardening:

hardening:

strength

(fu

= 80 KSI):

= 0.015
= 0.030
= 0.15
= 0.20

one realizes that at
Looking at the above strains,
in the
hardening, the strains
the end of strain
reinforcing and, thereby, the cracks in the concrete
are roughly 18 times biqqer than at yield, but that
and thereby the resistance
in the steel
the stress
cage
have really not increased.
the
reinforcing
of
of transition
In other words, there is a state
yield point
the reinforcement has reached its
after
at which there is no increase in membrane tensile
capacity, but at which the concrete undergoes
The above established crack
extensive cracking.
hardening
width of o.o3inches at the end of strain
could easily reach
d = 0.03 x 18 = 1/2 inch

+.

Needless to say that no shear capacity due to
aggregate interlock can be developed across a crack
Therefore, to assure the integrety of the
width.
of reinforced
and the applicability
structure,
concrete design principles, one has to depend
on the radial shear capacity of the
entirely
diagonal shear reinforcement,
reinforcement, be it
dowel action from bars perpendicular
if any, or be it
to the crack and positioned near the center of a
section.
stage of progressive
In other words, at this
cracking, the formation of weak links will be in
areas of high radial shears with insufficient
It was
reinforcement to absorb these shear forces.
investigation
stated before that membrane shear in this
is no problem because of the radial symmetry of the
loading conditions, and because of the diagonal
earthquake-shear reinforcement, and because of the
orthogonal reinforcement to provide
of all
ability
However, concerning
shear resistance by dowel action.
will increase
latter
of
the
the
magnitude
shear,
radial
pressure applied.
in direct proportion to the internal
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Furthermore, only the region near the base has
radial diagonal shear reinforcement, and the
dowel shear capacity of the main reinforcement
is neglible, because it
is placed close to the
faces of the concrete walls.
Reference #1 (page 32) shows that the slip
resistance decreases with increasing crack width.
In other words, the horizontal slip
due to a shear
force applied to a precracked specimen increased
by 40 per cent when the pre-set crack width was
increased from 0.02 in.
to 0.03 in.
It appears
justified
to extrapolate this
result
to the
anticipated crack width of 1/2 inch at the end of
strain
hardening, and to evaluate the formation of
weak links on the basis of large cracks, associated
by large relative
horizontal slip-type displacements
of concrete chunks.
The structure,
in this
stage,
can be visualized as a cage of reinforcing bars
bulging in regions of high radial shear, such as
the vicinity
of large penetrations (equipment
hatch: 14.5 feet diameter).
Concerning public safety, it
will be the liner
integrety which becomes critical
in these areas at
this
stage, before the structural
integrety is
jeopardized.
Lateral liner
deflections under
design loads are usually limited to 0.01 inches.
The strain
imposed on a liner
at wide cracks in the
concrete, together with the bending stresses
due to
relative
transverse slip
of the back-up concrete,
most likely
will cause the liner
to tear.
This, in
mode
all
probability, will be the ultimate failure
The design documents (Reference
of the structure.
No. 1) described the liner
to be of ASTM A-442,
Grade 60 material, modified to A-300, with a yield
No information concerning
strength of 32 KSI.
at rupture was included,
or ultimate strain
ductility
which would waive the possibility
of the above
described failure
mode.
2.4

ULTIMATE

STRENGTH

OF THE CONCRETE

IN SHEAR

material should be capable of
In case the liner
enduring the above described longitudinal and
transverse (slip-type)
strains,
another possibility
in the structural
lies
weak
link
of
a
formation
of the
of the concrete in radial shear, per se.
failure
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Radial shear prevails at shell discontinuities,
such as the boundaries at the top and at the bottom
Furthermore, radial shear prevails
of the cylinder.
inWhile the latter
at the larger penetrations.
proportion to the internal pressure
creases in direct
applied, radial shears at the other discontinuities
(top and bottom of cylinder), are relieved by the
overall yielding of the structure.
Some radial shear reinforcement was provided
at the top and bottom boundaries of the cylinder.
Therefore, and because of the aforementioned selfaround the
relieving behavior, radial shear failure
large penetration appears to be more imminent than
at the other boundaries.
One should not be mislead by the fact that no
cracks appeared around the penetrations during the
The observed behavior was under
loadtest.
conditions well below the yield strength, and thereby
to the anticipated behavior after
irrelevant
If
of the concrete occurs.
cracking
extensive
the design provided reinforcement around the
would not yield before
penetrations such that it
any other part of the structure breaks down, only
then could one assume the penetrations to be no
in radial shear.
potential
hazard concerning failure
It has become common practice in the design of
and concrete pressure
concrete containment structures
vessels to provide the penetration sleeves with
This was considered adequate to
shear lugs.
In general, no welding to the
prevent a blow-out.
With the
reinforcing cage appeared necessary.
pressure acting on the penetration, the shear
internal
lugs will bear on the surrounding concrete and they
The
will prevent the sleeves from horizontal slip.
in preventing the
lugs, however, are ineffective
surrounding concrete from cracking under high strains
in radial shear and being
and thereby from failing
blown out together with the penetration.
To really appreciate the condition under yielding
the surrounding concrete at this
reinforcing steel,
must be considered to consist of
stage of failure
individual chunks held by a grid of reinforcing bars.
strain
of the reinforcing bars times the
The steel
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assumed crack spacing would result in ultimate crack
widths of
du=0.15 x 18 = 2.7 inches.
A~t these strains, bond between reinforcing bars and
concrete has ceased to exist, so that the concrete
coarse
is held by the reinforcing bars just like
The ineffectiveness of shear
gravjel in a sievie.
lugs on the penetration sleevies in that stage of
One could avoid
ultimate strain becomes obviious.
this potential weak link by a positive connection
between the penetration sleeve and the surrounding
reinforcing cage, such as welded straps or hooked
anchors.
2.5

ULTIIMATE STRENGTH OF THE LINER
It has been pointed out before that a high-ductile
liner material may prevent the liner to tear before
structural failure occurs.
Beneficial in this respect is. the rise in internal
The liner
temperature during the accident.
expansion due to a temperature rise of about 2700
This
is equivalent to a strain of onlyeS = 0.0017.
is by far not enough to compensate for the large
strains imposed on the liner by the yielding
reinforcing bars. The increased ductility of the liner
under high temperatures, howevier, may suffice to
Therefore, the
previent its ovjer-all failure.
ductility of the liner under high temperature should
be specified by the manufacturer and be evaluated by
the designer, to check whether the liner will hold
until structural failure of the viessel occurs.
The point of greatest weakness of the liner is its
anchorage to the rigid base (see Figure 15.5.1.8-1
The
and Figure 15.5.1.1-1 of Reference No. 2).
V'-611 long vjertical anchors rigidly tie the liner
to the base, at a point where large deformations
must be anticipated under the hypothetical accident.
The curvjed transition at the base joint is beneficial.
Whether it will suffice to allow the liner to follow
rotations
and translations under gross deformations,
can only be evaluated by a limit-design type failure
mechanism analysis.
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TEMPERATURE

The maximum temperature associated with the
It is assumed
hypothetical accident is 340o.
temperature prevails over the entire
that this
the structural
the accident, until
17 hours after
occurs.
failure
Such
of 3000 PSI concrete.
is built
The structure
concrete is expected to withstand temperatures up
period of time without
to 2500 for an indefinite
To provide a
strength reduction.
significent
safety factor, most codes on concrete containment
vessels specify a maximum operational temperature
of 150 degree (Reference No. 3, paragraph 2.5.1.(a)).
hypothetical
Over a short period of time, such as this
to 3400 may be considered to
accident, an exposure
have no consequences because the other potential
modes, as described above, are more serious
failure
Under short-duration
to occur sooner.
and likely
accident conditions, exposure of the interior
surface of the concrete shell to less than 350 deg.
would even be permissible under common design
practices (Reference No. 3, paragraph 2.5.1.(b)).
Exposure of the containment to 3400 from the
in an average temperature of the
inside will result
This is
than 150 degree.
concrete walls of less
assurance enough that the very important shear
capacity of the concrete will not be impaired
If the hypothetical accident
(Reference No. 4).
would be associated with temperatures of over
low-strength concrete a
350 degree, for this
certain loss in shear strength would have to be taken
The corresponding loss in modulus
into account.
in compression strength, and in
of elasticity,
tension strength would be of no significance for
this
investigation
4.

CONCLUSION

4.1.

It is predicted that the vessel
internal pressure of 80 PSI.

will

fail

at an

At that stage, the yielding reinforcement has
hardening and the concrete will
undergone strain
will tear at
The liner
show 1/2 inch wide cracks.
material will be released.
these cracks, and fission
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4.2.

If the liner should be ductile enough to absorb
huge longitudinal and transverse strains, the containment
at this point uwill fail structurally in radial shear
where no radial (diagonal) shear reinforcement is
provided to absorb the latter.
Especially in view
of the lou-strength concrete (:3000 PSI), the concrete
surrounding large penetrations is susceptible to
This will cause a blow-out of
such shear failure,
the penetration, unless the penetration sleeve is
welded or otherwise anchored to the reinforcing
cage (Figure No. 3).

4.3.

Should the penetration be designed to prevent the
reinforcement in that area from yielding, and thereby
prevent the concrete from cracking, under any overpressure, the next weak link will be the junction
of the cylindrical shell with the rigid base.
The bending stresses at this point are very high,
Yielding under an applied
even under design pressure.
overpressure will cause the formation of a partial
hinge and, thereby, partially relieve these stresses.
However, the strains encountered in the reinforcing
steel beyond the strain hardening area (6-= 0.03)
are so big that one has to disregard the capacity
of the concrete completely, both in shear, flexure
and in compression.
Therefore, since the base is not designed as
a true hinge, it will fail by horizontal translation
However, if the liner should be
(see Figure #4).
capable to absorb these translations, the point of
failure may be close to the ultimate strength of
the reinforcing bars, i.e., close to an internal
pressure of
Pult.

-

57' x

120

PSI

A~t that stage, one may visualize
as derived before.
the structure to act like a gas-filled balloon, with
the reinforcing cage in pure membrane tension to
provide the only system of resistance.
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PART H
CONTAENMENT FAILURE MODES STUDY
by
S. G. Sampath and M. F. Kanninenl and P. E. Korda 2

This study was premised upon an accident
in
which the pressure within a given
containment building increases steadily,
but relatively
slowly,
without limit.
The objective was to determine both the
pressure
level at which the structure
fails
and the most probable
mode of
failure.
The
results for the two
containment buildings considered in this
study are given in Table VIII E-1.
The analysis
of the steel structure
(BWR)
was much the simpler of the two
containment types considered.
The calculations were performed by the authors
after consultation
with Mr.
E.
C.
Rodabaugh 3 ,
a recognized expert in the
stress
analysis
of pressure vessels.
The reinforced-concrete structure, however,
represented
a more
formidable
undertaking.
Here,
separate
analyses
were performed by the authors and by Mr.
Paul Mast 4 ,
an authority on reinforced
concrete design.
Interestingly, the two
independent
approaches
predict failure
pressures that are close enough that the
single entry in Table VIII E-1 suffices.
The failure mode
for the reinforcedconcrete structure is believed to arise
in
the following manner.
First, as the
pressure rises above the design value,
the concrete between the two layers of
reinforcing bars will fail
in
shear.

1

Applied
Section,
ies.

2

Korda and Associated,
Ohio.

3

Applied
Solid
Mechanics
Section,
Battelle's Columbus Laboratories.

4

Consulting Engineer,

Mathematics
and
Mechanics
Battelle's Columbus Laborator-

Ltd.,

Chicago,

Columbus,

Illinois.

This will lead to a complete separation
at the planes of reinforcing where the
concrete is weakest.
The structure will
still
retain its
integrity,
however,
because
the inner layer of reinforcing
bars and the liner will
remain
intact.
The point at which the latter
section
will fail
is not certain, but it can be
bounded.
The lower bound, which corresponds to the pressure at which the
liner and the reinforcing bars are just
at yield, is 63.6 psig.
The upper bound
corresponds
to the pressure at which
they are
stressed to
their ultimate
strength.
This is 87.5 psig.
The entry
in Table VIII E-1 is
approximately
the
average of the two bounds; it represents
the best estimate presently obtainable
in
the absence of details of construction and workmanship.
The analysis of the reinforced-concrete
structure performed
by Paul Mast
is
fully described in Part I.
He considers
that an increase in pressure will give a
proportional
increase
in
the membrane
stresses
in
the structure.
Because
under design conditions
the stress in
the steel reinforcing bars is 60 percent
of
the yield
stress,
the pressure at
yield can be determined to be
75 psig.
The bulk of his analysis consists of
showing that failure must inevitably
follow when this condition is reached.
In essence, Mast's argument is that the
strain associated with yielding in steel
will cause cracks in the
concrete that
are
wide enough
to tear
the liner
whereupon
fission material
will
be
released at a catastrophic rate.
The analysis
of
the steel structure
proceeded
in two stages.
The first
was
a computer
stress-analysis
computation
designed to
investigate the effect of
stress concentrations at junction points
in
the complete structure.
The second
stage involved calculations of the burst
pressure of individual components.
The
result was the finding
that one sec-
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incident condition loadings produces a
stress difference of approximately 6,000
psi between the reinforcing steel adjacent to the inside face of the wall and
the reinforcing steel adjacent to the
the
wall.
This
outside
face
of
difference exists in both the longitudithe hoop reinforcing
nal
steel and
steel."

knuckle - can be
toroidal
tion - the
region
in which a
singled out as the
The
failure is most
likely to occur.
burst pressure, as given in Table VIII
E-1, is estimated as 250 psig.
it should be emphasized that the conclusions reported here must be considered
The reason is that, due
as tentative.
and
to severe constraints on both time
the lack of details, many areas received
only a cursory examination or were not
Several of these aspursued at all.
pects were suggested by the literature
references contained in the Bibliograthe
phy, others from the experience of
Some
of the more serious
consultants.
the
are given in
concern
areas of
Discussion and Recommendation section.

Eli-i.

This conclusion was obtained from a
calculation based on the assumption that
the concrete will constrain the reinforcement to deform in accordance with
remain plane"
"1plane
sections
the
the
If this is the case,
hypothesis.
thermal operating load alone would cause
a shear stress equal to almost 4.5 ksi.
the
is approximately 40 times
This
the
concrete.
ultimate capacity of
strain
compatibility will
obviously,
cease long before the theoretical stress
indicated
by
the computer
pattern
analysis could develop.

DESCRIPTION OF CONTAINMENT
FAILURE ANALYSES

As noted above, the analyses of the two
containment types considered were performed
independently.
Accordingly,
described
separately as
these
are
follows.
Note that the following does
not include the analysis of Paul Mast.
His work, performed in the capacity of a
consultant,
is described in Part I of
this Appendix.

Ei-1.1 REINFORCED -CONCRETE:
CONTAINMENT STRUCTURE
A number of different failure mechanisms
were considered and, so *far as possible,
for each.
quantitative estimates made
with
the
accuracy
associated
The
estimated failure pressures was limited
by
the lack of specific design details.
It
is felt that the uncertainty in the
predicted results could be reduced with
Specific
a more detailed examination.
warrant
additional
areas
that
may
attention are noted in the concluding
section of Part II.
A qualitative description of the most
As
likely failure mode is as follows.
the
pressure
increases
beyond
the
in
ordinary working levels, the stress
the outer layer of reinforcing bars will
become significantly less than that in
the inner layer. The reason is that the
combined shear and tension imposed on
the concrete by the hoop stress and the
strain difference between the two layers
quickly exceeds the
strength of the
concrete. This is in accord with the
effects
on the concrete of the thermal
typical
a
As stated in
environment.
design evaluation:
"The thermal
operating load
in
the
containment concrete wall combined with

With increasing internal pressure, the
first major area of distress, then, will
be
a massive shear
failure in the
concrete.
There
will
probably
be
complete separation at the planes of the
reinforcing where the concrete is initially weakened. Concrete will crumble
and crack away from the reinforcing
bars.
The outer layer of reinforcing
will be effective for a time due to the
physical restraint exercised over the
enclosed volume.
Eventually, chunks of
concrete will spall
off the outside.
The outer layer of reinforcing will then
be
virtually relieved of
all loadbearing capacity.
The liner
and the reinforcing near the
inside face are only inches apart. This
circumstance
probably
required very
careful workmanship during construction
to achieve proper consolidation of the
concrete and its integrity is
somewhat
suspect.
However,
assuming that this
section is
properly constructed,
the
continuous liner
on the inside and the
approximately 4 inches of concrete cover
on the outside will probably result in
sufficient confinement that the
liner
and the
inner reinforcing will work
together through the critical- phases.
it
is this steel whose load-carrying
capacity will determine the pressure at
failure.
The reinforcing rods will yield at 50
ksi while the steel liner will yield at
32 ksi.
The large strains accompanying
yielding will
accelerate the crumbling
and pulverizing of the concrete,
both
outside
the inner layer of reinforcing
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and the
it
between
and,
eventually,
At some point, strain hardening
liner.
further
to accommodate
will commence
It
in
the internal pressure.
increase
the precise
is not possible to predict
to which this will happen prior
extent
But,
while the
failure.
to ultimate
stress level in the steel is between the
local
strength,
yield and the ultimate
the concrete
will cause
deformations
the way to the
failure to extend all
When
this happens over a large
liner.
tension and
enough area, the combined
cause a blowout with the
bending will
propagating
the crack
possibility of
feet before the sudden release
several
it
of the internal pressure will cause
Because a catastrophic amount
to stop.
of containment will be released by this
process, this is deemed a failure mode.

the
state described above, the hoop
In
stress is twice the longitudinal stress,
reinforcing
circumferential
and
the
available is twice that available in the
the
Hence,
direction.
longitudinal
to be
governing condition can be taken
the hoop stress.
the direction of
in
uniaxial
bars
are in
The reinforcing
tension with a minimum guaranteed yield
strength of 50 ksi and a minimum tensile
The steel liner is
strength of 70 ksi.
biaxial
state
of
in
a
essentially
tension with the hoop stress approxithe longitudinal
mately equal to twice
the
Under these conditions,
stress.
failure
energy
distortion
maximum
an increase by a
criterion results in
The guaranteed
factor of 2/Vr = 1.155.
minimum yield strength is 32 ksi and the
60
ksi.
strength,
minimum tensile
Estimates
of unit stress and hoop force
The inside
are shown in Table VIII E-2.
structure
of
the containment
radius
these correspond to a lower
being 63 ft,
bound pressure of 63.6 psig and an upper
bound of 87.5 psig.
failure will
therefore,
summary,
In
than when the steel
occur no sooner
liner and the inner layer of reinforcing
than
are stressed to yield and no later
to their
subjected
are
they
when
This gives
ultimate tensile strength.
rise to an upper and lower bound for the
most
would
One
failure pressure.
significant
a
anticipate
certainly
pressure increment to failure beyond the
(the extent will primarily
lower bound
of
of the uniformity
a function
be
workmanship both in welding steel and in
A good estimate of a
placing concrete).
single value would be somewhere
likely
This
near the middle of the range.
gives the value of 75 psig quoted in
Table VII E-1.

E!I-1.2 STEEL CONTAINMENT STRUCTURE
The analysis of the steel containment
a
consisted
of two phases:
structure
computer analysis of the entire strucas an axisymmetric pressure vessel
ture
the
based
on
and failure calculations
existing in the
stress
concentrations
stress
Local
components.
individual
accesses,
arising from
concentrations
are
like,
of course,
pipes and the
analysis.
in
an
axisymmetric
ignored
is
calculation
the computer
Hence,
intended to evaluate only the potential
for failure at positions with discontiIn
nuities, e.g., changes of thickness.
the
in
turn, these effects are ignored
stress concentraevaluation of local
tions which follow, it being reasonable
to assume that the interaction between
those effects can be neglected.
EII-I.2.1

COMPUTER CALCULATION FOR
AXISYMMETRIC PRESSURE VESSEL

A Battelle computer program (MONSAS) was
the stresses in the
used to calculate
the
shell under
primary containment
In
conditions.
design basis accident
essence, the program performs a nonlinanalysis of
(large deformation)
ear
using a
elastic shells of revolution
techdirect-integration
multisegment,
a
Newtonian-type
nique coupled with
The shell geometry
scheme.
iterative
VIII E-1.
was modeled as shown in Fig.
Because tuberances, accesses, piping and
vents in the shell were not taken into
so that the problem could be
account
The profile of
treated as axisymmetric.
of five parts, as
shell consisted
the
Because precise
shown in Fig. VIII E-1.
were not
of
the
structure
details
available, the wall thickness had to be
The
assumed thickness disestimated.
is
the computation
tribution used in
E-3.
Note that
Table VIII
given in
single
between any two points within a
assumes a linearly
the program
part,
varying thickness.
At the concrete embedment at elevation
119'11", a fully clamped condition was
The model was
shell.
assumed for the
at
terminated at the flange connection
210'4", with a simple support
elevation
a
However,
and no inplane constraint.
in-plane load
equivalent
statically
at this
was prescribed
(6000 lb/in.)
for the longitudinal
point to account
from the internal
stress that arises
A value of 62 psig for the
pressure.
pressure was utilized with an assumed
The
of 281 F.
uniform
temperature
of
elastic constants for the material
the shell were those specified for ASTM-
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A5l6, Grade 70, Fire
Steel.

Box

Quality,

USS

f.

The calculated principal
stresses at
various
locations
are given
in Table
VIII E-3.
For comparison,
the design
values for a typical configuration are
also given.
The
overall
agreement
between the two
results appears fair;
the variation in the thickness distribution assumed
in the two cases probably
accounts in large part for the specific
differences.
The
discontinuity in the
stress
at elevation 119111" due
to
bending
can be expected to disappear if
account is taken of the
sand
bed
provided between
elevation 117'1-5/8"
and elevation 119111".
A high value for
stress was also obtained at the junction
section and the
between the conical
cylindrical part
(see Fig. VIII E-1,
elevation 202').
A large bending stress
can also be expected at
the flange
connection at elevation 210'4".
However,
due to a lack of available detail
of the joint and
sealing arrangement,
the present analysis did not take this
into account.

Given
the
above
conditions,
burst
pressures for each of the major parts of
the containment vessel can be calculated
by the simple
strength of materials
relationships.
The results are shown in
Table VIII E-4.
Having
determined
from the
computer
analysis that the overall design of
the
containment structure is basically correct, it is expected that failure would
occur
at a local stress concentration
within an individual part.
Hence, from
the results given in Table VIII E-4, it
is concluded that failure would occur in
the toroidal knuckle
section of the
typical configuration.
The
calculated
value
for this possibility given in
Table VIII E-4 corresponds to the entry
given in Table VIII E-1 of this report.

EHI-2. DISCUSSION AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

Other factors which need to be considered for a detailed study of the failure
mode of the shell are discussed in the
concluding section.
EII-l. 2.2

BURST-PRESSURE CALCULATIONS
FOR INDIVIDUAL COMPONENTS

As mentioned above,
the complexities
introduced by the fittings and other
nonaxisymmetric features of the containment structure
precluded
an
exact
analysis.
Instead, guidance from design
experience as incorporated into the ASME
Nuclear Pressure Vessel Code was used to
estimate the burst. pressure for
each
part
of
the
containment structure
treated individually.
These
calculations
were
carried
out under the
following restrictions:
a.

A single application
need be considered.

of

b.

welds are of uniformly high
All
quality and are completely ductile.

In this section, the principal areas of
uncertainty in the analyses performed
are discussed. The results given in the
preceding
section should be interpreted
in the context of these uncertainties.

E11-2.1 REINFORCED -CONCRETE
CONTAINMENT STRUCTURE
The
primary
uncertainties
in
the
analysis of the reinforced-concrete containment vessel
are deemed to be as
follows.
a.

The structure has an excess of steel
(in the neighborhood of
5 percent
whereas it is usual
to
find 1-2
percent
steel in
typical
welldesigned
concrete
structures).
Proper compaction of concrete under
such conditions
would be difficult
to achieve.

b.

The currently accepted ACI Code 31871 is more demanding than the 318-63
Code under which the structure was
designed with regard to adequate
developmental requirement
for deformed
bars.
This is based
on
recent theoretical research and on
field experiences. A calculation of
the development length for Number 18
reinforcing bars
indicates that a
length
of
about 100
inches is
required. This is greatly in excess
of the
lengths available in the
design in local areas.

the load

C.

The
stiffness and strength contributed by the girders to the toroidal
suppression chamber is neglected.

d.

No large defects are present in the
vessel
which
would
cause catastrophic fracture by unstable crack
propagation.

e.

Flanged joints are adequately sealed
to prevent leakage prior to bursting
of vessel.

Reinforcements at nozzle openings
are equivalent to at least 100
percent area
replacement (as required
by the ASME Code).
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c.

loads are assumed to appear
Seismic
nonconcurrent
with
an
accident
condition.
No
account
of
the
seismic load has been taken into any
of our discussions.

d.

and access-hatch
In the personneldesigns,
the steel ring could carry
the shearing forces as hoop tension.
of
shear cracking
In
this case,
concrete and the consequent loss of
lamination
between the outer-inner
reinforcement is not credible except
as exists in the overall structure.

e.

The liner is in a biaxial state
of
stress
so
that its yield stress is
underestimated
by uniaxial
data.
While some account was taken of this
fact, the actual
failure
pressure
may be sensitive to the exact value.

EU- 2.2

STEEL CONTAINMENT STRUCTURE

In
essence,
the primary uncertainty in
the analysis of
the steel containment
structure
stems
from a lack
of some
specific design details.
To put the
current
effort
into perspective,
the
computer analysis performed
here
is
summarized in Table VIII E-5.
It can be
seen from this and the discussion in the
preceding
sections that many details of
the design have not been considered.
If
a more precise
prediction
of failure
pressure were desired,
analyses
should
be performed
to account for details of
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the reinforcing around pipe
and access holes.

penetration

A reactor building encloses the primary
containment
and
also serves the additional purpose of
limiting deflections
of the
steel shell under the action of
concentrated forces to prevent
failure.
Although permanent
deformations of the
primary containment and the suppression
chamber
are not considered as failure
per
se,
possible
reactive
pressures
(arising due to the concrete shield wall
as a result of the overall
deflections
of the primary chamber exceeding the gap
provided between the two walls) warrants
consideration.
The elastic
computer
analysis
was
performed with the pressure load assumed
as 62 psig.
The results
gave shell
deflections normal
to
the surface of
about 1 inch.
It is to be expected that
reactive
pressures would
arise on the
shell surface long before
the hypothesized
burst
pressures
(calculated
without taking this point into consideration)
were reached.
The contour and
the stiffness of the concrete shield not
being known,
it
appears
that unequal
constraints will
tend to
alter
the
stress distribution calculated along the
steel-shell
contour
under
incipient
burst
conditions.
Intuitively,
the
knuckle portion of the drywell
and the
double-gasketed
flange,
due to bending
and
subsequent leaking
appear
more
vulnerable than had been stated earlier.
An
inclusive
analysis
should
be
worthwhile.
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TABLE VIII E-1

ESTIMATED CONTAINMENT-BUILDING FAILURE PRESSURES

Building
Classification
Sub-atmospheric
containment for
pressurized water
reactors

Reinforced
concrete

Vapor suppression
containment for
boiling water
reactors

Steel

TABLE VIII E-2-

Failure
Pressure, psig

Wall Structure

75

250

DISTORTION. ENERGY FAILURE ESTIMATES
Unit Stress,

Hoop Force,
kip/lin. ft
Lower
Upper
Bound
Bound

ksi

Area,
in. 2 /
1in. ft

Lower
Bound

Upper
Bound

2 Number 18 bars on 12-in.
centers

8.00

50

70.0

400

560

3/8-in.

4.50

39

51.9

176

234

576

794

steel liner

TABLE VIII E-3

SUMMARY OF CALCULATED STRESSES IN TYPICAL VAPOR-SUPPRESSION
CONTAINMENT FOR BOILING-WATER REACTORS
Principal Stresses at*
Design Basis Accident.
Conditions(a), psi

Elevation

Assumed Wall
Thickness, inch

Calculated

(MONSAS)

Design

Calculated
Deflections,
inch

119'11"

1.25

(b)

11,802

0.00

126'

1.25

10,400

10,679

1.04

1~
132'8y"

1.25 106

9,977

10,147

1.06

137'71"

1.25

9,975

16,327

1.08

154'-9"

1.07

11,650

15,900

1.14

170' 315-

1.93

12,500

15,592

1.21

171'2i"

2.8125

16,895

14,200

1.26

172'8 1

2.8125

19,700

16,712

1.18

175'91"

2.8125

11,284

9,714

0.65

178'5"

0.75

14,299

179'3"

0.78

18,178

183'8"

0.985

15,728

200'3"

1.25

15,747

202'

1.25

55

204'11.6"

1.39

12,179

207'4"

1.5

33,481

--

1.70

210'4"

1.5

4,000

--

0.00

(a)
(b)
(c)

,

278

--

0.66
0.69

-

(c)

Pressure =-62 psig, temperature - 281 F.
Discontinuity stress, clamped boundary condition.
High bending stress.

--

0.68

--

0.65

--

0.44
1.56

TABLE VIII E-4

Part

SUMMARY OF ESTIMATED BURST PRESSURES FOR COMPONENTS OF A TYPICAL
VAPOR-SUPPRESSION CONTAINMENT FOR BOILING-WATER REACTORS

Lower
Elevation

Model

1

Spheroidal

119ll"

2

Toroidal knuckle

3

Calcuiated
Burst Pressure,
psig

Upper
Elevation

300

1712--

171'21"
8
175'91

Cylinder

1759

202

260

4

Conical

202'

207 4"

375

5

Cylinder

20714"

210'4"

620

TABLE VIII E-5

250

SUMMARY OF COMPUTER ANALYSIS USED FOR VAPOR-SUPPRESSION CONTAINMENT
FOR BOILING-WATER REACTORS

Accounted for or
Assumed in Analysis
1.

Program

MONSAS:

Not Accounted for
in Analysis

Thin-shell analysis

Code Used2.

Analysis

Linear elastic,

large deforma-

Plasticity

tions
3.

Geometry

Shell of revolution; axisymmetric (see Fig. VIII E-1)

Effect of protrusions,
vents, accesses, sundry
piping

Modeled from elevation 119'11"
and terminated at flange at
elevation 210'4"

Ellipsoidal head above
210'4"; discontinuity
flange (details of flange
connection not available
yet)

4.

Thickness

variable thickness was assumed
(see Table VIII E-l).
The program
assumes a linear distribution
between prescribed points.

Detailed thickness distribution unavailable
from drawing

5.

Load

Internal pressure = 62 psig and
uniform temperature - 281 F

Dead load of structure,
seismic loads (vertical
and horizontal) hydrostatic load from flooded
condition

6.

Boundary
Condition

At elevation 119'11", the edge
was assumed clamped; i.e., normal displacement w, meridional
displacement u, and rotation

Air gap between elevation
1
"
e
a
117'o" and elevation
11911'i

was set = a

7.

Mechanical
Properties

At elevation 210'4", the edge
was free with an axial tensile
force being applied to account
for the longitudinal stress due
to pressure.
This force was
calculated from statics; i.e.,
force/unit circumference = P.

Discontinuity and bending
stresses at flange and
the effect of the ellipsoidal head.
This would
cause compressive
stresses.

E
29 x 10 6 psi, 0 = 0.27,
a = 8.4 x 10-6 in./in./F

a

a'ult

Table VIII E-1 - Table VIII E-5
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i

P

b

Port 5

Part 4

Part
No.
I

Part Name

a
inches

Spheroidal

402.0

2

Toroidal

303.0

72.0

3

Cylindrical

231.0

314.5

4

Conical

231.0

74.0

5

Cylindrical

194.0

35.914

b ,

inches

Part 3
b

a

-

a

-~-

-~

b

2

Integration/
a

Part I

Initial

FIGURE VIII E-1

Axisymmetric Model for Steel Shell Computer Analysis

Fig. VIII E-1
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Section 1
Introduction and Summary

As indicated
elsewhere
in the Reactor
Safety Study,
the
AEC's
regulatory
bodies have
put into use a well developed set of safety design requirements
for pressurized-water (PWR) and boilingwater (BWR) nuclear power plants.
The
primary purpose of this appendix is to
describe, for the benefit of those not
well-schooled
in
reactor safety,
the
basic logic for most of these
safety
requirements,
unimpeded by the stylized
language
of
regulations,
licensing
applications,
and technical
codes and
standards.
To avoid interfering with
the logical development,
a minimum of
descriptive material is presented.
The
reader
is
presumed to have some understanding of the fission process and the
operation of nuclear power
reactors.
For those without this understanding,
1
many references are available.

steam in large equipment and piping at
high temperature and pressure.
In the
nuclear plant, however, the radioactive
fission
products that are the byproduct
of the heat-producing
fission reaction
in
the uranium fuel constitute an additional hazard.
A
plant
generating
electricity
at a rate
of 1 thousand
megawatts
(1000 MWe)
contains
about1
curies of radioactivity.
10 billion
Much of this radioactivity persists
for
long times after
the fission reaction
has been turned off.
If it were possible to disperse the radioactive products
from a large plant, people might receive
severe radiation exposures and use of
land could be restricted
over
many
square miles in
the vicinity of the
plant.
The real business of reactor safety
is
prevention of the release of radioactivity from the reactor fuel.
Although the
fission process creates large amounts of
radioactivity
in
the
fuel rods,
the
ceramic pellets of uranium dioxide fuel
retain more than 98% of this radioactivity.
About 2% of the radioactivity,
chiefly the gaseous krypton, xenon,
and
iodine,
diffuses into the gas plenum
between the fuel pellets and the sealed
Zircaloy cladding.

Another purpose of this appendix is to
provide a bridge between the traditional
"qualitative" approach to reactor safety
and the "quantitative" approach taken in
the Reactor Safety Study.
This appendix, in essence, describes
the. conventional approach
to reactor safety as
currently used by the AEC's regulatory
In the Study,
bodies and the industry.
this approach to safety
is
analyzed
and on a more realistic
quantitatively
basis than is usually employed to predict the probabilities and consequences
of reactor accidents.
Although
the
Study is not limited to consideration of
those accidents defined in
the convenit
has started with
tional approach,
them and then expanded the scope of the
safety investigation to include many
other accidents of risk significance.
Nuclear power plants, like fossil-fueled

Small amounts of radioactive
gas may
leak through the cladding
in
normal
operation (the core of a large reactor
contains roughly
40,000
fuel rods and
some will surely leak), but this is
of
minor
consequence.
The leakage
is
confined by two additional barriers
to
the
release of radioactivity
to the
environment - the piping and vessels of
the
reactor coolant system and the
containment.
Waste, treatment systems
are provided to dispose of this radioactivity,
and,
although
the
leakage
slightly' complicates
the operation of
the plant, it is not a hazard
to the
public.

plants, use heat produced by reaction of
a fuel to generate
steam to drive a
turbine-generator
to produce electricity.
Both types of plants must be
designed to protect against the hazards
of handling large volumes of water and

1

If the fuel rod cladding is heated to a
temperature
several
hundred degrees
above the normal operating temperature,
it
can fail
and release the radioactivity in the gas space plus a small quantity
of volatile solid fission products

Nuclear reactors
and the fission process are described briefly and simply
in the booklets entitled "Nuclear Power
Plants" (IB-505) and "Nuclear Reactors"
(IB-507)
of the "Understanding
the
Atom"
series,
prepared
by the U.S.
Atomic Energy Commission,
Office of
Information Services.

1

This

excludes

isotopes.
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very

rapidly

decaying

located at the surface of the ceramic
pellets.
This
small fraction of the
total radioactivity is easily confined
by the reactor coolant system and/or the
containment.
The only way that a large
fraction of the radioactivity can be
released is to severely overheat or,
in
essence, melt the uranium dioxide pellets.
if
uranium
dioxide
remains
molten,
about 15% of the radioactivity
is volatilized in a few minutes
and
about 25% is released in a few hours.

accidents will occur, and measures are
provided to cope with them. A reactor
protection system is provided to shut
down the plant and maintain it in a safe
condition when limits on operating conditions are reached. Engineered safety
features are incorporated to cool the
fuel and augment confinement of the
radioactivity by the containment under
abnormal and accident conditions. These
systems are designed to terminate anticipated transients events
that are
likely to occur during the lifetime of
the plant - without damage to the fuel
Severe
rods
or the coolant system.
accidents that have a lower probability
of occurrence are also postulated and
examined.
Some damage to the fuel rods
in
these
is considered
acceptable
events,
but the safety features must
prevent the rods from melting or radioactive materials from escaping from the
plant in sufficient quantity to cause
serious exposures to the public.

Melting of the fuel in a reactor core
would also lead to failure of the other
barriers as
they are now
designed.
These facts have been known for many
years.
Consequently, in the design,
engineering, construction, and operation
of nuclear power plants, much effort has
been expended on preventing damage to
the cladding and melting of the fuel.
In principle, there is only one way for
it must generate more
the fuel to melt:
heat than
is being removed from it.
When the reactor is operating, the fuel
is
cooled by water flowing at high velocity over the surfaces of the fuel
rods.
When the. reactor is shut down,
cooling must be continued, but at a significantly lower rate,
to remove the
heat due to radioactive decay of the
fission products.
Three kinds of events
can cause the heat
generation in the
fuel to exceed the cooling capability of
the water:
the heat generation can
capability
can
rise,
the
cooling
lost
decrease, or the coolant can be
from the reactor core.
Such events
might be caused by equipment failures in
the plant due to faulty design, construction,
or
operation.
External
forces exerted on the plant by earthquakes and other severe natural phenomena and by airplane crashes are also potential causes.

An unintended rise in power in the reactor core could be produced by:

Measures
are
taken to ensure high
quality in design, construction,
and
operation of the plant so that
the
number and severity of events caused by
internal
failures
will be minimal.
Abundant cooling is provided to remove
heat from the fuel and allow flexibility
in operation and margin for accommodatsystems keep the
Control
ing upsets.
reactor power and coolant conditions
within prescribed limits when the plant
is operating. The plant is designed to
operate
or be shut down and maintained
in a safe condition in the event of an
earthquake, flood, tornado, or hurricane
of a magnitude not expected to occur
during the lifetime of the plant.
it
In spite of these measures,
assumed
that operational upsets

is
and
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a.

A reduction in temperature of the
coolant to the core.
Such a reduction would increase the density of
the coolant, increasing its ability
to slow neutrons.
This would lead
to an increase in neutrons available
for fissioning with a
resultant
increase in power. An increase in
flow or decrease in temperature of
the feedwater being returned to the
reactor coolant system or, in a PWR,
an increase in steam demand or rupture of a steam line will lower the
coolant temperature.

b.

An increase in flow of coolant to
the core.
Start-up of an inactive
reactor coolant recirculation loop,
or abnormal operation of the reactor
coolant flow controller
in a BWR,
can increase the flow and in some
instances lower the temperature of
the coolant.

C.

Uncontrolled removal of control absorber from the core.
Uncontrolled
withdrawal of control assemblies by
the drive mechanisms, ejection of a
control assembly by rupture of a
control rod housing in a PWR or by
gravity forces in a BWR, and dilution of the boron in the coolant of
a PWR remove control absorber from
the core.

d.

An increase in pressure in a BWR.
Abnormal operation of the pressure
controller or rapid
closing
of
valves in the main steam lines, as

1ý

a turbine trip,
in
pressure in the core.
e.

increase

systems provide a means for disrelief
sipating the decay heat.
The reactor
protection system is designed to prevent
the start-up of an inactive loop in a
PWR under conditions
that could cause
fuel
damage.
Only the most severe
accidents are
control-assembly-ejection
likely to damage fuel rods.
Such accidents have a low probability of occurrence and the damage would be limited to
perforation
of the cladding of a small
fraction of the rods.

the

Insertion of a control assembly.
If
other control
assemblies are withdrawn to maintain
the total
core
power,
the
power will rise in some
regions of the core to compensate
for the reduction in the vicinity of
the inserted assembly.

A reduction in
result from:

cooling capability would

a.

A reduction in reactor coolant flow.
Stoppage of one or more of the reactor coolant pumps or abnormal operation of the reactor coolant
flow
controller
in a BWR will reduce the
coolant flow.

b.

A reduction in pressure of the coolant in a PWR.
Release of steam from
the
pressurizer or an increase in
steam demand can reduce
the pressure.

c.

in
the inventory
of
A reduction
water in
the steam generators of a
PWR or the reactor vessel of a BWR.
A mismatch
between the feedwater
flow and the steam flow caused by
abnormal
operation of pumps
and
valves or breaks in pipes will
lead
to a reduction in inventory and in
capacity to cool the core in
the
event of loss of feedwater flow.

d.

A reduction in steam demand.
Closing of valves in
the main steam
lines stops the flow of steam and
the removal of heat from the reactor
coolant.

Loss-of-coolant
accidents fall
into two
general categories
small-break
and
large-break accidents.
High pressure
coolant injection systems are provided
to maintain sufficient water in the core
to keep the fuel rods from being damaged
during the time required to depressurize
and cool the reactor
system in
smallbreak accidents.
In large-break accidents water and
steam are discharged
from
the reactor coolant system so
rapidly that no means has been found to
prevent the core from being voided of
liquid during
the
depressurization.
Systems are provided to inject water
into the reactor vessel at
intermediate
and low pressure to cool and reflood the
core rapidly.
Because
a large-break
loss-of-coolant
accident is an event of
low probability, the possibility of some
damage to fuel rods is acceptable.
The
cooling systems are designed to ensure
that
the cladding will not melt or be
seriously oxidized and embrittled during
the temperature transient.
Depressurization of the reactor
coolant
system in
the larger
loss-of-coolant
accidents results in the discharge of a
large amount of water and steam into the
containment and a
consequent
rise in
temperature and pressure in the containment.
Sprays are provided in
most PWR
containments
to condense-the steam and
cool the containment and
to
remove
iodine and other radioactive particles
from the containment
atmosphere.
The
pressure
suppression
system serves to
condense steam in the BWR containment.
Water recirculation systems are provided
for removing the fission product decay
heat from the reactor core and the containment for a long time after an accident.
Recombiners
in the PWR containment and a nitrogen atmosphere
in
the
BWR containment
prevent the hydrogen,
produced chiefly from radiolysis of the
water, from reaching a flammable concentration.

Loss of reactor
coolant would result
from the opening of a valve or a break
in a pipe that allowed water or steam to
be discharged from the reactor coolant
system in
an uncontrolled manner.
The
opening can range in size from a small
crack to a hole produced by severance of
the largest pipe in the reactor coolant
system.
Because
of these considerations,
the
plants are designed
so that fuel rods
are likely to be slightly damaged only
in
the more severe accidents.
Normal
conditions are restored by the control
systems without shutting down the reactor, or the protective system shuts down
the power to prevent the fuel from overheating in most of the potential
powerrise and reduction-in-cooling incidents.
Auxiliary
feedwater systems and high
pressure
coolant injection systems provide water for the steam generators
and
the reactor
coolant system, and steam

High quality of design, construction,
and operation and redundancy and testability
of equipment and systems are
important factors in ensuring
that the
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radioactivity
would be damaged, little
hazard to
would be released, and little
the public would result from any of the
accidents.

safety
features
will function when
the containment and
called upon.
If
safety features perform as the designers
expect, few, if any, of the fuel rods
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Section 2
Primary Barriers to Release
of Radioactive Material
temperature, the cladding is strong and
ductile,
and the fuel rod is an effective barrier to the release of fission
However, abnormal or accident
products.
situations can be envisioned in which
the temperature of the cladding would
rise several hundred degrees, and the
fail and release the
cladding would
fission products contained in the gas
space.

The large power reactors now operating
or under construction in the U.S. are
water
and boiling
pressurized water
(PWR and BWR) that use water
reactors
Although
for cooling the uranium fuel.
these reactors differ in some important
features, the design approach to radiological safety for both is to provide a
defense in depth against the release of
from the plant under all
radioactivity
circumstances considered credible. This
defense in depth consists of physical
barriers augmented by the auxiliary systems, engineered safety features, procecontrols
administrative
and
dures,
necessary to make the barriers highly
reliable and to maintain their effectiveness.

If the temperature were to rise above
the uranium dioxide pelabout 48001F,
lets would melt. All the krypton and
xenon and about 90% of the iodine would
and
be released quickly from the fuel,
some of the solid fission products would
Release of
be dispersed as an aerosol.
this radioactivity from the plant could
have serious, widespread effects.

2.1 FUEL RODS

2.2 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM AND
CONTAINMENT

The first and most important physical
The fuel is
barrier is the fuel rod.
uranium dioxide powder that has been
formed into small cylinders and fired at
high temperature to produce ceramic pellets. Groups of pellets are inserted in
metal tubes made of a zirconium alloy,'
Zircaloy, and the ends of the tubes are
sealed by welding to form fuel rods, as
for use in the
shown in Fig. IX 2-1,
reactor core.

Two physical barriers beyond the fuel
rod provide protection against the release of fission products during normal
situations.
operation and in accident
The first of these is the reactor cooland IX 2-3).
ant system (Figs. IX 2-2
grouped into fuel eleThe fuel rods,
reactor
ments and installed in the
form the reactor core, which is
vessel,
cooled by the water circulating in the
reactor coolant system. Fission products released by the fuel rods are confined by the piping and vessels of the
reactor coolant system as long as they
that
intact.
The structure
remain
the
houses the reactor coolant system (see Figs. IX 6-1 and IX
containment
6-2) - is designed to confine radioactive materials that escape from the
coolant system.

Most of the heat produced in the reactor
generated by fissioning of uranium
is
and plutonium in the pellets of the fuel
rods. Most of the radioactive materials
produced - those of greatest health and
safety concern - are the fission products left in the fuel pellets by the
Some of the fission
fission reaction.
products are gasses which will diffuse
from the pellets into the space around
them. The principal gaseous products
Typiare krypton, xenon, and iodine.
cally, the fuel rods in a l000-Mwe reactor contain about 110 million curies of
curies of xenon,
krypton, 250 million
of
and 700 million curies of iodine,
curies of
these amounts, 0.4 million
krypton, 3.6 million curies of xenon,
are
and 9.5 million curies of iodine
estimated to be present in the gas
space. About 98% of the gaseous fission
and essentially all the solid
products
fission products remain in the ceramic
pellets.

Preferably each barrier - fuel rod, reactor coolant system, and containment should be independent and self sufficient. That is, failure of one of two
barriers should not affect the integrity
Failures
of the remaining barrier(s).
of the containment that are considered
credible would not affect the integrity
of the reactor coolant system or the
fuel rods. The components and piping of
the reactor coolant system are designed
and supported and missile shields are
provided so that failures of the reactor
coolant system would not directly affect

At normal operating temperatures the
fuel pellets are well below the melting
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the integrity of the containment.
However, in the absence of special
safety
features,
some
failures of the reactor
coolant system would lead
to extensive
melting of the fuel rods.
Extensive
melting, whatever the cause,
would be
followed by breaching of the reactor

vessel and containment and the release
of a
large amount of fission products
from the plant.
Consequently, the foremost safety requirement in the design of
a nuclear power plant is to provide
reliable cooling for the fuel rods to prevent them from melting.
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Typical Fuel Data

Overall length, in.
Outside diam., in.
Metal wall thickness, in.
Pellet diam., in.
Pellet length, in.
Pellet stack height, in.
Plenum length, in.
Fuel rods in fuel assembly
Fuel rod pitch, in.
Fuel assemblies in core

FIGURE IX 2-1

PWR

BWR

149.7
0.422
0.0243
0.366
0.600
144
4.3
204
0.563
193

"- 164
0.563
0.037
0.477
0.5
144
16
49
0.738
764

Typical Reactor Core Fuel Rod

Steam Outlet (to turbine)

Steam Outlet
(to turbine)

.Steam Generator

Feedwater Inlet
(from condenser)
Feedwater
Inlet
(from

Main Coolant Pump
Pressurizer

Accumulator

Reactor
Vessel

FIGURE IX 2-2

Typical PWR Reactor Coolant System

Feedwater
Inlet

Coolant

Recirculation
Inlet

Coolant
Recirculation
Outlet

Recirculation

Pump
Discharge Valve

-

Bypass Valve

FIGURE IX 2-3

Typical BWR Reactor Coolant System

Fig.

IX 2-1 -

Fig.

IX-7/8

IX 2-3
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Section 3
General Basis for Safety Design

rods of high integrity for normal operation, the fuel must be prevented from
reaching temperatures that could melt
(>4800"F) or
the uranium oxide pellets
the cladding (3300*F). Because Zircaloy
the
reacts exothermally with steam,
cladding is surrounded by water, causing
clad oxidation and embrittlement, it is
desirable to keep the cladding below
1800 0 F, the temperature at which this
reaction begins to be significant. For
that
this reason, the perturbations
could cause excessive fuel or cladding
temperatures are examined and means are
provided to control them.

3.1 NORMAL OPERATION AT POWER
3.1.1

CONFINEMENT OF RADIOACTIVITY

Successful operation of the plant requires that almost all the fission products remain in the fuel rods. Should,
for instance, the cladding of too many
imperfections that
fuel rods contain
release products from the gas space, the
level of radioactivity in the plant
would be high enough to interfere seriously with operation and maintenance.
Furthermore, it would be difficult to
keep the radioactivity in routine effluents at the low level prescribed to protect the health of the public. Thus, as
care
a part of normal plant operation,
is required to keep small the amounts of
fission products and other long-lived
cooling
radioactive materials in the
water.

All the processes that could cause the
temperatures to become excessive depend
on the same fundamental physical condiThe fuel is a source of heat and
tion.
the heat must be removed at about the
same rate that it is generated or the
fuel pellets and the cladding will overThis is important not only when
heat.
the reactor is operating but also after
the fission reaction has been stopped.
At full power the uranium oxide in the
fuel rods is at a much higher temperature than the cladding - above 40001F in
the center of some pellets. The stored
energy in the pellets is equivalent to
about 4 sec of full power operation in
regions of maximum heat generation, and
the cladding must be kept at an acceptable temperature until the excess heat
has
been conducted to the coolant.
Removal of this stored energy takes a
and thereafter only the
few seconds,
heat produced by radioactive decay of
the fission products establishes the
cooling requirement. The heat production rate from this fission product
source is about 7% of full power at the
instant of shutdown and decreases as
Fuel from a 1000shown in Fig. IX 3-1.
MWe reactor would still produce 6000
kilowatts of heat 30 days after shutdown.

This entails, first, the manufacture of
fuel pellets and cladding of very high
quality so that the number of imperfecHowever, a reactor
tions will be small.
core contains almost 40,000 fuel rods,
and some do leak. Water from the reactor primary system is processed continuously by evaporation and ion exchange
for several purposes, including the removal of radioactive fission products
and corrosion products. Waste liquids,
gases, and solids from this processing
are stored until their radioactivity
for redecays to a level safe enough
lease to the surroundings; alternatively
the wastes are packaged and shipped to a
disposal facility.
Excessive leakage of water from the reactor coolant system into the containment would make operation and mainteso the coolant system
nance difficult,
must be of highest quality. The reactor
coolant system operates at about 1050
psi in a BWR and 2250 psi in a PWR, and
amount of radioactive gas and
a small
water passes through seals on valves,
pumps, and other equipment into the conThe air in the containment
tainment.
and the liquid collected in sumps at the
bottom of the containment are processed
to remove and confine their radioactivi ty.
3.1.2

Heat is removed from the fuel in normal
operation by circulating water over the
A certain
cladding at high velocity.
flow rate of water at the design
mass
temperature and pressure is required to
cool the core adequately at it's design
power; substantially more than the required flow is provided. The heat production is not uniform throughout the
and this must be taken into concore,
The maximum heat generation
sideration.
rate in the fuel and the heat flux from

COOLING OF FUEL RODS

In addition to the requirement for

fuel
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coolant in normal
the cladding to the
operation are 1.5 to 2 times the average
A value
for all the fuel in the core.
well above 2 is assumed for design purposes to allow flexibility in operation
On the basis of this
of the reactor.
temperahigher value the coolant flow,
ture, and pressure are specified so that
the critical heat flux1 is greater by a
factor of 1.8 or more than the local
This
heat flux anywhere in the core.
does not mean that the reactor power
could be increased by a factor of 1.8
It
without damage to the fuel rods.
provide
considerable
does,
however,
under control
margin to bring upsets
before the fuel rods are damaged.

The plants are designed conservatively
and built, tested, operated, and maintained in accordance with high quality
standards to reduce equipment faults and
operating errors to a minimum.
Special
requirements are imposed on the design
and operation to prevent external forces
from causing failures.
Instrumentation
and control systems are provided to keep
the plant operating steadily within prescribed limits.
In spite of these measures, some operational upsets must be expected to occur
during the service life of the plant.
The design of the plant is examined in
light of the incidents believed most
likely to occur and measures are provided to cope with them. One of the
important measures is a reactor protection system that sounds alarms and holds
or reduces the reactor power when operating limits are approached and then
trips the reactor
(stops the fission
reaction)
and establishes safe shutdown
conditions if these limits are reached.
A design requirement is that the safety
features should terminate these antici-~
pated transients without damage to the
fuel rods or the reactor
coolant systems.

3.2 ANTICIPATED TRANSIENTS AND
ACCIDENTS
If the power level were increased beyond
the capacity of the water flow to remove
the heat; if the water flow, temperature, or pressure were changed in such a
the effectiveness of
way as to reduce
coolant; or if the water were lost
the
rods
the fuel
from the reactor core,
would overheat. Various events have the
potential for producing such effects.
Some involve changes in operating conditions, failure of equipment within the
plant, or errors by the operators. Othsuch as
ers involve external forces,
earthquakes and other severe natural
phenomena that can affect the plant
equipment. Several levels of safety are
provided in the plant to protect against
and mitigate the effects of such events.

1

Finally, additional systems and margins
are
included in the design to protect
the public in the event that certain
highly unlikely but very severe accidents occur. Major failures of plant
components and systems are assumed and
engineered safety systems are designed
to control the accidents that would
ensue.
Fuel rods may be damaged and
radioactivity may be released from them
in these design-basis accidents, but the
design of the plant and its engineered
safety features must provide
assurance
that the fuel rods will not melt and
that radioactive materials will
not
escape
from the plant in sufficient
quantity to cause serious exposures to
the public.

The heat flux at which steam begins to
blanket the surface and the cladding
temperature begins to rise rapidly to
damaging levels because the steam impedes transfer of the* heat from the
fuel to the bulk of the coolant.
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Section 4
Protection Against Overpower

sel.
Reducing
the
temperature or
increasing the flow of feedwater to the
steam generators or increasing the rate
at which steam is
withdrawn
from them
lowers the temperature of the water
entering the reactor core.
In a BWR the
reactor core is
the steam generator.
The feedwater is mixed with the
coolant
as it recirculates to the core, and the
temperature of the coolant is influenced
directly by the feedwater temperature
and flow.

Several types of events can cause the
power generated in
a
reactor core
to
rise so that the control or protection
system must act to prevent the fuel rods
from overheating.
A reduction in temperature or a rise in
flow of coolant
causes
the average temperature of both
fuel and coolant in the core of a PWR to
begin to fall,
and the nuclear characteristics
of the core cause the power
to rise
in an effort to hold the average
temperature near its
initial
value.
A
reduction
in temperature or an increase
in flow of coolant or in system pressure
causes
the volume of steam in the core
of a BWR to begin to decrease
and the
power rises in an effort to maintain the
steam volume
fraction.
The
fission
reaction
is controlled by assemblies of
neutron
absorbing material which are
moved
in
and out of channels in the
reactor core.
Uncontrolled withdrawal
of control assemblies
would cause a
power transient and increases
in
fuel
and coolant temperatures in the core of
a PWR, or in fuel temperature and steam
volume
fraction
in
the core of a BWR.
PWR's also use boron
dissolved in
the
coolant
for control purposes.
Diluting
the boron has an effect similar to the
withdrawal of control rods.

4.1.1

TEMPERATURE AND FLOW OF FEEDWATER

Steam that is
generated
in
the steam
generators of a PWR and in the core of a
BWR is passed through a turbine where
about one-third of the energy is used in
turning a generator to produce electricity.
The
remaining energy is removed
in condensing the steam in
a
condenser
at the outlet of the turbine.
This
condensate is then recycled as feedwater
to the steam generators of the PWR and
the reactor vessel
of the BWR.
The
thermal efficiency of the steam cycle is
optimized by withdrawing part of the
steam from several points in the turbine
and using that steam to preheat
the
feedwater as it is being returned to the
reactor system.
The temperature of the
feedwater
delivered
to the reactor
system can be lowered below its
normal
temperature
by reducing the
flow of
steam to the
feedwater heaters or by
bypassing some of them.
The characteristics
of the feedwater systems are such
that changes
in
feedwater temperature
from these causes would occur slowly or
would be small.
The greatest effect is
expected when the reactor is
at full
power.
Analyses indicate that the power
would rise and stabilize below
the
overpower
trip
level in most feedwater
cooling incidents.

Power reactors are designed to produce
heat to satisfy the demand for steam by
the turbine generator.
The core power
is
permitted to vary with demand, and
the control systems function to keep the
coolant conditions within limits related
to the power.
Because
an excess of
cooling
is
provided,
the core can be
permitted to exceed design full power by
10
to 20% before being tripped by the
protection
system.
Neutron detectors
that measure the fission power directly
and nearly instantaneously
from radiation emitted by the core are the primary
sensors for initiating
protective action
against overpower.
The rise in temperature of the water on passing through the
core
is
used as a backup indicator of
reactor power to initiate
protective
action in a PWR.

The rate
of feedwater flow to a BWR
reactor coolant system is controlled by
several control valves and/or feedwater
pumps operating in
parallel.
Malfunction
of feedwater
controllers
could
cause
the flow to increase
rapidly.
With
the reactor at full power, the
amount of flow increase
in
many cases
would not be sufficient
to raise the
power to the overpower limit.
If,
however,
the flow were increased to the
full output of the feedwater pumps,
an
overpower trip
would ensue.

4.1 REDUCTION IN TEMPERATURE OF
REACTOR COOLANT
The temperature of the water entering
the core of a PWR depends on the amount
that the water was cooled in
passing
through the steam generators
in
the
coolant loops outside the reactor ves-
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A rapid rise in feedwater flow to a rate
well below full flow with the reactor at
a power
very low power would result in
transient with a peak that could be
In
power level.
several times the full
would be
such an incident a reactor trip
as the power passed through 10
initiated
power (the range of trip
to 25% of full
at low
reactor is
settings when the
reactivity of the uranium
The
power).
oxide
fuel decreases with increasing
and the rapid heating of
temperature,
power
the fuel would stop the rise in
it
to
fall
back
rapidly.
and cause
Insertion of the control assemblies in a
second or two would end the incident.
The amount that the feedwater flow could
is
limited by the
increase
reasonably
Within those limits the
system design.
energy released during a transient
total
fuel
would not.be enough to damage the
rods.
feedA BWR has systems other than the
water system that supply cold water to
the reactor vessel in normal or emergenThey include a high
cy situations.
injection system and
pressure coolant
Addition of
shutdown cooling systems.
water from any of these sources would
reactor vessel water level
cause the
controllers to compensate by reducing
The effect would be
the feedwater flow.
to lower the temperature of the net flow
of water to the vessel, and the resultthan
ing transient would be less severe
one produced by interrupting the flow of
steam to the feedwater heaters.
4.1.2

INCREASE IN STEAM DEMAND

The demand for steam from the reactor
system can be increased by opening more
by
control valves,
fully the turbine
opening valves that release steam from
the main steam lines, or by rupture of a
steam line.
If any of these events were
the
to occur in a PWR at full power,
reactor core power would rise above
design full
power, but this could also
at lower
happen with the plant initially
from low
In bringing the plant
power.
power to full power the reactor core
must provide the heat for warming the
water and equipment in the plant systems
as well as for generating the steam for
If the load were increased
the turbine.
core power
too rapidly,
the reactor
would rise above the design full power
demand.
in satisfying the total
response to a sudden reThe
immediate
lease of steam in a BWR is a decrease in
the
The steam pressure falls,
power.
steam in the reactor core expands, which
increases
the steam volume fraction and
decreases the reactivity, and the power
The control system responds by
falls.
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increasing the coolant flow to the core
the water level within the
to maintain
the power
operating range and raises
level, which restores the pressure.
The PWR and BWR plants are designed to
trip,
accommodate,
without a reactor
demand over the
rates of increase in
range
from low power to full power that
are well above those normally imposed by
The
the electrical transmission system.
turbines are equipped with load-limiting
and/or speed-control devices to prevent
the demand for steam from exceeding full
flow by more than a few percent.
rated
that
Any malfunction or misoperation
caused the steam demand and reactor
power to rise excessively would result
in a reactor trip.
The steam systems contain turbine bypass
steam from the
valves that discharge
main steam lines directly to the turbine
valves,
condenser, power-operated relief
These
valves
and code safety valves.
release steam under particular condicontrol the
tions to cool the reactor,
in a
reactor coolant system pressure
BWR, and protect the steam system from
Misoperaexcessive pressure in a PWR.
tion or malfunction of one or more of
these valves would increase the demand
for steam from the reactor coolant sysNumerous valves are used in these
tem.
separately.
systems and they operate
Opening of one or two valves usually can
be accommodated by the reactor control
The
system without a reactor trip.
the reactor
protection system would trip
the steam demand raised the power
if
excessively.
4.1.3

RUPTURE OF A MAIN STEAM LINE IN
A PWR

Rupture of a main steam line would cause
the largest and most rapid increase in
flow of steam of any of the increase-inThis is one of
steam-demand incidents.
the low probability accidents for which
measures are taken in the design to protect the fuel rods from melting and the
to radiapublic from serious exposure
in the steam.
tion from radioactivity
a PWR
in
It is an overpower incident
a loss-of-coolant acciplant.
It
is
as such, in
dent, and is discussed later
a BWR.
A steam line in a PWR might rupture when
the reactor is operating at any power up
to full
power, or when the control asfully inserted and the
semblies are
reactor is shut down but near operating
With the reactor operattemperature.
very rapidly
ing, the power would rise
and the reactor would be tripped by the

r"ý

protection system on
indication
of
overpower by the nuclear power sensors.
Shutdown would occur quickly enough to
avoid damage to the fuel rods.

time that the steam generator would boil
dry, and the reactor would be shut down
a few seconds later.
steam-pipe-rupture incident the
In the
power reached by the reactor on cooling
Howwould be well below full power.
ever, if the control assembly of greatest worth were to stick in the fully
withdrawn position during the initial
shutdown, the power distribution in the
one
subsequent transient with all hut
control assembly in the core would be
severely peaked. The maximum heat genfuel near the
eration
rate in the
position of the withdrawn assembly at
the lower power might exceed the maximum
at full power allowed for in the design.
In studies of this situation, it has
no danger of
been found that there is
even with the
the fuel rods overheating
reactor coolant pumps stopped and the
water circulating by thermal convection.

Simply inserting the control assemblies
into the core would not be sufficient to
keep the reactor shutdown under all cirThe control assemblies in a
cumstances.
PWR are designed to stop the fission
reaction quickly and to keep the reactor
shut down at the operating temperature.
Boron must be added to the water if the
reactor
is to remain shut down when the
Contincoolant temperature is lowered.
ued generation of steam in the steam
generators would lower the reactor coolrapidly, and hence the
ant temperature
possibility and consequence of starting
the
fission
reaction again must be
considered.
Several measures are taken to limit the
cooling and to bring the reactor to a
securely shutdown condition.
a.

With the reactor shut down at operating
temperature, the sticking open of a
turbine
a
pressure-relief valve or
a cooling
valve would cause
bypass
incident similar to the steam line rupAlthough the fuel rods
incident.
ture
would not be damaged, it is not desirable to have the reactor resume operainvolving a large
tion in such events
blowdown which are likely to happen more
frequently than main steam line breaks.
By use of a large number of small
valves, the r~ate of cooling caused by
the sticking open of one valve is reduced and the effect can be compensated
by the boron injection system.

Block valves in each main steam line
just outside the containment close
automatically on indication of a
If the break
break in a steam line.
were outside the containment closing
the valves would in most instances
If a block
stop the steam flow.
valve failed to close, however, connections between lines would allow
be discharged to the
steam
to
atmosphere until all the water had
boiled out of one steam generator.
conIf the break were inside the
tainment, the affected steam generator would discharge its steam inside
In any
the containment until dry.
event the release would be limited
to one steam generator.

b.

steam
The flow of feedwater to the
is stopped until the
generators
accident is brought under control.

C.

A concentrated boric acid solution
is injected into the reactor coolant
by high pressure pumps to minimize
the rise in fission reaction.

Steam would be discharged into the containment in some of these steam-release
incidents and to the atmosphere in all
If, during normal operation,
of
them. 1
into the
reactor cooling water leaks
steam system through flaws in the tubing
or tube sheets of the steam generators,
incident
in
an
the steam discharged
When
would contain some radioactivity.
inside the containment,
the break is
limiting the blowdown to the contents of
one steam generator ensures that the
peak pressure in the containment would
be below the design pressure and the
as in
radioactivity would be confined,
the loss-of-coolant accidents described
in section 6. when the break is outside
the containment, all the steam released
The
would pass into the atmosphere.

The maximum rate, magnitude, and duration of cooling would occur if the
reactor were at hot shut down with the
control rods fully inserted and a steam
rupture at a steam
to
were
pipe
generator. Safety analyses for a typical plant indicate that the cooling
reaction to
would allow the fission
begin within 15 sec after a steam line
rupture. The nuclear power would rise
rapidly and stabilize at about 30% of
full power. Concentrated boron solution
would begin to enter the reactor coolant
the
loops in about 90 seconds, about

1
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Steam is released to the atmosphere to
cool the reactor in cases where the
steam line block valves close.

would rise to the trip point in less
than a second and the protective system
would trip the reactor. The peak power
would be well above full design power,
but the heat flux from the cladding to
the coolant would not reach the fullpower heat flux during the transient and
the fuel rods would not be damaged.

potential radiation doses to the public
are small because the concentration of
radioactivity in the reactor coolant,
the rate of leakage of reactor coolant
into the steam system, and the amount of
radioactivity in the steam system are
required to be at low levels.

4.2 INCREASE IN FLOW OF COOLANT TO
REACTOR CORE

In the instance of the isolated loop,
simply opening the isolation valves and
starting the pump could, under the most
adverse conditions, cause a very large
rise in core power and possibly damage
the fuel. Therefore administrative controls require the power to be reduced to
zero and the temperature and the boron
concentration
of
the water in the
isolated loop to be near those in the
active loops before the isolation valves
are opened. Because these administrative controls are judged to give insufficient protection, interlocks are also
provided in the reactor protection system to ensure a low probability of
startup of an isolated loop containing
water at low temperature and
boron
concentration. These interlocks prevent
the valve in the line from the discharge
of the isolated coolant pump to the
reactor vessel from being opened unless
the water in the isolated loop has been
recirculated and mixed slowly, through a
relief line, with the water in the
remainder of the reactor coolant system.

The reactor coolant pumps in a PWR run
at a fixed speed and the coolant loops
have no flow control valves; hence the
flow cannot be increased in normal operHowever, PWR's have multiple
ation.
coolant loops and 3 or 4 coolant pumps
and are permitted to operate at reduced
power with one pump out of service.
Since uncontrolled startup of an inactive loop could, in some circumstances,
reactor
cause a substantial rise in
power level, protection against such an
The
event is included in the design.
BWR makes use of a variable speed pump
in each of two loops to control the rate
of recirculation of coolant through the
core and, thereby, the reactor power.
Increasing the flow lowers the steam
volume fraction in the core and the
power rises to restore it. A malfunction of the pump speed controls that
increased the flow or startup of an
inactive loop would produce a power
transient.
Two types of startup of an inactive loop
in a PWR must be considered - one in
which a pump has been idle but the loop
has no isolation valves or the valves
have been left open, and the other in
which the loop has been isolated by
closing valves in the inlet and outlet
The latter is of greatest conlines.
cern because it presents the possibility
of adding rapidly, to the bulk of the
coolant, water that is cool and low in
boron content.

Because of the protective interlocks,
the most drastic misoperation likely to
occur would be to begin the startup in
violation of administrative
controls
with the isolated loop containing water
at low temperature and boron concentration.
The flow through the relief line
is limited by the line's size, and thus
water from the isolated loop would mix
slowly with the bulk of the reactor
coolant.
If the water in the isolated
loop contained no boron, several minutes
would be required before the shutdown
margin of the control assemblies would
be surpassed and the fission reaction
would begin. The reduction in shutdown
margin would be indicated as it occurred
by the neutron flux monitors in the
control room. The operators would have
ample time to take corrective action
which would include injection of concentrated boric acid to regain the shutdown
margin.

With the pump stopped but the loop open
to the remainder of the reactor coolant
system, water flows in the reverse direction through the inactive loop and
the water in the steam generator tubes
is cooled to a temperature below that of
water being delivered to the reactor
core by the operating loops. To bring
an inactive loop into operation without
tripping the reactor, operating procedures require that the plant be brought
to low power in order to equalize the
temperatures before starting the pump.
Without this precaution, the rise in
reactivity of the core caused first by
the increase in flow and then by the
decrease in coolant inlet temperature
would be too rapid to be compensated by
the control system. The nuclear power

In the BWR, a malfunction of equipment
that controls the pump speed to increase
the speed at the maximum rate has a
greater effect than does startup of an
idle loop.
In either case,
the most
severe transient is found to occur when
the initial power is 1,70% of full power
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Relief valves open as the pressure rises
from the nominal operating pressure of
1050 psi to a peak just above 1200 psi.
The core neutron level rises briefly to
about double that at full power but the
heat flux rises only a few percent
before the power transient is terminated.

and the flow is \,50% of full flow. In
the case of malfunction of speed controls, the reactor would be tripped on
indication of overpower by the neutron
sensors. The thermal neutron flux would
peak at a value above 200% of full power
but the transient would be so short that
the heat flux from the cladding to the
coolant would at no time exceed the
full-power heat flux. In the case of
startup of an idle loop, the characteristics of the recirculation pump and
power supply and of the jet pumps that
it drives combine to make the incident a
minor one. The reactor core power would
rise briefly to only a few percent above
the full-power value before settling at
a new steady-state condition and the
reactor would not be tripped.

Closing the main steam line isolation
valves produces a transient similar to
that produced when the turbine block
valves close and the turbine bypass system is inoperative.
The transient is
less severe, however, because the isolation valves close less rapidly. The
pressure in a transient produced by the
closing of one turbine block valve or
steam line isolation valve is controlled
by the turbine bypass valves alone, but
the power increases enough to cause the
reactor to trip from overpower.

4.3 INCREASE IN PRESSURE IN A BWR
An increase in reactor system pressure
compresses the steam in the core of a
BWR and the power rises rapidly in an
effort to restore the steam volume fraction. The reactor is equipped with a
pressure regulating system, but this
system cannot reasonably be provided
with the capacity and extra features
needed to prevent the pressure from
rising when the turbine control valves
close rapidly, or the turbine block
valves or the isolation valves in the
main steam lines close.
The turbine
control valves close rapidly on rejection of a large percentage of the load
by the electrical transmission system.
The turbine block valves close on any
signal that calls for a turbine or
reactor trip. The main steam line isolation valves close to prevent steam
from being discharged to the atmosphere
on indication of certain potentially
unsafe situations in the reactor, the
containment, or the steam system. Misoperation or malfunctions can also cause
the valves to close.

4.4 UNCONTROLLED MOVEMENT OF
CONTROL ABSORBER
Although the control
systems
are designed to prevent the heat flux in the
reactor core from rising to excessive

levels, malfunctions or accidents involving the control systems can cause
such a rise. Three types of situation
are considered in the reactor design:
(1) uncontrolled withdrawal of neutron
absorber by the control systems,
(2)
insertion of a control assembly into the
core with the reactor at power, and (3)
ejection of a control assembly from the
core under pressure or gravity forces.
The first and third result in increases
in power, the second in a change in the
power distribution and an increase in
the local heat flux in the core.
The
consequences of these incidents are limited by limiting the worth of each
control assembly and/or the rate of
movement and using a large number of
assemblies to satisfy the total neutron
control requirements of the reactor.

Rapid closing of the turbine control
valves or stop valves interrupts the
steam flow in a fraction of a second. A
reactor trip is initiated when these
valves close, and normally the pressure
control
system opens turbine bypass
valves to release steam to the turbine
condenser.
The pressure rises sufficiently in a few seconds to cause relief
valves to open briefly to limit the presure rise, but the control assemblies
insert neutron absorbing material rapidly enough to keep small, any increase in
power beyond rated full power.

4.4.1

WITHDRAWAL OF CONTROL ASSEMBLY BY
DRIVE MECHANISMS

The uncontrolled withdrawal of a control
assembly might occur with the reactor
shut down or at power. Several provisions of the design, limit the rate at
which the reactivity of the core can be
increased in such an incident.
The
speed of the drive mechanism is limited
by the design, and the number of assemblies that can be moved at one time is
limited by interlocks in the control
system and by the sequencing of power to

The incident is more severe if the turbine bypass valves cannot open due to
the condenser being out of service.

the drives.
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With the reactor initially at zero power, continuous withdrawal of a control
assembly could cause the core power to
rise very rapidly. The incident would
be terminated automatically by reactor
trips initiated at low, intermediate,
and high power by signals from the
neutron sensors. Under the most adverse
conditions of the highest worth control
assembly being withdrawn and time delays
in the transmission of signals and operation of trip mechanisms, the neutron
level might rise to almost 10 times the
full design power, but only for
a
fraction of a second. The power rise
would be stopped and the power would he
momentarily
reduced by the inherent
negative reactivity effect from heating
of the fuel. Insertion of the control
assemblies, which
takes
1 to 2 secI
would shut down the reactor. Because of
the short duration of the transient, the
temperatures of the fuel and cladding
and the maximum heat flux from the
cladding to the water would not reach
the full-power values.

Boron dilution is a manual operation
that is conducted under administrative
controls. Valves must be opened and
pumps started by the operator in order
to add unborated water to the reactor
coolant system. The chemical and volume
control system is designed to limit the
maximum rate of dilution to a value
that, after indication through alarms
and instrumentation, provides the operator with several minutes to correct the
situation before the reactor is tripped
by the protection system.
After a trip, the operators have many
minutes to stop the dilution before the
reduction in boron concentration causes
the fission reaction to begin again with
the control assemblies fully inserted.
The procedures made erroneous dilution
unlikely, numerous alarms and indications alert the operators to the condition, ample time is available to correct
the situation, and therefore no other
protection against a dilution incident
is provided.

The effects of uncontrolled withdrawal
of a control assembly have been studied
over the full range of power for a wide
range of withdrawal rates and assembly
Under most circumstances the
worths.
incident is minor and the fuel rods are
protected by a reactor trip on indication of overpower by the neutron sensors.
This overpower trip does not,
however, provide the desired degree of
protection in a PWR when the reactivity
is increased slowly. The steam control
valves to the turbine limit the rate of
generation of steam by the steam generators and thereby the cooling of the
water in
the reactor primary system.
The water temperature rises as the power
increases and the critical heat flux
decreases with rising water temperature.
A trip based on coolant temperature and
reactor power is included in the reactor
protection circuits for this situation.
A reactor trip is initiated when the
temperature rise of the reactor coolant
in passing through the core (a measure
of the reactor power) exceeds the temperature rise allowable for the prevailing coolant temperature in the reactor.
4.4.2

Dilution during startup is similar to
the uncontrolled withdrawal of control
assemblies, except that reactivity is
added more slowly. The reactor operators would be alerted to the changing
boron concentration by
a
gradually
increasing count rate on the nuclear
instruments in ample time
to
take
corrective action.
4.4.3

INSERTION OF A CONTROL ASSEMBLY

Driving (or, in a PWR, dropping) one or
more control assemblies into the core
with the reactor at power, or leaving
one in when the reactor is brought to
power, reduces the heat generation rate
in the fuel in the vicinity of the
inserted assembly. The heat generation
rates in other parts of the core must
increase in order to hold the total
power constant and thus the heat generation
rate increases in these other
regions. The same effect is obtained if
the control assemblies are not kept
properly positioned relative to each
other during operation.
During operation, control assemblies are
moved in a preselected sequence to maintain proper alignment.
The positions
are shown by indicators and lights.
Alarms sound when assemblies deviate
from prescribed positions by more than a
few percent. In some designs, movement
of control assemblies is inhibited when
alignment limits are reached.
Accidental insertion of a control assembly
would shut down the reactor or would be
indicated (1) by a sudden drop in power,

DILUTION OF BORON IN PWR COOLANT

During operation of a PWR, water is
recycled at a small rate but continuously from the reactor coolant system,
which is at high pressure, to a chemical
and volume control system, which operates at low pressure. The boron concentration in the reactor coolant can be
reduced, and the reactivity of the core
thus increased, by returning unborated
water to the reactor coolant system.
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(2) by an asymmetric power distribution
sensed by the neutron power detectors
(also by thermocouples in the water
leaving the core in a PWR) , and (3) by
and
the various position indicators
alarms.

mechanism that would permit a control
assembly to drop out of the core.
The
control assembly incorporates a device
that limits the velocity of fall in
order to reduce the consequences of such
an accident.

The effect of control assembly misalignment is a factor considered in establishing the value for the maximum heat
If
flux allowed by the reactor design.
full power
a reactor were operated at
with one control assembly fully inserted
the
aligned
within
and the others
the maximum heat flux from the
limits,
cladding to the coolant would still be
flux.
below the critical heat
well
Since studies indicate that serious situations are not likely to arise from
incidents,
control-assembly-insertion
the operator is largely depended on to
take any corrective measures that night
be needed.

In most instances,
a control assembly
ejection incident would not produce a
serious power transient. When the reactor is at power, the control assemblies
are partly to fully withdrawn.
In many
instances,
the power would not rise to
the overpower trip level, in others the
protective system would trip the reactor
on indication of overpower and
the
transient would be terminated with the
fuel rods undamaged. When the reactor
is shut down with the control assemblies
fully inserted, ejection of one would
not produce a rise in power.

4.4.4

Under some circumstances, ejection of a
control
assembly could result
in a
damaging transient. Because the probability of such an accident is very low,
the risk of limited damage to some
fuel
rods
is accepted provided that only a
small percentage of the fuel rods would
be likely to fail and the failures would
not cause a damaging pressure surge
in
the reactor coolant system.

EJECTION OF A CONTROL ASSEMBLY

for the control
The drive mechanisms
assemblies are mounted on the top head
reactor vessel in a PWR and are
of the
supported from the bottom head in a 'BWR.
If a drive mechanism housing were to
rupture, the pressure inside the reactor
vessel would tend to expel the drive
The
attached
shaft from the vessel.
control assembly would be ejected from
the core very-rapidly, with consequences
and reactor coolant
fuel rods
to the
system that would depend on the reactivity worth of the assembly.

By subjecting fuel rods to rapid power
transients in test reactors, it has been
shown that the damage sustained by a
fuel rod can be related to the total
energy generated in the
fuel pellets
during a transient. These data are used
in assessing the consequences of control
assembly ejection accidents in a PWR and
control assembly drop accidents in a
BWR.
Analyses
of plants of acceptable
design show that less than 10%
of the
fuel rods would be perforated during the
most severe accidents.
The pressure
in
the coolant system would rise moderately
but would not impose appreciable additional loads on the coolant system.

Use of boron in the reactor coolant for
part of the neutron control and use of
many control assemblies makes the full
worth of an individual assembly small in
a PWR. The housings are manufactured to
high standards of quality so that the
probability of a drastic failure sufficient to eject a control assembly is
small.
Furthermore, the results of a
rod ejection accident in the PWR is
or
limited
predicted to result in
Because of
negligible fuel rod damage.
these considerations, no mechanical features are provided in the design of a
PWR to prevent rupture of a housing from
causing a control assembly to be ejected
from the core.

In the case of rupture of a control rod
housing,
reactor
coolant
would be
discharged into the containment and the
accident would also be a small-break
loss-of-coolant accident.
Measures taken to prevent the fuel rods from being
damaged further and to protect
the
public
from radioactivity in such accidents are discussed in
section 6.
In
the case of a control rod drop accident
in a BWR, no coolant would be lost and
the fission products would be confined
initially to the reactor coolant system
and the steam system.
Isolation valves
in the main steam lines would close in a
few seconds on indication of a high
level of radioactivity in the steam and

are
Although many control assemblies
used in a BWR the full worth of individual assemblies is greater than in a PWR.
Structural members are thus incorporated
in the BWR design to prevent the drive
shaft from moving more than a short
distance in the event of a housing
failure
of
rupture.
Several types
in a drive
occur
however,
could,
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thus limit the amount of radioactivity
The steam system
in the steam system.
also would be isolated by closing valves
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to ensure that only a small fraction of
radioactive
the
xenon,
and
kryton,
iodine could escape to the surroundings.

Section 5
Protection Against a Reduction
in Core Cooling
The cooling effectiveness of the reactor
is reduced by changes in
cooling water
cooling conditions that lower the critiA reduction in flow, a
flux.
cal heat
rise in temperature, or a reduction in
pressure
of
the
coolant are such
The cooling capacity, particuchanges.
larly in some types of abnormal occurrence, depends on the inventory of water
in the steam generators of a PWR and in
the reactor vessel of a BWR. Changes in
operation
that reduce the inventory and
thus the cooling capacity include reduction in flow of feedwater to or increase
in flow of steam from the steam generators in a PWR or the reactor vessel in a
BWR.
The
design
approach
to protecting
against reductions in cooling effectiveness and capacity is to:

age would decrease the flow in
one
coolant loop abruptly, but, because of
the number of loops in a PWR and the
characteristics of the jet pumps in the
BWR, the flow through the core would not
fall below about 60% of full flow.

a.

Design the plant so that such events
will be infrequent and the magnitude
and rate of reduction of cooling
capability will be within limits.

b.

Provide control and protection
systems that will, on indication of a
reduction in cooling effectiveness
or capacity,
reduce the power or
trip the reactor, depending on the
magnitude of the upset.

C.

Ensure
that the cooling capacity
after a reactor trip will be sufficient to dissipate the energy stored
in the fuel at high temperature and
the fission-product decay heat.

In a BWR, as the flow decreased the
volume fraction of steam in the core
would begin to rise and the power and
the rate of steam production would begin
to fall.
The pressure regulating system,
in order to
hold the pressure
steady,
would gradually restrict the
flow of steam to the turbine, the reactor would not be tripped, and the power
would stabilize at a level appropriate
to the reduced flow. The density difference resulting from the production of
steam in the reactor core
induces a
substantial circulation of coolant when
the pumps are stopped.

In a PWR, as the flow decreased the core
temperature would begin to rise and the
power to fall. Until the average temperature and temperature
rise of the
coolant in passing through the core
reached the operating limits, the reactor control system would withdraw control rods to hold the power constant.
This would aggravate the situation,
so
the protective
system
is arranged to
trip the reactor on indication of loss
of power to one or more pumps or low
flow in one or more coolant loops.

Stoppage of all the recirculation pumps
would cause the greatest reduction in
flow, but the initial
rapid reduction
while the reactor is still at full power
makes seizure of a pump rotor or
shaft
breakage the most severe reduction-incoolant-flow
incident.
Seizure of a
pump rotor and shaft breakage are events
with such low probabilities
of occurrence that damage to a small percentage
of the fuel rods
could be
tolerated.
However, analyses show that the critical
heat flux in
decreasing
with
the
decreasing flow would approach but still
exceed the maximum heat flux in the core
and thus the fuel rods are not likely to
be damaged.

5.1 REDUCTION IN REACTOR
COOLANT FLOW
Loss of power to

one

or

more

of

the

reactor
coolant
recirculation
pump
or
motors, seizure of a pump rotor,
shaft breakage would cause the flow of
coolant to the reactor core to decrease.
in a
in flow results
The reduction
reduction in the critical heat flux
and
the core power must be reduced to prevent the fuel rods
from overheating.
The pumps of a PWR are equipped with
flywheels to increase the inertia of the
rotary elements so that the pumps coast
down slowly and the flow decreases gradually over many seconds.
The combined
inertia of the pumps and the motor
generator
sets used to control the pump
speed serves the same purpose in a BW1R.
Seizure of a pump rotor or shaft break-

5.2 MISMATCH BETWEEN FEEDWATER AND
STEAM FLOWS
A

reduction

in

feedwater

steam generators of a
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PWR,

flow to the
or to the

the turbine building and thence to
the
The potential doses to the
atmosphere.
that
public are limited by using valves
close rapidly and limiting the amount of
radioactivity in the reactor coolant.

a
BWR that is not
in
vessel
reactor
flow of
in
compensated by a reduction
in
a
results
steam
to the turbine,
in
decrease in the inventory of water
and
steam generators
respective
the
steam
An
increase in
reactor vessel.
by an increase in
flow
uncompensated
flow has
the same effect.
feedwater
to steam of inventory in the
Conversion
the BWR
and in
PWR steam generators
reactor vessel provides the cooling for
the reactor until water can be supplied
from other sources when the normal flow
for
interrupted
of feedwater has been
any reason.
A reduction in inventory
in
cooling
a
reduction
represents
capacity.

5.3 REDUCTION IN STEAM DEMAND
the fuel
operating,
When a reactor is
rods are cooled, directly in a BWR and
indirectly in a PWR, by release of steam
Throttling the flow by
to the turbine.
the turbine control valves to satisfy a
or
reduction
in demand for electricity,
closing the turbine control valves, turbine block valves, or steam line isolation valves, for whatever cause, reduces
the flow of steam and the cooling availin
If the reduction
able to the core.
is partial and slow,
demand for steam
system can simply
the reactor control
reduce the fission rate to compensate.
At times, however, the steam demand must
be reduced more rapidly than the control
system can reduce the fission rate withAlso, the
the reactor.
out
tripping
fuel and fission
energy stored in the
and
reactor systems at highproducts
power tends to sustain the high heat
generation rate when the fission rate is
proTherefore, a
system is
reduced.
vided to maintain sufficient steam flow
to cool the fuel and keep the pressure
in
the
steam and reactor systems from
steadywhile new
rising excessively
state
conditions are being established.
This is necessary whether the power is
is
or the reactor
reduced
partially
tripped.

in
cause a reduction
Events that can
flow
include malfunctions of
feedwater
and controlvalves,
feedwater pumps,
lers, interruption of power to the pump,
Malfuncand breaks in feedwater lines.
and
and controllers
tions of valves
breaks in lines can cause the steam flow
to the reactor
Signals
to increase.
protection system that indicate, directly or indirectly, excessive steam flow
to
steam flow relative
or
excessive
low water level in
flow and
feedwater
the steam generators or reactor vessel
are taken as indicators of reduction of
the water inventory toward the minimum
volume.
The protective sysacceptable
tem trips the reactor and the turbine to
reduce the steam flow and heat generaThe main feedwater pumps may
tion rate.
continue to function and supply water to
but
an auxiliary
the reactor systems,
in
a
PWR and a high
system
feedwater
pressure coolant injection system in the
BWR are provided to supply water automatically when necessary.

of
system consists
relief
The steam
power-operated
valves,
turbine-bypass
valves,
and ASME code safety
relief
In
the
valves on each main steam line.
in steam
a rapid reduction
event of
demand, the bypass valves are opened by
the controllers and release steam to the
required
turbine condenser at the rate
to hold the steam pressure in a BWR and
the steam pressure and reactor coolant
in a PWR within the operattemperature
is
ing limits while the reactor power
reduced to match the demand of the turThe bypass valves have a capacity
bine.
steam flow so that
of 25 to 50% of full
load,
without a
the plant can reduce
at rates well above those
reactor trip,
normally required to satisfy the demands
of the electrical transmission system.

Some potential incidents are not termiand
actions
nated quickly by these
to
are required
measures
additional
a
A break in
bring them under control.
feedwater line inside the containment or
the
in a steam line inside or outside
containment could result, in the case of
the water
a PWR, in the release of all
The
in one steam generator.
and steam
enough
contain
other steam generators
reactor, and other
water to cool the
disincident were
aspects of such an
cussed in section 4.1.3.
In a BWR, a break in a feedwater line or
the containment
a steam line inside
gives rise to a loss-of-coolant accident
If the
that
is discussed in section 6.
the containment,
break occurs outside
valves in the feedwater lines and isolalines
in
the main steam
tion valves
in a few seconds to stop the flow
close
Some of the radioof water and steam.
the fluids is released in
activity
in

is initiated automaticalA reactor trip
trip
from any power
ly by a turbine
of the
level above the design capacity
is
and a
turbine trip
bypass
system,
After a
initiated by any reactor trip.
the turbine bypass system usually
trip,
relieves the steam necessary to cool the
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operated relief
valves and code
safety
vapor from the
they discharge
valves,
pressure.
to reduce the
pressurizer
Reactor trips on high-pressurizer pressure and high-pressurizer
level
are
included
in
the protective
system as
on
backup to the automatic reactor trip
They also ensure that
a turbine trip.
the reactor coolant system pressure will
not be excessive and that there will be
at
ample free volume in the pressurizer
the time of a turbine trip.

When
reactor to the shutdown condition.
the pressure in the turbine condenser is
the steam line isolation
too high or
system
closed,
the bypass
valves are
cannot
be used, and in some transients
do not have enough
the bypass valves
capacity to hold the pressure within the
Under
these conditions,
design limit.
and
relief
valves
the power-operated
steam
to
discharge
code safety valves
the atmosphere in a PWR and the suppresin
a BWR to
sion pool or containment
limit the
pressure rise.
Discharge to
the atmosphere is acceptable in the case
of the
PWR,
because
the steam is not
generated from the reactor
coolant and
contains much less radioactivity.
When
steam is discharged through the relief
and safety valves,
feedwater is drawn
from
a
large
supply
of
stored
condensate.
In the BWR, water can also
be supplied from the suppression pool.

5.4 REDUCTION IN PRESSURE IN REACTOR
COOLANT SYSTEM
A reduction in pressure in
the reactor
coolant system reduces the effectiveness
of the coolant by lowering the critical
heat flux and also portends a reduction
in inventory and cooling capacity.
In a
PWR,
pressure reductions are associated
such as
with faults in the pressurizer
in
pipes connected to the vapor
breaks
space or the sticking open of pressuriIn such an event,
zer
relief
valves.
by
the fuel rods are protected initially
on indication of a lowera reactor trip
than-allowable pressure.
If caused by a
valve
pipe break or an unclosable relief
a loss-ofinto
the incident evolves
coolant accident requiring the additionIn a
al actions described in section 6.
BWR,
pressure reductions are ordinarily
associated with breaks in steam lines or
of the pressure conwith malfunctions
and relief
trol
system or steam bypass
in the direction of increasvalves, all
This type
of incident
ing steam flow.
was discussed in section 5.2.

The steam pressure
control and relief
system acts
directly to
prevent the
pressure
from becoming excessive in the
reactor coolant system of a BWR.
However,
it
affects
the
pressure in the
reactor coolant system of a PWR only
indirectly,
through
its
effects on the
coolant temperature.
Provisions
are
required in a PWR to protect the coolant
system from being overpressured by expansion of the water as its
temperature
rises in the more severe transients that
can
follow
a turbine trip.
Sprays in
the pressurizer condense steam from the
vapor space to hold the pressure near
the normal level.
If the pressure rises
above
the
set points
of the
power-
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b

Section 6
Protection Against Loss of
Reactor Coolant
Loss of reactor coolant can be a serious
event.
It
could result from misoperation, malfunction, or failure of equipment, such as a break in a reactor coolant
pipe,
that allowed
uncontrolled
discharge of water or steam from the
reactor coolant system.
It
constitutes
a failure of a primary barrier to the
escape of radioactivity from the plant.
The
escaping
fluid must be confined.
More important, loss of all
coolant from
the
reactor core for minutes could lead
to melting of fuel rods followed by destruction of the reactor vessel and penetration of the containment.
Because of
this,
many provisions are included in
the design
to prevent loss-of-coolant
incidents
and to mitigate the consequences of any that do occur.

shatter on cooling and permit the fuel
pellets to fall
into an uncoolable mass.
The water, steam, and radioactivity discharged from the reactor coolant system
must be confined.
After the initial
phase, the fuel rods and the containment
must be cooled to remove the heat generated by the radioactive
decay of the
fission products
and measures must be
taken to ensure continued confinement of
the fission products.
6.1

6.1.1

High standards are specified for the
design,
construction
and operation
of the reactor so that the number of
misoperations,
malfunctions,
and
failures of equipment in the reactor
coolant system will be minimal.

b.

for detecting
Means
are provided
small rates of leakage from the reactor coolant system so that in most
instances the plant can be shut down
to repair the equipment
before the
leakage becomes serious.

c.

The reactor coolant system, its
auxiliaries
and associated engineered
safeguards are designed so that the
fuel
rods are not likely to be damaged in the most probable loss-ofincidents and would be cooled acceptably in
the most serious
postulated accidents.

d.

Features incorporated in the reactor
coolant system and the containment
and its
related engineered
safety
features
are designed to ensure
confinement
of all
but a
small
amount of radioactivity in all
types
of loss-of-coolant accidents.

4coolant

SMALL-BREAK ACCIDENTS

Loss-of-coolant accidents are classified
according to the size of opening through
which the fluid is
discharged.
In
a
small-break accident the water and steam
would be expelled from the reactor coolant system relatively slowly and the
system would remain at a pressure of
several
hundred psi until almost empty.
The fuel rods would be uncovered and the
cladding would melt before water could
be added at low pressure,
so a high
pressure coolant
injection system is
provided to maintain
sufficient
inventory in
the reactor vessel to cool the
fuel rods until the system is depressurized and at low temperature.

Measures taken include the following:
a.

COOLING OF FUEL RODS

The
high pressure coolant injection
system is designed to ensure
that
the
fuel rods will be covered by water, or
by water and the froth produced by
boiling,
when the water in the reactor
vessel reaches its
lowest
level during
the incident.
Small-break incidents are
more severe when the break is in a water
line,
because a larger rate of coolant
loss occurs.
A high pressure pumping
system of reasonable capacity can maintain the normal water level when
the
opening
is
smaller than the equivalent
of a hole about 3/4 in.
in diameter
and
can maintain
the required coverage of
the fuel rods for breaks up to about
6
in.
in
diameter.
The duration of the
accident - the time during which the
system depressurizes and, in the larger
breaks where the water level must be
returned to above the top of the core may vary from about 15 min. for a 4-in.
break to several hours for a very small
break.
Since the fuel rods are well
cooled,
they are expected to survive a
small-break accident undamaged.

As suggested by (c) and (d) above, there
are two general areas of concern in
the
initial
phase of a loss-of-coolant accident.
The fuel rods must be cooled sufficiently
to prevent them from melting
and also to prevent the cladding
from
becoming
so embrittled by the reaction
of Zircaloy with steam that
it
might
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PWR's
are equipped with an accumulator
system consisting of
several
tanks
partly
filled
with cool borated water,
pressurized with nitrogen, and connected
by separate lines to the reactor coolant
system.
Water from the accumulators
passes
into
the coolant system through
check valves when the pressure falls
to
the range of 600 to 300 psi, depending
on the particular design, and the accumulators
discharge
until empty.
The
quantity of water is sufficient to refill
the reactor vessel to a level at
least high enough in the core so that
the fuel rods will be cooled adequately
by the low pressure coolant
injection
system as it completes the reflooding.
In BWR's a core spray system sprays
a
large volume of water onto the top of
the fuel elements to cool the fuel rods
until the core is reflooded by the low
pressure coolant injection system.

In some PWR's the high pressure coolant
injection system makes use of the normal
charging pumps operated up to full
capato inject borated water into the
city
In others, sepreactor coolant system.
arate pumping systems are provided.
If
the break is quite small, (< 3/4 in.
in
diameter)
the pumps can maintain the
and
operating level in the pressurizer
the operators can shut the reactor down
and cool it by normal procedures.
For
larger
breaks,
the
reactor trips on
indication of low pressure and low level
in
the pressurizer, and the cooling is
conducted in accordance with
emergency
procedures.
In
either event, steam is
generated in the steam generators
and
released
through
the turbine bypass
valves or the relief
valves to cool the
reactor
coolant until
the temperature
and pressure are reduced to the level at
which the reactor shutdown cooling system can function.
Feedwater is supplied
to
the steam generators
by the main
feedwater system initially
and then by
the auxiliary
feedwater
system.
The
refueling water storage tank provides a
large
reserve of borated water for injection into the reactor coolant system.

Large breaks
range in size between the
equivalent of about a 6
in.
diameter
opening and the two openings produced by
severance of the largest pipe (about 30
in.
diam) in the reactor coolant system.
The instantaneous severance of a
large
pipe
in
the reactor
coolant system generally
referred to as the design
basis
loss-of-coolant accident - is the
most serious accident for which protection
is
provided in
a nuclear power
plant.
Rupture of the reactor
vessel
would be more serious but extra measures
are taken in design,
manufacture,
and
testing
to produce
vessels of highest
quality and in operation to ensure that
the vessels will be operated well within
the design specifications.
These
measures make the probability of rupture of
a reactor vessel so small
that protection against such an event is deemed
unnecessary.

Measures
taken in the BWR are similar.
If the break is small enough
that the
reactor core isolation cooling system
can maintain the water
level in
the
reactor vessel,
the plant is shut down
and depressurized by normal procedures.
For larger breaks or those requiring the
main steam line isolation valves
to be
closed, the high pressure coolant injection
system
automatically
supplies
water.
Depending on the circumstances,
steam is released through
the turbine
bypass
valves or the relief
valves-at
the rate required to cool the fuel rods.
Water added to the vessel is drawn from
a large supply of condensate or from the
containment.
6.1.2

The
severance of a large pipe is also a
highly improbable event but by design of
the safety
features to protect against
such a drastic event, the pipes are provided with considerable margin over the
capacity required to cope with the more
probable
smaller breaks.
To be certain
of this, the performance of the safety
features is analyzed for a wide range of
possible break sizes
and locations
in
water and steam lines.

LARGE-BREAK ACCIDENTS

In a large-break accident, all
the water
and steam in the reactor coolant system
would be discharged into the containment
in a time from a few seconds to about 2
min.
No way of preventing the core from
being voided of liquid has been devised;
so systems are provided to restore cooling before the fuel rods
are damaged
excessively.
One of these is
a low
pressure coolant injection
system that
pumps water
into the reactor coolant
system at a high rate.
It is not practical
to provide a pumping system with
the capacity to refill
the reactor vessel and reflood the core in the time
allowed under some postulated
accident
conditions,
so additional measurrs are
taken.

The most severe accident is that resulting from a large break in the pipe between the discharge of a reactor coolant
recirculation
pump and the inlet
to the
reactor vessel.
The sequence of
events
in
such an accident
in
a PWR is described below with reference to Fig.
IX
2-2.
Figure IX 2-2 shows the configuration of a PWR reactor coolant system and
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containment
break.

and

the

location

of

Reflooding of the core begins when the
water reaches the bottom of
the
fuel
elements. As it rises into the core, it
is heated by the lower ends of the fuel
rods and begins to boil. When the water
level is about 1 ft above the bottom of
the boiling becomes vigorous
the core,
enough to entrain droplets of water in
the steam.
As the water level rises,
the mixture of droplets and steam provides
increasingly effective cooling of
the fuel rod surfaces
above the water
The accumulators are empty at
level.
about somewhat less than one minute, and
at about the same time the cooling at
the hot spot becomes sufficient to terminate the temperature rise. The pumps
peak
continue to inject water,
the
cladding temperature
falls
gradually,
and the water level rises to the top of
the core completing flooding within a
few minutes after the break. The
reactor system continues to fill until water
flows out the break in the pipe. Provisions
for long-term cooling are brought
into operation after most of the water
in the refueling water storage tank has
been pumped into the reactor coolant
system and the containment.

the

In a fraction of a second following
severance of the pipe, the rush of water
through the break and into the containin
ment causes the pressure and level
to fall
to the set
the pressurizer
points.
This initiates a reactor trip
and actuates the coolant injection sysActually, the pressure decreases
tems.
that boiling begins in the
so rapidly
The
reactor core in less than a second.
negative reactivity effect of liquid
being displaced by vapor in the core
stops
the fission reaction, and inseraugments this
tion of the control rods
effect.
D~uring depressurization, or blowdown, of
the reactor coolant system, water and
steam flow from the reactor vessel to
inlet and outlet
the
break through
The direction and rate of flow
lines.
through the core vary with time, and the
calculated to
cladding temperature is
rise and fall as the flow rate and quality of the coolant change in the core.
The critical heat flux falls below the
maximum heat flux generated early in the
so the temperature of the
transient,
fuel rod cladding rises well above norSince the
mal operating temperature.
the
fission reaction has been stopped,
major concern is that the cooling be
sufficient to remove the heat stored in
the fuel pellets and the fission product
decay heat without the cladding exceeding a safe temperature.

The scenario for a design basis accident
in a BWR is similar. Because of differences in design, the coolant flow is
upward through the core throughout blowdown and depressurization takes about
one minute. The water level drops below
the bottom of the core in less than
about 30
sec. The core sprays and the
low pressure coolant injection systems
begin to add water from the suppression
pool at about 30 sec. The core is reflooded and the temperature rise terminated within a few minutes after the
break.

less than
Analyses indicate that in
sec after the break all but a
about 20
small amount of water is discharged from
the reactor coolant system into the conpressure in the
tainment so that the
containment and that inside the coolant
The accumulasystem are about equal.
tors begin to discharge into the coolant
is
system at about 10 sec, but it
assumed that the accumulator water also
end
leaves through the break until the
of the blowdown.

Because the probability of a large-break
loss-of-coolant accident is low, some
acceptable.
damage to the fuel rods is
The cooling is designed to prevent the
cladding from melting or being seriously
embrittled during the transient. The
fuel rods and the piping and equipment
are designed so that movement produced
by the blowdown forces
cannot
impede
operation of the safety systems; thus
the fuel rods should remain in a coolable configuration throughout the accident.
Analyses indicate that only a
small fraction of the fuel rods would
reach a temperature at which the cladding would swell, rupture, and release
the fission products from the gas space.

a
Following the blowdown phase there is
refill period of about 15 sec during
which the liquid from the accumulators
fills the reactor vessel to the level of
Assuming
the bottom of the fuel rods.
loss of off-site power and delays in
bringing the emergency supply into operation, the low pressure coolant injecborated
begin to deliver
tion pumps
water from the refueling water storage
system
tank to the reactor coolant
somewhat later in the refill period.
The fuel rods are essentially uncooled
period and the temperature
during this
rises about adiabatically.

6.1.3

BREAKS OF INTERMEDIATE SIZE

Protection must also be provided against
breaks of intermediate size.
In the PWR
the pressure at which the accumulators
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coupled by vent pipes to a pressure
The fluids are
chamber.
suppression
expelled from the reactor coolant system
into the dry well in a loss-of-coolant
in
in
presssure
accident and the rise
the dry well causes the steam to flow
through the vent pipes into the pressure
The pressure supsuppression chamber.
pression chamber contains about one million gallons of water; the vent pipes
terminate several feet below the water
the steam disperses in bubbles
level;
the
rises through
and condenses as it
The large volume of water also
water.
for heat
sinks
serves as one of the
after the blowdown in a loss-of-coolant
Steam is discharged directly
accident.
the containment by the safety
into
valves and into the suppression pool by
valves in incidents such as
the
relief
disoverpower and reduction-in-cooling
cussed previously.

begin
to discharge is selected so that
the high pressure coolant injection system and the accumulators combine to keep
autoIn the BWR an
water in the core.
system operates
matic depressurization
to
valves on the steam lines
the relief
reduce the pressure in the reactor coolant system rapidly if the high pressure
system is unable to
injection
coolant
maintain the water level above the core
This provides a
the reactor vessel.
in
injection
backup to the high pressure
system for breaks of small and intermeWith the reactor depressurdiate size.
spray and low pressure
the core
ized,
coolant injection systems cool the core.
6.2

CONTAINMENT OF RADIOACTIVITY
DURING ACCIDENT

loss-of-coolant accident
A large-break
to the
presents the greatest challenge
all
Practically
containment.
reactor
the reactor
the water and steam in
expelled
into the
system is
coolant
and
containment in less than a minute,
the stored energy in the fluids and heat
released by the fuel flash part of the
The
water into a large volume of steam.
sealed
tightly to
containment must be
It
prevent the escape of radioactivity.
must be capable of withstanding a moderpressure and must have a large volate
ume or the capacity to condense much of
the steam as it is released.

Typically, the dry well and the pressure
a torus,
suppression chamber, the latter
have been constructed as steel tanks
inside a reinforced concrete structure.
the dry well and that
in
The pressure
the pressure
in
above the water level
are estimated to
suppression chamber
rerise to less than 45 and 30 psig,
in
a design basis loss-ofspectively,
is
The containment
coolant accident.
designed for a pressure above 50 psig
and is tested above 60 psig.
The
BWR containment is inside a reactor
an additional
that provides
building
to the escape of radioactivity
barrier
A standby gas treatment
in an accident.
system is put into operation on indicathe building.
tion of radioactivity in
Air from the building is passed through
particles
to remove radioactive
filters
iodine before it is discharged up a
and
stack to the atmosphere.

of containment have
types
Two general
evolved; one characteristic of PWRs, the
and they are shown in
other of BWRs
The typical
Figs. IX 6-1 and IX 6-2.
PWR containment is a cylindrical buildall
constructed
ing with a domed roof,
Conconcrete.
of heavily reinforced
to keep gas tight so
crete is difficult
the containment has a welded steel liner
attached to the inside face of the conEntrance to the containment when
crete.
is
through an
fuel is in the reactor
Electrical wiring and piping
airlock.
pass through special sleeves embedded in
the concrete and welded to the liner.

Many steam lines, water lines, and other
and
the
containment
pipes penetrate
provide a multitude of potential paths
gases and liquids to
for radioactive
The lines are equipped
outside.
pass
lines
Valves in
with isolation valves.
an
function in
have no safety
that
accident close automatically on signals
call certain of the safety systems
that
into operation.

The thick concrete structure provides
to withstand the pressure prostrength
duced by the flashing of reactor coolant
into steam and it shields persons outside from radiation emitted by fission
that are dispersed in the conproducts
conIn a typical
tainment atmosphere.
a
pressure in
the internal
tainment
large break accident would rise to about
The containment is designed to
40 psig.
tested
withstand about 45 psig and is
above 50 psig.

many
Making a large containment with its
is
gas tight
completely
penetrations
if
not impossible.
very
difficult,
Proving that one is gas tight might be
so a reasonably
difficult,
equally
limit is
and demonstrable
attainable
Generally, the
placed on the leakage.
design pressure must be
leakage at full
less
than 0.1 to 0.5% per day of the
on the
depending
containment volume,

The BWR containment consists of a smalaround
ler structure, called a drywell,
system that is
the
reactor coolant
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other provisions for
effectiveness of
confining the radioactivity.
Conformance with this requirement must be
demonstrated prior
to operation
and
periodically during the
life of the
plant.

6.3.2

Spray systems are provided in the PWR
containments to condense the
steam,
absorb
radioactive
iodine,
and wash
radioactive particles from the
containment atmosphere.
When the containment
pressure reaches the range of 10
to 25
psig,
these systems go into operation
automatically and rain droplets down
through the containment atmosphere from
nozzles in the dome.
Initially, the
water
is supplied from the refueling
water storage tank. As it
leaves the
tank,
sodium
hydroxide or alkaline
sodium thiosulphate is added to react
with iodine and hold it in solution.
Later, part of the water recycled by the
post-accident
heat
removal
system
returns to the containment through
the
spray systems.

6.3 POST- ACCIDENT HEAT REMOVAL AND
CONFINEMENT OF FISSION PRODUCTS
The loss-of-coolant accident is stabilized and under control when the fuel
rods are reflooded and cooled below
about 300OF and the reactor coolant systern and the containment are at about the
same low pressure. Cooling of the fuel
rods must be continued after the accident to remove the fission product decay
heat at the rates indicated in Fig. IX
3-1.
Although the containments are designed to withstand the accident pressure for long times, good sense dictates
that the potential hazard should be reduced by lowering the pressure and thus
reducing the mobility and leakage of the
radioactive iodine, one of the principal
health hazards.

6.3.1

COOLING OF CONTAINMENT AND
RETENTION OF FISSION PRODUCTS

In some designs the spray system
alone
is
depended on to cool the containment,
condense the steam, and lower the pressure. In others the air circulation and
cooling system that conditions
the air
in the containment during normal operation is designed to provide part of the
capacity.
This system may also contain
charcoal filters for absorbing iodine.
The
containment spray and air circulation systems do not have enough capacity, nor can they go into operation
rapidly enough if only emergency power
is
available, to affect the initial
pressure rise in a large pipe
break
accident.
They function to return the
pressure to near the normal
operating
pressure and terminate or greatly reduce
any leakage of radioactive gases
in an
hour or less.

COOLING OF FUEL RODS

During the accident and early in the
post-accident period, the fuel rods are
cooled by water injected by the accumulator, core spray, and low pressure
coolant injection systems.
In the PWR
the principal source of water is the
refueling
water storage tank, which
contains about 300,000 gallons of cool
borated water.
in the BWR the water is
drawn largely from the pressure suppression pool.

Sprays are installed in BWR containments
to cool the gases in the drywell and in
the space over the pool in the pressure
suppression chamber.
Because transfer
of heat to the large surface of water in
the pressure suppression chamber and in
the drywell after an accident is
expected to provide adequate cooling, use of
the sprays is optional. Water is supplied to the
sprays from the pressure
suppression pool.
It contains no additives to immobilize iodine, since the
large volume of water is somewhat effective in holding the iodine. Gases that
leak from the containment pass into the
reactor building and can be processed
(filtered) to remove iodine before being
released from the plant.

systems for
After the injection phase,
long-term cooling are put into operation. Basically, these systems recirculate water from the containment - the
supsumps in the PWR and the pressure
pression pool in the BWR - through heat
exchangers and back to the containment.
Part of the cooled water is pumped into
the reactor coolant system and returns
to the containment through the break. A
reliable supply of cooling water from
the
heat exchangers is provided by the
plant service water and high pressure
The residual
service water systems.
heat removal system~, which cools
the
fuel during normal shutdown operation,
and other pumping systems are combined
to provide a reliable post-accident heat
removal system. The way in which this
is
accomplished differs
considerably
between plants.

6.3.3

CONTROL OF HYDROGEN CONCENTRATION
IN CONTAINMENT

During the temperature
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transient

in

a

steam
is
accident,
loss-of-coolant
of the
to react with some
expected
cladding of the fuel rods to
Zircaloy
produce zirconium dioxide and hydrogen.
In
the PWR, the alkaline spray solution
will react with aluminum in the containment to produce aluminum oxides, hydroxemitted
Radiation
ides, and hydrogen.
fission products will decompose
by the
rewater in the core and containment
If
gions producing hydrogen and oxygen.
to accumuthe hydrogen were permitted
in the containment, it could
late in air
reached
ignite after the concentration
above 4 vol %. Recombiners are provided
in PWR containments to prevent the hydrogen concentration from rising to the
The BWR containment
flammable limit.
has a nitrogen atmosphere when the reactor is operating so a flammable mixture
cannot be produced immediately following
an accident.

into operation.
Among these is
indication of a high radiation level in the
the
from
gases drawn
noncondensable
by its vacuum system
turbine condenser
from
and in the normal liquid blowdown
The gaseous dissteam generators.
the
charge can be diverted to the containment in some PWR designs and the liquid
blowdown is interrupted by block valves.
This limits the amount of radioactive
gases released.
to cool the reactor
The next step is
pressure
coolant system and bring its
down to the level of the pressure of the
steam system in order to stop the transNormally, this is done
fer of liquid.
by releasing steam through the turbine
bypass valves to the condenser, and the
If
the byradioactivity is confined.
pass
valves cannot be used, the steam
to the atmosphere.
must be discharged
reduction in presAfter this initial
the
hour,
sure, which takes about 1/2
affected steam generator can be isolated
the reactor and steam
and cooling of
can be completed by use of the
systems
other steam generators and cooling sysPotential radiation doses to the
tems.
incident,
public are kept small in this
incidents,
other steam release
as in
radioactive
by limiting the amount of
iodine in the reactor coolant.

6.4 SPECIAL CONTAINMENT SITUATIONS
engineered
its
and
The containment
safety features are designed to hold the
that
and radioactivity
steam,
water,
would be released in a break, large or
any
in
small, inside the containment
water line, reactor coolant line, steam
line, or piece of equipment except a
The
major break of the reactor vessel.
that must
number of safety features
in
an accident depends on the
operate
the
size of the break, the magnitude of
in
containment pressure, and the
rise
The role of
need for emergency cooling.
steam line block valves in limiting
the
the escape of radioactivity in the event
of water-line and steam-line breaks outside the containment has been mentioned
associated with
Incidents
previously.
rupture of a tube in a PWR steam generadamage
to a fuel element in handtor,
and
ling during refueling or storage,
of storage tanks containing
rupture
also be
waste liquids or gases must
considered in the design.

If an assembly of fuel rods were dropped
the cladding of some
during refueling,
of the fuel rods might be damaged enough
to release fission products from the gas
done
;pace.
The refueling of a PWR is
the containment and the fuel is
.nside
stored in a pool in an adjacent buildThe containment would confine any
ing.
the
released there and
radioactivity
system of the fuel storage
ventilation
and
.building is provided with filters
to reduce the release of ioabsorbers
The BWR is open
dine to the atmosphere.
to the reactor building during refueling
the reactor
in
and the fuel is stored
Protection is provided by the
building.
the
treatment system in
standby gas
reactor building.

through
reactor
coolant
Leakage of
steam generator
in
cracks developing
occurred
tubes during operation has
In
most
in
PWR plants.
frequently
small
instances the rate of leakage was
and the plant could continue to operate
safely; the leaking tubes were plugged
during a scheduled maintenance period.
The probability of complete tube rupture
very small, but rupture of one tube
is
in
in one steam generator is considered
This is a
the design of the plant.
accident and the reactor
small-break
into the steam
discharged
is
coolant
system, also a high pressure system.
indicate the beginning of
Many
signals
the
and
the accident, trip the reactor
and bring the safety systems
turbine,

Radioactive liquids are processed and
stored in tanks in the reactor building
auxiliary buildor in well-ventilated
The buildings are designed so
ings.
that liquid leakage from the processing
and storage tanks drains to
equipment
can be pumped to
sumps from which it
other tanks; alternatively the tanks are
leakage.
in pits designed to hold any
leakage is discharged from
Any gaseous
systhe plant through the ventilation
Potential doses to the public are
tem.
the amount of
kept small by limiting
radioactivity in the gas in any tank.
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Section 7
Measures to Ensure Performance of Safety Functions

operation of nuclear facilities.
As
part of
the design, specifications are
prepared to ensure that appropriate materials and procedures will be used in
constructing the plant.
The design criteria,
particularly of
equipment and
systems important to safety,
are reviewed and judged to be adequate by the
ABC regulatory staff and the Advisory
Committee on Reactor Safeguards before a
construction permit or an
operating
license is authorized for a plant.

Having provided special features in the
design of the plant for cooling the fuel
containing the radioactivity,
rods and
there must be assurance that the equipment and
systems will
function when
High quality of design,
called upon.
and operation and redunconstruction,
equipment and
dancy and testability of
systems are important factors in providing this assurance.

7.1 QUALITY ASSURANCE
The dependence on high quality has been
mentioned several times in previous sections. Use of appropriate standards and
the
criteria
helps
to
ensure that
plants are designed carefully and conThe minimum requirements
servatively.
for the principal design criteria are
specified by the ABC in Appendix A of 10
CFR Part 501 of its regulations.

7.2 PROTECTION AGAINST EFFECTS OF

SEVERE NATURAL PHENOMENA
Careful consideration of the effects of
severe natural phenomena on the safety
of the plant is important in providing a
conservative design.
Studies are made
of local and regional geology,
hydrology, meterology,
and seismology and of
historical records.
On the
basis of
these
studies the plant structures and
equipment of importance to safety
are
designed to withstand the effects of
earthquakes,
tornados,
hurricanes,
floods,
tsunamis,
and seiches without
loss of
capability to perform their
safety functions.

Criteria for quality assurance programs
for the design, construction, and operafacility
are
tion of each nuclear
in Appendix B of 10 CFR Part
specified
50.
AEC Regulatory Guides describe acceptable methods for implementing specific parts of the regulations.
societies, industry, and
The technical
the ABC and its laboratories have been
working
for several years to develop
for
codes and standards
appropriate
Results of their
nuclear power plants.
efforts are embodied in the ASME 2 Boiler
and Pressure Vessel Code Section III,
3
"Nuclear Power Plant Components," ANSI
4
B31.7
"Nuclear Piping," IEEE Standard
279 "Criteria for Protection Systems for
Nuclear Power Generating Stations," and
in many other codes and standards that
and
govern the design, construction,

1

Title 10 - Atomic Energy - of the Code
of Federal Regulations, Part 50 Licensing of Production and utilization Facilities.

2

American
neers.

Society

of

Generally this means that the structures
must be capable of withstanding tornadic
winds having a tangential velocity of
300 mph and a translational velocity of
60 mph.
Protection must be provided
against
missiles, such as heavy planks
traveling at high velocity and automobiles traveling at low velocity, that
might be propelled by such winds.
Depending on the site, the structures and
equipment must also be capable of withstanding the
effects of the winds of
hurricane force.
The plant must be built on ground sufficiently high so that equipment
and
structures would not be reached by the
waters of a flood of the greatest magnitude that
can reasonably be projected
for the site or barriers against flooding must be incorporated in the design.
Wave action generated by hurricane or
storm winds at the time of a maximum
flood and the
effects of
seiches and
tsunamis,
where appropriate, are important factors in establishing the maximum
water level and the protection that must
be provided.

Mechanical Engi-

3American National Standards Institute.
4

Institute of Electrical
Engineers.

&

Electronics
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loss
of off-site
equipment. However,
power can occur, so emergency supplies
onUsually the
are provided on-site.
site source is two or more diesel generbut at some plants gasator sets,
or nearby
generators
turbine-driven
hydrogenerators provide diverse sources
At least two
power.
emergency
of
for distributing
systems are installed
current electricity
the
alternating
Functioning of one
within the plant.
distribution system and part of the
emergency generators provides sufficient
essential
of
operation
for
power
equipment. The on-site power sources
and distribution systems are designed to
capable
safety standards that make them
power during floods,
of
delivering
storms, earthquakes and accidents.

earthquakes occur quickly and
Because
without warning and can develop forces
to destroy piping systems
enough
large
given
and structures, much attention is
to designing nuclear power plants to
withstand the shaking caused by earthEarthquakes of two magnitudes
quakes.
Shutdown
Safe
the
are considered:
the Operating Basis
and
Earthquake
Safe Shutdown EarthEarthquake. The
quake is the most severe earthquake that
could reasonably be conceived to occur
site considering the reat the plant
gional and local geology and seismology
the local
and the characteristics of
Some damage would
subsurface material.
parts of the plant
but certain
occur,
remain functional
must be designed to
when subjected to the vibratory ground
motion produced by such a severe earththe structures, sysThey are
quake.
tems, and components necessary to ensure
a.

The integrity of the reactor coolant
piping and vessels,

b.

shut down the
to
The capability
reactor and maintain it in a safe
shutdown condition, and

C.

The capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents
in appreciable
result
that might
radiation exposures to the public.

7.4 REDUNDANCY IN SAFETY SYSTEMS
A basic assumption in the plant design
of the equipment in the
is
that some
safety systems will not function or will
in an
at
reduced capacity
operate
redundant,
or
so extra,
emergency;
Measures
are
incorporated.
systems
of the electrical
taken in the design
The
example.
power supplies is one
safety features
designs of engineered
for the containments and the emergency
other
show
systems
core
cooling
examples.
alone
In some PWR containments sprays
are depended on to cool the containment
from the
fission products
and remove
Two spray
atmosphere after an accident.
each with more
systems are installed,
than enough capacity to handle the total
load. Each spray system has one or more
in the containment dome
spray headers
and its own pumps, valves, and piping to
The
supply borated water to the sprays.
interconnected
two spray systems may be
to increase the number of flow paths and
Two
system.
pumps available to each
in parallel may be installed at
valves
critical locations in the piping so that
one valve to open will not
failure of
In other PWR containblock the flow.
ments only one spray system is used, and
that cools
the air circulation system
in normal operation is
containment
the
to absorb
equipped with charcoal filters
products
and
designed
to
fission
function in a loss-of-coolant accident
This combination has the
environment.
and
systems
two 'spray
redundance of
greater diversity, thus reducing the
failure
probability of a common mode
loss of both
the simultaneous
causing
cooling systems.

is one
Earthquake
The Operating Basis
that could reasonably be expected to
affect the site during the operating
The vibratory motion
life of the plant.
from such an earthquake might cause the
shut down, but the reactor
plant to
in a
plant must be designed to remain
condition such that operation can be
continued safely.

7.3 RELIABLE POWER SUPPLY
The safety of a nuclear power plant
depends on the availability of direct
the,
current electricity for operating
instrumentation and control systems and
alternating current for operating pumps
systems. Two
in some of the safety
sysseparate battery and distribution
tems are installed to provide a reliable
Operation of
source of direct current.
either provides sufficient capacity for
essential loads.
Several sources are provided to ensure a
and desupply of alternating current,
accomplishing this may differ
tails of
Each plant is connected
between plants.
to a regional power grid through at
On shutdown
least two separate l"ines.
ýof the
plant turbine generator, power
would normally be supplied from the grid
to continue the operation of essential

Redundancy of cooling for the fuel rods
is
in the reactor core in an emergency
In a typical
in several ways.
provided
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two, two of three,
or three of four
installed units will have the
required
capacity. Redundant low pressure pumps,
each having the full design
capacity,
are provided for injecting and recirculating cooling water after the pressure
has
fallen.
They may also function to
provide coolant delivery to the containment spray system.

BWR, the High Pressure Coolant Injection
System goes into operation on indication
of low level in the reactor vessel or
Only one pump
high drywell pressure.
and piping system is provided, but the
pump
is
driven by a turbine that
by
the
steam produced
operates on
in
the reactor and
residual
heat
requires only direct current power to
Redundancy is supplied by the
function.
Automatic Depressurization System, which
lowers
the pressure in the reactor by
to the
suppression
discharging
steam
High Pressure Coolant
pool
if
the
Injection System cannot maintain
the
level.
Five relief valves are used and
After
four valves give amiple capacity.
the
pressure is reduced, the Core Spray
System and
the Low Pressure Coolant
Injection System can each provide more
than the required Capacity of water
delivery and
they go into operation
simultaneously.
The Core Spray System
two separate pumping sysconsists of
tems, each of which has
the required
Each system has 2-50%
pumping capacity.
capacity pumps,
and its own piping,
valves,
instrumentation,
and
spray
header in the reactor vessel.
The Low
Pressure Coolant
Injection System has
two separate pumping systems, each discharging
into a recirculation loop of
the reactor coolant system.
Each system
has two pumps, and operation of three of
the four pumps will provide the required
capacity.

Any of several relevant parameters being
out of limits may automatically initiate
operation of safety
system, e.g.,
low
liquid level
in the reactor vessel or
high pressure in the drywell in the BWR
starts
the
High
Pressure
Coolant
Injection System.
The reactor operator
can start any of the systems manually.
At least,
three
sensing circuits are
provided
to
monitor each important
parameter.
Out-of-limits indication by
two of three sensors initiates safety
action. This permits a circuit to be
tested without interrupting the reactor
operation, but the protection system is
designed so that a faulted circuit or
one under test gives
one of the two
signals
required to start a safety
system.

7.5 TESTABILITY OF SAFETY SYSTEMS
As a final measure, the
safety systems
and their instrumentation and controls
must be testable.
Some tests, such as a
high pressure test of the containment,
need be conducted only a few times
during
the life of the plant. Overall
tests of most of the engineered safety
features
are
conducted
during the
refueling interval which occurs annually
in most plants, but some systems are
tested semiannually.
The operability of
many of the components of the safety
systems, such as pumps and valves, is
tested
at least monthly and some of the
instrumentation is checked daily.
The
tests are designed to show, as near as
practical, that the
safety
features
would be brought into action and would
function properly if a situation required their use.

The PWR's
do not have an Automatic
Depressurization System so a typical
reactor will contain two separate high
pressure
injection systems with sufficient pumps so that partial operation of
the systems'
pumps
delivers the flow
required for small break loss-of-coolant
accidents.
The accumulators require
only the decrease in reactor coolant
system
pressure
that accompanies
a
larger break
to
bring
them
into
operation.
Since
the location of the
break could prevent the contents of
one
accumulator from reaching the reactor
vessel, they are designed so that one of
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Section 8
Conclusion

the measures taken in the design of the
plant to be considered satisfactory, the
designers must show that the probable
to the most heavily
radiation doses
exposed members
of the public would be
well within AEC guidelines.

Nuclear Power plants are equipped with
many special safety features to prevent
excessive amounts of radioactive material
from being released in normal operIf
abnormal
situations.
ation and in
these
features perform as the designers
rods
the fuel
expect, few, if any, of
radioactivwould be damaged and little
released during reactor
ity would be
The risk to
transients or accidents.
the public would be very small.

For incidents that might occur occasionthe
of a plant,
ally in the lifetime
potential doses must be far below levels
For
that are considered to be harmful.
accidents, which have a considserious
erably lower probability of occurrence,
are 25 rem to the
the guideline doses
300
rem to the adult
whole body and
of these
Calculations
thyroid apply.
estidoses are based on conservative
fission product release from
mates of
the fuel and removal of airborne fission
products
by natural phenomena and engirealneered safety features so that in
by a
doses received
ity the average
public would be
member of the general
far below the potential dose to the most
the
exposed individuals located nearer
plant site boundary.

However,
in
assessing the potential
hazard it must be assumed that only onsite
emergency power will be available,
that it will be delayed in starting, and
that the safety features will function
at reduced
capacity
in
an accident.
Although
the designers must show that
the fuel rods will not melt under
these
of the
the performance
circumstances,
containment features in the design basis
loss-of-coolant accident is evaluated on
the basis of a release of fission
products
from
the fuel that could be
produced only by melting.
In order for
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Section 1
Introduction
in Appendix II
the liziated
infoxmation
currently available om nuclear •comp•nent
failure rates seims to indicate
Tlttle
difference
between nuclear ,and monnuclear component failure rates.
Thus,
this study has
found little
basis lor
using failure rates for n-mclear :compunents that are lower than those fr
•n~nuclear components.
The exception tto
this rule is that of the probability of
gross reactor vessel failure.
As -discussed in
Appendix V, the data on the
likelihood of failure of conventibonal
pressure
vessels has been reduced by a
factor of 10 for nuclear pressure
ressels due to the high standards and attention given in
the design,
fabrication,
inspection and testing of nuclear
vessels.

The quantitative assessments of failure
probabilities performed in
tbis
study
are based on component failure rate data
obtained from various sources,
as discussed
in
Appendix III.
However, this
data base generally does not include
information pertinent to some of the
specific conditions under which certain
important to safety
nuclear components
are required to operate.
These conditions
include loadings due to external
phenomena such as earthquakes and tornadoes, and the adverse environmental conditions that certain equipment
located
inside the reactor containment buildings
may be subjected to following potential
loss
of coolant or transient-caused
accidents (e.g., coincident high temperature,
high pressure, high humidity and
high radiation levels).
Since these
phenomena
are
not included in
the
generic data base and could potentially
lead
to common mode failures that could
affect the probability of occurrence
of
various accidents, assessments were made
of the ability
of specific components
and structures
to perform as designed
when subjected to these phenomena.
This
design adequacy assessment was done to
determine whether:
(1)
these phenomena
represent a common mode failure potential;
and (2) if dependencies do exist,
they are
factored into the probability
predictions.

The design adequacy assessment was performed for the Reactor Safety Study by
the Franklin Institute
Research Laboratories
(FIRL).
The general
approach
used
was to take a
sample of the
components, systems and structures
that
are engineered
safety features or are
closely associated with them and to
check the adequacy of the implementation
of safety design and specialized
environmental testing requirements.
Some of
these samples were checked for seismic
design adequacy and others
to see if
they have been properly designed and
qualified
for operation in the unusual
post-accident environments.
In
addition,
the structures housing the diesel
generators were examined with regard
to
tornado design.

In
addition to the above, the generic
data base did not
include component
designs built under the quality assurance requirements
presently applicable
to nuclear power plants.
As indicated
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Section 2
Results
Tables X 2-1,
X 2-2, X 2-3 and X 2-4
summarize
the results of the evaluations.
The detailed report of the FIRL
investigation is attached as Appendix A.

Table X 2-2 indicates that nine PWR
items were examined with regard
to environmental qualification.
All
were
found to be adequate although five items
snubbers, low
(reactor coolant piping
head safety injection system snubbers,
the
low head safety injection ssystem
pumps,
the containment
recirculating
spray pump located outside containment,
and the reactor protection system) were
tested under conditions which were not
as comprehensive as tests performed to
present standards.

As shown in Table X 2-1,
30 PWR items
were examined with regard to seismic design. Of these,
25 were found to be
adequate (83%).
Design adequacy was not
demonstrated for five items (17%) (reactor coolant pump nozzles, low head safety injection
system
instrumentation,
recirculation spray pump outside containment, the diesel generator day tank,
and
the AC and DC switchgear), because
sufficient information was not available
to
to permit an assessment of adequacy
For three items (the containbe made.
ment crane, the low head safety injection pumps, and the reactor protection
it was found that the design
system),
was
adequate in that failure is not expected under seismic excitation.
However, the margin to failure was found to
be less than that normally expected considering applicable code and qualification requirements because either:
(1)
errors were found in assumptions used in
calculating
stresses;
or (2) seismic
qualification tests were not sufficiently comprehensive or were not performed.

BWR
components were also evaluated.
Thirty-two BWR items were evaluated with
regard to seismic design
as shown in
Table
X 2-3.
Of these,
28
(88%) were
found to be acceptable.
For two of
these items (6% of the total evaluated)
(the recirculation lines and the reactor
protection system), it was
found that
although the design was adequate, the
safety margin
is
less than normally
expected.
Adequacy
could
not
be
assessed for four items
(13%)
(the
missile
barriers inside containment,
reactor pressure relief valves,
core
spray system instrumentation,
and the
480-Volt load centers)
because
sufficient information was not available to
permit an assessment to be made.

The adequacy of the tornado and tornado
missile design was
evaluated for the
structure housing the diesel generators,
the doors to the structure, and fuel
tank soil cover. It was found that the
structural design and the soil cover
were adequate. However, in the event of
impact of a tornado missile on the door
of the structure,
it was found that
while the door should survive the imrebound of the door
pact, the outward
may fail the door pins and cause the
This potentially could
door to open.
expose a diesel-generator to adverse enrain,
conditions
(e.g.,
vironmental
The probasmall missiles, hail, etc.).
bility
of diesel failure under these
conditions has not been assessed, but it
should be considerably less than unity.
Furthermore, the loss of a single diesel
does
not create an immediate safety
(1) the remaining diesel
problem since:
is
available should off-site power be
interrupted by a tornado;
and
(2) the
steam-driven portions of the auxiliary
feedwater system would also be available
to remove decay heat even
if all AC
power is lost.

The BWR diesel-generator housing was
also analyzed with regard to tornado and
tornado missile design.
The design of
the structure was found to be adequate.
Insufficient information was available
to permit an assessment of the adequacy
of the door to withstand the rebound
following missile impact or the impact
of a missile on
the corrugated metal
barrier attachments.
With regard
to
environmental qualification, as shown in
Table X 2-4,
eight items were examined.
Six
(75%) were found to be acceptable.
Of these,
the reactor coolant system
snubbers were found to be acceptable
with reduced safety
margin
because
testing had not been performed.
Insufficient information was available on the
remaining
two
items
(25%)
(reactor
pressure relief valves, and the electrical cables, terminations and connectors)
to permit an
assessment
of
their
adequacy.
For both plants, 62 items were examined
with regard to seismic design. Thirtysix (58%) were found to be acceptable by
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satisfying
code and
qualificationre--quiriements, 12 (i1%), were found'- accept_a-bl-e based on engineering- judgment-, and
five.%(•)% were found
to be a-aceptabl:e
Thus,
53: items:
with rediuced margin.
seismic:
for:
(85%V of. those analyzed
to be- acaeptable-.
des:igýY were found
Design:adequacy was not demonstrated for
9 items (15% of the total
examined) due
to lack of sufficient information.

building.
Sevenrteen
items were evaluated concern-ing.envi~ronmental qualification on- both
planrts.
Six: (35%)
were found-to meet
qualification requirements, three
(18.%)
we-reý found acceptable on the basis- of
engineering judgement,
and four
(23%)
were- foundi to be adequate with-reduced
margin mainly because the tests were: not
sufficiently' comprehensive.
Thus.,
13
('7T6V o~fthe total evaluated) were deemed
to-- be- acceptable.
Design adequacy was
not demonstrated for four items (24%- of
the-tOtal)- because of lack of sufficient
inf6rnration- to permit an assessment
to
be- made.

With:-. regard
to tornado design,
the
diesel-generator housings were studied
Both structures were
on both plants.
The PWR building
found-to be adequate.
exterior door was found to be likely-to
fail
whentrebounding after
impact of a
missile.
Insufficient informatornado
tion was available to assess the adequacy of the BWR door in this regard, or
of the corrugated metal barrier attachfor the BWR diesel generator
ments

Tables-,X 2ý75. and X 2-6
indicate
the
basesfbr determining adequacy with reduced margin and insufficient information
to assess- adequacy, respectively.
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TABLE

X 2-1

PWR COMPONENT REVIEW

-

SEISMIC(a)

DESIGN ADEQUACY SUMMARY
Assessment of Design Adequacy

Review Data Basis
Adequate
o

o

•

-H

H

2

(a

a
IV
E.

4

Subsection
in Text
A6.3.1
A6.3.1.1
A6.3.1.2
A6.3.1.4
A6.3.2
A6.3.2.1
A6.3.2.2
A6.3.2.3
A6.3.2.4

A6.3.2.5
A6.3.3
A6.3.3.1
A6.3.3.2
A6.3.3.3
A6.3.3.4
A6.3.3.5
A6.3.3.6
A6.3.4
A6.3.4.1
A6.3.4.2
A6.3.4.3
A6.3.5
A6.3.5.1

Component Description
Reactor Building
Soil-Structure Interaction Model
Containment Internal Structure
Crane
Reactor Coolant System (RCS)
Reactor Coolant System Loop
Steam Generator and Pump Supports
Reactor Coolant Pump Nozzles
Pipe Whip Restraints:
Main Steam Line
Feedwater Line
Snubbers
Low Head Safety Injection System (LHSIS)
Piping
Pumps and Drives
Valves
Motor Operators
Snubbers and Hangers
Instrumentation
High Head Safety Injection Systems (HHSIS)
Accumulator Tank Nozzle
Accumulator Piping Connection to RCS
Charging Pumps and Drives
Containment Recirculation Spray System
Pump and Motor Located Outside Containment:

Pump
Motor
A6.3.5.2
A6.3.6
A6.3.6.1

A6.3.6.2
A6.3.6.3
A6.3.6.4
A6.3.6.5
A6.3.7
A6.3.7.2
A6.3.7.3
A6.3.7.4
A6.3.8

A6.3.9

Motor Drives Inside Containment
On-Site Electric Power Systems
Diesel Generator Housing:(a)
Walls and Roof
Door
Soil Cover for Fuel Tanks
Diesel Generators
Day Tanks
Air Bottle Supports
Batteries and Battery Supports
Electric Power Distribution Systems
Electrical Containment
Penetrations and Connectors
Cable Trays
AC and DC Switchgear
Reactor and Engineered Safeguards
Protection Systems Sensors and
Logic Cabinets
Intake Canal

W
V) W
>_4 00

01
a') u

/
/

(Failure Not Expected)

Not Demonstrated (FailurePossible)

Design Criteria
Satisfied(b)
Analysis
and/or
Test

Engineering
Judgment

/
/

Design Criteria
Not Completely
Satisfied (c)

Insufficient
Information to
Assess Adequacy

Information Reviewed
Indicates that
Failure is Likely

Notes

(d)

/

V

/

/

(e)

/
/
/
/

/
/

(d)
M
(d)

/
/

(f)

/

/

(d)

/

/
/

/
/

/

/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/

/
/

I
/

/

/

/

(a)

Diesel Generator Building was evaluated only for tornado resistance.

(b)

Design Criteria as stated in FSAR; or current criteria,
or found to have insufficient margin.

(c)

More sophisticated analysis methods may in some cases show that the design criteria have in
fact been satisfied; in all cases however, loss of function is not expected.

(d)

Deficiencies in original analysis have been either revised or investigated further.
results have been evaluated and design is found to be adequate.

(e)

Bijlaard formulae not applicable.

(f)

Periodic seal replacement in the snubbers is recommended.

if

original criteria were not explicit

Table X 2-1
X-5/6

Revised

b

TABLE X 2-2 PWR COMPONENT

REVIEW -

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION

SUMMARY
Assessment of Design Adequacy

Review Data Basis
Adequate

00
(

Subsection
in Text

4

.1.
> o

Component Description

A6.3.1
A6.3.1.3
A6.3.2
A6.3.2.5
A6.3.3
A6.3.3.2

Reactor Building
Paint Coatings within Containment
Reactor Coolant System (RCS)
Snubbers
Low Head Safety Injection System (LHSIS)
Pumps and Drives

A6.3.3.5
A6.3.4
A6.3.5
A6.3.5.1
A6.3.5.2
A6.3.6
A6.3.7
A6.3.7.1
A6.3.7.2
A6.3.8

Snubbers
High Head Safety Injection Systems (HHSIS)
Containment Recirculation Spray System
Pump Located Outside Containment
Motor Drives Inside Containment
On-Site Electric Power Systems
Electric Power Distribution System
Electrical Cables and Terminations
Penetrations and Connectors
Reactor Protection System

C:

0
-H
4V4

p 0
(
a) 0
0

4J
W

0

o

•

(Failure Not Expected)

Not Demonstrated

(Failure Possible)

Design Criteria
Satisfied(a)
Analysis
and/or
et
Test

Engineering
Jdmn
Judgment

Design Criteria
Not Completely
Satisfied
(b)
St

Insufficient
Information to
Assess Adequacy

Information Reviewed
Indicates that
Failure is Likely

Notes

/
/

/

(c)
(d)

/

/

(c)
(d)

/

/
/

/

/

/
(d)

/

"

/
/

/
/

/
if

original criteria were not explicit or found to have insufficient margin.

(a)

Design Criteria as stated in FSAR; or current criteria,

(b)

More sophisticated analysis methods may in some cases show that the design criteria have in fact been satisfied; in all cases however,
is not expected.

(c)

Periodic seal replacement in the snubbers is

(d)

Active components of this system that are outside of containment and not subject to LOCA environment have not been included.

loss of function

recommended.

Table X 2-2
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if

A

TABLE

X 2-3 BWR COMPONENT

REVIEW

-

SEISMIC(a)

DESIGN

SUMMARY

ADEQUACY

Assessment of Design Adequacy

Review Data Basis
Adequate
0

Subsection
in Tet
A6.4,1
A6.4.1.1
A6.4.1.2
A6.4.1.3
A6.4.1.4
A6.4.1.5
A6.4.2
A6.4.2.1
A6.4.2.2
A6.4,2.3
A6.4.2.4
A6.4.2.5
A6.4.2.6
A6.4.2.7

A6.4,3.3
A6.4.3.4
A6.4.3.5
A6.4.3.6
A6.4.4
A6.4,5
A6.4,6
A6.4.6.1

A6.4.6.2
A6.4,6.3

A6.4.7
A6.4.7.2
A6.4.7.3
A6.4.7.4
A6.4.7.5
A6.4.7.6
A6.4.7.7
A6.4.8

0

Component Description
Containment Structures
Primary Containment Structure
Reactor Building (Secondary Containment)
Containment Piping Penetrations
Suppression-Chamber-to-Drywell Vacuum
Breaker Valves
Missile Barriers Inside Containment
Reactor Coolant System
Reactor Pressure Vessel and Internals
Reactor Pressure Vessel Nozzles
Reactor Pressure Vessel Skirt
Recirculation Lines
Main Steam Lines
Main Steam Line Isolation Valves
Pipe Whip Restraints for Recirculation

"

/

/

/

'

/

Not Demonstrated

(Failure Possible)

Design Criteria

Satisfied(b)

Analysis
and/or
Test

Engineering
Judgment

Design Criteria
Not Completely
Satisfied (c)

Insufficient
Information to
Assess Adequacy

Information Reviewed
Indicates that
Failure is Likely

Notes

/
/

V

/
/
/

V

V

/

/
/

/
/

/

/

Lines
A6.4.2.8
A6.4.3
A6.4.3.1
A6.4.3.2

o

(Failure Not. Expected)

/

Reactor Pressure Relief Valves
Core Spray System
Piping
Hangers and Snubbers:
Hangers
Snubbers
Pumps and Drives
Valves
Valve Motor Operators
Instrumentation
HPCIS Turbine
RHR Pumps and Drives
On-Site Electric Power Systems
Diesel Generator Buildings:(a)
Structure and Door
Door Hinges
Corrugated Barrier Attachments
Diesel Generators
Batteries and Battery Racks:
Batteries
Battery Racks
Electric Power Distribution Systems
Electrical Containment Penetrations
4 kV Switchgear
480 V Load Centers
480 V Motor Control Centers
DC Distribution Panels and Fuse Boxes
Cable Trays
Reactor Protection System

/
(d)

/

/
/
/
/

/
/

/

/

/

V

/

/

/

/

/

/
"

/
/

/

"
/

/

/

/
/

/

/

Building was evaluated for both seismic and tornado loads.

(a)

Diesel Generator

(b)

Design Criteria as stated in FSAR; or current criteria,
or found to have insufficient margin.

(c)

More sophisticated analysis methods may in some cases show that the design criteria
cases however, loss of function is not expected.
been satisfied; in all

(d)

Periodic

seal replacement in

the snubbers

is

if

original criteria

were not explicit

have in

fact

recommended.

Table X 2-3
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TABLE X 2-4 BWR COMPONENT REVIEW - ENVIRONMENT QUALIFICATION SUMMARY
Review Data Basis

Assessment of Design Adequacy
Adequate

o

.H.

'W

Subsection
in Text
A6.4.1
A6.4.1.4
A6. 4. 1. 6
A6.4.2
A6.4.2.6
A6.4.2.8
A6. 4. 3
A6.4 .3. 2
AG.4.5
A6. 4. 7
A6.4.7.I
A6. 4.7. 2

Component Description

>

Containment
Suppression-Chamber-to-Drywell Vacuum
Breaker Valves
Paint Coatings Within Containment
Reactor Coolant System
Main Steam Line Isolation Valves
Reactor Pressure Relief Valves
Core Spray System
Snubbers
RHR Pumps and Drives
Electric Power Distribution Systems
Electrical Cables Terminations and
Connectors
Electrical Containment Penetrations

0

0

-4

W
0

Not Demonstrated

(Failure Not Expected)

(Failure Possible)

Design Criteria
Satisfied(a)

4J

0Q U

C

Analysis
and/or
Text

Engineering
Judgment

Design Criteria
Not Completely
Satisfied(b)

Insufficient
Information to
Assess Adequacy

Information Reviewed
Indicates that
Failure is Likely

Notes

V
WI

W'

*1
'I

(b)

More sophisticated analysis methods may in
is not expected.

I

I

/

'/

WI

Design Criteria as stated in FSAR; or current criteria,

/

I
/

/

(a)

/

if

original criteria were not explicit or found to have insufficient margin.

some cases show that the design criteria have in

fact been satisfied;

in all cases however,

loss of function

Table X 2-4
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TABLE X 2-5

SUMMARY OF BASES FOR REDUCED SAFETY MARGIN DETERMINATION

Component
A.

B.

C.

D.

Basis

PWR Seismic
1.

Containment Crane

The charging floor response spectra was used.
Use of response spectra- at the crane elevation results in calculated stresses in the
end ties in excess of the yield strength.

2.

Low Head Safety Injection Pump

No seismic qualification test performed.

3.

Reactor Protection System

Inadequate seismic qualification testing
performed.

PWR Environmental
1.

Reactor Coolant System Snubbers

Inadequate environmental qualification
testing performed.

2.

Low Head Safety Injection
System Snubbers

Inadequate environmental qualification
testing performed.

3.

Reactor Protection System

Inadequate environmental qualification
testing performed.

4.

Low Head Safety Injection
System Pumps

Inadequate environmental qualification
testing performed.

5.

Containment Recirculation Spray
Pump

Inadequate environmental qualification
testing performed.

BWR Seismic
1.

Recirculation Lines

Analysis performed assumed a constant
spectral acceleration for the vertical
component of the earthquakes considered.
Use of the vertical response spectra
indicates stresses will exceed code allowable but yielding will not occur.

2.

Reactor Protection System

Inadequate seismic qualification testing
performed.

BWR Environmental
1.

Reactor Coolant System Snubbers

There is no evidence that environmental
qualification tests were performed.

TABLE X 2-6

SUMMARY OF ITEMS FOR WHICH DESIGN ADEQUACY COULD NOT BE ASSESSED
Component

A.

Basis

PWR Seismic

1.

Reactor Coolant Pump Nozzles

Improper Use of Bijlaard Formulae.
Revised calculations have not been
performed.

2.

Low Head Safety Injection System
Instrumentation

No evidence of seismic qualification
tests.

3.

Containment recirculation spray
pumps and drive.

No evidence of pump seismic
qualification tests.

4.

Diesel generator day tank.

No evidence of seismic design having
been performed.

S.

AC and DC Switchgear

No evidence of seismic qualification
tests.

B.

BWR Seismic

1.

Missle barriers inside
containment.

Improper penetration formulae used.

2.

Reactor Pressure Relief Valves

No evidence of seismic qualification
tests.

3.

Core Spray System Instrumentation

No evidence of seismic qualification
tests.

4.

480V load Centers

No evidence of seismic qualification
tests.

C.

BWR Environmental
1.

Reactor Pressure Relief Valves

No evidence of environmental
qualification tests.

2.

Electrical Cables,
Connectors

Testing performed not sufficiently
comprehensive.

Termination and

Table X 2-5 -

Table X 2-6
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Sunnmary
not be assessed
because
sufficient
information was
not available (15% of
those items considered
for
seismic
evaluation,
and 24% of those considered
for environmental qualification).
These
inadequacies
occurred because
either:
(1) improper assumptions
were made in
design calculations or the calculations
were not performed; or
(2)
seismic or
environmental qualification tests apparently were not performed.
The increased
emphasis on qualification
testing and
quality assurance programs which has
developed
since the two specific plants
under
study were designed may
have
improved the situation.

The majority of the items examined were
found to be acceptable (seismic design 85%,
environmental qualification - 76%,
tornado design - 50%).
Nine percent of
the seismic items considered acceptable
qualificaand 31% of the environmental
tion items considered acceptable have a
margin to failure somewhat smaller than
that which could be expected considering
applicable code and qualification
requirements.
The only item (PWR diesel
generator building doors)
for
which
failure
was considered
likely under
design loadings has a negligible
impact
on
the risk
assessments performed in
this study.
In
addition,
there were
items for which design adequacy could
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Appendix A
Design Adequacy Evaluation of Selected
Safety Related Equipment and Structures
in Nuclear Power Generating Plants

A.1
A1.1

safety design requirements
establishes
these
for nuclear power plants to avoid
failures.
The objective of the designadequacy study was to determine whether
the AEC requirements have been properly
implemented in the samples studied.

INTRODUCTION
GENERAL BACKGROUND

This attachment to Appendix X of the Reactor Safety Study assesses the adequacy
safetya
sample of
of the design of
related nuclear equipment and structures
to
of resistance
from the viewpoint
An earthquake,
common-mode
failures.
for example, has the potential for causing a
common
failure in the piping of
both the reactor coolant and the emerif these
gency core cooling systems,
Simsystems are not properly designed.
a tornado has the potential for
ilarly,
causing a common failure of both offand emergency on-site power due to
site
transmission
wind damage to off-site
of the
lines
and missile penetration
diesel generator building if the buildThese are
ing is inadequately designed.
that can
examples of
system failures
Failure of
result from a single cause.
failure
one system as the result of the
system due
to inadequate
of another
as a
design would also be classified
failure.
A break in a recommon-mode
line,
for example,
could
circulation
result in a whipping pipe, which could,
in turn, cause the failure of engineered
safety features, such as the containment
barrier or emergency core cooling systems, if pipewhip restraints are inadequately designed.

Two nuclear power plants of recent design,
licensed and presently in operafor study.
One
tion,
were
selected
plant is a boiling-water reactor (BWR);
the other is a pressurized-water reactor
(PWR).
The design-adequacy study was performed
by the Mechanical and Nuclear Engineering Department of the Franklin Institute
(FIRL) with supResearch
Laboratories
Commission
port from the Atomic Energy
from the owners of the
and cooperation
two nuclear plants that were studied as
well
as the architect/engineers (A/E)
(NSSS)
and nuclear steam supply system
suppliers.
The A/E, in particular, not
only cooperated with the study but spent
amount of time with the
a considerable
FIRL review team.
A1.2

of the FIRL
The principal
objective
study was to assess the design adequacy
of a sample of nuclear power plant comwith
detailed
ponents
and systems,
consideration
given
to the following
have
the
events
that
design basis
for causing common-mode failpotential
ures:

The Atomic Energy Commission, through
its
rules and regulations 1 and guides,

"
*
"
The AEC Rules and Regulations are pubthe Code of Federal Regulalished
in
tions, Title 10, Chapter I (10 CFR) and
have the force of law.
2

OBJECTIVES OF THE DESIGNADEQUACY STUDY

Earthquake
Tornado
Loss-of-coolant accident

A1.3

(LOCA)

IMPLEMENTATION OF
THE OBJECTIVES

First,
we examined design basis events
as they
in general and
in
particular
pertain
to PWR and BWR plants (section
of
these
A2 contains
a discussion
events).

Regulatory Guides are aimed at providing acceptable methods for implementing
specific parts of the AEC regulations
but are not mandatory.

X-27

Next, we selected the systems and components to be examined. Lists of these
systems and components and the bases for
their selection are presented in section
A3.

ed,
(2) Appropriate combinations of
the effects of normal
and accident
conditions with the effects of the
natural phenomena
and
(3)
The
importance of the safety function to
be performed."

Finally, we evaluated the methods and
the results of the
analyses and tests
used in qualifying
the equipment and
compared this information with the design criteria in effect at the time the
plants were licensed.
To provide a
realistic assessment of design adequacy,
we also evaluated the equipment
in
accordance with current criteria, which
incorporate the latest knowledge.
These
criteria,
as
reflected in pertinent
codes,
standards,
regulations,
and
state-of-the-art knowledge, are briefly
discussed in section A4, as are qualification
methods
anticipated
for the
future.

b.

In section A5 we describe the procedure
we used to acquire
and evaluate the
design
calculations
and the tests that
were used to qualify the equipment.

Criterion 2 describes natural phenomena
that originate outside the plant;
Criterion 4 describes events that originate
largely inside the plant.
Our assessment of the design adequancy of BWR and
PWR plants has concentrated on earthquakes, tornadoes, and accident conditions associated with equipment failure.
The
essential
features
of
these
phenomena will be outlined to promote an
understanding of their characteristics.

The results of our evaluation, with detailed discussions
on specific components,
are presented
in section A6.'
Tables X A-5 and X A-6 provide a summary
of the components
reviewed and an assessment of their design adequacy
for
the PWR and BWR plants, respectively.

A2. DESIGN BASIS EVENTS
Appendix A of Title 10 of the Code of
Federal Regulations, Part 50, contains
55 principal design criteria for light
water nuclear reactor plants. Of these
the
following two describe design basis
events that must be considered in an
assessment of the design adequacy of a
nuclear power plant:
a.

"Criterion 4 Environmental and
missile design bases.
Structures,
systems, and-components important to
safety shall be designed to accommodate
the effects of and to be
compatible with the environmental
conditions associated with normal
operation, maintenance, testing, and
postulated accidents including lossof-coolant accidents.
These structures, systems, and components shall
be appropriately protected against
dynamic
effects,
including
the
effects of missiles, pipe whipping,
and discharging fluids,
that may
result from equipment failures
and
from events and conditions outside
the nuclear power unit."

A2.1 EARTHQUAKES
A2.1.1

A2.1.1.1

SEISMICITY
ENVIRONS

OF PWR AND BWR PLANT

PWR Plant.

The PWR site, located in the Atlantic
.Coastal Plain Province,
is bounded on
ýthe east by the Atlantic ocean and on
the west by the fall
line and the
Piedmont Province.
The
crystalline
basement rock crops
out near the fall
zone about 50 miles west of the site.
The basement surface slopes gently to
the southeast and is overlain by Cretaceous and Tertiary sediments, which are
about 50 miles west of the site.
A
postulated
fault trending northwestsoutheast in the basement rock beneath
the James River has been discounted.

"Criterion 2 Design bases for
protection against natural phenome-'
na. Structures, systems, and componients important to safety
shall be
designed to withstand the effects of
natural
phenomena
such
as
earthquakes,
tornadoes, hurricanes,
floods, tsunamis, and seiches without loss of capability to perform
their safety functions.
The design
bases for these structures, systems,
and components shall reflect:
(1)
Appropriate
consideration
of the
-most
severe of the natural phenomena
that have been historically reported
for the site and surrounding area,
with
sufficient
margin for the
limited accuracy,
quantity,
and
period
of
time
in
which the
historical data have been accumulat-

Eight earthquakes with epicentral intensities of V through VII on the modified
Mercalli scale have been reported within
100 miles of the site since the late
18th century. The closest major earthquakes
(estimated to have been about 7
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A2.1.2

with
on the Richter magnitude scale,
damage to buildings
and bridges) have
occurred at Charleston,
S.C.,
with
epicenters about 350 miles southwest of
the site.

Nuclear reactors are housed in massive
concrete
structures with
fundamental
frequencies
(lowest natural frequency)
that
generally fall within the peak
acceleration response range of earthquakes, i.e., 2.5 to 9 cycles per second
(cps).

on the basis of the seismic history and
the geological structure of the area, it
is estimated that the site could experiwith
horizontal
ence an earthquake
ground acceleration equal to 0.07g and a
maximum credible earthquake (MCE) equal
to 0.15g in the horizontal direction.
The vertical component of the earthquake
has been estimated to be two-thirds of
these values.
A2.1.1.2

RESPONSE OF STRUCTURES TO
EARTHQUAKE GROUND MOTION

The response of a building to an earthquake
will
depend
on the dynamic
characteristics of the building
(stiffness, mass,
and damping) as well as on
its foundation and on the earthquake
itself.
If a building is founded on
rock (as is the BWR),
then the freefield seismic ground motion will be
transmitted directly to the base of the
building.
If, however, the building is
founded on soil (as is the PWR),
then
there
will
be
dynamic interaction
between the building and the soil.
In
this case,
a single mathematical model
representing both the building and the
soil will
be required to determine the
dynamic response.

BWR Plant.

The BWR site, located within the Piedmont upland section of the Piedmont
Province of the Appalachian Province, is
underlain by metamorphosed sedimentary
the Paleozoic
and crystalline rocks of
eras.
The fall zone,
and Precambrian
the
physiographic
which
represents
boundary between the Piedmont Province
and the Atlantic Coastal Plain Province,
is located
about 20 miles southeast of
the site at its closest approach.

The
response of
structures is usually
obtained by a method of analysis in
which the mass of the structure is
concentrated at discrete locations
and
stiffness properties are computed on the
assumption that the
structure
will
behave like a beam that deflects owing
to both shear and bending loads.
Since
nuclear structures have relatively small
aspect ratios
(height/width),
shear
deflection predominates.

Two major Paleozoic and older fault
systems are prevalent in the region as
faults of
the Triassic period.
are
involve younger
These faults do not
Mesozoic or Cenozoic strata and are
There is a Paleozoic
completely healed.
fault associated with a syncline that
passes about 1 mile south of the BWR
site, but this fault has been inactive
for 140 to 200 million years.

The dynamic response of the structure
may
be
obtained by modal analysis
methods1 that use either a real or an
artificial
time
history
earthquake
record or a response spectrum curve for
determining the response.

The BWR plant is built on bedrock overlain by 10 ft of sediment consisting
primarily of fine sand and silt with
occasional clayey zones.

A singl e point on a response spectrum
curve for a given percent of critical
damping n is obtained by determining the
time history response of an oscillator
with damping n and a given natural frequency to base motion defined by the
accelerogram.
The maximum response of
this oscillator then determines
the
ordinate of the response spectrum, and
the natural period of vibration of the
oscillator is the abscissa.
The process
is
then
repeated
for other
assumed
periods.
The resulting response spectrum curve is quite jagged,
and the

On the basis of records dating back to
the early 18th century, it is estimated
that the BWR region has not experienced
an earthquake of intensity greater than
VII. Two earthquakes estimated to be of
intensity VII have been recorded:
one
occurred in October 1871, 40 miles from
and the other occurred in
the site,
February 1954, 100 miles from the site.
on the 'basis of the seismic history and
structure of the area, it is
geological
estimated that the site could experience
an earthquake with horizontal ground
acceleration equal to 0.05g and an MCE
ground acceleration
horizontal
with
equal to 0.12g. The vertical component
has been estimated to be two-thirds of
these values.

1

See Ref.
1 for a discussion of modal
analysis methods and techniques.
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spectrum curve. This is usually done by
history
time
starting with a real
record, such as the Taft earthquake
record, which has been normalized to the
defined maximum ground acceleration for
the operating basis earthquake (OBE) or
design basis earthquake (DBE), and then
modifying it so that its corresponding
response spectrum curve approximates and
response
envelops the design ground
spectrum.

for several
process may be repeated
earthquake records to obtain an average.
The Housner curve is a smoothed average
response curve that is in common use.
stresses in the structure
The dynamic
acceleration
from
obtained
may be
by first determining
response spectra
the natural frequencies and corresponding mode shapes of the structure as well
The
as modal participation factors.
modal acceleration is then equal to the
mode shape times the modal participation
times the acceleration value
factor
taken from the acceleration response
(for the assumed modal
spectrum curve
damping), which corresponds to the mode
stresses may
Modal
shape frequency.
the
applying
by
then be obtained
(corresponding to the
inertial forces
modal accelerations) to the structure.
The total response should be computed by
in accordance
combining these stresses
square root of the sum of the
with the
squares of the modal stresses except for
modes with closely spaced frequencies,
The
as will be explained subsequently.
can be similarly deterdisplacements
mined.

At the time the PWR and BWR plants were
licensed, it was generally assumed that
only one horizontal component of the
earthquake (e.g., X or Z) would act
simultaneously with the vertical component. Assume for the moment that the
stress at a given point in the structure
earthquake
due to the X, Y, or Z
Some analysts would
components is "a."
assume that the X and Y earthquakes
would be in phase; so the total response
would
Other analysts
would be 2a.
that the components would be out
assume
of phase; so the total response would be
l .4c. Recent evidence
given by V- 0a
indicates that all three components of
act simultaneously but
the earthquake
out of phase; thus the total response in
the assumed example would be VTaz
the
example,
in this
Thus,
1.7a.
analysts who had assumed the X and Z
components to act simultaneously but in
phase would give results that would be
acceptable for the three simultaneous
earthquake components which are out of
realistic
more
Likewise in
phase.
examples, this would be generally, but
the
However,
not universally true.
analysts who had previously assumed two
components out of phase would have to
reexamine their results.

a
The response spectrum approach is
convenient method of obtaining displaceand stresses in the
forces,
ments,
structure; however, since we are dealing
only with maximum values in each mode,
we do not know the phase relationship
It is
between the modal responses.
customary, therefore, to determine the
total response by taking the square root
of the sum of the squares (SRSS) of the
*The response of modes
modal stresses.
spaced frequencies may,
with closely
be nearly in phase. Recent
however,
practice has been to combine the direct
sum of the absolute value of these modal
in
responses with the remaining modes
accordance with the SRSS.

A2.2 TORNADO CONSIDERATIONS
A tornado can develop the greatest concentration of natural atmospheric power
It is the most violent of all
on earth.
storms. Although a tornado covers a
very restricted area and is of short
duration, it can cause devastating destruction of homes and other common
structures and place human life in great
jeopardy from blast and flying debris.

The response spectrum method gives total
displacement at a given point in the
is neither time- nor
structure, which
so it does not
frequency-dependent;
allow an analysis of the dynamic response of equipment that is mounted at
the
in
levels
floor
the various
For this purpose, a floor
structure.
response spectrum curve must be generated by starting with a time history input
and then
to the base of the structure
determining the time history response at
floor
The
the floor of interest.
response spectrum may then be generated
from the floor time history response.
An artificial time history record at the
base of the structure must first be
generated since it must be compatible
with the averaged design ground response

housing
structures
reactor
Nuclear
safety equipment should be resistant to
the following 'tornado effects:
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a.

External wind forces.

b.

pressure between the
Differential
inside and outside of fully enclosed
buildings.

C.

Impact from flying missiles.

W

be
appropriately
protected
against
flooding and dynamic effects (including
the effects
of
accident-produced
missiles, pipe whipping, and discharging
fluids) which can result from equipment
or piping failures.

Specific definitions of tornado effects
are given in sections A6.2.1 and A6.2.2
for the PWR and BWR plants, respectively.

A2.3 ACCIDENT CONSIDERATIONS

do

V

Additional conservatism is incorporated
into the accident analyses by assuming
that an additional, unrelated, unspecified fault
in some active component or
piece of equipment in
the engineered
safeguards systems also occurs.
This
fault is assumed to result in the malfunction of a device that is intended to
mitigate the consequences of the accident. The assumed result of such an unspecified fault is restricted to such
relatively common events as an electrical failure, instrument error, motor
stall,
breaker
freeze-in,
or valve
malfunction.
Highly improbable
failures, such as additional pipe breaks,
are not assumed to occur coincident with
the assumed
accident.
The additional
failure(s)
to be considered
are
in
addition
to
all
possible
failures
(common-mode or otherwise) caused by the
accident itself.
For the most severe
type of design basis accident, a LOCA,
this
means that the worst possible
single failure must be assumed to occur
in one of the systems designed to prevent a LOCA from leading to extreme
overheating
of
the fuel rods
(and
thereby melting or otherwise releasing
large quantities of radioactive materials).

Although extensive measures are taken
during the design and operation of nuclear power plants to prevent accidents
'from occurring, the AEC requires that
the designer postulate severe accidents,
using unrealistically severe
assumptions.
The effects of the various types
of hypothetical accidents are investigated, considering a variety of plant
conditions, to determine situations that
could result in the off-site release of
radioactive material.
The
following
types of accidents are generally considered:
a.

Rupture of any single pipe up to and
including complete severance of the
largest pipe in the reactor coolant
system.

b.

Rapid power increase beyond design
limits caused by reactor controlsystem failure.

C.

Rupture of fuel rod cladding in a
fuel assembly or spent-fuel transport cask that is dropped during refueling operations.

d.

Rupture of a gaseous-radioactivewaste storage tank.

Each of these types of accidents has the
potential for releasing radioactive material to the environment. An analysis
of each type of accident is performed to
determine whether there is assurance
that adequate safety features have been
engineered into the plant -- in the form
of passive barriers or active systems -to
limit the release of radioactive
materials and to show that the maximum
radiation dose to an individual at
the
plant's site boundary and beyond would
not exceed the allowable dose even when
highly pessimistic assumptions are used.

The accident-produced environmental conditions postulated for the BWR and PWR
plants are summarized in Tables X A-1
and X A-2, respectively.
The numerical
values under headings I and II are the
design bases for the
equipment.
Note
that the LOCA conditions under heading
II are established under the assumption
that the worst possible single failure
in the engineered safeguard systems has
occurred coincident with the accident.
The tabulated information
has
been
developed from a number of sources, including the IEEE standard on
equipment
qualification
(Ref. 2) and reports of
qualification tests conducted on individual components.

Accidents with the largest potential for
off-site radiation exposures for a given
set of assumptions are designated design
basis accidents and are analyzed in
detail.

A3. SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS
EXAMINED

Structures,
engineered safeguards systems, and the components thereof must be
designed to perform adequately under all
service conditions including normal operation, maintenance,
and testing and
under the conditions
of
postulated
design basis accidents. They must also

The components
and systems sampled in
this review were selected on the basis
of a combination of factors:
a.
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Safety function.

c.

Portions of structures which are
high
to
known to be vulnerable
stresses.
that have experiComponent types
enced malfunction during normal opexisting
eration and/or testing in
nuclear power plants.

d.

Potential for common-mode failure.

b.

large
release of radioactivity and the
Soil-structure interacplant environs.
tion must be considered because the PWR
which
of soil,
is founded on 1300 ft
affects the response of structures and
The interequipment to seismic events.
(also referred to as the
nal structure
steam
crane wall) supports the nuclear
the crane, and portions
supply system,
of safety-related equipment, such as the
The
core injection piping.
emergency
the
has
coating
containment paint
for peeling under the severe
potential
environment caused by a LOCA and thereby
impairing the effectiveness of some of
the emergency core cooling and containCatastrophic
systems.
cooling
ment
support
failure of the crane or its
could cause a break in the containment
spray headers, which are directly below
the crane.

Some major components, such as the reacwere deliberately
tor pressure vessel,
1
from our review because they
excluded
require a formal stress report and are
subjected to a careful review by the AEC
and other organizations, which provides
an added measure of assurance as to
their adequacy.
such as the reactor buildSome items,
from the
primarily
ing, were reviewed
viewpoint of adequate dynamic mathematithat computed
to ensure
cal modeling
spectra curves used for
floor response
analyzing equipment were correct.

A3.1.2

Items in this group are necessary to
the integrity of the reactor
maintain
except the
coolant pressure boundary,
pipe-whip restraints whose failure could
Comcause a breach in the containment.
ponents or portions thereof were selectdisof the criteria
ed on the basis
cussed previously.

process was biased toward
Our sampling
points of potential weakness.
Thirty-one PWR equipment groups (Table X
equipment
BWR
thirty-three
and
A-3)
(Table X A-4) were examined by
groups
the tables each
In
the review team.
group has been assigned a number that
corresponds to the subsection in section
described and
the group is
A6 where
For each plant type, a comevaluated.
for review
plete system was selected
plus certain components or structures in
The components were
systems.
other
they
selected for examination because
be subject to seismic loads and
may all
thus have the potential for common-mode
In addition, these components
failure.
either perform a safety-related function
or their failure could prevent the safe
reactor or cause a
shutdown of the
containment, as described in
breach in
sections A3.1 and A3.2.
A3.1

A3.1.3

form
Table X A-3
The groups shown in
nine systems whose safety-related functions are described briefly as follows:
REACTOR BUILDING

A3.1.4
structure is the ultiThe containment
postulated
mate barrier between any

1

LOW HEAD SAFETY INJECTION SYSTEM
(LHSIS)

This system injects borated water into
cold legs of the reactor cooling
the
to the
system loops as a supplement
discharge of borated water
accumulator
It
also
in the event of a large LOCA.
in the
water
(which collects
injects
recirculacontainment sump) during the
The system is necessary to
tion phase.
of the
shutdown
provide for the safe
The
the event of a LOCA.
in
reactor
on
snubbers provide seismic restraints
pipe motion and the hangers support the
and
snubbers
Both
piping weight.
should be designed to limit
hangers
piping.
the
in
stress
excessive
the
LHSIS
controls
Instrumentation
items in
For this group, all
operation.
in
our
were considered
the
system
review.,

PWR ITEM SELECTION BASIS

A3.1.1

REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

HIGH HEAD SAFETY INJECTION
SYSTEMS (HHSIS)

These systems inject borated water into
the cold legs of the reactor in the
disThe accumulator
event of a LOCA.
borated water when there is a
charges
large break in the reactor coolant sysThe nozzle of the accumulatem
(RCS).
tor and the connection to the RCS piping

The BWR reactor was
considered only
from the viewpoint of imposing seismic
displacements on connecting piping.
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were examined because these are critical
regions.
A3. 1.5

and
passive
suppression of pressure
increase in the event of a LOCA.
This
structure
is
housed in
the reactor
building, which functions as a secondary
containment barrier against the release
of radioactivity off-site should there
be an accident. Containment piping penetrations are intended to provide for
the safe transfer of material through
the containment boundary so that a pipe
break will not cause a breach in containment integrity.
The missile barriers provide shielding inside the drywell
against a whipping pipe. As in the PWR
case, excessive peeling of paint inside
the containment could impair the proper
functioning of the emergency core cooling systems.

CONTAINMENT RE CIRCULATION SPRAY
SYSTEM

This system is necessary to depressurize
the containment in the event of a LOCA.
The key components -the pumps and
their drives -- were considered
in our
review.
A3.1.6

ON-SITE ELECTRIC POWER SYSTEMS

Emergency on-site power is provided by
the diesel generator.
The system is
necessary to power engineered safeguards
systems in the event of loss of off-site
power.
The day tank provides the initial source of diesel fuel for the system.
The air bottle stores
compressed air
used in starting the diesel engine.
The
batteries provide
emergency power for
control systems
necessary for the safe
shutdown of the reactor.
A3.1.7

A3.2.2

Items in this group maintain the integrity of the reactor coolant pressure
boundary
as
well
as
that of the
radioactive steam produced by the BWR.
Pipe lines and nozzle connections to the
reactor must be capable of resisting
seismic loads. The main steam isolation
valves must prevent the large release of
radioactive
steam
from
within the
containment.
The pipe-whip restraints
are~ intended to prevent a break in the
recirculation
line
from
causing
a
secondary failure in containment or engineered features.
The reactor pressure
relief valves
are intended to prevent
excessive pressure within the nuclear
steam supply system.

ELECTRIC POWER DISTRIBUTION
SYSTEMS

These systems
distribute power to the
pump motors, motor-operate~d valves, and
control-rod drives which are necessary
for safe shutdown.
A3 .1. 8

REACTOR AND ENGINEERED
SAFEGUARDS PROTECTION SYSTEMS
SENSORS AND LOGIC CABINETS

The protection systems sense reactor
water level, reactor pressure, and containment pressure. Through their logic
systems, they interpret conditions
that
call for immediate shutdown, initiate
this action,
and activate containment
isolation and reactor core safety injection systems.
e

A3.1.9

A3.2.3

CORE SPRAY SYSTEM

This system provides emergency
core
cooling in the event of a large LOCA
after the pressure
in the reactor
is
reduced.
All items in this group must
be capable of resisting seismic events
(which have the potential for causing a
LOCA) and must be capable of continued
operation in the environment following a
LOCA.
For this system, all items were
analyzed.

INTAKE CANAL

The intake
canal carries water pumped
from the river, which is the only source
of cooling for the entire plant.

A3.2.4

A3.2 BWR ITEM SELECTION BASIS
The components shown in Table X A-4 fall
into eight groups whose safety-related
functions are described briefly as follows:
A3.2.1

REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

HIGH PRESSURE COOLANT INJECTION
SYSTEM (HPCIS) TURBINE

The HPCIS provides initial injection of
emergency core cooling in the event of a
LOCA.
A3.2.5

CONTAINMENT STRUCTURES

The drywell and suppression chamber provide the containment pressure boundary

RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVAL (RHR)
PUMPS AND DRIVES

The system limits the temperature inside
the containment after a LOCA by circu-
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more stringent design, construction, and
operational codes and standards than do
Thus,
study.
the plants used in this
the reliability values used in the RSS
are probably somewhat conservative, and,
used in the study
although the plants
may not meet all the requirements of
codes and standards, their depresent
sign criteria requirements are at least
as good as those of the facilities that
have provided basic failure rate data.

from the suppression pooi
lating water
and cooling it via RHR heat exchangers.

A3.2.6

ON-SITE ELECTRIC POWER SYSTEMS

power is provided by
Emergency on-site
system is
The
the diesel generator.
necessary to power engineered safeguards
systems in the event of loss of off-site
The day tank provides the initipower.
al source of diesel fuel for the system.
air bottle stores compressed air
The
engine.
the diesel
used in starting
emergency power for
Batteries provide
control systems necessary for the safe
shutdown of the reactor.
A3.2.7

study centers primarily on safety
Our
those necessary for
components (i.e.,
safe operation and safe shutdown) and
the ability of the engineered safeguard
systems to function as required.
Each applicant for a nuclear power plant
construction permit or operating license
is required to provide assurance that
all safety-related equipment will perall its service
form adequately under
including normal operation,
conditions,
the
(both of
maintenance, and testing
component itself and of other parts of
the plant which may subject the component to unusual service conditions), and
design basis events, such as earthquakes
and accidents.

ELECTRIC POWER DISTRIBUTION
SYSTEMS

These systems distribute power to the
pum~p motors, motor-operated valves, and
control-rod drives which are necessary
for safe shutdown.
A3.2.8

REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM

protection system senses
The reactor
reactor water level, reactor pressure,
Through its
and containment pressure.
it interprets conditions
logic system,
that call for immediate shutdown, initiates this action, and activates containment isolation and reactor core safety
injection systems.

Section III, "Design Control," of Appen"Quality Assurance Criteria for
dix B,
Nuclear Power Plants and Fuel Reprocess10 CFR Part 50,
to
Plants,"
ing
"Licensing of Production and utilization
requires that a test proFacilities,"
gram used to verify the adequacy of a
specific design feature include suitable
of a prototype
qualification testing
unit under the most adverse design conassurance
The overall quality
ditions.
program for nuclear power plant equipto,
ment includes, but is not limited
qualification, production qualdesign,
storage,
and
shipping
control,
ity
maintenance, and periodic
installation,
testing. The FIPL design adequacy study
included
a review and evaluation of the
qualification portion of the overall
quality assurance program.

A4. DESIGN CRITERIA AND PRACTICES
codes and standards for the design, connuclear
and operation of
struction,
like codes and standards
power plants,
for conventional power plants and other
are under continual
processing plants,
codes and
The
revision.
review and
in existence at the time the
standards
study were
two plants used in this
considerable
have undergone
approved
6 to 8 years since
the
revision in
For this reason, the
initial review.
plants studied fail to meet all the
codes and standards that are invoked for
plants currently being licensed. On the
other hand, the PWR and BWR plants were
designed and constructed to somewhat
more rigid requirements than were the
previously designed fossil and nuclear
plants that provide the data base for
the component failure rates used in the
It is clear, therefore, that, in
RSS.
the PWR
principle, the reliability of
and BWR plants should be at least as
good as the reliability of those plants
from which data have been derived. By
the same token, future plants, including
now under construction, must meet
those

to
The primary role of qualification is
for each item of safetyensure that,
related equipment, the design and manufacturing processes are such that there
in the
is a high degree of confidence
The
reliability of installed equipment.
assurance
in the quality
other steps
program require strict control to ensure
installed in the
the equipment
that
plant is the same type as that which was
qualified and that the production items
are
suitably applied, installed, maintained, and periodically tested.
Essentially,
a component is assumed to
estabbe functional only if it meets
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lished
codes
and
regulations
as
evidenced by the
SAR and by specific
supporting
documentation
of
design
adequacy which is kept on file.
It
is
recognized
that
the evidence presented
to establish design adequacy can take
many forms.

requirements have been changing constantly, test facilities
have
only
slowly come into existence.
The greatest part of
the problem, however,
is
that in other fields standards have been
developed after practices have become
accepted
in
the industry.
In the
nuclear
industry,
the preparation of
standards is required before
diverse
practices are established,
and
thus
aspects of the standards must deal with
matters which have not been studied and
for which the state of technical knowledge may be rather limited.

Equipment qualification requirements and
methods are embodied in criteria, standards and guides
(Ref s. 1 through 8)
prepared by committees of the Institute
of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
(IEEE),
American
Society of Chemical
*Engineers (AIChE) , and other professional societies.
These documents are then
forwarded
to the
American
National
Standards Institute (ANSI), which either
endorses (adopts) them or returns
them
for
revision.
The AEC then
either
accepts this document as
its requirement,
or issues
a Regulatory Guide
containing detailed requirements,
sometimes
supplementing
those
in
the
industry guides.
It should be noted
that AEC personnel hold membership on
most of the professional society committees which prepare industry standards
documents.
In this way the AEC viewpoint usually becomes incorporated into
the documents.
Meetings of the committees are extremely valuable because they
provide a relatively informal setting in
which industry and government representatives can explore each other's point of
view and basis for desiring that certain
features be incorporated into the documents.
Misunderstandings can be eliminated, or at least minimized,
and a
technically strong document developed.

The need for a more intensive effort in
developing
standards
for the nuclear
industry has been recognized, and the
level of activity has increased dramatically in the past two years.
Type testing of actual
equipment using
simulated service conditions is usually
the preferred method
of
qualifying
equipment.
However, a type test alone
satisfies
qualification only if
the
equipment to be tested is properly aged,
subjected to all important environmental
influences,
and
operated under postevent conditions
to provide assurance
that all such equipment will be able to
perform its
intended function for at
least the required operating time. Partial type tests may be augmented by
tests
of components when size, applications, time, or other test limitations
preclude the use of a full type test on
the complete equipment package.

A5. METHOD OF EVALUATION

Qualification requirements are constantly changing, becoming more stringent as
industry, the ABC, and the professional
societies concerned with the preparation
of test standards gain knowledge about
the procedures
needed to ensure
the
reliability of safety-related equipment.
When the BWR and PWR plants considered
in this
study were designed
and the
equipment was purchased, qualification
requirements were very general.
This
situation placed
a great burden on the
design engineers who had to interpret
the
generalities in terms of specific
procedures for each type of equipment.
For example,
seismic qualification of
components was not required
initially,
and even after
seismic qualification
became a requirement,
it took a long
time
for the AEC and the industry to
translate the general requirements into
specific requirements.
This process is
still under way.
Part of
the
problem
has been that the equipment necessary to
conduct many of the tests
is
not
available
and, because the
tests are
highly
specialized
and
the
test

The following sections describe the procedures by which
the
review
team
acquired and evaluated the information
used to assess the design adequacy of
the systems and components noted in section A3.

A5.1 INFORMATION ACQUISITION
A5.1.1

FINAL SAFETY ANALYSIS
REPORT REVIEW

Background material and preliminary
information were acquired by reviewing the
final safety
analysis reports
(FSAR)
which describe
the physical aspects of
the PWR and BWR sites,
including
their
geology and seismology, design bases,
functional aspects, operational requirements,' design evaluation, and test and
inspection requirements for the plants
and their various systems.
The FSAR is a large document consisting
typically
of 15 sections,
technical
specifications,
supplements describing
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the AEC for each plant, design specifiof
portions
and pertinent
cations,
governing codes and standards, such as
the B31.1 USA Standard Code for Pressure
We also reviewed pertinent AEC
Piping.
regulatory guides, which supplement the
with the latest
codes and standards
methods and techniques acceptable to the
These are referenced in appropriAEC.
ate sections of this report.

by the AEC and answers by the
questions
supplementary
and
appendices,
owner,
reports.
A5.1.2

SITE VISITS

The review team visited the PWR and BWR
with the
and toured the plants,
sites
The
exception of high radiation areas.
PWR was in operation at the time of the
and the BWR was preparing for
visit,
The PWR safety-relatstart-up.
initial
motors, pumps, cable trays,
ed piping,
battanks, diesel generator, controls,
logic cabinets, and intake
tery rooms,
The tours were
canal were inspected.
conducted by plant operating personnel.
the
attention was given to
Special
installation, support, and attachment of
equipment.
A5.1.3

A5.2 EVALUATION OF INFORMATION
acquired
information
We evaluated the
with the objective of drawing conclu'-sions about design adequacy, as detailed
Evaluations were based
in section A1.2.
this
on the considerations described in
section.
Time did not permit extensive spot-check
We did, however,
independent analysis.
perform an independent analysis of the
BWR core spray piping (section A6.4.3.1)
to compare the results of evaluating the
piping in accordance with the currently
Secrequired NB-3600 of the ASME Code,
with the results obtained
tion III,
governed the
which
using USAS B31.1,
design at the time of construction.

VISITS TO ARCHITECT/ENGINEERS,
UTILITIES, AND SUPPLIERS

The FSAR primarily describe the design
for
bases and functional requirements
the plant systems and components; they
do not present the design calculations
procedures in sufficient detail
and test
for an assessment of design adequacy.
and test
calculations
detailed
The
and by
reports are retained by the A/E
In
the various equipment suppliers.
considis
many cases this information
so the A/E and the
ered proprietary;
NSSS suppliers would not permit removal
of this information from their premises.
However, because these firms wanted to
cooperate with the RSS, they permitted
the review team to examine the material
The cognizant engineer
on the premises.
(if
available) responded to our quesand we were able to make notes
tions,
and copies of pertinent data.
We also
the BWR.
A5.1.4

visited

the utility

uncovered
our review
if
In addition,
or assumptions that seemed
calculations
unreasonable, we made very conservative
assumptions to estimate an
simplifying
If the results
upper bound on stresses.
were within the allowables, the design
however,
If,
was considered adequate.
the resulting stress values exceeded the
allowables, we informed the A/E or NSSS
supplier that the original calculations
would have to be revised.
A5.2.1

and
Pertinent portions of the codes
standards cited in the FSAR as governing
the design were reviewed to verify that
computed stress levels were within alAn assessment was also
lowable values.
to determine whether the equipment
made
would meet current requirements.

that owns

REVIEW DATA SHEETS

sheets
The review team used review data
review data sheets
and supplementary
during the
(Figs. X A-1 and X A-2)
We
meetings with the A/E and suppliers.
carrying
used these sheets as guides in
out the review and also as a means of
The
information.
recording pertinent
on these sheets was then
information
evaluated as described in section A5.2.
The design adequacy assessment is reported in section A6.
A5.1.5

CODES AND STANDARDS

A5.2.2

APPROPRIATENESS OF MATHEMATICAL
MODELS

the most important step in the
Perhaps
of
analysis process is the development
the mathematical model as an idealizaWhen the
tion of the real system.
creates a mathematical repreengineer
a
sentation of a real system, he makes
about what kind of phenomena
judgment
are significant and therefore should be
included in the model and what phenomena
should
are insignificant and therefore
The review team checked
be excluded.

OTHER DOCUMENTS REVIEWED

In addition to the FSAR, design calculareports, we reviewed the
tions, and test
prepared by
safety evaluation reports
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the appropriateness of the
in the calculations.

models

used

A5.2.5

The most common modeling error we
encountered during the course of this
review was the implicit assumption of a
shear connection between multi-element
structures having a common connection to
a fairly rigid structure at either end,
such as
the yoke that separates
the
valve operator from the valve
(Fig.
X A-3).
The analyst assumes that the
multi-element
structure
acts
as a
single-element cantilevered
beam
of
length L with a cross-sectional moment
of inertia described by:

We did not make an extensive check on
computer codes since verification of
computer codes with experimental results, or by obtaining the same result
for a given problem with two independent
codes, is generally required before AEC
acceptance.
A5.2.6

The modulus of elasticity for various
steels for nuclear applications is given
in Table 1-6.0 of the ASME Code, Section
III.
There is negligible variation of
Young's modulus, B, for steel of a given
composition;
there is a slight decrease
with increasing temperature, however.
The value of B for austenitic stainless
steel, for example, decreases from 28.3
x 106 psi at 70OF to 27.1 x 106 psi at
3001F.
This represents a decrease of 4%
and would give rise to a decrease in
natural frequency of 2%, a change which
is not considered significant.

ADEQUACY OF LOAD DEFINITIONS

our review included an evaluation of the
seismic
loads used in the analysis
and/or testing of equipment and a comparison of these loads with the expected
seismic loads.
Since the seismic
loads
are obtained from the frequency-dependent response spectra curves, an error in
the computation of natural frequencies
may lead to an error in seismic loads.

A5.2.7

ADEQUACY OF QUALIFICATION
TEST PROGRAMS

The procedure for evaluating the adequacy of equipment that had been qualified,
wholly or partially, by test included
the following salient features. First,
we made an effort to establish the
safety-related function of the equipment
and the conditions
under which it is
expected to function. Then we evaluated
the available reports containing inforon
qualification tests with
mation
reference to applicable
ABC regulatory
guides and industry standards (principally IEEE and ANSI equipment qualification guides).
This included an evaluation of the applicability of, and
the
adequacy
of proof
for, satisfactory
performance under the following conditions:

Seismic loads are sometimes developed by
one group or company and used by another
group or company for analysis and evaluation of equipment.
This
presents
potential interface problems that could
During our
lead to significant errors.
evaluation,
we looked for these situations.
A5.2.4

EFFECT OF VARIATION ON
MATERIAL PROPERTIES

only the variation in shear modulus for
the soil
used in' the
soil-structure
interaction model (see section A6.3.1.1)
was considered in our evaluation. Variation in Young's modulus for concrete is
generally accounted for in the peak
broadening of the floor response spectra
curves.

This incorrect modeling may give rise to
computed
stiffnesses
and associated
frequencies which are far in excess of
their correct value and which could lead
to unconservatively low seismic loads.
Dynamic interaction between the structure and heavy equipment, such as
the
NSS System, should also be considered in
modeling. Guidelines for using decoupled models rather than a single, more
complex model are given in Ref. 1.
A5.2.3

ADEQUACY OF COMPUTER CODE
NUMERICAL TECHNIQUES

ADEQUACY OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

Boundary conditions
implicit in
the
analysis of any system that is assumed
separated from its surroundings
for
purposes of study were evaluated to see
if the assumed boundary conditions were
hydraulic
reasonable.
For
example,
snubbers provide a "spring"
(albeit
support but are often
generally stiff)
assumed to provide a rigid constraint on
pipe displacement.
We considered the
effect of this departure from the
real
condition.
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a.

the
Degradation occurring during
installed life under normal condirations, including thermal aging,
diation
aging,
and normal wear
aging.

b.

Seismic disturbance.

c.

results for components that were reviewto
ed from the viewpoint of resistance
normal and LOCA environments.

inLoss-of-coolant accident (LOCA),
cluding exposure
to nuclear radiation, steam, and sprays of demineralized water and chemical solutions.

the design
The tables indicate whether
of a component is such that failure is
not expected and the component is therefore judged "adequate" or whether failure is possible so that adequacy is "not
of
assessment
The
demonstratated."
check
design adequacy is indicated by a
mark in one of five columns as follows:

able to note whether
Although we were
aging had been simulated, we were generally unable to evaluate the adequacy of
Not only is the theory
the simulation.
of accelerated thermal aging to simulate
exposures of up to 40 years not well
established but data on the bases for
the selection of the temperature and the
duration of thermal aging exposures for
particular equipments were not available
the radiation exposures
Since
to us.
required to simulate normal and accident
been established, the
conditions have
resistance was
adequacy of radiation
The
evaluate.
to
easy
relatively
qualification
seismic
evaluation of
involved a comparison of the acceleraresponse
frequency
tion levels, and
at the equipment
anticipated
spectrum
the tests
location with those used in
and, in some cases, independent qualitative analysis of the vulnerability of
disturbances.
seismic
to
equipment
performance
of
equipment
Evaluation
a
included
conditions
under
LOCA
of the predicted in-plant
comparison
environmental exposure profiles with the
the
test
profiles used in
exposure
program.

(Design is

Failure Not Expected
ered adequate)

consid-

i.

as explicitly statDesign criteria,
(or in accordance with
FSAR
ed in
and practice if not
current criteria
explicitly stated in the FSAR), have
and/or
been satisfied by analysis
test.

2.

Design criteria
on the basis
ment.

3.

have
Although the design criteria
loss
not been completely satisfied,
In
is
not expected.
of function
some cases more sophisticated analysis methods may show that the design
have been satisfied.
criteria

have been satisfied
of engineering judg-

Failure Is Possible (Design adequacy has
not been demonstrated)

A6. EVALUATION OF COMPONENTS
This section summarizes the results of
the review of PWR and BWR plant components.
Section A6.1 describes the overall seismic effects, with particular emphasis on
the definition of seismic loads for PWR
and BWR plants.

4.

There is insufficient information to
assess adequacy.

5.

The
information reviewed indicates
that failure is likely.

The tables generally summarize our evalaccordance
uation of design adequacy in
stated in the FSAR.
with
the criteria
We made exceptions only when current
that the original
indicated
knowledge
were in error (for example, the
criteria
design temperature for the BWR
original
superseded by a higher
of 286OF was
or when
temperature of 340 0 F)
design
stated in
were not
explicit criteria
FSAR.

efSection A6.2 describes the tornado
on the diesel generator buildings
fects
the source of emergency
which house
power.
the reSections A6.3 and A6.4 present
sults of the component reviews for the
torespectively,
PWR and BWR plants,
gether with commentary and conclusions.

are disand practice
Current criteria
cussed and compared with the original
in the "commentary" portions of
criteria
the text.

Tables X A-5 and X A-6 (PWR) and Tables
(BWR)
provide a sumand X A-8
X A-7
components reviewed and
mary of the
an assessment of their design adequacy.
Tables X A-5 and X A-7 give the results
for components that were reviewed from
adequathe viewpoint of seismic design
cy.
An assessment of the tornado resistance of the diesel generator building is also included in Tables XA-5 and
give the
X A-7.
Tables X A-6 and X A-8

A6A SEISMIC EFFECTS
A6.1.1
A6.1.1.1

PWR PLANT
Seismic Loads.

of the PWR is founded on 1300
The
site
On the basis
ft of soil above bedrock.
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higher than the current 4% for the OBE.
in
The 5% response spectra curve used
the design of the BWR (curve 5) for the
OBE may be compared with the ground response
spectra curve currently required
(curve 4) in Fig. X A-4. -Note that the
current design curve gives a maximum acceleration of 0.22g at 2.5 cps compared
to the PWR design value of 0.llg between
2 and 4 cps.

of tectonic considerations and the seismic history of the area within a 350mile radius of the site, the maximum acceleration at bedrock is expected to be
no higher than 0.07g. With soil damping
critical value,
of the
equal to 10%
acceleration is calculated
soil-surface
inThis figure does not
to be 0.14g.
clude soil-structure interaction.
The following seismic loads are
ered for this plant:
a.

considFigure X A-5
shows a comparison between
the response spectra used in the design
of the PWR for the DBE (curve 5) and
The
that currently required (curve 7) .
current design curve gives a maximum accps
as
celeration of 0.4g at 2.5
0.22g
compared to the PWR value of
between 2 and 4 cps.

operating basis earthquake (OBE)
0.07g horizontal
2/3 (0.07)g vertical

b.

Design basis

earthquake (DBE)

It is not surprising that the current
in
spectra
given
design
response
Regulatory Guide 1.60 are higher than
the PWR.
those used in the design of
The PWR curves were based on the Housner
spectra, which represent average values,
whereas
the current design response
spectra represent 1 positive standard
deviation from the average values.

0.15g horizontal
2/3 (0.15)g vertical
is
The adequacy of Class I structures
of the ground
evaluated on the basis
shown on Fig.. X A-4
response spectra
(OBE) and Fig. X A-5 (DBE). These curves
are taken directly from the FSAR for the
BWR plant and (although somewhat atypifrom
were derived
cal in appearance)
Housner' s average response spectra normalized to the maximum expected ground
acceleration for this plant.

It should be emphasized here that Regu1.60 indicates that the
latory Guide
design response spectra curves may not
be applicable for sites that "have physical characteristics that could significantly affect the spectral combination
of input motion."
For such sites the
design response spectra should be developed individually according to the site
Because the PWR is on
characteristics.
1300 ft of soil over bedrock, individual
spectra would be more appropriate.

is
I components
The adequacy of Class
evaluated on the basis of floor spectra
earthquake time
calculated from Taft's
history record normalized to the ground
Iniacceleration levels of this site.
tial analysis of components was based on
ground acceleration spectra. Later this
include amplification
was modified to
due to structural response.

The vertical component of the earthquake
for
the PWR design is two-thirds of the
horizontal component; the current design
(as indicated in Regulatory
requirement
Guide 1.60) is as follows:

maximum
The
A6.1.1.1.1 Commentary.
ground acceleration experienced within a
100-mile radius of the site since the
18th century is estimated at 0.05g on
the basis of the estimated seismicity of
the region. The tectonics of the region
to have been carefully considappear
ered. The ground accelerations of 0.07g
for the OBE and 0.15g for the DBE therefor
fore appear to be reasonable values
The design
purpose of design.
the
ground response spectra currently re(Ref. 1) generally
quired by the AEC
give higher responses than those derived
from the average Housner spectra. The
damping values currently required by the
(Ref.
2) are generally higher than
AEC
those acceptable at the time the plant
For example, 5% damping
was designed.
used for
for both the DBE and OBE was
containment
reinforced-concrete
the
structure. As shown in Table X A-9, this
lower than the currently acvalue is
ceptable value of 7% for the DBE but is

Frequency (cps)
<0.25
0.25 to 3.5
>3.5

Horizontal
Vertical
2/3
2/3 to 1
1

The first two frequencies for the seismic analysis model of the PWR reactor
building were computed to be 2.34 and
5.10 cps, which fall on either side of
implying that the required
3.5 cps,
seismic response spectra in the vertical
direction are approximately the same as
in the horizontal direction.
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A6.1.2

The seismic loads used in the design of
the PWR were in accordance with accepted
the time the plant was
at
practice
the Class I structures
however,
built;
would be subject to seismic loads higher
factor of approximately 2 if cura
by
rent design spectra and damping values
On the other hand, speciwere imposed.
ally developed spectra that account for
over bedrock may
of soil
ft
the 1300
show the factor to be less than 2.

A6.1.2.1

Conclusion.

We

a.

The seismic loads used in the design
of the PWR were in accordance with
accepted practice at the time the
plant was built.

b.

The use of current design response
and current damping
spectra curves
values could lead to:
1.

2.

c.

b.

1

Maximum credible earthquake

4W

(MCE)

2

Class I structures have been analyzed on
the basis of the ground response spectra
(DE) and Fig. X A-7
shown in Fig. X A-6
curves are based on
These
(MCE).
spectra
response
average
Housner's
to
the maximum expected
normalized
ground acceleration.
Class I BWR structures (reinforced concrete) have been assigned 2% critical
for
for the DE and 5% critical
damping
the MCE; currently acceptable values are
4% and 7% (Table X A-10).
Figure XA-6 shows the current Regulatory
design response spectra for
1.60
Guide
damping (curve 4) as compar4% critical
ed to the 2% (curve 2) used in the design of the BWR structures for the DE.
curves show a current peak accelThese
compared
eration of 0.18g at 2.5 cps as
to a peak value of 0.15g at 3.5 cps for
a
Similarly, Fig. X A-7 shows
the DE.
of 0.27g at
current peak acceleration
2.5 cps as compared to 0.23 g at 2.5 cps
for the MCE.
the
Note that the vertical stiffness of
thus a
high;
structure was
Class I
of
maximum vertical ground acceleration
ground
of the horizontal
two-thirds
the design.
acceleration was used in
Regulatory Guide 1.60 indicates that for
cps the
frequencies greater than 3.5

seismic loads on
of up to 40%.
do not consider
of these higher

site
spectra
A specially prepared
accounting for local soil charactermay show that the increases
istics
indicated in
large as
are not as
item b.

A6.1.1.2

(DE)

0.12g horizontal
2/3 (0.12)g vertical

An increase in seismic loads on
PWR structures by a factor of up
to 2.
An increase in
PWR equipment
(Note that we
effect
the
loads.)

Design earthquake

0.05g horizontal
2/3 (0.05)g vertical

conclude

a.

Seismic Loads.

Earthquakes with maximum ground
Two
have been considered as
acceleration
follows:

Floor response spectra at the charging
level of the reactor building were deon the basis of the Taft earthveloped
A damping
record.
quake time history
was used to genvalue of 0.5% critical
shows
X A-9
Table
erate these curves.
that currently acceptable damping values
estiIt is
or higher.
are 2% critical
that the higher damping values
mated
load reduction
would lead to a seismic
since the seismic
However,
of 30%.
a
loads on structures may increase by
the net result may be an
of 2,
factor
increase of 40% in the seismic loads on
equipment.
A6.1.1.1.2
that:

BWR PLANT

Damping.

shows the damping values
Table X A-9
used in determining the dynamic response
of the PWR and the values currently required by the AEC as described in Ref. 2.
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1

The DE
for the BWR is the same as the
earthquake
i.e.,
an
OBE for the PWR,
equipment
safety-related
which
for
and
during
should remain operational
after the event.

2

The MCE for the BWR is the same as the
an earthquake
DBE for the PWR, i.e.,
equipment
safety-related
for which
so that a
should remain operational
safe and orderly shutdown of the plant
can be achieved and maintained.

acceleration is
vertical
horizontal acceleration.

stresses on structures due to these
higher loads has- not been evaluated
therefore.

equal to the

Equipment was designed using floor response spectra generated on the basis of
a Taft earthquake time history record
modified so that its associated response
spectra are equal to or greater than the
site ground response spectra.

C.

Seismic loads on equipment could be
slightly reduced if current response
spectra
and damping values were
used.

A6.1.2.2
Table X A-l0 shows that currently acceptable damping values are generally 2%
critical or higher as compared to the
0.5% used in the BWR for equipment such
This difference could lead
as piping.
to a seismic load reduction of 30% on
equipment, which, when factored with the
increased seismic loads on structures,
leads to a slight net reduction in seismic loads on equipment.
A6.1.2.1.1
a.

b.

C.

Table X A-10 shows the damping values
used in determining the dynamic response
of the BWR and the values currently
required
by the AEC as described in
Reference 2.
The damping values used in analyzing for
the DE are all less
than or equal
to
Similarly,
currently accepted values.
the values used for the MCE are less
than the currently accepted values, with
the exception of those for steel-frame
structures and bolted and riveted assemthan
blies, which are somewhat higher
the current values.

Commentary.

The DE and MCE maximum ground accelerations appear to be reasonable and
seismoappropriate in view of the
logical characteristics of the area
as described in section A2.1.2.

A6.2 TORNADO EFFECTS
A6.2.1

I structures are built
Since Class
was
(which
on bedrock
directly
overlain by only 10 ft of soil),
there is no need to consider the
problems and uncertainties associated with soil-structure interaction
Thus, the
section A6.3.1.1).
(see
basic seismic input load charactercan be viewed with a high
istics
level of confidence.

Conclusion.

We

PWR PLANT

The tornado design criteria governing
the diesel generator building are given
as
and
summarized
in Reference 3
follows:

The design response spectra curves
(Ref.
currently required by the AEC
increase in
1) could lead to an
for the
seismic loads of up to 20%
and 17% for the MCE in the horiDE
zontal direction and an increase of
in the vertical direction for
50%
Class I structures.

A6 .1.2.1. 2
that:

Damping.

a.

External wind forces resulting from
a tornado having a rotational velocity of 300 mph and a translational
velocity of 60 mph for a combined
The
360 mph.
maximum velocity of
diameter of the eye of the tornado
is 1000 ft, and the maximum winds
extend a radius of 200 ft.

b.

Atmospheric pressure drop of 3 psi
Venting can be used to
in 3 sec.
pressure
relieve or reduce this
drop.

c.

Missiles equivalent to a 40-ft-long
by 12-in.-diameter 50 lb/ft 3 utility
pole with a velocity of 150 mph and
impacting on horizontal or vertical
building surfaces and a 1-ton auto
with a velocity of 150 mph.

conclude

a.

The seismic loads used in the design
of the BWR were in accordance with
accepted practice at the time the
plant was built.

b.

Class I structures could be subject
to seismic loads up to 20% in excess
for the horizontal
of those used
higher
for the
earthquake and 50%
vertical earthquake if current design response spectra were imposed.
the design
our review considered
adequacy of buildings only from the
viewpoint of mathematical modeling
to obtain seismic inputs for equipThe effect of higher seismic
ment.

In addition, the criteria incorporate a
for
calculating the wind
procedure
forces, as set forth in ASCE Paper No.
3269, Transactions, 1961, and state that
wind forces and the effects of missiles
.shall be considered simultaneously. The
also
stresses are
following allowable
established:
a.
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Rolled steel plates and shapes - 90%
of minimum specified yield stress.

b.

c.

Steel-reinforcing bars - the minimum
yield
stress multiplied by the capacity reduction factors as specified in Section 1504 of ACI 318-63.
Concrete
75% of the
ultimate

A
comparison of the
characteristics
listed in Table X A-ll
shows that the
currently considered auto missile with a
(100 mph)
has
velocity of 147 ft/sec
about twice the momentum of the auto
The
specified for the BWR under review.
sliding panel under current design requirements has a kinetic energy per unit
impact area
(a measure of penetration
four times
as
capability)
more than
as the wood plank considered in
great
the BWR design.

strength.
Commentary
The
criteria
for tornado winds and missiles are similar to those considered
The
today and are considered adequate.
allowable stress limits for the steel
bars appear to have no conreinforcing
servative margin.

Section A6.4.6.1 presents a detailed
resistance
discussion of the structural
to
of the diesel generator building
tornado loads.

presents a detailed
Section A6.3.6.1
resistance
discussion of the structural
of the diesel generator building to
tornado loads.
A6.2.2

A6.3 DESIGN ADEQUACY OF PWR PLANT
COMPONENTS
A6.3.1

BWR PLANT

a
The reactor building in this plant is
struccontainment
reinforced-concrete
shown in
Fig.
X A-8,
the
ture.
As
structure is basically a cylinder with a
The
base.
hemispherical dome and a flat
internal
height is 185 ft and the ID is
10 ft
thick,
The base mat is
126 ft.
and the cylindrical walls are approxiDuring normal
plant
mately 5 ft thick.
operation the containment is maintained
at a subatmospheric pressure of 9.0 to
11.0 psia.

The diesel generator building is required to meet the design limits under the
following loading conditions:
a.

External wind forces resulting from
a horizontal pea tornado having
ripheral
tangential velocity of 300
the tangential
mph, which includes
and translational components.

b.

Differential pressure of 3 psi between the inside and outside of
areas.
Blowout
fully
enclosed
are to be included where
panels
the
in
the design of
necessary
limit
pressure
structure
to
differentials.

c.

Missiles equivalent to a 4-in.-thick
by 12-in.-wide by 12-ft-long wood
plank traveling end-on at 300 mph,
or a 4000-lb passenger auto, with a
area of 20 ft 2 ,
flying
contact
at 50 mph not more
through the air
than 25 ft above ground.

d.

from
A torsional moment resulting
applying the wind specified in item
acting on one-half the
a, above,
length of the building.

REACTOR BUILDING

A6.3.1.1

Soil-Structure Interaction
Model.

The seismic response of the PWR reactor
building structure to the horizontal
was origicomponent of the earthquake
of a 4nally obtained on the basis
model as
degree-of-freedom mass-spring
Fig.
X A-9.
Here kI and k 4
shown
in
horizontal
and
represent
the static
rocking soil stiffnesses, respectively.
was
performed
A subsequent analysis
In
using a 14-degree-of-freedom model.
and internal
this model the external
by 7 and 5
are represented
structures
1
masses, respectively, as compared to
mass
each in
the 4-degree-of-freedom
is
For both models
each mass
model.
assumed
to have a horizontal translaIn
addition,
tional degree of freedom.
is assumed to be capable
the structure
of rotating as a rigid body in a single
rocking mode.

Commentary
General practice at present is to consider a tornado with a combined horizonvelocity of
tangential
tal peripheral
360 mph.

An independent check was made to determine if significant rocking modes other
than those permitted by the A/E model
In
particular,
it
was
could exist.
structure
from
noted that the internal
the base mat to a height of 25 ft above
blocked-out
the base mat consists of a

conMore recent plant design criteria
sider a greater variety of more severe
A comparison of the missiles
missiles.
used in the BWR design with those used
in
more recent plants is given in Table
X A-11.
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structure (columns uniformly distributed
the strucon the outside diameter of
ture).
A rough calculation indicates
stiffness
of the
that the rotational
internal
structure supported on the
ft7.7 x 109
section is
blocked-out
to 2.7 x 109 ftkip/rad as compared
kip/rad rotational
stiffness
of
the
rotatory inertia parThe total
soil.
ticipating
in
the rigid-body rocking
2
is estimated at 20 x 106 kip-sec mode
associaft,
while the rotatory inertia
ted with the internal structure is only
then
It follows
0.8 x 106 kip-sec 2 -ft.
that
the frequency associated with the
structure is
internal
rocking of the
considerably
higher
than that
of the
overall rigid-body rocking mode.
This
implies that the dynamic response of the
internal structure rocking mode is of no
significance
compared to the overall
rigid-body rocking mode.

elastic half-space
loaded with a rigid
disk (representing the base mat),
with
formulae
taken from Reference 4.
The
analysis, however, did not consider the
mass of the soil, which is
effective
estimated to be approximately 25% of the
base mat mass or less than 10% of the
total mass of the reactor building and
hence of minor significance.
Since the motion of the structure
is
dominated by the first
three modes,
Table X A-13 indicates that the 5% and
10% damping values used to determine the
dynamic response are reasonable.
The model does not account for embedment
of the containment structure in the soil
nor does it
account for the differing
shear moduli of the various soil layers.
Re-examination
of the soil-structure
interaction problem using finite
element
techniques
could
account for these
effects.

The frequencies
computed
using the 4degree-of-freedom model are
compared
with those computed using the 14-degreeof-freedom model in Table X A-12.

A6.3.1.1.2 Conclusion.
We
conclude
that the soil-structure interaction model gives reasonably conservative seismic
loads on the structure.

The results shown in the table are based
on a soil shear modulus of G = 18,000
psi
(2592 ksf).
The A/E estimates that
this value may in fact vary as much as
+15% or -30%.
The sensitivity to this
variation
in
soil
property was considered
by the A/E in the 14-degree-offreedom model but not in
the 4-degreeof-freedom model.

A6.3.1.2

The
containment
internal
structure
consists of a reactor support pedestal
(13
1/2
ft radius, 4 1/2 ft thick) and
25-ft-tall
columns
arranged
around a
103-ft-diameter circle (see Fig. X A-8).
The cross sections of these columns
are
approximately
8 ft in the circumferential
direction and 2 ft
in
the radial
direction.
The lower portion of the
reactor support pedestal
(approximately
14 ft above the base mat) has a part cut
out of its
cross section (Fig. X A-10).

The 4-degree-of-freedom model was used
to compute
the seismic stresses in the
reactor building on the basis of the
ground response spectra, whereas the 14degree-of-freedom
model with a
time
history record was used to determine the
floor response spectra at
the charging
floor elevation.

The internal structure was reviewed only
from the viewpoint
of
mathematical
modeling to obtain seismic
inputs to
equipment such as
the reactor coolant
system loop.
The structure itself
was
not evaluated
from the viewpoint
of
seismic resistance.

The A/E investigated the possibility
of
soil liquefaction (loss of shear resistance) under seismic vibratory loads and
concluded
that there is
an adequate
margin of safety against liquefaction
for a hypothetical ground acceleration
of up to 0.25g.

A6.3.1.2.1 Commentary.
Review of the
design
calculations
indicated that the
mathematical
modeling
of
the
lower
portion of the internal structure (the
first
25 ft above the base mat) does not
properly
account for the considerable
reduction in the lateral
stiffness
due
to the blocked-out structure.
The A/E
replaced the individual
circumferential
column cross sections by an "equivalent"
annular ring with a
reduced thickness.
The cross-sectional moment of inertia of
this ring, together with that
of the
core, was computed, and the sum of these

The response of the system was determined from the ground
response
spectra
curves
corresponding
to 5% of critical
damping for the OBE and 10% of critical
damping for the DBE.
The A/E performed
calculations to estimate
strain energy
dissipated in each mode and came up with
average values of
percent
critical
damping for each mode as shown in Table
X A-13.
A6.3.1.1.1
Commentary.
stiffness
calculation

is

Containment Internal
Structure.

The
soilbased
on
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difference of almost 100% in an element
explained by
can be
stiffness value,
Note that the
to Fig. X A-9.
referring
internal structure (m3 ) mass is 310 kipas compared to a total mass of
sec 2 /ft
less than
that is,
3185 kip-sec 2 /ft,
Apparently the system dynamics are
10%.
motion
rigid-body
the
dominated by
two modes as
associated with the first
participation
by the modal
revealed
factors shown in the following table.

values, together with the sum of the
was
areas,
shear
cross-sectional
of the
assigned to the beam properties
the base mat and the
structure between
14-degree-of-freedom
the
1 of
mass
model.
Independent calculations indicate that a
to 2,812,000
equal
value
stiffness
for the lower porwould result
kip/ft
tion of the internal structure with the
dimensions indicated for the equivalent
the
representing
cylinder
solved
blocked-out internal structure.

Mode
1
2
3
4

unis
however,
This stiffness value,
in that the A/E's mathematical
realistic
the columns
modeling implies that all
have some shear connection throughout
they
fact,
their 25 ft length when, in
are connected only at the top (via floor
The approslabs) and at the base mat.
priate method of computing the lateral
stiffness of the lower portion of the
by summation of
is
structure
internal
the lateral stiffness of the individual
under proper consideration of
columns,
and of
individual column orientations,
Such an independent ca:-ulathe core.
of
stiffness
tion results in a lateral
for the reactor support
1,262,041 kip/ft
for the peripheral
and 185,000 kip/ft
columns or a total of 1,447,016 kip/ft.

Modal Participation Factor
1.563
-0.708
0.140
-0.012

In spite of the
A6.3.1.2.2 Conclusion.
differences noted in the commentary, the
of the error in computing
significance
the stiffness properties of the internal
since the
negligible
is
structure
dominated by the
is
seismic response
(rocking and translarigid-body modes
conclude,
We
tion) of the system.
that the seismic input to
therefore,
from the seismic
equipment resulting
of the internal structure is
analysis
adequate.

In accordance with the above, the actual
of the internal structure is
stiffness
In
about 51% of that used by the A/E.
addition, since the lateral stiffness of
internal
the
lower portion of
the
is only a fraction of that of
structure
more of the internal
the upper 96 ft,
structure mass will participate in the
flexural mode (the third mode of
first
interaction model)
the soil-structure
the A/E's
for in
accounted
than is
estimated that twice as
is
It
model.
much of the internal structure mass will
participate in the flexural mode than is
that
This means
calculated by the A/E.
factor
the modal participation
both
(which is a measure of the participation
of a particular mode to the total forceffective
ing function) and the modal
a measure of the modal
(which is
mass
reaction at the base of the structure)
for the flexural mode
will be greater
than is implied by the A/E model.

A6.3.1.3

Paint Coatings Within
Containment.

The internal surface of the containment
and
liner, internal concrete structure,
are coated with
components
metallic
from
Aside
paint coatings.
special
aesthetic purposes, coatings are used to
prevent corrosion of metal surfaces and
The coatings must
to seal the concrete.
be able to withstand normal and accident
without becoming separated
environments
such as by
from the walls in any way,
flaking, and crackruptured blisters,
Excessive delamination of coating
ing.
films could cause the strainers in the
containment spray and safety injection
systems to clog and would interfere with
their proper operation.
specimens of each of the coating
Two
systems were subjected to a qualificainvolving simultaneous expotion test
and
steam,
sure to gamma radiation,
for a period of 7 days.
spray
chemical
simulated LOCA condiThe exposure to
tions began with a rapid injection of
steam, followed by a 40-min dwell at
280°F and a 20-min drop to 1401F, where
the
for
held
was
the temperature
coating
The
of the test.
remainder
three
with
sprayed
specimens were
chemical solutions during the
different
dose
gamma-radiation
The total
test.

As a result of our investigation, the
using the
A/E revised his calculations
stiffness properties and recomcorrect
modal
mode shapes,
puted frequencies,
seismic
and
factors,
participation
A comparison of the original
response.
calculations with the revised calculaof
tions shows very small differences
for this
The reason
less than 10%.
a
of
spite
in
small difference,
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the plant was constructed, however,
the
qualification
requirements
were relatively rudimentary;
thus the results
obtained were regarded as being adequate
to demonstrate satisfactory performance.
It
should also be stated that
the
qualification test
was more realistic
than many that are conducted in that
nuclear radiation, steam,
and chemical
spray were applied simultaneously.
Most
tests that have been conducted have
involved
sequential
exposures to these
environmental conditions.

received by the coatings during the test
was 100 megarads.
The specimens
test
showed no
of any type.

at the conclusion of the
significant
degradation

Commentary.
Comparison of
A6.3.1.3.1
test
conditions with
the qualification
those postulated
under maximum
LOCA
conditions
shows
that during the first
hour, the test
temperature profile exceeds the calculated containment temperature profile by a substantial
margin,
the smallest difference being about 10'F
at the
peak containment
temperature.
The margin between the two temperatures
decreased during the second hour of the
test;
thereafter,
the test
temperature
was the same as
the calculated design
basis accident
(DBA) temperature.
The
gamma-radiation
exposure and chemical
sprays used in the test were essentially
the same as those expected in the plant.

A6.3.1.3.2
Conclusion.
The qualification test
established
that there is a
reasonably
good probability
that the
coating
systems will not experience
large-scale failure (flaking and/or delamination) should a LOCA occur.
A6.3.1.4

The crane
is
at elevation 99 ft 1 1/2
in. directly over the containment
spray
headers.
A dynamic
analysis
of the
crane was performed by
the A/E.
The
fundamental
frequencies
of the crane
with the hoist trolley at mid-span with
no hoisted load on the hook were found
to be 4.2 cps in the vertical direction
and 2.27 cps in the horizontal direction.
The A/E determined
the seismic
accelerations
from the 5% equipment
damping response spectra curves at the
charging
floor elevation to be as follows:

Based on present qualification philosophy and ignoring, for the moment,
considerations
regarding the number of
specimens tested, the coatings
may be
regarded as being qualified for somewhat
less than a week following a LOCA event.
The utility
has reported that this is an
adequate
period for the coatings
to
retain their integrity.
A few days
after a LOCA event, cooling requirements
are not critical,
and any degradation of
cooling
system performance
caused by
coating
failure would not have serious
consequences.
There remains
the question of whether
two specimens
constitute an adequate
sample of each coating system.
Analysis
of this subject has shown
that tests
must be made of a relatively large number of specimens
(about 50)
with no
coating failures
to yield modest confidence (about 90% confidence level)
in
the adequacy of the coating system.
In
addition, experience has shown
that it
is
difficult
to establish
that the
coatings on test
samples
are
fully
equivalent
to
the coating actually
applied because
the application
techniques
and local climatic conditions
have a strong influence on the ability
of the coating to adhere properly under
LOCA conditions.
In
this
respect the
qualification test
is somewhat deficient
when judged in
terms of the evolving
qualification
philosophy. 1 At the time

iAt this time,

a formal,

Crane.

Earthquake
Vertical-OBE
Vertical-DBE
Horizontal-OBE
Horizontal-DBE

Acceleration

(g)

0.19
0.30
0.62
0.84

The A/E stresses computed on the basis
of the above accelerations are shown in
Table X A-14.
Note that the maximum
stress was found to be 24.12 ksi; it
occurs in the end ties
(which connect
the two
girders that span the crane
wall) and is due to the horizontal
DBE.
This
stress value is compared to 90% of
the yield strength = 32.4 ksi.
A6.3.1.4.1 Commentary.
The
seismic
evaluation of the crane, under the assumption that there is no lifted
load on
the hook, is reasonable since this would
be the normal condition when the reactor
is in operation.

accepted stand-

ard is
not in existence, and there is
no explicit requirement regarding sample size.

The acceleration
values considered by
the A/E were based on the response spec-
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A6.3.1.4.2 Conclusion.
Although
the
estimated stress levels exceed
the 90%
yield
strength criterion established by
the FSAR, it is our judgment that
there
is
sufficient reserve strength
(the
ultimate tensile strength is estimated
to be twice
the yield strength) to
prevent catastrophic failure.

trum at tne
charging floor elevation,
assuming equipment damping of 5% of
This
high damping value is
critical.
not in agreement with the values given
in the FSAR. Table X A-9, which summarizes the FSAR values, shows a 2% dampfor mechanical equipment for
ing value
both the OBE and the DBE. The currently
accepted
values, as given in Regulatory
Guide 1.61, allow 2% for the OBE and 3%
for the DBE.
In our judgment, if these
damping values
are used, the higher
design ground response spectra given in
should be used.
Regulatory Guide 1.48
If we adhere to the 2% values given in
the FSAR for the PWR, then the peak acin the horizontal direction
celerations
and 1.05g
would be 1.425g for the DBE
for the OBE, which occur over the freencomquency bandwidth of 1 to 8 cps,
passing the 2.27 cps natural frequency
of the crane in the horizontal direction.

It is our judgment that catastrophic
failure of the crane, which
in turn
could damage
the recirculation spray
headers (Fig. X A-8), is not expected.
A6.3.2

The reactor coolant system consists of
the reactor pressure vessel (containing
the fuel), the pressurizer, three essentially identical coolant loops, a pressurizer relief tank, connecting piping,
and instrumentation. Each reactor coolant loop contains a steam generator,
a
reactor coolant pump, two loop isolation
valves, and interconnecting piping.

spectrum at
In addition, the response
(elevation 47 ft 4
the charging floor
in.) would not reflect the higher accelat the crane elevation, because
erations
of the rocking mode of the containment
An estimate of the relative
structure.
values of acceleration at the two elevations may be obtained by comparing the
product of the modal participation factor times the mode shape coefficient for
the
Examination of
each elevation.
A/E's computer output for the seismic
analysis of the containment structure
that this product for the rockreveals
crane
the
for
ing mode is 1.274
elevation as compared to 0.9033 for the
charging floor elevation.

The reactor coolant piping, steam generators, and reactor coolant pumps are
provided with snubbers, which accommodate the thermal expansion from the
fixed or anchored reactor vessel with no
resistance, but which do resist earthquake
and pipe-whip forces.
Steamgenerator restraints are provided
near
the bottom of each steam generator to
resist lateral and vertical loads
resulting from seismic and pipe-rupture
forces. Additional restraints are provided at a higher elevation to resist
lateral loads resulting from seismic and
pipe-rupture forces.

In light of the above it is estimated
that the maximum computed stress in the
ties for the horizontal DBE would
end
be:
1.425 x1.274
0.8-4
0._9033

Portions of the system are discussed
section A6.3.2.1 through A6.3.2.5.
A6.3.2.1

1.05
1.-274
x1.1=4.
0._62 x 0.9033x7812

ks

in

Reactor Coolant System Loops.

The mathematical
model
for one of the
reactor coolant systems loops, as developed by the supplier, is shown in Fig.' X
A-11. Joint 33 represents
the support
point for the pump. Joints 14 and 18
represent support points for the
steam
generator.
The loop is estimated to
weigh 1340 kip.

x 24.1 = 57.7 ksi

Similarly for the OBE, the maximum
puted stress would be:

REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

com-

The mathematical modeling is characterized by the following features:

s

It is apparent that the OBE will induce
some plastic flow and that the DBE will
induce plastic flow. The plate is approximately 3 ft deep and 3/8 in. thick;
thus buckling on one side under these
thereby further inloads is likely,
creasing plastic flow on the tension
side.
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a.

Local flexibility of the nozzleshell juncture is not accounted for.

b.

The actual pump and steam generator
support members are not represented
in
the model; instead, their stiffness characteristics are determined
in a separate calculation and assigned to the support points.

a

c.

d.

The main
lines are
model.

unless;

steam lines and feedwater
not represented in the

Me/M s< 0.0001

Dynamic interaction between the loop
and the
reactor building internal
structure
(which is estimated
to
weigh 27,000 kip) is not considered.

where:
f e= natural frequency of supported
system (the loop)

The supplier has determined
that the
is
fundamental frequency of the loop
5.12
cps and that the pump motion dominates the fundamental mode.
The next
two modes
in which steam-generator motion predominates have
frequencies
of
6.57 cps and 7.08 cps.

f S= natural frequency of support
(internal structure)

in
The OBE floor response spectrum used
determining the seismic response of the
loop is shown in Fig. X A-12.
Note that
the peak acceleration value 1.68g occurs
between natural periods of 0.125 sec and
0.9
sec corresponding to frequencies of
8 and 1.1 cps.

=

total mass of supported system

Ms

=

total mass of support

In this case Me/Ms = [3(1340)1/27,000
0.15 since there are three loops.

The possible values for fe/fs for each
of 2 configurations are given in Table X
A-16.

Critical stresses were computed for the
400 elbow in
the upper crossover leg
near the steam generator outlet nozzle
as shown in Table X A-15.

Note that both configurations
indicate
the need for a coupled model.
The sup-plier has indicated that in the design
of recent reactor plants a coupled model
was used and this
has resulted in a
decrease in seismic stresses in the loop
by 30%; so, in this
special configura-tion, inclusion of coupling appears to
have value only for obtaining a more
accurate assessment of stress in the
internal structure.

A6.3.2.1.1 Commentary.
The A/E computed a fundamental frequency of 8.32 cpsr
as noted in section A6.3.2.2. As noted
in
the commentary, this higher value is
probably correct.
If the fundamental
frequency
is
indeed higher than 8 cps,
then Fig.
X A-12 indicates
that the
spectral acceleration values for the OBE
would be between 0.14g and 0.21g, which
is 1/8
the peak value of 1.68g. The
actual seismic loads may be significantly less
than indicated in the analysis
performed by the supplier.

A6.3.2.1.2 Conclusion.
It appears that
the computed stiffness matrix for the
reactor coolant pump support does not
reflect the as-built condition;
so the
computed seismic stresses shown in Table
X A-15 are probably higher than they
would be
for the defined DBE and OBE
floor response spectra.

The
fundamental frequency of 5.12 cps
computed by the supplier for the loop is
97% of the computed third-mode frequency
(5.3 cps) of the containment, which is
dominated by flexure of the reactor
building internal structure. Since the
loop is braced to the internal structure
via steam generator and pump supports,
there could be significant dynamic interaction between the structure and the
loop.

Dynamic coupling between the loop and
the internal structure may provide additional lowering of seismic stresses in
the loop. We did not evaluate the seismic resistance of the internal structure; thus we cannot judge the
significance of the effect that inclusion of
coupling would have on seismic stress in
the internal structure.

RDT Standard F9-2T (tentative), p. 20,
(Ref. 5) indicates that a single model
which couples both the equipment (the
loop in our case) and the support
(the
internal structure in our case) should
be used if:
0.5 !ý f /f

M

We conclude that the seismic resistance
of the reactor coolant system appears to
be adequate.

< 2.0
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A6.3.2.2

Steam-Generator and Pump
Supports.

Load (a)

Each primary loop is composed of a steam
generator, a primary coolant pump, and
piping that connects these units to each
other and to
the reactor vessel.
In
this particular plant the A/E, not the
supplier, is responsible for the design
of the component support. Both the A/E
and the supplier have performed independent dynamic seismic analyses of the
primary loop. The A/E states in Ref.
6
that the steam generator and reactor
rigid
coolant pump were modeled as
Figure X A-13 shows the mathemembers.
The
matical modeling used by the A/E.
supplier accounts for the flexibility in
these members.
The A/E provided the
supplier with the design details for the
support of the pump and steam generator
to be included in the mathematical dynamic model of the loop.

0% critical damping.

b.

0.015-sec rise time to reach maximum
jet force at pipe break.

C.

Longitudinal break assumed to
over two pipe diameters.

d.

section of longitudinal break assumed to maintain full axial load
capabilities but cross-sectional moment of inertia reduced to 1b% of
that of unbroken pipe.

W

AISC code allowable

W + DBE

1.33 x (AISC code
allowable)
Tension
Shear

W +DBE +R

-

F
y
0.7 F
y
-

Bending -F y
Compression

(a) W
DBEE
R
F
a

-

1.6 Fa

normal operating conditions;
design basis earthquake;
pipe rupture;
specified yield point; and
allowable compressive stress..

The A/E computed a fundamental frequency
of 8.32 cps for the loop;
the supplier
computed 5.12 cps.
The supplier also
determined second- and third-mode frequencies of
6.57 cps and 7.08
cps,
respectively.
The fundamental frequency
mode is dominated by pump motion, whereas the second and third modes are dominated by the steam generator.

The design of the support structure for
the steam generator and the primary
coolant pump is governed by loads resulting from postulated circumferential
and longitudinal pipe breaks.
These
loads are far in excess of the computed
Support loads due to 10
seismic loads.
postulated pipe ruptures were determined
on the basis of a time history dynamic
analysis using the first 30 modes of the
mathematical model shown in Fig. X A-13
under the following assumptions:

a.

Allowable (a)

A6.3.2.2.1 Commentary.
The
8.32-cps
fundamental
frequency computed by the
A/E gives a horizontal seismic spectral
acceleration of 0.21g; the 5.12-cps fundamental frequency computed by the supplier gives
1.68g.
This could lead to
an increase
in seismic
loads in the
support members
by a factor of 8. We
believe, however, that the A/E's computations reflect the addition of the horizontal snubbers for the pump,
indicating that the higher frequency value
represents the lower bound for the actual structure, so that 0.21g acceleration
is applicable.

occur

In addition, the assumption of 0% critical damping in determining the dynamic
response from pipe-rupture loads is extremely conservative;
Regulatory Guide
1.61 permits 3%.
In our judgment any
support member increase in seismic loads
due to a lowered fundamental frequency
would be more than offset by a decreased
dynamic
response to pipe rupture loads
with 3% critical damping.

Table X A-17 summarizes the computed
steam-generator
support member
loads
resulting from seismic and pipe-rupture
events.
Table X A-18 summarizes
the
computed loads in the members supporting
the primary coolant pump.
The original
support design of the pump had no horizontal snubbers.

A6.3.2.2.2 Conclusion.
The support design for the pump and generator should
be capable of withstanding loads induced
by combined seismic and pipe rupture
events.
The
design
appears to be
adequate.

Member loads were evaluated in accordance with the following criteria:
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V

A6.3.2.3

Reactor Coolant Pump Nozzles.

Stresses arising from a variety of loading sources are required for structural
evaluation of the nozzles.
In
the
analysis of the 93A casing nozzles (Ref.
7), the following procedures are used to
obtain these stresses or to qualify
components:

Each of the three reactor coolant loops
a vertically mounted coolant
contains
pump and drive motor assembly (Fig. X A14).
The overall height of the unit is
25 ft 3 in.
This single-stage centrifugal pump is
designed to deliver 88,500 gpm against a
280-ft head.
It is driven by a 6000-hp,
single-speed, air-cooled induction motor
mounted directly above it.
Coolant returning to the reactor from
the steam generator is drawn up through
the 31-in.-ID suction nozzle
into the
impeller
and discharged through the
27.5-in.-ID nozzle in the side of the
pump casing.
As a part of the primary coolant loop,
the pump casing and nozzles are classified as Class
I seismic components.
(Ref. 3)
Table 4.1.6-1 of the FSAR
indicates that although no specific code
provision for pumps was in effect at the
time the pump was designed, the reactor
coolant pump casing was designed per
Article 4 of Section III of the ASME
Boiler and Pressure vessel Code (i.e.,
to the same rules used for the reactor
vessel design).

a.

Determine stresses in the nozzle
walls from pipe reactions using beam
type formulae. These equations are
incorporated in computer
program
NUMBRA used for this analysis.

b.

In the pump casing wall at the junction with the nozzles,
determine
stresses from pipe reactions
using
the formulae of Welding Research
Bulletin 107
(Ref.
8) .
These
Bijlaard equations are also incorporated in computer program NUMBRA.

C.

Determine thermal stresses (for normal and upset conditions
only)
in
the nozzle wall due to radial temperature gradients,
using
simple
cylindrical models of corresponding
diameter and wall thickness.

d.

Qualify the discharge nozzle for the
faulted condition with a special
finite element model in conjunction
with a limit analysis using computer
program ANSYS.
The model used is a
full 3600 model with a refined grid
of triangular flat-plate elements
with plastic properties.
In this
analysis the boundary at the junction with the pump casing was taken
as fixed.

e.

Qualify the casing and nozzles
for
fatigue by invoking the exemption
provisions of paragraph NB-3222.4d,
Section III,,ASME Code.

The analysis of the PWR reactor coolant
pump nozzles is contained in a generic
report prepared by the major equipment
supplier (Ref. 7).
In general, this major equipment supplier seeks to qualify standard components
of the steam supply system on the basis
of a master one-time analysis applicable
to all reactor plants in which the
system is installed.

A6.3.2.3.1 Comamentary.
When the method
of a master analysis using umbrella
loads is used to qualify a component for
a specific application,
it should be
demonstrated that actual
loads do
in
fact fall within the limits of the umbrella.
The equipment supplier had, at
our request, prepared such a comparison
for the working session.
However, this
comparison was confined solely to the
pipe reactions at the nozzles
due to
seismic loads.
Although this limited
comparison showed actual
loads
to be
below the corresponding umbrella loads,
it did not
include other simultaneous
loadings required by the code to be
combined with those of seismic
origin.
The equipment supplier recently indicated that other loads have been combined
with the seismic
loads and that the
umbrella loads have not been exceeded.

the supTo accomplish this objective,
plier performs the master analysis for a
loadings
set of thermal and mechanical
chosen to represent a conservative envelope of the most severe loading cases
expected in any specific application.
The loading cases used in the master
analysis are referred to as the umbrella
In the master analysis this
loads.
component is shown to meet the requirements of the applicable structural code
If the actual
under the umbrella loads.
loadings in a given plant installation
are subsequently shown (either by loading limitations established in the specor by analysis) to be less
ifications
severe than the umbrella loads, then the
structural adequacy of the component is
considered to have been demonstrated for
the specific application.
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straints designed to prevent a ruptured
containment
the
pipe from damaging
for the main
Restraints
structure.
are installed
steam line, for example,
on 5-ft centers, which is equal to the
the pipe line
radial distance between
and the inside of the containment wall.

For the discharge nozzle, the stresses
in the pump casing wall at the junction
using
are assessed
the nozzle
with
This
of analysis.
Bijlaard's method
of doubtful value in this
is
approach
for
since
the conditions
application
of Bijlaard's method
valid application
are not present.

design
Figure X A-15 shows the restraint
Note
for the main steam line.
concept
that the 6-in. space between the outside
the
of the pipe and the inside of
restraint should allow unrestrained motion of the pipe under thermal and seisin
contact
The pipe comes
mic loads.
only if a pipe break
with the restraint
forces that induce very large
causes jet
pipe movements.

analysis may be used to deBijlaard's
termine the stresses in a shell at its
junction with a smaller cylinder (nozeither
shell is
the
provided
zle),
spherical or cylindrical, the intersecting cylinder is normal to the surface,
diameter is less than one-third
and its
In addition,
the diameter of the shell.
based upon the
since the analysis is
the
of
deformation
characteristics
the shell is presumed to be thin
shell,
and uniform.

The restraints for the main steam line
a pipehave been designed to resist
rupture load equal to:

this application, the following conIn
ditions invalidate the approach:
a.

exceeds
The nozzle diameter
third the diameter of the pump
ing.

-0

P = 1.25 p A
where

onecas-

p = the design pressure,

and

A = the flow area.
b.

c.

The casing wall certainly cannot be
uniform in the vicinity
considered
its
Along
of the discharge nozzle.
upper periphery, this nozzle abuts a
thick flange.

to
have been designed
The restraints
develop a plastic hinge when the thrust
load P is applied at the point of contact between the pipe OD and the inside
of the restraint.

The required condition of uniformity
also violated in
for the shell is
by the mutual proximity
both cases
interaction
of the two nozzles;
stresses may also occur in the region between the nozzles.

The same procedure (including the use of
formulae for calculating P) was apthe
plied in designing the restraints for
Material for the
line.
the feedwater
is
restraint
feedwater line pipe-whip
AlSl 1144 bar stock with a minimum yield
strength of 53,000 psi.

The pump casing was not specifically
modeled so that the general stress distribution in the pump casing wall under
faulted conditions was not established.
For the discharge nozzle to qualify, a
elements
limit analysis using finite
with plastic properties was required.
This suggests that stresses in the pump
for the faulted condition may be
casing
quite high and that a corresponding
element analysis of this region
finite
is needed.
There is
Conclusion.
A6.3.2.3.2
ficient information to assess
In our judgment a finite
adequacy.
needed before
ment analysis is
adequacy can be established.
A6.3.2.4

were
Analyses
Commentary.
A6.3.2.4.1
coefperformed to establish the thrust
to the PWR plant
ficient appropriate
When the steam generafeedwater line.
level drops below the feed
tor water
ring, high pressure steam will enter the
and accelerate an ever diminfeedline
to the
ishing water mass down the pipe
break.
Analysis of a break near the check valve
feedline shows that with
170 ft
of a
approximamathematical
conservative
impulse with peak force 1.35
an
tions,
The analysis is based on
pA will occur.
in the steam generator being
the water
subcooled by the amount corresponding to
anticipated
is
It
operation.
normal
that a more refined calculation would
the coefficient below 1.25 for
reduce
calculation
The refined
this case.
should also be carried out for the

insufdesign
eledesign

Pipe-Whip Restraints.

Both the main steam line and the feedwater lines that connect to the top and
side of the steam generator, respectiverely,
are provided with pipe-whip
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V

minimum amount of subcooling
occur in the steam generator.

that

A6.3.2.5.2
Conclusion.
Our evaluation
regarding
of the information available
the hydraulic snubbers installed at the
plant leads to the conclusion that they
are probably adequate for the period of
time between refuelinq outages.

may

The pipe-whip
A6.3.2.4.2 Conclusion.
design for the main steam line
restraint
the design criteria.
to satisfy
appears
Present analysis for the thrust coeffithe feedwater line predicts a
cient in
thrust coefficient of 1.35 existing for
However, the analya very short time.
In our opinsis has some conservatism.
integrity of pipe-whip rethe
ion
straints for the feedwater
line
(based
is
on a design thrust of 1.25 pA)
therefore,
unlikely to be compromised;
also may be judged as
these
restraints
satisfying the design criteria.
A6.3.2.5

A6.3.3

LOW HEAD SAFETY INJECTION SYSTEM
(LHSIS)

The LHSIS consists of two pumps, which,
LOCA,
in the event of a large-break
draw borated water from the
initially
refueling water storage tank and inject
After the
it
into the RCS hot legs.
system valves
injection phase,
initial
are realigned, and these pumps recirculate to the RCS the spilled reactor
coolant and injected borated water.

Snubbers.

The hydraulic snubbers are designed to
offer
no resistance to slowly varying
for example,
pipe displacements which,
thermal transients but "lock"
accompany
under the rapid pipe motions induced by
dynamic loads such as earthquakes.

are
The low head safety injection pumps
located in the safeguards area alongside
their
pump
the containment building;
impellers are actually located within an
extension of the containment boundary.
The pump casing is connected by a horizontal length of piping to the containment sump.

fluid
The snubbers contain a hydraulic
and a movable piston; hence seals must
be provided to prevent the loss of fluid
around
the shaft and at certain other
At the time the snubbers for
locations.
the
PWR plant were being designed,
polyurethane was recommended by the seal
industry on the basis of limited laboraAdditional testing since
tory testing.
time, plus the fact that the seals
that
in a large number of snubbers built by a
manufacturer different from the one who
for the PWR plant have
built those
nuclear
installation
in
failed after
in
the
generating plants, has resulted
being more keenly aware of the
industry
ambient
effects of the hydraulic fluid,
temperature and nuclear radiation on the
We have been provided
seal materials.
with a copy of the report of tests
performed by the supplier of the seal
material used in the snubbers at the PWR
plant, and a copy of the specification
sheet for the hydraulic fluid (Ref. 9).

pumps have a
The vertical centrifugal
design discharge pressure of 300 psig
and a design flow rate of 3000 gpm each.
An unusual feature of these pumps is the
relatively long shaft necessary to connect the impeller, at elevation -32 ft,
to the motor, at elevation +12 ft.
A6.3.3.1

Piping.

of
consisting
The LHSIS piping system,
10-in.
and 12-in. Schedule 140 piping,
is extensive with lines running inside,
the containment
and around
outside,
elevation
structure; it also extends in
(in some sections) between the accumulator tank supported at the base mat at
to a maximum
ft.
7 in.
elevation -27
6 in.
and finally
elevation of 24 ft.
connects to the reactor vessel primary
piping at elevation 14 ft.
The A/E determined seismic stresses for
sections of the piping between anchor
points
in accordance with the following
procedure:

diOpinion is
Commentary.
A6.3.2.5.1
vided about whether polyurethane, ethylene propylene, or some other material is
but, from a review of the availabest,
that
there
ble information, it appears
are formulations of either compound that
are adequate for at least the period of
A fortime between refueling outages.
mal qualification program to demonstrate
to maintain
the ability of snubbers
fluid
proper sealing of the hydraulic
under the operating environment (including severe seismic disturbance following
and radiation aging, and a
temperature
LOCA environment) should be conducted.
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a.

Masses are lumped at short intervals
along the pipe line, and each mass
is
assigned 3 translational degrees
of freedom.

b.

Frequencies, mode shapes, and partiare computed for
cipation factors
each mode.

c.

Spectral
selected

are
acceleration values
for each mode for earth-

quakes
occurring
in
principal directions.
d.

e.
f.

g.

h.

each

of

the

where

If the
anchor points are at
two
different elevations, then the maximum response spectrum for the most
severe point is used.
Modal forces on the basis of items a
through d are then computed.

18 Sh

i.

=

longitudinal pressure stress

SDL

=

dead weight stress

OBE

=

operational basis
earthquake stress

DBE

=

design basis earthquake stress
)

S

=

allowable stress at
ing temperature

=

allowable
stress
temperature

to

at ambient

a.

Chloride
stress corrosion can occur
in acid solutions.

b.

Chloride stress corrosion is strongly inhibited in an alkaline solution
with a pH of 8.0 or higher.

c.

Chloride stress corrosion is
inhibited by boric acid at a concentration of 2500 ppm.

The AEC set forth criteria
to be followed regarding the use of sensitized
stainless
steel piping in the PWR.
The
A/E reviewed
the
affected
systems
including portions of the LHSIS (Ref.
10).
This report shows compliance with
the criteria.

where
SLp

S

due

A test
program was conducted to determine
the environmental
effects
that
produce chloride
stress corrosion
of
sensitized
steel.
It
was concluded
that:

Seismic stresses generated in items
f and g are combined with longitudinal pressure and dead weight stresses and evaluated in accordance
with
the following criteria:

SLP + SDL + SDBE-

secondary
stress
thermal expansion

During construction of the PWR certain
sections of the LHSIS cold bent stainless
steel
piping
(together
with
portions of other piping systems) became
sensitized;
that
is,
their corrosion
resistance was lowered owing to chromium
carbide precipitation
at
the
grain
boundaries.

Stresses
due to seismically induced
differential anchor motion are computed by applying
the root mean
square of the seismic displacements
at the anchor position in opposite
directions.

l-' Sh

=

A summary of computed stresses and margins of safety is presented in
Table X
A-19.

Seismic stresses
at various
locations
in the piping are computed by
selecting the highest modal
force
for each principal direction at each
mass point and combining it with the
root of the sum of the
square
squares
of the
remaining
modal
forces.
The resulting force values
for each principal
direction
are
then applied
to the mass points as
an equivalent
static
load on the
structure, and seismic stress values
are computed.

SLP + SDL + SOBE

S TH

A6.3.3.1.1 Commentary.
The method of
combining
modal inertial
forces in the
principal directions to determine seismic
stresses
is
not correct.
The
correct method requires that stresses be
computed for each set of modal forces
and that the modal
stresses
then be
combined.
Nevertheless, in our judgment
the A/E's method leads to conservative
results because:

im
Primary
Stresses

operat-

In
addition,
non-seismic
stresses
are evaluated in accordance with the
following criteria:
SLP + SDL - Sh
STH < 1.25 Sc + 0.25 Sh
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a.

The method of combining the maximum
modal
force with the square root of
the sum of the squares is
conservative.

b.

Use of maximum response spectra
for
pipe
sections connecting to different elevations
is
a conservative
approach.

I

The method of applying the seismic
in all three
input simultaneously
principal directions in effect means
that the earthquake components act
simultaneously and in phase, which
is conservative.

The
Seismic loads were taken as 3.0g.
analysis indicated that the shaft casing
A
would deflect 1.15 in. at the pump.
maximum stress of 9519 psi was computed
for the
inner casing at the
lower
seismic support.

In connection with item c, at the time
the PWR was built, the AEC generally
inputs in only one
accepted seismic
horizontal direction and one vertical
could
for example,
direction, which,
lead to a stress value of 1.45 or 2.05
depending on whether the A/E assumed
that the earthquake components were out
on the basis of
of phase or in phase.
further evaluation of earthquake records, the AEC is now requiring that all
three components of the earthquake be
considered to act simultaneously but out
this could lead to a stress
of phase;
The approach used in the
value of 1.7S.
analysis of the LHSIS piping could lead,
in effect, to a stress value of 3.OS and
is therefore considered to be conservative.

The LHSIS pump supplier prepared static
(3.0 g) calculations to investig-load
gate the ability of LHSIS pump
to
operate during and after MCE deflections
calculations
of 1.15 inches.
These
included:

C.

primary
considered
evaluation
The
stresses and thermal expansion stresses
as required by the B31.1 piping code.
Current practice would require analysis
and evaluation in accordance with the
(NB 3600 of ASZ4E Code
Nuclear Code
Section III), which considers evaluation
to thermal
of secondary stresses due
Since the
gradients and cyclic loads.
LHSIS piping is not subject to significant thermal gradients and less than
secondary
cycles of operation,
4,000
cyclic loading conditions
stresses and
are judged acceptable.

b.

Computation of pump shaft bearing
seismic
to
lateral
loads
due
acceleration.

C.

addiComputation of simultaneous
due
to
bearing
loads
tional
during
seismic
gyroscopic torque
vibration.
supplier's

computations
func-

a.

Stator-rotor clearance is not
tionally impaired.

b.

The maximum bearing loads to be
small compared to the
expected are
rated load capacity of the bearings.

(gaskets, seals,
The
pump internals
etc.) can be exposed to high levels of
nuclear radiation during the recirculation phase following a LOCA, and the A/E
states
that these
items can withstand
Documentation made
this environment.
available to substantiate this assertion
are Refs. 11, 12, and 13.
We understand that the motor drives are
identical to those used on the containfor
mernt
recirculation spray pumps,
program
was
qualification
which a
conducted (see section A6.3.5.2).

The design of
Conclusion.
A6.3.3.1.2
the LHSIS piping appears to be adequate.
Pumps and Drives.

The
analysis
A6. 3.3.2.1 Commentary.
indicates that stresses in the pump are
judgIn our
within acceptable limits.
ment the analysis provided to verify the
under
ability of the pump to operate
inches
deflections as large as 1.15
provides reasonable engineering assurance that operability will not be impaired by deflections of this magnitude.

The motor drive is mounted at elevation
0 in.; the pump end is approxift.
12
The
mately 50 ft. below that level.
shaft that drives the pump is laterally
turn is
braced inside a pipe, which in
encased in concrete at elevation -27 ft.
6 in. and laterally braced by a 2 3/8in. -thick plate at elevation 12 ft. 0
in.
performed
supplier
The
the
which indicate that
frequency is 3.55 cps.

Examination of pump shaft deflections and stator-rotor clearances
under conditions of maximum deflecseismic
to
lateral
tion
due
acceleration.

The LHSIS pump
show:

sensitization of portions of the
The
to have been properly
piping appears
handled and should present no compromise
to design adequacy provided the surveillance program outlined in Ref. 10 is
maintained..

A6.3.3.2

a.

However, these computations were static
are not the
not dynamic analyses and
equivalent of a seismic vibration test

calculations
fundamental
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not resist seismic loads, we need not
investigate their design adequacy.
Restraints and anchors have also been used
extensively, and their design is such
that they present no special maintenance
problems.
Since anchors and restraints
resist thermal loads during normal plant
operation, routine inspection would show
any weaknesses to resist seismic loads.
The hydraulic snubbers, however, only
resist
dynamic
loads
and are not
"exercised'' by thermal loads
during
normal plant operation. As indicated in
section A6.3.2.5 opinion is divided as
to whether polyurethane, ethylene propylene, or some other material is best,
but, from a review of the available
information, it appears that there are
formulations of either compound that are
adequate for at least the period of time
between refueling outages.
A formal
qualification program to demonstrate the
ability of snubbers to maintain proper
sealing of the hydraulic fluid under the
operating and accident environments (including severe seismic disturbance following temperature and radiation aging,
and a LOCA environment)
should
be
conducted.

adequately following a severe earthquake
at the PWR plant.
The other aspects of the test program,
as reported in Ref. 15, demonstrate that
the VMO design is rugged and can be reasonably expected to function properly in
is
conclusion
This
plant.
the
reinforced by the fact that the VM'O are
located separate from any high energy
piping systems.
the
We judge
Conclusion.
A6.3.3.4.2
in the LHSIS to be
design of the VMO
adequate for the service conditions to
which they may be subjected.
A6.3.3.5

Snubbers and Hangers.

The LHSIS piping is provided at various
of
following types
points with the
supports:
a.

These units are
Hydraulic Snubbers.
designed to offer no resistance to
slowly varying pipe displacements
that, for example, accompany thermal
transients, but they "lock" under
the rapid pipe motions induced by
dynamic loads, such as earthquakes.

b.

Spring hangers support the
Hangers.
pipe weight only, and offer negligito pipe displaceble resistance
ments. Rod hangers also support the
pipe weight but offer resistance to
downward pipe motion (since the rod
and negligible
tension)
in
is
resistance to pipe motion in other
(since the rod readily
directions
buckles).

C.

These units are deRestraints.
signed trestrain pipe motion at a
point in one or two
particular
directions.

d.

These units are designed
Anchors.
to restrain pipe displacements at a
particular point in all directions.

A6.3.3.5.2 Conclusion.
We judge anchors,
restraints,
and hangers
to be
adequate on the basis of experience and
normal plant operation.
As indicated in
section A6.3.2.5, in our judgment, the
hydraulic snubbers are probably adequate
for the period of time between refueling
outages.
A6. 3.3.6

The instrumentation
and logic circuits
which determine that a LOCA event has
occurred and which then initiate functioning of the LHSIS are part of the
plant protection system.
None of the
instrumentation within the LHSIS appears
to be vital to the successful operation
of the system during the
injection
phase,
but rather it serves to inform
the operator (via indicating lights and
gauges in the control room) that the
system is performing properly.

The piping drawings tabulate the calcuat each support as
lated displacements
well as the calculated forces that the
support should be capable of resisting
This
for the various load conditions.
information is used by the supplier to
design the support. Support design calculations were not reviewed.

Two
highly important instrumentation
items are the level sensors and the
level alarms
on the Refueling Water
Storage Tank (RWST); these are essential
to inform the operator when to change
the valve alignment to change
from the
injection phase to the recirculation
phase. Because the operator can obtain
comparable
information
from
other
sources (i.e., the clock, which advises
the duration of the injection phase and
hence approximately how much water could
have been withdrawn from the RWST, and
the containment sump level
indicators,

The design features of the hydraulic
test
and the environmental
snubbers
results described in section A6.3.2.5
are applicable to the LHSIS snubbers.
A6 . 3. 3. 5 . 1
been used
many years.

Instrumentation.

have
Hangers
Commentary.
extensively in industry for
In addition, since they do
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A6.3.4.1

Accumulator Tank Nozzle

which advise whether there is sufficient
failwater there to supply the LHSIS),
RWST level instrumentation
ure of the
does not automatically lead to a failure
It must be recognized,
of the LHSIS.
failure of this level
that
however,
malcould result in
instrumentation
the
system unless
operation of the
to the situation and
alert
is
operator
takes the proper action based upon the
secondary instrumentation cited above.

Figure X A-16 shows the details of the
accumulator piping nozzle connection to
the hemispherical head of the accumulaThe ratio of nozzle to shell
tor tank.
The DBE pipe loads
is
8.25/69 = 0.12.
by the
on the nozzle were determined
analysis (see
A/E's piping flexibility
Table X A-20).

sensors
instrumentation
The RWST level
are located outside the plant and hence
cannot be exposed to LOCA conditions.
The control room instruments are within
the plant, but are in an area protected
environmental conditions.
from adverse
Both portions- of the instrumentation
to
system are potentially vulnerable
of a severe seismic
damage as a result
Because the PWR
however.
disturbance,
a formal
plant was constructed before
qualification program became an explicit
AEC licensing requirement, we have not
been able to obtain documentation of
such qualification in order to make an
evaluation of design adequacy.

that the tank is
The FSAR indicates
classified as Class C (ASME Code Section
which requires that pipe connecIII),
tions to the vessel shall "not overstress the vessel wall" without setting
stresses in
however,
specific limits;
the nozzle region of the tank hemispherical head would currently be evaluated
in
accordance with ASME Code Case No.
Criteria
1607, "(Special Ruling) Stress
III,
Class 2 and 3 Vessels
for Section
Subject to Upset, Emergency and Faulted
Approved by
Conditions"
Operating
Load condiCouncil November 5, 1973.
for this code
and stress limits
tion
case are given in Table X A-21.

A6.3.3.7

Commentary and Conclusion.

to
The stresses in the vessel wall due
loads for System No. 2 were
DBE pipe
determined on the basis of a Bijlaard
These stresses were combined
analysis.
to
due
with the membrane stresses
internal pressure and are compared with
a
faulted
for
limits
the stress
condition as follows:

of the absence of evidence that
Because
sensors
instrumentation
the RWST level
and control room instruments will function properly following a severe seismic
event, we cannot make a determination of
design adequacy.
A6.3.4

HIGH HEAD SAFETY INJECTION
SYSTEMS (HHSIS)
Stress

There are two independent HHSIS at this
(1) the three 150-gpm charging
plant:
(which are normally used to propumps
and
RCS)
vide makeup flow to the
and piping to enable
associated valves
these pumps to be used to inject borated
water from the boron injection tank and
tank into
the refueling water storage
three
(2)
and
loop piping
RCS
the
accumulators and associated valves and
piping which can supply their contained
loop piping
borated water into the RCS
cold legs.

(psi)

Stress Limit (psi)

=

19,150

2.0 S = 34,580

+ bending =

32,450

2.4 S = 41,496

Membrane

Membrane

A6.3.4.1.1
Commentary.
In the event of
a large LOCA, the accumulator tank prohigh flow rate of
initial
vides an
water to the cold legs of the
injection
This is
check valve.
reactor via a
by water from the
later
supplemented
Since the accumulator
injection pumps.
not called upon to provide its
tank is
reactor
normal
function during any
(Ref. 18)
26
Guide
Safety
operation,
be
to
it
would currently require
and stamped in
constructed,
designed,
accordance with the rules of Subsection
would
for example,
This option,
B.
require more stringent weld inspection
for Class C
than required
procedures
vessels.

The safety injection charging pumps are
the auxiliary building, and
in
located
the accumulators are mounted on the
The accumulafloor of the containment.
pretors are passive safety elements,
Coolant
nitrogen.
with
pressurized
soon
flows from these storage tanks as
below accumulator
as RCS pressure falls
Our review focused
pressure (650 psig).
(1) the main piping nozzles of the
on
accumulators, (2) the piping connections
to the RCS, and (3) the charging pumps.
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Conclusion.
A6.3.3.3.2
that the design of
adequate.

pump
that simulate
under conditions
Because of its
as installed.
support,
unconventional support seismic testing
may be particularly significant for this
However, there is no evidence of
unit.
seismic qualification tests.

A6.3.3.4

conclude
is
valve

Valve Motor Operators.

in
the LHSIS are
All
active valves
located outside the containment strucfor
the motor operators
ture;
hence
exposed to the
these valves cannot be
high-pressure
level,
high
radiation
environment
steam,
and chemical-spray
the LOCA conditions
that characterizes
The VMO were
within the containment.
subjected
to a rigorous
nevertheless
which
testing program,
qualification
consisted of aging, nuclear radiation,
and
seismic
conditions,
simulated
The simulated
simulated LOCA exposures.
(Ref. 15) consisted of two
seismic test
(1) a resonance scan between 5
parts:
not
level
(acceleration
and 35 cps
five
2-min vibration
(2)
stated) and
35 cps,
exposures at 3g acceleration,
(no vibration)
with
a
1-min pause
No resobetween individual exposures.
nances were "observed" during part 1.

The ability of
Conclusion.
A6.3.3.2.2
the pump to function after pump casing
deflections of 1.15 has been demonstraActual seismic
analyses.
ted by static
consequently,
tests have not been made;
adequacy has not been rigorously
design
However, results of the
demonstrated.
enhance the probaundertaken
analysis
that the pump would qualify if
bility
Theretesting were performed.
seismic
for purposes of
fore in our judgment,
the pump and drive
this study only,
adequate,
considered
design may be
are not comcriteria
although design
pletely satisfied.
A6.3.3.3

We
the

Valves.

The valves on the suction side of the
gate
motor-operated
LHSIS are 12-in.
lb/ANSIvalves with body rated at 150
disk is
guided during
B16.5.
The
closing and opening.

of VMO
Tests to demonstrate the ability
to function after exposure to high temperatures, pressure, and radiation were
In
two groups (Ref.15).
conducted in
an
group, a VMO was aged in
the first
oven and then exposed for 9 hr to both
pressures
and high
high temperature
(300*F/90
psig peak); these conditions
exceed the peak environmental conditions
The VMO was
within the containment.
the
throughout
cycled every 30-min
exposure under simulated valve operating
the motor
loads.
In the second group,
from the valve operators was exposed to
more than 150 megarads of gamma radia1 month.
This
approximately
tion in
more than the VMO would
exposure is
experience after 1 year following a LOCA
within
the
installed
if
it
were
cuntainment.

show that the
14)
(Ref.
The drawings
their
compact;
design of the valves is
is
estimated to be
natural frequency
greater than 10 cps.
Some of the valves have an extended 1
40
1/2-in.-diameter stem, approximately
ft between the disk and the motor opera1/2The stem is protected by a 2
tor.
in. pipe sleeve.
In the absence
Commentary.
A6.3.3.3.1
of a formal qualification program we
could not make a rigorous assessment of
On
adequacy of the valves.
the design
performthe basis of our experience in
analyses of similar valves,
ing stress
good
a
that there is
we conclude
will
valves
that
the
probability
accident
function properly under an
situation.

From the inforCommentary.
A6.3.3.4.1
mation provided to us about the seismic
the
appears
that
program,
it
test
typical of those being
program
was
Certain
ago.
few years
conducted a
do not meet current
aspects of the test
the lowest
requirements:
seismic test
frequency
is rather high; the method of
is
not stated
resonances
determining
a large number of individual
(there is
pieces in the unit, inside the case, and
it
is doubtful that resonances of these
would be detected by sensors on the
and a bi-axial
of the case);
outside
Nevertheless,
excitation was not used.
conducted and from our
from the test
we
experience in seismic qualification,
would expect that the unit would perform

details.
stem
We examined extended
There is
a 0.11-in. radial gap between
the OD of the coupling that connects the
long)
stem sections (approximatey 7 ft.
and the ID of the 2 1/2-in, pipe sleeve.
Assuming that the stem ends at the valve
we
and the motor operator are fixed,
that a side load of 0.1 lb/ft
estimate
and
would close the gap at mid-height
end moments would be
the associated
this end
In our judgment
13.33 ft-lb.
moment can readily be reacted by the
valve bonnet.
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We note that the stresses in the vessel
the nozzle
loads on
wall due to pipe
have been computed for System No. 2.
that the DBE pipe
Table X A-20 shows
loads for System No. 3 are significantly
higher.
the accumulator tank
of
The supplier
for
analysis
an additional
performed
(after we indicated that
3
System No.
should be used for
higher pipe loads
this system) with the following result:
Membrane Stress

Pressure

Due to radial load
Due to moment load
Subtotal

880
9,530
10,410

Due to internal
pressure
Total

16,780
27,190

a.

Using the rules set forth in paragraph 119.6.4 of the B31.1 Code, but
from the
with the stress indices
Nuclear Piping Code (B31.7).

b.

Using the Bijlaard method as outlined in the Welding Research CounBulletin
No.
107 to determine
cil
stresses resulting from pipe loads
Code to
combined with the B31.1
determine stresses due to internal
pressure and loop loadings.

The resulting stresses were then compared with the allowables in accordance
in
The results are given
with B31.1.
Table X A-22.

(psi)

The two methods
A6.3.4.2.1 Commentary.
reasonable
give results
that are in
agreement for the earthquake and presalthough thermal-expansion
sure loads,
as well.
stress results do not agree
asserts that the stresses
The supplier
due to the seismic response of the NSSS
loop are included in the results.

In
the analysis for the System 3 nozzle
classified
all
bending at the nozzle is
(as permitted by
bending
as
secondary
of the
Table NB-3217-1 of Section III
ASME Code), thus 27,190 psi is also the
PM + PB stress for this nozzle.

conclude
We
A6.3.4.2.2
Conclusion.
of the
that
the
nozzle connection
accumulator piping to the reactor cold
and is
the design criteria
leg satisfies
adequate.

for bending stress
This classification
of the
was not invoked in the analysis
System No. 2 nozzle; instead, as conserbending at the shell-nozzle
vatism, all
It
junction was there taken as primary.
to
be
nozzles
are
results between
compared on a consistent basis this
then
be
removed;
conservatism may
PL + PB for System No. 2 becomes 19,150
psi.

A6.3.4.3

All three of the charging pump and drive
in
the safeguard
are installed
units
area outside containment.
are
pumps and drives
The
charging
compact and are connected via horizontal
The supplier has computed the
shafts.
fundamental frequency to 55 cps and has
that the maximum seismic
determined
stress is 1229 psi.

Additional information, data and results
for the accumulator head at the nozzle
junction was furnished us in Ref. 19 and
was carefully reviewed.

A6.3.4.4
Based on clariA6.3.4.1.2
Conclusion.
fication and data provided by Ref. 19 it
that the analysis now
is
our judgment
meets the requirements of the ASME Code,
(including code case 1607)
Section III
for Class 3 vessels.
A6.3.4.2

Charging Pumps and Drives.

Commentary and Conclusion.

are
pumps and
drives
The charging
LOCA environments
outside containment;
need not be considered therefore.
The seismic analysis results appear to
that the
be reasonable and we conclude
and are
satisfy design criteria
units
adequate.

Accumulator Piping Connection
to RCS.

A6.3.5

The 12-in.
accumulator piping connects
to the 27 1/2-in, piping cold leg of the
Pipe loads on the
reactor via a nozzle.
Sysnozzle were determined by the A/E.
found to be the most
tem No.
2 was
therefore
was
and
severely loaded
The NSSS vendor performed an
analyzed.
and
evaluate
to determine
analysis
juncture by two
stress at the nozzle
methods as follows:

CONTAINMENT RECIRCULATION
SPRAY SYSTEM (CRSS)

This system recirculates water from the
exchangcontainment sumps through heat
ers to spray headers mounted high within
The water thus circuthe containment.
lated removes heat from the containment,
and
lowering
the temperature
aids in
and
the containment,
pressure
within
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indicates that the
The A/E's analysis
installation is adequate for the above
no evidence was preHowever,
loads.
the
sented to indicate whether or not
qualified the pump
pump manufacturer
operation for the higher seismic loads.

at
subcontainment
maintains the
conditions once it is deatmospheric
and
There are four pumps
pressurized.
in the CRSS; two are
associated drives
located outside the containment and two
it.
All four pumps take suction
within
The CRSS
sump.
from the containment
from
pumps are electric-motor driven
power
emergency
or
normal
either
and are the vertical centrifusources,
gal type with a 3500-gpm flow rating.

The motor manufacturer performed a statits
for the motor and
analysis
ic
assuming that the maximum
installation
horizontal g load would be 1.45g and
obtained maximum stresses of 12,170 psi
allowin the motor mounting bolts; the
A comprehenable stress is 13,850 psi.
of the motor was
sive qualification test
conducted and is discussed in the next
subsection.

The pressure head rating for the insidefor
that
ft;
containment pumps is 230
the outside-containment pumps is 249 ft.
bushing seal,
The former have a throttle
have a tandem mechanical
and the latter
The inside-containment units are
seal.
short and have their motor
relatively
The outsidecoupled.
drive closely
units are mounted in a mancontainment
ner very similar to that of the LHSIS
the pump being located approxipumps,
mately 45 ft below the drive and connected by a long shaft.
A6.3.5.1

motor
The
Commentary.
A6.3.5.1.1
mounting bolts would be stressed to
17,848 psi under the higher seismic load
of 2.48g, which would exceed the allowhowever, the
our judgment,
In
able.
motor would vibrate in the higher modes
so
that its
installation
the
of
participation in the lower mode would be
small.

Pump and Motor Located
Outside Containment.

It is not clear, however, whether or not
the pump would be capable of continued
seismic
under the higher
functioning
loads.

The installation of the CRSS pump and
motor is similar to that of the LHSIS as
The CRSS
described in section A6.3.3.2.
motor weighs 2000 lb, the pump 3107 lb,
and the interconnecting piping 3893 lb.

for esThe basis (Refs. 11,12 and 13)
the radiation resistance of
tablishing
the pump internals leaves some questions
but it shows that the pump
unanswered,
radiainternals probably have adequate
tion resistance.

performed a dynamic analysis
The A/E
that the installation
which indicates
has a natural frequency of 1.9cps in
in
the horizontal direction and 63 cps
the vertical direction.

The seismic deConclusion.
A6.3.5.1.2
sign of the motor and motor mounting
appear to be adequate.

The pump manufacturer was given the following seismic load requirements:
a.

Must be able to operate
after experiencing
1.
2.

b.

during

and

to
is
insufficient information
There
of the pump to continjudge the ability
ue functioning after exposure to seismic
adequacy of the
Design
environments.
pump has not been demonstrated.

0.17g horizontal and
0.llg vertical.

Must be able to function with no
loss of structural integrity after
experiencing
1.
2.

A6.3.5.2

All four motors are rated at 300 hp, 460
They are fully enV, 3-phase, 60 cps.
sealed motors with encapsulated
closed,
containment
inside
The
insulation.
units are located at approximately elecontainment
the outside
vation -20 ft;
units are at elevation +16 ft.

0.34g horizontal
0.22g vertical

The A/E's evaluation of the installation
was based on the frequency computations
and corresponding acceleration response
spectra values:
a.

describes a
A topical report (Ref. 20)
program
comprehensive qualification test
conducted on
consisting of four parts
the following sethe same motor in
(2)
seismic
thermal aging,
quence(l)
exposure,
nuclear-radiation
(3)
test,
exposure.
steam/chemical-spray
and (4)
It should be noted that only the inside-

1.68g horizontal
OBE

b.

0.19g vertical

I

2.48g horizontal

$

DBE

0.3g vertical

Motor Drives.
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of
exceeded the rating, 180 0 C (356 0 F),
the
the Class H insulation used in
reWhile present qualification
motor.
quirements call for testing at a temperthe expected
service
ature exceeding
temperature
by a margin of 15 0 F, the
fact that five transients were conducted
would appear, to provide a margin that
tends to compensate for the lack of a
temperature margin.

to
subject
are
units
containment
high-level
and
steam/chemical-spray
nuclear-radiation exposures.
aging consisted of exposing the
Thermal
of
temperature
stator to an average
The report states
203 0 C for 155 hr.
that the aging exposure is based on IEEE
275
and IEEE 384, Sec. 4.3.1, but supThe
not presented.
porting data are
reported to be
is
exposure
aging
the
equivalent to 18,000 hr at 130*C,
under
temperature
operating
maximum
conditions,
(non-accident)
"normal"
equivalent to 450 hr per year
which is
(In the plant, the motors
for 40 years.
to be operated more
are not expected
than 15 hr per year.)

The qualificaConclusion.
A6.3.5.2.2
program clearly demonstrates
tion test
the design crithat the motor satisfies
teria and thus is adequate.
A6.3.6

ON-SITE ELECTRIC POWER SYSTEMS

The electrical power systems at the PWR
plant are designed to provide a diversity of dependable power sources which are
physically isolated so that any failure
affecting one source of supply will not
propagate to other sources.

The motor was exposed to 2 x 108 rads of
gamma radiation at a maximum rate of 0.5
This dose is the inmegarad per hour.
could be
tegrated dose that the motor
expected to receive during 40 years of
plus the exposure for a year
normal life
following a LOCA.

The plant is connected to six separate
off-site
substations with 230-kV transmission lines and to two substations
the
In
with 500-kV transmission lines.
loss of power from offevent of total
is
supsources, auxiliary power
site
located
plied from diesel generators
Station batteries are
within the plant.
provided as a reliable source of control
power for specific engineered safeguards
and for other functions required when
a-c power is not available.

consisted
The seismic qualification test
vibrating the motor sequentially
of
axes
along three mutually perpendicular
(one vertical and two horizontal) at an
amplitude of 0.4g
input acceleration
the frequency range 4 to 70 cps.
within
Because the motors in the plant are located below grade, an analysis performed
by the A/E shows that qualification can
at an
be
demonstrated by vibration
the
amplitude of twice
acceleration
maximum ground acceleration level, which
is 0.15g.

A6.3.6.1

Diesel Generator Building.

cuThe diesel generators are housed in
that are part of the service
bicles
building.
These cubicles are protected
from tornado effects as described in
A discussion of and an
section A6.2.1.
the housing's resistance
evaluation of
to tornado effects follows:

exposure
inThe
steam/chemical-spray
exposures
cluded five cyclic transient
to 45 psig/270 0 F, with dwells of 30 min
at these conditions, followed by 7 days
for brief
Except
at
0 psig/1500 F.
measureinterruptions for electrical
of the
ments and to check the ability
the motor was operated
motor to restart,
at full
load during the high temperature
cycles and
portion of each of the five
exposure at
throughout the seven-day
test
150 0 F.
The A/E's qualification
specification states that the motor is
at rated
and operate
required to start
load for 30 min during each transient
and to be operable for a minimum of 24
hr at 150 0 F + 5 0 F and 14.7 to 10.0 psia.

A6.3.6.1.1 Resistance
to Missile Peneof barriers are
Three types
tration.
the diesel generator
used to protect
system:

The gamma-radiCommentary.
A6.3.5.2.1
the qualification
ation dose used in
since
test
was more than adequate; and,
and the
test
it
preceded the seismic
steam/chemical-spray exposure, the test
was conducted in a conservative manner.

a.

Monolithic
concrete walls 2 ft
thick, reinforced in both faces with
No. 11 deformed steel bars on 10-in.
centers.

b.

Precast reinforced
by 2-ft
by 12.5-ft
build up "doors."

c.

Six feet of compacted soil.

concrete - 2-ft
beams used to

were made
calculations
No penetration
According to the
available for review.
A/E,
tests
on the 2-ft-thick concrete
section are currently under way.

During the steam/chemical-spray exposure
test,
the winding temperature never
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The wall openings were computed at
psf.
23.6% of the building envelope area,
which led to the conclusion that the 3psi differential pressure in 3 sec would
not lead
to any significant loading.
The dynamic pressure of 230 psf was modif ied by the pressure coefficients as
3269,
recommended in ASCE Paper No.
0.9 on the windward side and -0.4
i.e.,
on the leeward side, before being applied to the walls. For the roof load a
This results
factor of -1.4 was used.
in a 300-psf uplift force, which, however, is completely neutralized by the
dead weight of the roof.

On the
Concrete Walls.
A6.3.6.l.l.l
basis of experience with other structures and different missiles, we concluded that neither of the two missiles
(Calwill penetrate the concrete wall.
culations indicate a penetration of only
Penetra1 in. for the utility pole.)
tion calculations for the auto missile
are not considered necessary since the
impact area is so large.
Beams Used for
Precast
A6.3.6.1.1.2
same comments as for concrete
"Door."
walls.
On
the
A6.3.6.1.1.3 Compacted Soil.
basis of the work of Kornhauser, a penetration of about 20 ft of sand would be
The
utility pole.
expected for the
penetration in the compacted soil over
the fuel storage tanks could be the same
colloidal
or less depending on the
content of the particular material and
achieved.
compaction
the degree of
Under the stated criteria it appears
that missile contact with the fuel tanks
Details of the fuel line
could occur.
made
not
layout and manifold were
therefore, we could not make
available;
a final estimate of the damage potenHowever, it should be noted that
tial.
6 ft of compacted soil is a significant
cover, and most missiles would therefore
probably not be able to do any damage.

loads on the
we did not examine
wind
the
reviewer
but
structure,
door
believes this load would not be critical.
that a
One important point noted is
steel brace from the turbine building is
anchored on the top of one of the internal dividing walls of the emergency
generator building.
The brace introduces a load, which has horizontal as
at this
well as vertical components,
point of the diesel generator building.
Calculations based on the design wind
loading for the turbine building, which
is lower than the tornado loading, were
This was
made for the braced load.
blowout
justified on the basis that
panels, etc., will partially relieve the
turbine building.
wind loading on the
older calculations based on a different
preliminary design (braces of a different design) were made using the ultimate
load-carrying capability of the brace as
the load applied to the diesel gene~rator
building. New calculations made by the
A/E at our request indicate that the new
anchor design can take the ultimate
load-carrying capacity of the brace with
some plastic straining but no rupture.

Response CalculaOverall
A6.3.6.1.2
tions. No overall response calculations
had been made by the A/E.
Monolithic Concrete Walls
A6.3.6.1.2.1
No independent overall reand Roof.
sponse calculations were made owing to
However, the similartime limitations.
ity of this structure to others for
which calculations have been made (but
leads us to
with different missiles)
believe that the structure is adequate.

No calculations were made to combine
wind loads with missile loads.

ConPrecast Reinforced
A6.3.6.1.2.2
crete Beams. Unlike the walls discussed
above, the beams appear to have less
potential for withstanding the effect of
impact because this
the utility pole
of beam cannot distribute the
type
impact load to a wider portion of the
(as occurs in a slab) until
structure
In adthe load reaches the door jamb.
dition, only a single l-in.-diameter
bolt at each end of the beam is available to resist rebound forces after
impact. However, for the missiles specified the door beams are considered adequate.

Commentary.
Only wind loads
A6.3.6.1.4
were considered in any depth in the design calculations reviewed, and these
than
were based on 300-mph winds rather
the 360-mph winds called for in the
specifications.
However, the reviewer 's
opinion is that wind loads will not be
critical for this design. The following
items, while not considered critical,
are of some concern:
a.

In spite of the
A6.3.6.1.3 Wind Loads.
design criterion of a 360-mph peak wind
velocity, a velocity of 300 mph was used
of 230
to produce a dynamic pressure

b.
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Capability of the ciompacted soil
tank
cover to protect thie fuel
against damage by a utility pole
missile.
The
effects of fuel spillage and
ignition in the event of an auto
impact.

4

Analysis of the overall impact and
wind-load response of the removable
concrete beam doors with an evaluation of the rebound forces for the
the
indicates
A/E
(The
door.
will fail the door
rebound force
pins.)

stress of 3080 psi and a shear stress of
2310
psi in
the bolt, whose yield
strength is 36,000 psi.
The A/E justified the use of the lower accelerations
on the assumption that the fundamental
frequency of the
diesel generator is
greater than 6.67 cps.

Note: The A/E made additional calculat-ions which indicate that the door pins
owing to the rebound force
would fail
The A/E did not
after missile impact.
consider this to be a problem, however,
since the chances of an additional missile entering the diesel generator area
The A/E further
would be very small.
points out that there are obstructions
in front of the door that would prevent
the direct impact of missiles; however,
our
In
is possible.
impact
a 450
judgment, if the door rebound forces due
to missile impact were to fail the pins
and expose the diesel generator to the
driving rain and hail often associated
this could cause an
with a tornado,
interruption of emergency power.

The supplier of the diesel generator
provided test results which indicate
that the units frequently experience
longitudinal (horizontal) accelerations
of lg and vertical accelerations of between 0.25 and 0.5g during locomotive
operation with "no detrimental results
on the operation of this equipment."
When the locomotive is coupled with the
rail cars, the equipment experiences
longitudinal accelerations of 4g and
higher.

c.

A6.3.6.1.5

Conclusion.

The assumption
A6.3.6.2.1 Commentary.
frequency of the
that the fundamental
generator is greater than 6.67
diesel
Section A6.4.6.2,
cps is reasonable.
for example, indicates that the computed
diefundamental frequency for the BWR
which is
9.63 cps,
sel generator is
dominated by the motion of the turbochargers.

We conclude the

following:
a.

The walls and roof satisfy the design criteria and are adequate on
the basis of experience and judgment.

b.

The doors may fail to perform their
function; failure of the door pins
Adequacy
in particular is likely.
has not been demonstrated.

C.

The soil cover for the fuel tanks is
adequate in our judgment.

A6.3.6.2

The A/E's analysis of the anchor bolts
assumes that they equally resist the
shear load, a situation that could occur
In all
only if all bolts are fitted.
likelihood, however, the shear load =
32,400 lb would be
0.3 x 108,000 =
the unit
resisted by friction between
and its base.
It is estimated that without any preload
in the bolts, there would be an availx
able friction force equal to 0.7
108,000 x 0.3 = 22,680 lb., assuming a
The
coefficient of friction of 0.3.
required shear resistance
additional
would be provided by the bolt preload
force.

Diesel Generators

Each diesel generator weighs 54 tons, is
anchored to its base by ten 1 1/2-in. diameter bolts, and is subject to DBE
horizontal and vertical spectral accelerations, as shown in Figs. X A-17 and X
that the peak horizontal
Note
A-18.
occurs
acceleration equal to 2.475g
between 1.33 and 6.67 cps, with acceler0.3 and 0.225g for
ations of between
The
frequencies greater than 6.67 cps.
3.6g occurs between
vertical peak of
1.25 and 3.33 cps and then drops to 0.3g
for frequencies greater than 3.33 cps.

The information supplied by the diesel
generator vendor is convincing evidence
that the unit can continue to operate
after experiencing 0.3g in the horizontal longitudinal direction together with
0.3g in the vertical direction. Although no mention is made of transverse
the rocking loads
g-load measurements,
engine service could
in normal diesel
to non-trivial transverse g
give rise
It is our judgment that on the
loads.
experience the
of
in-service
basis
to
diesel generator should be able
withstand a transverse acceleration of
0.3g.

The A/E performed calculations to check
the adequacy of the anchor bolts and
they would not be strong
found that
enough to resist the peak accelerations
but would be strong enough to resist a
transverse horizontal acceleration of
0.3g, conservatively neglecting the 0.7g
net restoring force in the vertical diThe A/E computed a tensile
rection.

We
A6.3,.6.2.2 Conclusion.
that the diesel generator is
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conclude
adequate

and c apable of withstanding the DBE
seismic loads without loss of function.
A6.3.6.3

tles.
On the basis of inspection, the
fundamental frequency is greater than
3.33
cps;
so the maximum expected
seismic g load in the vertical direction
would be 0.3g (see Fig. X A-18), which
represents a 30% increase over the dead
weight.

Day Tanks.

Fuel for each diesel generator comes
from the day tank, which is housed in
the diesel generator cubicle. Each day
tank,
in turn,
is supplied with fuel
from the storage tanks, which are buried
in the ground outside the building. The
day tank is supported in a horizontal
position by four unbraced posts (approxshown
imately 3 in.
in diameter) as
schematically in Fig. X A-19.

A6.3.6.4.2
Conclusion.
In our j udgment, the design of the air bottle
support is adequate.
This conclusion
assumes proper installation with sufficient clamping action of the straps.
A6.3.6.5

for
No seismic analysis was available
our review. However, visual inspection
of the as-built unit during a site visit
to the PWR plant revealed that one of
the support posts was noticeably out of
plumb.

Station batteries are provided as a
reliable source of control power for
specific engineered
safeguards and for
other functions required when a-c power
is not available (e.g., to operate circuit breaker controls, turbine shutdown
oil pumps,
instrumentation,
emergency
lighting, and plant protection
circuits).
Two separate 125-V d-c systems
are installed, with an additional system
to supply essential services at the
remote circulating-water intake structure. The batteries for each system are
located in separate ventilated battery
rooms.
Each 125-V battery consists of
60 individual sealed cells with sealed
covers.
Each battery is served by a
separate charger connected to "float
charge" the battery. The chargers are
capable of carrying
the normal
d-c
system
load
and at the same
time
supplying sufficient current to keep the
batteries
in a fully charged condition.
The chargers are supplied from separate
480-V a-c motor control centers, each
connected to an independent emergency
a-c bus.

A6.3.6.3.1 Comunentary.
The seismic resistance of the day tank to lateral
loads with unbraced posts must be derived from post bending stiffness.
This
stiffness,
however,
is normally lower
than that obtained
from supports with
braces acting as truss members.
A6.3.6.3.2
Conclusion. A seismic analysis should be performed to demonstrate
the ability of the day tank supports1 to
resist seismic
loads.
Design adequacy
has not been demonstrated.
A6.3.6.4

Batteries and Battery
Support.

Air Bottle Support.

The air bottles provide compressed air
for starting the diesel generator. The
bottles are supported in the vertical
position by a back frame (Fig. X A-20).
Each bottle is clamped to the back frame
by an upper and a lower strap so that
the vertical inertia force on the bottle
is resisted by friction induced by the
clamping action of the strap.

The batteries were subjected to a seismic qualification test as follows:
Test No. 1
(front to back)

No seismic analysis of the air bottle
support was made available for our review.
However, the installation was
visually inspected during a site visit
to the PWR plant.

1.6g @ 11.5 cps horizontal
cps vetical
0.7g @ 19.3

Simultaneous

Test No. 2
(side to side)

A6.3.6.4.1 Commentary. The ability of
the air bottle support to resist vertical seismic loads depends on proper
installation to ensure that the straps
provide sufficient
clamping
action.
There
is obviously sufficient clamping
to support the weight (1g) of the bot-

0.4g @ 28.7 cps horizontal
cps vetical
0.7g @ 19.3

Simultaneous

After completion of each test the batteries were inspected;
there was no
In addition, a disvisible damage.
charge test subsequent to testing proved
that 100% capacity of the cell was still
available.

ltis our understanding that the day
tank support is being provided with
bracing as a result of the review.
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for 3
cables
did perform adequately
that their design is
weeks confirms
adequate for the most crucial period
following a LOCA.
A cable failure at a
later time, should one occur, may cause
a relatively minor operational problem
a
not expected to result in
but is
safety problem.

are supFor this plant the batteries
on massive, poured in
ported directly
Batteries
are
place, concrete blocks.
tied to the
concrete block to prevent
sliding or overturning should a seismic
event occur.
Commentary and Conclusion
Visual
inspection
shows the battery
of
resisting
support to be capable
The testing of the
seismic
loads.
batteries demonstrates the adequacy of
that the
We conclude
the batteries.
the
and supports
satisfy
batteries
and are adequate for
design criteria
seismic loads.
A6.3.7

structural
are not
Because the cables
members and are presumably properly supported by cable trays, seismic qualifiIn
cation is
not explicitly required.
that cable
principle, there is concern
insulation may become embrittled as a
result of aging (exposures to temperature and nuclear radiation during their
installed life)
and that the insulation
be subject to failure by
may therefore
cracking during a severe seismic event.
The current qualification philosophy is
to cover this possibility by requiring a
bend test
(wrapping the cable specimens
being tested around a mandrel) after the
The qualificasimulated LOCA exposure.
tion test
that was performed evidently
did not
include this aspect of the
This omission is
design requirements.
as
serious,
however,
not
regarded
dose
the
nuclear-radiation
because
in the plant are not high enough
levels
to produce embrittlement of the insulating materials
used in cables installed
in safety-related systems.

ELECTRIC POWER DISTRIBUTION
SYSTEMS

The electric power distribution systems
and
consist of transformers, switchgear
motor control centers, emergency buses,
containment penetrations, and associated
and control cables and
power
electric
their supporting cable trays.
A6.3.7.1

Electrical Cables and
Terminations.

electric
power
Because
safety-related
are installed
in
and control cables
every area of the plant, both
virtually
within and outside the primary containthey will be required to function
ment,
conditions
environmental
under severe
accident occur in the plant.
should an
such condiTheir ability
to withstand
tions
was established by subjecting
samples of the cables and cable splices
used in
the plant to a qualification
In
general,
testing program (Ref. 21).
these
programs consisted in thermal and
and
steam/
aging
nuclear radiation
The steam/
exposure.
chemical-spray
of
electrical
cables
chemical
test
in
excess of
involved a temperature
3
00*F for a duration of approximately
the test
weeks.
The scope of the tests,
followed
parameters, and the procedures
were typical of those used at the time
Firethe test
programs were conducted.
retardant
construction was used in the
hazard.
cables to reduce the fire

Although cerA6.3.7.1.2
Conclusion.
test
tain aspects of the qualification
program were not as comprehensive as
we nevertheless
current requirements,
believe that the program meets the origand does provide
inal design criteria
reasonable assurance that the electrical
and terminations will perform
cables
adequately during and following design
This conclubasis events at the plant.
sion is
tempered by the reservation
state of knowledge
that, because the
regard
to
long-term thermal,
with
aging
and nuclear-radiation
humidity,
is
somewhate limited, periodic
effects
surveillance testing of the installed
cables should be conducted.
A6.3.7.2

Because qualiA6.3.7.1.1
Commentary.
more
fication requirements have become
definitive during the 4 years since the
qualification tests were performed, most
be
of the tests
would probably not
interconsidered adequate by a strict
today's
qualification
pretation
of
not
For example,
standards (Ref. 22).
the cables were energized during the
all
and the test
full
period of the test,
duration did not exceed the post-LOCA
period during which some of the cables
The fact that the
should be functional.

Electrical Containment Penetrations and Connectors.

The electrical containment penetrations
components
that provide pressureare
electrically
withstanding,
leak-tight,
insulated paths through the wall of the
primary containment structure for transsignals and electric
mitting electrical
Generalpower to motors and solenoids.
ly speaking, current specifications require that penetration assemblies employ
two seals in series to permit monitoring
Both seals must
and testing in situ.
to permit leakage from containment.
fail
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The design and qualifications
of the
electrical
mating
connectors are based
upon the requirements of military specification number MIL-C-5015.
Connector
design is such that silastic
components
are provided
in
the connector to feed
through the interface.
The A/E believes
that this
specification is equivalent to
specifications for nuclear power plant
application,
and that this type
of
interface has been
proven adequate
to
meet environmental
requirement.
Additional capability to withstand elevated
temperatures is provided in the silicone
material used for the sealing members.

metal temperature
this type."

for all

disks

of

Each penetration assembly,
without external cable mating connectors, has been
tested in
the factory to demonstrate
insulation resistance of at least 1000
megohms at 1000 V d-c.
In
addition,
each penetration
has passed a highpotential test.
After
installation,
each penetration with external cables
connected was tested at 1000 V d-c for 5
min.
We understand that an environmental test
which would simulate pressure, temperature, moisture, and radiation associated
with a LOCA was scheduled,
but the
results have not been made available to
US.

Tests conducted by the manufacturer consisted of the following (Ref. 3):
"Connectors
installed
in
the
flanges normally operate at ambient
conditions
of 105'F and 9.75 psia
and were tested for leak rate and
tagged for integrity before shipment to the job.
A test
facility
was set up by the manufacturer
suitable for 50 psig with provisions for thermocycling from 32°F
to 300 0 F.
A thermocycle run of at
least
three cycles was made on one
of each type
flange.
A
time
interval
of 30 minutes was allowed
between the thermocycies.
The leak
rate
test
after thermocycling was
made at 50 psig and 3001F.
Each
completed flange hag a leak rate of
less
than 1 x
0cc/sec
per
assembled flange.
All flanges were
leak tested at 50 psig and 300 0 F.
Helium gas was used in the test
facility."

Both an analysis and a test
were performed
to
qualify
the
electrical
containment penetrations
for
seismic
environments.
The fundamental frequency
was found to be
3094 cps.
Maximum
computed seismic stress was found to be
56 psi in the mounting bolt.
A shake
test
was performed
over a frequency
range up to 10 cps.
The acceleration
was 5g at 10 cps.
No visible damage and
no loss of electrical
function
was
observed after the test.
Conclusion
From our review of the qualification
program for the electrical
containment
penetrations and connectors, we conclude
that their design is adequate,
assuming
that the results of the LOCA environment
test
are positive.

Reference
3 also reports that for the
triaxial
cable penetrations a more detailed procedure
for the thermocycle
test
was followed in
shop test,
as
follows:

A6.3.7.3

Cable Trays.

The cable trays, which provide
support
for electrical
cables,
are covered by
corrugated sheets
and consist of two
side rails
connected by rungs, the centers of which are typically spaced 9 in.
apart.
The trays are supported from
above approximately
every
8 ft.
No
seismic
analyses of the trays were
provided for our review.
The trays
were, however, visually inspected during
a site
visit
to the PWR plant.
The
trays appeared
to be well constructed
and supported.
Natural frequencies
are
estimated
to be above the peak spectral
acceleration range.

"The type sample consisted of a
containment side flange disk with
hermetic
assemblies
welded
in
place.
A thermocouple was installed to monitor disk
temperature.
The disk was stabilized at
32 0 F and then placed in
an oven
heated previously to
280 0 F.
On
entrance
of the disk,
the oven
temperature was reduced, straight
line, to 150°F over a 60 minute
period.
The disk was removed and
cooled to 100*F, while the oven was
reheated
to 2801F.
The disk was
then returned to the oven and the
oven temperature
reduced to 150 0 F
as before.
The highest metal temperature reached during this cycle
was recorded and a 50 psig helium
leak test
was conducted at this

Commentary and Conclusion
From our inspection of the
conclude that their design is
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trays,
we
adequate.

A6.3.7.4

isolation,
and ECCS initiation, to the
control rod drive system and to the
various
motor
control
centers
that
initiate valve movements and motor start
UPS.
Additional
signals are generated
and carried by
in the various systems
electrical
cables
to the control room,
where gauges and lights are displayed to
to the plant operator such
provide
information
as motor current, system
flow and pump discharge pressure, and
valve positions. The control room also
contains
switches
to permit the manual
operation of motors
and valves
should
their
automatic
functioning
fail
to
occur.

A-C and D-C Switchgear.

or environmental qualif icaNo seismic
tion information has been made available
review and evaluation. We cannot
for
therefore make an assessment of design
adequacy of those components.
A6.3. 8

REACTOR AND ENGINEERED SAFEGUARDS PROTECTION SYSTEMS
SENSORS AND LOGIC CABINETS

'The reactor protection system monitors
nuclear, thernial, and hydraulic parameter associated with the reactor core,
are
such
determines whether conditions
that the reactor should be shut down
if so, initiates a
immediately, and,
shutdown.
The engineered safeguards into
strumentation monitors parameters
detect failures in the reactor coolant
system and to initiate containment isolation and engineered safeguards equipment operation.

A6. 3.8.1

As noted above, some of the pressure and
differential pressure transmitters are
located within
the
containment
and
therefore can be subjected to extreme
environmental conditions should a LOCA
occur. Environmental qualfication tests
have been conducted on these components
(Ref. 15).

The only portions of the plant protection systems that were considered in the
design adequacy review were:

A6.3.8.2
pressure

a.

Pressure and differential
transmitters.

b.

Nuclear instrumentation system cabinets.

c.

Radiation
nets.

d.

(modSignal conditioning equipment
and
racks)
for monitoring
ules
pressurizer level and pressure; conreactor coolant
tainment
pressure;
flow, pressure, and temperature; and
steam-generator
water
level and
feedwater pressure.

e.

Safeguards actuation logic racks.

monitoring

system

Environmental Qualification.

Seismic Qualification.

Evaluation of
the seismic qualification
of the PWR protection system was based
primarily on a review of References 23
through 25.
The rationale of the test
procedure
is presented in References 26
and 27.
The seismic tests of electrical
and control equipment described in these
reports cover essentially three series
of tests,
one for low and two for high
seismic disturbances.
The more severe
set of test criteria (high seismic) were
developed to simulate the effect of disturbances
at the base of equipment
located on floors of plants with a DBE
having horizontal ground accelerations
in the range of 0.2 to 0.4g and higher.
Since it was found that mechanical deslippage at bolted
formations
(e.g.,
caused
the equipment resonant
joints)
frequencies at high input accelerations
to be different from those observed
during resonance scans
at low input
levels, the tests were conducted for the
ýmost part
at
discrete
frequencies
separated
by
intervals
that
were
intended to be small enough so that any
equipment resonance in the range between
1 and .35 Hz would be accounted for.
Tests were conducted sequentially along
three orthogonal axes,
two horizontal
and one vertical.
The amplitude of the
horizontal, sine-beat
input motion at
the base of the equipment tested was a
function of frequency, having a plateau
of 1.5g between 5 and 10 Hz and dropping
to 0.5g at 1 Hz and 25 Hz; the amplitude
of vertical input motion was two-thirds
of the horizontal input motion.

cabi-

Instrument piping
is
connected to the
plant components and routed to
instruThe instruments that
mentation racks.
monitor reactor, reactor coolant system,
process parameters
and
steam-generator
the
containment
are
located within
structure; the others are located exterThese racks
nal to the containment.
contain
the pressure transmitters and
differential pressure transmitters which
pressure signal
transform
hydraulic
inputs
into electrical
signals.
The
are conveyed by
signals
electrical
electrical control cables to instruments
cabinets
containing signal
and
to
conditioning equipment
and components
that
provide
the
2-out-of-4
logic
other electrical cables then
functions.
which
the
processed
signals,
carry
containing
reactor
shutdown,
initiate
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current seismic qualification requirements.
In particular, it presently must
be
demonstrated that multi-frequency
testing, involving simultaneous vibration in horizontal and vertical directions, is not essential for the specific
equipment tested. The blanket comparison of earlier test procedures with new
requirements in Reference
27 does not
accomplish this.

The control board was designed to withstand earthquake conditions. An analysis was performed to verify the adequacy
design,
and this was
of the seismic
complemented by tests performed on sections of the main control board with
some safety related instruments in position.
A6.3.8.3

Commentary.

Other
reservations regarding seismic
qualification include the
following:
The information available did not permit
us to determine that the
equipment
tested was the same as, or adequately
similar to,
the
equipment that
was
installed in the plants.
Also, in those
cases where equipment failed during a
test and a modification was made, the
test was usually
continued from the
point of failure.
Presumably, it was
assumed that the
"improved" equipment
would not
fail during a repetition of
that part of the test that had been
completed before any change was made;
while this is probably usually true,
there may be cases in which the change
might cause an unforeseen degradation of
performance
under
conditions
not
retested. Furthermore, in
those cases
where a component failure was judged to
be an " isolated incident," and therefore
not an indication that the test unit had
failed, the rationale was questionable.

A6 .3. 8.3.1 Environmental Qualification.
A review of the information presented in
15 discloses that two pressure
Ref.
and one differential prestransmitters
subjected
to
sure
transmitter were
simulated LOCA environments that were
more severe than the worst environment
expected within
the plant under LOCA
The durations of the expoconditions.
sures were 2 to 3 hr, which is very much
longer than the time (a few minutes) the
sensors that detect abnormal conditions
must
and initiate plant shutdown, etc.,
On the other hand, it is
function.
highly desirable that instrumentation be
available
to monitor the conditions
for a long period
within the plant
(several weeks) following a LOCA.
Although the equipment samples that were
subjected to the environmental qualification tests were not first subjected to
an aging exposure, which is a current
requirement, there are several obviating
factors. According to the manufacturer,
the pressure transmitters are parts of
repairable systems which are required to
be tested at one-month intervals during
operation with the reactor at power.
Any degradation of performance resulting
aging would be detected
from normal
and the component
during such tests,
Also, to the extent
would be replaced.
that the duration of the simulated LOCA
exceeded the minimum reenvironment
quired for qualification, it may be
regarded as partly compensating for the
lack of prior aging. We have not seen
any qualification information that would
permit an evaluation of the capability
of these components to function properly
under the following conditions:
a.
b.

A6.3.8.4

a

Conclusion.

The results of the extensive qualification tests conducted on the protection
systems sensor and logic cabinets leads
us to conclude that they would probably
function satisfactorily.
However, because of the reservations expressed in
the commentary, the design criteria have
not been completely satisfied.
A6.3.9

INTAKE CANAL

The intake canal, which channels water
from the reservoir to the plant,
is
higher in elevation than the discharge
canal; so it provides a passive pressure
head that ensures a flow of cooling
water to safety systems.

Envelopment in a steam cloud following a severe seismic event.

The
intake canal is lined with concrete
and is supported by earth below and
around the entire
canal.
No seismic
analysis was provided for review, but
the entire canal was visually inspected
from the pump house where water from the
reservoir is pumped into the intake
canal to the screens at the plant.

Heavy wetting by water spray following a severe seismic event.

The
Seismic Qualification.
A6.3.8.3.2
seismic qualification tests were conducted in accordance with procedures
at the
that were considered acceptable
time the tests were conducted. However,
not adethe information available was
to permit a determination of the
quate
adequacy of the tests with respect to

Commentary and Conclusion
our visual inspection of the intake
canal indicates that there is no danger
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i

with
The torus was originally installed
these were removed
but
baffle plates,
after installation.

as a
inventory
of the canal losing its
liner cracking during a
result of the
since
the surrounding
event,
seismic
earth will prevent rapid loss of water.
the seismic design
that
We conclude
intake canal is adeadequacy of the
•quate.

The assumption
Commentary.
A6.4.1.1.1
of a fully flooded torus appears conservative from the viewpoint of loads on
The flooded
the seismic restraints.
is not considered to be a recondition
is
the torus
one.
Normally,
alistic
half-filled with water.

A6.4 DESIGN ADEQUACY OF BWR
PLANT COMPONENTS
CONTAINMENT STRUCTURE
A6.4.1

Sloshing modes could be excited by seisin the
the baffles
mic events since
The A/E has
torus have been removed.
supplied us with information
recently
frewhich indicates that the natural
quency of the suppression chamber pool
The ground
is on the order of 0.1 cps.
response spectrum curve (5% damping) for
earthquake
the BWR maximum credible
shows
a horizontal disX A-7)
(Fig.
is
at 0.1 cps, which
placement of 4 in.
not considered to be significant.

The containment system at the BWR plant
consists of a multi-barrier design with:
a.

A primary barrier consisting of the
containment with its
primary
steel
pressure-suppression feature.

b.

consisting of
barrier
A secondary
system
the reactor building with a
to limit the ground level release of
material
from
airborne radioactive
the secondary containment.

From our review
A6.4.1.1.2 Conclusion.
of the information we have received from
the A/E, we conclude that the modeling
of the primary containment structure for
providing seismic inputs to components
on
the primary containment
mounted
structure is adequate.

Figure X A-21 shows a cross section of
The containthe containment structure.
from
ment structure was reviewed only
the viewpoint of mathematical modeling
and the method of obtaining seismic inputs to equipment that is mounted on the
containment structure.
A6.4.1.1

A6.4.1.2

Primary Containment Structure.

The primary containment is an enclosure
the reactor
for the reactor vessel,
coolant recirculation system, and other
connections of the reactor coolbranch
Structurally, the containant system.
and a
of a drywell
ment
consists
chamber connected
pressure-suppression
The drywell
by eight large vent pipes.
is a steel pressure vessel in the shape
and the pressureof a light bulb,
a torus-shaped
suppression chamber is
pressure vessel located below and
steel
X
(see Fig.
the drywell
encircling
The suppression chamber is halfA-21).
filled
with water.

*

Reactor Building
Containment).

(Secondary

a cast-in-place reinThe building is
its
from
structure
forced concrete
floor at elevation 91 ft 6
foundation
refueling floor at elevation
in.
to its
234 ft.
Above this floor, the building
siding
superstructure consists of metal
supported on a structural
and decking
is
building
The
steel framework.
designed to be nominally 150 ft by 150
ft below elevation 135 ft and is 150 ft
The foundaby 120 ft above this level.
tion of the building consists of a monoconcrete mat supported on sound
lithic
The mat also supports the primary
rock.
internal components,
containment and its
including the reactor vessel pedestal.
The exterior and some interior walls of
are
the foundation
the building above
Other interior
concrete.
cast-in-place
block
concrete
walls are normal-weight
The floor slabs of the buildings
wall-s.
are of composite construction with castin-place
concrete over structural steel
The thicknesses
beams and metal deck.
governed by
and
slabs were
of walls
shieldstructural or nuclear-radiation
ing requirements.

The A/E indicated that preliminary studnot
does
ies showed that the drywell
interact with the system;
dynamically
thus its
mass was lumped with the reactor building in the mathematical model.
supA seismic analysis of the pressure
(torus) was performed
pression chamber
by the A/E under the assumption that the
The
is fully flooded with water.
torus
water was assumed to behave like a frofrequency
The fundamental
zen mass.
under these assumptions was found to be
The A/E found that the maxi4.75 cps.
the
mum displacement of the torus under
assumed conditions was 0.064 in.

Each steel-framed
to
cross-braced
forces
earthquake
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superstructure
is
withstand wind and
and supports metal

for designing equipment may be used with
confidence.

The
siding and metal deck for the roof.
roof consists of built-up roofing over
The frame also supports
the metal deck.
traveling
125-ton
for the
a runway
bridge crane.

A6.4.1.3

The configuration of the reactor building and adjacent buildings is shown in
Fig. X A-21.

Containment Piping
Penetrations.

types of pipe penetrations
Two general
(1) those which must acare provided:
commodate thermal movement and (2) those
which experience relatively little thermal stress.

The mathematical model used for determining the seismic loads on the reactor
building, together with the interaction
sacrificial
with the reactor vessel and
The
is
shown in Fig. X A-22.
shield,
in the
first three natural frequencies
horizontal directions were computed as
shown in Table X A-23.

I

The piping penetrations that accommodate
thermal movement are the high-temperathe steam lines,
ture lines, such as
feedwater lines, and other reactor auxiliary system lines. The drywell nozzle
through the concrete shield and
passes
is attached to a bellows expansion joint
is attached to the
in turn,
which,
penetration adapter to form a containThe process
ment pressure boundary.
line which passes through the penetrais
attached to the penetration
tion,
A
adapter and is free to move axially.
surrounds the
guard pipe immediately
process line and is designed to protect

Modal inertia forces were found from the
in
ground response spectra curves shown
Fig. X A-6 (2% critical damping design
earthquake) and Fig. X A-7 (5% critical
The associated modal
MCE).
damping
shears, moments, and deflections in each
of the building structural elements were
Next, the modal loads in
then computed.
elements were
the building structural
combined on an absolute sum basis.

the

bellows

and

containment

boundary

should the process pipe fail within the
Thermal insulation is inpenetration.
stalled in the annular space between the
guard pipe and the process pipe.

No dynamic amplification of the vertical
ground motion was assumed to occur in
the building because of its stiffness in
the vertical direction and because the
building is founded directly on rock.

assembly accommodates the
The bellows
thermal expansion of the process pipe
and drywell. The hot process pipe is
anchored at the penetration adapter exthe
ternal to the drywell and guided at
the penetration to allow
other end of
thermal movement of the pipe parallel to
Two isolation valves
the penetration.
are provided, one outside the drywell
These
and the other inside the drywell.
valves are located as close to the drywell penetration as practical.

Floor response spectra curves were genimposing 'a modified time
by
erated
history Taft earthquake at the base of
The time history rethe structure.
then
sponse at various elevations was
used to construct floor response spectra
Figure X A-23
for designing equipment.
shows a comparison between the response
spectrum for 2% critical damping, which
to the modified Taft earthcorresponds
quake, and the design ground response
Note that the
spectrum for the DE.
design spectrum peaks at
3.8
cpsI
the Taft spectrum peaks at 2.8
whereas
spectrum
Also note that the Taft
cps.
exceeds the design spectrum at all frequencies above 0.6 cps.

The bellows expansion joints are of twoply construction and permit leak testing
of these penetrations at pressures up to
the primary containment design pressure.
The expansion joint assembly is designconstructed, and tested in accorded,
specified
previously
ance with the
requirements for the primary containment
and code case interpretations, including
Code Cases 1177-5 and 1330-1. The belfrom
stainless
fabricated
lows are
Non-destructive tests of the assteel.
liquid
semblies include radiography and
of welds and pneumatic
penetrant tests
pressure tests of bellows.

A6 .4.*1.2.1 Commentary. The mathematical model appears to be a reasonable
representation of the actual structure.
The method of combining modal forces in
the structural elements is conservative.
Figure X A-23 shows that the modified
Taft earthquake used in generating the
floor response spectra is conservative.

Penetration adapters are one-piece forgings with integral flues made of the
The
same material as the process pipe.
and
fabricated,
adapters are designed,
tested in accordance .with the previously

A6.4.1.2.2 Conclusion. The method of
determining the seismic response of the
reactor building is more than adequate,
and the generated floor response spectra
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A

specified requirements for
containment.

the

primary

remain in a fully closed position until
they are called upon to open to prevent
the pressure in the suppression chamber
from exceeding that in the drywell.
If
the valves were not closed, a path would
exist for steam resulting from a small
leak in the primary system
(which does
not entail a significant pressure buildup to help ensure that the valve is held
closed)
to pass directly into the vapor
space in the suppression chamber.

takes
The design of the penetrations
into account
the simultaneous stresses
expanassociated with normal thermal
sion,
live and
dead loads,
seismic
loads, and loads associated with a LOCA
within the drywell.
For all
these conditions, including combinations of these
loads,
the resultant stresses
in the
pipe and penetration components do not
exceed the code allowable design limits.

At the time of the review, the vacuum
breaker design for the prototype
BWR
plant was under active review and modification.
The tentative new
design
existed on the A/E's drawing (Ref. 28)
as marked up for proposed revisions.

The design also takes into account the
jet
force
loading resulting
from the
failure of the steam piping in
addition
to the other loadings given.
The resultant stresses in the pipe and penetration for this condition do not exceed
90% of the yield stresses of the material.

The original design is identical to that
of the breakers
for an earlier BWR
plant.
Modifications have been effected
in the electrical
circuitry
that provides valve-position signals in the control room and
also in
the auxiliary
valve operator.
Possible modification
to the valve plate was also under
consideration,
but no change in the valve
body design is contemplated.

Cold piping and ventilation
ducts are
welded directly to the drywell penetrations.
Bellows and guard pipes are not
necessary since the thermal stresses are
small and are
accounted for in
the
design of the weld joints.

The original specification for the valve
was contained
in
the A/E's
purchase
specification
(Ref.
29)
which did not
impose seismic requirements on the valve
design.
It
has since been supplemented
with the A/E's general seismic specification (Ref. 30) which requires a dynamic seismic analysis
for all
Class
I
components.

The A/E performed design calculations to
determine stresses in the framework that
to the reactor
the adapters
anchors
building structure.
The final design of
the framework was then analyzed with
computer techniques.
Commentary and Conclusion
calculations appear to be adequate.
The
There is an inherent check between hand
calculations
and the computer results.
We conclude that the piping penetrations
satisfy design
criteria
and are adequate.
A6.4.1.4

The only analysis that the A/E had on
hand was that initially
provided for the
BWR plant,
primarily concerning bolt
stresses.
The A/E has marked up this
document with comments on omissions
and
suggested procedures.
The A/E has requested that a more comprehensive analysis be furnished by the vendor and that
the analysis be updated to reflect the
supplementary seismic specification.

Suppression-Chamber-to-Drywell
Vacuum Breaker Valves.

Twelve self-actuating valves connect the
drywell to the suppression
chamber to
prevent
excessive negative pressure in
the drywell.
These valves are located
chamber at an
within the suppression
approximate elevation of 116 ft
on the
eight large-diameter vent lines (four of
these have
two valves
each,
and the
remaining
four have one each).
These
valves are exercised by auxiliary
air
actuators
operable
at local control
stations external
to the containment.
Figure X A-24 is a photograph of a valve
similar to those installed
within
the
suppression chamber.

A6.4.1.4.1 Commentary.
The
seismic
analysis
of the design has not been
provided; however, it is
felt
unlikely
that the valve body
(a short, largediameter hollow cylinder) would be found
to
be
highly
stressed by seismic
loadings.
Moreover,
the A/E states that the new
design (which has been
installed)
will
avoid a feature of the original design
that might cause impairment of the valve
function.
The original design employs a
microswitch recessed into the rim of the
valve seat to initiate
a signal indicating that the valve is in
the
closed
position.
The
operating button is

It is important that the drywell-to-suppression-chamber
vacuum breaker valves
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depressed by the
valve rim when the
(like a door latch).
valve is
seated
a 9-lb
force is
needed to
However,
the
switch.
As a consequence,
depress
the valve plate must close with suffito cam the switch.
It
cient momentum
was observed that in
the event of an
earthquake
the valve plate might be
The switch might
jiggled slightly open.
detent to prevent full
then act as a
closure, defeating one of the principal
purposes of the valve.

dissipated in forming the plastic hinge.
the energy
EI is then compared with U,
required to penetrate a plate, using an
empirical formula derived by Stanford
Research Institute (SRI):
U = Dma u

+ 0.00806WT)

where:
Dm = width parameter of penetrating
missile

qualification
tests
No environmental
Although such a
have been performed.
would be desirable to provide astest
surance that the position switches function properly, the absence of such mateinsulation in the
rials
as electrical
portions of the valve which are essential
to its
vital
functions leads us to
believe that it will function adequately
in
the
event of either a small-leak or
large-leak LOCA.

W

= height parameter of
penetrating missile

au

= ultimate strength of target
material

T

= thickness of target material.

One part of the calculation indicates
would
that a 3 1/2 in. plate thickness
not be sufficient to withstand an impact
energy of 11.71 x 106 ft-lb
but that the
additional
thickness of the drywell
plate (3/4 in.
thick) would provide sufThe installation
ficient protection.
drawings indicate that the final design
of two plates, each 1 5/8 in.
consists
thick, which,
along with the drywell
3/4-in.-thick plate, gives a total of 4
state
that
in.
The A/E's calculations
SRI formula for U may be
the
empirical
modified for multiple thickness barriers
by replacing T with ZTi.

There is no apA6.4.1.4.2
Conclusion.
that these
parent reason to believe
to function under posvalves
will fail
The design
critulated seismic loads.
teria appear to be satisfied on the
basis of engineering judgment.
A6.4.1.5

(0.344T2

Missile Barriers Inside
Containment.

The recirculation line is provided with
pipe-whip constraints but the main steam
lines are not.
The A/E
and feedwater
made a thorough examination of the main
steam and feedwater line configurations,
postulating
instantaneous
circumferential
pipe breaks at butt welds and
surface
selecting regions on the inside
of the drywell that would be vulnerable
to impact by the broken pipe whipping
These vulnerable
about a plastic hinge.
regions of the drywell (which are quite
have
been provided with
extensive)
reinforcing
shielding missile barrier
plates,
as described on pages Q.4.9.2-1
through Q.4.9.2-5 of the FSAR (Ref. 31).
Figure X A-25, taken from Ref. 31, shows
location and
"thickness"
of the
the
reinforcing plates.

Commentary.
The assumption
A6.4.1.5.1
that T can be replaced by ZTi in the SRI
formula is incorrect since the relationship has a square term in T as well as a
required to
linear term.
The energy
penetrate multiple-plate barriers should
be calculated on the basis of ZUi, where
Ui
is
the energy required to penetrate
A rough
each plate of thickness Ti.
calculation
using the above application
of the formula indicates that the multicould provide penetration
ple barriers
ft-lb
resistance to roughly 8.8 x 106
impact energy as opposed to the required
implying
a negative
11.71 x 106 ft-lb,
margin of 33%.

The A/E's calculations indicate that the
impact energy, EI, to be absorbed by the
barrier is derived from the relationship:

request
Note:
The A/E has
at our
reviewed
the original design and now
the
finds that the pipe will impact
missile barriers at an angle of 410;
reduces
the
impact velocity by
this
25%.
The A/E's revised
approximately
17% margin of
calculations predict a
safety.
A reduction of impact velocity
by 25% reduces the impact energy by 44%;
the effective penetration area
however,
reduced,
may also be very significantly
and the impact energy per unit area may

EI = ET - EH
ET is
equal to the thrust load
where
(1.2 x operating pressure x break area
for the main steam line) times the arc
the energy
length of travel and EH is
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actually increase if the missile strikes
at an angle.
Additional analysis or penetration test
data for multiple plates is required
be
can
before the design adequacy
refined calculations,
More
assessed.
which would account for the effective
increase in penetration area as each
successive plate is penetrated, may show,
Some
the design is adequate.
that
additional margin may be obtained in the
computation of the energy dissipated at
the plastic hinge if strain hardening is
considered.

Paint Coatings Within
Containment.

in two
The coating system was applied
In the first stage an inorganic
stages.
zinc prime -coat was applied on the
shop-fabricated assemblages
individual
finish
The
by the steel fabricator.
phenolic coating was applied after the
containment had been assembled and after
areas and
scratched)
(e.g.,
damaged
regions affected by welding had been
touched up.

Vapor zone
(above waterline):

Repair defective
areas only.

In June 1973,
those portions of the
phenolic finish coat which exhibited
poor adherence were removed.
A testing
program to determine the integrity of
the remaining phenolic top coat was then
initiated.
This program included steam
dynamic tests simulating the conditions
experienced during the preoperational
test. The utility reported that the
made after the
results of
inspections
indiconclusion of these tests clearly
cated that the inorganic zinc primer was
resistance
its
corrosion
performing
function and that the vast majority of
the remaining phenolic finish coat was
firmly adhered and was satisfactory from
a performance standpoint.

In March 1971, during a routine inspection of the torus (suppression chamber)
failure of
portion of the containment,
found in the
coating was
the finish
of
(loss
regions
below-the-waterline
adhesion over a significant area) and
localized failures were found in the
The following
upper air-filled region.
repair program was carried out in 1972:
Below waterline:

c.

to
Sand blast
in
white metal
and
2-ft band
apply one coat
inorganic
of
zinc and one top
coat of a phenolic coating.

During preoperational testing of the
plant systems in May 1973, the torus was
subjected to a relatively severe dynamic
steam test (demineralized water heated
to 180 0 F, held at this temperature for
followed by a
approximately 48 hours,
Following this test,
fast cooldown).
blister formation was observed in the
vapor zone. The total area of phenolic
coating failure was estimated to cover
The
than 1% of the surface area.
less
inorganic zinc base coat in failure
areas was reported by the utility to be
In general, the
in excellent condition.
blistering or delamination occurred in
the areas where a two-coat phenolic
system existed because of unavoidable
work.
overlapping during the repair
This determination was made by measuring
the thickness of paint chips
and by
visual
examination of exposed areas
still
where the phenolic finish coating
The examination also showed
existed.
zinc
that the bonding between inorganic
and the metal surface was still intact.

The internal surface of the containment
liner, internal concrete structures, and
metallic components are coated with speAside from aesthecial paint coatings.
coatings are used to
tic
purposes,
prevent corrosion of metal surfaces and
The coatings must
to seal the concrete.
be able to withstand normal and accident
environments without becoming separated
from the walls in any way, such as by
flaking, and crackruptured blisters,
ing. Excessive delamination of coating
the clogging of
cause
could
films
strainers on the suction lines of the
core spray and safety injection systems
and interfere with their proper operation.

a.

waterline level:

in the vapor zone was
The top coating
retained because the condition of the
Coating
essentially good.
coating was
adhesion tests performed during the recoating investigation substantiated this
decision.

In our judgment
A6.4.1.5.2 Conclusion.
insufficient information to
there is
missile
the adequacy of the
assess
Design adequacy has not been
barriers.
demonstrated.
A6.4.1.6

b.

blast to
Sand
white metal and
apply one coat
inorganic
of
zinc.

the torus
In view of the foregoing,
coating was then repaired a second time:
X-71

a.

Below waterline:

to
Sand
blast
and
white metal
apply one coat of
inorganic zinc.

b.

Vapor zone:

Repair
defective
areas
in
present
zinc
inorganic
coating.

vide reasonable assurance
that
the
coating
systems will not
experience
large-scale
failure
(flaking
and/or
delamination)
should a LOCA occur.
In
addition, the construction
features
of
the plant safety systems are such that,
even if the containment coating
should
experience
a large-scale failure, it is
extremely unlikely that the performance
of these systems will be significantly
degraded.

This procedure
provided
an inorganic
zinc coating on the entire internal surfaces of the torus.

The paint coatings within the containment satisfy the design criteria
and are
adequate.

A6.4.1.6.1 Commentary.
No
documentation pertaining to a qualification program was provided to the reviewers,
but
we were
informed that the manufacturer
of the coating materials and the A/E had
both conducted extensive testing programs which established that the coating
to perform
can
be expected
system
adequately should a LOCA occur.
Within
the limits of our familiarity with the
tests, this seems to be a valid conclusion.
As is noted in section A6.3.1.3,
however, it is
extremely difficult
to
devise
a qualification
test
for paint
coatings which has a significant statistical
basis and is not challengeable on
the ground that the samples
tested are
not accurately
representative of the
coating actually applied in the field.

A6.4.2

REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

The principal components of the reactor
coolant system considered in this study
included the reactor vessel
and internals,
the reactor vessel support, the
two recirculation lines, the main
steam
lines and isolation valves,
and the
pressure relief
system.
The
reactor
vessel
is
supported by a cylindrical
skirt
that rests on a ring girder atop a
concrete
and steel support pedestal.
The pedestal is an integral part of the
building foundation (see Fig. X A-21).
The
reactor pressure
relief
system
consists
of 11 relief
and 2
safety
valves mounted on the main steam lines
within the drywell.
The safety valves
(Fig. X A-26) are spring-loaded
valves
set at 1230 psig.
Each relief
valve is
self-actuating
at set points
ranging
between
1080 and 1100 psig.
The relief
valves can also be
actuated by remote
control.

The
utility
has also presented
an
analysis which demonstrates
that
there
probably
will not be a safety problem
even if the phenolic top coat
should
fail
during
a LOCA.
The point is made
that this material is thermosetting and
has a melting point of about 1100 0 F.
Should it come loose in an accident, the
material
will
harden,
become more
brittle,
and will not react with the
deionized
water.
Also,
since the
phenolic is heavier than water, it
will
settle
to
the bottom of the torus.
Plugging of strainers
is
not
likely
because
of the configuration
of the
torus
(segmented
by structural
ring
girders)
and because the core spray and
HPCI strainers are connected to 16-in.
pipe, the residual heat removal strainer
is connected to 24-in.
pipe,
and the
strainers are truncated cones with areas
of 4.7 and 7 ft 2 , respectively.
The
latter
are mounted 1 ft above the torus
invert and have 1/8-in, holes.
Further,
the strainer flow area is conservatively
designed with twice the area required to
pass
the design flow at design pressure
drop.
A6.4.1.6.2
Conclusion.
The qualification programs conducted by the paint
manufacturer and for the A/E, in conjunction with the testing performed
on
the actual coatings in the plant, pro-

A6.4.2.1

Reactor Pressure Vessel and
Internals.

Design calculations prepared by the reactor vendor on this unit were reviewed
primarily from the viewpoint of dynamic
mathematical
modeling.
These calculations provide an independent
check on
the A/E's model shown in Fig. X A-22.
The reactor building frequencies
determined by the A/E and those found by the
reactor vendor are as follows:
Reactor
Building
Mode
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Direction

Natural
Frequency (cps)
RCS
A/E
Supplier

1

N-S

5.05

5.05

2

N-S

6.13

6.21

1

E-W

3.64

3.63

2

E-W

5.49

5.56

I0

shear and moment at the
The maximum
reactor pressure vessel skirt base due
response of the system
to the seismic
was found to be 205 kips and 6320 kiprespectively; the allowables were
feet,
2396 kips and 96,276 kip-feet.

pressure are also considered.
In
addition,
the provisions
of article
NB3222.4(d)
(Components
Not
Requiring
Analysis
for Cyclic Operation) of Section III of the ASME Code were
invoked
to
qualify most of the nozzles
in
fatigue.

A6.4.2.1.1
Commentary.
There
appears
to be excellent
agreement
between the
buildings
natural
frequencies computed
by the A/E and the RCS
supplier,
and
this provides a high level of confidence
in these values.

Table X A-24 presents the stress intensities
reported
for
the
nozzles.
Nozzles
that qualified in fatigue under
Article NB-3222.4(d) are indicated.

A6.4.2.1.2
Conclusion.
The mathematical modeling for determining the seismic
response of the vessel and internals is
adequate.

A6.4.2.2.1 Commentary.
There is no evidence in the documents offered for our
review that the discontinuity stresses
in the nozzles due to pressure loadings
are accounted for in this analysis.

A6.4.2.2

Reactor Pressure Vessel
Nozzles.

Moreover, none of the documents
submitted for out review contained a thermal
analysis.
However, without an analytical demonstration or stress analysis,
Reference 33 states that "...these
nozzles are not subjected to severe thermal
transient conditions, therefore
primary
and secondary stresses will not be critical." We believe, however, that an analytical demonstration of this point for
at least one of the nozzles,
preferably
the 24-in.
outlet nozzle, should be in
the documentary record.

The analyses of the structural integrity
of a number of the nozzles
at penetrations into the BWR vessel were reviewed.
These include:
a.

Main Steam Outlet Nozzle,

b.

Recirculation Line Inlet Nozzle,
7.

c.

Recirculation
No. 8.

Line

No.

Outlet

No.

14.

Nozzle,

d.

Feedwater Nozzle,

e.

Core Spray Nozzle,

f.

2-in.
12.

g.

Control Rod Drive
Return Nozzle, No.

h.

Jet Pump Instrumentation Nozzle,
19.

i.

2-in.

j.

Vent Nozzle,

k.

Head Spray Nozzle,

No.

Instrumentation

Drain Nozzle,
No.

A6.4.2.2.2
Conclusion.
Although
these
analyses do
not entirely conform to
analytical
standards
and procedures in
effect today, we believe that in view of
the adequate margins exhibited under the
loadings considered, the structural
integrity of these nozzles can be considered adequate.

10.
11.
Nozzle,

Hydraulic
13.

No.

No.

No.

System

A6.4.2.3

The analysis of the reactor vessel support skirt
was performed by the vessel
manufacturer (Ref. 34)
using
a finite
element model of the skirt
vessel junction
and computerized
techniques
of
structural
and thermal analysis.
Both
thermal transient and mechanical loading
conditions
were considered,
including
the effects of the maximum seismic event
and jet
loads.

No.

22.

204.
No.

Reactor Pressure Vessel Skirt.

206.

The analyses
for these nozzles
were
prepared by the reactor vessel manufacturer to the reactor vendor's specifications and are outlined in References
32
and 33.

An elastic analysis was performed first
with the results given in Table X A-25.
As can be seen
the allowable
stress
intensity range
computed on an elastic
basis exceeds the code allowable.
The
critical
location was found to occur at
the end of the filleted
section nearest
the skirt.

The same analytical technique was
used
in
evaluating
all
these nozzles.
A
Bijlaard
analysis,
computerized
for
cylinder-to-cylinder junctions, was used
to obtain stresses in the vessel wall.
Corresponding
stresses
for the nozzles
were computed from beam-type
formulae.
The membrane stresses
due to internal

A simplified
elastic-plastic
analysis
was
therefore performed.
The method
used was subsequently incorporated
into
Section III
of the ASME Code under paraX-73

A6.4.2.4.1

Although
the current
graph NB-3228.3.
that some
demonstration
code
requires
be
satisfied,
conditions
collateral
these were not mandatory at the time the
The analysis for the
analysis was made.
that the
demonstrated
vessel
skirt
<
usage factor was 0.55
elastic-plastic
and concluded
therefore, that the
1.0
was acceptable.
skirt

A6.4.2.4.1.1 Dynamic Response to VertiBy taking a constant speccal Inputs.
acceleration of 0.33g and 0.08g for
tral
component of the DE and
the vertical
MCE, the supplier has not considered the
dynamic response of the system to vertical inputs.
Since the reactor building
in the verstructure is extremely stiff
to
tical
direction, it seems reasonable
assume that the building will transmit
(with no
the ground motion directly
One can therefore take
amplification).
the vertical ground response spectra for
damping as the input for
0.5% critical
the vertical direction.

COMMENTARY AND CONCLUSION.
conThe analysis is judged to be in
formance with all' code requirements in
In
our
effect at the time it was made.
opinion the structural adequacy of the
has been demonskirt
vessel support
strated.

of the maximum g
Taking
two-thirds
(Figs.
damping
values for 0.5% critical
X A-6 and X A-7), one finds the vertical
spectral accelerations and their associated frequencies to be:

Recirculation Lines.

A6.4.2.4

The
recirculation lines extend between
and 163 ft 4 in.
elevations 122 ft 4 in.
to the
(Fig. X A-27) and are attached
reactor pressure vessel at the upper
elevation.
Each recirculation line was modeled
by
the supplier as a 27 lumped mass system
(135subject to floor response spectra
damping genft elevation, 0.5% critical
for the horizontal
erated by the A/E)
(X and Z) of the earthquake
components
acceleration
and to a constant spectral
of 0.033g for the vertical (Y) component
for the vertical
of the DE and 0.08g
component of the MCE.
The following load

cases

were

Commentary.

a.

DE

b.

MCE

0.18g

-

(69.6 in./sec

0.44 g (169.9

2

) @ 5 cps

in./sec 2 )@ 5 cps

are
values
These spectral acceleration
considerably in excess of the 0.033g and
per0.08g values used in the analysis
Should the
formed
by the supplier.
frequency of the
lowest vertical mode
in the range of
line fall
recirculation
significant
there would be a
5 cps,
the seismic stresses comincrease
in
puted by the supplier.

considIf,
for example, we consider the 12-in.
elbow and assume that the vertical seisis two-thirds
mic stress contribution
the seismic stresses shown in the critical stress summary (Table X A-27), the
revised total stress for the P + W + MCE
load
combination would be 21,000 + 2/3
in
ex(13,180) = 29,787 psi, which is
cess of the 25,969 psi allowable.

ered:
a.

X+

Y.

b.

Z +Y.

c.

Differential anchor motion
in the X-direction.
in.

= 0.022

d.

Differential anchor motion
in. in the Y-direction.

= 0.022

accelNatural periods and the spectral
eration values for the horizontal components of the earthquake used in generatinertia forces are shown in
ing modal
Table X A-26.

FrequenA6.4.2.4.1.2
Closely Spaced
cies.
We note from Table X A-26 that
frethere are four sets of modes whose
the
are closely spaced, i.e.,
quencies
on
is
deviation from their mean value
It could be that the
the order of 1%.
spaced
for these closely
mode shapes
frequencies
are not in the same direcbe no
tion, in which case there would
problem;
however, if they are along the
stress
same axis, the associated modal
values should be combined on an absolute
sum basis rather than by the square root
of the sum of the squares.

Critical stresses computed by the supand
plier,
based on the assumptions
described above, are summatechniques
rized in Table X A-27.

Additional
Conclusion.
A6.4.2.4.2
taking
into consideration apanalysis
for
spectral accelerations
propriate
is required for a
earthquakes
vertical

then
Stresses due to load case a were
linearly combined with the stresses due
to load case c; stresses for load cases
b and d were similarly combined.
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'a

final evaluation of the adequacy of
recirculation lines.

the

peak broadening.
For example, the comis
0.187 sec,
puted period for mode 2
for which the analyst picked the exact
spectral acceleration value of 1.81g.
The same curve indicates, however, that
(an
for a natural period of 0.19 sec,
increase of 1.6%), the spectral acceler3.0g,
i.e.,
an
ation value would be
increase of 66% over the actual value
used.
Critical stresses are summarized
in Table X A-29.

vendor
has provided
the
The reactor
results
of a stress analysis of a main
steam line (for a power plant of more
recent design)
which does take into
account the dynamic amplification of the
component of the earthquake.
vertical
are
show that
stresses
The results
within allowables.
We have reviewed the
analysis and note the following differences between the design which is the
design
subject of this
study
and
analyzed:
a.

four
The recirculation pump has
on the analyzed
shock suppressors
design compared to two on the study
design.

b.

supThere are a total of ten shock
each loop of the anapressors on
lyzed design compared to a total of
four on the study design.

c.

General
comA6.4.2.5.1
Commentary.
ments regarding the dynamic response due
to the vertical component of the earthto those given in
quake are identical
In addition, since it
section A6.4.2.4.
is
not unreasonable to expect that the
frequency
could be
actual second-mode
higher than the computed value by 1.6%,
it would be more appropriate to use the
3.Og value rather than 1.81g.
The
reactor
A6.4.2.5.2
Conclusion.
vendor has provided the results of an
analysis of a more recent design which
accounts
for the dynamic amplification
of the vertical component of the earthquake and shows that streses are within
A comparison between the
the allowable.
more recent design and the design which
that
is the subject of this study shows
is
the
degree of seismic restraint
similar.

The analyzed design has one vertical
and one near vertical shock suppressor compared to none for the study
design.

It is apparent that the analyzed design
resignificantly
more seismic
has
straints than the design we are studythe seismic
analysis
ing;
therefore
results of the other design are not
applicable.

On the basis of this additional eviof
dence, we conclude that the design
the main steam line is adequate.

line
We conclude that the recirculation
frc7- the viewpoint of seismic resistance
does noz completely satisfy the design
Nevertheless,
estimated
criteria.
failure is
stress levels indicate that
not
ex ected and the design is considered adequate.
A6.4.2.5

A6.4.2.6

Main Steam Line Isolation
Valves.

they represent
a
potential
Because
large-diameter
path for the escape of
should
radioactivity to the environment
a steam line break outside the containment structure, the main steam lines are
given special
isolation consideration.
Two 26-in. automatic
isolation valves,
each powered by
both air
pressure and
spring force, are provided
in
each of
(see Fig.
the four main steam lines
One valve is
located
outside.
X A-28).
and the other
the primary
containment
inside, approximately at elevation 135
is
provided with a
ft.
Each valve
hydraulic damper to prevent excessively
fast closing rates that might damage the
valve or piping system.

Main Steam 'ines.

extend between
The
i,±n steam lines
eleva-,->ns 138 ft 2 i.. and 203 ft 1 1/2
was
seismically
in.
Thi piping system.
qualified by the supplier on the basis
similar
of an analysis performed for a
Only the horiplant at another site.
zontal response spectra were used here,
with the vertical response computed on
0.08g
the basis of constant 0.033g and
spectral
accelerations
in the same way
as it was applied to the recirculation
A summary
lines (see section A6.4.2.4).
of the natural periods and spectral acceleration
values used in the analysis
is
shown in
for tfh, First nine modes
Tabl. '. %-28.

The valves have a Y-pattern body and a
on a
cylindrical main plug that moves
center

line

450

from vertical.

The air

the
cylinder operator is supported from
valve body by four rods that also serve
as guide shafts for springs which provide a closure mechanism with sufficient

The spectral accelevix
ion values used by
the analyst were exactly as found on the
floor response
spectrum curve without
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stored energy to seat the
the air supply be lost.

valve

evidence
and analytical
Experimental
bearing on the ability of the main steam
isolation valve to function under a wide
is
variety of accident flow conditions
contained in the NSSS supplier's topical
report (Ref. 37) . This report describes
an extensive test demonstration program
in which a commercial main steam isolation valve was installed in a full-scale
flow test facility and operated under
high flow conditions closely simulating
those anticipated during a plant acciForty
tests encompassing both
dent.
single-phase and two-phase flow were
conducted, a number of these being at
the highest flow rates postulated for a
basis
accident.
These tests
design
included:

should

Normal closure is powered by a solenoidtriggered air cylinder that drives a
central stemn connected to the main plug.
A spring and dashpot are incorporated
into the stem to help control closure
rates.
The analytical document prepared for the
seismic analysis of the BWR MSIV (from
which data used in the FSAR were taken)
was originally presented for our review
It contains errors as noted
(Ref. 35).
in our commentary.
During our initial examination of this
document, we questioned some of its assumptions and methods. Consequently we
an analysis
were shown Reference 36,
prepared for the seismic qualification
of a MSIV for another plant. The valve
is of the same nominal size, is supplied
by the same manufacturer, but differs in
the dimenHowever,
some dimensions.
sional differences are not sufficient to
invalidate the applicability of the calculations to the BWR valve; we therefore
also reviewed this second analysis.

Test Type

These calculations were prepared to the
specification that
BWR NSSS supplier's
seismic coefficients of 0.6g vertical
and 1.5g horizontal be applied as conspectra from
stant shock acceleration
0.25 to 33 cps.

Steam

50 to 1080

Water

240 to 3490

Two Phase (various
qualities, 0.17 to 0.45)

1530 to 3860

Surge
0.33)

(quality 0.1 to

520 to 2970

The report concludes that the MSIV will
close under reactor accident flow conditheir closure
tions as evidenced by
during experimentally simulated reactor
accident flow conditions.

The valve operator weighs about 3/4 ton
and is supported from the valve body on
four 3-in.-diameter rods about 4 ft
long. During an earthquake the operator
mass will be set into vibratory motion.
Items of concern are the consequent
in the rods and the ability of
stresses
the valve to remain functional throughout the seismic event.

In another test reported in an appendix
to Reference 36, a valve similar to that
loaded
installed in the BWR plant was
perpendicular to the valve stem center
line by a dead weight applied through a
then operated
The valve was
pulley.
The loading
under the side thrust load.
produced transverse deflections equal to
those expected under dead weight plus
1.5g seismic acceleration.

Consequently, a 39-node 21-mass dynamic
model of the actuator, the support rods,
and their appurtenances was prepared.
computer program,
Using the STARDYNE
frecorresponding
and
mode shapes
The natural
quencies were computed.
frequency was found to be 13.3 cps and
is the only mode within the range of
Because of
interest (0.25 to 33 cps).
the symmetry of the support rod arrangement, the structure is equally stiff in
It will
all
transverse directions.
in
respond to horizontal accelerations
the plane of the excitation and exhibit
all
in
the same natural frequency
directions.
found to
The maximum stress was
psi;
the allowable value
20,130
48,000 psi.

Flow Range
(lb/sec)

Closing time was insignificantly different from that when the valve was not
loaded.
A6.4.2.6.1, Commentary.
A6.4.2.6.1.1 Seismic Analysis of Reference 35. The author, although properly
identifying the fundamental character of
that of a
the analytical problem as
frame, nevertheless subsequently treats
the multi-rod structure as a single cantilever beam. This implies a shear connection between the rods and results in

be
is
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with the actuator axis tilted
out of plane (i.e., rotated 400
about the pipe
off the vertical,
produces
condition
This
axis).
significantly higher stresses than
In the
would upright installation.
summary, this worst-case stress is
reported. since one expects vertithe usual
cal installation to be
maximum
reported
the
practice,
stress is conservative for the majority of actual installations.

a misevaluation of the stiffness of the
operator structure. The computed stiff25
by approximately
ness is too high
times and results in an estimate of the
natural frequency of 74.1 cps, which is
Stress estitoo high.
about 5 times
mates are about 25% of those which the
structure may actually experience during
an earthquake.

led
4Q0

computation bears the major equipThis
ment supplier's stamp attesting to the
fact that the document was approved and
no further action was required.

The functional flow tests were conducted
using a 20-in, valve supplied by a
manufacturer different from the one who
supplied the MSIV for the BWR plant.
The A/E contends that in light of the
similarity of design among valves of
type supplied by various manufacthis
turers for this application the results
have general relevance for all such
that the
The report implies
valves.
effects of such differences as may exist
analytically
between designs can be
accounted for and are not sufficient to
alter the main results. This contention
does not seem unreasonable.

A6.4.2.6.1.2 Seismic Analysis of Refercomputation
the
Although
ence 36.
sheets in this report are signed off as
checked by a member of the consulting
firm that prepared them:
a.

The weight of the modal masses does
weight of the
to the
not total
(due to an
components
structural
error in weight allocation on page
17 of Reference 36.

b.

that the
A spot check indicates
is not in equilibrium,
structure
even for simple dead weight loading.
14
The reactions reported on page
0O) do not
for dead weight (e =
balance the applied loads (i.e., the
set of weight loads actually used in
forces
Neither the
the model) .
nor the overalong the rod axis
turning moment is equilibrated by
the reported reactions at the base
of the structure. We suspect an input error.

Although these tests were conducted with
flow rates in excess of those presome
dicted for major accidents, the predictcould not be fully
fluid pressures
ed
duplicated. This limitation on the test
the engineers of the
was imposed by
steam generating plant
(conventional)
the steam and water used as
furnishing
the test fluid. They feared structural
damage to plant equipment from such
Since MSIV have been tripped
pressures.
many times under normal flow conditions
at full reactor pressure, we do not feel
that the inability to duplicate presconclusions
the
invalidates
sures
reached in Reference 37.

to nodes
The error in assigning masses
effect on results.
has only a small
Much more disturbing is the fact that
the structure does not appear to be in
(or
equilibrium under its own weight
under the weight loads
more precisely,
to
Failure
taken to have).
it was
kind of a check often
satisfy this
signals significant errors.

QualificaA6.4.2.6.1.3 Environmental
Evidently, a formal qualification
tion.
program has not been conducted to demonelectrothe
that
strate by test
assembly on the MSIV
pneumatic control
will be functional when exposed to the
environmental conditions within
ambient
a
the primary containment following
Discussions with the NSSS supLOCA.
disclosed the
plier's representatives
following information pertinent to environmental qualification of the two comassembly which are
of this
ponents
subject to degradation:

However, we believe that in this analysis the error falls to the conservative
It appears to lower the natural
side.
frequency (which we estimate to be about
15 cps) and to overstate stresses.
I
Moreover, there are subsequent conservatisms deliberately introduced into the
analysis:
a.

Stress resultants are computed by
summing absolute values of seismic
and dead weight stresses without
regard to sign.

b.

The analysis considers the possibilinstality that the valve might be

a.
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Qualification
Solenoid Actuators:
is not needed because the design is
fail-safe. The electrical signal is
its
needed to hold the valve open;
for any reason-will result
removal
in valve closure unless movement of
the pneumatic control valve control-

impeded
led by the solenoid is
(i.e.,
by excessive binding of the
seals).
b.

C.

Analysis
Seals on Pneumatic Valves:
shows that these will not degrade
appreciably during 5 years of normal
plant service (aging due to exposure
to the temperature,
humidity, and
radiation environments).
The
seals
will be replaced every 2 years in
the preventive maintenance program.

A summary of the actual
and allowable
loads for the three cases is given in
Table X A-30.
A6 .4.2.7.1 Commentary.
Although
the
recirculation line carries water,
the
design pressure and temperature are 1250
0
psig and 575 F,
respectively;
so,
if
there
is a pipe break, the water will
flash into steam.
A thrust coefficient
of 12.5 is therefore appropriate.
Since
the operating pressure is actually 1000
psig,
use of a pressure of 1250 psig
does, in effect, give the thrust coefficient.
The calculations appear to be
reasonable, and the results
show that
actual
expected loads are within the
allowables.

These discussions also disclosed that a
assembly
seismic qualification of the
was not conducted because of the faillack of a mechanism
safe design and
could cause a
whereby an earthquake
the
hang-up in the proper operation of
pneumatic valves.
The previous discussion gives reasonable
assurance of the adequacy of the electromagnetic control assembly. A formal
however,
qualification program would,
provide additional assurance.

A6.4.2.7.2
Conclusion.
The pipe whip
restraints for the recirculation line
satisfy the design criteria and are
adequate.

Conclusion. The ability of
A6.4.2.6.2
the i..in steam isolation valve to close
under the maximum flow rates expected
from a major plant accident has been
Seisdemonstrated in full-scale tests.
mic resistance has also been demonstrat-'
ed. The design is adequate.
A6.4.2.7

A6.4.2.8

The pipe whip restraints for the recirculation line are designed to constrain
the piping only in -the event of very
large pipe movement due to a large
break. This is accomplished by having a
large radial clearance between the OD of
the pipe and the ID of the restraint.
restraints are anchored to the
The
the
framing
surrounding
structural
reactor vessel. Maximum spacing of the
restraints is determined by assuming a
pipe break and finding the moment arm
that will just develop a plastic hinge
The
in the
pipe at the restraint.
thrust
load is taken as the system
pressure times the pipe flow area. The
have
a
restraints are designed to
of the yield
of 90%
maximum stress
strength. They have been designed to
withstand the following load cases:
Load is along the restraint
Case I:
symmetry
line; it has only one
component, T.

b.

Load is transverse to the
Case II:
constraint symmetry line; it has a
transverse component, S, and gives
to a moment on the anchor
rise
bolts, M.

Reactor Pressure Relief
Valves.

The 11 pressure relief valves are mounted on the main steam line headers within
the drywell portion of the containment
at elevation 160 ft. Each relief valve
is self-actuating at the
(Fig. X A-29)
pressure
(set-point
present
relief
and 1100 psig for
ranges between 1080
but may also be
the various valves)
by
a solenoid-operated air
actuated
manual
or
remote
valve to permit
lower pressures.
automatic opening at
Each valve consists of a main valve disk
and piston, operated by a second-stage
either a
disk and piston displaced by
pressure sensing pilot or a pneumatically operated mechanical push rod.

Pipe Whip Restraint for
Recirculation Lines.

a.

Case III:
Load is
at 450
to the
co-nstraint;
it has components T and
S and gives rise to a moment, M, at
the anchor bolts.

The automatic depressurization system
(ADS), a subsystem of the steam supply
pressure relief system, serves as
a
backup to the high pressure coolant
injection system (HPCIS)
under smallleak LOCA
conditions.
Five of the
relief valves are connected to provide
for automatic depressurization of
the
reactor in this type of accident. These
valves are equipped with accumulators
and check valves arranged to ensure that
the valves can be opened and held open
even if the air supply should fail. The
accumulators are sized for a minimum of
five
valve
operations.
The relief
valves also can be operated by remote
controls from the main control room.
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I

Discussions
Commentary.
A6.4.2.8.l
with representatives of the reactor vendor (who was responsible for supplying
disclosed that no formal
the valves)
qualification program has been conducted.
Because these valves must function
*properly at the time of peak temperature
conditions following a small-break LOCA,
contain some nonmetallic
because they
(e.g.,
seals and electrical
materials
insulation) which are known to be adby thermal and radiaversely affected
and
tion aging and by LOCA conditions,
because the valves are subjected to high
internal and ambient temperatures during
life, we strongly betheir installed
proper,
comprehensive
a
lieve that
qualification program (i.e., one including aging simulation, seismic testing,
and LOCA exposure) should be conducted.

A6.4.3.1

An isometric drawing of a portion of the
core spray piping inside the containment
is
The piping
is shown in Fig. X A-30.
anchored to the drywell shield wall at
elevation 143 ft 6 in. and connects to
the reactor vessel nozzle at elevation
188 ft 7 1/2 in.
The
fundamental frequency was computed
to be 7.5 cps. Seismic loads were based
on an
average of the response spectra
for the upper and lower anchor points
assuming 0.5% critical damping values.
the critical
Table X A-31 summarizes
Modal stresses were combined
stresses.
by the square root of the sum of the
The highest of the
squares method.
horizontal responses was added to the
The piping was evalvertical response.
B31.1
uated in accordance with the
Piping Code.

"A
31
states,
We note that Reference
to
solenoid control valve, identical
[BWR plant]
those associated with the
safety/relief valve was tested for 10
hours at temperature in excess of 300'F
and a pressure of 62 psig. Results of
this test show that the solenoid valve
performed satisfactorily and there was
no indication that temperature limits
Since an ambient
approached."
were
temperature of 340OF can reasonably be
expected to occur at the time when these
valves are required to operate, this
inconclusive. It is parstatement is
ticularly important that the electric
that provide for both
solenoid valves
fully
be
ADS and manual actuation
qualified.

An independent
A6.4 .3.1.1 Commentary.
and the
computer analysis was made,
results were evaluated in accordance
with the rules of B31.1 as well as the
rules of the current NB-3600 portion of
the ASME Code, Section III.
The independent analysis results show
good agreement with the A/E result.
that
indicates
Discussion with the A/E
the jump discontinuity in the temperato
5750F shown on the
ture from 150
CFig. X A-30) is. not
isometric drawing
realistic since the piping is exposed to
It is expected
the ambient temperature.
that the actual thermal gradient along
the pipe length is a gradual one.

conA6.4.2.8.2
Conclusion. We cannot
clude that the design of this component
is adequate on the basis of available
Design adequacy has not
information.
been demonstrated.
A6.4.3

Piping.

Evaluation of computed stresses in accordance with the current code requirelevels to be
ments showed the stress
within the allowables if we neglect the
discontinuity
unrealistic gross thermal
shown on the isometric drawing.

CORE SPRAY SYSTEM

The core spray system consists of two
each of
identical loops,
independent,
which is capable of preventing excessive
fuel cladding temperatures by cooling
in the core should a LOCA
the fuel
loop has two 50% capacity
Each
occur.
electric
centrifugal pumps driven by
a spray sparger in the reactor
motors,
vessel above the core, piping and valves
to carry water from the suppression pool
to the sparger, and associated controls
and instrumentation.

A6.4.3.1.2 Conclusion. The core spray
piping
inside the containment satisfies
the design criteria and is adequate.
A6.4.3.2

Hangers and Snubbers.

seismic Class
I piping
As with other
systems, the core spray system piping is
supported by both conventional piping
shock absorbers
special
and
hangers
The locations of these
termed snubbers.
are shown in Fig. X A-30.
components
The hangers are designed to avoid placing twisting forces on the piping system
supporting
and to provide a constant
force even when the piping moves as a

The subsequent sections present detailed
descriptions and design adequacy assessments of the following components of the
core spray system: piping, piping hang*ers and snubbers, pumps and drives and
pump and drive mounting, valves, valve
motor operators, and instrumentation.
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result of thermal expansion as the temnperature of the contained f luid changes.

watertight entryway is identical to that
shown in Fig. X A-36 for the residual
heat removal (RHR) pump rooms.

A6.4.3.2.1 Commentary.
No
separate
documentation pertaining to hanger design is
available.
The hangers are
rugged devices, do
not contain components that can be degraded as a result
of the nuclear radiation and temperature
conditions present in the plant or which
may occur in an an accident,,and have
been extensively used in both fossil and
nuclear power plants for many years.

Each pump and motor is vertically mounted,
and the motor
is
supported on a
bracket that bolts to the .pump
casing
(Fig. X A-31).
The pump itself is
bolted to a foundation pad on the
floor
(Fig.
X A-32).
Pump mountings are
oriented in three different directions:
two of the pumps are parallel and the
other two are oriented at 450
to the
first pair and 900 to each other. Each
pump can deliver water to the
reactor
core at a rate of 3125 gpm when a 105psi pressure difference exists between
the reactor vessel and primary containment.
Each CS motor is rated at .600 hp
and operates at 482 kW.

The snubbers contain a hydraulic fluid
and a movable piston.
Seals must be
provided to prevent the loss of fluid
around
the shaft.
The
seals used in
snubbers
installed
in several
power
plants have deteriorated within a period
of only several months, resulting in a
loss of fluid and consequent loss of
effectiveness.
However, the snubbers
installed in the BWR plant were produced
by a manufacturer other than the one
that produced the malfunctioning snubbers.
The hydraulic fluid and the seals
used in the snubbers that were installed
in the plant were reported to be radiation-resistant materials.

The weights and heights of the center of
gravity for the core spray pumps and
motors are:

Motor

5200

6.51

Mounting
Bracket

5300

3.94

Pump

3000

1.92

unit

No reports on qualification programs
conducted for the snubbers used in the
BWR plant were made available to the
It is our understanding,
reviewers.
however, that the snubbers
at the BWR
plant have been modified to use the best
materials now available (similar to the
modifications made at the PWR plant).

The A/E's original seismic calculations
for the
anchor positioned the entire
horizontal inertia force of the motor
and pump at the pump CG, thus reducing
the overturning moment due to the higher
position of the motor CG.
This was
pointed out to the A/E during the course
of the review. The A/E then computed the
fundamental frequency of the pump-motor,
which permitted the use of lower acceleration values from the floor response
spectra curves.
The revised results
showed a small positive margin.
Nevertheless,
the A/E has strengthened the
anchor installation to provide additional margin.

A6.4.3.2.2
Conclusion. On the basis of
engineering judgment, we consider the
design of the hangers and snubbers to be
In view of the fact that seal
adequate.
failure and loss of snubber fluid have
occurred in other installations and that
a proper qualification program has not
been conducted,
it is essential that a
periodic surveillance of the snubbers be
made, and that the seals and other materials that are susceptible degradation
as a result of exposure to temperature,
humidity, radiation, etc.,
be replaced
before properties are seriously altered.

There are no piping systems in the CS
pump rooms other than those associated
with the respective pumps.

There is
insufficient information to
assess adequacy *of the seal design of
the snubbers.
Resistance to seismic
loads may be negated due to loss of
hydraulic fluid.
A6.4.3.3

Weight (lb)

Height of CG
Above Mounting
Pad (ft)

The A/E has performed an analysis which
shows that the pump seals will not be
significantly
degraded by exposure to
nuclear radiation emanating from the radioactive water pumped under accident
conditions.

Pumps and Drives.

There are four core spray (CS) pumps and
motor units
located in four separate
flood-protected rooms, two in the southeast corner and two in the northeast
corner of the reactor building.
The

A6.4.3.3.1 Commentary. A formal qualification program for the pumps
and
drives has not been conducted. However,
the
reactor vendor has
functionally
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expect that the functioning of the pumps
and drives will be impaired as a result
of a pipe break, and (3) it is
reasonable to expect that the pump and motor
following a
will function adequately
safe shutdown earthquake, based upon the
performance demonstrated in the vibration test of the RHR pump. The units
satisfy the
design criteria and are
adequate.

tested a similar motor in a saturated
steam environment at atmospheric pressure (Ref. 38).
From the viewpoint of seismic protection, the pumps are strategically located and oriented as follows:
a.

They are at or near ground level,
where amplification of the ground
response spectrum is minimal.

b.

They are located in separate rooms
in different areas of the building.

A6.4.3.4

C.

Their mountings are oriented
three different directions.

Valves.

Several valves
are associated with the
Specifications for
core spray system.
several of the valves were reviewed, and
the procedures that were followed in the
design of the valves were discussed with
the A/E. We were informed that a qualification program for the various valves
was under way but that no data were yet
available.

in

Thus, for a seismic event, only two
pumps (at most) are likely to experience
excitations and consequently
the same
exhibit similar responses.
A static analysis (using 0.6g horizontal
and
0.07g vertical) was performed. The
floor response
maximum g load from the
horizontal for the DE
0.3g
spectra is
Indeand 0.72g horizontal for the MCE.
calculations performed by the
pendent
frequency
A/E show that the fundamental
12 cps. The spectral
of
the unit is
acceleration value for this frequency is
0.14g for the DE and 0.336g for the MCE.
is
The 0.6g value used in the analysis
therefore conservative.

A6.4.3.4.1 Commentary.
The specifications do not require that the ability of
the valves to function properly under
seismic events be demonstrated but rather that they not fail as pressure containing members.
Some relatively minor
inconsistencies among the specifications
were also noted (e.g., the requirement
to withstand aging and nuclear-radiation
exposures
under
LOCA and post-LOCA
conditions).
A6.4.3.4.2
Conclusion. In the absence
of a formal qualification program, we
cannot make a rigorous assessment of the
design adequacy of the valves.
On the
basis
of the reviewer's experience in
performing stress analyses of similar
valves, we can conclude that there is a
good probability that the valves can be
expected to function properly under an
accident situation.
In our judgment the
valves satisfy the seismic criteria.

to
The most critical stress was found
bolting
in
the driver stand
occur
(16,500 psi computed, compared to the
stated allowable stress of 20,000 psi).
are
above allowable stresses
Margins
larger
for all other
substantially
sections examined.
As discussed in section A6.4.5, a pseudo
seismic qualification test of the RHR
pump has been conducted in which a pump,
motor and coupling were set up and run
in a test loop. The RHR and CS pumps
The
are made by the same manufacturer.
RI-R pump is about twice the size of the
CS pump; so its natural frequency would
be lower. Since the pumps are similarly
mounted, it is reasonable to expect that
the CS pump would successfully pass a
qualification test under a maximum load
of 0.34g. An actual test of the CS pump
would offer more assurance, however.

A6.4.3.5

Valve Motor Operators.

Figure X A-33 shows the valve motor operators (VMO) appended to and supported
by
the valves
they
control.
A large
number of VMO, of varying size but
similar in design, are used in the
plant. The VMO units used inside the
primary containment have Class H insulation; the units installed outside have
Class
F insulation. None-of the VMO in
the CSS are installed within the primary
containment.

A6.4.3.3.2 Conclusion. We believe that
(1) the seismic computations justify the
assumption that the structural support
and motors is
of the core spray pumps
capable of meeting the seismic requirements of the specifications, (2) on the
basis of physical isolation consideraa
tions and the test conducted on
there is no reason to
similar motor,

A6.4.3.5.1 Commentary. The VMO installed in the BWR plant were subjected to a
rigorous qualification testing program
that consisted of aging, nuclear radiation, simulated seismic conditions,
and
simulated LOCA exposures in the simulatAn
ed seismic test (Refs. 39 and 40).
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The HPCIS is
capable
of
reaching the
design flow rate within 25 sec from
from
receipt of an appropriate signal
the automatic controls.

aged operator was mounted on a vibration
table and subjected to vibration of 20
for 2 min on and 1 min off,
cps at ig
five
times along both
the
repeated
axes
of the
and horizontal
vertical
actuator.
This test
does provide
conreassurance that the VMO will
siderable
function adequately even though the test
does not conform to the current requirements.

The HPCIS is installed
in
the reactor
building at elevation 88 ft.
Suction is
from the condensate storage tank and the
suppression pool.
Injection
water is
supplied to the reactor feedwater piping
at a T-connection.
Steam supply for the
turbine
is
piped from a main
steam
header within
the primary containment.
This piping is provided with an isolation valve on each side of the drywell
wall.
Exhaust
steam from the HPCIS
turbine is discharged to the suppression
pool.
Remote controls
for valve
and
turbine operation are provided in the
main control room.

A6.4.3.5.2 Conclusion.
We believe that
the qualificaton
testing program that
was performed, although not fully equivalent to the current requirements,
does
nevertheless
demonstrate
design adequacy.
A6.4.3.6

Instrumentation.

The instrumentation and controls which
sense that a LOCA event has occurred and
which initiate
functioning of the core
spray system are
part of the reactor
protection system.
The CSS instrumentation includes pressure switches on the
discharge line from each set of core
spray pumps
to indicate the successful
start-up of the respective pumps,
the
flow-measuring instrumentation
in each
of the pump discharge lines,
the motor
current,
and
the
valve-positionindicating switches (included as part of
the valve operators).
Flow rates, motor
currents, and valve positions
are displayed in the control room.

As
is
shown in
Fig. X A-34, the HPCI
pump and turbine are mounted on a massive concrete foundation block, which in
turn is an integral part of the reactor
building foundation.
A speed reducer is
provided between the two stages of the
pump
(booster pump and main pump).
The
large pipe in
the foreground of the
photograph
connects
the pump stages.
Figure X A-35 shows the turbine end of
the unit.
The turbine has two devices for controlling power:
(1) a speed governor, which
limits turbine speed
to- its
maximum
operating
level,
and
(2)
a control
governor, which is positioned by a demand signal
from a flow controller, to
maintain constant flow over the pressure
range of HPCIS operation.

A6.4.3.6.1 Commentary.
Specific information relating to the qualification of
these
instruments
is
not
available;
hence we cannot assess design adequacy.
However, the failure of the instrumentation cannot completely negate the functioning on the system.
The discharge
flow rate would be lowered if the pump
discharge
pressure
signal
were
not
present to cause the bypass valves to be
closed and thereby enable all
the flow
to be directed to the core.

A consulting
organization
performed
seismic calculations
(Ref. 41) for the
turbine.
The shafts for the turbine and pump are
horizontal and are connected via a flexible coupling.
Equivalent static
loadings of 1.5g horizontal and 0.48g vertical were applied.

A6.4.3.6.2 Conclusion.
Either the core
spray
instrumentation
should be qualified or the effect of reduced
delivery
to the reactor in the event of a LOCA
should be evaluated.
There is
insufficient
information to assess adequacy of
the CS instrumentation.
A6.4.4

4

a

Seismic stresses were found in the turbine
casing, shaft, hold-down bolts and
connections, pedestals, base plate,
and
tie-down to the foundation.
The analysis
determines
stresses
and
displacements
in
10 critical
areas including bolting, turbine shaft,
pedestals,
the stop valve assembly and the
base plate connection.

HPCIS TURBINE

The high pressure coolant injection system
(HPCIS) consists of a steam turbine
driving
a constant-flow pump,
system
piping, valves, controls, and instrumentation.
The pump has a design flow rate
of
5000 gpm at 1120 to 150 psid (pounds
per square inch differential
between
reactor vessel and primary containment).

The analysis
of the yoke that connects
the cylinder to the stop valve makes the
implicit assumption
that there is
a
shear connection between the two legs of
the yoke.
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A6.4.4.1

In
addition to the dispersion of pump
locations, the orientations of the pump
and connected piping are also
mountings
disparate. Two of the pump discharge
connections are parallel, and each of
the remaining pair of pumps is
oriented
at 450
to the first pair and at 9Q0 to
each other.

Commentary.

assumption that there is a
implicit
The
shear connection between the two legs of
the yoke is incorrect. We estimate that
the correct stresses in the yoke would
be approximately 20,000 psi rather than
the 13,100 psi computed by the vendor.
This value is still within the limit of
33,000 psi.
Other

A6.4.5.1

than the above error the analysis

Each pump and its motor drive are vertically mounted as a unit, and the motor
to
is supported on a stand that bolts
The casing, in turn,
the pump casing.
is mounted on a footing that bolts to a
The piping also profoundation pad.
to
vides a measure of lateral restraint
The configuration is
the pump casing.
shown in Fig. X A-38.

is thorough and adequate.
A6.4.4.2

Conclusion.

turbine is
We conclude that the HPCIS
capable of resisting seismic environDesign criteria are satisfied.
ments.
Seismic design adequacy has been established.
A6.4.5

The weights and heights of the center of
gravity for this equipment are tabulated
below:

RHR PUMPS AND DRIVES

four identical residual
The plant has
These are the main
heat removal pumps.
heat removal
the residual
pumps for
This System can be as(RHR) system.
signed several functions:
a.

b.

C.

d.

Seismic Qualification.

Unit

Removal of residual core heating
during and after plant shutdown (the
system's normal operating function).

Motor
Mounting
Bracket
Pump

Re-flooding of the core after an
accident in which watering the core
is temporarily lost. The RHR system
is one of three pumping systems
function
which can be assigned this
and
is activated when reactor pressure is reduced and rapid delivery.
a large volume of water is
of
required.

Weight

(lb)

Height of CG
Above Mounting
Pad (ft)

14, 000
2,200
5,600

9.8
3.67
1.5

The structural adequacy of the pump and
motor mountings was assessed with a
static g-load analysis using 0.6g
for
horizontal and 0.07g for vertical loading.
This original seismic analysis is part
of the supplier's design computations
(Ref. 42).
These computations
cover
only the sizing of structural members
supporting
the
RHR pump and motor
masses.

Post-accident containment cooling.
Heat is removed from inside the
containment by continual cooling of
suppression pool water by circulation through the RHR heat exchangers.

The effects
of
the
seismic
loads were
examined
at
five
cross sections:

containment
Reduction
of primary
pressure. After an accident the.RHR
system can be used to spray water
(coninto the primary containment
densing steam and thereby reducing
pressure) simultaneously with the
function described in item c.

Each pump is housed in a separate floodprotected
room of the reactor building.
enFigure X A-36 shows the watertight
One pair of
tryway to one of the rooms.
rooms is located in the northwest corner
of
the building, the other in the
In each room the
southwest corner.
pumps
are mounted on the floor at
elevation 91 ft 6 in. (see Fig. X A-37).

static
critical

g

a.

The motor mounting bolts.

b.

The cross section of the driver
stand at bottom of the cutouts.

c.

The driver stand mounting bolts.

d.

The base plate welds.

e.

The foundation bolts.

The results of these computations
show
that design stresses are well below the
allowable stresses.
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and
seismic
the
for
integrity of the units.

A vibration test of the RHR pump has
also been conducted; results are reportIn this test a
43.
ed in Reference
pump, motor, and coupling were set up
and run in a test loop. Vibrations were
produced by suppressing the net positive
by
i.e.,
suction head of the pump,
introducing cavitation at the intake.

From the viewpoint of seismic protection, the pumps are strategically located and oriented as follows:

and displaceHorizontal accelerations
were
ments along two perpendicular axes
recorded for stations at three different
motor
and
PUMP
elevations on the
assembly.
acceleration
horizontal
The maximum
occured at the top of the motor and was
approximately 3.5g.

They are at or near ground level,
where building amplification of the
nonground response spectrum is
existent or minimal.

b.

They are located in separate rooms
in different areas of the building.

c.

Their mountings are oriented
three different directions.

in

From the viewpoint of the ability of the
pumps to perform under accident conditions, the manner in which the pumps are
housed adds a substantial measure of
assurance that they will operate despite
adverse environmental conditions in the
plant.

comparative inspection of bearing
A
seal, wear ring, and shaft runout was
and after the set of test
made before
No visible damage occurred.
runs.

The individual pump compartments contain
no other piping than those required for
RHR pump operation (i.e., pump loop pipservice
ing, RHR heat exchanger piping,
for pump cooling, and the
water lines
The pump room
room cooling system).
(which protect the pump
hatchway doors
from floods) also isolate the pump from
spray or steam that could result from
rupture of other pipe systems outside
the pump room.

The report concludes in para. A6.4.5.3.3
that the natural period of vibration of
the pump is about 0.033 sec.
In addition, Ref. 43 includes a section
in which further static g-design computations of the type described in Ref. 42
are reported. These computations generally confirm the results of the previous
analysis, and the report concludes that
the structure is adequate under horizontal g loadings of at least 1.5g.

The seisSeismic Analysis.
A6.4.5.3.2
42
computations of Ref.
design
mic
present credible evidence that the main
supporting the RHR
structural members
pump and motor have been designed to
requirements for the specified
code
earthquake loadings based on the following considerations:

Environmental Qualification.

A formal qualification program for the
pumps and drives has not been conducted.
the reactor vendor has funcHowever,
tionally tested a similar motor while it
was subjected to a saturated steam envi(Ref.
ronment at atmospheric pressure
38) . in addition, as in the case of the
core spray pumps, the A/E performed an
shows that for 6 months
analysis which
following a LOCA the pump seals will not
be significantly degraded by exposure to
nuclear radiation emanating from the
pumping of radioactive water. A formal
been
not
qualification program has
conducted, however.
A6.4.5.~3

a.

Thus, for a seismic event, only two
pumps (at most) are likely to experience
and consequently
excitations
the same
exhibit similar responses.

at least 30 sec
lasting
Twenty tests,
each, were, run for a number of net
positive suction head (NPSH) conditions
while the pump was operating in the
The pump operated successfully
loop.
under these vibratory conditions.

A6 .4.5.*2

environmental

Commentary.

Location, Arrangement, and
A6.4.5.3.1
Housing. The physical arrangement of
these pumps and the manner in which they
are housed have important implications
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a.

0.6g horiThe static g loading of
zontal and 0.07g vertical is adeto the peak
quate when compared
floor response levels of 0.5g and
0.07g vertical.

b.

computations employ standard
The
strength-of-material formulas.* Although these are first-order design
approximations involving simplificaand although they may not
tions
account for all stresses in the
structure, they do reflect the major
Moreeffects of the design loads.
the designer preserved subover,

4

degree-of-freedomn
tion.

the
stantial margins over and above
allowable stresses at every section
be examined.
c.

The formulas used are appropriate to
For
considered.
the situations
example, when the stresses in the
motor mount at sections with cutouts
was examined, a formula was selected
which takes into account the reduction in the moment-carrying capacity
of such sections due to the lack of
shear connection.

d.

supportFor the structural members
and motor (the main
ing the pump
the
this computation) ,
thrust of
results are conservative since they
additional
take no credit for the
restraint provided by the piping.

e.

independent

calcula-

It is evident that the excitation method
fails to model
used in these tests
However,
earthquake-induced vibrations.
this unit did experience repeated severe
vibrations over time periods at least as
would prolong as those an earthquake
duce and also experienced g loadings (at
is both
least at the motor mass, which
and the one
the largest system mass
farthest from the supports) significantlarger than those expected from the
ly
one
On this basis,
design earthquake.
can reasonably infer structural seismic
adequacy.
A6.4.5.3.4 Environmental Qualification.
The residual heat removal system stands
out among the engineered safeguards features as one whose postaccident function
for heavy-duty operation over a
calls
prolonged period. Therefore, the environmental qualification of this system
is particularly significant and should
be reported in a unified document.

The computations show evidence of
having been numerically checked and
(although some numerical disparities
are indicated) were found to have no
numerical errors of engineering significance.

Nevertheless, it does appear, on the
basis of physical isolation considerations, tests conducted on a similar pump
and analysis of possible radiadrive,
tion degradation of the pump seals, that
there is no reason to expect that the
functioning of the pump or motor will be
a result of pipe breaks in
impaired as
other systems or ambient temperatures,
steam environments, or radiation exposure following a LOCA.

The natural
Seismic Tests.
A6.4.5.3.3
period of the pump and motor is reported
43 to be about 0.033 sec;
in Reference
30
frequency is
that is, the natural
In our judgment, what we observed
cps.
30
shaft speed was:
was
that the
x 60 sec/mmn = 1800 rpm; rather
rev/sec
than the natural frequency.
Considering the method of excitation cavitation by
starving the
inducing
sursuction head - one should not be
to find the shaft frequency
prised
strongly represented in the data since
cavitations (although a complex process)
can be expected to provide a form of
unbalanced rotor.

A6.4.5.4

Conclusion.

Seismic adequacy of the RHR pump and
drive has been demonstrated by static
analysis and may be inferred from the
vibration test.

Moreover, if it were thought that the
frequency was actually the
reported
a
natural frequency of this structure,
deficiency should have
serious design
been declared, since the structure could
then be excited by the motor's rotation.

A6.4.6

ON-SITE ELECTRIC POWER SYSTEMS

at the
The electrical power systems
plant are designed to provide a diversity of dependable power sources which
are physically isolated so that any
failure affecting one source of supply
will not propagate to other sources.

Nevertheless, the test record may supply
structural rean indication of the
Figure X A-39 shows two of the
sponse.
These are traces of the
test records.
horizontal displacement vs. time recorded at the top of the motor. The traces
exhibit detectable repetitive scallops
6 to 7 cps which may have been proat
This
duced by the structure's response.
evidence is too meager to support a
the
However,
substantive conclusion.
frequency of 6 to 7 cps is close to the
for this
natural frequency we predict
structure on the basis of a simple 1

The plant receives power from two sepaIn the event of
rate off-site sources.
of power
from off-site
a total loss
is supplied
sources, auxiliary power
from diesel generators located on the
to the
site. Each power source, up
point
of its connection to a 4-ky
bus,
is
power
emergency auxiliary
capable of complete and rapid electrical
Loads
isolation from any other source.
important to plant safety are split and
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diversified between auxiliary bus secand means are provided for rapid
tions,
Station
isolation of system faults.
batteries
are provided as a reliable
power for specific
source of control
engineered
safeguards and for other
functions required when a-c power is not
The diesel generators are
available.
housed in a separate building, and the
batteries are housed within the complex
of main plant buildings.
A6.4.6.1

used to take
into account the unequal
heights of the shear walls under
the
slab.
In the model the floor slab is
assigned near-rigid stiffness
sectional
properties.
With these assumptions the lowest fundamental frequency was found to be 6.9 cps
(north-south direction)
and 10.5
cps
(east-west direction).
Assuming 2% damping
for the
design
earthquake
(DE)
and 5% damping for the
maximum credible earthquake
(MCE) and
using the site response spectra, the
maximum deflections of the building were
determined.
These were found to occur
at the roof and were:

Diesel Generator Building.

The diesel generators are housed in a
I
Class
seismic
reinforced-concrete
at elevation
floor
structure with the
Each of the. diesel generator
127 ft.
units is lccated in an individual room.
The building is watertight to the design
flood level of elevation 135 ft, and is
intended to provide protection
also
against other natural phenomena, such as
ice, and
lightning, rain,
tornados,
measures
The building, which
snow.
approximately 62 ft deep, 134 ft wide,
and 33 ft high, is located approximately
80
ft south of the turbine building.
Figures X A-40 and X A-41 show two sides
The large-equipment
of the building.
missileaccesses are provided with
protected doors; the air intakes on the
second floor are also designed to prevent the entry of tornado-generated missiles.

a.
b.

0.00262 ft
0.00453 ft

=
=

0.031 in.
0.054 in.

(N-S, DE)
(N-S, MCE)

The most critically loaded members were
found to be rebars at the bottom of the
south wall.
Computed stresses and their
corresponding allowable values are tabulated below:

Rebar Seismic
Stress
DE
MCE

13,500 psi
24,200 psi

Allowable
20,000 psi
36,000 psi

The A/E stated that these results were
confirmed by another independent analysis.

The diesel generator building is supported by concrete shear walls and Hbeam piles which are carried down to
rock. The elevation of the rock is well
below the floor slab and varies as the
general terrain falls off toward the
river. Consequently, the depth to which
the shear walls extend below the floor
slab differs significantly at either end
The floor slab is
of the building.
intermediately supported on sets of Hbeam piles embedded in the rock.

This model was also used to generate
floor response spectra. For this purpose the time-history
input (modified
Taft 1952 record) used for the reactor
building was employed.
A6.4.6.1.2
Commentary.
The
assumptions, modeling methods, and computational procedures used for this analysis
are judged
to be appropriate to show
code compliance for this structure.

A6.4.6.1.1 Seismic Resistance.
Seismic
design was carried out in accordance
with the rules of the ACI code and is
contained in the design report of Ref.
44.
A dynamic analysis was performed to
determine the building response to seisThe model for this
mic excitation.
analysis is shown in Fig. X A-42.

It is concluded that the diesel generator building is designed with adequate
margin for seismic loads.
A6.4.6.1.3
Tornado Resistance.
The
diesel generator building was subject to
tornado loads as
described in section
A6.2.2.

slightly from the
departs
The 'model
conventional equivalent beam model used
by the A/E to represent other building
The slab is represented as
structures.
a rigid beam supported at either end by
massless springs assigned lateral shear
stiffnesses based upon the shear area of
the
individual walls at either end of
the building. This representation was

A6.4.6.1.3.1 Penetration Calculations.
Four types of barriers are used to
protect the generator system:
a.
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monolithic
concrete walls:
2-ft
thick, reinforced in both faces with
2
0.44 in. /ft steel rods.

4

Steel doors:

C.

corrugated metal
Double-thickness
barriers with a single flat sheet
i.e.,
three layers of 12between,
gauge high-strength steel.

d.

conservative and the adequacy
concrete was demonstrated.

2.5-in, thick.

b.

of the

An overall
A6.4.6.1.3.2.2 Steel doors.
was performed by a
response analysis
vendor and checked by the A/E. The
approach used was that of the energy
Part of the missile kinetic
balance.
energy was assumed to be absorbed by the
the remaining energy being dissidoor,
pated by plastic deformation of the
missile.
The energy-absorbing capacity
of the door was computed by the limit
load method. This method gives an upper
bound (conservative) estimate for the
energy absorbed by the door. The method
also neglects the momentum of the plate,
which is a conservative assumption, and
conservthus the net result appears
The analysis indicated that the
ative.
doors must absorb 50% of the impact
energy.

3.5 ft of compacted soil.

Kinetic energy per unit area of impact
of the 4-in, by 12-in, by 12-ft plank is
hence,
greater than that of the auto;
it
provided,
barriers
through
the
governs the design against missile penetration.
Concrete walls were originally sized to
protect against turbine missiles. At a
later time the turbine missile was ruled
out because the orientation of the generator building made the probability of
striking the building
such a missile
unlikely. The initially calculated 2-ft
thickness of the walls was, however,
the
using
Calculations
maintained.
Petry formula indicate that a thickness
of 1 ft is required to prevent scabbing
by the plank.

Only the plank missile was considered.
the kinetic energies of
However,
since
the plank and auto are about the same,
the only question is related to the
the
assumption of a 50% reduction in
kinetic energy of the missile due to the
plastic behavior of the missile during
An examination *of this
the impact.
question indicates that about 95% of the
kinetic energy of the plank missile and
of the
about 50% of the kinetic energy
car missile are dissipated through the
the
plastic behavior of the missile at
Therefore, it appears that the
impact.
analysis made was reasonable for the
for the plank
auto and conservative
missile.

Calculations of the penetration resistance of steel door 's, using the Stanford
formula, showed that the required minimum thickness is 1-3/16 in.
metal
corrugated
The
resistance of
barriers to penetration was demonstrated
in
vendor
by tests carried out by the
conjunction with a testing laboratory.
Penetration of the cover of compacted
soil over the fuel tank was not considered. However, since a manifold system
connecting all tanks is provided, penea
tration here would not represent
safety problem.

No calculations were made to demonstrate
the ability of the steel door fastenings
to withstand the
(hinges, lugs, etc.)
the initial
force after
door rebound
impact.

An approximate calculation made by the
reviewer indicates that the plank would
penetrate about 8 ft of sand.

A6.4.6.1.3.2.3 Corrugated Metal Barristructural response
ers.
No overall
It is not clear
calculations were made.
from the vendor's test report how the
panel was supported during the penetration test. While of little consequence
the
for the penetration resistance,
important with
is
method of support
For
overall
behavior.
regard
to
the two braces supporting the
example,
top of the panel are secured to the
floor with only four 3/4-in.-diameter
An approximate calculation
bolts each.
indicates that a strike by the plank
missile near the top of the barrier
would most likely shear these bolts.

overall Response CaculaA6.4.6.1.3.2
The type of failure associated
tions.
with overall response may occur away
from the immediate impact area and give
to collapse of the missile barrier
rise
in much the same manner as would be
produced by an excessively large load of
any other origin.
considered for penetration,
The areas
except for the soil cover, are again
examined for the overall response.
An apA6.4.6.1.3.2.1 Concrete Walls.
proximate analysis based on an estimate
of the energy to be absorbed by the
The procestructures was performed.
dure, as used, appears to be generally

The
wind
Wind Loads.
A6.4.6.1.3.3
loads on concrete walls were dismissed
This
by comparison with seismic loads.
comparison was based on the differential
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demonstrate the seismic integrity of the
diesel generators at the BWR plant.

pressure induced by
300-mph winds and
not on the 3-psi differential specified
in the criteria.
This,
in turn, was
based on the assumption that adequate
venting is provided to prevent realization of the full 3-psi differential in
the emergency generator building.

Figure X A-45 shows the model used for
the dynamic analysis.
The unit, including two turbo-chargers, weighs about 40
tons; the mass is distributed to five
lumped-mass points.

No
calculations were made for the steel
An approximate analysis indidoors.
cates
that these doors would have to be
in excess
subjected to a pressure well
of the full 3-psi differential specified
However,
before collapse would occur.
this load acts outward so that full
differential pressure load would
be
reacted
by the hinges, lugs, etc., for
which an analysis has not been done.

Two of the masses represent the engine
and are placed symmetrically about the
engine center of gravity to simulate the
rotational
inertia of the engine. The
engine block, in which
the masses are
imnbedded, was assumed effectively rigid.
The generator rotor and stator are considered separate masses and are joined
by a spring simulating
the
bending
stiffness
of the rotor shaft.
The
effective stiffness of the stator support beams is also represented. The
turbo-chargers (which are mounted on a
bracket bolted to the front of the
engine) comprise a fifth mass with the
stiffness
of
their support bracket
modeled by the spring between the turbochargers and the engine block.
In addition, a flexibility matrix was developed
to represent the effects of the skid
that supports the diesel generators.

The criteria regarding the torsional
moment (see item 4 in section A6.2.2)
were of no consequence for a building as
small and as compact as the diesel generator building.
Conclusion.
We
conclude
A6.4.6.1.4
that design criteria for seismic resistance of the diesel generator structure
have been satisfied.
Considering the governing criteria, this
indicates that the emergency
review
diesel generator building structure and
door adequately resist tornado effects.

This model
is
used to determine the
response of the unit to transverse horizontal excitations.
Under vertical accelerations, the generator stator can be
excited in a rocking motion,
fore and
aft.
The model for vertical excitation
is,
therefore, slightly modified
to
detect and display such motions.

is
insufficient information to
There
resistance of the
assess
the tornado
following items:
a.

Corrugated
ments.

b.

Steel door
supports, i.e.,
their
adequacy to resist the differential
pressure and the elastic rebound
forces caused by missiles.

A6.4.6.2

metal

barrier

4

attach-

With this model, modal frequencies
found by computer to be:
Natural Frequencies

Mode

Diesel Generators.

1

2
3

are proFour diesel generator units
vided,
each consisting of a diesel
engine, a generator (3250 kW at continuand the associated
ous
operation),
auxiliaries mounted on a common base.
Figure X A-43 shows the diesel generator
from the generator end, and Fig. X A-44
shows the turbo-charger.

Horizontal
Transverse
9.63
13.52
38.60

were
(czps)

vertical
20.21
45.44

Examination of the displacement amplitudes shows that the turbo-charger units
are the only masses exhibiting significant response
to the lowest
natural
frequency (9.63 cps).
Stresses in the
turbo-charger supporting bracket and its
bolts were therefore computed.
In this
computation, modal forces were combined
on an absolute basis (conservative practice),
and
vertical and horizontal
reactions were assumed to occur simultaneously.

for the diesel
seismic analysis
The
generators was performed by the vendor.
Although the analysis (Ref. 45) was performed for units to be installed at
another nuclear power plant and does not
form an official part of the documentation of
the BWR plant,
it has been
reviewed by the A/E and approved as
to
suitable (with minor modification)

The bracket is retained by eight bolts.
Although these are only 5/8-in, bolts
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the
bottom
to
batteries rest.

for
(about minimum engineering practice
heavy
equipment),
the most severely
stressed bolt is under 19,400 psi tension vs.
a proof load equivalent to
section
52,000 psi.
The most critical
of the bracket
was
also examined and
found to have a maximum principal stress
psi vs.
a material
yield
of 19,400
strength of 33,000 psi.

on

which

the

for these
The general
configurations
racks are shown on vendor drawings
in
Ref.
46
(12- and 17-ft racks) and Ref.
47.
supplied a
The
battery vendor also
seismic analysis for the battery racks
to the A/E's specification (Ref. 48).
This specification (written before
the
appropriate
floor response spectra were
that the battery
available)
required
rack design satisfy both of the following seismic conditions:

Stator-rotor
clearances
under seismic
excitations were also checked and found
adequate.
A6.4.6.2.1
Commentary.
The modeling
appears
to have been carefully considered, the computations are clearly presented, and the analysis is judged to be
of high quality.
For the BWR installation,
the diesel
specgenerator building floor response
tum
(elevation 125-ft, 0-in.) indicates
is
that a slightly greater acceleration
appropriate for the safe shutdown earthquake than was used in
the analysis
vs.
reviewed 0162g at the BWR site
0.525g used in the analysis.
However,
the
conservatism in
the
considering
analytical procedures and the margin of
safety
shown in
the calculations, the
satisfactory
analysis
is
regarded as
evidence
that
the design also complies
with the structural requirements for the
BWR application.

a.

0.lg horizontal and 0.033g vertical
with the
resulting
accelerations
stressed combined with other applicable stresses not to exceed normal
design stresses.

b.

0.24g horizontal and 0.08g
vertical
accelerations
with the resulting
stresses combined with other applicable stresses not to exceed 90% of
the yield point of the materials.

to the
original
purchase
Subsequent
order for the batteries and their racks,
the A/E introduced a general specification governing the seismic design of all
Class I equipment, instrumentation, and
components.
This document (Ref. 30) requires that Class I components be dynamically modeled
as a multi-degree-oflumped-mass
system and that
freedom
their natural frequencies
and
mode
shapes be determined.

the
A6.4.6.2.2 Conclusion.
We judge
seismic design adequacy of the diesel
well
been
to have
generator units
demonstrated.
A6.4.6.3

rails

Batteries and Battery Racks.

freFurthermore, if any of the natural
are such that
quencies
so calculated
they fall
within the range
in
which
amplification of the floor accelerations
are predicted by the floor response
must be
spectra,
a dynamic analysis
freperformed.
If the lowest natural
exceeds
the range for which
quency
amplification of the floor acceleration
is
predicted,
a static
analysis may be
made.

Station batteries
are provided as a
reliable source of control
power for
specific
engineered
safeguards and for
other functions required when a-c power
is not available.
The battery racks were furnished by the
Racks come in 6-, 12-,
battery vendor.
and 17-ft lengths.
General construction
is
in
the form of a two-step two-level
frame as shown in
Figs.
X A-46 and
X A-47.
Batteries at each of the two
levels rest on a pair of longitudinal
frame.
bottom
rails
attached to the
is
Diagonal cross-brancing of the frame
provided
in
the longitudinal direction
by use of cross ties between every other
the general
pair of rear uprights (i.e.,
leave
scheme is to cross-brace one bay,
the
next
unbraced,
cross-brace
the
third, and so on).
No other bracing
is
used.
Appended
to the frame are side
so
rails
used to fence-in the batteries
These rails
are
they will not slide.
supported by L-shaped brackets that bolt

Consequently,
the seismic analysis of
using
the battery racks was reexamined
dynamic methods of analysis, as required
The analysis was
by this specification.
carried out by the A/E and is shown in
the A/E's design report.
A six-bar
two-mass model, as shown in
Fig. X A-48, was used for this analysis.
The model represents an end-on view of
the frame and emplaced batteries and was
selected because the lowest natural frequencies for the structure are expected
to
develop
when seismic
excitation
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rigorous assessment of their adequacy to
withstand a severe seismic disturbance
cannot be made. Based on the successful
use of batteries of similar design in
automotive, truck, and submarine appliare subjected to
cations, where they
for long
severe shocks and vibrations
periods of time, it can be expected that
they will probably perform satisfactorily following an earthquake. Without the
results of a formal qualification prowe cannot make a more
gram, however,
definitive statement.

occurs in a direction parallel to the
The modeling
depth of the structure.
can
be
batteries
assumes that the
attached to the
rigidly
considered
frame.
to
The response of the battery racks
vertical seismic excitation was also
employed the
examined. This analysis
same dynamic models as the horizontal
at
analysis except that battery masses
each level were distributed to the nodes
were
at the end of vertical bars, i.e.,
assigned to nodes 1, 3, 4 and 6.

we consider the
A6.4.6.3.2 Conclusion.
batteries adequate on the basis of engiThe battery racks
neering
judgment.
satisfy the design criteria on the basis
of the analysis.

The computations for the dynamic analysis found in Ref. 32 were originally
The A/E stated
carried out by hand.
subsequently
that
this analysis was
checked by running thýe problem on the
computer.

A6.4.7

dynamic analysis
major results of the
for the battery racks are shown in Table
X A-32.

The electric power distribution systems
consist of transformers switchgear and
motor control centers, emergency buses,
containment penetrations, and associated
electric power and control cables and
For this
their supporting cable trays.
plant all 13- and 4-ky cables are inCables of 440-V
stalled in conduits.
125-V control cirpower circuits and
cuits are installed in conduits and
metal trays (see Fig. X A-49).

results
As can be seen from the table,
analysis show that the
of the dynamic
computed maximum accelerations exceed
the equivalent g loads originally specified for battery rack design.
To check design adequacy, the A/E rereport and
viewed the vendor's stress
applied correction factors to the origiThese factors
nally computed stresses.
the
ratio of the
as
were
taken
accelerations for the MCE, as shown in
A-32,
to those originally
Table
X
specified.

A6.4.7.1

The A/E's prothe
dynamic

Commentary.
determining

loading of the battery racks appears to
The agreement between indebe proper.
pendent hand computations and computer
results lends credence
obtained.

to

the

Electric Cables, Terminations,
and Connectors.

Because the electrical cables are installed both within and outside the
primary containment,
they
will
be
required to function under severe environmental conditions should an accident
occur in the plant.
The same type of
cable was used in both
locations to
eliminate the possibility that cables
less
designed to withstand only the
severe conditions outside the containment might be inadvertently installed
within the containment.

The A/E stated that the stresses so
determined fall within allowable limits.
A6.4.6.3.1
cedure
for

ELECTRIC POWER DISTRIBUTION
SYSTEMS

results

A6.4.7.1.1 Commentary.
A qualification
test program for the 480-V electrical
1970
cables was conducted in March
Since that time, the
(Refs. 49 and 50).
qualification test requirements
have
been made considerably more severe. The
cables tested were exposed to 200 megarads of gamma radiation and were given a
(in7-1/2-day steam/chemical exposure
cluding 12
hr at 298'F and 7 days at
160 0 F).
Today, in recognition of the
fact that it is possible that temperatures within the containment could reach
340OF under the small-break LOCA, the
temperature profile
suggested for the
steam/chemical exposure includes dwells

The stress correction scheme includes a
conservatism, since the ratio used for
the correction factor to be applied to
MCE stresses does not take credit for
additional damping customarily allowed
(That is, the
in the case of the MCE.
stress ratios are based on 2% damping,
whereas credit could have been taken for
reductions in
5% damping. Substantial
levels would then be expected if
stress
been
had
the higher damping ratio
assumed.)
No qualification program was conducted
the batteries, and therefore a
for
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There is reasonable assurance,
however,
cables will perform
that the electric
adequately for at least the first
few
weeks following a "large break" LOCA.

of several hours at 340°F and a total
of 30 days, with the temperaexposure
The
never going below 200 0 F.
ture
to LOCA conditions must be
exposure
preceded by an aging exposure to induce
may occur during
whatever
degradation
of the cables prior
the installed life
Similarly,
to the postulated accident.
specitest
the IPCEA horizontal flame
fied for these cables has been replaced
flame test.
vertical
by a more severe
the electrical performance of
Although
not
is
the cables was satisfactory, it
possible to predict whether they would
qualify under the current requirements.

A6.4.7.2

Electrical Containment
Penetrations.

The electrical containment penetrations
are components
that provide pressurewithstanding,
leak-tight,
electrically
insulated paths through the wall of the
for the
primary containment structure
purpose of transmitting electrical signals and electric power
to motors and
solenoids.
The penetrations
are proand
outer
both
inner
vided with
made of an epoxy
insulating
seals
No qualification program was
material.
conducted for these components, although
the A/E did perform a brief analysis
which
indicated
that,
although the
strength of the inner seal may become
marginal as a result of the cumulative
several
irradiation
effects of nuclear
LOCA, the outer
a major
months after
seal would maintain its
integrity.

Documentation of a qualification program
for the 5-kV cables was not available to
the reviewers; however, this omission is
not regarded as serious because (1) the
cables within the primary containment do
and
functions
not serve safety-related
cables outside
(2)
the safety-related
are installed within
the containment
rigid metal conduits.
are not structural
the cables
Because
cable
and are supported by
members
trays,
seismic qualification is not exsyselectrical
In
required.
plicitly
redundant
to safety,
critical
tems
Cable redundancy
cables are provided.
substantially reduces the probability of
system inoperability due to cable failis concern
there
principle,
In
ure.
may
become
insulation
cable
that
a result of aging (expoembrittled as
sures to temperature and nuclear radiaand
installed life)
tion during their
insulation may therefore be
that the
subject to failure by cracking during a
The current qualsevere seismic event.
to cover this
ification philosophy is
a bend test
possibility by requiring
being
the cable specimens
(wrapping
tested around a mandrel) after the aging
and before the LOCA exposure.
exposure
that was pertest
The qualification
nuclear radiaformed included a total
excess of the total
tion exposure in
to which the cables would be
exposure
subjected in the plant, considering both
condinormal operating and accident
There is no evidence that either
tions.
was
or a bend test
aging
thermal
performed, however.

A6.4.7.2.1
Commentary.
Although
no
seismic or thermal testing or analysis
was performed, our experience indicates
that this should present no problems.
Other penetration units have been tested
extensively without mechanical or electrical
failures occurring.
A6.4.7.2.2 Conclusion.
We conclude on
the basis of engineering judgment that
the penetrations are adequate
for expected seismic, normal and LOCA environments.
A6.4.7.3

4-kV Switchgear.

the
units control
The 4-kV switchgear
sources
power
connection of electric
supplies or,
(either of the two off-site
should these be unavailable, the diesel
4-kV emergency
generator) to the four
switchgear
buses.
These
units also
motors
to
safety-related
supply power
larger than 200 hp.
One of the switchgear units is shown in Fig. X A-50.
A
row of switchgear cabinets is shown in
Fig. X A-51.
This equipment
is
segregated from non-safety-related electrical
equipment in a separate room located at
elevation 135 ft near the center of the
plant buildings.

No qualification program was conducted
therefor terminations and connectors;
an
evaluation of design adequacy
fore,
cannot be made.

cabinets are
Because
the switchgear
located in
a shielded
room that is
isolated
from nonelectrical equipment,
this equipment is
not expected
to be
subjected
to the nuclear radiation,
steam, or temperature environments that
could result in
the event of a high-

The information
Conclusion.
A6.4.7.1.2
available is insufficient for us to conclude that the cables, connectors, and
terminations will perform properly under
conditions.
all
conceivable accident
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the primary
energy pipe break outside
steam that may seep
Any
containment.
into the room around the door was exbe removed by the room
to
pected
Therefore, the only
ventilation system.
design basis event for this
significant
shutdown earthequipment was the safe
quake.

A6.4.7.4.2
Conclusion.
We cannot
an assessment of design adequacy.
A6.4.7.5

480-V Motor Control Centers.

A typical rack containing several 480-V
illusis
(MCC)
motor control centers
Each MCC conX A-53.
Fig.
in
trated
a component, such as a valve motor
trols
This equipment is situated at
operator.
the plant
several locations throughout
the vicinity of the motor being
in
program of a
A seismic test
controlled.
480-V motor control center is reported
in Ref. 52.

For newer plants AEC Regulatory Guide
section
in
1, Oct 1972)
(Rev.
1.70
of Ventilation"
"Loss
3.11.4 entitled
that the base should be prorequires
loss of air
that
vided which assures
conditioning and/or ventilation system
will not adversely affect the operabilrelated control and
safety
of
ity
the
in
equipment located
electrical
control room and other areas.

the seismic
In
A6.4.7.5.1 Commentary.
frame structure
test
program, a steel
angle braces was used to simulate
with
"attachment of the cabinet top to a
building wall or a rigid floor-mounted
top bracing
structure, and was used as
This limits the
all
three axes."
in
results to applicavalidity of the test
tions where the cabinet is similarly
supported at the top, such as at the BWR
plant.

4-kV switchA seismic analysis of the
gear was performed by the vendor and
We note that the
reported in Ref. 51.
information contained in Ref. 51 reports
and the
the results of analysis and test
result of a switchgear like
inspection
the one installed in the BWR which had
been exposed to an actual earthquake
calculated
Maximum
environment.
in the jacking
9379 psi
stresses are
screw, compared to an AISC allowable of
A fundamental frequency of
20,000 psi.
19 cps was computed, compared to 20 cps
Functional adequacy
determined by test.
The inspection of
was verified by test.
an
experienced
that had
switchgear
actual earthquake revealed no deficiencies.

was 2
The frequency range of the tests
While it is generally desirto 35 cps.
able to extend the range down to 1 cps,
for this plant application the 2-cps
lower limit is probably adequate because
frequencies are highly attenuated
lower
by the building structure.
performance was evaluated by
Functional
"monitor circuits that detected
interruptions of 1 millisecond or longer in
The
circuits."
the open and closed
adequacy of this evaluation procedure is
lacking
Therefore,
not documented.
other information, we must comment that
for
levels
the maximum acceleration
the
in
listed
satisfactory operation
interrupreport are applicable only if
less than 1 msec are acceptof
tions
able.

data deThe
Commentary.
A6.4.7.3.1
scribed above offer convincing evidence
seismic
that the switchgear will resist
environments.
design of
The
Conclusion.
A6.4.7.3.2
the
for
adequate
the switchgear is
expected seismic conditions.
A6.4.7.4

make

480-V Load Centers.

switch that intermittently
A
2-pole
the closed
in
failed to make contact
position was replaced with a new switch,
This pracwhich functioned correctly.
In the
highly questionable.
tice is
for the
absence of any justification
replacement, it must be concluded that a
if
switch of the same type could fail
subjected to a seismic disturbance.

The 500-kVA 480-V emergency auxiliary
load centers consist of a combination of
a transformer, which reduces the voltage
from 4-kV to 480-V, and a group of 480One of the two
units.
kV switchgear
X A-52.
Fig.
load centers is shown in
Each load center is located at a partial
the reactor building at
enclosure in
elevation 165 ft.

The report states that "snap-on terminal
were

strips

Although we unCommentary.
A6.4.7.4.1
derstand type qualification data is now
generally available for such equipment
no qualification
manufacturers,
from
data has been submitted for our review
does not exist in the
and apparently
documentary record of this particular
plant.

modified

...

to

keep them

from falling off during seismic evalua"plastic insulation
tion" and that a
covering the buss bars
....

...

was

replaced

with a stronger insulation material

...
"

The test

results

are

therefore

applicable only to motor control centers
with equivalent modifications.
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The
and protective measures are taken.
during the
that malfunctioned
relays
reported in Ref. 53 were
vibration test
from the panelboard and placed
removed
in
their own enclosure and are not
included in the seismic qualification.

the
vibration,
front-to-back
During
The door
swung open.
cabinet doors
latches were adjusted in an unsuccessful
must be
It
this.
effort to prevent
assumed that the doors could swing open
Although
during a seismic disturbance.
not a likely occurrence, it is possible
that the impacts of the doors against
adjacent cabinets might cause a malfunction.

From the referCommentary.
A6.4.7.6.1
reports and
test
enced qualification
from conversations with their principal
supplier
know that the
we
author,
(recomponents
regards the individual
lays, switches) of the control boards to
be essentially single-degree-of-freedom
systems for which single-frequency testThe components do
adequate.
ing is
appear to' be single-degree-of-freedom
inspection.
devices, based on physical
conducted on these
*the tests
Therefore,
components satisfy the current regulaHowtory requirements in this regard.
were not rotated
ever, the assemblies
in a given
1800 for a repeat of the test
Although
required.
plant as currently
it is possible that the omission of such
analytirepeat tests can be justified
cally for the assemblies tested, no such
the tests
analysis was offered because
were conducted prior to the establishregulatory
ment of the current AEC
position.

results was
the test
of
Interpretation
complicated by resonances that occurred
apparatus within the frein
the test
For example,
quency range of the test.
impractical to determine
it
this made
the
of
the damping characteristics
cabinet in the front-to-back axis.
On the basis of
Conclusion.
A6.4.7.5.2
the
information in the report reviewed,
the
deficiencies
that
and assuming
program were
the test
in
identified
the
corrected in the units installed in
the seismic design of the 480-V
plant,
for their
MCC is judged to be adequate
intended application in this plant.
A6.4.7.6

D-C Distribution Panels and
Fuse Boxes.

The d-c distribution panels (Fig. X A54) and fuse boxes are located outside
in a separate
the primary containment
to
subject
are not
room and hence
deleterious nuclear-radiation, steam, or
The
small
temperature environments.
quantity of steam which may seep into
the room was expected to be removed by
Therefore,
the room ventilation system.
the only significant design basis event
for this equipment item was the safe
For newer plants
shutdown earthquake.
AEC Regulatory Guide 1.70 (Rev. 1, Oct.
in
addiwould,
1972), Section 3.11.4
tion,
require a demonstration that loss
afof ventilation would not adversely
fect
the operability of this equipment.
conThe manufacturer of the equipment
ducted a qualification testing program
and reported the results in Ref. 53.

The d-c distriConclusion.
A6.4.7.6.2
bution panels and fuse boxes satisfy the
and are considered adedesign criteria
quate.
A6.4.7.7

Cable Trays.

The cable trays for the BWR were delike a low frequency
signed to act
pendulum so that they would be subject
to seismic spectral accelerations which
are low.
The cable tray hanger attachment to the
either
a swivel
overhead structure is
type of fixed, depending on the length
of the support and the number of trays
that are hung from the support, as shown
in Table X A-33.
The design apCommentary.
A6.4.7.7.1
to be a
proach described above seems
method of minimizing the
reasonable
frequency
low
loads.
Very
seismic
are subject to
however,
structures,
large seismically induced displacements.
cable slack is normally proSufficient
vided to allow for tray movement without
A large
swing of the
damage.
cable
cable trays might possibly cause impact
Adequacy of
structures.
with adjacent
of
slack and the possibility
cable
impact could be easily checked by visual
the
inspection and by simply pushing
areas and
in
critical
trays laterally
such checks were
observing the results:

were
and components
The
switchboard
that
permitted
tested on a machine
simultaneous (in-phase) vibration in the
The
horizontal and vertical directions.
equipment was vibrated in two perpendicprogram
The test
ular vertical planes.
included resonance searches, followed by
and random
continuous sine, sine-beat,
vibration.
on
No malfunctions were observed except
The report implies that the
two relays.
relays are not necessarily to be considered unqualified to withstand seismic
disturbances because of the severity of
provided certain precautions
the test,
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made by
site.

the

FIP.L

review

The
electrical signals are conveyed by
electrical control cables to instruments
and to cabinets containing relays (similar to those in Fig. X A-57) which provide the logic functions.
These components are located in the control room at
elevation
165 ft.
Other
electrical
cables carry the signals that
initiate
reactor shutdown, containment isolation,
and ECCS functioning to the control rod
drive system and to the various motor
control centers that activate
valve
closures and motor start-ups.
A portion
of the control room panels pertaining to
the reactor safety functions is shown in
Fig. X A-58. These panels contain
instruments that provide such data as
motor current, system flow, and pump
discharge
pressure
to the operator,
lights which inform him of valve positions, and control
switches to permit
the manual operation of motors
and
valves.

team at the

The cable tray
Conclusion.
A6.4.7.7. 2
design appears to be adequate for seismic loads.
A6.4.8

REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM

The function of the reactor protection
is
to (1) accurately and
(RP1S)
system
reliably determine whether conditions in
such that the reactor
the plant are
should be
immediately shut down,
the
containment isolated, and the emergency
core cooling system (ECCS) activated and
to
initiate these actions
(2) if so,
(the ECCS is to be initiated within
The RPS can also be manusec) .
0.050
ally initiated by means of scram pushbuttons in the control room.
The only-portions of the RPS
that were
considered in the design adequacy review
were:
a.

Pressure transmitters.

b.

Pressure switches.

c.

Monitoring racks.

A6.4.8.1

The
RPS components considered
in the
review are located outside of the primary containment, and hence are not exposed to severe environmental conditions
in the
event of a LOCA. The pressure
transmitters and switches
installed
in
various plants have had a tendency to
experience set-point drift under normal
plant conditions.
We have not seen any
qualification information that
would
permit an evaluation of the stability of
these components with regard to setpoint drift under the normal plant operating conditions, and the consequences
of such drift as may occur.

d6. Electrical cables. 1
e.

Logic cabinets containing relays.

f.

Control room instrumentation

Commentary.

and controls.
connected to
Instrumentation piping is
the reactor vessel and is routed through
a special penetration in the drywell
wall and isolation valves to instrumentation racks (see Figs. X A-55 and X
A-56) located at elevation 165 ft in the
reactor building. These racks contain
the pressure transmitters that transform
into
inputs
hydraulic pressure signal
electrical signals proportional to reactor pressure and reactor water level and
pressure switches that initiate an electrical signal when certain preselected
other pipe
are reached.
conditions
similines, transmitters, and switches
information concerning
provide
larly
Four lines
pressure within the drywell.
are provided for each
and transmitters
panels
Adjacent
physical parameter.
containing circuits of redundant systems
having less than 3-ft separation have
steel barriers installed between panels
(Fig. X A-55).

The seismic qualification was reviewed
primarily on the basis of information in
a report (Ref. 53) that summarized qualification
for
instrument racks and
panels and various
electronic devices.
The testing was conducted in accordance
with the requirements of IEEE 344-1971
(Ref. 54), except that there is no indication that the units were pre-aged
before being subjected to the simulated
seismic exposure. The latter involved a
resonance scan at 0.2g followed by continuous sinusoidal vibration at resonant
frequencies
to determine malfunction
limits,
the procedure being repeated
along three orthogonal axes.
Because of
test facility limitations, the testing
did not cover frequencies below 5 cps.
Although conditions below
5 cps
were
analyzed, it is difficult to demonstrate
seismic qualification of complex devices
by analysis; and, in the absence of the
detailed calculations,
a
definitive
evaluation is not possible.

1Covered in section A6.4.7.1.
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ducted to demonstrate that the equipment
when exsatisfactorily
does function
posed to severe conditions which can be
in the type of
as segments
considered
more comprehensive qualification program
that is presently regarded as necessary
to conclusively demonstrate design adequacy.

requirePresent seismic qualification
multi-axis testing and
emphasize
ments
or
Past,
the use of random vibration.
qualification testing should be
future,
reviewed particularly with respect to
multi-axis effects.
A6.4.8.2

Conclusion.

are not
Although the design criteria
the testing that
satisfied,
completely
is
was performed indicates that failure
The RPS components examnot expected.
ined are adequate.

for
of this equipment
Qualification
seismic exposures in the low frequency
range could not be evaluated completely
The
information available.
with the
that were conqualification programs
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TABLE X A-1

DESIGN BASIS ENVIRONMENTS

Condition and Location
I.

II.

Normal (No Accident):
A. Inside Containment
B. Outside Containment(b)

- PWR PLANT

Temp.
(°F)

Press.
(psig)

80-105
60-120

-4
%0

Intergrated(a)
Rad. Dose
(rad)

Rel. Hum.
(%)

Rad. Dose
Rate
(rad/hr)

40-100
40-90

55
0.001-0.015

20 x 106
2

7.2 x 10
6.2 x 106

3.3 x 106

10 sec
Next 30 min

6.3 x 106
1.5 x 108

Next 30 min
Next 100 days (d)

Duration
40 yr
40 yr

LOCA (Safety-related
systems functioning
except for worst single
failure):

A.

B.

Inside Containment(c)

Outside Containment
(Localized)(b)

(a)
(b)
(c)

(d)

Incr. to 2B0
280

Incr.

Decr.

Decr. to -1
100
Decr. to 50
-1 to -2

to 150
150

Incr. to 212

to 45
45

100
100

5.8 x 106
Decr. to 0.1
1.4 x 105

--

0

100

0.001-0.3

212

0

100

0.001-0.3

0.006-0.02

150

0

0.001-0.2

2-50

Decr.

to 50

--

30 sec
Next 6 hr

Next 100 days(d)

Based upon extremely conservative assumptions; actual expected dose rates and doses about 100 times
smaller.
Conditions may be higher in closed cubicles and adjacent to piping and equipment containing radioactive materials.
Plus a continuous spray vertically downward with a recirculating aqueous solution containing 3,000 ppm
boron adjusted to a pH of 8.0 with sodium hydroxide, at a rate of 0.15 (gal/min)/(ft 2 in a horizontal
plane) for a period of 7 days.
Effectiveness of spray in decreasing radiation dose rate (approximately
a factor of 2 reduction) is not included.
Assumes that accident conditions have essentially disappeared after 100 days.

TABLE X A-2

DESIGN BASIS ENVIRONMENTS

Condition and Location
I.

II.

Normal (No Accident):
A. Inside Primary
Containment
B. Outside Primary
Containment (bLOCA (Safety-related
systems functioning
except for worst single
failure):
A. Inside Drywell(c)

B.

Inside Supression Chamber

BWR PLANT

Temp.
(OF)

Press.
(psig)

135-150

%o

40-100

60-120

%0

40-90

Incr. to 280
Incr. to 3 4 0 (d)
340(d)
32 0 (d)
250(d)
2 0 0 (d)
Decr. to 110
Incr. to 150
150

Incr.
C.

-

to 200
200

Incr.

Rel. Hum.
(%)

to 62
6 2 (d)
35 (d)
3 5 (d)
25(d)
(d)
to 0

20

Decr.

Incr. to 25
25
Decr.
Decr.

to 15
to 10

100
100
100
100
100
100
Decr. to 50
100
100
100
Decr. to 50

Rad. Dose
Rate
(rad/hr)

Integrated(a)
Rad. Dose
(rad)

Duration

7 x 106

40 yr

0.001-0.015

250-3000

40 yr

3.3
3.3
2.3
1.1
0.3

9000
0.3 x 106
7.5 x 106
12 x 106
18 x 106

10 sec
Next 5 min
Next 3 hr
Next 3 hr
Next 18 hr

8 x 104
Decr. to 200

25 x 106
32 x 106

Next 3 days
Next 96 days(e)

0.12 x 10 6
1.0 x 106

4 x 105

30 sec
Next 20 min

0.3 x 106
Decr. to 2000

3 x 106
100 x 106

Next 10 hr
Next 100 days

25

x
x
x
x
x

106
106
10 6
106
106

--

Outside Prim
Containmentl

Incr.

to 212

212
150

'0

o0
.0

100

100
Decr. to 50

0.001-0.03

0.001-0.03
0.001-0.02

--

0.006-0.2
2-50

30 sec

Next 6 hr
Next 100 days(e)

(a)

Based upon extremely conservative assumptions;
smaller.

(b)

Conditions may be higher in closed cubicles and adjacent to piping and equipment containing radioactive material.
Plus a continuous spray vertically downward with demineralized water at a rate of 0.15 (gal/min) (ft
in a horizontal plane) for a period of 24 hr.
These temperatures and pressure conditions would not occur simultaneously.
Assumes that accident conditions have essentially disappeared after 100 days.

(c)
(d)
(e)

U

actual expected dose rates and doses about 100 times

Table X A-I -

2

Table X A-2

X-99/100

TABLE

A
A
A
A
A

X A-3

6.3.1
6.3.1.1
6.3.1.2
6.3.1.3
6.3.1.4

A 6.3.2

A 6.3.2.1
A 6.3.2.2

A 6.3.2.3
A 6.3.2.4
A 6.3.2.5

PWR COMPONENTS

Reactor Building
Soil-Structure Interaction Model
Containment Internal Structure
Paint Coatings Within Containment
Crane
Reactor Coolant System (RCS)
Reactor Coolant System Loops
Steam Generator and Pump Supports
Reactor Coolant Pump Nozzles
Pipe-Whip Restraints
Snubbers

A
A
A
A
A
A

6.3.3.1
6.3.3.2
6.3.3.3
6.3.3.4
6.3.3.5
6.3.3.6

Low Head Safety Injection System (LHSIS)
Piping
Pumps and Drives
Valves
Valve Motor Operators
Snubbers and Hangers
Instrumentation

A
A
A
A

6.3.4
6.3.4.1
6.3.4.2
6.3.4.3

High Head Safety Injection System (HHSIS)
Accumulator Tank Nozzle
Accumulator Piping Connection to RCS
Charging Pumps and Drives

A 6.3.3

A 6.3.5
A 6.3.5.1
A 6.3.5.2

Containment Recirculation Spray System
Pump and Motor Located Outside Containment
Motor Drives Inside Containment

A 6.3.6
A 6.3.6.1
A 6.3.6.2
A, 6.3.6.3
A 6.3.6.4
A 6.3.6.5

On-Site Electric Power System
Diesel Generator Housing
Diesel Generators
Day Tanks
Air Bottle Supports
Batteries and Battery Supports

A
A
A
A
A

Electric Power Distribution Systems
Electrical Cables and Terminations
Electrical Containment Penetrations and Connectors
Cable Trays
AC and DC Switchgear

6.3.7
6.3.7.1
6.3.7.2
6.3.7.3
6.3.7.4

A 6.3.8

Reactor and Engineered Safeguards Protection Systems Sensors and
Logic Cabinets

A 6.3.9

Intake Canal

TABLE

X A-.4

BWR COMPONENTS

A
A
A
A
A
A
A

6.4.1
6.4.1.1
6.4.1.2
6.4.1.3
6.4.1.4
6.4.1.5
6.4.1.6

Containment Structures

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

6.4.2
6.4.2.1
6.4.2.2
6.4.2.3
6.4.2.4
6.4.2.5
6.4.2.6
6.4.2.7
6.4.2.8

Reactor Coolant System
Reactor Pressure Vessel and Internals
Reactor Pressure Vessel Nozzles
Reactor Pressure Vessel Support Skirt
Recirculation Lines
Main Steam Lines
Main Steam Line Isolation Valves
Pipe-Whip Restraints for Recirculation Lines
Reactor Pressure Relief Valves

A
A
A
A
A
A
A

6.4.3
6.4.3.1
6.4.3.2
6.4.3.3
6.4.3.4
6.4.3.5
6.4.3.6

Core Spray System
Piping
Hangers and Snubbers
Pumps and Drives
Valves
Valve Motor Operators
Instrumentation

Primary Containment Structure
Reactor Building (Secondary Containment)
Containment Piping Penetrations
Suppression-Chamber-to-Drywell Vacuum Breaker Valves
Missile Barriers Inside Containment
Paint Coatings Within Containment

A 6.4.4

High Pressure Coolant Injection System (HPCIS)

A 6.4.5

Residual Heat Removal

A
A
A
A

6.4.6
6.4.6.1
6.4.6.2
6.4.6.3

On-Site Electric Power Systems
Diesel Generator Building
Diesel Generators
Batteries and Battery Racks

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

6.4.7
6.4.7.1
6.4.7.2
6.4.7.3
6.4.7.4
6.4.7.5
6.4.7.6
6.4.7.7

Electric Power Distribution Systems
Electrical Cables, Terminations, and Connectors
Electrical Containment Penetrations
4-kV Switchgear
480-V Load Centers
480-V Motor Control Centers
DC Distribution Panels and Fuse Boxes
Cable Trays

A 6.4.8

(RHR)

1W

Turbine

Pumps and Drives

a

Reactor Protection System

Table X A-3 -

Table X A-4

X-101/102

OL

61

TABLE X A-5

PWR COMPONENT REVIEW - SEISMIC(a)

DESIGN ADEQUACY SUMMARY
Assessment of Design Adequacy

Review Data Basis
Adequate
o

0

M

in Text
A6.3.1
A6.3.1.1
A6.3.1.2
A6.3.1.4
A6.3.2
A6.3.2.1
A6.3.2.2
A6.3.2.3
A6.3.2.4

A6.3.2.5
A6.3.3
A6.3.3.1
A6.3.3.2
A6.3.3.3
A6.3.3.4
A6.3.3.5
A6.3.3.6
A6.3.4
A6.3.4.1
A6.3.4.2
A6.3.4.3
A6.3.5
A6.3.5.1

A6.3.5.2
A6.3.6
A6.3.6.1

A6.3.6.2
A6.3.6.3
A6.3.6.4
A6.3.6.5
A6.3.7
A6.3.7.2
A6.3.7.3
k6.3.7.4
&6.3.8

A6.3.9

4

P

U

Subsection
Component Description
Reactor Building
Soil-Structure Interaction Model
Containment Internal Structure
Crane
Reactor Coolant System (RCS)
Reactor Coolant System Loop
Steam Generator and Pump Supports
Reactor Coolant Pump Nozzles
Pipe Whip Restraints:
Main Steam Line
Feedwater Line
Snubbers
Low Head Safety Injection System (LHSIS)
Piping
Pumps and Drives
Valves
Motor Operators
Snubbers and Hangers
Instrumentation
High Head Safety Injection Systems (EHSIS)
Accumulator Tank Nozzle
Accumulator Piping Connection to RCS
Charging Pumps and Drives
Containment Recirculation Spray System
Pump and Motor Located Outside Containment:
Pump
Motor
Motor Drives Inside Containment
On-Site Electric Power Systems
Diesel Generator Housing: (a)
Walls and Roof
Door
Soil Cover for Fuel Tanks
Diesel Generators
Day Tanks
Air Bottle Supports
Batteries and Battery Supports
Electric Power Distribution Systems
Electrical Containment
Penetrations and Connectors
Cable Trays
AC and DC Switchgear
Reactor and Engineered Safeguards
Protection Systems Sensors and
Logic Cabinets
Intake Canal

W

4

1

30
subsectin
s> 0
0 0

1

U

Expected)

Not Demonstrated

Analysis
and/or
Test

Engineering
Judgment

Design Criteria
Not Completely
Satisfied(c)

Insufficient
Information to
Assess Adequacy

VI
VI

(f)
(d)

VI

VI

V

(f)

VI
VI

(d)

VI

VI
VI
VI
VI
VI
VI

VI
VI

VI

VI

VI
V

VI
VI
VI
VI

VI
VI

VI
VI

(e)

(d)

VI

/

VI
VI

Notes

(d)

VI

VI
VI

VI
VI
VI

Information Reviewed
Indicates that
Failure is Likely

VI
VI

VI
VI
VI

VI

(Failure Possible)

Design Criteria
Satisfied(b)

VI
VI

/
VI
VI

VI

(Failure Not

VI
VI

V

I/

TABLE X A-5 FOOTNOTES

(a)

Diesel Generator Building was evaluated only for tornado resistance.

(b)

Design Criteria as stated in FSAR; or current criteria, if
or found to have insufficient margin.

(c)

More sophisticated analysis methods may in some cases show that the design criteria have in
fact been satisfied; in all cases however, loss of function is not expected.

(d)

Deficiencies in original analysis have been either revised or investigated further.
results have been evaluated and design is found to be adequate.

(e)

Bijlaard formulae not applicable.

(f)

Periodic seal replacement in the snubbers is recommended.

original criteria were not explicit

Revised

Table X A-5

X-103/104

0

k.

TABLE X A-6

PWR COMPONENT REVIEW - ENVIRONMENTAL

QUALIFICATIC
Assessment of Design Adequacy

Review Data Basis
W
0
-4 >

Subsection
in Text
A6.3.1
A6.3.1.3
A6.3.2
A6.3.2.5
A6.3.3
A6.3.3.2
A6.3.3.5
A6.3.4
A6.3.5
A6.3.5.1
A6.3.5.2
A6.3.6
A6.3.7
A6.3.7.1
A6.3.7.2
A6.3.9

U)
Ao

Component Description
Reactor Building
Paint Coatings within Containment
Reactor Coolant System (RCS)
Snubbers
Low Head Safety Injection System (LHSIS)
Pumps and Drives
Snubbers
High Head Safety Injection Systems (HHSIS)
Containment Recirculation Spray System
Pump Located Outside Containment
Motor Drives Inside Containment
On-Site Electric Power Systems
Electric Power Distribution System
Electrical Cables and Terminations
Penetrations and Connectors
Reactor Protection System

/

V
/

Adequate (Failure Not Expected)

r.

4J

0

$4

-

U
o

4)

Not Demonstrated (Failure Possible)

Design Criteria
Satisfied(a)
Analysis
and/or
Test

Engineering
Judgment

Design Criteria
Not Completely
Satisfied (b)

Insufficient
Information to
Assess Adequacy

Information Reviewed
Indicates that
Failure is Likely

Notes

/

/

/
/

(c)
(d)

/

(c)
(d)

/
/
(d)

V
V

/
/

/
if

original criteria were not explicit or found to have insufficient margin.

(a)

Design Criteria as stated in FSAR; or current criteria,

(b)

More sophisticated analysis methods may in some cases show that the design criteria have in fact been satisfied; in all cases however,
is not expected.

(c)

Periodic seal replacement in the snubbers is

(d)

Active components of this system that are outside of containment and not subject to LOCA environment have not been included.

loss of function

recommended.

Table X A-6

X-105/106

a

A

TABLE X A-7

BWR COMPONENT REVIEW -

SEISMIC(')

DESIGN ADEQUACY

SUMMARY

Review Data Basis

Assessment of Design Adequacy
Adequate (Failure Not Expected)

•o
.6
Subsection
in Text
A6.4.1
A6.4.1.1
A6-4.1.2
A6.4.1.3
A6.4.1.4
A6.4.1.5
A6.4.2
A6.4.2.1
A6.4.2.2
A6.4.2.3
A6.4.2.4
A6.4.2.5
A6.4.2.6
A6.4.2.7
A6.4.2.8
4
A6. .3
A6.4.3.1
A6.4.3.2

A6.4.3.3
A6.4.3.4
A6.4.3.5
A6.4.3.6
A6.4.4
A6.4.5
A6.4.6
4
A6. .6.1

A6.4.6.2
A6.4.6.3
4

A6. .7
A6.4.7.2
A6.4.7.3
A6.4.?.4
A6.4.7.5
7
A6.4. .6
A6.4.7.7
A6.4.8

Containment Structures
Primary Containment Structure
Reactor Building (Secondary Containment)
Containment Piping Penetrations
Suppression-Chaisber-to-Drywell Vacuum
Breaker Valves
Missile Barriers Inside Containment
Reactor Coolant System
Reactor Pressure Vessel and Internals
Reactor Pressure Vessel Nozzles
Reactor Pressure Vessel Skirt
Recirculation Lines
Main Steam Lines
Main Steam Line Isolation Valves
Pipe Whip Restraints for Recirculation
Lines
Reactor Pressure Relief Valves
Core Spray System
Piping
Hangers and Snubbersý
Hangers
Snubbers
Pumps and Drives
Valves
Valve Motor Operators
Instrumentation
HPCIS Turbine
RNR Pumps and Drives
On-Site Electric Power Systems
Diesel Generator Buildings:(a)
Structure and Door
Door Hinges
Corrugated Barrier Attachments
Diesel Generators
Batteries and Battery Racks:
Batteries
Battery Racks
Electric Power Distribution Systems
Electrical Containment Penetrations
4 kV Switchgear
480 V Load Centers
480 V Motor Control Centers
DC Distribution Panels and Fuse Boxes
Cable Trays
Reactor Protection System

•U~

.H
W

Component Description

b

i

>

o

/

/

/
/
/

/
/

/

V

.

tq

U"

P"

Not Demonstrated (Failure Possible)

Criteria
Design
Satisfied(b}
Analysis
and/or
Test

Design Criteria
Not Completely
Satisfied(c)

Engineering
Judgment

Insufficient
Information to
Assess Adequacy

Information Reviewed
Failure Is

Likely

Notes

/

V

V

/
/
/
/
/

V

V

/

V

/

V
/

V

V

V

V
V
V
V
V
V

/

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

(
(d)

V
V
V

V

V
V

V

V

V

V
V

V
V
V

V

V

V
V

(a)

Diesel Generator Building was evaluated for both seismic and tornado loads.

(b)

Design Criteria as stated in FSARj or current criteria,
or found to have insufficient margin.

(c)

More sophisticated analysis methods may in some cases show that the design criteria have in
been satisfied; in all cases however, loss of function is not expected.

(d)

Periodic seal replacement in

if

original criteria were not explicit

fact

the snubbers is recommended.

Table X A-7
X-107/108

a

36

14

TABLE X A-8

BWR COMPONENT REVIEW -

t

ENVIRONMENT QUALIFICATION SUMMARY

Assessment of Design Adequacy

Review Data Basis

Adequate (Failure Not Expected)
o

Subsection
in Text
A6.4.1
A6.4.1.4
A6.4.1.6
A6.4.2
A6.4.2.6
A6.4.2.8
A6.4.3
A6.4.3.2
A6.4.5
A6.4.7
A6.4.7.1
A6.4.7.2

o

V

4

8

(d
U
Wo HU
> .r
,

Component Description
Containment
Suppression-Chamber-to-Drywell Vacuum
Breaker Valves
Paint Coatings Within Containment
Reactor Coolant System
Main Steam Line Isolation Valves
Reactor Pressure Relief Valves
Core Spray System
Snubbers
RHR Pumps and Drives
Electric Power Distribution Systems
Electrical Cables Terminations and
Connectors
Electrical Containment Penetrations

4.)
s

E'

Not Demonstrated (Failure Possible)

Design Criteria
Satisfied (a)
Analysis
and/or
Text

Engineering
Judgment

Design Criteria
Not Completely
Satisfied(b)

Insufficient
nomtint
to
Information
Assess Adequacy

Information Reviewed
nictsta
that
Indicates
Failure is Likely

Notes

/

V

/
/

V

/

/
/

/
/

/
/

/

(a)

Design Criteria as stated in FSAR; or current criteria, if original criteria were not explicit or found to have insufficient margin.

(b)

More sophisticated analysis methods may in some cases show that the design criteria have in fact been satisfied; in all cases however,

loss of function

is not expected.
TABLE X A-9

COMPARISON OF DAMPING VALUES USED IN PWR PLANT WITH THOSE CURRENTLY
REQUIRED

Structure or Component

Damping Values (% Critical)
DBE
OBE
Current
PWR
Current
PWR

Reactor-Vessel Internals
Welded Components and Assemblies

1.0

2.0

1.0

3.0

Bolted Components and Assemblies

2.0

2.0

2.0

3.0

Reinforced Concrete

5.0

4.0

5.0

7.0

Steel-Frame Structures
Welded

1.0

2.0

1.0

4.0

2.5

4.0

2.5

7.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

3.0

0.5

2.0

0.5

3.0

0.5

1.0

0.5

2.0

Bolted
Mechanical Equipment
Piping
>12.0 in.
<12.0 in.

dia.
dia.

Table X A-8 -

Table X A-9

X-109/110

t

TABLE X A-10

COMPARISON OF DAMPING VALUES USED IN BWR PLANT WITH THOSE CURRENTLY
REQUIRED

Damping Values (% Critical)
MCE
DE
Current
Current
BWR
BWR

Structure or Component

2.0

4.0

5.0

7.0

Steel-Frame Structures

2.0

2.0

5.0

4.0

Welded-Steel Assemblies(a)

1.0

2.0

2.0

3.0

Bolted and Riveted Assemblies(a)
Piping

2.0

2.0

5.0

3.0

Reinforced-Concrete

(a)

Structures

>12.0 in.

dia.

0.5

2.0

0.5

3.0

<12.0 in.

dia.

0.5

1.0

0.5

2.0

"Assemblies" refers to equipment components or their assemblies internal to (or
supported on)

TABLE X A-11

"Structures."

COMPARISON OF MISSILE CHARACTERISTICS

Missile

Wt.
(lb)

Vel.
(ft/sec)

Impact
(area-ft 2 )

Momentum
(lb-sec)

Kinetic Energy
Impact Area
(lb/ft)

1476

9.75 x 105

Missiles for BWR
Design Under
Review:
0.333

108

440

4000

73

20.0

9110

1.66 x 104

Utility Pole

1200

293

1.0

10900

1.60 x 106

Auto

4000

147

30.0

18300

4.47 x 104

400

528

0.4

6560

4.32 x 106

Wood Plank
(4 in. x 12 in.
x 12 ft)
Auto
Missiles
Recent Plants:

Sliding Panel

TABLE X A-12

COMPARISON

OF COMPUTED FREQUENCIES

Frequency (cps)
Mode

TABLE X A-13

4-Degree-ofFreedom Model

14-Degree-ofFreedom Model

1

1.49

1.52

2

2.87

3.65

3
4

4.68
6.03

5.307
10.0

ESTIMATE OF MODAL DAMPING

Mode

Type

% Critical Damping

1
2

Rocking

10.4

Translation

36.8

3

Flexure

2.5

4

Translation

3.8

&

Table X A-10 -

Table X A-13

X-111/112

TABLE X A-14

IN

SUMMARY OF MOMENTS AND STRESSES

CRANE

Loading

Section

AT CENTER LINE)

Section Modulus
Horiz.
3
(in3)

Moment
Vert.
(kip-ft)

(TROLLEY

Vert.
3
(in )

Horiz.
(kip-ft)

Stress
Vert.
(ksi)

Horiz.
(ksi)

Max.
Total
Stress
(ksi)

Allow
Stress
(ksi)
0.49

Main Girder
Dead Load
Live Load
Impact @ 15%

Sc = 8433
ST = 7612

1781
1550

---

233

--

cy = 17.6

5.07

2231

5.62

--

5.62

< 17.6

3564
1781

--

S

Live Load

1550

--

ST = 7612

.999

1529

DBE

99

153

4429

1682

Dead Load

1781

--

S c = 8433

Live Load

1550

--

ST = 7612

10% DBE

633

OBE

2231

9.70

16.03

0.9 c Y = 32.4
< 32.4

6.68

13.03

< 32.4

0.9

5.73
2231

6.35

y

1128

63

113

4027

1241

--

--

10% OBE

9.05

6.30

= 8433

Dead Load

End Tie
Dead Load
Live Load

E'-E

..--

553.7

--

24.12

24.12

0.9 ay
< 32.4

548.5

--

.10.72

10.72

0.9 ay
< 32.4

101

--

10% DBE

ST = 670.6
1012

--

DBE

S c = 1065.0

1113
Dead Load

..--

Live Load

.---

DBE

--

10% DBE

S
.
445

= 588.6
c
T = 510.7

45
490

Dead Load
Live Load

E'6E

..--

Sc = 1065.0

..

ST = 670.6

553.7

--

17.81

17.81

0.9 oy
< 32.4

Sc = 588.6
ST = 510.7

548.5

--

7.92

7.92

0.9 ay
< 32.4

747

OBE
--

10% OBE

75
822

..--

Dead Load
Live Load
OBE
10% OBE

.--

Fý,F
---

329
33
362

TABLE X A-15

CRITICAL STRESS SUMMARY

(psi)

Margin
Safety

Allowable
Stress

Total
Stress

Seismic
Stress

Load (a)

P + W + OBE

10,090

16,343

1 8

,7

50

(b)

0.15

P + W + DBE

14,863

21,116

2 8

,1

25

(c)

0.33

(a)

P = Pressure,

(b)

1.2 Sh'

(c)

1.8, Sh.

TABLE

X A-16

W = Dead Weight

POSSIBLE fe/fs

VALUES
f (a)

fe/fs

fe

s

e

1

5.12

5.3

0.97

2

8.31

5.3

1.57

f(a)
Configuration

(a)

TABLE

cps

X A-17

STEAM GENERATOR SUPPORTS
SEISMIC

-

MAXIMUM MEMBER LOADS - PIPE RUPTURE PLUS

No.

(kip)

Seismic Maximum Loads
(kip)

21-47

1609.6

-98.5

242.7

+48.0

Member

22-48

s

Pipe Rupture Maximum Loads

Rupture and
Seismic Maximum Loads
(kip)

-1708.1
290.7

23-49

-242.7

-48.0

-290.7

24-50

-1603.1

-98.5

-1701.6

25-51

412.0

46.0

458.0

27-52

-412.0

-46.0
115.2

-458.0
664.9

-116.0

-751.4

613.3
1526.0

115.4
25.6

728.7
1551.6

30-55
30-54

1555.9
2183.3

25.5
64.6

1581.4
2247.9

29-53

-1444.0

31-57

549.7

16-58

-635.4

33-59
32-56

-1474.7

-30.7

Table X A-14 -

Table X A-17

X-113/11.4

TABLE X A-18

REACTOR COOLANT PUMP SUPPORTS

-

MAXIMUM MEMBER LOADS

-

PIPE

RUPTURE

PLUS SEISMIC

Pipe Rupture

Member
No.

Maximum Loads
(kip)

-

Seismic

-

Maximum Loads
(kip)

Rupture
Seismic

Maximum L
(kip)

11-40

493.9

11-60

-114.9

-12.3

-127.2

12-60

-696.8

-20.7

-717.5

13-41

743.3

10.3

733.6

13-44

-680.2

-17.3

-697.5

14-42

538.9

20.7

559.6

14-43

577.0

13.9

590.9

14-44

-117.2

-11.5

-128.7

40-42

-212.7

-3.4

40-60

-210.2

-3.6

-216.1
-213.8

40-64

-29.7

-5.5

-35.2

40-65

21.9

1265.5

42-44

1243.6
-212.8

-3.4

-216.2

42-64

1257.7

20.2

1277.9

44-60

134.3

1.9

136.2

44-64

313.6

1.9

315.5

44-67

-963.1

-11.4

60-65

348.6

2.1

60-67

-18.6

-2.4

-21.0

60-69

-1041.0

-14.4

-1055.4

22.0

515.9

-974.5
350.7

SUMMARY OF CRITICAL STRESSES (psi) IN LHSIS

TABLE X A-19

Allowable

Margin

Stress

Safety

Pi ping Section

16,860

0.23

Accu]mulator Piping

19,247

25,290

0.43

Acctumulator Piping

7,191

14,941

19,320

0.61

LHSI - Pump to Cold
Leg - Loop 1

P + W + DBE

10,707

18,451

28,980

0.98

LHSI - Pump to Cold
Leg - Loop 1

P + W + OBE

8,641

16,368

19,320

0.34

LHSI - Pump to Cold
Leg - Loop 2

P + W + DBE

12,834

20,552

28,980

0.65

LHSI - Pump to Cold
Leg - Loop 2

P + W + OBE

8,447

15,968

19,320

0.39

LHSI - Pump to Cold
Leg - Loop 3

P + W + DBE

12,445

19,988

28,980

0.72

LHSI - Pump to Cold
Leg - Loop 3

TABLE X A-20

SUMMARY OF ACCUMULATOR TANK NOZZLE PIPE LOADS

Load
Load
Combination

Seismic

Seismic
Stress

Total
Total
Stress

P + W + OBE

9,389

14,698

P + W + DBE

13,944

P + W + OBE

System No.

Pipe (a)
Load
F
F
F

DBE

y
z

Margin

(b)

Thermal

System No.
DBE

3

(c)

Thermal

1,615 lb

26,647 lb

252 lb

5,670 lb

165 lb

4,442 lb

2,153 lb

9,903 lb

1,214 lb

4,046 lb

3,921 lb

1,767 lb

x

2

Allowable

4

M

14,337 ft-lb

9,924 ft-lb

M
y

26,302 ft-lb

22,307 ft-lb

M

42,119 ft-lb

14,932 ft-lb

x

z

13,223 ft-lb

11,759 ft-lb

35,226 ft-lb

50,043 ft-lb

160,654

ft-lb

30,775 ft-lb

(a)

x, y, z refer to global coordinates for piping analysis; F is
force, and M is moment.

(b)

Ref.

16.

(c)

Ref.

17.
Table X A-18 - Table X A-20

X-115/116

A

TABLE X A-21

LOAD CONDITION AND STRESS
LIMITS - CODE CASE NO. 1607

Load Condition

Stress Limits

Upset

am < 1.1

S

(am or aL) + ab < 1.65 S

Emergency

am < 1.5

s

(a or aL) + ab< 1.8

S

am < 2.0

S

2.4

S

Faulted

(am or a])
(a)

+ ab

<

am = general membrane stress (no
discontinuity effects) produced only be mechanical
loads.
aL = local membrane stress
(including discontinuity
effects) due to mechanical
loads only.
ab = bending stress due to mechanical loads only.
S = allowabie stress value given
in Tables 1-7.1, 1-7.2,
1-7.3 of Appendix I of current ASME Code Section III.

TABLE X A-22

ACCUMULATOR PIPING CONNECTION NOZZLE LOADS

1. B31.1
only

2.

Bijlaard
and
B31. 1

TABLE X A-23

Maximum Stress
(psi)

Load

Method

Code Allowable Stress
(psi)

Thermal expansion

13,050

25,790

OBE + pressure

12,670

18,800

(1.2Sh)

DBE + pressure

16,380

28,200

(1.SSh)

7,530

25,790

OBE + pressure

12,730

18,800

(1.2S h)

DBE + pressure

15,790

28,200

(1.8S h)

Thermal

,a

REACTOR BUILDING NATURAL FREQUENCIES

Mode

North-South (cps)

East-West

1

5.05

3.64

2

6.13

5.49

3

8.15

8.08

(cps)

Table X A-21 - Table X A-23

X-117/118

TABLE X A-24

COMPUTED STRESS INTENSITIES

Nozzle
Description

Mark
No.

IN BWR VESSEL NOZZLES

Primary Membrane
Plus Pressure Stress
Max. Stress Intensity
(ksi)

Allowable
Stress
1.5 Sm
(ksi)

Secondary Plus
Allowable
Primary Stress
Stress
Max. Stress Intensity
3.0 Sm
(ksi)
(ksi)

Recirculation outlet

8

27.09

40.0

30.20

80.0

Recirculation inlet

7

26.33

40.0

27.77

80.0

Steam outlet (a)
Feedwater

14

26.79
26.41

40.0
40.0

27.01

80.0

10

27.39

80.0

Core spray

11

26.33

40.0

27.35

80.0

Jet pump
instrumentation(a)

19

26.29

40.0

26.46

80.0

CRD hydraulic
system return

13

26.29

40.0

26.43

80.0

Head spray(a)

206

19.88

40.0

23.22

80.0

Vent(a)

204

19.65

40.0

20.36

80.0

Drain(a)

22

9.85

40.0

10.00

80.0

2 in.

12

instru-

mentation

(a)

Nozzles qualified in

TABLE X A-25

T

avg

= 3.624

T Allowable

12

fatigue under Article NB-3222,.4(d),

Section III, ASME Code.

REACTOR PRESSURE VESSEL ELASTIC ANALYSIS

Stress Intensity
Category

Critical
Loading

Primary Membrane

SSE + Dead Load
SSE + Jet

Load +

Maximum
Computed
Stress
Intensity
(ksi)

Code
Allowable
Value
(ksi)

15.1

Sm = 26.7

28.5

1.5 Sm = 40.1

Dead Load
Primary Plus

Secondary Stress
Intensity Range

111.0

3

Sm = 80.0

TABLE X A-26

Mode

Period

NATURAL PERIODS AND SPECTRAL
ACCELERATIONS
(sec)

Spectral Acceleration
(in./sec2

1

0.3355

112.05

2

0.3039 (a)
0.29671

115.69

4

0.2832

117.92

5

0.2653

119.84

6
7

0.2243
0.2117

8

0.2107

9

0.1889

10

0.1810

270.87

11

0.1685

321.15

12

0.1454

13

0.1400

14

0.1378

356.71

15

0.1288

268.35

16

0.1271

252.36

17

0.1165

169.48

18

0.1047

84.74

19

0.0996

82.13

20

0.0930

78.73

21

0.0898

77.08

3

(a)

Note:

142.40
(a)

177.83
180.53

(a)

241.65

358.98
(a)

358.98

Closely spaced periods.

TABLE X A-27

CRITICAL STRESSES
(a)

Loads Considered
P + W + DE
P + W + MCE

(a)
(b)
(c)

116.47

(psi)

Seismic
Stress

Total
Stress

Allowable
Stress

5,910

14,409

17

,

312

(b)

0.20

25

,

969

(c)

0.24

Margin
Safety

13,180

21,000

P + W + DE

2,341

7,803

17,312

1.22

P + W + MCE

4,682

10,144

25,969

1.56

P, pressure; W, weight; DE,
1.2 Sh.
1.8 Sh.

design earthquake;

Location
#44-12 in.

Elbow

Near Reactor

f

#48-Branch above
Gate Valve

and W, weight

Table X A-24 -

Table X A-27

X-119/120

TABLE X A-28

PERIODS OF VIBRATION

AND SPECTRAL ACCELERATIONS
FOR MAIN STREAM LINE
Mode
No.

Period
(sec)

Spectral
Acceleration
0.47
1.81
1.83
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.65
0.48
0.42

0.338
0.187
0.158
0.106
0.101
0.099
0.058
0.054
0.053

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

TABLE X A-29

(g)

CRITICAL STRESSES

(psi) FOR MAIN

STEAM

LINE

Seismic
Stress

Total
Stress

Allowable
Stress

Margin
Safety

P + W + DE

7,492

15,938

21,000

0.32

HPCI Tee

(pt #118)

P + W + DE + T (a)

4,643

45,285

52,550

0.16

@ 26 in.

Tee (pt #79

14,984

23,147

31,500

0.36

HPCI Tee

(pt #118)

Loads Considered

P + W + MCE
(a)

T,

thermal expansion.

TABLE X A-30

SUMMARY OF LOADS ON PIPE WHIP CONSTRAINTS

Case I
T (kip)
Act.
Allow.
Load
Load

Case
S (kip)
Act.
Allow.
Load
Load

12 in.

•

127

169

127

155

22 in.

4

394

525

394

437

637

860

637

662

28 in.

Location

I

II
M (in.-kip)
Act.
Allow.
Load
Load
1650

T (kip)
Act.
Allow.
Load
Load

2020

90

670

7420

10800

14600
I

Case III
S (kip)
Act.
Alloyw.
Load
Load

N (in.-kip)
Act.
Allow.
Load
Load

122

90

122

1170

279

324

279

324

4740

5500

450

510

450

510

9900

11200

1580

TABLE X A-31

CRITICAL STRESSES

Earthquake

(psi)

Total

Seismic

DE

14,538

6,232

17,375

0.2

MCE

23,263

14,957

27,800

0.2

TABLE X A-32

Allowable

Margin

RESULTS OF DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF BATTERY RACKS

Acceleration
Fundamental
Frequency
(cps)

Type of
Rack

Design Earthquake
(from Floor
Response Spectrum)
(2% Damping)

(g)

Maximum Credible
Earthquake
(Taken 2.4 Times
Design Earthquake)

Horizontal
Excitation
12- and
17-ft racks

9.2 (hand
computation)

6-ft racks

8.0 (computer
check)

0.18

0.43

16.5

0.12

0.288

8.0
13.9

0.16
0.17

0.38
0.41

Vertical
Excitat-iron
12- and
17-ft racks
6-ft racks

TABLE X A-33

HANGER ATTACHMENT TYPES

6

Types of

Hanger Length
(ft)

No.

of Trays

Hanger Attachment

3 to 16

1

swivel

3 to 9
16 and up
9 and up

2 to 4
1
2 to 4

swivel
fixed
fixed

Table X A-28 - Table X A-33
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FIGURE X A-45

Diesel Generator Dynamic Model

FIGURE X A-46

Batteries and Battery
Racks - 125/250-V
System
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FIGURE X A-47

Batteries and Battery
Racks -

24-V System
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FIGURE X A-48

1

Lumped-Mass Model for Seismic Analysis
of 58-Cell FTC-21 Battery Rack.
(Typical of Model Scheme for All Battery
Racks.)
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FIGURE X A-49

Electric Power and
Control Cables
Installed in Cable
Trays

FIGURE X A-50

4-kV Switchgear Unit
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FIGURE X A-51

FIGURE X A-52

4-kV Switchgear.cks

480-V Load Cerer

FIGURE X A-53

480-V Motor Control
Centers

FIGURE X A-54

D-C Distribution
Panels
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FIGURE X A-55

RPS Instrumentation
Racks (Front View)

FIGURE X A-56

RPS Instrumentation
Racks (Rear View)
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FIGURE X A-57

Reactor Protection
System Logic Cabinet

FIGURE X A-58

Control Room Panels
for Reactor Safety

Systems
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